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PREFACE

T iiAVK trird ill this hook to stato tho prinoii)les of pronomioam MH-h form that th.'v sliall Ix- .oiui.ivhf.nsihle to an VihwMvd
and uitcliiK'ent j..'r.sou who lias not beforo mad.- any (sv.sti'niatic
study of the sul.joct. Thow-h d-'si-n.-d in this sens,, for hc-in-
ners, the hook d..o,s not },'i(,ss over ditlicnlties or avoid severe
reasonint,'. .\o ..ne can uiKhMsiaiid economic idu^nonicna or i)re-
i-are himself to deal witli economic proidcnis wlio is unwilling to
follow trains of reasoning which call for sustained attentionr I
have done my hest to W. clear, and to state with care the grounds
on whudi my concluHi..ns rest, as well as the conclusions them-
selves, hut have made no vain pretense of simplifving all things.

Tl e .M-der of the topics has heen determined niore hv oonv"en-
icnre for •xposition than hy any strict regard for system. In
ge leral, a suhjct has heen entered on onlv when the niain conclu-
sions relating to it could he followed to the end. Vet so close is
the connection hetween the .litferent parts of economics that it has
iK^en necessary .sometimes to go part way in the consideration of
matters on which the final word had to he reserved for a lat-r stage
laxation has olfered. as regards its place in the arrangement, per
haps the greatest .liHieuUies. It is so clo.sely connected with eco-
nomics that .some consideration ..f it .seemed essential ; whereas
imhi.e fmam.e in the stricter sense, whose prohlems are politicalqmte as much as economic, has heen omitted. Yet a suitahle
I'lace tor taxation was not easy to find. I concluded finally to
put the chapters ,;n this suhject .at the very close, even though they
..ay have the etfc-t of an anticlimax, coming as they do after
tlio.se on socialism.

The h„.,k deals chiefly with the industrial conditions of modern
'•'.untr.es. .and most of aP with those of ,he United States F.-.k
nonuc uistory and economic development are not considered inany .set chapters, being touched only as they happen to illu.strate
one or another ,.f the prohlnns of contemporary society. Some
topics to which economists give much .attentimi in discussionamong themselves receive scant attention or none at all. I have
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omitted entirely the usual chapters or seotions on definition
methodology, and history of dogma ; and have said little on such a
topic as the subjective theory of value, which in my judgment
13 of less service for explaining the phenomena of the real world
than is supposed by its votaries. These matters and others of
the same sort are best left to the professional literature of the
subject. I hope this book is not undeserving the attention of
speciahs s; but it is meant to be read by others than specialists

ihough not written on the usual model of textbooks, and not
planned primarily to meet the needs of teachers and students,
the book will prove of service, I hope, in institutions which offer
substantial courses in economics. The fact that it is addressed
to mature persons, not to the immature, should be an argument
111 favor of such use rather than against it. Being neither an
encyclopedic treatise :.or a textbook of the familiar sort, it offers
no voluminous footnotes and no detailed directions for collateral
reading. When facts and figures not of common knowledge have
been cited, my sources of information have been stated. At the
close of each of the eight Books into which the whole is divided
I have given oufegestions for further leading and study, mention-
ing t ;ie really important books and papers.

I have expressed in the text, as occasion arose, my obligations
to the contemporary thinkers from whom I have derived most
stimulus. For great aid in revising the manuscript and proof, on
matters both of form and substance, I am indebted to my colleagues
Drs. R. F. Foerster and E. E. Day of Harvard University

Harvard U.vivbrsitt,

March, 1911.

F. W. TAUSSIG.

w^s^m .
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Section 1 Dinct an.l indirect taxes. VarJMi.s wav.s in which
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simplest c:\-

,
nf a Cni,ip..|,.iv,. cniMnmdifv pr.Mlu.-.? n. ..'or ron.stant

returns, .-i tax ten.ls tn ho shiii, ,1 to cons.im.is. r.xplaMatinn and
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CHAPTER 1

Op Wealth a\d Labor

§ 1. To (Icfiiio witli accuracy tlic .scope and contents of eco-
nomics IS not of iini)ortance in tl)e earlier stages of its study
The precise .len.arcatiou of its sul.ject matter, and its relation
to other branch.^s of knowledge, can he understood only when
something is known of its main conclusions. It sufFuTs at the
outset to indicate by an (-xami)le what is th.- nature of the j.roh-
Icms dealt witli. A good example is found in the economic
position of one of the most familiar articles of use, - water

In a thinly settled community, where springs and streams
are abundant, water is free t.. all. No question can arise as
to Its o;ynership or as to the mo.le in which the community
should deal with it. Every one is fortunate in liaving -.

unlimited supply. Xo one can gain advantage by taking
possession of part of it, or devoting labor to procuring it.

Water under such conditions is said to be a '-free" g hI
not an "economic" good. It is not an economic good, in thc-
scnse that no economic problems arise regarding it. Every om>
has all 1... wants, and t:iereby is prospered; what more is there
to say?

A stage may come very early when some labor will b(^ given
to making the water conveniently available, and when it will
'H' no longer strictly a free good; and ^^hen yet no economic
questions of any complexity arise. The imlividual may di..
;i well, or pipe the water from a spring or stream to his dwelling"
i he very first economic problem, that which mav even he
considered the fuivI'MPC"*., I ,.r-''-r>, .' '^-

• "•' •• !-r-.- -^rm, f aen rnioii^es ; How much
effort ,s It worth while to give to the supply of thi.s jnvonionce ^

3
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But the problem remuins a very simple one, so long as the in-

dividual exerts him.self to satisfy his own wants only. There
is no dealing with otliers, no sale, no question of price. If men
were to work .solely for the satisfaction of their own wants,
t!ie difficult monomic (luestions would not arise at all.

A more complex stage; is reached when water is brought in by
some individuals and .sold to others. In Oriental towns the
water carrier, with his runlet or skin, is still a familiar figure.

In our own cities private individuals sonii'tiiuf's sell carboys
of spring water or tlistilled waler. Here questions of sale and
price arise. What .settles the terms on which water is soKl?
What settles the earnings of those who supply it? Are they
in a position of advantage or not? Here are matters less

simple.

Still another stage (not necessarily a later stage) is reached
when common action is taken to procure the water. Here the
jiroblem may remain comparatively simple, or it may become
one of the trouiilesome problems of modern communities.
The traveler in Italy sees the village fountain, .sui)plied by its

aqueduct; even in larger towns, through some parts of Europe,
the i)ublic fountain has remained until very recently the chief

source of supj)ly. The water is no longer strictly a "free"'

gootl, since etTort and exp(>nse were required t<j bring it where
Wiuited. But the elTort was made long ago, does not need to

be r(>n(>wed (there are no expenses of upkeep), ai\d there is so

much ^vater tliat it can be used ad libilum. In the modern
city, however, the case has become different. There are great
reservoirs, elaborate pumping st:ttions. mains, and pipes.

Water is supplied abundantly and conveniently to every house-
hold. There is not only a vast initial outlay for the i)lant, but
a continuing cost of upkeep. The questions arise, Who s!iall

make the outlay and manage the supply ? Stiall there be public
or private ownership? And, whether under public or private
ownership, what an^ to be the conditions of sale? Conceiv-
ably the water, if under public manairement. inav stii! he sun-
olied gratuitously to all, as it is at the village fountain; or
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pajTuent may bo roquirecl of the users. The questions of profit
arise, of sound puhhc puhey, of pussil.le monopoly gains, of con-
flict between financial and li^-frieuic considerations. The really
complex prol)lcms of econoiiiics arise full-fledged.

§2. To designate these dilTerent sorts of" comHtions, some
quas.-techniral terms are often used: "free goods," "economic
goods," "public goods," "wealth."

What are free goods and what are economic go. Is has just
been indicated. Fresh air, climat.^, sunshine, are the obvious
cases of free goods; ^o is water und.T the simpl(>st conditions,
or .standing timber in a thinly s(>ttled and well-wooded country!

Scarcity is the earmark of an economic good, — scarcity,
that is, relatively to the <leman.l. Water l)ecom<>s an economic
good wlien effort is ncn-ded to obtain it in the quantity tlesired,
at the place of use. It is com'eivabl(> that in the future fresh
air may Ix'come, n)r considenible parts of mankind, an economic
good. It is so already when many i)ersons are gath(>red in a
hn-ge room or hall. Fans, conduits, ..ngines, are installed; it

becomes a (i;iestion how the m>e Iful efforts sliall be best directed,
wlio sliall b.Mr the expenM>. With (he concentration of pop;!-
Lition in great cities, and the muliii)lication of agencies tliat
pollute th(> air in tiiem. it is pos-ible that elaborate means
will have to I)e taken for keepin ;• it healthful. Then the
same complex iiroblems will present themselves as in the case
of water; all resting on the n>Iaiive .scarcity of the thing in
questicm.

"Public goods" are economic goods supplied gratuitou-^Iy
to individuals, yet involving effort and conse<iuent e.xpense (o
some one. Though free to the ,..„rs. they are not free good.
feiich IS water at the ],ublie louutni i ; such are publir educatior.
p:Tks, museums, free concerts, bri !,.es, and highwavs. What
Roods sh.dl be puMie, and by whom the expense of^)rovidin<'
(hem shall be met, -whether by levy on all pers-.ns, or on some
only, -these are the probl<.ms as to public functions and as
to taxation lor defiayi-i- their expense; among the most diffi-
cult and far-reaching that the economist has to deal with.

i
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It was common in the older books on our subject to defino

I)olitieal economy (a phrase replaced in modern times by the

simpler "economics") us the "science of wealth." In this

usage, "wealth" meant all the economic goods, including the

public goods. Either term — wealth or economic goods —
SiTves to describe the suliject matter with which economics

has to deal; those thin-^s which men want, which are not free,

and which present the problems of effort, of satisfaction through

eiTort, of the organization of industry.

Evidently a (jomnuinity is tlu! better off, the more free goods

it has and the less tlu' range of things that come within the

category of "wealth." Where unlimited pure water and fresh

air are at every one's disposal, the conditions of life are eased

by so much. A nuld and eiiual)le climate relieves the people

of some favored si)ots from much labor that must be given else-

where to protection from heat ot cold. It may Ijc said, with

an appearance of ]Kiradox, that the more things in the nature

of Vv'calth a community has, the less j)rosj)erous it is. The

j)arado.\ is easily solved. The wealth of a conununity is not

the sum total of things on which its welfare depends, — these

include its free goods as well as its economic goods. The more

things are free, the e;isier are the conditions (jf living. The
inori; things are econouiic, t!ie wide r is the range of commodities

concerning which t!ie economic pii)l>Ieins arise, and the wider

is tiie scojie of the science d "wealth."

The abundance of free goods, thougii prima facie advanta-

geous to a conuiiunily, iloes not always coexist with the highest

degHH' of i)rosperify. In tropical and semitropical countries

the ((jiiditioiis of living are on t!ie whole easier than intemperate

countries. Some sorts of food are free or neaily free, ati 1

protecti(m does not need to be i>r()^'ided against the cold of

winter. But the climate saps energy, and checks the develop-

ment of physical vigor and of int<>llectual capacity. Hence

the peoples of temperate regions, from the very ol)stacIes they

have to fivereome, pain resources witlijn theniselves which

lead eventually to greater prosjjcrity. So it ia with individuals.
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He who has always had abundant means at his command often
lacks endurance and spirit, atid in the end is surpassed in hap-
piness as well as in riches by him who had to face liardcr con-
ditions at the start.

§ 3. In tiie i)r(('(.(lins paragraph wealth has I)een spoken of
as the result of efTjrt. But ther.> are cases where a commodity
IS wealth, — is an economic fr,,(„l, _ ,.ven thoufiii it i-e ol)tained
without effort. A free gift of nature may i)e wealth, if it is

hmited in quantity.

On .some parts of the seashore the waves dislodse from near-
lying rocks quantities of k(-l{), which is useful as a fertilizer.

Like multitudes of otiier articles, its use is indirect; it does not
satisfy wants directly, but is an aid in the operations for satis-
fying them. ()l)viously, it nuiy none the less be wealth. If
kelp were steadily borne to the shore in such quantities that
every one could get all he wished, it would be a free good in
the strict economic sense. But if it is deposited in limited
quantities on favored spots, and if many farmers are tlesirous
of using it, it will command a price as it lies on the beach, before
even the hand cf man has touched it. And the same supply
which at one time was .so abundant as to command no price,
may be brought by the growth of population within th(,> circle
of things bought and sold, and so become one of tlic goods with
which economic scienc( deals. Meteoric stones, usually
disintegrated by h(>at i)efore touching the earth's surface, in
some instances reach the ground. Being scarce, and in our
days esteemed for scientific research or even lor the satisfac-
tion of mere curiosity, they command a jirice, and, though the
free gift of nature, are not free goods in the economic sense.
The same narrowing of the circle of free goods, and the same

widening of that of economic goods or wealth, appear if there
be not a natural, I)ut an artificial, scarcity of good-. .\ supply
of water or timber, tmlimited in quantity for the needs of a
given community, may come by force or by long-settled law
under the control nf some individua! or individuals. By limit-

ing the amount which others shall have, the owners may make
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siK'h things a source of iiicomo for themselves and cause them
to enter the list of economic goods. MoMojxily per se raises

some of tiie (juestions with wliich economic science has to deal.

This simi)lest sort of scarcity may seem to he exceptional

;

and as to tiie thin.^s whicli we usually tiiink of as goods or

comnuulities, it is so. The instances just adduced are e.xcej)-

tiunal. In the v.ast inajoiity of cases coiimiodities become
ertmomic after some Jahor lias i)een apijiied to fashioning them.

Thougli scarcity (tliat is, rchitive scarcity) still underlies the

notion of wealth or economic goods, it is scarcity in the .sens«>

that the materials su])plied hy nature need to he adapted to

man's use hy his labor. Labor, or effort of sotne sort, is usu-

ally the cause or condition of economic i)henoniena.

There is one large class of thiiijvs, however, for which this

statement does not hold: limited n.itural agents, of which land

is the most cons])icuoas. These are not commonly called goods

or wares; but they are economic goods in the strict sense,

l)eing limited in (juautity and of high service in satisfying wants.

Agricultural land, i)ower and deep-water sites, forests, mineral

lands, — all are often economic goods by virtue of mere natural

limitation of quantity. Tiiey jji-esent, as will aj)i)ear in due
course, some of the most intricate social and economic problems.

§ 4. What is labor, may seem a sim])le matter. ^lost people

would say that they are more than sufficiently familiar with

it. Yet some (luestions arise concerning it th.at go to the heart

of economics, and the la.st word on them cannot be said until

the very close of the (exposition of the wliole sul)ject.

Some activities are agreeabl(>, some an- irksome. Some are

undertaken for the pleasure of doing, some for a reward. Not
infrefjuently the two satisfactions are gained simultaneously

from the si>lfsame activity; it is both a source of pleasure in

itself, and it brings a reward.

So far as the nature of the muscular or nervous effort is con-

cerned, no distincti<}n can !»> drawn between the agreeable and
the irksome activities, or lietween tliose which are undertaken

for pleasure and those which are undertaken for pay. Such

I
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severe physical labor, combined with hardship and exposure,
as mountain cliinhing, i.s done for pleasure by tourists and for
pay by guides. The pursuit of athl.-lic sj^jrts is the most fa-
miliar of recreations and is also a familiar jH-ofession. A multi-
tude of occupatio:is ordinarily pursued for {-ain — woodvvo.king,
RardeninR, painting, aetin- are also pin-sued by many persons
for the satisfaction whii h the doing affords.

None the less it i,. true that the gr.'atest part of the activity
which men carry on in gettinir a living dues not give pleasure.
The chief reason seems to be that activity, in order to be effec-
tive toward getting a living, must be steady, unvaried, and
long-continu...l; an.l it nuist be, in an imj>ortant s..nse, not
free. The characteristic of most activities that are sources
of pleasure in thenjselves is the element of freshness or novelty,
and the absr-nce of comijulsion. The guide who climl)s moun-
tains year after year, and knows the tracks by heart, soon
finds the task a weviry one; and this the more, because, in order
to earn his living, he must follow his tracks regularly, regardless
of his health or spirits at the mom-nt. It is the zest of novelty
and the sense of freedom and choice that cause pleasure in
the summer's arduous vacation. Ina. tivity and idleness soon
become irksome; but, with few ("xccptious, .teady application
to the same task also soon becomes irksome.

In savag<> and barbarian communities, tlie men usually
cunhne themselves to tli.^ cha.,. and to war. The monotonous
work of cultivating fiel-i and of preparing food is |,.ft to the
women. Though hunting and fi^In't.g often entail the most
strenuous exertion audi he se\cn'si h-rd-^i.i;., ih-y uu :. ,; com-
monly en.lur<" long, and they are almost surely varied by ciiange's
and respites. Tiie varit ty and the su(kle:. changes givi- j.lay
for enmlation and for .satisfy:ng the love of <listinction, ~ that
for slaughter also, - instin-'ts which Inn., a i^owerful effect in
many fields of economic activity. An alrernation of periods
of complete idleness anil of feverish activity is characteristic
oi tho.-.e early stages of society in which men give themselves
to the unchecked satisfaction of their instinctive propensities.
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The sort of labor timt occupicH the mnss of mankind in civ-

ilized sdcii'tics, and tImt whicli brings the larKfst product,

is niiiMily of the continiioiis, monotonous, and irksome kind.

Tliis is more especially the cane where the division of labor has

l)een much elalxtrated. The wide extension of the division

of laljor, aa we shall presently see, has been a main cause in

modern times of the greater abundance of material goods,

and of the extraordinary advance in n'uterial pros})eritv.

liut it has probably also be'>n a cause of greater weariness and

unattractiveness for most ibor. Even in the simpler and

older form of the division of labor, where one man was carpenter,

another smith, another cobbler, there was of necessity a steady

repetition of operations ami no little monotony of work. But

in the remarkalile splitting up of occujjations which ha.s resulted

from the elaboration of machinery in modern times, it is rare

that a worknuin does all the work of his trade, or even knows

how to do it. He is no longer a cobbler making a whole shoe,

but a factory hand attending hou after hour and week after

week to the same 'ai'iute piece o. machine work. Moreover,

in a dense populatitu and with .strictly enforced ownership of

property and of land, he is under compulsion to do continuous

work of some such sort, in order to k»>c[) body anrl soul to-

gether. He lacks variety, and he lacks freedom. He may find

pleasure in exci'titig himself sireuuously a( sports ; but the labor

of gcttiuii; his li\iiig yields in itself little satisfaction.

§ .5. Some .<ort.-; i.f lal)<:r, tlu)ii;j;!i pursued sy^tematicall3• and

continuously, seem never to become wearisome. This is the

ease with much intellectual labor, especially that of j)ersons

who are engaged in the pursuit of knowledge and in the satisfac-

tion of man's insatiable curiosity al)out the things that surround

him. Persons of arti.stic temperament — painters, musicians,

poets — have often so strong an instinctive bent toward one

kind of activity that nothing can hoM them from it and nothing

ever pall '^e pleasure of the exertion. And any occupation

which .^uti.^fiea tlie instinct of < inulatiou has unceasing charm.

He who can achieve things which few can achieve, and which
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many wouM lik.> to achiov, rarely tins r,f his work. Tho actor,
even tlioiiKli liis <.c(iipHtinM involves tin- monott.iioiis and lonfj-

(•ontitiucd npetilion of the most trifliii,-,' d.-tail.-;, never fails

to Rpt a tlirill of pleasure from the hreathless silniee or stirring
applause of his aiidi<'iiee. \V.>re he compelled to go throiiRh
his part as often and as riRoroiisly un-ler the cold supervision
of an indifferent siiixTvisor, and undi-r that only, hou- flat and
stale it would become! For a similar reason, work of leader-
ship and .mmand almost always is continuously |)|easural)le.

It satis.'ies the love of distinction and the desire for domination
;

and it has a n>al or apparent element (>f fn-edom. Flence
tho work of the employer commonly affords more sat isfnct ion
than that of the employee, and often is continued, from more
love of the doing as well as from hal.it, long after the reward
or profit fro' 1 the exertion has ceased to he valued.

These e\cei)tions shouhl not hiind us to tho fact that by far
the greater part of the world's work is not in itself felt to be
pleasurable. Some n^formers have hoped to re;ich a social
fiystom umler which all work should be in itself a source of satis-
faction. It is proi)able that such persons are made optimistic
by the nature of their own doin-s. They are writ.Ts, schemers,
reformers; they are usually of strongly altruistic character,'
and the performance of any duty or set task brings to them
the approval of an exacting consci<>nce; and they believe that
all mankind can i)e brought to labor in tlieir own spirit. The
world would be a much happier place if their state of mind could
be made universal. Hut the great mass of men are of a hum-
drum sort, not I)orn with any marke.l bent or any loftin(>ss of
character. .Mc.reover, most of the world's work for the satis-
faction of our primary wants must be of a humdrum sort, ami
often of a rou,!;h and coarse sort. There must be ditching and
delving, sowing and reaping, hammering and sawing, ai^l all

the severe physical exertion which, however lightened by tools
and machinery, yet can never be other than labor in the
ordinary sense of tlu- term.

Reference has just been made to a greater monotony of
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InI)or in modem times, under the indiieiiei' of ^rowinR use of

nia.liiiiery ;iiid ktowiiik .speciulizatioii of lalx.r. Jluf the ext<-iit,

of the ehaime in tlii.s regard may l)e easily ex.iKKerated. Ruski i

has dwell on the charm of the medieval eraftsman'.s task,

who felt the joy of work that had lieauiy and eliaraetiT. Yet
tliis joy was probal.ly shareil l.y f,.w ii medieval times, or
in any otiier. Tlien. as now, most work in\-ol\ed the repetitio i

of the same operations, and was I'ell lo lie tedious ;ind i \aetin«.

It is not easy for ns to picture the condition-, of iife in earlier

societies, organized in a very dilTc rent way from otir own; \}\i\

it is more tiian proli.al.le that the mass (.f mankind found their

tasks then on tiie whole no pleas inter or li^rhter than now.

§ ('». We may hoj)e that, as tfie material conditions of man-
kind imi)rove, especially in the countries of advanced civiliza-

tion, gains will !,e achieved as regards the irksonieness of ordi-

nary Ial)or. Some alleviation will come from a mer • change
in the state of opinion in the coninumity. 'l"he sense of dis-

tinction .alTects the satisfaction from exertion. .\ task admired
is an attr.active task, and one despised is unattractive. The
common atlitn.Ie of the more favoreil classes has long l>een to

contemn manu.d lahor and those who jxTform it. Such was
the natural attitude in comnuinities hased on slavery, or on its

successor, feud.ilism
; an<I such remains too often the attitude

of that leisure class which In modern timcvs a(loj)ts many of the
traditions of feudalism. T!ie growing democratization of society

may he exi)ectcd to cliang.' this, and to raise the dignity and
self-respect of lal.or of all kinds, manual or ment.il. Greater
oa.se of movement heiween .lilfcrcnl cl.asses and greater equali-
zation of their conditions will add to the <'steeni in which all

kinds of manual lahor are he.M. and may remove some at least
of the causes that now contrihiite to make it imweh-omo.
The chief nuxle, neveitlieless, in which lahor is likely to he

made less irksome is not \>y a change in its character or its

intrinsic attractiveness, hui hy a diminution in its severity.

It will prohahly he lightened hy th(> increasing p<^rfection of
tools and the increasing u ,e of mathinery

; though on the other

I
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Land, it nmy he tliut from this vume its tuoiioton: -ill U'come
no Ifss, {M-rhaps grt-ator. More important is the prospect that
the hours of lahor are likely to be shortened, and the hours for

recreation and variety rorresj)ondingly lengthened. Tlie weari-
ness of lalior is l>y no means in jjroportion to the number of
hours s|, -nt on it. For a healthy and well-tiourished person,
the first 'lours of work are not a source of fatlRU". .Some writers

have indeed maintained that during tliese earlirr lu airs -- bur-
ring perhajis a brief initial period uf stiffness - there is a sense of

pleasure rather than of pain. Tlii-, may In- the ca.se in intelle:--

tual activity, and in .some handicraft occup.itioin : and the

experience' is a familiar one in lioliihiy j.iunt>. Hut little

direct con.sciuusness of pleasure comes at ;iiiy sLii^c I'roiu the

stated work of the ^reat majority of men. The difTerence

between the e;irlier part.-, of tlieir d iy and the later is not su

much tiiat llie foriiitr are pleasuiit and the latter iiiipleasaiit,

as that fatii>;ue d<>,.s not bei;iii until siiin- hciurs have [)a>>ed, and
then becoiiics incr.'a>iii<;iv- sr\crc with each of the later hours.

Wiien ind'-etl tlu- hours of lalior are unduly prolonged, fatigue

b,'comes so irreat and so deep-seate(l that the jwriod of rest

and sle-i) (h>es not sullice to ivmove it. The next day bej^ins

attain uirh fati;riie and worse succeeds worse, .-^uch was the

effect of the fa<'tory .system in its oarly sf.iocs in JMinland ; such
is still rhe situation in backward countries like Hussia. luchT
liiese wretched conditicns, the Work of the day has covered

eleven, Twelve, ven fourt(^en, hours. In the ['nited States,

in our ovrv day. some ..f the steel-makiiu? i.idustries, who^e
operatcm^ ^s on nieht md day, have had two shifts, in each of

whicli -IV lie' w.-K- i twelve hours. To cut olT one, two,

three !•._- ---m c ,1 day's labor is to cut otT a much larger

pror)!i.-T»Q ,: !.• v^-.nness of labor.

'^'iif iBovpEmwr -).r shorter hours has liren one of the most
bejH^T-fn; -m^-r- ,f the betterment of material conditions

in ';iTTii2!e(! --t^mf-- durinn the last two or three generations.

Ttu- liiT-s iasHsr «-ns first cut down to eleven and ten, partly
from -mi ssason; of workmen's organizations and partly from
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legislation restiu ting the hours of women and children em-
ployed in factories. It is still in process of being reduced.

The ideal of the trade unions is now u lower it to eight

hours; a limit which has aire ly been reached in the more
prosjx^rous and highly paid trades, and is likely to be at-

tained l)y a larger and larger projwition of manual workers.

We shall have occasion to consider at a later stage the signifi-

cance of this shortening of the i)eriod of work, the nature

ami causes of the gains so secured, and the fallacies which have
attached themselves to the short-hour movement.* But in

itself that movement should have the sympathy of every friend

of humanity.

Notwithstanding all the alleviations of the irksomeness of

labor, — through moderate tasks, free time for recreation,

a rational respect for labor of all kinds, — the larger part of

the world's work will always l)e felt to be irksome. A fortunate

minority may work at tasks which are in themselves pleasur-

able and are not performed chiefly for the return which they
bring. But most work is now undertaken for reward, would
not be ilone without rewaril, imd is strenuous and well directed

in proi)ortion to the rewaril. It is doubtless true that the mass
of mankind, though they find their labor irksome or repellent,

are jet ha])pier tiian they woukl be under complete iilleuess, or

with only that fitful kind of exertion whicli attracts the savage.

But labor is commonly felt to be a hardship, and the pay wliich

it secures is the dominant motive for undertaking it. The
fundamental problems that arise in economics are concerned
with the relation between unwelcome exertion and the remu-
neration which induces that exertion.

»So»' liodk VI, Chapter 66.

ft -.

i
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CHAPTER 2

Of Labor in Production

§ 1. The relation of labor to production may seem simple.
Yet it has been the occasion of great difforence of opinion among
acute thinkers, and it presents some nice questions.

We commonly speak of a tailor as making clothes, a carpenter
as making a table, a cobbler as making bo()t^<. The briefest

reflection shows that this is a careless use of language. The
labor of the tailor hut gives the finishing touch to the work
previously done by a long series of persons, — the shepherd
who tended the flocks, the wool shearer, those who transported
the wool by land and sea, the carder and spinner and weaver,
not to mention those who made the tools and machinery of
these workers. Similarly the carpenter is the last of a succession
of persons who worked toward a common end, — those who
felled the trees, fashioned the timber, transferred it from the
woods, and so on. Many laborers, arranged in long series,

combine in making even the simjilost commodities.

But it is clearly all these laborers, taken together, who pro-
duce the commodities ; and can it not be said these alone are
the producers of wealth? Wealth has bi^en described as con-
sisting of those goods which are not free. The term refers

primarily to things that are tangible and material. Many
laborers produce no wealth in this sense. Such are domestic
servants, policemen, actors, singers, teachers. Does not their

work stand in a different relation to production from that of

laborers who make material things and carry on protluction
in the common meaning of the word ?

This was the opinion of many of the earlier wTiters on eco-
nomics, especially the English WTiters from Adam -Smith to John
Stuart Mill. Their view wa.s that only such laborers as turned

15
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out material things were productive; all others were unpro-

ductive. A liberal interpretation was indeed given to their

dofinition of the productive laborers. Not only those who
direct!}' handled materials and fashioned them were included,

— the daj' laborer, the carpenter, and the smith ; but those also

by whom the operations were guided and promoted, — the em-

ployer who directed the manual laborers, the foreman and the

engineer, the teacher who trained the engineer. Even the

teacher of the humblest workman may conceivably be re-

garded as contributing to the operations of material production,

in so far as the diffusion of even the rudiments of education

raises intelligence and adds to efficiency. But with the widest

latitude in interpretation, a great range of i>ersons, doing all

sorts of work and by it earning a living, remained outside the

class of the so-called productive laborers. Domestic servants,

lawyers and judges and policemen, all the army and navy,

not to mention persons who provided mere amusement, were

classed as unproductive. As Adam Smith remarked, "in the

same class [of unproductive laborers] must be ranked, some

both of the gravest and most important and some of the most

frivolous professions : churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men
of letters of all kinds; players, buffoons, musicians, opera

singers, opera dancers."

This distinction between productive and unproductive

laborers was early attacked and long debated. It was pointed

out that it seemed to affix some sort of stigma — an accusation

of uselessness, of being in need of support from others — on
whole classes of persons whose work was admitted to be hon-

orable and often seemed to be indispensable. But this was
after all not material ; whether or no an "unproductive" occu-

pation was to be regarded as honorable, the essential question was
and is whether there are differences between this kind of work
and the other which are important for the welfare of the com-
munity. It was much more to the point that the distinction

led to difficulties and inconsistencies. Th<> musician was
regarded as an unproductive laborer; was tlie artisan who
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made his instrument — his violin — nevertheless proiluctive ?

The labor of the violin-maker issued in material wealth, or,

as Adam Smith said, in "a vendible commodity." Yet its

only object was to make an instrument to be used by the musi-

cian; and was not the consistent view that of regarding the

two sets of persons as combining for a common result, just as

the sheep shearer, the weaver, and the tailor combine in making
clothing ? And if thus working together for the same end, was
one to be set apart as productive, the other as unproductive ?

All members of the navy and army were classed as unproduc-
tive; yet those who built the ships, made the guns and the

powder, were supposed to be productive. If one set were

unproductive, why not the other ?

§ 2. The solution of these difficulties is indicated by a con-

ception which the British economists, though they followed it in

other directions, were curiously slow to use with reference to

their discussion of productive labor. It points to satisfactions,

or utilities, as the aim and end of production. We shall see,

as we progress, how in various directions economic science

gains, and is often brought to unity and consistency, by the

analysis of production as ending in utilities.

If it is a careless use of language to speak of a carpenter as
'
' mak-

ing" a table, it may also be said to be a careless use of language,

or, at best, a short-cut expression for a complicated act, to speak
of any artisan or set of artisans as "making" anything. The
amount of matter in the world is not subject to man's control.

He cannot add to it one atom or subtract one atom. All

that he can do is to change forms and combination. And just

this he does in production. He fashions and refashions material

things. He puts them into forms in which they serve his wants.

Such is obviously the nature of the carpenter's work, the

tailor's, the cook's. It is not less true of those whom we de-

scribe as "producing materials." The plants from which man
secures the greatest part of his food and most of the materials

he uses, get their constituent parts from the soil and the air.

What man does is to arrange conditions favorable for their

i

%.^/ms
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growth. The minerals which he uses are a fixed store in the
earth^s crust. Wiien we say that coal is produced, we mean
that it is brought to the surface and made available for our
use.

The modes in which man brings about utilities or satisfac-
tions are many. Not only are plants grown, and coal, iron,

copp(>r brought up from the mines; not only are these raw
materials shaped and adapted for their different uses, — they are
also transported to the places, often very distant, where they
reach the hands of those whose wants they finally satisfy.
Thoy are l)ought by traders from one set of persons, and sold
agni.i to another; and among th-.' traders there is a division
of labor, sonu' l)uying at wholesale and selling again to the re-
tailers, who dispos(> of the commodities to their customers.
The phrase "place utility" has bee.u used to descrilx) the con-
tributions of those engaged in transportation ami trade; and
it serves to bring into relief the fact that such persons, though
they do not shape or fashion commodities, yet contribute to
their utilization.

Now, since the essence of production is that it leads to satis-
factions or utilities, it follows that any labor or effort that
yields utilities is i)roducti\e. The musician whose performance
l)rmgs us pleasure does pi-cisely the same sort of thing as the
florist whose blosso.ns last a few hours. The domestic servant
contributes to our ease just as does the artisan who supplies
th

.
furniture for our dwellings. No doubt there are gradations

HI the importance of the wants sui^pliod bv different workers.
The essentials of litV are most important; the conveniences and
luxuries come after them

; and these gradations. a,s we shall see,
have economic consequences. Rut they are not significant for
our present purpose; they give no ground for distinguishing
between thos,. producers M'ho emboov utilities in material
ob,,e<.ts. an<! those wh., ,l„ not. If we were called on to dispense
with the services ,.f s„me of th<. producers, we might put aside,
as e..is,ly spared, first, the l,uffoons and the opera dancers who

"
^-^ uiiijioductive in Adam Smith's list. But we might

figure^
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also put aside at once tho scono painters at the opera the
printers of trashy books, the makers of ciovins sweets' and
noxious drinks. And if, on tlie oth.-r hand, m. were called on
to say what producers we should retain to the last, we should
select not only those who sui,ply the material things essential
for existence, - food, clothins, shelter, - but also the physician
who preserv,>s our health and the teacher who maintains the
education on which rests civilization. The distinction between
things essential and things dispensable is by no means the
same as that between material and immaterial sources of
utilities.

We conclu.le, then, that all those whose labors satisfy wants
-all those who bri.ig about .satisfactions or utilities - are
to be reckoned as taking part in production, and are to be
called pr„.Iuctiye laborers. 0>rta.n it is, whateyer phraseolo-^y
u-e care to apply, that no conclusions of importance for economi'^s
flow from the distinction between those who shapo material
w<"nlth and those who bring about utilities of other kinds And
the test of the value of a distinction or classification is always
that significant propositions can be laid down as to the thin-s
put into a given clas.s which do not hold for those outside
the class.

This conclusion also enables us to dispose of an allied question •

Is there nonmaterial wealth ? Those who denied the old prop-
osition, -who maintained that labor which di,l not embody
a utility in material objects was nevertheless productive-
often maintained that there was such a thing as "nonmate-
rial wealth. The phrase certainly is not in accord ^^^th com-mon u.sage. We think ordinarily of wealtli as something that
can be kept and accumulated, an,l intend by it tangible thin-^.
and in this sense it is a contradiction in terms to speak of im-
material wealth. But if we use the more technical and there-
fore more precise phrase, "economic goods." we inchi.le all those
things and services whic-h satisfy human wants and are not to
be had free, «<.ryi.es of tho.e whom Adam SrW.h and his
followers called unproductive laborers come undei his head

- !aK«V.w'<.F/-nB*»;-ii i£C Vf^?'-^ l\f?^T
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They are desired and prized, often highly prized ; and they are

yielded by human effort. The rewards earned by these efforts

are an important topic in economic science, and the utilities

provided are an important part of the sum of utilities which

constitute, in the last analysis, the community's income. If

we mean by wealth ar . ig about which economic problems

arise, we must make the term coextensive with the term "eco-

nomic goods" ; and then we may speak of nonmaterial wealth.

§ 3. From this interpretation of the terms, it would seem

to follow that all labor belongs to the productive class. If not

only the butcher and the baker are in this class, but the barber

and the fiddler, do any remain who are to be regarded as

unproductive ?

Obviously, there are some persons who are outside the pale

of proiluctive activity. The paupers, thieves, swindlers,

ne'er-do-wells, are parasites. Thieves and swindlers often

exert themselves severely, t hougli not often continuously. But

their activity is purely predatory. They contribute nothing;

they simply try to get things away from others. Whether or

no we should apply the term "labor" to their exertions, it is

certainly not to be called productive labor.

A different question arises as to some lalwr carried on without

violation of the law and without conHcious delinquency, yet

certainly of (loiil)tful asjiect. A qua<;k medicine, ct)ntaining

ingredients which the maker knows to !)(» noxious, or at best

harmless, may be puffed l)y mendaciou;-; advertising into wide-

spread use. Can it he said that the labor dovoted to preparing

it and persistently circulating lies about it is ))roductiv'e of

satisfactions, and therefore to be reckoned as productive labor?

To take another case, of still a different sort, what shall we

say of the labor given in well-nish all communities to the pro-

duction and sale of intoxicating liquors? Among physiologists

the settled coiu'iuslon is that, tliouuli the use of tlioe stimulants

in the lighter forms may lead to no s(>rious harm, that of dis-

tilled spirits is overwhelminuily bad. It is certain t'liat an

immense amount of misery and vice comes from the widespread

^3.=i *Sf)^'J
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use of strong liquors ; that the diminution in their consump-
tion during the last gener.'tion or two has brought better-
ment for mankind; and that the world would te a much
happier place if drunkcimess could l)e stamped out. What
has the economist to say of labor given to the production of
things harmful ?

These cases call for discrimination. They may bo cases of
fraud and deceit. They may be cases of wants misdirected,
but none the less wants really felt and really satisfied.

Fraud and deceit mean that a person does not secure that
which he expected and was led to expect. In an ordinary sale,

the seller is not presumed by the law to giv(! a guarantee as to
the quality of the thing sold: caveat emptor. But where a
guarantee is given, or a pn^cise ilescription equivalent to a
guarantee, the buyer has a remedy in the courts.

The distinction made by the law is substantially that
which the economist would make. The quack medicine may
be a draft of flavored water or disguised alcohol. But so
long as the purchaser wants this sort of thing, and buys be-
cause he ha.s a notion it will do him good, the purveyor adds
to the sum of satisfactions. The case is different where the
purchaser wants one thing, anil is deceived into taking some-
thing else

;
since then his felt wants are not satisfied. Inter-

metliate is the case whore th(> iiurcha^cr does not know precisely
what he wants, and is whceillod inro taking something which
the other man wants to sell. Here it is often difficult to draw
the line. Is the buyer foolish, or i~ ho swiulled? Does the
seller lie outright, or is li(> merely !'xi)ausiv.> in i)raisr of his wares ?

What the law can do is to ;iid in making the situation clear;
and this i,> particularly needful where the consequences of mis-
understanding are serious. Hence tlie pure-food and pure-drug
legislation, and the legislation requiring that the composition of
Jiostruius bo precisely stated on their labels.

Where the want is really felt and really satisfied, the lalior that
brings satisfaction must bo adjudged by tlie economist produc-
tive

;
and this,even though the ultimate consequences be hannful.
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The koopor of a draninliop is a jirtMluctivo lahoror, oven though

lie i)urvi\\'s somctliing which often causes misery. To enter

on iiupiiries about the final effect on human welfare would raise

many (piestions of a different sort from those within the strict

range of economics ; inquiries which, if consistently followed

ill all cases, would raiij^e into almost every field of knowledRe.

There are physiitlogisls who believe tlmt meat, though men like

it, is unnecessary for nourishment and is fr(-((uently a cause of

disease. Others maintain that such stimulants as tea and

coffee are of ill ctTcct ; that health and hapi)iness are promoted

by abstinence from th"m. To jiMlge betwwn these various

advocates and reforini - is no part of the essential task of

the economist. So long as a jxtsou who I»uys a thing or pays

for a service really (Ifsirca it, tiie labor which yields him the

satisfaction is jjrodiictive. The economist is concerned to in-

quire what labor is productive in this sense and what is not,

and wliat are the various aspects ar,d consequences of men's

activities in trying to satisfy their wants.

A case which may call for nice distinction between labor that

is productive, even though morally questioiudile, and labor that

is predatory, is that of the ])rof<'s-^ioiial gaml)ler. For example,

those who maintain tlie luxurious establishment at Monte Carlo

may be regarded, on the one luuid, as simply purveying to that

love of games of chance which is so universal as almost to be

classed as instinct. So far as the\- do so — so far as the act of

gaming is plcasiu'alile to their customers — thcN' supply a satis-

faction, even though it may l)e (lesiral)le for pernument welfare

that this craving be kei)t in check. On the other hand, so far

as l)oth i)artics -- cr()uj)ier aiul gatnotcr — ar(> merely trying to

get each other's money, and care not for th(> play per se, the

activities of botli are jiredatoiy. Just what motive underlies

the gamester's wa!!;i'rs niay be a matter for nice i)syc!iological

analysis. Xo <loiil)t the two distinguishable motives— love

of ;)lay and cupidity for the other man.'s niotiey — are often

cutiibincd. TbiTc arc crrininiy insiauci-s i ;.uugh where the

pleasure of the play counts for nothing, and where cupidity

'':#;£j»'={lH»t ;j^-^<taiM
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alone is at work; and then the keeper of the gambling estab-
lishment is simply predatory.

Returning now to such articles a,s were considered a moment
ago— drugs and alcoholic spirits, whoso olTccts may be noxious— we may note the ol)vious distinction between suyiiiK that a
given kind of lal)or is productive and suyini? that it ounht to be
exercised. Though a want may be satisfied by the labor, it does
not follow that hajipiness, or the best kind of hap])iness, ia

promoted thereby. The law may prohiliit KumblinK. or the
manufacture and sale of licpior, because it is tliou^ht hwl that
men should not have the gratifications at all. Whether or no
a prohil)ition of this kind should be enacted raises questions,
to repeat, of very wide ran.<!;c. to whose solution the economist
can doubtless contriljute, but on wiiich he says by no means
the final word. The labor which yields a service may be. in

the eye of the economist, strictly productive; Itut it may be
a kind of productive labor which had bettct not be exercised.

§ 1. The meaniiif< which we aflix to the word "productive"
is further illustrated by one of those professions which Adam
Smith regarded as indeed grave and im;)ortant, but none the
less unproductive, — tlie law. With the lawyer may be groui)ed
the judge, the policeman, the jailer, ~ all those concerned with
the administration of the law. In a sense, their services are
not necessary. They do not conduce directly to tlie production
of material goods or to tlie rendering of services or utilities to
consumers. They are inevitable adjuncts to the processes of
production, rather than immediately contributing factors. If
all men were honest, truthful, fair-minded, and willing to al)i(le

at once by the decision of an impartial arbitrator, the work
of the legal jirofession and of all its hangers-on could be dispensed
with, or at least reduced to insi-rnifieant dimensions. If virtue
were universal, policemen and jailers would disappear, and
lawyers would have little or nothing to do. Yet the experience
of all peoples shows that — men being what they are — the
work of the legal profession hecomes indispensable in any com-
plex society. As property is accumulated and diversified, as
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exchanges between men multiply, as the precise relations Ix^tween

different pt^sons come to be carefully defined by law, the bvisiness

of interpreting the complex system is put into the hando of a

separate profes.sion. The settlement of differences is intrusted

to judges; the orderly conduct of affairs is aided by the advice

of lawyers; the observance of the law is enforced by the police.

No doubt an ill-devised legal system entails more lal)or of this

sort than would suffice under a better system; and the un-

prejudiced observer must question whether the law of our

modern communities works as efficiently as it might. But

a clumsy instrument, though it involves more labor than one

well adjusted, is none the less useful.

Similar considerations apply to the army and navy. The

immediate object of the soldier's work is destruction. He must

be supported by the rest of the community; he does not con-

tribute directly to its well-being. Yet military protection has

been, through almost all history, an indispensable condition for

the sustained conduct of peaceful industry. Like the police-

man, the soldier is needed because of the bad passions of

man. And even where defense is not necessary, and armaments

are maintained from national vanity or senseless rivalry, the

soldier nevertheless must be reckoned productive in the sense

that he does what people wish to have done and what they

pay him for. The army and navy may be only dangerous

playthings. But men are not less foolish when they pay for

tawdry ornament or vulgar amusement. It is not for the

economist to sit in judgment on their tastes.

There is indeed a situation in which a military force is, from

the economist's point of view, clearly unproductive. This is

where it is used solely and simply for aggression. A pirate is

obviously not a productive laborer. Unfortunately many of

the heroes of history have been no better than pirates. The

armies of the first Napoleon swarmed over Europe, levying

tribute wherever they penetrated. No doubt deep-lying his-

torical forces served to bring ou the wars of the Napoleonic

period. Some conflict was inevitable between the old feudal
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order of society and that new order which arose with the French
Revolution. But tiic domineering spirit of Xai)oleon turned tho
conflict in its later stages to mere aggression on the one side, ex-
hausting defense against aggression on the other. That defense
was necessary; yet all the effort aj)plie(l both to ofTen.se and
d( fense was in the last analysis a fruitless application of labor.

Lest this mode of considering the military be judged shallow
by some of our fellow economists, —it is likely to be so regarded
by many Germans, in whose contemporary civilization prepara-
tion for war plays .so large a part,- -let it be added that the bare
economic side of the matter is not the oidy one to be considered.
Complex political and social questions present them.selves, quite
beyond the scope of a book on economics. No range of top-
ics brings out more clearly th(> need of considering problems
that are partly economic? from oth(T points of view as well.

Even as a problem in economics alone, the industrial progress
of mankind has often proceeded in strange ways. Civilization
has gone forward on the powder cart, as in our Civil War. Ag-
gression itself sometimes leads to happier ends. The English
first took possession of India in a spirit of sheer rapacity. Yet
their rule, resting as it still does on force, has much promoted
the material welfare of the native races. And in the conflicts
between civilized peoples also, whatever their origin, a better
order and a higher prosperitj- have often emerged from wars
that were seemingly causeless. Reflections of this sort will

occur to every thoughtful reader, and lead him to qualify and
interpret what has here been sairl of the relating of armaments
and wars to the principle which underlies the conception of
productive labor.

§ 5. There remain to be considered questions as to the re-
lations of certain kinds of activity to the productiveness of labor.
Are any of the business doings which go on in modern society
to be judged unproductive ?

When unscrupulous persons solicit funds from the gullible,

ostensibly for "investment" or "speculation," and in due time
run off with the money, their labor, systematic and strenuous
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though it may ho, Ih obviously predatory. Not only thoy, but t [i«

rIcrkH ttiul oHxintunts whom tlicy employ (whether these he

ftccompHees or inrioceiit), are uupnuluctive. Now it is main-

tainnl that, outside the range of operations so cK-arly predatory

as to be ttuide criminal by law, there are not a f( w others, within

the pale of the law, whose economic elTect is substantially the

same. This is alleged, to take a familiar exiunple, of spi'culative

transactions in general. In our highly org.inizecl modern com-

munities, an inunense amount of buying and selling is done for

a turn in the market. .\ man buys wheat or cotton which he

does not want and which never gets into his possession; he

promptly sells his nominal title at an advance in \tr\rv, pocketing

what is called a profit. Is any contribution made to the sum

of utilitiis by such transactions'.' It may be a-ssumed that the

pleasure of the game, which may Ik; an element in gambling

with cards or dice, here plays but a negligil)le part; the motive

is simply to get gain somehow. The most consjjicuous opera-

tions of the sort arc on the stock exchange, where sales and

purchases take place on an enormous scale with no traceable

effect in adding to production or to social income. The business

involves an elaborate api)aratus, — brokers, clerks, officers, a

periodical press of its own. As the clerks of a bare swindler are

unproductive, so nuist be those of the broker, if he is iiimself

in the parasitic class.

Rut this sort of allegation has been pushed further. A large

part of what is ordinarily called "business" has been placed

under the same ban. Not only those who are usually called

speculators, but tliose who "operate" in real estate — buy and

selllandfur a margin of imtfit — and the bankerswho "handle"

stocks and bonds arc described as mere parasites. Nay, all

business men, of every kind, have I'cen condemm-d by socialist

writers as e>-entially unproductive, — that is, so far a.s they

are not din ctly dniii- work of miuuigement and superintendence.

By thein"liusiness" has been adjudged, simply a way of secur-

ing a gain through the iptiorance or weakness of others, and

therefore to be condemned as useless to society.
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The qui^tioa.- here nxim-il ciiuiu.l bt- answ.Tcd until ufter a
loiisidmiiiori .j| soiuf very c-iiipi.'x itmtttTs. Hm tli.« niode io
winch they .should he .jcalt w.'h and the imtu.v ot the answers
tobewoUKlit ( nn he indicutrd now. oven tlionnh uif h -omc untici-
ptttion of lufor i-onclu.sions. Thus, us icKards < nc of tdo set (.f

oiJtrutions supposed to he nnprodu.iive,- sp..cu.nivedealinu>,
- itmustl)eudn»itle.| that tiM(luuKei< in part founded. ThouRli
Home sj)eeulalive dealings in eoinniodities and >eruriti(s .serve

a useful purp<K.', others are in lar^e jiart mere wafers, aki. hi
their economic dTeet to vulgar Kanil)lin«.' Judged hy the test
which we have set up,— wheth.-r (he jal.or adds f., the sum of
utilities,— all tlio.se wlio engage in mere wagering speculation
are un|)roductive laborers : not only tlic prin<-ipals, hut the
brokers who executt> their orders, the clerks wno record them,
the mechanics who put together and operate the "ticker" in
the broker's quarters. All be'ung in the class whose work
serves no useful end.

The .same test is to be apjilied to the activity of business
men

;
but here the balance of gain is much clearer. Though the

greater i)art of speculative (h'alings is probably of no ulilify,

the greater part of busine.s.s men's doings has greui utility. The
indictment of the .socialists, which charges that they are pre-
dominantly unproductive, f.ir overshoots the mark. The fune-

i of the manager or leader of industry is of high s.rvice in
production. He adds conspicuously to the al)undance of com-
modities ami the satisfaction of wants. But it is none the less

true that in any large center of industry tliere will be found
plenty of persons engaged in "business" whose doings are es-

sentially parasitic. They pick up a living, perhaps a very
comfortal)le om-. by shreds and [>atches of dealings, by shrewd-
ness in buying and selling, by waiting for lan.l or securities to
ri.se in value. Often they are sober, solid citizens, jHTsonully
estimable; so indeed are, as a rul , the sto.'kiirokers who pro-
vide the facilities for the gambling sp<rulators. These resjiect-

nble persons would rcscnr wiii, indignation ttie suggestion that

' Compare Book 11, Chapter 11.
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they belong in the predatory aad parasitic class. But one oi

the most remarkable phenomena presented to the student of

eeonomies is the ignorance of all sorts of persons as to their place

and function in the industrial world. The broker or merchant,

no less than the mechanic or clerk, sees the little corner in which

he is at work, and knows nothing of its relations to the com-

munity as a whole. The respectability of an employment, and

even the si)irit in wliich it is pursueil, give no certain clew to its

effect on the general welfare.

It is the aim of the legal system under which we live — the

system of private property — to inliil)it predatory doings.

Hence not only physical violence, but frau«l and deceit, are for-

bidden and puiiishetl. This aim of the law is in the main at-

tained. He who i-arns his living in a lawful manner commonly

contributes to the sum total of satisfactions. He does what

anotiier person is willing to pay him f<jr ; or, in tlie more tech-

nical language of ecunuMiics, lie l)rings forth utilities, and so

is a nroductive l;'!)orer. The view, sanctionitl niore or less

explicitly liy some so(iali>t writers, according to which the work

of manual laborers alone is proiUictivi', and all the income-earning

an<l money-making of the well-to-do clas.ses are unproductive,

carries the indictment against the existing syst(>m too far. But

the fact that criticism against the working of private property

is exaggerated should not Idind us to the fact that there exist

ojjportunities for securing an incoin(> or even amassing a for-

tune, not beyond the pale of the law, yet of a kind which the

economist n\ust regard as predatory, and so unproductive.

Some opportunities of this kind are due to ini])erfections in

the law as it stands. Witli changes in economic conditions, pro-

ceedings that once seemed helpful to the promoticm of the gen-

eral welfare, an<l perliaps at one stage were hel[)ful, cease to be

so, or remain so only in part. Thus joint stock companies, or

corporations, have jjroved a device of great efficacy in further-

ing improvements in the arts and in seeuring more abundant

and varied production. On the other haml, the statutes under

which coriK)rations may be organized, esi>ccially in our American
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states, have often made possible precisely that evil of which

the socialist critics complain : mere thimblerigging and plunder-

ing. The reform of the laws of incorporation m such a manner
cs to keep the good and reject the evil is now one of the pressing

problems in the United States.

To discriminate clearly between the operations that are in the

end helpful toward satisfying wants, and those that are not,

is sometimes impossible even after the nicest weigliing of the

results by the best judges. The law, for instance, withholds

its sanction from mere wagering contracts. Yet transactions

which are wagers cannot be distinguished in outward form from

others which are useful to society. There is a vague con-

sciousness in the pubUc mind that some persons are engaged in

"legitimate" business, while others doing the same sort of thing,

"illegitimately" occupied, are "i)lungers." But to draw a pre-

cise line L>e1 een those that may b" approved and those that

may not, is no less difficult for the Lusiness man, however in-

telligent and widi aided, than for tlie judge or the economist.

So it is with t'w law of fraud and deceit. As long as men are

free to choose for themselves .uid act according to their own
judgments, those who are shrewd and watchful will make
better bargains than those who are dull and unolvservant. When
does one man overreach another, when does he simply leave him
to judge for himself as to his own interests? The probabilities

are that for the sake of securing the large general benefits that

flow from privat.' property and competitive dealings we shall

always have to permit some doings that are on the line between

the productive .<\nd the predatory. If the law brings it about

that labor is applied in the main to the satisfaction of wants
;

if it restrains most of the unproductive doings ; if the system

as a whole works well, and the.-^e predatory operations are only

its loose ends, — it will be better to accept them as inevitable

and to set off again?t them the general benefits. Absolute per-

fection in human arrangements is not to be looked for.

»• 7S«' '», I
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The Division of Labor and the Development of

MoDEHN Industry

§ 1. The division of labor is one of the great central facts in

modern society. Some of the most difficult questions of eco-

nomic theory, the most common jwpular fallacies, the most

serious problems of legislation, have their roots in the division

of Ial)or.

The division of labor may he analyzed under two heads. On
the one hand there is the simjjler form, under which a workman

carries throuj^h the whole of out of the ^tages in production.

The tailor, the col)bler, the carpenter, ply their several trades.

On the other hand there is the more complex form, under

which there is a splitting up of several oiKTations all belonging

to one stage of production. In more i)rimitive stages of in-

dustry the shoemaker might be a tanner, and the whole process

of converting the rawhide into a shoe thus be in one hand.

Nowadays, the shoe itself is not put together by the cobbler;

it is the work of a large number of dilTerent workmen iri a

factory, of whom .some do notlii;ig i)ut cut the leather, others

stitch it, others put on the sole-, still others the hi i-, and so

on, witli an elaborated i)arceling of different oju'rations.

Obvit)usly. a hard-and-fast line cannot be drawn between

these two asjMJots of the division of labijr. No craftsman carries

through from beginning to end any one operation in proiluc-

tion. Tile tailor buys his materials of the cloth maker; the

cloth maker buj's his wool of the fanner or grazier. The cloth

maker and the grazier in turn i)uy tools of the mechanic, who
buys materials fronj the ironworker and woodworker. On
the otlier hand, the tailor docs not necessarily carry his own
work through even the whole of the stage with which he is

;{U
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concerned. It may be divided between the cutter and the
stitcher

; and similarly the cloth maker's may be parceled out
hstween the weaver, the fuller, the dyer. The rlifterence be-
tween the sunpler and the more complex division of labor is

essentially one of degree. Nevertheless, this difference of
degree is important. The two sorts of arrangement bring about
somewhat different advantages and give rise to different social

conditions.

§ 2. Let us consider first the simpler division of labor.

This dates far back into antiquity. The familiar crafts are
of very old standing. The extent to which their names have
been adopted as surnames .shows how, among modern peoples,

occupations were separated in that comparatively simple state
of society, in the Middle Ages, when patronymics were in pro-
cess of formation. The Carpenters, Ma.sons, vSmiths, Weavers,
Drapers, Tailors, Dyers. Saddlers, Shoemakers, Millers, Bakers,
Coopers, and such other common surnames indicate what sort

of division of labor was maintained for hundreds of years with
comparatively little change.

The chief advantage in production from this form of the
division ..f labor is the gain in dexterity which comes from the
constant practise of the same occupation. So familiar are we
with the effect of practise that we assume as a matter of cou'-se

the skill which comes from it. Reading, writing, the donning
of our clothes and the lacing of our boots, are effected with ease,

almost without effort, from the ingrained effects of custom and
ite-ation. Piano playiiig and typewriting are marvelous to
the inhabituatod. easy to the point of indifference for the
practised hand. The acquired dexterity of the craftsman and
mechanic make their productive capacity infinitely greater than
they would be if each had to carry on a dozen occupations
and were half proficient in any one.

Other gains also have been enumerated as accruing from the
simpler division of labor. There is a saving in time when the
s.ame task is followed without intcrruptiv)n. Th<- earpenter,
even though no more dexterous than the farmer, can yet accom-
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plish more in the hour or the day than the farmer who tries to

do jobs of tinkering in his spari' moments. Something also is

(hie to the iiiiaptation of ta-slcs to the abiUties of the workers.

There arc differences between the inborn abilities of individuals,

even as ro;?;ini.s tasks for which training and practise are the

most important rauyes of dexterity. Among mechanics a cer-

tain proportion only have the sure eye and the deft hand which

are required for the most existing ta.sks. It is obviously

advantageous that they shouhi confine themselves chiefly to

these, leaving the less exacting to persons of ordinary capacity.

Even for comparatively simple occupations there are dif-

ferenc«?s in the qualifications of individual workmen. The

work of a motorman on an electric car seems of the most mo-

notonous sort, easily accomplished by any adult. Yet it re-

quires a certain steadiness and alertness of attention not pos-

sessed by all laborers. Ho'v far differences of this sort are

the result solely of inborn qualities, how far brought about or

accentuated by education and environment, need not here be

considered. So long as they exist, there is a gain if each indi-

vidual is called on to do only that for which he has the greatest

aptitude.

The last-mentioned factor in the division of labor — the

adaptationof tasks to varying aptitudes— is of most importance

as between those who work with their heads and those who
work with their hands. Though there is mental training as well

as manual training, and though instruction and practise tell in

the lawyer's trade as well as in the mechanic's, inborn abilities

are important in greater degree for the former. This is more

particularly the case in all work which calls for initiative,

superintendence, ilirection. 1 nere is a difference of far-reaching

effect between those who have the qualities for leadership,

whether in the arts or in intellectual life, and those who must

l)elong to the rank and file. There is often a very great gain

when those who are born leaders can devote themselves solely

to the work which they alone can do. or which they can do

l>est, leaving to others, with no such capacities, the routine

mechanical or clerical work.

";. r.i£,y ;«f£»ga«L€**5S4^ras ^**'^sflR.- .5:.,-.v«>«'jgfe« IP^ rWT^.
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The great mass of men, however, have no special aptitudes.
For them, continued practice, begun or aided by systematic
training, is the chief cause, even though not the only cause, of
skill in any particular sort of work. In the main, the division of
labor is a cause rather than a result of specialized capacity.
Most dexterous men are so becau.se they have long practised
a given art

;
they do not practise it liecause they are born with

dexterity.

§ 3. Let us turn now to what we have styled the more com-
plex form of the division of labor. This is the salient charac-
teristic of the development of industry during the last century
and a half

;
a development which has gone on with accelerat-

ing pace in very recent times. The change in industry and
the nature of the new order of things can be descril)ed most
concisely by saying that the tool has been replaced by the
machine.

Though the gain in efficiency from the division of labor arises
chiefly from the dexterity acquired by repetition, none of the
trades familiar under the simpler division of lal)or was reduced
to the continuous repetition of identical movements. The car-
penter, the mason, the smith, the tailor, — each was master
of his trade as a whole, and, while gaining proficiency from
unceasing practise, yet turned from one part of the occupation
to another. The instruments which these artisans used were
tools, of varied kinds, adapted to the dififerent parts of their

occupations. A "tool," as that word is still commonly used,
means a hand tool, put in motion l)y human force and requir-
ing adaptation, judgment, flexibility.

The gradual elaboration of the tlivision of labor slowly en-
larged the number of occupations, diminished the range of
each one, and tended to reduce each more and more to an
identical routine. Thp.s the making of cloth was divided
between the spinner, the weaver, the fuller, the dyer. The
division between the si)inner and the weaver, itself one of the
oldest, became eventually of inuvh laoiuenl, for it gave occa-
sion for one of the epoch-makiag applications of machinery

ms^^^^m~^%'^i£ \'is^ffm's--mm.>i
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and power. When the steady repetition of the same move-

ment becomes an important part of an industrial art, it is

possible to apply other force than that of man's muscles. No
machine, even in the highly elaborated forms of modern times,

can rival in dexterity and flexibility the human hand. But

whenever the same thing is to be done over and over, the blind

forces of nature, working through a machine, can do it as well

as tlie human hand, and indeed l)ett(T tlian most human hands.

The division of labor in its simpler form gradually was de-

veloped to the point where the application of power was pos-

sil)le. The gain from the appUcation of power proved so great

that there was a reaction on the division of labor : an induce-

ment to split up the steps in i)roducti()n still further, to reduce

more and more of them to the repetition of identical movements,

and so to make possible in still greater degree the use of natural

forces.

. The great change toward the use of machines and jwwcr

set in during the second half of the eighteenth century. The

textile trades felt its influence first. In 1764, Hargreaves in-

vented the spinning jenny; in 1769, Arkwright brought out

his rival spinning machine ; in 1779 Crompton invented an appa-

ratus which combined the devices of Hargreaves anil Arkwright,

and brought the spinning machine to a still further stage of

perfection. All thrw were directed to the mechanical repeti-

tion of the twisting of the fiber; and water power was soon

applied to setting them in motion. Not long afterwards, weav-

ing was also subjected to the same principles. The power

loom was gradually elaborated, and in the beginning of the

nineteenth century began to sujiplant steadily the hanil loom.

By the close of that century, the old-fashioned weaver's trade

had become, in advanced countries like England and the United

States, a thing of the past. The textile material to which

these inventions were first applied was cotton; for this has

an even and homogeneous fiber which makes it most readily

available for niueliimfy opcraU'd continuously at uniform speed.

Wool, linen, and silk, being of less even fiber, were subjected to

'Si^^SkSr'?:^ :X;j
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the machine proces« later than cotton, through a long series
of subsidiary inventions. It has not Inn-n until our own day
that silk, the most delicate and irregular of these fibers, has
come to be manipulated on a large scale by power machinery.
Water power was used for the textile manufactures in their

earlier stages; but it was soon supplemented and largely re-
placed by the steam engine. The steam engine was brought
by Watt to the stage of effective working in 1781. It was first

u.scd on a large scale for the pumping of water out of mines, —
an obvious case for the apjilicution of power, since it calls for
the unchanging p<'rfornwnce of the simplest of movements. It
was soon ai)plied further, not only to the textile industries and
to a wid(. range of other mamifactures, but to transportation.
Steam was used in navigation; i)y Fulton on the Hudson River
m 1807. An even more imix>rtant application of steam to
transportation came when the locomotive was p«-rfected by
StepheiLson in 1830. This created the modern railroad, and,
as we shall presently sec. marked the beginning of a still further
development of the division of labor.

The series of great inventions of which the.se were the most
imi)ortant, brought about what is known as the Industrial
Revolution, — a change in the arts, and a consequent change
in economic and social conditions, greater than has appeared
during a like short time in any stage of human history. Its
fundamental economic characteristic has been the elaboration
of the division of labor, tiirough the splitting up of the stages
of production into separate operations, each one of which is

repeated continuously and so may be carried on by th(> machine.
The carpenter's sawinR, iilanin,!;, joining, molding, —each of
these i< now done .separately by machinery, usually in estab-
lishments that tend steadily to become larger and larger and
to subdivi.le still more the various operations of the trade.
The cobbler of former days put together a shoe by himself; in
a modern factory the shoe goes through .some eighty different
proocssfs. Ho it is with iionworkiiig. with ail th.> elaborated
processes of the textile indastriea, with printing and book-
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making, not least with the very making of machines and tools.

The machines now used are vastly more complex and more

efficient than was ilreamed of in the early stages of the appli-

cation of power, and have extended the principle of the auto-

matic repetition of identical movements to tasks long thought

too intricate to be amenable to such methods. The work of

the hand is not indeed superseded ; the skillful workman and

the adaptable tool retain a large place in industry; but the

range of their work tends to become more and more restricted.

Within each branch of industry, as one stage after another is

subjected to the machine process, the other stages have a nar-

rower and simpler range, in which inventive spirit constantly

finds new opportunities for the application of power. Thus

the character and the working of the division of labor have

been profoundly and all but universally modified.

The essential gain from this modern development of the

division of labor has come from the virtually unlimited store

of natural power. Once the identity of movement has been

secured, there is no work so heavy, no operation so delicate,

but that the machine can repeat it day in, day out. Human
labor applied first to putting together the machine, then to

guiding the natural forces that move it, accomplishes vastly

more than the same amount of labor applied to the making

and usinj; of the simpler tools of former days. Coal and fall-

ing; water are the ^icat sources of power; and though nature

does not suj^ply tluin without limit, the application of ma-

chiiuTy has not j-ot hecu fettered for human needs by any limi-

tation, nor is it lik(>ly to be fettered in the future, as far as we

can look forward into it. The lai)or required for any one

operation in production has l)een immensel- lessened by the

imlustrial changes of the last eentury, and appears likely to

be les.s('ned no less rapidly and largely in the century Ijefore

us.

The period in which we live has been aptly called the age of

machin'Tv Ttn char.arteristie phenomena are mainly the

results of the use of machinery; and they will engage our
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attention in many parts of our subject. They arc seen in the
growth of capital, and the increasing power and importance of
the business man who ha« control of capital; in the spread of
production on a large scale, and the tendency to .onopoly in
many branches of industry ; in a new petition of the workmen,
a wider gap Iwtween employers and employees, and a conse-
quent development l>oth of labor organizations and of employers'
associations; in grave social prol^Icms from the employment
of women and children in factories; not least, in a loss of
individuality in the working population, and a strengthening
of the lines of demarcation between social classes. Of all
these consequences of tlie complex division of laltor more will
be said as we proceed.

§ 4. The division of labor obviously means that the persons
who carry on the several operations of a given branch of in-
dustry combine to bring about the final result. It means, no
less clearly, that those engaged in different industries combine
to satisfy the varied wants of the community. Each contrib-
utes his special product to be used l)y all; each u.ses the prod-
ucts contributed by the rest. The division of labor may thua
be described also as the combination or cooperation of lalwr.
That combination may conceivably be carried out deliber-

ately, with conscious control an.l cnmliaation, with immediate
sharing of the joint output, and without exchange. In the
ancient civilizations of C.reece and of Rome we get glimpses of
establishments of the rich and privileged in which the several
trades are plied by slaves f„r the benefit of the whole house-
hold. In the (>arlier Middle .\ges. also, we find seigniorial
possessions, where the serfs have .specialized occupations, and con-
tribute in kind to the lord's necMs. Even in modern times, we
have examples of comintmistic societies, in which there is a
division of labor amotig the in.iividual memlnrs, yet no ex-
change; each memln-r contributin-r his part to the common
income and each receiviuR from that income a share deemed
equitable. Sueh a society does not approach ho nearly to self-

sufficiency as the ancient household or the medieval estate;
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it muBt l)uy and soil on a considerahlo scale with the outside

world, whereas those earlier organizations iMiiiKht very few

thinKs (wait and iron, for example). Yet within its own limits

the division of lalmr leads to no exehanRe In'tween members.

Commonly, however, the division of lulior has hrought with

it as a nutunil eorolhiry the exchange of the several conmiodi-

ties produeed by different workers. The cases noted in the

preceding paragrajjh are eomj)anitivi!y rare in economic his-

tory; at all «vents, they j^ive no ilew to the pheiumiena of the

modern industrial world. There the division of labor almost

always means exchange, and the relation between the workers

is very different fmm that in a community where there is con-

scious an<l deliberate combination of effort. It is strictly true

that the workers in a modern soriety combine in liringing

al)out a joint output ; but the consciousness of cooperation

is lost. The individual is not thinking of the joint output.

Only if he hapjM'us to lie versed in the books and theories of

economic writers, and l)eiirs them in mind in his active hours,

is he aware that he is carrying on one small operation toward

a joint output and shares in the manifold contribution which

others make to that joint output. The things <m which he

works are not i)art of a common store, but are private proi>erty,

bought and sold, cared for and guarded, by each individual for

him.H'lf. He thinks only of the particular product which he

sells, and of the terms on which he can buy other products.

He is intent on the results of the cxchang*' tluis made, and tries

to secure for himself the best terms of excliange. Private

property and exchange are well-niiili universally the conse-

quences of the clivision of lalxir. and the phenomena of ex-

change are the dominant pheiianicna of the modern worlil.

§ 5. For some centuries preciMJin^ the industrial revolution

of the eigliteenth century, the typical form of exf-hange was

that between the small city or town and the agricultural regicm

immediately surrounding it. This was the period of the

simpler f'--r!n of tin- divir-ifm of labor, of the f;U:;iliar haiif'.irraft

;

the period of the tool, preceding the modern i)eriod of the
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niachuu.. Th.. c-ity of early uu.Urn ti,„.s uus the center of
an uulu^tn.l .u.unm.uty which was in th.. ,Mai,i ,.df-oontained.
W.thm the c.ty th.. l,urKh..rs earn..! ..„ th,- u„- and rafts.
Ju i the .s.,rn„u„h„K rural ,,..,,ulati„u l.ruu«ht f„.,.| un.l ma-
tcruls, ami in it they n.a-l.- th.-ir ,.ur.-has.., Th.- city crafts-
men wen> unitc.1 in the KiMs wln.h were so conspic.ous a
feature of tlu- e.-ononu.- orKanizalion of that „..rio.|. Each
craft was open only to the n...M,l.ers of a «il.|. who trainee!
ap„ren..c,.s and en.plove I jour,, yn.en. and transmitted from
generation to Reneration the knowh.dK'e of its trade The
orKmnzation ..f the «i|.ls, ami the re«ulat.on an.l restrh-tiot.
of the.r nietnlMTship. w..-,. in..vital.l,. a.td douhtl,.ss henehcial
at the outs,>t, assuring prot..cti.,n and mutual aid an.l the
.uamt..nance .,f skill in tn.- arts. ]„ later thnes. their n-gula-
.ons were .nade th-. nu-ans of monopoly; they had long out-

hve.l thetr usetulness even l. .fore the great invvntiorus of the
.n.lustnal r.-volution put an end to the c,-o..omic or«am^uti.>n
of which th,.y were a part. But th..se are aspects of the gild
«.vsf..,n not closely relat.-d to our pr.. ent topic. So far a-s it
hears on the division ..f lahor. it was part of what the Ciernum.
call Sladt,nrlh.scJ,„ft, ~thv city organization of industrv \map of Enslaml and of the greater part of w.vstern Europe
from say Vm to 1S()0 is .lotte.l with a large number of cities
of mo.l(^t siz... each th.- .-enter of a more or h-ss isolate.l .-conomic
area. There was. indo.Hl. .so.ne exchange ... spc-.-ial conunodities
betw«-n .hm-rent .-..untri.-s and h.-tw.-cn the .liherent economi.-
areas withm u country; hut the main e.x.-hanges were 1..--

tween the .-.ty and the surr..unding agri.-ultural distri.-t. and
the charact.-ristic stag.- of the n,e,.hanical arts uas th.-.t of the
d.v.sK,n of labor between the familiar crafts organize.] in the
medieval gilds.

The steps through whi,-h this organization of industry '.as
been r.-place.i by that chara.teristie of nunlern times wm- at
first sl.>w an.l gradual. Hut in the .-ii,d.t,-..nth c. nfury the
mdustnal rovoiutum br..ught a su.ld.n burst of gn-at changes
Without pausing to consider the event, of the sixteenth and

\
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wventofnth crnturics, which preparf*! the way for thcst' chanK<'«,

wc may funtrawt the final result with the eoiulitioiiH of the

early Kimjiler diviHiou of lalKjr, and ho understand letter tlu!

conditions of our own day.

The eeonojuic area lias Iwen immensely widened. It has

come to include the whole of a country, in some resixcts tho

whole of the world. There is division of labor not only Ih--

tween the dilTerent crafts within city, but (luitc as much

Ijetween different cities and countries. On the other hand, the

crafts themselves have been split up into more minute sub-

divisions, and ilifferent i)arts of each are followed in widely

separated localities. These tendencies have l)een immensely

promoted by the mo<li'rn improvements in transportation, —
improvements which have themselves been the results of the

introduction of machinery. The use of power, especially

through the steam engine, was the dominant factor in the

industrial revolution; and in no ilirection has it had larger

effect than from its application to traction and to navigation.

An eiwch-making invention was that of the locomotive.

Roads had l)een much improved in England during the latter

part of the eighteenth century, when Telford and Macadam

devised their methods of constructing roadways. During the

same periotl canals had also been dug, and i wl to no small

extent both in France and in England; and the jieople of the

United States, always driven by their siH'cial industrial con-

ditions to search etigerly for improvements in communication,

pushed the use of roadways and canals in the first quarter of

the nineteenth centurj-. But in 1830 came the locomotive.

In this case, as in that of the bteam engine, and indeed of

almost all great advances in the arts, the final attainment of

the successful device was due to a long series of exix'riments

by many contrivers. Stevenson in 18,'iO perfected rather than

invented the locomotive. So the modern railway was createii

;

and thereby began a second industrial revolution, or at least

a second phase of the industrial revolution. Side by side

with the railway have acted the great improvements in w^ater

i 1
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trariHportation. Tfu- application of stpani to navigation.
thrujgli tlio luMic wliccj, wa,s a r<>ni;)umtivciy simple raalter,'
and was luroii.plishe.l early in the niaeteeiith eeritury. But
the pa.!(lle-whe..l .steamer was too .inmsy, too hal.le to damage
in storm, for eommuni.-ation across Rre;.t hodies of water;
and it was iK.t until Ericsson's invemior of the screw, in the
middle of the ninet.'enth century, that ocean navigation und.T-
went a great change. This change in any case w.i8 not so far-
reachmg as thai wrought by the railway; water transpor
tation l»y sailing ves.sels had always he-n
whereas land transportation had l)een !

•

dearne.s.s had imi)osed great ohstaeU-s '
i i,

within large land areas.

§ 6. A.s Adam Smith remarked in r "<;

the modern era, the division of hi' < r ;

of the market. The village coi . r >.

shoes than it is po-ssihle to di.spose o it'

he can reach. To divide the work uf

the cutter, the stitcher, the heeler, the

unles.s as ma-, shoes can be marketci as tne combiaod labor
of all will produce. A modern shoe factory, with its elaborate
machinery and i>ighly develoj)ed division of labor, turn.s out
thou!.ands of pairs of .shoes daily. Theso shoe.- can find their
purchasers only in a large population reaciied from the central
source of supply.

Many other illustrations could he given of he way in which
the divi-son of labor has been pushtd farther and farther with
the extension of the market con.sequent on cheaijened tran.spor-
tation. Furniture is made nowadays in large factories, often
placed near the sources of tirilx-r sujjply and distant from
the persons who are to use the articles. The cabinetmaker
of olden (lavs ha.s been replaced by workmcL who tend and
direct a series of machines, each of which perfoims unceasingly
Its part in the operations of sawing, planing, grooving, turning,
polishing. PIowH ar.- no longer made by the sillage black-
.snjith, but Pi-' together in the great fa.;tory and then distril>

v: ^ f

"' '. ' .»' e..i jnt

tt :,<> i;>ore

" '-. >-
.' ^uri'i ^irea

in'i'in.'il.iir: t'l 'ween

1- lui'. u vsible
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uted broadcast over the earth. Unless it wore possible so to

distribute them, plows eould not he made in quantities at the

factory, and there could be no elaborated division of labor in

making them. One of the most striking results of the widen-

ing of the market is swu in the transformation of the butcher's

trade. Until within the last thirty years, the butcher carried

on his work as he had done it for thousands of years before.

His cattle came from near-l)y farmers, and the meat was su]y-

plied to near-by customers. Through tiie larger jiart of the

United Stat(>s, he hiis now been sujjplanted by the great pack-

ing establishment, where cattle are slaughtered by the thou-

sand. In these establishments dozens of different stages in

(liss(>cting the carcass are all()tte(l to as many different .«ets of

workmen. The ai)plication of power li:i.s not here been carrii I

as far as in .some otlicr industries; yet at every stage where it

is possilile, the mailiine is set to work ;
and when> it is not,

the workman is assigned to the unceasing repetition of a single

operation.' Every part of the animal is used, and every jiart

is manipulated on a large scale under a further minute division

I "It woiiM I..' rlifTinilt to finrl .aiiotlirr imlustry wliirc <livi^inn .,f l;i)>nr h.is

been .-o im;.iiioii»l.v .iii'l mii-n).i.opir:ill.v wrUr.l out. Tlu' iinimal lias I u
.
ur-

voycd and lai.l .'fT lik'' a map; aiwl tlic iinn liavc Ijfcii <lii.-*Hiti.a in »v.r thirty

sprrjalti.s an.l twenty rates ,<f i.ay. fn.m IC c-nts f. r.O .-.rits an li.Mir. TIio

hD-rvut man is rcstriitcil t.. usin« the knifi' r,n the most .hi;. 'ate parts of th.' hiil<>

(n..ornmn) or to iisiii;; th.' ax ii. splitting tli.- I.a.kl...n.- (splitt.Ti
;

lui.l. wh.r.v.r

a l.-s.s skill-.l mail .-an l..' >U|.p. ! in at is ..nts. Is', ..'iits. L'O .•.iil.s. .M .-.nts,

•.'Ji., .-.nts. -Jl .-.lit,-. -'.". .vnt-. an.l -....ri, a phi.-.- i- >u:iU- f.ir hini. an.l at' o.-.-iipa-

tioii" nia|.p<<l out. In w.irkinK on th.' Iii.h' aIon.> tli.To ar.' nim- po.siti .n.s. at

.i^ht .lilT.r.iit rat.'s of iiay. .\ JH-,,,,! m.ai. pull- ..!T th- tail, a :'•.•'..-.. lit n.an

p.,iin.l- ..IT anoth.T part wh.n- i.;.i...l hatli.r is ii..t f .uu.l. an.l th.- knif.' of th.'

40-r,nt man cuts a ililT.T. nt l.-xtur.' an.l has a .lifT.r. nt f. .
1' fn.m tlipt of tho

jO-Cfiit ni.iM. .-^Uill has l..-.'onif sp.'.ializcl f.) fit th.' anat.iin.w ...

•'Thr .li\i-i..ii .if lali..r t:t<\\ with th- iml istry, f..lh.uini,' th. iiitr.).lii.ti..n ..f

th.' r«-friK.'ral.ir -ar iiii.l th.' inark.tinu of .1p-..s.-.1 hi-ff in th.' (hca.h' of th.' nrv-

rntii's l!.f..r.' th.- mark.t was«i.l. im.I l.y this.' r.'v.ilutioni/.iiiL' invintions, the

killinir;;ai.'.'s„, |. -m:. 11. -!'..'.'. .i;l'. th.' h ..'al .hniiin.l- « r. -..P-li'"!. Mnl «h.l>

th.' ii.iml..r ..f catth' t.. 1. kilh'l i-a. h .lav inrr.as,..! to a th..ns.'in.l .ir mori'. nn

in.-rc'a-iim (.Mil" or cr.'W ..f in.'ii u^nput t'.L' th.r; an I ih-l.—t in.'n w.'H' k.'pt

at th.' ni'.-t I'xa.'tini! u..rk." -- rr..f.s-'..r .1. H. < '..nim..i.s, in the (Jtinrl.iiu

Jnuni'il ( /'.',.. •-..'.n.'.v.X'.il MX. I'P M, Ii It will I. ii..ti."I Ih.'tt h-r.' tli.'r.' s.-. iris

t.i li.' BC'.p.' f'T that a<lvanta».'.' from th.' (livisi.m of lah.ir whi.h is s.Miiri'il fn in

th." u.lHpt iti Jl ..f 'h- tasks (o th.- varying ahiliii.'.s ..f tin -cv. ral »..,k.rrt.

f'p. p. ^'.'. :l'...VP.
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of labor. The ou..,.,t i,. all its varied forms -the meat of all
quahUcs, the fat, .;. hi,!.', the bones, t).e horns, the very huir
-al IS then muvk-U-'l t., .niUions of ,KH,ple, .listant hun.lre.ls
of nuk-s, sometimes thousands of .nih-s, from the packing estab-
lishm.-nt. All such elaborate orKanization an<l division rest.^
on the possibility of trans,K)rting the products a great distance
and so supi)lymg an enormous i>opulation from one central
point.

§ 7. The great imr)rovements in transportation during the
nmeteeuth century hav(. giv.-n immensely u i.lcr scope to a pha.se
of the division of labor which ue have not y.l consi,lere<|.
Ihia IS the geograjjliical division ,,f hilx)r.

In medi,.val and early modern times, those articles only
ooul.l be transported f„r any .•onside,abl,> .listancc- which had
great value in s.nall bulk. Such were drugs, spices, fine doths
rare silks and cottons, choice w(.ap,.ns an.l armor. These
were used chiefly by the- sm.-dl circle ,.f ihe rich ; trade in them
did not affect tlic m:iss of the popuh.ti.,,,. Wh,,-.. water trans-
portation could be us,.d, then> was in.leed som.> poss.>,ility of
tridc and e.x.lumg.. in th.. bulkier commodities. For U.is
reason. England, with her insular position and much-mdented
soaeoast. was able at a co„-narati\-ely r-arly stage to export
such commodities as wool, cop,,er. and tin. and to dev.Iop in
some degree the geographical .livision of labor. With the im-
provem.nt and enlarg,.ment of vessels, the greater s.-curitv of
the s..as. and the use of th.> mariner's compass, trade bv water
gradually gr.'w to great.T and greatcT dinuMi^ions. \\ still
furthe. ext.-nsion came in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, when parts of the interior of the civilized countries
were tapp. I by canal.. Rut th<. mo>t far-r.-achimr d.-velor)-
ment of the g(M.graphic:d division of labor came with the rail-
way

;
for th" railway can reach all p.arts of the land The

industry of almr.st every part of the worl.l has been tran>formcd
by (his miirhty solvrtit.

Th.. (^nited .states :it tlie ,,re.ent time presents what is prob-
ably the most extreme ca<e of geographical division of labor
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highly developed under the influence of cheap transportutioa

The southern part f New England is a manufacturing hive.

The food and raw materials there used come from all parts of

the world. The wheat ami other breadstuffs come from the

Mississippi and Missouri valleys ; the meat and animal prod-

ucts from the same regions, and some from regions farther we«t

;

the cotton from the Southern states ; the wool from t\w trans-

Missouri region, Australia, Argentina, China, Sil)eria. All

sorts of manufactured articles are sent out from New England

in exchange, — cotton and woolen fal)ric8, hoots and shoes,

metal wares, tools ami machinery. The anthracite district of

eastern Pennsylvania, again, is given wholly to the mining of

hard coal ; all its manifold supplies come from without. Pitts-

burgh is the center of a district in western Pennsylvania given

wholly to the mining of bituminous coal and to manufactures

which use that fuel, such as iron and sto(>l and gla.ss. Here

too, the food, clothing, articles of comfort and luxury, are

obtained from all parts of the Unit.,! States and of the world.

No part of the country is self-sufficing ; ea.h is constantly send-

ing its products to distant regions, and in return receiving the

product of tlistant regions.

An exa?nplc no less striking of the geographical division of

labor is to l)e found in the present condition of Creat Britain.

That country now imports the greater part of its food, -four

fifths of its breadstuiTs, and more than half of its meat and

other food supplies. Its wheat comes chiefly from the United

States. Canada, Russia, Argentina; its meat very largely

from the United States and Australasia. All the cotton and

almost all the ww^l which serve to clothe its p<'ople are brought

from other countries. These various commodities, as well tis

the others which come from tropical regions, are obtained in

exchange for a great range of manufactures exported. The

people of C.reat Britain, l)y .l<>voting their lal)or chiefly to

manufactures and exchanging tlxMU for tl.e imported foodstuffs

and raw materials, g.-t vastly larger returns than they could

by producing everything at home. New England and old
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England are in substantially the same industrial position It
IS probable that neither could support its present population
on Its own soil; it is certain that neither could satisfy in this
way the imperative needs for food, clothing, shelter, warmth
except on very much harder terms and with very much scantier
results. Lach is dependent on trade with other regions- themam d.fTerence being that in the one case virtuallv the whole
of the trade crosses the political border, and in the other a
large part of it is within the same nation.

In consequence of this highly developed division of labor
the posi.ion of cities is essentially different from what it was in
medieval times. The> are no longer .lependent for food and
materials on the agricultural regions surrounding them, nor do
these regions depend on the a<ija,ent cities for their supplies
of manufactured commodities. As regards the country sur-
rounding them, th.' cities are centers for the distribution of
goods rather than for pro.luction. Many cities have special
articles of manufacture, an.! in this sense are producing centers •

but their st)ecialties are (hsposed of over ail the world through
tue distributing centers. The very Iarg.> dties, with a wide
range of misc.-iluneous manufactures, and with a great dis-
tributing trade, overlap in their economic areas.

§ S. The gains from the ge(,grai)hical division of labor are
of two .sorts, analogous t.. the two sorts of ^u[n from the divi-
sion of labor between individuals. In part they ari.se from the
adaptation of different regions to th.- production of .specific
articles, an.! in part from the proficiency which is the result
of exclusive application to one task.

Th(> division of labor between tropica! an.l t.-mperate coun-
tries obviously brings the gain arising fr<.,n spe.-ifi,. adaptation.
Tropu-al fruits, spices, cofTee. sugar, are exchange<l for the
wheat and corn of temperate climes. The southern part of the
Lmted States, again, has a climate pe.niiiirlv adaF)tod for
growing cotton; while in the Rreat central plains there is a
oorn belt an.l a wheat belt, --great stretches of country with
climate and soil peculiarly a. iaptwd to one or the other of the
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Staple ovreals. The abundant deposits of excellent coal in the

western part of Pennsylvania cause that district to devote

itself to coal mining and to the industries for which cheap

fuel is essential. Extraordinary deposits of iron ore have been

found on the shores of Lake SuiM'rior, and thousands of work-

men there mine the ore, procuring from other parts of the coun-

try all the varied articles which they consimie. Italy has a

climate adapted to the culture of the grajx- and of .itrous fruits,

and slic exports tlieiu to the countries of more rigorous climate.

Italy has no coal ; she imports it, chiefly from th.' great IhhIh

of (Jreat Britain. The enumeration might be indefinitely

extendtnl. It is obvious that there is a gain when the wheat

and corn are pnMhiced in the regions favoring them, th*- iron

and coal where they are most abundant, the cotttm where the

soil is Ix'st. This geographical tlivision of lal)or is not indeed

all-embracing ; there are obstacles to its sweeping application

from such caus<'s as the force of custom and cost of transpor-

tation. Yet there is a .strong and steady tendency toward the

pursuit of a branch of production in that place for which the

natural advantages are greatest.

Different in origin and l>asis, though the same in effect, is that

division of lal)or In-tween different regions which re 's on the

mere fa<'t of spe<'ir4lization and a<-(iuired skill. Exetiange be-

tween mdividuals, though base<l in part on differences in native

aptitudes, rests in the main on acquired dexterity. So it is

in considerable degree fx'twtH'ii different regions. When once

an industry is conducte<l on a large scale, with eIaI)orate ma-

ehinery and with a great output, it will tend to be concen-

trate.!. But there may l>e no strong reason for its concentra-

tion at one place rather than another. There is no cause in

til." natural conditions why Bridgeport and New Haven in Con-

ni'cticut should be specialize'! enters f<»r the manufacture of

metal wares. Brockton in Massachusetts for sliws, Tolioes in

New York for knit goods, Nottingham and Bradford in Eng-

land for laces and wot)len stuffs, Lyons for silks, Chemnitz in

Saxony for hosiery.
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For certain sorts of industries there is simply a gain when a
numJx'r of establishments carrying on operations of the same
sort are clustrre,! together. Subsidiary industries spring up.
supplying tliein with materials or accessories. When workmen
skilled in particular operations are required, their selection and
adHi)tatioii is ea.sier. The mere attractiveness of a citv (for
most jM'rsons) makes it easier to secure and retain a stead\- force
of laborers. S(,metimes th.. first eaus.- „f the location of an
industry in u particular pbee liu.s been the energy, ingenuity,
resource, of .soni.- individual. His .-apacity as leader builds up
an <-stabli.sh,nent

; otii.T> tUm follow his Irad. Sometimes the
natural adaptation of a spot causes an in.lustry to spring up
there, and hit.T to persist from the men- cfTect of ac(,uired
advantage. Thus .some of the manufacturing cities of Xew
EnglamI, such as Lowell atid Lawrence, grew up on sites having
water power, b.-fore steam ,,ow.'r was as fully develojuMl as in
later times, and when th.- tran>{»ortation of eoal was more
costly. It is doubtful whether the wafer power would now
cause these centers (,f jx.pulation to be built up; but being
there, they tend to remain. .Ml through the broad, flat n.untry
of the .Mis>issippi \-alley there have sprun- up citi.'s and towns,
of which one is the .s,,,t of th.- manufa.-tun- of v.-hid.-s. a s.-con.l
of furniture, a third of .-M-in.-s and ma.-hiti.-s, with no obvious
causes why .)ii.- pj.ic,- rather than another should p...-«s,.ss the
particular industry. In whatev.-r i)la.'.- tiie in.lustry is the
advantag.-s .,f conc,.ntrati..n an- s,-,-ur.-d. .\ wi.l.- market from
cheap transportali.m makes po>>ibi,. th.- .-on.luct of th.- in.lustry
on a large s.-al- an-l so th.- us.- of mu.-h .-apital, .)f .-lai)orate

nmchinery,<if sp,.,.ializafion. an.l minut.- <iivisi.„iof lab.>r.

A .-onsi.lcrabl.- part of th.- .livisjou ..f lal...r betw.M-n nati..ns,
and a lan,^- vohmi.- ..f trad.- b.-lw.-.-n th.-ni, s.-.-.u to r.st ml
<hi< s.-.-..n.l cans... INp.M-ially as r.-f-ar.Iv n.a.nifacfur..| arti.-l.-s.

^<mr .-.Mmtri.'s hav.- advantag.-s i„ produ.tion wlii.li r.st not
on natural res.nnv.-s. !,ut „„ a<M,uir.,l .•l!iri,.,„.y. Ku-land's
inanufa.-ture of c,.rt;iiti kin.Is of w..ol,-n - I>, th,- silk manu-
facture in France. p.-rhai)s th.- linen manufacture of the north
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of Ireland, present cases of this kind. This is the real basis of

the argument for protection to young industries. So far as the

division of lalwr between countries and their tra<le are the

results of natural difTerencea, they arc best left to work out their

results without restriction. But so far as they rest on acquired

skill, there is at lca.«t a possibility that thoy may be superseded

to advantage l)y similar division of labor and similar trade

within the country.'

V I

f\

' Soe what is said on this subject in Book IV, Chapter 37, | 2.



CHAPTER 4

Laroe-scale Production

§ 1. The tendency to large-scale production has shown itself

in all fivilizetl countries since the industrial revolution. It

ha.s profoundly modified social as well as economic conditions,
and bids fair to modify them still further in the future.

The characteristic feature of the tendency is that the size

of the individual estahlishment becomes larger, and that the
total number of establishments becomes smaller. In a period
of very rapid growth, it may huj)pen not only that each unit
iMTomes larger, but that the total number increases. More
c<»mmonly, however, the total number decreases, or remains
stationary; while y«'l the individual establishment becomes
greater in size, and tiie productiveness of the industry as a
whole is much eidarged. The following figures from the Census
publications of the T'nited States, indicating the growth of some
great manufacturing indu.stries during the period from 1850 to
1905, will serve as illustration.

Agricultural Implements

YtAB
Xo INtaii-

LimiUKNT*
Wage-

EAH.NERg
CaI'I TaI.

(in Million*)
PnoDrtT

(IN .MiLLIUNa)

I860

ISTO

1880

1.333

2.116

2,07()

1.1)43

7.220

17.(m3

2,-).24d

39,.->80

S 3.6

13.9

34.8

62.1

f6.8
20.8

52.1

68.6
1890 910 3X,S27 145.3 81.3
19(N) 715 46.5S2 157.7 101.2
1905 6-48 47.394 196.7 112.0
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The figuii's ill all tlircc ctws tell the satiic story. The total

cai)ital, tJK' total proiluct, thf total nuiulHr of pcr.^uiis fin-

ploycU, iiKT('a.sc at a viry rapid ratt;. Xotso the total iiuiuImt

of f.stal)lisliiiit'nt.s. In the ca-sf of cotton goods, it ri'in.ains

ciiiioiisly (•on>taiit ; for iron and .sttrl, iniTcascs sliy;litly ; for

auriciiltnral iniplcnicnts, dccnascs sliarply. TIktc lias Lccn

tlimunliont the li:df (iiitnry a k'''"'' !Oid coinhincd advance in

the average capital, tht avcrafijc product, the average nuinlxT of

cnipiovccs.'

' I'hc fiuurrs :ir. i:ili, n .bi.flN fniin <!.( . iil !i, |.,,iIh ,,f td. Cii-u^ nf I'lO.'i

{I';irl l\ . I'alil.' I. f,.r Aurii uliur.il Iiiiiiliiii.-m- . I':irt IV. i>. 1. for Iron, .Sj .cImI

!{. l.orl on ('oiMl)iii.(l TixliN's, T:il>l.' 1). l'.,r iron. i|,.. ru;iirr- for l>v.".it mii^I IstWt.

:i'l'ii'f| from till- (•iii'iii> licport-. for thoso ,Mur«. .-ir.' of imn rtiiin \;iliic. 'I'lw

hUlllhiT of r~l,ll,l|,)||lll-tlt-. IlKlklllL' ''Ott.ill UOO.I.S ill | SSO JM ~VVI-llr.l ll\- tllf illllu-

M' 'I liiiilcr til, if hiMil ..f «.ii,i oiitlMiiK, stalili-fiiuciit-. Tlioiiuh .iul.ji-.f to i-orrri--

tioii f.,r thi'M' ri :i^oin ;in<l for oIIpk, tl,,. .<t:iti-'ir- Mir .<ii(firicMtl.\- trii-twortliv,

III till' ihti r|ircl.itic,n of tli.- li«iiro», liowiMr. it must hr lioriii' in miml lliMt

they do not tell tho whulr .story. In ul ica«t two of tlir iiKluKlrics — iron anij
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These three cases have l)een selected as illustratioas, because
tliey rei)reseiit dilTereiit .stu«<s in the march of larne-scale

production, lu the cottou luunufacture tlie change during the
half century was least. By 18.J0 that industry was already
established on the factory ba.si«, and since then no essentially

new fomw of organization have developed. The iron manu-
facture (that is, the making of crude iron and KteeO shows
relatively a greater change. Most markeil of all is the tran«-

formati.m in the third case. In 18.)() iignculturnl imi)!ements
were still made in the main on a small scale, and hy handicraft
methods. Since then large-scale r)ro«luction has transformed
the industry in even greater dcgr<..:" than the figures indicate;

for the stated numb(!r of establishinersts is swelled, and the

averages per estai)lishment arc; kept down, by the survival of

a large luimber of petty shops.

A similar general tendency shows itself in all the advanced
countries: large-scale production gains ground. Yet it must
not l)e supiwsed that the growth is such as to have crowded
out the smaller enterprises, or even to indicate that in the
course of time they must disap[)ear entirely. Kigurcs enal)ling

comparisons to be niiidc for successive p<'ri()ds and for all

the industries of a given country, are not easily found. The
following are available, for (Jermaiiy, and are significant.

They show what p(;rcentage of the total imtsous emi)loyed in

steel, mij uKriciiltural implements — the uveniue i)er e.stahlishnicnt U kept l(n».
uii.l the (.T.nvth iif l:irc.-^,:ile (iperatimii c.l.sciire,!. l.> the f:i<t th:it a enn^i.lenl.le
tiiiniher iif small e«tiil>lishmeii»H siir\ i\ e. NJiJe l,v >iili> with a few very lart'e nnp».
rh<*o few very lar^e i.t...« are really reiire^eiitalive of c'iiii(iiliiiti..4 in the iiuiustry

;

hill th.' eeriMis tit;ur.s <|.. imi lyev tlii.^ fan. rurtli, r. in all three injiistries,
ami i-ipeeially the iron maiiiifaetiiri' ami that r,f a^iienltiiral imrvlenients. eom-
hinali.in uml larne-wale operation have been ifi>in« on in forms of which th«- eeii-
sn-s liKwres do not take aeeount. The rensiis rrL-ir.U an estaMislunent in any one
plaee as in.l- pemleiit aiil separate, even thou'.'h it h ownnl ami manaeed dy per-
sons or <or(". rations havim; esfalilishm^'nt- of the - ime sort in other plaei-s. \a
u matter of faet. ilurimt the la.st i|ee„,|.> ..r two. estahlishments in difT.'rent |>laee.s

have roine largely under the eontrol cif lli,- Name eor|)orntions or individiialo ;

honee the dri't toward eon<'entration is ni.re m irke(| than the fienri'^ indieate.
.And. tinallv. |>rir..s of ||„. several articles dee|in,.d dnrim; the half renturv eovensl

;

h. nee the inereaw in the nveratte output per estuMi^liinent was iven gtri-ater in
terms of ipiautity (in torn* of iron or \ar(|s of cloth i than in trims of value.
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Germany were engaged, at certain dates, in manufacturing
establishments of tliflerent size.

Per cent of prreonii doini; work nhiiu-

Per pent of pcrw>iiK in •>stal>li»hnwnln ctiipluy-

ing 2 (ifi ') ptTsonit
, 21*.

9

Per cent of ixrMonn in rsiahlishmontH iMii.loy-j

in|{ fl (($ 10 iMTHonM
I (,()

Per rent of fM-rsons in eslahlishnicnl.s einploj-l
ing 1 1 ('A !'A) persons 12. (i

Per pent of persons in estaf 'ishnients »Mipli)y-'

ing ">1 (<^ 2()<) iM-rsonji
, 1 1.9

Per cent of p«>rsonM in «'stnl)Iisliniints employ-!
Ihk 2()1 ((h UKH) persons '

10.9
Per pent of jHTsons in estal.lishinents employ-

inc over KKX) persons
;{ 5

1882 I 1898

23..-.

1 ().(')

17.0

VAM

r,.\

1907

10. 1
'•o

19.4

tj.«i

1S.4

20.1

17.3

S.I

It will he .seen that the oiu -person (•stabii-hrnent, and those
employing five persons or less, Iiave io-^i jriouii ' greatly. ThoM>
in the ne.\t tier ((} to 10 employees) hol,| their own

; all the others
Rain, and the very greatest rate of Rain is in the ela.ss of very
large estal)lishMieiifs.'

§ 2. The eaus.-s of the growth of larRe-eale production are
to I)e found mainly in the revolutionary ( Ilui^.m in the arts
duriuR the last century and a half, fnderlyinn th.' n all is the
inereasinp; division of la!)or and the increasing use o' nuu-iiinery.

A neces.sary condition has been the wid.-ninL; of tin inarkit
under the influence of the opened transjKjrtation.

A tool or machine of any kind is advantageous only if it is

u.se.1 for a num!)er of o|)erations. The greater the numLer of
operations, the more is it worth while to have an elaborate tool,

and to give much labor to its making. Machinery moved by

' I takp th.-sr fiKure* from Profrspor niich.rs paper in tli.- Z.,lsrhr,/I /ur die
g,,amml. St.ml^,n.,.nsrh„Jt. Pi 10. H,.f, ,). „. 4.m. Pr,.( ..„r H„.l,..r points „ut
that for (., rmio.y. ,xi for thr Init.-.! Stat.-,., rriiMis (ian,,., .|o „,,t t,.|| ihc «hol.'
t..ry of lh..Rro«l|. of l;.rK,-s,aK^ op, rations, ^inr,. .s.-v.r.il .,.:,l.l,sl,ii...nts to,,„i„K
part of one larKor rntfrpri-c ar.< fri-,|u<.ntly r.rko.i.-.J l.y the c.i.xu, as 8.M. .r iio
and luUi'pt-nd'.'ut.
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power is a hiRhly elalwrate tool. The larger the Bcalc on whioh
an enU>rpriM- i.s cunclucteil, the In'tter is the opportunity for
using nmchinery to advantage. The gain from its use arises
from Hcverul sourceH. Power itwif l)ccon»e.s ehea|K'r per unit
a« it is applied on u large stale. Both for first installment and
for running exiH'n.s<s, a large steam engine eosts le.ss, for each
horse power, than a small one ; which means economy if the
establishment is larK.- enough to utilize all the iwwer supplied.
Again, subsidiary oiM>rutions can Im' carried on to advantage
by machinery. Th.- use of steam shovels in handling coal, ores,
earth, and of similar instruments for loading and unloading
ve.sseN, <lc[K<ndH on the woik In-ing ma.s.sed in large (juantities
at on«' sfx.t. An ocean steamship of 10,000 tons carries freight
more cheaply than one of .jOOO, and one of 20,(MM) tons more
cheaply still. Wherever the traffic is heavy, as U'twccn Kurope
and the liiited States, the huge steamship is economical.
Where the traffic is less heavy and less regular, as in the trade
with South America aiul outlying n«ions, the ship of moderate
size holds its own. The greatot of the American corporations
making agricultural imjilements, one that illustrates conspicu-
ously the tendency to large-scale pKxIuction, -the Inter-
national Harvester ('omi)a(iy. — has a machine whose s<,le work
IS to sli:ii)t« |M)les for wagons and harvesters. The machine
cost .?2.")00; it saves a cent |mt iK)le ; it is worth while only
Ui-ause poles by the hundred thousand are made each year.

Otlier causes, more or less clos«-ly connected with the growing
use of machinery, havi> strenRthened the tendency to large-
scale i)rodu.tion. .lust as all the several expenses for the plant
an I power become less (ht unit as the output enlarges, so the
general exjienses for administration and counting-room work
ten.l to become less. Clerks an> kept more continuously oc-
cupied, and more elaborate division of labor among them is

f.a-iMe. Superintendent and foreman can take charge of the
full number of men which each can direct to advantage. One
watcliinan. (me engineer, one timekeeper, can usually .serve a
larRe establishment as effectively as a small on(>. All the mis-
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cellaneous expenses of general management are less in proportion

to a large output.

The mercantile management of a large enterprise— the buy-
ing of materials and the selling of the product — also offers

opportunity for economy and efficiency. Supplies can usually

be bought to greater advantage. This is commonly spoken of

as if due simply to greater bargaining power on the part of the
large buyer, and to greater pres.sure of competition among those

who wish to sell to him. But in the main it is due to the fact

that mercantile operations themselves, and especially whole-
sale operations, are carried on more economically when on a
large scale. Expenses for clerk work, rentals of office premises,

and the hke, which constitute the main outlays of the wholesale

dealer, are no greater for large transactions than for small.

Hence brokers and wholesale dealers can sell at lower prices to

those who buy habitually in large amounts.

Again, the disposal of the output is often at less expense for

a large establishment than for a small one, and often at still less

expense for a very large establishment than for a moderately
large one. Advertising and notoriety much affect the marketing
of sundry commodities. When once appeal is made not to a
limited local market but to a largo and extensive constituency,

the disposal of the great quantities of goods turned out by a
modem factory becomes by no means the least difficult of its

manager's tasks. All the apparatus for drumming up custom —
traveling salesmen, trade catalogues, and the like — is the more
effective, and the less costly per unit of j)ro(luct, in proportion as
it operates on a large scale. Advertising is most effective when
spread over the land with every sort of device ; when it is sys-

tematized and put in charge of a separate manager. All such
elaboration of marketing is both a result and a further cause of
a great volume of business.

The utilization of "by-products" ' is another of the advantages
of large-scale production. At the great packing houses which

' Better, "joint products" ; see Book II, Chapter 16, § I.
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do so much of the butcher's work of the United States, every
particle of the slaughtereil animal is used, and many things
which would go to waste in the small shop become a source
of profit. A very large woolen factory finds it atlvantageous
to utilize the fatty matter which is attached to the wool as ii

comes from the sheep's back. This grease, which must in any
case be scoured out of the wool, goes to waste in a smaller es-

tablishment
; whereas tlic large mill, by putting in a plant for

the special purpose of treating the grease, finds it a source of

gain. Great ironworks find it possible to utilize the gas expelled
from coal in the coking process ; either selling the gas, purified, in

a near-by city, or using it at once for fuel in their own fur-

naces. A large sawmill can put in a plant for burning its own
sawdust, dispensing with other fuel for power.

Other advantages of large-scale production arise from the
possibilities of experimenting with new devices and new meth-
ods. Some ventures will fail, some succeed. In a very great
enterprise, the successes may be expected in the long run to
outweigh the failures; the enterprise insures itself, so to speak,
against the inevitable risks of experimenting. Where opera-
tions are conducted on a small scale, the failure of one experi-
ment may ruin the entire undertaking. Again, the best tech-
nical skill, the best-trained- engineers and chemists, are more
easily and more economically employed by the great establish-

ment. As with expensive but efficient machinery, their u •• is

advantageous only for a very large output, and is most eco-
nomical for tlie largest output.

§ 3. The liniitations on large-scale production arise mainly
from the infirmities of human nature. The extension of the
scale of operations means an ever increasing reliance upon hired
labor and an ever-lessening reliance on spontaneous self-interest.

Jf all men workerl with as much energy and spirit for an em-
ployer as they do for themselves, the spread of large-scale

production would be almost without bouufls. A striking illus-

tr.ation nf the influence of this limiling factor is .shown in the
differing tendencies of agriculture and of manufactures.
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The operations of agriculture are necessarily spread over a

conciclerable area ; ami they are not easily subjected to a fixed

routine. Both circumstances make supervision difficult. Man-
ufactures, on the other hand, bring the concentration of hundreils

or thousands of workmen under a single roof or in a small area.

Moreover, in manufactures, machinerj" means the repetition of

identical operations. Hence a routme can be fixed, and work-

men assigned to fixed tasks, and their faithfulness controlled,

with comparative ease. But in agriculture much must be left

to the zeal and intelligence of the individual worker.

The consequence is that agriculture has nowhere shown the

same tendency to enlargement of the scale of production which

is so unmistakable in manufactures. It is true that some

countries arc usually spoken of as countries of large farming;

England is the type of such a country. It is true, also, that in

some parts of the United States (in the North Central region,

for example) there has been in recent years a slight tendency to

increase in the size of farms. But a farm which is called large

is an industrial unit of comparatively small size. One which

employs twenty men the year round is considered large; yet

a factory employing this number is a small affair. The tasks

of twenty men engaged in farming would be spread over several

hundred acres, ami must present troublesome questions in as-

signing and supervising the work. Farms of this size are com-
paratively rare. By far the greater part of agricultural work
is done on farms where a single man, having under him perhaps

one other or a few others, conducts the operations on his own
account. In the early stages of the development of some parts

of the United States, so-called "bonanza" farming has appeared

for a time. WTiere great level tracts of fertile 'and have beeu

suddenly opened to cultivation, as in the interior valleys of

California or in the Red River Valley of the Dakotas, wheat
culture has sometimes been carried on for a while over thousands

of acres, with doz'^ns of men and vehicles and with expensive

m.achinpry. But this has proved only a temporary phase. As the

fertility of virgin soil begins to be exhausted, and a more varied
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and careful use of it is callcil for,' these great tracts are split up

into smaller units. Tiie head of a large factory can devise means

for supervising his men and for securing the execution of his

orders. But the owner of a farm can use hired labor to advan-

tage only when his own example and his own oversight supply

the needed stimulus.

Some industries, though spread over a large area and presenting

difficulties for the supervision of hired labor, are so much more

effective when on a large scale that these disadvantages are not

decisive. The railway is an example. Many of its employees

are necessarily scattered over great tracts of country. The

supervision of the innumerable agents calls for an intricate and

expensive apparatus of rules and rf^gulations, bookkeeping and

auditing. But the work is done so much more cheaply on a

large scale that this difficulty and the expense entailed by it

are more than offset.

Sometimes, on the other hand, indu&t. "es which offer possi-

bilities of economy from large operations are for other reasons

limited to small ones. Though retail dealings can be conducted

to advantage on a large scale,— with economies in purchases and

in administration, with better utilization of premises, with more

continuous activity l)y the force of salesmen, — the smaller shops

still hold their own. The opportunities for large-scale retailing

are availed of in the cities by the so-called department stores

;

establishments whose growth has been immensely promoted of

late years l)y the improvements in urban transportation. But

even in a large city, and especially in its outlying quarters, small

or moderate retail shops continue. The reason is that often the

purchaser must have his source of supply near at hand. The

ubiquitous corner drug store of our American cities persists

against large competitors.

A glance at such a volume as the Statistical Abstract of the

Urdted States, with its summary of tlie number of establish-

ments and volume of transactions in various kinds of business,

shows instructively which among them, for reasons of this sort,

' Compare Hook V, Chiiptor 42, J 5.

^vr^
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''csist the ten(iency to concentration. The strictly manufactur-

ing establi-hments show the characteristic features of the mod-

ern movement. Tliough the volume of transactions becomes

immensely greater, the number of estal)lishment8 becomes less.

So it is with the manufacture of agricultural implements, of

boots and shoes, of carpets, chemicals, firearms, glass, cotton,

woolen and silk fabrics, sewing machines. Those industries

which, like the retail shoj), purvey more directly to the consumer,

or for other reasons must be near the persons with whom they

have dealings, increase their numbers pari pansu with the increase

in population and with the volume of their own transactions.

Such are blacksmitliing, carpentering, plumbing, bread baking,

printing, painting, and paper hanging. Here there is no marked

tendency toward an enlargement of the size of the individual

establishment, still less any victory of great-scale production.

The limitations of men's faculties explain why large-scale

operations do not make their way, even in manufactures, with

unfailing certainty. What has been said in the preceding para-

graphs may seem to imply that the transition to greater size

takes place quasi-automatieally. This is by no means the case.

It depends on the energy, ambition, insight, of individual men.

Every new machine, every change to larger scale, involves risks,

calls for planning and judgment, is dependent on some individ-

ual's initiative. If an indefinite number of individuals were

capable of this sort of work, the march of progress would be faster

and large-scale operations woulfl make their way more surely

and speedily. As it is, these changes wait on the impulse given

by the comparatively few individuals who have the capacity

for industrial leadership. Occasionally some such individual

reorganizes his business upon a larger scale and with more
highly developed plant and machinery. Then others follow

his lead, ami a whole infUistry is rapidly transformed. This

has happened during thv last two decades in the iron manufac-
ture, especially in the United .States and in Germany. Carnegie

in tiie former, Kru])r, in the latter, leti the way in a remarkable

development. Usually, however, the advance takes place by
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gradual and tentative steps, like those in the growth of the size

of ocean steamships. The industrial revolution, so far as regards

its pace, has been in reality not a revolution but a slow and
gradual change, dependent on the energy and ingenuity of in-

dividuals, and limited by the scarcity of men possessing such
qualities.

§ 4. A new phase of large-scale production has come to be of

great and almost ominous importance during the present gen-
eration. Perhaps h should be called large-scale management
rather than large-scale production; since it involves not so

much an increase in the size of the individual establishments as

the combination under single management of several estab-

lishments. It takes two forms, which may be described as

horizontal and vertical.

Horizontal combination is the union under single management
of a number of enterprises of the same sort. They are usually

few, and each is usually on a large scale. As the size of the

representative establishment in any industry enlarges, and the

number of individual establishments shrinks, the stage is finally

reached where but a few survive— a dozen, perhaps. These
then combine; not in the sense that one huge establishment

supersedes the dozen, but that the dozen, while retaining their

technical independence, are owned and managed as one. Though
large-scale operation may have reached its limit so far as the

mechanical apparatus of production goes, some gain may still

be secured from united large-scale administration. A typical

example is the American Sugar Refining C'ompany. A modern
refinery is a huge concern, costing a couple of millions of dollars,

and putting out 10,0(K), even 15,000, barrels of sugar a day. Yet
there are limits to its size. Beyond a certain point, enlargement

no longer adds economy in operation. When an output be-

yond this capacity is called for, a second refinery of the same
kind is erected, and so on until the total supply is provided.

All these refineries, however, may be managed from one com
mon center, with at least possil/ilities of economy. Their sup-

plies may be bought in common, and distributed among them
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in such a manner as to insure continuity in operation and the

minimum outlay for transportation. Tliis last factor, economy

in transportation, is of great consequence where the chief

material (raw sugar, in this instance) conies from great distances,

and, being rapidly worked up, must be continually and sys-

tematically replacetl. Machinery may be made identical, or

"standardized," in the different works, and its repair and re-

placement thus facilitated. These and other i)ossible economies

may be offset, to be sure, in whole or in part, by the inhe. • ' tliffi-

culties of large-scale management, — notably the increasing

difficulty of supervision. Experience, and especially the test

of competition, can alone settle with certainty whether the

advantages offset the disadvantages.

Horizontal combination is typical of the so-called "trust."

The motive for such union under single management is two-

fold. Partly it is to secure economy in management; but

largely it is to put an end to competition and bring about a

more or less effective monopoly. So far as economy is secured,

the movement, which has attained such extraordinary dimen-

sions in the last ten years, may be to the public advantage.

But if monopoly develops, it has grave possil)ilitios of public

disadvantage. How far monopoly in fact is likely to result,

and how far cheapening of production is in fact brought about,

is still uncertain; time and experience alone can show. But

it is clear that in some respects at least, and for some indus-

tries, such combination brings an extension of large-sccle pro-

duction and concentrated management.

Different in its essential features is vertical combination, or,

as it is sometimes called, the integration of industry. The
usual outcome of the division of labor has been that the several

steps in production which succeed each other in time have

been conducted in independent establishments. But in some
important trades there has appeared of late a tendency to unite

such successive stages under single management. Thus the

iron industry, in the traditional organization, was split up into a

number of separate branches. One producer— that is, a
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capitalist hiring and directing a group of workmen — carried

on ore mining, and disposed of his ore to other producers en-

gaged in smelting it into pig iron. Still another producer

similarly cut the wood and converted it into charcoal, — this

in earlier days when wood supplied the fuel for iron making;

or, after coke supplanted charcoal, mined the coal and made
it into coke. The pig-iron maker, who had bought the ore

and the fuel, sold his product to the puddler or .steel maker,

who in turn sold his bar iron or steel to the machinist, the

builder, the wire maker. Vertical combination, or the inte-

gration of industry, appears when all these succes.sive stf.ps arc

united under single management, — when all the phases of iron

and steel making are combined in one great enterprise.

The United States Steel Corporation carries out this sort of

combination in a typical manner, and on an enormous scale.

Itself a union of previous combinations which had adopted

the same method on a scale already great, this corporation

owns vast mines of iron ore, of coal, and of limestone. The
mines are situated chiefly on the shores of Lake Superior, the

coal mines chiefly in Pennsylvania. Most of the ore is carried

to the coal, and smelted in the great iron-making tlistrict of

which Pittsburgh is the center ; but in part the coal is carried

north and west, meeting the ore halfway, to be smelted at

various places on the Great Lakes. To transport these ma-
terials, the corporation has its own railways in the Lake Su-

perior region, and in the region from Pittsburgh to Lake Erie;

and it owns a great fleet of steamers and barges on the Lakes.

The pig iron, made in its own furnaces, is converted into steel

of various shapes in its own steel mills. The further operations

of converting the steel into rails, structural and bridge shapes,

plates and sheets, tubing, and wire, are carried on in still other

estabhshments. In no other industry, and nowhere else in the

world, has the experiment of vertical combination been con-

ducted on so great a scale.

The iron and steel manufacture offers an unusually tempting

field for vertical combination, chiefly, it would seem, becau.se

:-,r^^gi-iiVm:
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of the concentration of the supplies of raw material, — coal

and iron ore. Those who, at any stage of rising demand,

possess the mines of coul and iron, have the whip hand in the

situation ; hence the manufacturers of the more finished forms

of iron and steel have sought to gain control of the mines, by

purchase or amalgamation. This tendency has shown itself in

some degree in (Jreat Britain, and has proceeded in Germany

almost as far as in the United States. The comljination of a

series of superimposed esta!)lishmenta has now become the

normal form of organization in the iron manufacture.

Some tendencies of the same sort are found in other indus-

tries. The International Pajx?r Company owns great tracts of

spruce forest, cuts the timber and logs, doats them to its own

pulp mills, and there manufactures the paper which is used in

such enormous quantity by our nev/apapers. The Harvester

Company, already referred to, owns forests and cuts timber;

it owns its iron and coal mines, and makes its iron and steel.

The Sugar Refining Company owns its forests and makes its

barrels. Other industries have shoHTi a similar development

in another direction, — in the marketing of goods. The usual

arrangement is for a separation between manufacturing and

marketing. The shoe manufacturer commonly sells his output

to the wholesale dealer or "selling agent," who in turn often

sells to an intermediate dealer, the jobber, and sometimes

directly to the retailer. But some shoe manufacturers have

undertaken not only the making but the marketing of their

wares. They have established their own retail shops, scattered

in many cities over the country, and through them deal directly

with the consumer. Again, the American Tobacco Company,

by establishirg its own retail shops in great numbers, has like-

wise combined the distribution of goods with their production.

V'ertical combination and horizontal combination may go

hand in hand. The American Tobacco Company has attempted

to combine all the establishments manufacturing tobacco for

smoking and chewing ; avA the exter ion of its operations into

the retail disposal of its products has been the outgrowth of

I
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the endMvor to form and Htrengthen this all-embracing hori-

zontal combination. The SU'ol Corporation ownH many iron

furnaces, many Hteol mills, many tube works, many shcft-stoel

and tin-plate workH, and thus exemplifies also tlie union of the
two kinds of combination. The Steel Corporation has carried

horizontal coml)ination in some l)ranch('s to the jwint of nearly
complete monoiwly; thus it owns virtually all the sheet-fiteel

and tin-plate mills mid tube works in the United States. But
it profiuLM little more than half the pig iron, and has by no
means a monopoly of the steel rails or structural steel. In
(iermaiiy, tlic SlahlwcrLsnrhaufl (St(>el Works Association) has
formed a compact pool in the iron and steel manufacture,
though one that does not go the full IfMigth of completely unified

ownership. In Great Britain, on the other hand, while many
large works have extended their operations downward to the
control of mines and upward to the making of finished products,
there is very little of horizontal combination; the several great
enterprises go their own way independently. In the case of
the boot and shoe manufacturers, just spoken of, who own
their own tanneries or sell at retail their own shoes, the com-
bination is vertical only; there is no attempt at horizontal

combination.

The movement toward vertical combination is less strong
than that toward horizontal combination. The iron trade,

which presents so striking a case of the former, is exceptional.

The desire to secure control of a limited, or at least concen-
trated, raw material, which has promoted the integration of

the iron trade, has not affected others, in which the sources of

raw material are more scattered. In the manufacture of

cotton, wool, silk, or flax, there is no indication of any move-
ment for control of the supply of raw material or for vertical

combination in any other way. On the contrary, the tendency
seems to he rather toward a minuter division. The textile

industries in Great Britain and on the Continent have always
been split up into separate industries to a greater degree than in

the United States. In Europe, spinning, weaving, bleaching,
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(lyeinK. printing, arc uflually carried on as distinct industries.

The tradition in the United States has been for the combina-

tion of sc'verul of these steps — especially spinning and weav-

ing — in one organization
;
yet even in this country the raovo-

ment of late years seems to be in the other direction. In

the shoe manufacture, while there has been the marketing

arrangement just noted, and in some cases a combination of

leather tanning with manufacturing, the trend does not seem

to be toward greater combination. Some establishments do

nothing but make soles, others do nothing but make box toes,

and so on.

The movement toward combination, whether horizontal or

vertical, is in part a result of the intensified competition which

comes with the greater investment of fixed capital and the

greater size of the separate enterprises. But very largely it

results .".'om the discovery of the possibilities of organization.

What are the limits to the size of the enterprise which can be

managed as a unit? The single factory, perhaps large, was

supposed until comparatively recent times to represent that

limit. But as the scale of industry has been enlarged, the

operations have been systematized and subjected to more
perfect control. The task of management itself has been sub-

divided. Separate persons are intrusted with the purchase of

supplies, the sale of product, the maintenance of plant, the

hiring and superintendence of labor, accounting and auditing.

The genius of men with great inlxjrn capacity for business

nas led to even greater perfection of organization. ""
t tele-

graph, the telephone, improved postal service, have promoted

large-scale management as they have large-scale production.
' "'hese striking changes have been the results of skill, judgment,

end administrative capacity in the guiding individuals, and also

the cause of an increasing demand for the persons possessing

such qualities.

None the less, the larger the scale of operations, the more
do its disadvantages appear. There is need for an expensive

system of control, — for supervision, accounting, auditing, the
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effective prompting of energy and economy. The test of corn-

|)C'tition settieH in the long run whether the nn.it eomhinution

id the more efficient ugent in production. If it van prochiee

more cheaply, it can sell more cheaply, and ili.spiiice its rivals.'

S 5. Notwithstanding the wastes of eoinj)etition, and the

possible economies of large-scale production, competing estal)-

lishments hold their own over the greater part of the field of

industry. There is no present prospect that competition will

be generally supplanted \>y combination and monopoly.

That competition operates wastefully seems in some cases

obvious. The milk of a city, for example, is usually supplied

by a number of dealers, each with his own set of customers

scattered irregularly over a large area. If all who lived in a

given quarter were supjilied by one dealer, a clear economy in

delivery would be secured. If the whole supply for an entire

urban district were under single large-scale management, there

would be a possibility of cheai)ening the product still further,

and (what in this ca.se is specially important) of improving its

quality. Retail dealers, especially in such tilings as groceries

and foodstuffs, overlap in similar wasteful fashion. Commonly,

too, the areas supplied by competing manufacturers overlap.

Advertising, again, seems to be in large part designed to induce

a customer to turn simply from one dealer to another. If

there were no competition,— if one great establishment sup-

planted ten rivals,— the same wants would make themselves

felt, the same purchases would be made, the expense of adver-

tising eliminated, the goods sold cheaper.

Though some tendency is seen toward getting rid of the causes

of wa.ste. the tendency is not very marked. With the growth

of great cities, large firms and companies have come in great

degree to control urban milk supply, yet with little indication

that complete and systematic combination is emerging. The
great nianufacturing "trusts" endeavor to avoid cross freights,

by making shipments from that one among their establishments

' To this statement of the automatic action of competition there are some
qualifications, considered in Book VII. Chapter 63, {3.
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which is nearest the point of delivery. But, as a rule, manU'
facturera continue to compete and to ship in a seemingly hap-
hazard way. The same is true of retail trade, where all sorts

of establishments, great and small, vie for the customer and
duplicate facilities in the traditional and apparently wasteful
fashion.

The waste is probably less than it seems. Competition keeps
every one keyed to a high pitch, nerves the shrewd and alert,

weeds out the imfficicnt. Advertising is part of the mechan-
ism of competition as well as of combination. Not least, com-
petition leaves the purchaser some freedom; he is not sub-
jected to the alternative of turning to one single purveyor or
else doing without. Even the mo.st benevolent and considerate

monopolist becomes often exasperating; how much more so
the ordinary trader when no longer spurred by competi'-in I

A choice as to what you would have, and when and how you
would have it, satisfies a deep-rooted human instinct. In the
advocacy of socialistic organization, the advantages of unified

supply are much dwelt on. But the consumer in the soi tlist

state would have to accept whatever the all-controlling public
managers put before him. The satisfaction which comes from
freedom of choice explains in large part the persisteni^o of
competition.

The movement toward combination has been so conspicu-
ous of late years that the extent of the field which it covers has
been exaggerated. Agriculture shows it least ; transjwrtation,
especially by land, shows it most. In mining, there is the
striking case of the iron trade ; a!ul there is also, in the United
States, the striking case of anthracite coal, where the strictly

limited area of supply and the close connection with transpor-
tation have brought about effective combination. Nevertheless,
most minmg is still carried on by independent producers. In
manufactures, most industries have not reached the stage of
combination. Over the greater part of the industrial field,

though production tends t ^ be on a larger scale, with great use
of machinery .and minuter division of lu!;or, competition still

prevails.
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CHAPTER 5

Capital

§ 1. The increasing complexity of the division of labor and
the growing use of machinery have added to the number of
separate stages in production and t'> the length of time over
which the whole process is spread, ilenco the greater need of
a supply of tools and materials, the importance of capital, the
problems which relate to owners of capital and to the income
from capital.

Production is spread over time in any society advanced
beyond the most primitive savagery; and this not merely for
the several subdivided steps in production, but for production
as a whole. That agriculture takes time, from the sowing of
the seed to the reaping of the crop, is obvious. But the sowing
is not the beginning, nor is the reaping the end. The seed
must have been itself sown an<l husbanded, and the tools for
cultivation must have been prepared in advance. After the
harvest, the grain which is reaped may indeed be available for
satisfying human needs almost at once; it is so in a small,
self-contained community, such as we still see in a village of
Hindustan. But in the countries of advanced civilization

grain is carried by rail or water to a mill, probably distant;
there ground into flour; then carried another distance to dealers

;

and finally, after a consideralile interval, put into the hands of
the consumer. Each of these steps not only takes time in
itself, })ut implies the existence of apparatus which has been
made in the past and has taken time to make, — the railway
or steamship, the flour mill, the warehouses and shops of the
middlemen. Almo.st all the operations of production require
first the procuring of materials from nature's resources, then
their fashioning with the aid of tools and machinery. Let the

67
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reader but consider the mode in which the familiar articles of
daily use have come into his hands, — the clothing and the
footgear, the furniture and household utensils, the books and
ornaments, the house in which he dwells, — and he will see
how long has been the series of operations, how intricate the
division of labor for each one, and how extended the period
from the beginning of production to the final attainment of
the consumable or enjoyable article.

This fundamental fact, resting on the complex division of
labor, is yet disguised by that very division. The tanner who
puts his leather on the market, the farmer who sells his flax,

the ironmaster who sells his steel or iron, each thinks of him-
self as marketing a completed product. By the sale he gets
money, and so the command of the enjoyable things he wishes
to buy or of the things needed for continuing production. He
never stops to reflect what must further be done to the thing
which he sells

;
how it nmst pass through the hands of a long

chain of producers and dealers before it reaches in consumable
form those whose wants are finally satisfied.

In modern times, the most significant aspect of this element of
time in production is found in the increasing use of machinery
and plant of all sorts. Machinery, though it may be simplya more
mtncato kmd of tool, adds so much to the preparatory work that
It has greatly accentuated the problems that arise from the
spreading of production over time. A factory requires a year
or years to build

;
the machinery in it requires still more time

to make. xMany years are needed for constructing a rail ay
a generation for such a work as the Suez Canal or the Panama
Canal. The factory, and the machinery in it, exist for the pur-
pose of eventually turning out things to be used and enjoyed
Therailwayandcanal facilitate the geographical division of labor,
and serve to promote, through a series of steps which only begin
when these means of transportation have been completed, the
eventual abundance of things to be used and enjoyed. One
simple fact illustrate, how marked the tendency toward greater
use of plant has been in the period since the industrial revolu-
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tion began. The world's annual production of iron has multi-

plied tenfold the last half century, and sixtyfold in the last cen-

tury.' Iron is used solely (the exceptions are insignificant) as an
instrument of production ; it is the foundation of the material

apparatus of civilization; it means plant, tools, machinery.

The enormous quantities of it which have been turned out in

modern times, and especially during the last generation, signify

an extraordinary increase In the construction of elaborate and
expensive apparatus, and a corresponding extension of time in

the operations of production.

§ 2. If we were to take a cross section of the community's pos-

sessions at any given time, we should find them to be of the most
diverse sort. There would be, in the first place, such things as

iron ore and steel bars, timber and wool and cotton, factories

and railways and ships, stocks of all sorts in warehouses, com-
modities ready for sale in the retailers' shops. And in the second

place, there would be houses, furniture, clothing and food, in the

hands of those using them for the satisfaction of wants. To the

first set of things we apply the tenu capital, or producer's capital;

the second set of things we call wealth, simply, or consumer's

capital. The first set we may speak of as unfinished goods, the

second set as finished and enjoyable goods. For some purposes

of economic analysis they are similar, for other purposes dis-

similar. The difference betvveen them is at bottom only a dif-

ference of degree; yet is so great as to justify a distinction.^

For the present, we shall find it convenient to apply the term
" capital " specifically to the first set, — to producer's capital.

The second set will be referred to as enjoyable or consumable or

finished commodities; and only when speaking of them in

' The world's annual output of pig-iron was :
—

In 1800 82.5.000 tons
In 1850 4,750.000 tons
In 1870 11.900.000 tons
In 1905 53,700.000 tons

• The difference in degree is one as to tho time when satisfaction or utility

accrues. That tim*- i.« commonlv nearer in the ca.se of rnnsiimcr's w<>a!th or con-
sumer's capital, and more distant in the case of producer's capital. See what
is said below on these subjects, Book V, Chapter 40.
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those aspects and relations which offer lalogies to the first,

shall we refer to them as consumer's capital.

Capital, then, — that is, producer's capital, — is not in en-

joyable form ; it is not now a source of satisfaction. It exists

for the purpose of increasing consumer's wealth. Its relation

to enjoyable goods is twofold. On the one han^^ it may be said

gradually to " ripen " into .such goods. On the othjr hand, it is a

means of increasing their supply.

It is easy to see that raw materials, as they are commonly

called, ripen into finished commodities. Wool is converted by

successive steps into clothing, stone and timber into a house,

grain into bread. But a process the same in essentials takes

place as to tools and machinery. Suppose a printing machine

to last for one year only, being worn out and worthless at the

close of the year. The books printed v/ith its aid are the product

not only of the labor applied to making the paper and other

materials, of that applied by the compositors and other workmen

in the printing office, but also of that applied in the construction

of the printing machine itself. If we suppose that one htmdred

books are printed in the course of the year, the machine may be

said to have ripened into so many enjoyable goods, and each of

these may be said to have embodied in it one hundredth of the

labor which was given to constructing the machine. The ma-

chine as such has disappeared, just as the paper and ink as such

have disappeared ; in place of all three we have the printed

books. If the machine lasts for ten or twenty years, the lal)or

of constructing it contributes to making a much greater

quantity of books, and a smaller fraction of the labor of construc-

tion is c . . ;d in each book. So of all machinery and all

plant. It \Yv.ars out sooner or later, atul may be said sooner or

later to ripen into goods that satisfy our w 'nts.

The most important single cause of the tbundance of con-

sumable goods, and so of the improvement in tl. ^ material welfare

of mankind, is found in those forms of capital which are com-

monly spoken of as fixed, — in tools, machmery, plant. Cer-

tainly this has been the most important cause of the remark-

soE^f^flbSKr^ -a;sr^L;>.^.^x?2e.
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able advance in material welfare which the civilized countries

have made during the last century. Erect a great cotton or

woolen mill, a shoe factory, a large sugar refinery or flour

mill, — take much time and apply much labor for getting ready

an elaborate apparatus, — and eventually you will secure your

product in greater abundance and with less labor embodied in

each unit. The making of machinery itself has illustrated this

tendency as strikingly as any other branch of production.

The manufacture of iron and steel, conducted on a great scale,

with elaborate and expensive plant, serves to turn out in cheap-

ness and abundance the metal indispensal)le for the apparatus

of production at large. Locomotives, textile machinery, ag-

ricultural implements, not to mention the simpler tools of the

mechanic, are themselves made with machinery.

In order that all this application of plant may work smoothly

and effectively, the supply of materials must also have been

on a large scale ; and this again involves prolonged preparation.

A great iron furnace, kept in blast night and day, year in and year

out, takes into its maw huge quantities of iron ore, coal, and

limestone, which, no less than the furnace itself, must be made

ready in advance. So the textile mill requires its wool or cot-

ton or silk, the shoe factory its leather, the refinery its raw sugar.

Through all the complicated operations the trend is the same

;

elaborate preparation, production spread over time, much capi-

tal, eventual plenty, and cheapness of the consumable goods.

§ 3. In order that there shall l)e capital and time-using pro-

duction, there must have been at some previous period a surplus.

The more of capital is to be employed, the more must there be a

surplus to draw on.

In the very earliest stages of the formation of capital, that

surplus showed itself directly in the fact of spare time. The

first rude implements of stone and bronze must have been

fashioned during hours when labor did not need to be given for

the satisfaction of imperative wants, — when there was a chance

of doing something else. What motives may have influenced

man during lliis stage, and by what chance the first tools were

i

3irvi«>.\»»j^isw
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hit on, we cannot guess. Very possibly a mere instinct of con-

trivance was the moving cause. A reasoned understanding of

the gain from having tools and supplies must have set in at

an early stage. The choice under the simplest conditions is

between the present and the future, — between idleness or

amusement for the moment and provision for future needs.

The greater the surplus, the greater the time and labor which
can be given for future needs. When the arts are at so low a
stage that little is produced beyond the bare necessaries of ex-

istence, provision for the future can be made only on a scanty
scale. On the other hand, the very scantiness of capital is an
obstacle to the efficiency of labor and so to the existence of any
considerable surplus. During long ages mankind was thus in a
position of double difficulty. Without capital the productiveness
of labor was meager, and yet with meager productiveness of

labor there was little possibility of creating more capital.

It is not to be understood that the slenderness of the surplus
stock was the only obstacle to the creation of capital. Igno-
rance of natural laws and of the possibilities of tool making,
carelessness for the future, were no less important. But with-
out the surplus the very foundation for building up any effec-

tive apparatus of production was lacking. Here, as often, the first

step was the hardest. Once men had became possessed of some
capital, the productiveness of his labor became greater, and
thereby the creation of still more capital became easier.

§ 4. In the preceding section we have spoken of capital as
being made or created. But capital is also said to be saved and
accum ilated. Both expressions are accurate. If we think of
one person or set of persons as being alone concerned with the
steps by which capital comes into existence, we can see that
this person both provides for the future by saving, and uses his

surplus in shaping tools or getting together materials. But in a
society having an elaborated division of labor, these two things
are rarely done by one person ; that is, they are rarely done
together by one person for any given item of capital. When
all incomes and expenditures take the form of money, savings
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are made, not by putting aside things in kind for one's own use,

but by putting aside money for future needs. On the other

hand, tools and other apparatus of production are made for the

market by persons who arc not consciously providing for the

future. They are bougiit by other persons who wish to "invest,"

— that is, to get capital. Tiie process l)y which these separate

steps are made to bring about their joint result in the modern
organization of industry deserves careful consideration.

Saving may take the form of simple hoarding. The miser

who puts away a store of coin, saves and provides for his own or

others' needs. But no addition to the apparatus of production

results from such saving. Where property is insecure, from the

rapacity of a despot or from the feebleness of a government unable

to protect against foreign invaders, hoarding is sometimes done

on a large scale. In British India, daring many centuries pre-

ceding the British occupation, both these causes of insecurity

existed. Hence those who had means put them largely into the

form of specie and jewels, — articles having much value in little

bulk and capable of being hid or carried away. The European

aggressors of the seventeenth or eighteenth century found great

stores of such wealth in Hindustan, not ()ecause that country

had rich mines, but because the people had attained a consider-

able civilization and prosperity, and had hoarded long. Not-

withstanding the peace and .security which British rule has

long maintained, the habit of putting accumulated means into

this form has continued in India to our own time. In France,

for a long period preceding the French Revolution, the peasantry

— those among them, comparatively few, who had anything at

all in the way of a surplus — put away coins, one at a time, hid-

den in the chimney or garret, until they had accumulated enough

to buy a scrap of land. Fear of spoliation and ignorance of other

ways of doing anything with the money caused their saving to

take the form of hoarding. No addition to capital was thereby

promoted. Nor was there any addition to capital even when the

accumulated coins were brought out for the purchase of land.

The noble of whom the purchase was made probably frittered
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away the proceeds, ami the only immediate result of the peas-

ant's accumulation wa;^ the transfer of land from one hand to

another. Such practises continued in France after the Revolu-

tion and until the latter part of the nineteenth century, when

the war between France and Germany, which shook so many of

the established traditions of France, served largely to bring

to an end the habit of putting aside hoards of specie.

The great bulk of saving, however, takes in modern times the

form of inrentment. Contrast the process of hoarding with what

happens when money is put away in a savings bank, — an opera-

tion which we may select as typical of the methods of investment

in a modern conmiunity. The jierson who leaves his cash with

the savings bank con\inonly thinks only that it is safe, and that

he is paid something as interest on it. But the cash is not kept

in the coffers of he institution. A small fraction only is re-

tained, to meet possible calls of depositors who wish to make

withdrawals. Almost all of it is lent out to persons who use it

for making a profit. Now profit arises, in the ordinary course of

things, from the operations of production ; and the person who

borrows money uses it for the purchase of things needed in pro-

duction. He may be a manufacturer, who erects a building,

buys machinery and supplies, hires workmen. He may be a

merchant, who buys commodities from the manufacturer, and

carries them one stage further in the successive stages which

l>ring them at last to the consumer. F>ery person who directs

production — such as the manufacturer or merchant — uses

a large part of his means in buying materials or tools or stores

from producers of a previous stage, so recouping them for the

outlays they have already made. The money means which are

put at the disposal of the business class as a whole are a most im-

portant part of tlie mechanistn for adding to the concrete appa-

ratus of production.

§ 5. The fundamental fact in this elaborate mechanism of

saving and investment is that advances are made to lal)orers.

One set of persons put aside money means; through various

channels, other persons are given command of these money
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means, and use them to set laborers to work. Here, again, the

division of labor between those who carry on the successive

stages of production conceals the essential nature of their opera-

tions. A manufacturer spends oidy a part of his means upon

hiring laborers directly ; the rest he uses in i)uying plant and nia-

teriuls and in the other expenses of production. But those

materials were themselves fashioned by laborers to whom
another set of advances had to be made l)y a previous capitalist.

The wholesale or retail merchant hires comparatively few

laborers, — only a set of clerks and a porter or two. But he

recoups by hlo j/urcha-ses of goods the advances of a long series of

preceding employers, himself giving only the finishing touches in

the whole process. Looking at the operations of cajiitalists and

employers as a whole, and reflecting on the outcome of the divi-

sion of labor among them and their workmen, we find that all

capital is made by labor, and all the operations of the capit Uist

class are resolvable into a succession of advances to laborers.

These advances, just sjwken of as money turned over to la-

borers, consist ultimately in a provision of commodities for their

use. The money is but the medium whereby laborers get com-

mand of the commotlities which they buy. These commodities

— things to cat, to wear, to give shelter— .ire in the last analysis

what the employing class hands over to those whom it employs.

Some of the advances were made in the past, and are repre-

sented now by plant and materials, still in use, of which the full

equivalent has not yet been reproduced in finishetl form. Some

are made from day to day, in the course of current operations.

The whole of existing capital may thus be described as a great

accumulated surjjlus which has been used and is being used for

maintaining labor, while provision is made for the future. The

process of setting laborers to work in the initial stages of pro-

duction is going on all the time ; similarly that of bringing arti-

cles to the final stage of consumable form.

The wide separation, in modern societies, of the two acts

needful for the creation of capital — saving and the application

of labor— is mainly the result of inequality. Persons of the
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well-tonlo class have a considerable surplus over current needH,

and save with comparative ease. They own most of the appa-

ratus of production. But most persons in our modern societies

are not of the well-to-ilo class, and have little in the way of a

surplus. Thty have small accumulations, and they are mainly

hired by others in carrying on the operations of time-consuming

production, and in making ami maintaining capital. No doubt,

some savings are made by the working classes; and through

the agency of savings banks and similar institutions, these

savings have increased rapidly. But, while absolutely con-

siderable, they are no large proportion of the total of accu-

mulated means. The greater part of the capital owned and

maintained in modern communities arises from the savings of

the comparatively small numbers of the more fortunate classes.

A chain of middlemen commonly connects the individual who

saves with the laborer to whom advances are made. The em-

ployer himself, though he almost always uses some means of his

own, commonly is a borrower. He borrows, however, not from

the savers directly, but from their various agents and repre-

sentatives. The savings bank, for example, collects surplus

sums from individual savers, yet often deals with the em-

ployer of labor only through brokers and other middlemen.

It buys stocks and bonds from brokers and banking firms.

The banking firms have issued them after long negotiations

with the persons undertaking the operations to which the

whole series of transactions is in the end directed. Bankers

are the typical intermediaries; their essential function is to

direct the stream of surplus money income into one direction or

another, and to put into the control of one or another group

of employers the means for setting laborers to work. Life

insurance companies, which collect and equalize funds put

aside by many individuals in order to provide for future needs,

are among the great modern agencies of saving. Like the

savings banks, they commonly make their investments not by

direct loans to employers, but through bankers and other

intermediaries who take the first risks of production and guaran-
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tee the inve.stor-s a secure return. DurinR the last half cen-

tury there has heea an inunense increase in the amount of

savings and investments l)y persons who themselves are neither

desirous nor competent to direct actively the operation^ of

production. Hence there has heen a gnat (h-velopmeut of the

class of middlemen who intervene hetween them and the

active manaf^ers; there have Ix-cn ^reat possihilities of profit

fur those middlemen, great possil)iiiti(s of abu.«e in positions of

trust, hut also great elTe( tiveness in collecting and investing

the savings that underlie the enormous growth in the total

capital of modern communities.

§ 6. Not only the creation of capital involves labor and
saving ; its maintenance does so also.

All forms of material wealth wear out in course of time.

Some sorts of capital are indeed very durable, such as irrigation

dams and ditches, or granite docks. Some last a considerable

time, as buildings and machinery. Others are used up very

quieklj', as the coal which is consumed uml .• boiler. All

need to be replaced as time goes on ; some slou in proportion

as they last long; some quickly, in proportion as they are

rapidly used up. In order that the existing apparatus of pro-

duction may be maintained, a certain amount of labor must
steadily be given to its renewal and replacement. This labor

must be supported, and its support means repeated demand
upon surplus and savings.

The manner in which this takes place may be illustrated by
the depreciation account whi'-h app(>ars on the books of every

manufacturing enterprise. The manufacturer knows that his

machinery wears out, and that, if his capital is to remain un-

impaired, he must set aside something annually to replace it.

Xot only does his machinery wear out, Ijut, in a period of rapid

improvement and invention like our own, it fast becomes

antiquated, and he must be prepared for the possibility of hav-

ing to flisc.ard it even before it has ceased to l)e workable. If

we assume that its life is ten years, he must set aside annually

soinething like one tenth of its value ; to put it more exactly,
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he u\n<l i)ut asiilc siuli humh :im, invcstcil and compoundoil,

will makf ii]) tlic vuliK' at tin- ilnso of tin- decade. If ho is to

He<'ure a permanent piolit, he inUHt rcekoii these aniouiit.s us

part of his ( xpeiises. Vet, ill the first iii^taiid', the ainount.H

are frt (• sums, or so mueh Mirpliis, not e\|)eeleil to l)e used for

eurr'nt exiieiises.' They aie presuuuilily used for pureluisiiiK

new apparaius to rei>laee that worn out; hut they arc not

neeessarily so UM-d.

Conunonly, capital is maintained intact; not in the sense

that the same machinery or materials are maintained indefi-

nitely, hut in the sense tliat, as they wear out, other ma-

chinery and materials are n-;ularly i)roduced to take their

place. The su-phi^''^ which are put .i-ide to l)alance deprecia-

tion are aKniu invested in the same ('nterprise and the same

instruments, or in some otlier. The hal.it of saving is strongly

intrenched among the well-to-do. Spendthrifts are rare, and

such extravagances as occur are more than l)alanc<?d hy the fresh

accumulations of new savers and investors. C^onsequently the

making of new capital— of machinery, materials, and all sorts

of apparatus —goes on constantly. Those persons who ia

the estahlished division of labor are engaged in the machine-

making trades, have the well-founded expectation that their

ai)paratus will i.e I.ouglit to replace that which has worn out.

Thus the manufacturer finds new machines already prepared,

or at least finds all t'lc materials ready to he put together by

other machinery made ad hoc. I'nder the division of labor,

provision is constantly maile for anticipateil n(>eils, and among

those needs that of replacing of capital steadily makes itself felt.

The repair of capital, as well as its complete replacement

1 111 practisi-, t!i iictiml scttinn :\Adc of money, iinil its iiivostniout ovor a

term of y.;irs. u; ;i s.'panitc fuml towanl (l'|ircci:itio!i, i-i prohiil.ly r;in\ I'su-

nllv, a sum i^ i;i'li y.'ir il-tiitcd on the liooks iicmnHt curnimis. for doprcria-

tion. Ou til.- oth.r li:.n(l, om' or ;ii thcr it'iii of plant is renewed or repaired

,,.,,.1, y,.;,r - the wl.oli' does not heroine iseless at one fell swoop — and the siinit"

siMtit for r.'pliieemeiit are eharced .e-Miiist the <lepreeialion aroount. In .any

L-':-.- 11 V- ar. more .,r less may he aetuallv so spent than is recularly set .aside for

depreiiation. If h'ss is ,-pi'nt. and tin' depreiiation funti aeeumnlates, it ia

. ft, n u.sed, if .• prolitahle .iilerprise, for putting in a<lditional maehinery or

improvements. — it is invested in the plant rather than /or th.' pluut.
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whon worn out, rails for tlif rcpiirrt'tit cxfTcisp of savinR. Somo

kimls of ai)|)aratu-i iiUHt l)c tn. clic'l up u little fnnii day to

(lay in onliT to In- in i^oo(| workiiiij; nnlrr. Sijrh is ilif cast!

witli the roa<l!iiMl of a raihvr.y, wliiili ncciK a! iio>t hourly

attention, ami wouM !)('coini' (|iiiti' iiau-a'ilc il nculcctfd for

a fow wrt'k*. Till' li)i'oiiiotivi' ot' a railway, ai^ai'i, is sul)ji'ct{'(l

to constant heavy strain, and nvi-d^ !) he sent t) the machine

Hhop at freijuent interval; until finally, after perhaps a ^i;en-

eration of alternate u iiej; ami patehiti;;, it y;oes to the x-rap

hea[), and has to lie reolaced witli a lu w one. The continued

maintenance of capital by ojxrations of this sort means the

steady application of lalior hired (in the la-t resort) by per-ojis

who mean to keep their capital intact.

§ 7. I'Aeii at this early stau;e, some corollaries from tho

propositions as to capital and savinR may he stated. Saving

on a lar^e -i'le is commoniy undertaken not merely to provide

for future nts, hut in tlie expectati' u of a separate reward

in the form of interest on ca[)ital. The theory of interest,

which has many comi)lications, will he coii-^idercil in its due

place; it suflices here to say that, under a regime of pri\ate

property, the receipt of some such return on savinjj;s is a con-

dition of the creation and mainti nance < f the whole stock of

capital. Somo ecoiioini--ts have indeed implied that it is only

the first niakinij; of caijital that calls for the drliherate use of

a surplus, and that eai)ital, once made, reproduces itself auto-

matically without any elTort on the owner's part, and without

any need of stimulus or restturce in the way of interest.' This

view arises from assumiu;^ that w!iat is lialiitually done is done

witi ""it choice or elTort. The hahitu;.! re|ilacement of capital

takes place not hy any autonia ic proce-.s, hut l>ecause tlie

owners recurrently choose to save and to invest surplus sums

as they are ac(|uirrd. Were there no motive for doinu; so —
wore there no such thiufr as interest on capital — hal>its would

chanRo ; and not only tlx- creation of new capital, hut the

muiiiteuance of thai aireaiiy exi^linji, wi^ai'l he ^ndd!i^•r^d.

^E.g. J. h. Cl.ik, The DUlr-:;ution «J \\\uUh, Cli. IX.
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Such, at all ovents, would be the result in communities, of the

kind familiar to us, in which tliere is accumulation and owner-

ship of capital by private individuals. What would be the

method of accumulating cai)ital under the very different con-

ditions of a socialist eoinmunity, where all capital was owned

by the state, opens another set of questions, which must be

reserved for later consideration.'

§ 8. In the older books on economics it was often laid down

that the distinction between capital and noncapital was

merely a matter of the owner's intention. According as he

chose between investing anil spending, — between providing for

the future and enjoyinjrin the present, — there was capital or

there was enjoyable Vvealth. The impression was left that

some magic change was wrought in tlie nature of connnodities

by the mere volition of tiieir owner. Obviously this could not

be literally true. Most articles are by their nature such that

they can lie used only in one wav. — either for present enjoy-

ment or as producer's capital. Iron and steel, for example, to

which reference was made m an earlier paragraph, are almost

of necessity capital. They are used for making tools, machines,

buildings, and can rarely be used for any other purpose. All

factories and all materials are in the same ease. Almost uni-

versally any concrete form of wealth is by its nature fit to be used

once for all either as capital or as a source of immediate

enjoyment.

Could the ov.-ner, nevertheless, exercise his choice by selling

his capital (say a factory), and using the proceeds at will for

investment or for enjoyment? A little reflection shows that

such a disposal cannot cluuigc the nature of the factory. Sale

means simply transfer to another hand; the factory remains,

and its purchaser can use it only as an instrument of produc-

tion. The individual can change I)y sale the nature of his

own possessions, but he cannot thereby change the nature of

the apparatus of |)roductiuii.

Nevertheless, the owner's intention is \n the ]c.',^g rnn ini-

' See Book VII, CliaiUcr OJ, J o.
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portant, nay decisive, in determining whether wealth shall or

shall not take the form of pruclueer's capital. As the various

kinds of wealth wear out and need to be renewed or replaced, a

choice is recurrently prci^ented to the owners as to the way in

which they shall use their sur{)Ius possessions, — whether they

shall continue investment and maintain capital, or cease in-

vestment iind cause labor to be tlirected to making consumable

goods. For any given period they may have committed them-

selves irrevocalily to investment, and cannot charge the form

which their property has taken. But as time passes, and iiit

process of using and renewing the various kinds of wealth goes

on, they have again the option which tli(>j had in the initial

stages. They may save and invest, or they may spend and

enjoy. However considerable the length of time over which

the capital of a eonnnunity, when once constructed, endures in

the shape which has Ix'cn given it, and however slow the process

by which the disposition of the capitalists takes effect, it is

still true that in the long run the owners' intention determines

whether there shall or shall not be capital.

§ 9. Saving ami investment have been spoken of so far as

leading to tlie making of capital. But they do not necessarily

do so; and some consideration of the cases wliere they do not

is essential to an understanding of the relations of the individual

saver to the general welfare.

All that tile imiividual investor is concerned with is the

safety of his principal and the return on it in the way of interest.

If a spendthrift wishes to liorrow, and gives a sufficient guaran-

tee of repayment, by moitgaii;(> or other pledge, a loan is made
to him as freely as to a business man who proposes to put up a

factory. But the loan to the si)endthrift has nothing to do

with the making of capital. It leads to the same results as if

the original owner of the surplus sums had devoted them to

present use. It causes laiior to be directed to producing

truffles and champagne, not factories and machinery.

Spendthrift loans, incurred by individuals, are common in

backward countries, but with industrial progress tend to become
a
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relativel}' iinim|)ortant. The Hindu peasant still borrows

from the village usurer, as his kind have done for centuries;

he will pledge his crops, his laud, his very s(>lf, to give a feast

on the marriage of his daugliter. During the transition from

tli'j Middle Ages to the modern period, kings and feudal digni-

taries borrowed heavily (often from the Jews), in part for

crusades and dyna tie wars, in part to satisfy the developing

taste for lavish expenditure of money income. But in modern
times operations of this sort iiave become of little importance

as compared witli the total of Ijorrowing and of spending.

Pawnbroking has bt'conie a i)etty business. Most borrowing

by private persons tak(-s place in the course of investment.

Yet anotlier ' >ail of si)endthrift borrowing remains of great

economic importance — by governments for war purposes.

vVhere highways or railways or irrigation works are constr'icted

from loans, we have the ordinary phenomena of saving, in-

vesting, capital making. But where the sums advanced by
investors are used for war expenditures, we have saving and
investing, but no resulting capital. We have vast waste by
contending armies, and great loans tlu;t aie— so far as their

strictly economic consequences are concerned— essentially of

the spendthrift sort.

Every modern state has a great debt, and these debts repre-

sent in the main v.ar loans. The national deijt of France now
amounts to some 3000 millions of dcjliars ; tliat of England to

millions. Both are the legacies (almost exclusively) of wars.

The United States borrowed 2.100 millions during the Civil War,
and our war del)t still outstanding (H)()!)) amounts to 1000

millions of dollars. The consols and rentes and government
boiuls by which these (h'i)ts are evidenced represent to the in-

dividual investor the acme of solidity and security. Yet they

are the most intangible of the forms of wealth. They stand

simply for claims on the comnmnity at large, —an obligation

by the public to pay stated sums to the creditors. In no i;ense

do they stan I fur capital to llic comnnmily.

This great phenomenon has a bearing on the social signifi-
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cance of interest as a return on capital. Interest means a

leisure class. Rightly or wrongly, sonic persons are supported

in idleness by the rest of the community. Against the burden

may be set the fact that the community possesses useful in-

struments which could not have been got except through some
one's saving. This is, in essentials, the justification of interest.

But in the case of national dctjts the community has obtained

no useful instruments. The justification of the claim to interest

by the pul)lic creditors themselves is of course in no way affected

by this consideration. Their rights nuist he held as inviolable

as those of other lenders. But the social ju>tificati()n of interest

would be much less strong if all saving and all investment

were for the ccnduct of war, and if nothing of permanent

economic effect remained but endless geni'rations of pensioners.

§ 10. Some further distinctions as to capital call for brief

consideration.

An individual thinks that to be capital which yields him an

income; but there is an oljvious distinction between that which

is capital for the comirmnity and tliat whic' in the usual sense,

"capital" to the individual.

Stocks, bonds, antl securities yield an income to the owner,

and are regarded by him as part of his capital. In themselves

these are simply evidences of ownership or of imhjbtedness. A
stock certificate states that the holder has certain fractions of

ownership in a given concrete thing or set of things. A liond is

a mere promise to paj'. Bonds are commonly issued as the

result of operations of sav;..^ and investing which have to do

with the making of capital. iUit, is the case of government

securities shows, they may l)e tlie result of operations which are

quite wasteful. Though capital to the individual, they may or

may not signify the creation or the existence of real capital.

Consumer's wealth is not commonly regarded by an individual

as part of his cai)ital. A factory ; a stock of materials or goods

used in !)usiness operations; money on hand or in bank, noi

in the nature of spare cash for current exi)eas('s, but a fund

or reserve for business purposes, — such things he thinks of as
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capital. Household furniture, clothing, horses and carriages,

he does not so reckon, since these yield him no income. Pos-

sibly a dwelling, though occupied by the owner and yielding no

direct income, would still bi' regarded by him as part of his

capital ; for he might reflect that, if he did not own it, he would

have to hire one at a rental, and hence might conclude that

his own is equivalent to income-yielding propiTty. Dwellings

not occupied by the owner, but let to tenants, would unques-

tionably be regarded as capital.

Everyday usage is hazy, and "capital," like other common

words, is used in different senses. For the purposes of economic

study, we shall disregard the individual's point of view, and shall

consider the subject of capital, as we siiall other subjects, from

the point of view which is important for the community.

Whether, so considered, there is an important difference be-

tween producer's and consumer's wealth, will be disci o.-..d at a

later stage.' It suffices here to say that in speaking o' capital,

we shall have in mind real things, and not rights to things ; and

we shall have in mind producer's capital, — those things which

are part of the connnunity's apparatus of production.

Some writers have distinguished between "capital" and

"capital goods." By the latter term they mean the concrete

apparatus of production, —just that to which, in the preceding

paragraph, the single word " capital " was affixed. But by th.e

word "capital" alone these writeis mean the value of tlie con-

crete apparatus; and they sometimes speak as if there were

a sort of distillation or essence of capital, distinct from the

tangible capital goods in which it is embodied.

It is often convenient to measure and record capital in terms

of value and price, — as so much money. In that way alone

can the various constituent elements be reduced to a common

denominator. An individual usually states his capital as being

so mi"'h in money value. His capital ol)viouslv consists, not

of the stated sum of money, but of factories, machines, buildings,

merchandise, stock-^ and bonds, if ynu please, — the various

> Sco below, Book V, Chupter 40, § 3.
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things which make up an individual's "capital." He simply

measures it in terms of the price for which the whole would sell.

Similarly, we can reckon the community's capital in terms of

the price for which the wliole would sell. If the total prices, at

current rates, of the various factories, instruments, materials,

goods in stock, arc added together, the sum will give an idea of

how much capital the community possesses. It would give a

very imperfect idea. Statistics of this sort, occasionally col-

lected l)y public officials for census purposes, are in many ways

misleading. Yet if we wish to measure total capital or total

wealth at all, we can proceed only in this unsatisfactory way.

Though some forms of capital can he measured in other terms,—
machinery, for example, in terms of horse-power, or textile mills

in terms of spindles and looms, — the only measurable element

common to all forms is that they have value and price, and the

only way of reaciiing a quantitative statement as to the whole

is in terms of value and price.

But it is not to be supposed that there is any such thing as

capital distinct from the capital goods. The only actual and

existent thing is the concrete apparatus of production. Its

value or price is merely a relation to other things, a mode of

measuring it. Hence in the following pages, we shall com-

monly denote by "capital" the concrete things, or "capital

goods." Soi letimes, it is true, convenience in conforming to

everyday terminology will require a departure from this usage.

We shall have occasion to speak, for example, of the capital

of a bank, which is always reckoned in terms of money; and

in other discussions the word may refer to the values and prices

of things rath(>r than to the things themselves. What sense is

meant, will ordinarily be clear from the context.'

'Fur some rtferencea ou Capital, seo below, at the close of Book V
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m CHAPTER 6

The Corporate Organization of Indvstry

§ 1. The growth of largo-scalo operations has caused a groat

clevelopinetit of coinbiiioil action hy producers and investors

;

that is, hy those who guiile production an<l those who own the

apparatus of production. Association by the manual laborers

themselves, for the conduct of production, is a different thing.

It might conceivably be an important and even dominant form

of industrial organization; but in fact it is not.' The form

which is more important than any other in the modern world is

the association in the busin(>ss cori)oration of capitalist owners

and managers.

The simplest form of association by such persons is the part-

nership of two or more perso;is. The distinguisliing mark of

the partnership in the lye of the law was originally the joint and

several liability of the partner.- for all ilel)ts ; and thi^. still re-

mains in most case.. Each of the partners is liable inuividually

and without limit for all debts of the firm. A creditor, if his

claim is not met according to stipulation, may levy on any one

of them, and may secure the full amount of his debt from that

one. The mode in which the partners then settle the distribu-

tion of the obligation among themselves is a matter with which

the creilitor need not concern himself.

The distinguishing mark of the corporation is limited liability.

The several associatinl persons contribute to the undertaking, in

the form of a subscription to shares or capital stock, a given

sum. Their liability for debts is then limiteil in proportion

to the original subscription. I'sually it =>. limited to the pre-

cise amount subscribed. When they have once pivid in that

sum in full, — the par value of their shares. — they can be

' .See what i.s s:iiil in Book VI, rii.iptr'r .5S, of co iprratioii l)y workingmon.
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called on to pay no more. Occasionally there is a different

liability. For examijlc, in our national l)aak corporations, tiio

liability is cl()ul)le; the shareholder m,iy l)0 called on to pay
not only his orif^inal subscription, but (in case of need for

meeting debts) us nuich more. Some limitation there always is.

The shareholder in a corporation is never liable, as is a partner,

to the full extent of his means.

The legal distinction between a partnershi[) and a corpora-

tion does not run parallel with that which is significant for the

purposes of economic .study. For the economist, the impor-

tant distinction is between an association of a very few persons,

well known to each other and activ(>ly engag<'d in the under-

taking, and an association of a consideral)Ie number of persons,

strangers to each other and generally investors not closely con-

cerned with the management. Size, though not necessarily sig-

nificant, yet distinguishes roughly the two kinds of economic

organization. It is true tiuit some corporations are small, some

partnerships large. But usually the conduct of operations on

a considerable .scale, and with a considerable number of partic-

ipants, is in the corporate form ; while partnerships usually

confine themselves to more moderate undertakings.

During the la.st half century, legislation in Engiish-siieaking

countries has greatly modified the sharp distinction which the

law drew in earlier times between the partnership and the cor-

poration. The strict rules of the older common law made the

partnership a cumbrous form of organization. It had to be

wound up on the death of any partner, and it was in other ways

hampered in continuity of operation. Aceonlingly statutes

have permitted partnerships to have some of the characteristics

of corporations, — continuing existence, inactive members,

some limitation of liability. On the other hand, corporations

have been allowed to enter on all sorts of industrial fields which

formerly were shut to them. Originally, indu rial corporations

were authorized only where some special public interest w."
•

supposed to be involved ; as in the case of the great companies

for foreign trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, of
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banking corporations, and, in later days, canals, turnpikes,

railways, and the like. But the convenience of this form of

associated action, compared with the cumi>rousness of the part-

nership, caused a gradual extension of its field, until at present

any and every sort of industrial enterprise may be conducted in

corporate form.

The consequence is that many business corporations are of

small size, owned and managed Iiy a few iiulividuuls whoso

relations to eacli other are substantially those of partners. The

choice between a corporation of this sort and a partnership of the

older type is often di'termined by th(> peculiarities of the law in

the place of action, by its tax methods, l)y its legal procedure.

The fundamental distinction of limitation of liability has ceased

to be of vital importance. It is true that a partnership with un-

limited liability may be expected to enjoy better credit, since

those who lend to it have more to fall l).ick on. But credit in

modern times depends very much on the personality and busi-

ness repute of the borrowers ; or, if there be question as to their

business standing, it depends on the direct pledge of property.

The other conveniences of corporate organization outweigh

any disadvantage on the score of credit. Hf>nce "Smith &
Jones, Incorporated," or "Smith & Jones, Limited," or the

"Smith & Jones Company," supersede plain "Smith &
Jones"; but this change in the legal form of organization is

of little economic consequence.

Very different, to repeat, is the economic significance of what

we may call the true corporation. Here there are many share-

holders, directors selected from among them, and managers

chosen by the directors, — in other words, a clear separation

between owners and managers. This is the sort of organization

chiefly found when production takes place on a very large scale.

In our own time, and in the United States, mary peci)le

associate with the term "corporation" something still lifferent
;

not only divided ownership and large-scale operations, but

special public importance. They think of corporations as having

a monopoly power, and therefore peculiarly subject to public
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rpRuIation. "Public service corporations" are spoken of as

if they were the cori«)rations. Whether there is a clear line of

distinction between the so-called "public" corporations and
the others, and whetiier large-scale operations in themselves

bring monopoly and pul)lic responsil)ility, will be considered in

another place.' For tlu; present we are concerned simply with

those aspects of corporate development which have to do with

the growth of large-scale production in modern times, and with

the modern mechanism of saving and investment. Not only

corporations of the "public service" kind, but others which are

commonly regarded as having no special duties or relations of

a public sort, present these aspects. Hence, in the following

sections, we shall speak of "corpor tions" in the sense indicated

above, — those which operate on a large scale, which have

many shareholderij, and in which investors and managers are

clearly separated.

§ 2. The advantages of the corporation for the development

of industry have been great.

In the first place, large-scale operations have been facilitated.

Many modern enterprises require so great a capital that no

individual could supply it. In some of the older l»ooks on

economics, it was said that such enterprises could be undertaken

only by the state ; and hence mere size was regarded as a crite-

rion for pul)lic management of industry. This reason for re-

sortiu;^ to public management can now have no force. Though no

individual or small group of indivitluals be able to furnish the

funds needed, the corporate combination of numerous individ-

uals can suppl\- the means for any undertaking, however large.

Limitation of liability has been a chief factor in promoting

large-scale operations undc" corporate organization. Every

enteiprise involves risk, especially in its first stages. Where
the ent(>rprise is large, the amount risked and the consequent

liability are correspondingly large. If each individual who
took shares were liable for debts, as a partner is, without a

limit, investment would be checked. Occasionally it has hap-

' See Book VII, Chapter 6.

':^'^m^.
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ponod that a groat business, conducted in essentials under cor-

porate form, but without the lenal safeguard of limited liability,

has met reverses ami failed. Each shareholder has in such a

case been subject to levy for all his pro])erty. Thus when the

Glasgow Bank failed in 1878, hundreds of small shareholders

in Seotlanil were ruined because each was lialile for the debts

without limit. Probably few t)f them were clearly aware of this

possibility when they iM'cr.me owiuts of their shares. The

general practise of strict incorporation and consequent limita-

tion of liability had jjut them off their guard. If ex|x^rienco

like theirs were frequen+, it would not be possible to gather the

capital for large enterprises by contril)utions from many scat-

tered individuals.

Again, new enterprises, both largo and small, and especially

those which are large, have bei-n jjromoted by the limitation

of liability. The progress of invention in modern times, the

diversification of industry, the increase of productive power, —
all this has taken place by successive ventures, each of which

meant at the outset uncertainty and risk. It is comparatively

easy to induce a person to take a few shares, or even a good

number of shares, in a novel undertaking presenting possibilities

of profit ; but if participation involves also the possible loss of

his entire fortune, he will 1m^ slow to join. .Such a great risk will

be taken only if the possibilities of [)rofit be very great indeed;

that is, if the prices of the cominoiUty or service in question

promise to l)e high enough to yield an exceptional profit. Limi-

tation of liability and consequent readiness to invest in venture-

some operations mean not only that more such operations will

be carried on, i)ut that the community will get the output on

better terms.

Perhaps most important of all the ways in which corporate

organization has promoted the develo>)inent of industry has

been the ease of investment, and the c()ns(>quent stimulus to

saving and th» making of capital. In the eighteenth cesitury

almost the only possibility of inve-tinr^ in s('curiti''s was tlirou'j;'i

the purchase of public obligations ; and these, thi)Ugli they meant
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investment hy the indiviilual, usually brouRht no inorea.se in the

community's ea{)ital. Merchants and fXTsons in active bus-

iness could indeed manage the investment of their surplus means
in factories, warehouses, shi|)s, and tiie like. But the investor

pure and simple could not turn to these. If he did not buy
Rovernment securities, he had little ch'Mce but to buy and im-

prove real property. Heal property is not divisible into con-

venient shares, and involves a ^ood di-al of manaKcmeiit and
not a little risk. The modern security market, on the other

hand, offers an almost limitless field for the investment of

savings, great and small. Railways, factories, steamships,

mines,— all are comlucted under corporate form, and corporate

obligations representing them can be bought at a moment's
notice by any one. Savings have been made liquid, so to speak,

and can flow with ease and in any desired volume wherever

there is a prospect of their advantageous use. The ease of

investment in coqjorate enterprises has stimulated savings,

and, by a reciprocal influence, the unceasing accumulation of

savings has made possible an inmiense increase of real capital

under corporate management.

§ 3. The cousecjuences of ease of transfer for corporate shares

deserve special attention. It is by no means essential to cor-

porate organization; for conceivably those who have embarked
as shareholders in a company might bind themselves to stick to

it for good or ill. 'Jut transferability is so anciciu and so nearly

universal that it is commonly thought of as a natural and neces-

sary part of corporate organization.

Transferability, like limitation of liability, is advantageous

for the community in that it makes possible a greater division of

risks. A i>erson who has invested by taking shares in a given

corporation is not thereby committed to the bitter end. If he

does not think well of its prospects, or comes across some oppor-

tunity which he finds more promising, he can sell his shares to

another person who has a better opinion than his own of the

original venture. As will be explainetl more fully in the later

discussion of speculation and exchanges, case of sale in any set
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of buj^inoss dealings facilitatcH vi-nturcsonu- oporutions, and

pcrmit.H tht'tii to be carriod on at a .Hinallir inarKin of \nnM}

It is so with sales of sofuriticH and sjM'culativc operations on 1 lie

Btock exeliaiiKes. The essential advantaRe of sueli (r:insa(tio?is

for the puiilie is that they operate as a sort of insiirani'i' aKuinst

risk, and so stimulate investment, esin-eially in new enterprises.

Transferability of shares probalily has another advantane.

It tends to bring ownership and control into the han.ls of the

shrewd and eompetent. Those who jn' iu-st of the prospects

of an enterprise and who exercise influen>'e intellifrently toward

its skillful management, buy out those who are less capable.

(Jood judgment is perhaps the most important (piulity for suc-

cess in business operations, and tells immensely both for an in-

dividual's money-making ami for the efficient utilization of the

community's labor and capital.^ Whether the reward which

such ju<lgment secures, often so large and so quickly won, is in

proportion to the services rendered, may be an open question.

But judgment does tell immensely, and transferability of cor-

porate shares aids a making it tell.

Transferability, however, has had some consequences that

are not so clearly beneficial. The sense of association for com-

mon ends has virtually disappeared a..ioiig the shar<'holdcrs of

the modern corporation. Though it persists more or less in the

closely owneil family corporation (the quasi-partnership), it is

gone where the holders are many and widely separated. Each

looks out for himself; deserts the venture in case of expected

loss as a rat deserts a sinking ship, or, ii" he exi)ects a gain, quickly

gathers in from his associates a larger numlier of shares for his

own profit. To sell out when the affairs of a corr)oration are

going badly, to buy in when they are going well, is the height of

business acumen. This is quite inconsistent with the original

notion of a joint venture for common profit or common loss

;

but it is not for a moment thought of as violating any principle

of morals or of fair play. No dou!)t it brings the advantages

iSoo Book II, Chapter 11.

> Cotuiiiiro Book V, Chapter 19, iS I.
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just mentioned: the constant l)uyinK and selling minimize risk

fur the individual, and make for control by the shrewd and able.

Hut it is auioiiK (he phases of individualism that bring u shock to

a nice mora' •case.

The extraonliiiary growth of corporate enterprises, and the

transf<Tal)ility of their shares, have brought into existence the

modern stock exchanges, with all their conspicuous and some-

times overshudowinfi; inllueiices. Tli" luHnoReneity of shares

and other securities makes them available for purchase and sale

byall sorts of persons, and thus peculiarly adapted for speculative

ilc.ilinKs.' Hy far the greater part of the transactions on the ex-

changes have nothing to do direitly with the process of actual

investment ; usually tliat has been completed before the securities

are listed. It is only in the way of anticipation, through the in-

direct influence of the prospect of easy transfer, that stock

exchange dealings promote the increase of factories, railways, con-

cretecapital. Though the gain inthis way is real, it is accompanied

by a vast deal of unproductive elTort in the way of stock gam-
bling; nor is it easy to say whether the social gain on the whole

outweighs the social loss. Most persons who disee ;s these matters

have but hazy notions as to what constitutes the social loss or

gain. They assume the corporate organization of industry as a

settled fact, without discriminating wherein it is really to the

genera! advantai^e. TIk j, -.sume transferal)ility .)f shares to be

a settled fact, without stopping to think whether the gain from
quickened investment outweighs the material and moral loss

from gatnbling. Still less do they consider whether the atl-

vantage from more «>fficient management at the hands of the

shrewd outweighs the social disadvantage arising from greater

inequalities in wealth.

Transferability often brings still other unwelcome conse-

quences. Control passes not only to the shrewd, but to the

unscrupulous also. The ,iirectors and other "insiders" who
are best informed alnjut the prospects of a corporation play the

game with loaded dice when they buy from the ordinary share-

' Compare at'aiu what is said hclnw iti Rook II, Ch I'll.
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holders or sell to them. This sort of action is not indeed sanc-

tioned, as buying and selling among ordinary shareholders is,

either by law or by general opinion. In the eye of the law, a

director is in a fiduciary position. Ho is not allowed to profit

from dealings with those whose interests he has in charge, ami

is under obligation to disgorge any gains from such unfaithful

doings. In the corporation of moderate size, whose shares are

closely held, violation of fiduciary duty is frowned on by pul)lic

opinion also. But in the great corporations the rigging (if the

market and speculative profit from inside information are not

condemned with seriousness in business circles; and this

largely for the reason that so many play the same game, or try

to play it. The whole fry of buyers and sellers of stock are try-

ing to overreach each other. Those who fai> lack only the

shrewdness or good fortune, not the will, to get the booty.

In stock exchange gambling, fis in dicing and card playing

and speculation in grain or cotton, it is the presence of a great

mass of greedy and gullible persons that creates the opportu-

nities for the comparatively few who are strong and shrewd

as well as unscrupulous.

It is but just to add that corporate management '.las often

shown a high regard for the duties of directors and officers, es-

pecially in the case of those companies of moderate size in

- hicn, as has just been said, public opinion is still strong in

condemning bad faith. And almost invariably, even in cor-

porations of the most miscellaneous ownership, the rights of

the shareholder who is duly registered on the books are scru-

pulously respected. He gets the benefit of every accruing profit,

of every windfall, however ignorant or incompetent he be in the

details of management. This sort of regard for the shareliolder

indeed is ., sine qua nan of cornorate investment. It is like the

good faith of brokers in adhering scrupulously to bargains sig-

nifie<l only by a nod of the head or a stroke of the pen on a

sale-sheet. Without the certain maintenance of the mech-

anism for carrying on the agreed operations, the whole fabric

of corporate investment would coUaj: It is in the process
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of buying and selling, of becoming a shareholder, that there

is play for inanipulation. And here again it is sometimes diffi-

cult to draw a dear line between the exercise of good judgment

and the .-l)Uso of offiriul position.

§ ; .\•r.^'^'>..i --onswiuenee of the growth of corporations has

been ih.' imTfa^iJig power of financial middlemen. The in-

vest* li !•; t-cd IK -i only to manage capital, but to use care and

ju<lgi,..n of Kis owi' .IS to tl.o use of his savings in creating it.

The investment banks arc the most important real directors of

the course of investment. Such are the historic private bank-

ing houses of England and the United States — the Barings,

the Rothschilds, the Morgans — and the newly-developed large

banking institutions of all modern countries, most conspicuous

perhaps in Germany. From thera "the public" buys its secu-

rities, chiefly the stocks and bonds of corporations. This pur-

chase, much affected i)y the advice and repute of the financing

bank, onstitutes for the individual the act of investment.

What corporations shall be organized, what industries carried

on, what railwaj's, mines, factories equipped, is decided by the

financial middlemen, in consultation with the more immediately

active managers of industry.

Hence the great power of those bankers who secure the con-

fidence and support of numbers of investors. It is common to

speak of the "control" of a given enterprise* — a railway, a

factory or comi)ination of factories, a mine or complex of mines—

•

as being in the hands of an individual or a few individuals ; and

the pul)lic is stagg<Ted by calculations of the hundreds and

thousands of millions' worth of capital which are dominated by

a Morgan or a Roth-;child. Control of this sort does not signify

necessarily or usually a concentrated ownership of those mil-

lions. It does signify concentrated power, ba,-.ed on the con-

fidence which a multitude of investors have in the judgment and

leadership of commanding personalities.

The concentration of control in few hands shows itself most

strikingly in the United States. Though we have been singularly

reluctant to concentrate political control, we have been un-
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hesitating in the acceptance of concentrated industrial control.

It is odd that in England, where unification of responsibility

has been carried to the maximum in public affairs (at least, in

the central government), directors still direct in industry, and

the powers of presiding managers are still strictly linv ed. lu

the United States, where the tradition of checks and balances

continues to shape political organization, directors in industrial

corporations are often no more than figureheads, while ])residents

are benevolent despots. This development of one-man rule has

no doubt promotetl boldness, efficiency, j)rogress ; l)ut it has

also concentrated power in a degree to justify uneasiness.

§ 5. Still another consequence of the development and refine-

ment of corporate organization is an advance not only in the

ease of making investments, but in the stability of the mere

investor's position. The ingenuity ,.f the financial middlemen

in vying for the custom and support of the great army of savers,

has provided more and more secure ways of investment. All

sorts of securities are offered; not only those with risks and

with a possibility of large returns, but those with low return

and absolute .- ety. Government securities still possess a

special prestige as to safety and hence yield but the lowest

rate of interest. Corporate securities are also offered which are

hardly less safe, and enaljle the purchaser to dismiss all worry

as to the maintenance of principal and income. The position

of the property owner, if he is content v.ith a low rate of return,

is highly secure. It used to be said, and is still occasionally

repeated, that the maintenance of a fortune calls for as much

ability as the making of it ; that riches have wi.igs ; that it is

but three generations from shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves. This

is far from l)eing the case in modern times. Chiefly as a result

of corporate organization, a sort of abstract or distilled property

has grown up, exempt from the vicissitudes of industry. The

rich and the well-to-do, if they are content with low rates of

return, can make their position almost impregnable, and,

through inheritance, can maintain it indefinitely. A leisure class,

based not on feudal privilege, but on savings, investment, and

productive enterprise, has become a stable part of modern society.
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CHAPTER 7

Somb: Causes Affecting Productiveness

§ 1. The preceding chapters have dealt with such causes

affecting the proiluctiveness of industry us the division of labor,

the advance of large-scale production, the use and the growth of

capital. Some other factors bearing on the efficiency of labor in

production will l)e considered in the ])resenl chapter.

Among these other factors is the ([uality of the laborers.

The increase of protluction depends not only on the marshalling

and organization of the laborers and on their equipment with

capital, but also on the strength and skill of tl.e individual work-

men. These two factors — strength and skill — may be taken

up separately.

There is what may be called the steam enjiine theory of the

efficiency of labor. It maintains, or perhaps impUes rather than

maintains, that the vigor of the laborer is in j-io^ortion to what

he consumes. The more is turned over to iii>n, the stronger

will he be, and the more will he produce
;
just as the power got

from a steam engine depends on the fuel buri.'Hl in the firebox.

Feed your laborer better, and he will be anle to do so much

more. The proposition is an oi)timistic and comforting one.

It wojid indicate that higher wages will always pay the

emploj'er.

There is a measure of truth in this view. It holds good par-

ticularly of the simplest unskilled labor, such as calls for con-

tinuous and heavy muscular exertion. Sometimes men are so

underfed that their physical strength suffers. Employers of

large gangs of lalwrers find that it pays to feed them abundantly.

Military operations which involve '^eavy labor, and especially

those involving long marches, are more likely to succeed if the

rank and file get good rations. ^Millions of people in backward

u 97
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and semi-civilized countries, such as China and India, are under-

fed. It is probable that their efliciencj' <• he increased l)y

more fooil and better housing. Xo small
|

jiurtion of laborers

in civilized countries are in the same situation. .Mr. Uowntree,

in his investigations on the city of York in l^iiigland, made au

estimate; of the money wages which would secure, at current

prices in England, the food, shelter, clothing needed for physical

efficiency. The sum was about 20 shillings a week for a family

of five ; and the earnings of one sixth of the wage-earning cla.s.s

in York fall short of that sum.' The case is proi)ably no less dis-

heartening for many laborers in all parts of Europe; and, not-

withstanding the higher general range of wages in the United

States, there may be some workmen — perhaps but few rela-

tively, yet in absolute numbers not insignificant— whose state

is equally' miseral)le in this cenmtry also.

It Tiay seem that where laborers are underfed, an increase

of wages up to the point of nourishment adequate for full

physical efficiency will not be difficult to l)ring about, since

the added product will make the added wages worth while.

But the case is not so simple as it a|)pears. Though the laborers

in general may gain in effectiveness from more ample subsist-

ence, and though the community may l)ecome thereby a healthier

and happier social body, the individual who makes the advances

to the lat)orers will not necessarily gain. If, indeed, the laborers

were slaves, there would l)e some chance of direct profit from

feeding them l)etter. They would remain the property of the

master, and he would reap where he had sown. Even as regards

slaves, to be sure, it is not always i)n)!itable to go to the expense

of full feeding. It may be cheaper to work them hard on poor

fare, to wear them out in a few years, and to buy new ones for

the same wretched round,— a practise said to have been de-

liberately followed on some Southern plantations in the slavery

days. However this may be, it is obvious that the case of free

men is essentially different. The gain in effectiveness from

better fare inures to th.e laborer himself. Any employer who

' B. S. Rowntree, Poverty: a Study of Town Life, Chapter IV.
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would make the needed advances could have no assurance of

recoupinp; himself. The effects of full subsistence on effective-

ness do not appear either with quickness or with certainty. The
process is not quick, because time is needed to bring weakened
and demoralized laborers into good condition. It is not certain,

because some among them are so enfee))led by sustained hard-

ship, or congcnitally so weak in constitution, that they will

never become able-bodied. L /en though a body of underfed

laborers, if in hand systematically, could be brought to a pitch

of full vigor, the risks and uncertainties, as well as the prob-

ability that the regenerated men would b(!take themselves to

employment elsewhere, make it hopeless for a profit-seeking

employer to carry out any operation of the kind. It is only

under exc(!ptional circumstances, when; large gangs of selected

men are at work in out-of-the-way places and are therefore

under a quasi-compulsion to stick to their job — say in build-

ing the Panama Canr.l or at construction camps in remoie
regions, — that it is to the immediate interest of the employer
to supply the means for ample support.

The class of underfed laborers, comparatively small though it

be in modern communities, presents a distressing problem.

They are ill paid because they are inefficient ; they are ineffi-

cient, for one reason, because they are ill paid. Yet they are

easily demoralized; too often they remain still inefficient if

better paid from charitable funds. Neither physically nor
morally do they respond readily to possibilities of improvement.
Often the adults are hopeless; the ch-ldrcn alone can be taken

in hand with prospects of success. Hence even when there is

a primn facie case for increasing the productiveness of labor

by adding to the reward of labor, the precise method of ac-

complishing the result is hard to devise. Only public or

quasi-public action can grapple with the problem; and this

must include suppression or elimination of the unfit, as well as

uplifting of the potentially capable.

All this reasoning and speculation, however, is concerned
only with the minimum necessary for health and strength:
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the minimum for health and strength, be it noted, not for

keeping body and soul together. Men can live and do work

for less than is necessary to eiiabl»> theni to do full work. The

minimum for efficiency is above the starvation level. But

when they once get what is necessary for complete physical

vigor, anything in addition is mere surplus; surplus, that is,

in that it no further increase's einci(>ncy. If obtained, it must

be as the consequence of skill and productiveness ; it becomes

a result of higli efficiency, and ceases to be a cause of efficiency.

Nor is the minimum for full vigor a very high one. An abundant

vegetable diet, rude shelter, and simple clothing are all that a

man needs to do the hardest work wliich the human frame can

stand. The frugal Italian or the rice-fed Chinaman, if only

he gets enough of his simple faro, can do as much as the meat-

eating Irish-American.

In some of the higher walks of life, the minimum for effi-

ciency is doubtless to be measured more liberally. Something

more is called for than that which is indispensable for muscular

efficiency. The work of a lawyer, ptiysician, teacher, business-

man, calls for alertness of mind and bodily health more than

for physical vigor. The requisite response of intelligence will

often be lacking if the surroundings dull the mind or enfeeble

the spirit. Hence as regards intellectual work we may count

among the necessaries for efficiency, varied food, ample lodging,

restful relaxation. It is hard to say just how far such sources

of enjoyment, procured by a larger income, are really necessary

for the best exertion of the mental faculties. Those who are

accustomed to comfortable living and to pleasant distractions

easily convince themselves that these are necessary to keep them

fresh for their work. It is a sort of excuse, too, or justifica-

tion, of the existing inequalities in income to believe that they

are inevitable, in the sense tha'; the work which earns the

higher income could not be accomplished without the freer life

which that higher income secures. Yet plain living and high

thinking are not incompatible. The luxuries and comff^rts to

which most persons of the well-to-do classes are habituated could
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be in large nioasurc foregone without loss of vigor or freshness.

Some comfort, some leisure, some distraction, are doubtless

necessary for the best intellectual work. But a modest income

and a scale of expenditure much below that of ino-;t members
of the well-to-do class would suflice.

§ 2. Different from strength are skill and intelligence.

These tell strongly on the efficiercy of the individual workman
and on the productivity of industry at large.

Many of the improvements in the arts dei)end for th(>ir

application on a gooil degree of intelligence. The Hottentot

cannot use tools even of a comparatively simple kind because

his brain power is not sufliciently devdopetl. Negroes are

employed in great imml>ers in the gold mini's and diamond

mines of South Africa, but for simple pick and shovel work

only. For handling and guiding machines skilled and intelli-

gent white mechanics must be employed. Many of tlu> opera-

tions of agriculture require nothing beyond di-lving and ditch-

ing. But the fruitful agriculture of advancinl peoples calls for

care, discriminaticm, intelligence, and could not be practised

by Indian ryots or Russian peasants. :Many routine opera-

tions of modern industry can be carried on by any persons

capable of giving steady attention. But that very faculty,

like the ability and willingness to do prolonged f-ontinuous

labor, is not a matter of course. It is not possessed by savages
;

it is a slowly acquired quality of civilized man. No doubt
there is a growing ran:';; •'<" machine work in which very slender

intellectual or moral qualities are needed. In many factory

operations of modern times, the human worker is hardly mor(>

than another steady and dependable automaton. Along with

labor of this .sort, however, there must always go some propor-

tion of labor more flexible, more observing, more highly

trained. This is the quality of mechanics' work, as distinguished

from that of "laborers' " in the narrower sense. Here accuracy,

watchfulness, ski!!, intellifronfo, arc called for; and here these

qualities are indisper^^able for efficiency.

The eflfeet of education on the productiveness of labor is not
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simple. In somo rcHpcct.s, a wide diffusion of education la

conducive to greater efficiency of the population at large ; in

other respects, the extension of education raises economic

questions not so easy to answer.

The simplest kind of pick and shovel work seems to .)« done

as effectively by the illiterate! workman as by the educated.

This is also the case, as has just been remarked, with much

modern factory labor. And even in many haniUcrafts, edu-

cation is not indispensable for a high degree of skill. The

work of the craftsmen of the Middle Ages in Europe, and that

of the same class of workers in modern Japan ami indeed in

some parts of contemporary Europe, show that illiteracy is no

obstacle to the deftest use of tools.

Nevertheless, it remains true that a wide diffusion of educa-

tion is a most effective means toward productiveness. It is

effective i)articularly toward propagating new kinds of effi-

ciency. When an art has once been learned by slow steps, —
for thus, historically, mankind has acquired most of the arts, —
its mere transmission from generation to generation, its main-

tenance and even perft^ction, take place by the simplest imita-

tion, unaided by book learning. But the rapid spread and

utilization of improvements are immensely promoted by the

ease of intellectual communication. !Mere ability to read and

write open.s at once a whole new world. He who possesses it

can learn from the experience of all mankind, no longer from

that of his parents and masters only. The extension of such

a great improvement as the system of interchangeable parts

has depended largely on widespread elementary education.

A complex tool or machine - a plow, a reaper, a bicycle — is

made nowadays on standardized j)at terns, each part being a

precise duplicate of every other part made from the same

pattern. When there is a break, the needed part can be re-

placed at once. The system makes possible the wide use of

intricate apparatus in localities distant from repair shops.

But its adoption is possible, in turn, only if those who are to

use the apparatus have some general intelligence and if they
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can road instructions. In the United States tlic unexampled
use of lalwr-savinR agricultural iinf)leiii(>nts, all made with
interchanKeahle parts, has .csted not only on the intelli>?enco

of the people, liut on the u.uivrsal ditfusion of elementary
education. The great industrial advance of Cermany during
the last generation is due in large measure to the same factors.

Technical education obviously has a direct economic effect.

The training of civil engineers, mechanical engineers, electrical

engineers, con.serves from generation to generation the ('laho-

rate acquired arts. It promotes, t<K), the advance of the arts.

In the past, great inventions and improvements have probably
come as often from the workshop as from the laboratory.

Under the ccmditions of the modern world, and especially with
the more methodical applicaticm of natural science to the arts,

the laboratory is likely to play a larger and larger part, both
directly, through the inventions that come full-fledged from
the laboratory, and indirectly, through the work of those who
have had its training.

All training for the arts and professions tends to become
more systematic in the modern world. The engineer gets his

fundamental training, not in the workshop or in tlie field, but
in the technological school; the phjsician or the lawyer gets
his, not from the active practitioner, but from the professional

school. The same movement is seen in the extension of in-

dustrial training to the familiar mechanic arts. Apprenticeship
t a craftsman was for centuries the mode in which these arts

were maintained anil transmitted. But the conditions of

modem industry have made apprenticeship ineffective and
virtually obsolete. The "master" of former times has well-

nigh disappeared; he is replaced by the large employer, out
of touch with his individual workmen, whether young or old.

Those preliminary stages of industrial training which were in

former times 'provided by apprenticeship should now be im-
dertaken by systematic trade schools, and should be a part
of the general system of public education. The time is not
distant when the normal entrance to a trade will be through
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Buch schools, precisely as tho normul entrance to the so-called

liberal professions is throush their professional schools.

We must distinguish sharj)iy hetween the effect of such

education on individuals and on the community. As between

individuals, the wide diffusion of <'(hu'ational opportunities

has simply an «'qualizing effect. For the conmumity, it tends

to raise general efficiency ; but it is not likely to rai.se general

efficiency in the same tlcgree as it rai.ses the earnings of .some

individuals. It tends to break down any privileged iM)sition

which I y exist among tiiose who now jK)sse.s.s technical or

professional skill. It may tend to lower their earnings. On
the other hand it tends to raise the earnings of those who arc

enabled more easily to accjuire such skill. The traile unions are

usually opposeil to the establisiunent of trade; sdiools, from a

fear that it will lower the rate of wages in the more highly-paid

trades. This fear, though much exaggerated,is not entirely without

foundation. Peoi)le who descant on the advantages of educa-

tion, and espec'ally of industrial education, often contrast the

liigh wages of .i skilled workman or trained engineer with the

'. tV wages of an unskilled lal)orer, and assume tlie difference

to measure the relative productiveness of the two. They

forget that if all men could easily procure the training

for the better paid occupation, numbers in that occupation

would be greater, and pay in it would be less. Wide and free

diffusion of all sorts of vocational training would almost cer-

tainly increase the productive power of the community as a

whole ; but it would also tend to lessen the differences in earn-

ings which now exist, and to lower the earnings of some indi-

viduals and some classes now favored.'

General education in all its grades, from that of the ele-

mentary school to that of the university, though not directed to a

clearly defined industrial end, doubtless has its considerable

economic effects. Largely it is an end in itself, or at least a

means to other ends than industrial efficiency. The mere

attainment of knowledge and uuder^itandilig sm a satisfaction

' On this subject more is said below, in Book V, Chapter 47.
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in itself, to some persons ji great joy. Anions inati'.s traits nono
is mon> remarkable tiiau his insatiable eurio>ity con •ernin>; all

thing's in the heavens and ihe earth. Tiie satisfaction of tiiat

curiosity is one of the constant ends of human endeavor. \ml
knowledge opens the way, it need not be said, to the higher

and nobler enjoyment of life. But general eilucation has its

more inunediate economic effects al.so. Though reailing and writ-

ing do not make the ditch digger stronger, and geometry and
literature do not add directly to the skill of the mechanic, all

education makes for intelligence, discrimination, the utilization

of opportunities, the spread of imi)rovements. It makes also

for sobriety, honesty, anil steady endeavor. The more it is

directed to uplifting the character and training the faculties,

and the less it follows dull routine, the more docs it achieve

these ends. Where it fails to achieve them, the remedy, even

in the interest of bare industrial efficiency, is still not to curtail

it, but to improve it.

§ 3. Not least effective among the forces that bear on pro-

ductiveness is leadership. It is exercised by business managers,

by engineers and technical experts, and oy men of science.

Economic efficiency is profoundly affected by the success of a

community in securing good leaders.

When intricate tools and machinery are put together by
skilled mechanics, and when all this apparatus is guided to its

productive outcome by still other skilled mechanics, one is

tempted to say that here jtre the real i)roducers. But a little

consideration leads to the inclusion with them of the designers,

—

the inventors and engineers. It requires still further reflection

to include also the directors antl employers. These last, the

business class, seem to some persons, notably to the socialists,

to be mere exploiters. The nvd work seenis to be done by the

others ; the business men sit by and merely levy toll. There
is no greater misapprehension. The effectiveness of industry

depends on the b-iisine^s mari'n Iradership almost a.-i nmch ua that

of an army depends on generalship. Under a complicated divi-

sion of labor, the various factors of production must be brought
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together and properly combined. The different kindn of lal)or

and capital must be applied to th(! best nat.irul n-sourceH. The

long gap between produrcr and com^iuner niUMt l)e bridg<'d. The

skilleil nieohanic and even the engineer would cominoidy b;

helpless without the guidance of the buwiness leader. EsiMH-ially

is this the v&^f where industry is rapidly shifting. Courage,

energy, ju«ign)ent, and conimund of capital are indispensable

for economic i)rogress. Much more will be said, as we proceed,

on the significance of industrial hadership.

Another kind of leadershi,) is that of the man of science. The

progress of nmterial civilization deix-nds on the understanding

of nature's laws. The astronomer, the physicist, the chemist,

the biologist lay the foundation for the <leveloi)mcnt of the arts.

Their efforts arc usually stinuilated in greater degree than with

most men by motives of the higher sort,— by the single-minded

M>arrh for truth, or by love of fame rather than hope of

material reward. The influence of scientific investigation on the

arts, though often indirect and unexpected, is none the less far-

reaching. Faraday had no concern for the in<lustrial possibilities

when he discovered '^e induced current; yet how prof(uindly

economic progress has been affected by the dynamo !

'

Leaders are rare. Most men are commonplace. Annmg the

means for promoting progress none are more important than

the discovery and stimulation of those who have high al)ilities.

Freedom of opportunity and diffusion of educaiion are the

means for discovering those possessing unusual gifts. Among

the classes of men who now lack education and are r)«press«'d by

iUiterate .surroundings, there may be many person> .)i alent and

an occa.sional genius. To the general advantage f)f ;• wid^ (iilTu-

sion of education is to be added the fact that it heijis t« arouse

and develop all the gifted. It is probable, to be sur-. tinit hiur

inborn capacity is most common among those to wh'.r (iucati in

< My rolloamir, Professor C. L. .lackson, h.is rallrd my atti nn to P'Tkus ?

di?oovery of r'"r!'" ''y' v-iiirh \M to the anilino dyn iniiiistr-. an:: to tie

investigations of Graibc and Licbcrniann on alizarin, wtiic!. led " th- niuuu-

fnrturo of that oolorinK .stuff from coal tar; fnrllicr instancfs i iisaastnai

changCB consequent on the discovorios of pure science.

I

'
I

^ [
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and opportunity a.o ulrta<tv open. Wo todch Ihto on the

riehatablo problem of the origin and Hipinificanci' of social

classes. There is evidence tendinR to show that the \veii-t<)-<io

are in their more favored position because they possess, on the
whole, higher intellectual aliility. But the proposition, even if

established, is sul)jeet to much qualifieati«tn ; and certainly it

must l)e aiimitted tiiat there is among the los prosperous some
fund of ea|mcil> which fails to l)e utilized. Though gifted

persons are probably less conmion, in i)roportion to numbers,
among the sfMalled lowt r cla.sses, there may be many of them.
The full deveh)pment in these of all their qualities for better

efficiency, above all for leadersliip, is one of the most importfi.it

objects of widely dittused education.

Freedom and democracy operate to develop to th(> full the
scanty number of lenders. The abolition of class privileges in

modern times thus has be.ii not only of political and social con-
sequence, but has had direct economic .{fects also. The in-

du-striul preeminence of I^ngland during the eiglitc-enth and nine-

teenth centuries was due largely to her free institutions. The
lowborn person's opportunities to rise, even though restricted,

were better than on the Continent, and Kiigland profited accord-

ingly. In the United States such opportunities have been more
free than ever before in any part of the world, and to this

factor, above all others is due the wonderful material prosperity

of the country.

Those possessed of the qualities for leadership must not
only be given a free field; they must also be stimulated to the

tuil exercise of their gifts. Ineiiuality of some .sort appears
ro be imlispensable as a stimulus.

Obviously we have liere a question different from those con-

sidered in the precetiing pages. There is an essential difference

between provitling a gifted person with the wherewithal to en-
able him to do his best and offering him a reward which will

stinmlate him to do his best. A reward in some way propor-

''.c-noci to the rarity and cfTfctiveness of unusual facuitios sOems
necessary to induce their exertion to the highest pitch. Such,
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at all events, has been the experience of mankind with the gift

of industrial leadership. No stimu'us to economic activity

has yet been found comparable in ellicacy to that of the

prospect of large earnings. Inequality of incomes and posses-

sions, so far as based on cUfferences in industrial efficiency, is

a most potent instrument toward general efficiency in pro-

duction.

This, to be sure, is the indiviilualist view. It assumes that

most men are influenced in their bargaining and income-earning

by preponderantly selfish motives. The extreme collectivist

view is that men can be readily ind-iced to the full application

of their faculties by other than selfish motives. Neither view can

be maintained without qualification. Some sorts of leadership

are undertaken with little consideration of rewaril. Those

having the very highest intellectual gifts in letters, in the fine

arts, in pure science, exercise them in pursuance of a well-

nigh irresistible impulse. On the other hand, industrial leader-

ship and industrial efficiency seem to depend on industrial

reward. Whether there are possibilities of stimulating them

without inequality, or at all events without great inequality,

is a question reaching into the most difficult problems of eco-

nomics, and its full consideration must be postponed to a later

stage.' Suffice it to say that material reward, in the shape of

high income and the chanc- of a fortune, has hitherto proved

wonderfully potent and apparently indispensable in eliciting and

spurring economic leadership.

§ 4. In sum, the effectiveness of industry depends not only on

material equipment, but also on what we may call immaterial

equipment; not only on accumulated surplus in the way of

capital, but on accumulated moral and intellectual qualities.

Maintenance and transmittal are not less important for this

immaterial capital than for the community's material capital.

Education transmits from generation to generation the

acquired attainments of the race, from the rudiments of reading

and writing to the most elaborate technical training. Nx-« only

iSoe Book VII, Chapter 05.

li i

u
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these intellectual attainments, but moral qualities likewise,

must be handed down to tiie successive generations. Hal>its

of industry, truthfulness, honesty, sobriety, of consideration for

others, of care for the common good, — all these are of slow
growth, and rest on repeated example and precept.

In some «legree there is transmission also by inheritance.

The biologists still tliffer on the (juestion whether acquired
traits are inherited. Tlie more general ojjinion seems to b'.>

that they are not, and that only inlwrn (piahties are passed on
from parent to descendant. If this be the rule universal 'in

nature, man aLso nuist conform to it; and then some at least of

the qualities that mark the civilized man can l)e maintained only
by set training. Others perhai)s have l)een incorporated in his

nature by a process of selection, — tin-ougii the weeding out, in

the long course of history, of those having a less civilizable dis-

position. Human nature changes and improves, and the quality

of men is now finer than it was thousands of years ago, per ps

than it was centuries ago. Re{)eatedly there are projects for

hastening the process through design, — by l)reeding men, as

animals are bretl, from strains deliberately selected. Without
entering here on the far-reaching (juestions which such proposals

raise, it may be said that, for a future as far as we can look into

it, the slow and haphazard process of uncon.scious selection will

alone affect the transmission and jiossible improvement of inborn

qualities. As regards the geiuTal average of ability and charac-

ter, heredity leaves man, from one generation to another, on
the whole in .stdlu quo.

But persi.stent and rei)eated training not only keeps nian-

kinil in statu quo: it olTers more immediate possibilities of

advance. No less than inherited (piality, it contributes to make
the difTerence between the civilized man and the savage. Alan's

great moral, intellectual, educational capital iiuist be conserved,

lil-e his material capital, l)y unremitting efTort ; and like that it

can be increased l)y efTort. In both ways, the effort is largely

altruistic. It results fro'i) the care-; and sacrifices of parents,

and from the conscious endeavor of the community to improve
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the quality of all its members through the diffusion of education.

But it results also in no small degree from the self-regarding

motives, — from the desire of each individual to better his own
condition and that of his family. Certain it is that man now
starts from a vantage ground which makes possible still further

advance. Some of his qualities for civilization he has inherited

;

some of those same qualities he acquires and transmits by con-

stant effort. The outcome of all is the great immaterial capital

of the community ; a possession not less important for the gen-

eral welfare, and perhaps not less extensible, than hia capital of

tools and materials.

Refehences on Book I

On produRti\'e and unproductive labor, see the often-cited passages
in Adam Smith, Wiallh of Xutioni^, Book II, Chapter III ; and those in

J. S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Book I, Chapter III. W.
Roscher, Political Economy, Book I, Chapter III, gives an excellent his-

torical and critical account. Among modern discussions, none is more de-
serving of attention than the paper by Professor T. Veblen, on "indus-
trial" and "pecuniary" employments, in Proceedings of the American
Economic Association, 1901, No. 1. A recent discussion, with not a
little of clouded thought, is in the Verhandlungen dcs Vereins fiir

Sozialpolitik, 1909; especially a paper by Professor E. Pbilippovich
and the discussion thereon.

On the division of labor, Charles Babbage, On the Economy of Ma-
chinery and Manufactures (IcKJ?), is still to be consulted. On modern
developments, the Thirteenth Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Labor (U. S.) on Hand and Machine Labor (1899) contains a multi-
tude of illustrations. A keen analysis of the division of labor in its

historical forms is in K. Biifher, Die Enlitehung der Volkswirthschaft
(7th ed., 1910) ; translated into English from the 3d German edition
under the title Industrial Evolution (1901). On the industrial revolu-
tion of (ho eighteenth century, see the well-ordered narrative in Maa-
toux. La revolution industrielle an xviii* siecle (VM)i\), and the less

systematic but more philosophical account in A. Toynbee, Lectures on
the Industrial Kinilution (10th ed., 1S94).

On capital, sec the references given below, at the close of Book V.
Much as has been written of late on corporate doings and corporate
organization, I know of no helpful references on the topics considered
in Chapter G.
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CHAPTER 8

Introductory: Exchange, Value, Price

§ 1. The division of labor brings in its train the exchange of

goods between those who undertake the separated acts of pro-

duction. Exchange in turn brings the phenomena of value,

money, and prices, ^^'itll these phenomena we shall be con-

cerned in the present Book anil in the Book following.

As has already been noted, the division of labor does not bring

exchange as a necessary consequence.' There may be the self-

sufficing patriarchal family, with division of labor but without

exchange; or its counter{)art, the conmmnistic society, self-

sufficing at least in some degree. Even in the motlern family,

there is division of labor, after a sort, between man and wife.

But commonly we consider the family as a unit, ami think of

the housewife, when she works for husband and family, as work-
ing for that of which she is but a part. Similarly, the patriarchal

family and the communistic society are consideretl by their mem-
bers as economic units. Exchange arises from a separation of

interests. As between individuals, it has grown with the growth
of private property. Throughout by far the greater part of

modern industry, division of labor prevails, and with it private

property anil hii)or for one's self and family. Hence exchange
and its concomitants, value and price.

Production for one's self holds its own longest in agriculture.

Yet even in this industry, division of labor and exchange are

rapidly extending in the highly developed countries of our time.

In the United States the self-sufficing fanner of earlier da.ys has

well-nigh disappeared ; and even the stolid peasant of Europe
is being transformed by the modern methods of easy communica-
tion .and o.-vsy exchange. Tiioush the farmer still produces part of

• See Book 1, hai.t<r .'?, §4.
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his own food, especially vegetables and fruit, there is a steady

tendency toward widening the range of agricultural products

which are bought anil sold. Grain is sohl by the individual

farmer, flour is bought; cattle are sold, meat is bought; milk

an('
'

"'itn are sold, butter is bought. In other occupations than

agiicuiture tiie division of labor has worketl out its consequences

to the last stage. No labor is given to the tlirect satisfaction of

each worker's wants by liiiiiself; all is turned to the indirect

l)rocess of specialization and exchange. Hence sale, price, value,

and the whole mechanism of exchange, become the characteris-

tic economic phenomena.

§ 2. Almost a.s early as the division of labor, a medium for

exchanging the various products came into use. Barter— the

dire(;t exchange of products— may b(> carried on under a very

simple tlivision of lal)or; yet even then it is inconvenient, and
as soon as the first stages of savagery have been passed, some
use of a medium of exchange appears.

Any commodity in general use will serve passably as a medium
of exchange. He who has an article to sell, and cannot find at

once the precise kind and quantity of the things he wishes to buy,

will accept a staple commo<lity, with which sooner or later he

will l)e able to procure the things he wants. Hence in various

stages of civilization, the most diverse commodities have been

usetl to obviate the inconveniences of barter. In Homeric
times the value of things was often stated in terms of oxen; for

such occasional exchanges as are made among primitive pastoral

peoples are naturally effected in terms of their staple commodity,
cattle.' For a considerable time in the early history of the

colony of Virginia, tobacco was almost the sole article of export,

and the chief commodity habitually produced for a market; it

became the recognizeil medium of exchange in the colony. Furs,

' Mr. Wirkstcod remarks {The Common Sense nf Political Economy, p. 137)
that "there is more evidence ii> tlie Homeric poems of the valuation of female
slaves, of tripods, or of gold or brass armor, in terms of so many cattle, than
there is of any diroet transfer of catth- in p.iymcnt of tho^r g.^wls.•' It is prr>!>-

ably true, also, of the other commodities mentioned in the tr^xt th.at they were
used more freely for measuring relative values than for <ITeeting exchanges.
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salt, tcaj cocoa, have served the purjiose with other people.

But by lar the most widcsp- ead among the things so used have

been the precious metals, gold and silver. We need not pause

at this stage to consider what qualities (it them peculiarly for

serving as a medium of exchange, — their luster and consequent

attractiveness for ornament, their freedom from rust and

deterioration, their homogeneity, their divisibility. Nor need

we consider how the device of coining has increased their fitness

for carrying on purchases and sales ; nor in what ways paper

representatives or substitutes for them have come to be so

widely used in our own time. Tlujse are topics that belong to

the subject of money, to which much attention must ije given

later.

It suffices here to note how completely division of labor and

exchange work out their results through the use of money.

Every producer gets his return in amounts of money. The

exceptions in any of the countries of advanced civilization are

so few and are so rapidlj' disappearing that they serve only

to make clear how virtually universal is the rule. Exchange

takes place by first selling gocxls or services for money, and

by then buying with the money such otlicr goods and services

as are wanted. The fundamental fact of (^change is thus ob-

scured by the very mechanism that so perfectly facilitates it.

Just as the coiiperation and combination which are essential

features of the division of lal)or an; carried on without a con-

sciousness of any combined action, so the process of exchange

goes on without the consciousness that it is the aim and end of

all buying and selling.

§ 3. The value of a commodity means in economics its

power of commanding other commodities in exchange. It mrans

the rate at which the conmiodity exchanges for others. If a

bushtl of wheat can be exciiangcd for a large quantity of other

things, — for many pounds of iron, many yards of cloth, many
ounces of salt, — its value is high ; the possessor of it can procure

many of these things. If a bushel of wheat can be exchangetl

for but few pounils of iron, few yards of cloth, few ounces of

^''p-:mm^^imR^
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salt, its value is low ; the possessor of it can procure few of

those thiriKs. It is immaterial tiiat the cxclianKo does not take

place directly, hut hy the process of first disposing of the wheat

for the medium of exchanRc, — money, — and then pro-

curing with tlie money the iron, cloth, suit, or other desired

commodities. The result of the double operation is the same

as if the exehant^e had taken i)lace by ilirect barter. Only it is

reached l)y a more convenient method.

The value of a commodity, thus conceived, is its value in

exchange. This is very different from its usefulness, or utility,

or importance. In everyday discourse, we use the word " value
"

.•sometimes to indicate exchange value, sometimes to indicate

utility or importance. We speak of the value of iron as greater

than that of gold, and the value of wheat as greater than that

of diamonds. We mean thereby that iron and wheat are more

imiK)rtant, satisfy more urgent wants than gold and diamonils.

Yet we also speak of gold and diamonds as more valuai^lc

connnodities than iron and wheat; then we u.se the terras

" value " and " valuable " in the sense of value in exchange,

and mean that exchange and sale take place on such terms

that with comparatively little gold ami diamonds the owner

can secure much iron and wheat. For the purposes of

economics this latter sense, exchange value, is the most impor-

tant.

A third sense, however, may be noted in passing. People

sometimes speak of the "value" of a thing as greater or less

than that which appears in an actual transaction of exchange.

They speak of a house as l)ciiig "worth" more than they paid

for it, or of a commodity or a stock exchange security as selling

for less than its "intrinsic valu(>." They mean that the cur-

rent price is dilTerent from the price that is likely to be paid in

the long run, or different from the price w.iich they think

proper and just. In the sense which we have adopted, value

means simply the actual rate in exchange, and there can be no

value other than that registered by sales and exchanges. That

the word is also used witli this third signification, of proper
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or intrinsic worth, only shows how vaguo and uncertain is

everyday phraseology. Economists have often pointed out

how much troubled they are, both in exposition and in their

own thinking, by having to employ familiar terms, like

capital and value, which in everyday use have various and

shifting meanings. For the purjKJses of (H-onomies, one mean-

ing or definition must be selected, and held to with care. In

the following pages "value" will b(> used strictly in the sense

which economists have adopted for it, — a relation in exchange.

By the price of a commodity is signified the amount of

money which it will command; in other words, its value in

terms of the accepted medium of exchange. The notion of

price is familiar, whereas that of value is one to which the

lieginnor in economics must become accustomed. In modern

times price means, in almost all advanced countries, the amount

which is got, in exchange, of the particular money medium

which these countries have adopted, — gold. Paper and

metallic substitutes for gold are often used, equal in exchange

value to the gold, and performing the functions of a medium

of exchange precisely as it does. The peculiarities of paper,

silver, and copper as money will receive attention in due time.

For the present we shall assume that goKl is the medium of

exchange, and that price is measured in coins of gold, say

dollars. Coins, it needs hardly to be added, are simply pieces

of gold manufactured with care and containing each a given

weight of metal of uniform quality.

§ 4. From the definition of value, it follows that there can

be no general rise in values, and no gi'neral fall in values.

Value is a term expressing the relation of exchange between

commodities. If at a given time a commodity procures in

exchange less of others than at an earlier time, it has fallen in

value; but -pro tanto those other commodities have risen in

value. All cannot rise and fall together. A chani^c^ in the

value of any one of them, or any sot of them, means a converse

change in the value of the rest. On the other hand, a change

in general prices is not only possible, but is one of the familiar
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and recurring phenomena of economics. Wheat, iron, diaraonda,

things in general, may all exchange for more dollars now than

they did ten years ago; and tin years hence they may ex-

change for loHS dollars than they command now.

Evidently a general rise or fall in prices signifies a change

in the value of money, that is, of gold. When all prices rise,

anil things exchange each for a greater number of dollars, the

dollar can buy less than it did. Its power of commanding other

things is less, and its value has fallen. When every single

thing exchanges for a snuUler number of dollars ; that is, when
prices have fallen, the dollar buys more, and its value has risen.

The value of money is inverse to the level of prices. When
prices are high, the value of money is low. When prices are

low, the value of money is high.

The mere fact of a rise or fall in the price of a single com-
modity, therefore, does not indicate whether or no its value

has changed. It may be that this single commodity alone has

fallen in price, others remaining as before. In that case the

fall in price registers also a fall in value. Or it may be that

other commodities Ukewise have fallen in price to the same
extent. In that case there has been a rise in the value of

money, and a fall in the value of all commodities as compared
with gold ; but no change has occurred in the values of com-
modities inter se.

The value of gold, that is, the general level of prices, changes

but slowly. Though prices of individual commodities change

quickly, all do not change quickly in the same direction. A
rise in the price of any one is likely to be accompanied by a

declining price of another, or by stationary prices of the others.

So gradual are changes in the general range of prices, so uncer-

tain the comparison and offsetting of the complex individual

changes, — a rise here, a fall there, no change at all in a third,

— that it is often difficult to ascertain for a short period whether

a general change has really taken place. If, indeed, an upward
or downward movement continues for years, it usually becomes
unmistakable. We can ascertain then whether the value of
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money has risen or fallen, and can measure with some accuracy

the extent of the change. Hut uiUess the hipse of time

exceed two or three years, it is often not easy to detcrmiiu;

what has been the general trend ; so stable are prices for siiort

perioils.

But though general prices and the value of money change Uuis

slowly, the prices of imUviduul articles ciiangc (piickly and
consideral)ly. The price of wool or cotton or iron may rise

by ten per cent in the course of a month; and changes are

common in the prices of individual articles — of wheat, cotton,

copper, coal — by ten, twenty, thirty, per cent in the course

of a single year. Where th(> price of one thing changes, other

prices remaining the same, the new price evidently registers a
change in value. The ordinary fluctuations in the prices of

things hence signify corresponding changes in tluiir values.

For the purposes of an orderly and systematic exposition of

economic principles, we shall assume for the present stability

in general prices ; hence that a change in the price of an article

signifies a change in its value. If an individual article rises

in price under these conditions, it commands more of other

things in exchange, and rises in value; and conversely if it

falls in price. We shall thus use the familiar examples of price

and money in our illustrations and figures, and shall put aside,

for consideration at a later stage, the problems of fluctuations

in the general level of prices.
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Valie and Ltility

§ 1. An object c-aii h!iv<< no vahic unless it has utility. No

one will k'ivc anytliint; for an article unless it yiel<l him satis-

fuetion. Doubtless jM'ople are soni«'times foolish, and buy

things, as children do, to please a moment's fancy; but at

least they think at the moment that there is a wish to be

gratified. Doul)tless, too, jx'ople often buy t hin^s whicii, though

yielding pleasure for the moment, or ixtstponing pain, are in

the end harmful. Hut here as has already l)een explained, we

must accept the consumer as the final judge. The fact that

he is willing to give up something in order to procure an article

proves once for all that for him it has utility, — it fills a want.

On the other hand, no less evidently, the value of an object

is not in proportion to its utility. Free goods, such as fresh

air, pure water, the beauty of nature, may have high utility,

though wholly without value < >nly slight value may attach ti)

other things having high utility. In our advanced civilize

comnmnities the simplest and most wholesome articles of fovju

have low value; they are cheap. Yet they satisfy the mo.st

elemental and pressing of wants, and have great utility. So

it is of other necessaries of life, as clotliiug, shelter, or warmth ;

great utility often goes with low value. On the other hand,

some things whose exchangi> value is high have utilities which

we do not ordinarily reckon great. Jewels, tasteless ornaments,

a stupid book printed four hundred years ago, — such things

sometimes comnumd a high price, though the satisfactions they

yielil are not of a high order or apparently highly prized.

§ 2. The supply of a commodity, as we all know, closely

affects its value. When an article becomes al)undant, it> price

falls ; when it is scarce, its price rises. The causes of these

12U
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flucfiiatioaH arc tw(
,
Ncry dilTcrrnt in nature and social sig-

nifit anc«'.

Otu' obvious cauHo, aii<l that wliicli many ixTsons are likely

to think of fir>t, i> tli • (litTcrcacc in tncans iM'twccn rich anil

lHM)r. Tlu.'c wlio arc ulilc to pay luRlit'st, sfcure the first in-

stallments of liny coniii. nlity that cotnes to market. If there

lie (()ni))arativriy few iii.-tah.'cnts, eacli will eommand a IukIi

prici". As more and more arc oticrcd, tlu price must he lowered

inordcr tohrins them within the iik nsof the less rich. Finally,

if the supi)ly he greatly increased, tlie price must 1m> lowered

very much in onU-r to make iK)ssihle purchases by the poor.

But the same r(>sult would appear if there were no differ-

erenccs lw>tweeii rich and poor, — if all persons had the same
incomes. Then, also, an increasing supply would bring a de-

creasing price. The causes which under these altered condi-

tions woulil yet lead to the same inverse variation are of the

second sort; and they are the fundamental causes.

Consider any familiar article of daily use, — the knives,

forks, s|X)ons, on your table, the clothing you w(\ir, the house

you live in. One set of knives and forks is essential to cleanly

eating. A second set is highly convenient, a third somewhat
less so; there is a decline in utility, until at last the stage is

reached where an additional set is a mere encumbrance. So

with clothing. One suit is necessary. A second and a third

add to comfort. More and more can be used, yet with a

steady tendency to lessening satisfaction with the successive

installments. One room in a house, or a one-room house, is

indispensable for existence. The added comfort and decency

from a second room are v( ry great ; and further additions to

houseroom c(mtinu(> to yield satisfactions. Tint though the rate

of diminution in utility may i)c for som(> time comparatively slow,

the tendency still is present, and before long the stai^e is reached,

when n.ore houser(M)m serves to satisfy only the love of dis-

play, not to yield substantial cotnfort. .Ml things, it may b"

observed, which minister to the love of display, have the pos-

sibility of maintaining *his sort of utility in a curious degree.
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The mere fact that a thing is rare— that it is of a sort not

possessed by others, and so distinguishes its owner — gives

utility to things otherwise useless; a notable example is an

old postage stamp.' Additions to the supply of many classes

of articles may for « long time give additional satisfaction,

if the individual things be varied and adapted to gratify the

love of distinction; as with the garments and houses of the

rich. But the tendency to diminishing utility none the less

persists. The more of these things you have, the less you

prize any one. The addition of a new coat to an abundant

supply, of a new room to a house already large, brings less

satisfaction than the preceding coats or rooms brought.

To this general tendency we give the name of the principle,

or law, of diminishing utility. Successive doses of the same

commodity or service yield diminishing utilities. If the doses

be continued indefinitely, the point of satiety will be reached.

Then further doses yield no satisfaction whatever ; the utility

of each additional dose becomes nil. This principle, as has just

been intimated, and as will presently be explained further, ap-

plies in strictness only to doses of the same commodity (or

service) . Vary the thing supplied, — even though different only

in small degree, — then the result will not be quite the same.

The diminution in utility may be prevented or checked ; and

the point of satiety may be indefinitely postponed. From the

fact that there is a limit to the possibilities of satisfaction from

increasing the supply of any one article, it is not to be inferred

that limits in utility exist for ail articles taken together.

But none the less it remains true that all enjojTnents tend to

pall if repeated. If any one of us were called on to retrench,

—

to dispense with some enjojinents now possessed, — he would

find himself cutting off first those things least prized, and then

in succession various others in the inverse order of their utility

;

a process which would make it clear not only that some things

>)•>
' No doubt tho instinrt of actiiiiMition (the ' rollci'tiiin" iiinthirt) plays ila

part iis rreards such articles, iu couibination with the instinct for distinctioD

through display.
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have more utility than others, but that somo doses of the same

thing have more utiUty than other doses of that thing.

It is thii; fact of ditTorent and tUminishing utility that explains

the growing variety in the articles produccti and the growing

complexity of production and consumption. As the productive

power of mankind increases, and esiK-cially as the commodities

in common use become more abundant, labor is constantly

turned in new cUrections. It is given not so much to making

more of the same things as to making different things.

Abundance without variety means that the approach to satiety

is rapid. Bread, in most civilized countries, is cheap, being

produced with comparatively little labor. With increase in the

effectiveness of industry, more and more broad could be pro-

duced with the same labor. But some of this lalx)r turns to

other kinds of food as bread Iwcomes cheaper, — to meat, eggs,

butter, vegetables, fruit, sugar. A varied diet, such as is pos-

hh in modern times, marks a great advance not only over the

monotony of savages' food, but over the very restricted diet with

which civili; 1 peoples had to content themselves until the last

century or two. The essentials of clothing, also, are plentiful

and cheap, and a comparatively small part of the labor of a

modern country is given to the covering needed simply for

health and decency. A vast deal of labor is g.ven to making

more convenient and attractive clothing. With the growing

productiveness of labor, any one of the familiar articles of every-

day use tends to be put on the market in such quantities that

people care less and less for additional increments, and the

prices of these articles are ever tending to fall. Variety in pro-

duction must take place if consumption is to respond.

There are articles to which the principle of diminishing utility

does not apply as unfailingly as the preceding statement sug-

gests. Though stimulants on the whole showuntiuestionably the

tendency to lessening response, the conscious effect from the

first few doses does not always show it. The second or third

glass of liquor may be as much enjoytd as llu" first. Or, to

speak of higher things, the second or third reading of noble
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verse, or hearing of beautiful music, often gives greater pleasure

than the first. Again, there arc many cases where a preliminary

stage of doubtful satisfaction is succeeded, with hal)ituation, by

unquostionalily greater satisfaction ; tis with tol)acco anil oysters.

Many a novel article needs to be insinuated into people's liking.

As this is brought about (perhaps by skillful advertising), the

urticle reaches a stage where a larger supply of it is sold, not at a

lower price per unit, but at a higher. In such cases, however,

the tastes of the purchasers may be said to have changed in the

interval. At any given stage of taste and ix)i)ularity, the

principle of diminishing utility will apply. It is not worth

while to enter on refinements as to whether, in the cases just

mentioned, there are real or only apparent exceptions to the

principle. The qualifications that may be needed are of no

great importance. The tendency shows itself so widely and

with so few exceptions that there is no significant inaccuracy

in speaking of it as universal.

§ 3. From the law of diminishing utility we are led to the

conceptions of total utility and of marginal utility.

Utility can be measured, for the purposes of economic study,

in one way only : by the amount wl'.ich a person will give to pro-

cure an article or a service. Enjoyment or satisfaction is sub-

jective. The objec'ilve test of it is willingness to pay. What a

person will pay for an article rather than go without it, is the

only test by which we can ascertiiii with any approach to pre-

cision how much satisfaction it brings him. Hence price, actual

or potential, is the economic measure of utility. Not infre-

quently in discussion of this set of subjects, it is said or implied

that the utility of an article I's the price it commands or might

command. This language is inaccurate. Price simply indicates

utility.

Consider now how price may measure the utility, to an in-

dividual, of .several units of a given commodity, — say five

oranges. Suppose them to Ih' offered in succession, each being

.•jppraisfd by itself without thouglit of th.ere iM'ing more to come.

The first we may l)elieve to lie so fragrant and refreshing that the
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individual would pay 50 cents rather than go without it. The

second, yielding less satisfaction, would command only 25 cents
;

the third would command still less, say 15 cents; the fourth, 10;

and the fifth only 5. The total utility of the five would Ik; in-

dicated by the sum of the amounts which the several units would

have commanded separately, namely :
—

For the first orange 50 cents

For the set'onil orange 25 cents

For the third orange 15 cents

For the fourth orange 10 cents

For the fifth orange 5 cents

For the total supply 105 cents

Supiwse now, on the other hand, that the five oranges exist

as a stock, possessed together by the individual. All arc alike.

Take away any one, and the loss of utility or satisfaction will be

the same as if any other had In-cn taken away. Each has the

same degree of importance for his welfare. As installments or

successive dos<'s, they have differing utility. But possessed as

a stock, they have each the same economic importance. Any

one would be parted with on the same terms us another. .And

those terms — the price — would be settled by the utility

(satisfaction) yielded by the hixt of them if they were enjoyed in

succession. The price at which the fifth would be bought (or

sold) is the price at which anj' one of a stock of five would be

bought (or sold). That price measures the marginal utility, nr

final utility, of the supply. Economic importance ; marginal

utility ; final utility ; tlie satisfaction got from any one unit of a

stock, — all these expressions come to the same thing.

It may seem paradoxical to say that all the constituents of a

stock have the .same economic importance, and that none the

less some have greater utility than otliers. But there is no real

paradox. It must be remembered that utility means satisfac-

tions or enjoyments. To jwssess a stock is not to enjoy it (except

so far as, by association of ideas, mere ownership gives pleasure

;

as in case of a miser's hoanH. The stock is necessarily enjoyed,

not as a whole, but by installments ; and as it conies to Iw so
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enjoyed, the succpssivo installments yi(>](l lessening satisfaetion.

Eeonomic importanee is sonietiiiiiK (lilTerent ; it is the satisfue-

tion dependent, not on tlie whole stock, l>ut on any one of tlic

constituents of the stock. Considered in this way, all the con-

stituents are alike ; oven though, considered as sources of enjoy-

ment when actually used, they are of varying utility.

§ 4. Ia'I us return now to the relation Ix'tween the supply of

an article ind its price. Increase in su|)ply means lower price.

It also means lessening utility from the added units. The price

of a commodity depends, as the case is commonly stated, on

the least of the utilities yielded by the supply, or on final

utility. Price, or value, depends on the utility of the last

increment. Properly qualified, and properly understood, tlu;

principle is sound ; and not only so, but of primary impor-

tance.

First as to the qualifications. The proposition is true, in

strictness, only if we suppose^ many competiiic^ Imyers and

sellers. And in fact most things are l)rought to market by com-

peting sellers, and are purchased by comi)eting buyers. Assume
now that a given supply, say IfKX) oranges, is otTcred by the sel-

lers. Among the buyers are some whose means are large, others

who value oranges liiglily. Both sets would be willing to pay
a high price for a few oranges rather tlian go without. But
there are more oranges than these purchasers ar<> eager for. To
induce the rest to buy, or to induce the eager purchasers to buy
more, the price must be lowered. As the sellers are many and
competing, the price ,)f the whole supply will l)e uniform. Any
one seller, trying to obtain a higher price from the eager buyers,

would l)e undersold by others. There would be one jirice at

which the whole lot would go, and that would be the price

which tempted the last buyer; or, to be more accurate, the last

purchase by any of the Iniyers. This last purchase, and the

price which must be offiTed to induce it, would settle the

terms for all the transactions.

Ne>:t. a.s to tlse just understanding of the propo>ition. Ob-
serve that the last buyer and the last purciuise have been .spoken

'1
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of, not the last or marginal utility. In the usual statements of

this funtlamcntal principle of value, it is said simply that selling

price, or exchange value, depends on marginal utility. The as-

sumption is here tacitly made that all the Ijuyers are in the same

poiiition ami that all have the same means. From this it would

follow that a less sum of money paid out denoted a less utility,

and that he who bought tlie last unit of the whole supply was

not only the last purchaser, but the purchaser to whom that unit

gave the least satisfaction. The fact is, however, that pur-

chasers have very different means, and, as just pointed out, this

circuin'tauce is oi vast importance in explaining the fall in price

which actually takes jjlace when supply is increased. The de-

pendence of selling price oti the last purchaser (or the last

purchase) is not affected !)y the inequality of incomes. But the

significance of the final purchase for the utility or satisfaction-

yielding power of the last installment of the supply is much

affected.

The simple and familiar fact tliat a rich man, when paying out

a given sum of money, often gets less satisfaction than a poor

man when ho pays out th(> same sum, is expressed in more techni-

cal terms by saying that the marginal utility of money is less

to the rich than to the jioor. A dollar signifies little to the man
of moans. If he jjarts with it, his loss in welfare is vastly less

than tb.at of tlie poor man who parts with the same amount.

A high price therefore does not necessarily indicate great

utility to those paying it. It may signify only that the mar-

ginal utility of money is small.

The i)hrase "marginal utility of money" must, however, be

used with caution. IMoiiey has utility in a dilTorent way from

other things. It is valued not because it serves in itself to

i-utisfy wants, but as a ine(liuin of exchange, having purchasing

power over other things. (lold jewelry is subject to the law of

diniinisliing utility jireciselj- as other things are. But gold coin

— money — is subject to it only in the .sense that an individual

buys first tlio tiling-^ iu- \in/.v^ uui.-^t, uud tliru utiu-r thing.s iu the

order of their less utility. Strictly speaking, the statement that

i
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money has varying utility and that there is a marginal utility of

I

money is only a way of saying that the things bought with money
have varying utility, and that some among them are at the mar-

gin of utility.'

§ 5. The conceptions of total utility and marginal utility lead

to that of consumer's surplus.

Consumer's surplus is the phrase applied by Professor Mar-
shall (who has done more than any other writer to make
clear this whole subject) to the difference between the sum
which measures total utility and that which measures total

exchange value. The total exchange value of a set of goods

is obviously the price per unit (determined by marginal

utility) multiplied by the number of units. But the total

utility of the units as they come to be enjoyed is a different

quantity. Thus, our orange-eater would have been willing to

pay for the first orange 50 cents, but had to pay only 5 cents.

He had a "surplus" of 45 cents' worth of satisfaction. Using

the same figures as before for the supposed supply of five

oranges, we get the following comparison between the prices

that would have been paid and the prices that were paid in fact
;

the difference indicating consumer's surplus.

For the first orange . .

.

For the second orange

For the third orange . .

For the fourth orange

.

For the fifth orange . .

.

For the whole supply

I'otentialI'rkk
MeascrinoTo
TAL Utility

Actual Price CoNscv '.n's

Surplus

50 5 45
25 5 20
15 5 10
10 5 5
5 5

10") 2.-, 80

The case is stated here in the simplest terms, and on the assump-
tion that the price of this small supply of oranges would be
determined as the price of the usual large supply of oojnmodi-

ties as they come to market in the actual world, — by marginal
utility, or at a price which carries off the last increment. With-

' Sec what is said furtlur on this topic, and on tho poruliaritics of the value
of moniy, iu Book III, Chapter 18.
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out stopping now to inquire how far tliis assumption in fact holds

good where a very few coiniiiodities are put on side,' let us con-

sider the nature of consumer's surplus, as here typified.

How substantial is this surplus? and how far is this mode of

measuring it satisfactory ? To ask these questions is only to ank,

in different words, how sul)stantial total utility is, and how far

we can measure total utility.

One limitation of the first importance has already l^'cn in-

dicated when considering marginal utility and its connection

with demand. If all p<Tsons had the same income, then will-

ingness to i)ay a given amount for an article might be fairly

assumed to mean that the article had the same utility for each

of them. But some have greater incomes than others ;
the

marginal utility of money is less to the rich; and the pay-

ment by them of a larger sum does not signify a higher utility.

A rich man will i)ay for hothouse fruits or vegetables a sum

quite out of the question for a person of modest means. The

latter may secure, at a season of greater plenty, precisely the

same things for a price much lower. The rich man probably

gets no greater enjoyment from his expensive jiurchase ;
or, if

so (counting as part of his pleasure the gratification of the

love of distinction), by no means in proportion to the higher

price he pays. If some of the familiar comforts of civilized

life become scarce, — fresh milk or good bread,— they would

command a high price, even if all persons had the same incomes.

But the price would go still higher if there were a circle of per-

sons able and ready to bid heavily for them without making

serious gaps in their incomes. The special increase of price

resulting from this latter circumstance is indicative, not of

specially high utility, but of large means for i)urchasing utilities.

Still another qualification is suggested by the fact of in-

equality. Many articU-s which command a high price satisfy

the passion for disi)lay. Such are the precious stones, rare

paintings, and statues. No doubt many things of this sort —
the great works of art — are intrinsically beautiful, and yield

' See the next chapter in thin book, Chapter 10, § 9.

I
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enduring and unalloycil pleasures; and it is their intrinsic

beauty, tested by time, tliat is at the Imsis of their high vahje.

Being not only beautiful, I)ut also rare, they satisfy in addition

the deejvrooted instinct of emulation and ch'sire for distinction.

They have uliat has been called a prestige value. They com-
mand u higher price simply Ixrause they are already high in

price. Suppose now that such things I>ecome common and
therefore cheap; that tliamonds, for example, l)ecome very

plentiful, and that their i)rice falls to some such level as that
of glass beads. The intrinsic qualities of diamonds woukl
remain; their luster and brilliancy, their hardness. The satis-

faction which the previous limited supply had given might be
thought, therefore, to renuiin undiminished. Yet in fact it

would be vastly diminished; for diamonds would no longer be

evidences of wealth and social station. Consumer's surplus,

as measured by the previous high price, v^ould evajjorate.

Consumer's surplus is thus unsul).stantial for a considerable

range of articles now nuich esteemed and puul for at high
prices. Not only the favorite objects of rich collectors, such
as rare paintings and books, belong in this cla.ss, but many
others which are not conmionly tliouglit of as belonging there.

Handsome houses, fashional)le clothes, e^en choice food, get

no small part of their power of yielding utilities from their

satisfying the sense of distinction. As to all these, total utility

and consumer's surplus are highly elusive.

Another qualification concerns articles at the other end of

the scale, — things of simple necessity. Mea.sured in terms
of the prices that wouhl l)e given for the early doses, con-

sumer's surplus is very high for bread, clothing, houseroom,

—

for the minimum of lood, raiment, and shelter. Rather than
dispense with these, anything would be given; life itself de-

pends on them. Total utility and consumer's rent may be
calculated to be infinite. Certain it is that, were they to
' •.'come very scarce, their price would go to a very high range

;

and this, irrespective of whether (here were or were not in-

equalities of incomes among the purchasers. But a question

I
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may lie raised as to tlu! nature of the utilities derived from

these neees,saries. The satisfaction they ^ive is of a negative

sort. The chronicler of I '-wis and Clark's exi)edition across

the American continent nai ites that at one stage the explorers

subsisted on dried salmon in the form of a tasteless jKiwder,

so unai)i)ctizing that only the al)solutely necessary amount was

eaten. J^ome such situation is in the mind of an ingenious and

stimulating thinker, I'rofessor Patten, who lias (li>tinguished

hctween a "pain economy" and a "pleasure econoniy."

The first phrase (l(-scril><'s tiuit economic stage in which the

efforts of man sufhce oidy to yieltl the indisiu-nsahlc minimum;

to i)revent hunger, thirst, freezing; to ward ofT pain, not to

yiclil satisfaction. The second descriltes that better stage

when the first elemental wants have Iwen attended to, and

positive cnjoym(>nt begins; when food is appetizing as well

as sufficient, when clothing anil houscroom are attractive.

Now, in reckoning total utility and consumer's surplus, we do

well to begin only when this second stage has been reached.

Lc>t those utilities which are of the indispensable sort be set

aside. Only where the stage has been reaeiieil tif possilile

comfort, of some choice in the direction of e.\i)enditure, can

th(>rc be anything in the nature of a real surplus of satisfaction

for the consumer.

But this is true not only of absolute necessaries, but in a

good degree of conventional necessaries. Equipages and horses

are conventional necessaries for many meml)ers of the Conti-

nental aristocracy. They would be immensely mi.ssed if the

individual had to give them uji. Yet the rea4 enjoyment from

them is doubtful. 80 it is with tiie .starched linen and close-

fitting clothes of the well-to-do, which are insignia of the

wearer's exemption from manual labor. The satisfaction from

them is chiefly negative; their loss would be more keenly felt

than their presence is enjoyed. Positive satisfaction is indi-

cated in very uncertain degree by the price wliich under the

stre.--s of Convention the individual would i)ay rather than do

without such things.

I
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Not the least of the diffipultieH in the way of meaAuring

utilities by potential priees is the practieul one that we have

no means of knowing what are the prices that would he paid

for the several installnients of a eonunodity. In our illust'-.iive

ease it has h.'cn assumed that the first orange would be so

greatly enjoyed as to command a price of .W cents. But in

hardly any actual case do we know what price would have

been fetched by the first installment, or by a series of earlier

installments. All we know is that they would conunand much

more than that settled by marginal utility for the actual supply.

We have some information (though not very nmch even here)

regarding the variations of prices in the neighborhood of the

range familiar to us. We ob.serve how oranges, cigars, bread,

meat, sugar, go up and down as the quantities become some-

what greater or less than those usually put on the nmrket.

But we have no preeisf knowledge of what would happen if

the quantity of any one of these varied very greatly from the

usual amount. Statistics of prices, however iierfected, throw

no light on the highest range that wouhl l)e paitl if supply

became very small.

These accumulated difficulties make it impossible to meas-

ure in any preci.se way total utility or consumer's surplus.

The figures which have been given for illustration are useful in

making the conceptions clear, but are misleading in that they

imply accuracy of measurement. We cannot set down the

complete price schedule ; and even if we could, the differences

in incomes, the illusivene.ss of prestipi . the doubtful satisfac-

tion of a pain economy, combine to render a calculation of real

enjoyment impractical )le. We cannot measure with any &\)-

pniach to accuracy the satisfactions got from wi-alth.

None the less, total utility and consumer's surplus are not

fanciful. That they are real, is shown by their accord with

familiar phra.ses. We often say that we get a thing for h'.ss

than it is worth to us, meaning that what we give for it offers

less satisfaction than tlic thing we })iiy. Thi- is iMtrtiy ^tatf!l

with more care and precision when we say that a consumer's
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surplus is swurod. Thoii^li tli;i' surplus may not l»r cloaroitlKT

at tlu' InscT end "f the scalf of coiisuiiiptinii, wlirrc I'iin* iiccrs-

Burics alone are l)oiii ht, cr at tli>' upper entl, \vh« re iiicrc vanity

is satisfied, it is unuiist:u.al)le with wiiat may Ik- called tin-

true enjoyments of life. A varied diet, aliunilant liou.-erooiu,

clotliinK :i"'l liftings that j)ermanently i)lease the taste, the

gratifieatii'ii which all n en ^t t from the mimic arts, di-tract ion

comitiK after monolnnous \vor! , the i)h'asun - of the intellect,

— tlie^ are thinns not h ss eiijovdl when aliundant and cheap.

They often have a utility imich greater than is indi'-ated hy

the price paid for them. Though their utility he not susccptihie

of measurement, total utilit\ is certainly larKc, and consumer's

8uri)lus is corresiM)iiiiiii(ily larp'.

§ (i. The discussion of utility, total utility, and consumer's

surplus leads to another (lue-tion, Il<iw state and measure

till' income of a community?

An individual usually thinks of his income, and measures it,

in terms of money. Similaiiv, the income of a community is

usually stated in terms of money. So lonp: as the pric
.

^ of

commodities and services remain the sai
,
this node of esti-

mating income is for most jiurposes suffi< lent. The condition

.stated— of staMe prices- is obviously important. If all money

incomes double, and all prices also .! uhle, the community is

no better off than !)efore. It simi)ly conducts its exchanges

with a different .scale for the medium of exchange.

Hence we proceed naturally to the next step. Money in-

come is significant simply as a way of measuring the (piantity

of the things which the money buys. We may think, theref«tre,

of real income in contrast to inon(>y income, —of tiie necessities,

c«)nveiiiences, and luxuries .if life. We must reckon, also, as

part of real income, the services of those who used to be called

"improductive," -- actors, musicians, -ervants, and so on.

The more we can get of such real" iicoiiie, of all kinds, the

more prosperous w e are as individu Is and a- a community.

Hut we inav 20 a stc.) bevimd. Wo have >vci\^ that the

I .^oc Book I, ( l^ai'tir J., i J.

i-i
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iK't of priMliiction fonsistM in the crcution of utilities. Now,

just as all produttiiiu in tin- la^t analysis coiiHisIs in the creation

of utilities, M) all income con>i.sts in tlie utilities or satisfactioUH

created. l'](iinoniie Roods are nut ends in tiieinwlves, hut

means to tlie end of satisfyiuK wants. In a preceding chapter,

we have distin^suislied JK'tween capital and wealth which is not

capital, or (in other iiliraseolony) i>etween lonsuiner's wealth

and producer's capital. lUit consumer's wealth, which wu

may treat in one .sense as "real" income, is an instrument no

less than producer's /apital. It, too is a means, not an end.

Our f(M)d, clothiiiK. furniture, may l>c said co .'ield psychic

income. They shcil utilities, so to sjx'ak, iw Iour as they

last. In the tinal analysis, the income of an in<li\'dual or of a

community consists of the sum of utilities .steadily accruinjj;

from its store of economic go(«ls. It cons sts, that is, of the

total utility of all its ^ooils.

Nevertheless, for almost all purjKJses of economic study, it

is hest to content ourselves with a statei'icnt, ami an attempt

at measurement, in terms not of utility i)Ut of money income

or of real income. The reason for this rejection of a |)rinciple

which is in it.-elf sound lies in the conclusion just r ached re-

garding total utility and consumer's surplus : they canno* Ije

measured.

The other ways of stating and measuring income lead to

results of some certainty. We can measure money income.

Though our statistics for the total money income of (say) the

IM'opIe of the I'nitecl States are far from c()mi)lete, the ta.sk of

ascertaining th:it income is not lio[!elc<s. Indeed, it has Iw-en

accoi>i|)lis[i('d lor .some countri(>s with sudicient accuracy.' We
can also measure the gener.il range of prices. We know, there-

fore, wh( ther a given sum of money incomes at one time means

more than a given sum at another time. If we know that

money incomes lu.ve in<reased. .md that the range of prices

is imchanged, we are sure that real income, in terms of con-

su!!uil>le conuHodities. has iucreiis!".!.

' .Sii>, f(ir !i ncint cxMmpIr, I? K. M.'iy's <<<tiniati' nf tin- Tii"niy iuconn- of

till' (irruiuii i«ii|ilc ill till Jahr'iii'U fur (lixvt:U''"t»'J. l'"l''. Ui'ft 4.
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Furtlior, we ran do soincthinn toward tncasuriiiK "real"

iiifonu' directly. Wf can asciifaiti wliat has liccn tlic coii-

HUiapiion, |.cr head of popiilatimi, at tlirtVniil timi^. ol' Midi

articles as Hour, .-iinar, tea, cotlVc, coltoii, wiml, and the like.

The results K've indication.^ of value renanliiiL; the increase of

income in (c-nis of coinnioditics. We know that the average

consumption of ~iich thiims has much increaseil in recent times,

und that material wi Ifare has so far ailvanced.

But how far t 'al utility or "psydiic iiiciiine" has increased,

tioii. U'e ma;. f(('l sure that ii has

'
' whetiier in the same defin'i' as

ir even in ureater, decree' we

isiire how great total utility

i' of economic i^oods, or how

oi' (> thin'j;s which mini-ter to en-

' ' no* enjoymciit it -elf. \'irtually

i'l'l .pplied ec(jnoniics can l>e settled,

. •iccordiiiii to the results in terms

'iiii . Hence we do best, for idmost

all economic ii-i.-ohiiil;. not to po I cvond the tanu olc and

measurahle facts of consumer's wealth. Kven thouiih consumer's

floods heliut asort of cajjital, and even thoui^ii total utility lie, in

the last an.iiysis, the true income, the only kind of income

about vvliicli we can reach results of (niuntitative accuracy is

that "real" income which consists of enjoyalae thiniis.

§ 7. The princiolo of diminishinji utility, if ai)plie(l untlinch-

'inii\y, leads to tlic conclusion that inequality of incomes

brings a icss sum of human happiness tha:i efpiality of incomes,

and that the greatcT the ineciualit'-, the le.-s the approach to

n; ixiinum happiness. If addition ,i incrciuents of any com-

modity yield less enj(\vment thai "cedinji increments, tlu

same is true of ip"remeiits of ir..-,,>mc in general. .V man who

'' If we ;ic(<|it till" ili-liru'tinii JK'tn'ft'n ,'i |i:uii rfnnciinv ninl ;i |.li;i-iiri' f'l'nriiinij'.

and Ix'itin to ri'cknn total utiliiv ami ('i)ri-iiiini'r'f> surplus imlv h'h'm h iiirplii-i

over iii'cc-<>arii'i ai>i>(";rs. we in:iy cniirlu'lr tliit fur a conailrralil.' staiic '.iftir

till' firnt I'Miirifiiici' of a surplus, total utiliij imni-. s in irnitiT dinri"' than

conauiii'^r'a ueulth.

we have no i i
> no

increased '
•

' ( '\i

consumer .11 , 11. 1;

.

do not ' \t *

was 'h
. < r !

great iti'i 'i ,.,-1.

jcyn ' n; 1

'

all proi) :• '

and hal)ii..il'\ I'c .-I'M,,

of the foriiK " 1
' 1, ..!(•'
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already has five oranges gains less from a sixth than he who

h:i.s l)ut one orange gains front a second. A man wiio has an

income of 810,000 gains less from an additional $100 than

does tlie man who has an income of SK' t). This is stated in

another way in the proposition that gambling l)etween persons

of ecjual income always lirings an economic loss. If two men,

each having SIOOO, i)et .SlOO, the gain to the winner from the

increa.'^c of his possessions to SHOO is less than the loss to the

loser from the (lro|) of his possessions to §1100. All this follows

directly from the hetlonistic calculus, — from the principle of

diminishing utility.

We have just seen that the hedonistic calculus is not to Ik;

applied unflinchingly. It needs to he (pialitied, for exainple, in

its application to the necessaries of life, -to pain economy and

j)leasure economy. Additions of income (that is, of goods

purcliasal)le) which come after the first needs of hare existence

have hecn met, may mean n(»t only an iii(i-castM)f happiness, hut

a more than proportionate increase. Hence if one half of a

people have a considerahl(> surplus over necessaries, and the

rest the hare necessaries only, the sum of enjoyments may l)e

greatiT tlian if all had the same income, — if the surplus were

s|)read thin over the entire mass.

.And it hardly needs to he said tiiat the hedonistic calculus,

t ven where it does lead dearly to the conclusion that enjoy-

ment is suhject to diminishing return, does not tell the whole

story of human happiness. One of the unfailing sources of

satisfaction, deep-rooted in liuman nature, is the respon.se to

the instincts of emulation and distinction. Hut disircticm

imi)lies incciuality. Though there may he distinct ion and

inequality in other ways,- in rank or fame, -- difTerence in

economic possessions h:is hccn an immense stimulus and an

immense resource to almost all men. The si)ice and flavor of

lii'e would lie gone with flat eciuality.

None (he less, it remains true that there is an opposition he-

tweeii ineiaiality and niaxi'imm uap|)iness. The opposition

heconie-dhvious when there is very gical ine(|uality. High dis-
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parity of liipomes moans a m-t loss in happiness; th(> rit'h gain

loss than tho poor lose. Though sonic ••mulation and (ii>tinttiiin

1)0 essential to a fnllandhappj life, and though some int'(|uality of

income he a natural con.M'iiuence of distinction, such great

inc(jualities as are faiiiiliar in modern society, ami indeed in

uU societie>. advanced much heyond l)arl)arisni, cannot possihly

bring the most elTective di-tril>ulitjn »(f the material sources of

enjoyment. Emulation in ostentation palls ; it is the least last-

ing of all the satisfactions derived from distinction. The con-

scioasness, more or less ohscure, of the incoiiristency iietween

maximum happiness and grt-at inetjuulily underlies the whole

modern social movement ; for esscntiidly this movement has

for its goal a more ecpial distribution of iiicom*-. From this flow

the characteristic tendencies of our time, curling of monopo-

lies, extension of government industry. laiH)r hgislatidii, progres-

sive taxation ; last, Itut not least, sociuiism. Inecjiudity may he,

and probably is, an iixlispensalile spm- to the full api lication of

men's best faculties, and an inevitalile outcome of free and vigor-

ous industry. Hut inltna fdcir it docs not Icail i^ the best

distril)Ution of well-l<'ing. It is always on th<' defensive ; and

the greater and more lasting it is, the more diflicult is its defense.

U

]
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CHAPTER 10

Markf.t Vaue. Demand and Supply

§ 1. In tlu' pn-ccdiiiK chapter tho first principle of value has

already Ix-en stated. '1 he valiie of an article de|K'nds on its mar-

ginal ntility. It is the price at whicii the last instalhnent can be

(hsposed of,— the price tliut settles, in turn, under the ordinary

conditions of competition in the market, the price at which the

whole supply will lie sold. It remains to illustrate this prin-

ciple further, and to explain in what mamier it operates in the

complexities of actual life

Let us (irst illustrate the main principle Krupliically. On
Figure 1, pri rs are measuied along the |)eri)endicular axis Y;
(juantities, /... the several installments olfered in the market, are

measured on the horizontal axis OX. IaI it hf supposed that

the first (I say <>f sujiiar. is rei)resented hy the horizontal line

OA. and tliat thi~ dose woid'l command tlx' jirice OI'. Its value

would thiti lie iiidic:itel liy the area O/M'.l, the (|Uantity

muhiplic I liy the piicc. .-Juppose now a secoml dose to lie

ofT< red, iiidicalf I l>y tli<- line OH. ('nder the inlluence of the

prini'ipic of iliminidiim? utility, its price umil I -ink to OP',

and llic wlmlc -upply would uiw he snld at thi- i>ri.-e for rather,

as will pn >i,'ly !» ( \,;l line.!. at no IuuImt price than this).

Tlir t(.t:d \ aiiic of the iiicna id -iipiiiy w.iu! 1 now he iiidicate(l

l'.\ l!i( an I n/'7)7>'. .\dd now aiit.ther d<we. the sui)pl\ lieing

0<': tli>' [hi i:'k- .-I'^Miii. ;uid lln' \-,ilui' nf tlir wiioie sujsply

i- OI'"( 'c. All, I >M (.(I, w i'li i!m' -uiiply OI). the prid- will he

"I'"', an I til- v,!im!,. \-a\uv OI'"' 1)' 1). .-md with the supply

Oi:. \\\r rriri viH I.. OI'"" iiiid till' vh<i|r \alue n/'""i:'K.

Stiiitly M' :i!,i'. '. miirr thr ei lie :ii inii- here a---inned, we
-hoiil hill! knnv t!i;il the prin lor the (|uantity OH. f.e- example,
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was fixed at tho amnunt imlicated l)y tho lines OP' or Bli'.

We should nidy know that it was no' hij^hcT than 01'' and not

lower than OF" (CC). In order to induce the supply OH to

be taken off, the price must be at least as low as Ol''
;
otlierwi>e,

the buyer would not take it. But if the buyer ot'fereil le>s than

'
'

a'

p' «'

p" c'

»

p' u

n"" e'P

(h ^ :i (

-

J _

I'l.;. I.

OP', the seller would si ill rather disi)ose of iiis supply than have

it left on his hands; and unlil another potential buyer t .inie on

the scene, tliere is no teliinii what price the siller niiuht not

accept. Hut if another lui^cr comes, to whom the dose lus the

utility measured by OP", and who is willir.u; to pay the price so

measured, the seller can compi 1 tlu' seeojid Imycr, stationed at

li. to i);iv at least as much a'^ the third eom])etitnr, stationed at

(.', would olTer. Price, therefore, would l)e somewhere between

OP' and OI'", or somewhere Ixiween Pli' and ('(". So in

each of the successive stages. Tlie price must l>e at least low

enouu;h to tempt the last i)uyer, ulio nui>t be called in to dispose

of the whole supply ofTi-red. It may ko a liit lower tli;in this,

until the jxiint is reailied at wliich a new buyi'r would enter and

prevent the more desirnu^ buyer the mure "lapable" buyer,

as he has soiuetimes been called - from leatiu!!: the seller down.

If there be a considerable dilTerchc Im twe( n the utilities of the

'y

=sL"

I
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iastallmonts to succi'ssive buyers, thoro is a considerable

raiiRe within which price is indeterminate.

We have already noted, however, that in the ordinary course

Y

• ••^.

Fi.i. 2.

of business (h'aiiii(j;s there are ni» Ma li abrupt stages in demand

as liie precediaj; (li:ij';nini assumes. There are not a paltry half-

d(jzen jiurchasers, and a few pieces on sale, for any given articll.

There are many i)uyers. to whom great supplies are offered.

Among the many buyers, there are always some just ready to

step forward; some to whom the utility of the athlitional

dose is only a shade less than was the >itility of the previous

dose, and who are tlierefore called into the active purchasing

market by tlii' lower price. This situation is described, in the

technical language whiih ecoiioniists have found convenient,

iiy s;i\ ing that demand is continuous. Where there are gaps be-

tween the utilities to different n'lrcliasers, and consequently

between I lie prices they are willing to jKiy, demand is discon-

tinuous. The succe>.-ive stcjjs from .1' t<t li', C, I)', E' in

Figure 1 iiidicatril such iliscontimiity of demand. The nearer

togi'ther the,-e points are, tiie .siiiiuii r is each step, and the less is
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the range within which price is imleterminate. For the immense

majority of dealings in modem communities, the points are so

near together, — the gradation of utiHty and demand is so close,

— that they may be represented as joined into a line or curve.

That curve, on a diagram such as is commom?v- used in graphic

illustrations of these principles, always has a nmootfa downward

inclination from left to right, like the unbnuien line DD' in

Figure 2. It indicates that successive doses of miy article have

gradually diminishing utility, antl must he offered at i)ricos

that insensibly Ix'come lower and lower as gn-aler quantities

are disposed of. It is called the demand cunu.

The shape which that curve assumes indicate thf nature of

the demand for the commodity. If it descends siowi'. .
- as does

the dotted Hnece'in Figure 2,- it indicates that, a.-^ unuttr (|i:au-

tities are offeretl on the market, n» w purchasers uppcar rtudiiy

and the decline in price is slow. The demand for the coiiHiiodity

is then said to bv'clastiiv On the other liand, a curve dcsctinimn

quickly, like the i)rok(ii linei'i', in Figure 2, indicates that util-

ity or purchasing iH)\ver diminishes rapidly, that new purchasers

do not reatliiy apju'ar, and that the decline in price with increas-

ing supply is abrupt. In .-uch a case the demand for tlie com-

modity is said to be inelastic : consumption docs not respond

promptly to a lowering of price. The cause of inelaNticity

nmst be, in some degree, ra])id diminution of the utility of ailded

installments ; l)ut this cause may be accentuated by ine(|uality in

mean . If some i)urchasers are very rich, others well-to-do,

many others poor, commoilities may meet a hi{i;hly inela.stic

demand in the market, but not necessarily sufTir a corresi)ond-

ing diminution in their power of yielding enjoyments to man-

kind.

The demand for necessaries is inelastic. A certain (piantity

of bread will be bought, whatever the price. No doiilil a high

price will in some degree check consumption, and a low price

will lead to more lii)eral or careless use. Hut when the indispens-

able supply has once been got, the ilecline in utility from greater

quantities is rapid. For articles of this sort, u comparatively
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small shortago in supply will cause a larpjp incrcasr in price,

while a coiniJarativi'ly small redundancy will cause a rapid

decline. Tlie shar|) inclination of the demand curve ii' is the

grai)liic representation of the inelastic demand for necessaries

and ol the abrupt tluctuations in price untler slight chiuigcs

in supply

Any art iclc which, though not necessary, is yet clung to with per-

sistence l)y consumers, has a similarly inelastic demand. Meat, for

example, tlioURh not u necessary, has an iticlastic demand among
the well-to-do. On the other hand, the substantial comfortyof

life - tilings not indispensable, y»>t priaed by all the world—
often have an elastic demantL Such are those articles of foml

which, tliouKh not necessaries, please by their flavor and variety.

For almost all except the well-t(Mlo meat is such an article. In

the upper part of the supply it has an inelastic demand, in the

lower part a very elastic demand. Sugar, fruits, vegetables, tea,

coffee, and cocoa have probably an elastic demand through-

out the range of supply; so have books, furniture, houseroom,

clean and decent clotliing.

In general, elasticity of demand is increased by an equal dis-

tribution of wealth, while an unequal distribution leads to in-

elasticity in (iemand. This effect of iniKiuality illustrates once

again the caution which needs to Ik* observed in applying the

principle of diminishing utility to the jjliencmiena of value as they

appear in modern communities. If all people had the same in-

conu's, (liminisliing utility v.ould be the one cause acting on the

elasticity of <lemaiid, and the inclination of the demand curve

would be significant of the rate of diminution in the enjoyments

yielded iiy successive increments. In fact, the demand curve is

nuich affecteil by tlic (in imi>tunce that persons of means can af-

ford to bid high I'l r the first iticnriients. wiiilethe great number
of tho'^e with siiall means eminof bid until a low price is reached.

The l()W(>r bids of the latter siKnific<l by a shar()ly descending

demand curve— meanadiiiiiimliuti not so much in enjoyments as

in money means. This ((iialiiieation n\ust be borne in rmnd when,

in the succeeding pages, value is spoken of as dejH-nding on mar-
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ginal utility ; that phrase beinj? used, for brevity, to indicate

the complex conditioas on which depends the price fetched by

the last increment of a supply.

§ 2. We proceed to consider now the mode in which the value

or price of an article is determined at any particular time, — the

problem of market value.

Suppose the supply of a commodity to be fixed ; suppose it to

be offered on the market l)y competinR sellers ;
suppose it all to

hv offered without reserve. Then the value of that comiriodity

will be determined by its uiarKinal utility. If all is not sold at

that price l)y tiie coiiipetin« sellers, somi" i)art of the stock will not

be disposed of. This situation is Kr.iphically represented in Kif?-

ure 3. Ciiven a supply ON, the resultiiin price will be at the point

where the per])endicular line SS' will cut the deir.and curve DD'.

That line (.S.S' = '»/') nu.asures the marginal utility of the supply

OS, aiul so measures the price at which that supi)ly will be sold.

The total exchange valu<> of the supply is indicated by the area

OP.S'S— the suppK nuiltit)lic<l by the price. Total utility is

indicated by the irregular ana D(*SS' ; consumer's suri)lus by

the (fiiorc or less triauKular) area DP>>'. Those purchasers who.

rather than go without the article, would have beeu willing under

stress to pay a higher price than SS' as high as OD — secure

•some surplus of satisfaction

The same proposition. oi> the mode in wiiicli the value of an

article at any given time is dcteriained, was stated by the older

writers in a somewhat diiTcrent way. They said that market

value was settled by the equation of supi)ly and diiuand. The

everyday way of putting it is to say simply that the vahie

of a thing is deternuned by sui)ply and demand. This is loose,

since it implies thai supply and demand an> causes tiiat act in-

dependently, and arc not tliemselves iuHut'nced by |)iice. But

demand, in the sort of case here sup|)ose.i, i- certainly alTccted

by price. Tile lower the price of an article, the more of it

will be demanded; the higher the price, the less will be de-

manded. To .say tliat price deiM'n.ls on demand, lli<-refon', seems

to be reasoning in a circle ; since, if price is aflecleil by demand.

it
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demand is no less affected by price. Hence the more careful
phrase just quoted

; the equation of supply and demand. Given a
fixed supply, there is one price at which the (luantity demanded
will be just equal to this quantity supplie<l. To a.s.sume that
there is one such price, and not more than one, is to as>ume con-
tiriuity of demand, as explained in the precpdinR section,—an as-
sumption that holds good of the vast majority of articles bought

and .sold in the markets. This one price evi.iently represents the
marginal utility of the supply. Though the phra.se "marginal
utility " was not used by the older writers, their version of an
e(|vmtion of demand and supply states substantially the same
proposition a-s the more modern one which reasons on the ba-sis
of diminishing utility and marginal utility.

§ 3. In both of the.se .statements of the principle of market
value, - the older one of an equation and the newer one of the
margioid utility of supr)ly, - the underlying assumption is

that a fixed qdantity is j)iit (^n the market. But is this a.s.sump-
tion tenable? Does it conform to the usual ,iatv of facts?
We have ju.st said that demand, in the .sen.se of (luaiititv .!e.
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mandcd, is not independent of price. Is not the ti&iue true of

supply? In the ordinary caw, it in hardly accurate to nay

that the quantity offered in the market i.s fixed, and in inde-

pendent of price. As price goes higher, njore w-llers will !«

tempted to offer their wares, and supply will iH'come larger.

As prices go lower, supply will l>ecome smaller. Must not the

theory of market vahie be adjusted to variable supply as well

as to variable deiru.nd?

It is true that in some instances the supposition of a fixed

supply i.s clearly in accord with the facts. W hen a large crop

of strawberries conies on the market, it must be disposed of

once for all. There is no keeping back any part of the supply

of a perishable conunodity. The total quantity on hand must

be disposed of for what it will fetch,— for the marginal price.

Not very long ago, the list of commodities of this kind was a

large one ; it included fresh fish, all vegetables and fruits,

even meat. But modern improvements for the preservation

of most such things, through cold storage and canning, luis

greatly shortened the list. Most commotlities are not put on

sale with headlong suddenness. They are offered-4n install-

ments. They come into the market in a flow or stream, not as

an abruptly offered stock. The rate at which they come in,

and the amount which will In? offered at any given time, depend

on the price. A higher price quickens the flow and leads to

larger supply ; a lower price checks the flow.

It is not difficult to adjust the theory of market value to the

case of variable supply. On Figure 4, let SS' represent the

conditions of a supply that varies with price, becoming greater

as price rises and smaller as price falls. Here, as on the pre-

vious figures, quantities are measun-d horizontally along the

axis OX or parallel to it, and prices jjorpendicularly along the

axis OY or parallel to it. At the price SA, we may Buppo.se

the quantity OA to be fortlicoming on the iiiarkct. .\s the

price rises, the quantity increases. .\t the price PI", the

quantity offered is OP': jit the price S'A', the quantity otT( red

is OA'. Eviilently the line SPS', which is the sujjply curve, has
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an upwurtl inclination, the n-vorne of the inclination of the

(Icniunii curve DlJ'. A ris4> in pric* , which causuij the quan-

tity (It inun<l(>(i to bt'coine Usu, cuu.si'f> the quantity offered to

Ix'conif greuttT.

The sujtply iind demand curves, moving in op|)osite direc-

tions, iiiuwt iiuet ; and in our fiRure they mwt at P. The
prici' /'/'' in the equihhrium price, th<' murl(et price fixed by the

phiy of \ .lyinn -ujjply and demand. At tliut |M)iiit the quantity

oiTered i.s eijual to the quantity deiuanded: the equation h
Y

O A

Fia. 4.

satisfied. If a higiier price i.s asked, the (juantity demanded

will he li's.s and the (piantity olTereil will l>e greater. Sellers

will put on tlu- market more lluui buyers will take; price will

fall; so!iie sellers will then witliijraw and home buyers will

come ill, until <(|uilil)rium is reached. And so in the reverse

case: at any lower i>riee, some .sellers will withdraw, some

buyers will lie teinptfd in, and readjustment will a}?ain bring

the price to the point of equilibrium l^i''.

§ I. It has just been said that of these two modes of stat«-

ment — the one proceeding on lie suppositioD of a fixed .supply,
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the other on that of u variiilile supply — the neeond in more in

aiTord with (he fuct«. Yet the fir^t hI.ho is nt> in areonl. Both

must Ih' had in mind for an underMtandiuK uf the cuuhh' of

prieeM in a inarket.

On any K'ven day, in a well-orKanized market, the actual

Bctth'ment of market price undoulitedly taken [il.ue throimh

an adjustment of supply as will as throuuli a response from

demand. On the eotton exrhanne (ir tin- produce cxcli.innc,

or in any place where l»n)kers and dealt rs meet, a proce.Hs of

higehuK and harfi^aininK Ko«'s on. More or less (if the article

is offered and demandiHl, witli fluctuations in i)riies wliich are

u.'tually within narrow limits on any one day and which result

in an equililirium price for that day. Hut this ilaily e(iuilil>-

rium i)rice is itself atTected hy an uiidcrlyinR and more im-

portant equilibrium price. While the amount which is «ilTt re<l

in the market fntm day to day— the supply —varies consider-

ably, and varies in resjjonse to changes in prict-, the total amount

which can be supplied over a larger period usually is hxed.

Take, as a typical ca.se, the price of cotton, which fluctuates

on the exchauKcs from day to day in respon-e to ti)e ever

channinR play of offer and deimind. The total amount of

cotton availal)le f<ir the season is not a varial>le t|uaiitity. It

is so much and no more, depenilinR on the crop of that s«'ason.

The price at which the whole will be dis|K)sed of «lepends on

its marginal utility or on the equation of sup])ly and demand

(whichever mode of statement be jireferred) and is the out-

come of a total supf)ly which is fixed. The fluctuations in price

from day to day oscillate alnrnt this sea.sonal equihlirium

price.

Still using tlie cotton nujrket an<l cotton prices for examjiles,

we may note that, while tin- supply for the season is fi.xed, no

one knov.s in advance with certainly just Imw ure.it t!i;il supply

is; still less at what price tlie supply, even if accuratriy known,

would l)e disposed of. Heiiee a period of uncertainty, of

rujiors and p;ues.ses, of selhiin and buying fiy brokers and

dealers and numufacturers, by any one who chouhcs to oj)erate

tn

».' !
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on the cotton market, — in short, all the phenomena of specu-
lation. Cotton in the United States (the crop in this country
dominates the world market) is picked in the autumn, and the
amount harvested is known by December 1. But through-
out the summer months there are reports of the condition of
the growing plants, which foreshadow, though with uncertainty,
the amount of the coming crop. During the picking season
more and more certainty is reached. Finally, under modern
methods of gathering such information, the amount comes to
be accurately known. Then arises the question to what degree
the price will be affected by the amount. It is certain that a
small crop will command a higher price, a large crop a smaller
price. But the conditions of demand or consumption are
fluctuating from year to year, no less than the supply from
the crops. Just what will be the seasonal equiUbrium price
for a crop of a given size, no one can say in advance. It is

reached by a succession of tentative market prices. From day
to day, and from month to month, the market price is settled
by the adjustment of variable amounts offered in the market
by dealers. For the season, it is settled by the adjustment of
a fixed supply to the marginal price at which the whole will be
disposed of.

It is not to be supposed that even on a single day is there
one price rigidly settled by the equilibrium of demand and
supply. Even in the most highly organized markets there
may be simultaneous sales at different prices ; and, where there
are newly tliscovered conditions affecting the seasonal range,
such as a crop report, there may be considerable fluctuation^
in the course of a day. These oscillations give the opportunity
to the a.stute l)argainer. Some buyers, not cool-headed enough
to bide their time, will pay more than the equilibrium price.
On t)ie other hand, some sellers, unduly anxious lest their
supplies he left on their hands, will sell at less. The shrewd
and unexcituble person, carefully watching the course of deal-
ings, may buy at one price from the over-eager sellers and
sell on the same day at a profit to over-eager buyers. It is
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sometimes said that all the capital a speculator needs is a pencil
and a block of paper, and all the knowledge he needs is a knowl-
edge of human nature. This is by no means the whole story-
yet it IS true that a certain faculty of judgmg human nature'
and an impassive demeanor, are important in the equipment of
the professional dealer, and play no small part in those specu-
lative operations which are discussed in the next chapter.
The more the actual dealings in a market arc confined to

persons who are shrewd and well-informed, the more probable
IS It that there will be an exact equilil)rium price. And in any
market where dealings are habitually conducted on a con-
siderable scale, there will be an equilibrium price which, though
not rigid, IS maintained between comparatively narrow limits •

and that price will represent the judgment then currently held
of the probable sea.sonal price. Here, as in all economic analysis
we have to do not with hard and fast phenomena, but with the
wavering doing- of human beings. For the sake of bringing
out clearly the un.Ierlying general probability — a probability
which often is so great as to be virtually a certainty— we
state our reasoning and conclasions in semi-matliomatical form
as in the diagrams and figures that have preceded. Rut it must
be remembered that the conclusions hoKl good not with mathe-
matical certainty, but simply as statements of tendencies to
which the actual market conditions more or l(^s.s conform.

_

What is true of cotton, holds of other agricultural commodi-
ties, whose supply also is settled by the crops of each season-
of wheat, corn, and other grains, of h.iy, flax and hemp, hops
suL-.r, tea, coffee. There is always a seasonal nriro, around'
which fluctuate the market prices for shorter periods. Vir-
tually this holds of otiuT commodities also. It is true that
agricultural commodities show more umnistakablv tlian most
others the temporary fixation of sujiply. The supply of manu-
factured commodities ehaii-es more s,no<it!ilv an.I continuously
The amounts offered in the market can often be inereas(Hl and
fhm.nished without waiting f(,r nufure's processes of growth.
But even here there are important limitations. For any giveip

m''f^^^:^^{^^^^^^i
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period of moderate length — a half year or a year— there is

something like a fixed supply. Iron, for example, is continu-

ously i)roclufcd, anil the amount of i)ro(luction resjjonds in

some degree to the fluctuations in price. But the quantity

available for any given period depends on the mines of

iron ore and of coal which are open, and still more on the

furnaces and works which are ready to smelt and shape the

iron. The supply can be increased or decreased only with

considerable difficulty. It will not readily decrease, because

the existing iron mines and works will be kept going, unless the

prospects for profit are very bad indeed ; continuous operation

is a condition of almost any profit at all. Nor can it be rapidly

increased. New mines and works can indeed be added, but

this takes time. Again, though the output from the existing con-

cerns does not come on the market at any fixed or regular

rate, it is almost sure to be offered for sale within the current

season of operations. Thus a seasonal equilibrium of supply

and demand establishes itself. Around this seasonal price the

current market prices fluctuate, as varying amounts are offered

and demanded from day to day and from week to week.

Sometimes dealers, looking far ahead, carry stocks over a

considerable period. In this way, the su})ply on hand, even

the seasonal supply, may be sensibly affected, and the seasonal

market price may be affected corresponrlingly. If, for ex-

ample, the wheat crop in any year is very large, and the price

unusually low, some dealers may withdraw considerable amounts

from sale, store them, and plan to sell them at a profit in the

next year, when a smaller supjily and higher prices may be

expected. But this is a risky operation. It involves the

locking up of large money means. The next season may again

bring a large crop. There is the possibility that the wheat

held in storage may spoil and become valueless. As a matter

of fact, very little wheat (in comparison with the total supply)

is carried over from year to year, and the .early price is dcter-

minpd .Thnn^r snlf-ly by tiie croj) fnr the time being. It is

perhaps otherwise with durable commodities. If iron or
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copper are unusually cheap, stocks of them may be bought
and put aside, with a minimum expense for storage, and with
no risk of deterioration, in expectation of higher prices after a
year or two. Yet even for these durable articles, such opera-

tions seem to be unconmion. Most pcr^uns in active busi-

ness, and especially dealers and middlemen, do not try to

look far ahead. They study the conditions of the present and
the immediate future, and govern themselves accordingly.

The withdrawal of stocks from the seasonal market seems to

be no considerable factor in the play of demand and supply.

§ 5. Strictly speaking, the principle of marginal utility

applies to consumer's wealth only. Capital yields no utilities

directly. Materials, implements, machinery are but means
for procuring utilities at a later date. Their utility is a derived

one, depending on the utility of the consumable goods they
aid in making. Though the principle of marginal utility works
out its results for capital goods also, it does so through ai.

intricate process and with some complications.

For example, when the cotton crop is small, the pnce of cotton

rises
; marginal utility is greater, we say, for the smaller supply.

But the cotton is sold by the planters and farmers first to the

dealers and speculators ; they sell to the manufacturers ; these

again, through another set of dealers, sell the cotton cloth to

those who wear it. It is the satisfactions got by these ulti-

mate consumers that in the end determine the value of cotton

for a given supply. But the manufacturers are the immediate
buyers; and it is they who are commonly spoken of, in the

language of the market, as the "consumers" of cotton. They
are often in a position in which they tnust buy cotton. They
have a plant which must be run if it is to earn anything at all,

and a force of workmen which, to remain efficient, must be kept

together. Each manufacturer wishes to keep his plant working
at full capacity, and his workmen fully employed

;
yet with a

small crop, there is less cotton to be ..orked up. On the other

hand, the extont to which consumers will p.iy at a higher rate

for the diminished amount of cotton cloth is an uncertain

h]
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factor. The manufacturers try to get from the merchants
and dealers to whom they sell, a higher price for cloth corre-

sponding to the higher price of cotton. Both these sets of

business men will say that it is the high price of cotton which
causes the high price of cloth. Yet the reverse is at bottom
the case

; only because the cloth can be sold at a high price

does the raw material command a high price. How close the
correspondence in price ^\ .11 be, how much the investments and
commitments of the manufacturers will affect the situation,

how the calculations and transactions of cotton dealers and
speculators, and cloth merchants and buyers, will act on prices
at any one date and through the season,— these are matters on
which the action of the fundamental economic forces is slow
and uncertain. There are analogous complications when there
is a very abundant cotton crop. Then manufacturers are not
prepared to work up an unusual supply of the raw material;
merchants and retailers are not certain how far and at what
prices they can find a market for additional quantities of cloth.

Though cotton cloth is a commodity having an elastic demand,
raw cotton, despite the fact that demand for it is derived from
that for cloth, may show from season to season fluctuations
such as one would expect in a commodity for which the demand
is inelastic.

Other kinds of capital goods are to be used for durable tools
and plant. Such are iron, copper, timber, brick, stone. In the
end, t'le demand for these also rests on the utility of the enjoy-
able commodities made with them ; they also have a derived
utility. But proximately the demand for them is from persons
who wish to use them in connection with new investments.
When the prospect of profit is good, the prices of these things
rise

;
when the prospects are bad, their prices fall. Hence their

prices are closely connected with those alterations of activity
and depression, of good times and bad times, which are among
the most puzzling of economic phenomena. It is true that their
market price is settled by the amount which the last purchaser— the least eager of the buyers— is willing to pay. And in
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the end, no doubt, what that purchaser is willing to pay de-
pends on what he can get in turn for the consumable goods made
with the aid of the capital goods. But the chain of connection
is a very long and irregular one. and the market price is uni-
versally affected by current expectations as to investment
activity. It would be absurd to apply to these articles any
strict principle of marginal utility. That principle, like others
in economics, works out its result.s only in the long run, and with
all sorts of qualifications and complications.

§ 6. Retail prices might be e.xpected to illustrate most
clearly the play of marginal utility ; for here enjojable goods are
sold to their consumers, and the utilities from them are nearest
realization. Yet in fact retail prices .seem less subject to the
working of supply and demand than wholesale prices.

Retail prices are governed proximately by custom. People
pay the traditional or going price. Even the amounts which
they purchase appear to be governed by custom; they buy
the quantities which they are in the habit of consuming. And
the retail prices which establish themselves as customary seem
to be governed by wholesale prices. The retail dealers charge
nriore when there is a considerable and apparently definitive
rise in wholesale prices; and competition among themselves
causes them to charge less when there is a considerable and
lasting fall. No doubt, the accommodation of retail to whole-
sale prices is slow. When wholesale prices rise, shopkeepers
hesitate to ask more, partly because each one fears that his
rival may entice a customer away by keeping to the old price for
a while. Conversely when wholesale prices fall, no shopkeeper
willingly gives his customer the benefit of the change : he waits
until some competitor precipitates it. But the two sets of prices
in the end move together. Though retail prices are governed
proximately by custom, they seem in the end to follow whole-
sale prices.

But all this is in appearance only. The consumption of every
commodity is affected by its price. A rise in price checks pur-
chasers, a fall in price stimulates them. Though it would appear
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that people continue to buy simply what they are used to buy-

ing, this is true only of buyers who are above the margin, —
those who have been enjoying a consumer's surplus. There are

always some just on the margin, to whom, at the ruling price, the

purchase is just worth while and who cease l)uying when the price

goes up. And conversely, when price falls, there are always

some additional purcha.'^es. How great the changes in consump-

tion are with rising or falling price, depends on the ela.sticity of

demand. But some degree of sensitiveness there always is.

So certain is this, that the wholesale dealers reckon on it in ad-

vance, and at once accommodate the current prices in the whole-

sale market. It is they who usually are best informed regard-

ing the general situation. They know when a crop is short, or

a new source of supply has been opened, or an invention is

cheapening production and increasing the amount offered in the

market. It is they, too, who can best observe when the habits

of consumers are undergoing change and so are affecting the

purchases of a commodity. In case of an increase in demand,

any one retailer may indeed notice that his customers are buying

more than before ; but this may seem to him an isolated phenom-

enon. He simply orders more from his wholesale agent, and

expects to sell more at the old price. But when orders from

many retail dealers thus come in to many wholesalers, the market

responds and price goes up. The retail dealer then charges

more to his customers because he has paid the wholesaler more

for his goods ; the real influence at work being that the cus-

tomers, taken as a whole, want the goods more. Here, as in

all the phenomena of value and price, the stocks held by dealers,

whether retail or wholesale, have an effect in preventing abrupt

changes, and sometimes obscure and delay the restoration of the

equilibrium of supply and demand. In the end, however, that

equilibrium, resting on the demand of the marginal purchaser

and so on the principle of marginal utility, settles both whole-

sale and retail prices.

In the earlier stages of industrial life, and even in many coun-

tries which have attained a comparatively advanced stage, retail
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prices are fixed by a direct process of higRJinR between sellers and
buyers. In the very earliest and most primitive stages, indeed,

when exchanges are few and sjxjradic, liigKiing |)lays a very im-

portant part. There is then notliing in tiie nature of a market
price or customary price; and the astuteness of tlie bargainers,

the needs and whims of the moment, even the possibility of

physical force, affect the terms of exchange. As the division

of labor is extemled farther, and continuous exchange and sale

develop, something like a market price establishes itself. That
market })rice is likely soon to become a customary price, repre-

senting roughly an equilibrium of current demand and supply:

but, though customary, it is likely also to be subject to bargaining,

and to vary more or less from the customary rate.

In the highly developed countries of modern times, bargaining

in retail dealings has been almost entirely discarded. The
dealer sets a price at which he Avill sell, and at that price the pur-

chaser may take the article or leave it. The tacit understand-

ing is that the price .so fixed shall be the current or market price,

and that it shall be the same for all customers at the shop. The
practise of fixed prices .saves a vast amount of time and friction.

The purchaser need not be on the watch to discover what other

dealers are asking, and what is the going price ; while, if he is not

a marginal purchaser, but is enjoying some consumer's surplus,

he need not be on his guard lest the dealer take advantage of

his potential demand. The ease of everyday purchases and the

eflSciency of labor in retail operations are immensely promoted.

Retailing on a large scale, conducive as it is to economy of

labor, would be impossible without the practise of fixed prices.

In many parts of the continent of Europe it has not been fully

adopted. There the retail dealer still asks, not the price which

he will take once for all, but a price which he hopes to get from
the individual purchaser, and which he is prepared to lower

if the purchaser bargains shrewdly. The result is friction, waste
of time, and inefliciency.

§ 7. The current market rate is what people usually have in

mind when they speak of a "fair" price. This is what the
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retail dealer is expected to charge as his fixed sum. If he asks

a higher price than is usually asked at the time by other

dealers for the same thing, —still more, if he asks a higher

price from one purchaser than from another, — he is said to

be charging unreasonably, or overreaching, or even cheat-

ing ; and he is likely to lose his custom. There is often a

similar attitude in regard to wholesale prices. Many large

dealings in the wholesale market are concluded, in the great

civilized communities, on the principle of fixed prices. A

manufacturer or merchant in search of a given article orders

what he wants from an agent or correspontlent of established

reputation, with the understanding that a fair price— that is,

the ruling market price — will be charged. Here, as in retail

dealings, confidence in honesty, and acceptance of prices as they

stand, conduce to the easy dispatch of business. Underlying

all, however, is bargaining somewhere. — a more or loss overt

adjustment of price to supply and demand. What is a fair

price in the fundamental sense— what is the really just price at

which goods shall hv solil — are questions much more difficult

tha is supposed by most persons who use the phra.ses. In-

deed, few who talk of fair and unfair prices are conscious of

the proi)lems involved. But they are problems not of exchange,

but of distribution, and therefore taken up at a later stage of the

inquiry.

§ 8. The discussion throughout the preceding pages has pro-

ceeded on the assumption that utility to the l)uyer is the only

aspect of utility that needs consideration. The seller is supposed

to put his wares on the market once for all, and to dispose of

them, sooner or later, on such terms as their utility to buyers

makes possible. Rut may not utility to sellers also affect price,

by affecting supply ? ^lay not part of the supply be withdrawn

by the sellers, for their own use? Would not the extent of this

withdrawal depend on the price, and so introduce a further com-

^lication in the theory of market value?

It is entirely eonceivahlo that utility to sellers should thus

affect price. In the case of the five oranges, supposed above, it
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18 conceivable that the holder of them might consider tlic p(»H-

sibility of enjoying one himself, and would be led to do so more

and more as the price descended. At fifty cents he would readily

part with one of his oranges, but at five cents he might conclude

to eat one, and so withdraw part of the i^upply. And if we

suppose, not one seller with a few oranges, but many sellers

with many oranges, and suppose that among these sellers tliere

is a considerable possibility of withilrawals for consumption,

we have a new problem, more complicated than that of sales

based on utility to buyers only. A great deal of intellectual

ability has been given by economic writers to the analysis of

this problem, and to the careful .s< atement of the terms of ex-

change that would result under various hypothetical conditions.

But almost all this subtle analysis is in the air. Under a de-

veloped division of labor, utility to sellers does not affect value.

Men produce with no reference to their own consumption.

They produce for the market. The supplies in their hands of

the things made by them are so great that the importance to

them of any unit is nil. They throw their product on the

market without reserve. No doubt, if that product were very

great indeed, — such as to make the marginal utility to pur-

chasers almost nil,— the sellers might stop to consider whether

they could not use some fraction of it themselves. Farmers may

consume more apples when a very heavy crop causes apples

(on the tree?) to be nearly valueless. But any supply created

by effort and with a view to sale is rarely so far increased that

price sinks near zero ; and where by mischance price is very

greatly lowered, the effect of utilization by the makers (sellers)

is so slight as to be negligible. Virtually the whole supply is, in

the ordinary case, offered once for all on the market.

The case would be different if supplies got into people's hands

without reference from the start to sale and disposal. If they

were rained down from heaven, in small amounts, price would be

affected by utility to sellers quite as much as by utility to buyers.

In early times, before division of labor and exchange had de-

veloped far, sporadic exchanges took place, we may imagine,

i

^

.^
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undtT thc'w apparently siriiph', tlioiif^h n'lilly (•()ni|)lcx, comlitioiiM.

But they must have taken place either with very va^ue con-

sciousnesM of utility, or under the influence of cuntornH which

greatly affected the actual terms of exchanji;e. Ingenious

hodoniHtic calculations prol)al>ly throw little light on what hap-

poixH in the stray excfianges of barhariims.

There are, howevi'r, in the nKMlern world occasional cases

where exchange is atTect((l by utility to sellers. When a fine old

picture or a family heirloom is put on the market, its price may
depend much on the attachment \,hich the owner feels for it.

Articles of this sort, of sporadic and limite<l supply, are in any

case largely indeterminate in value ; since buyers are few, and

demand is tliscontinuous. Their price may be made still more

indeterminate by the fart that the seller (or sellers) may set

store by the few specimens. Thesa'ieistrue, though inveryrauch

less degree, of dwellings adapted to individual tiustes. The or-

dinary house, planned like many others of its cla.ss, conies on

the market on nearly the same terms as other goods of ho-

mogeneous supply. But an odd house, built to suit the owner's

idiosyncrasies of taste, stands more o: less by itself. Its selling

price may depend not only on the going price for houses of this

range of desirability as estimated in the general market (that

is, as estimated by buyers), but also on the attachment which

the owner has for this particular one.



CHAPTER U

Speculation

5 1. The phenomena of speculation eonneet themselves with

the settlement of market prices. SoinethinK more may now be

said on the good and ill of speculative dealings.

The term ".speculation" is used in various senses. Often it

implies the buying and selling of things by a person whose main

business in life is different,— "dabbling" in the market by "out-

aiders." But as often it implies buying and selling by persons

who expect to make their living or their fortune by dealing in one

commodity or in certain sets of commodities, — persons who are

"professional speculators." These are sometimes distinguished

again from "legitimate" dealers, — the wheat merchant, the

cotton factor, — who buy and sell a commodity year in and j'ear

out, and are permanent middlemen for those who have it to sell

and those who wish to buy it. Between these various .sorts of

persons there are insensible gradations. All their operations

have their effect in determining market price ; and all are more

or less in the nature of .speculative dealings.

The fundamental effect of speculation is to promote the

establishment of the equililirium of supply and demand. It

tends to make daily market prices conform to the seasonal

market price, anil to make the seasonal market price such that

the whole seasonal supply is disposed of. Those who are

skillful and painstaking in estimating the seasonal supply, and

are shrewd and experienced in loreseeitif^ the effect of a given

supply on price, are the persons who are likely to make money
in speculation. They buy when others offer at a price lower

than the facts of the market warrant ; they sell when others

bid a price higher than the facts warrant. The more the deal-
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ings of the market are confined to buying and selling between

such shrewd and experienced dealers, the more likely is it that

the seasonal price will be quickly and smoothly reached, and the

less will be the fluctuations in price. With the inevitable un-

certainties as to the amounts of the forthcoming supplies and

tlu> conditions of consumption and demand, there will always

ho differences of judgment between even the most expert dealers.

There will be fluctuations in price, some ups and downs, some

unexpected gains and losses, — "speculative" profits or losses.

But the general effect of speculation is to lessen fluctuations,

and promote the smooth course of exchange and consumption.

This lessening of fluctuations is advantageous alike to the

ultimate consumers, and to tho^ e manufacturers who in busi-

ness parlance are often spoken of as the "consumers" of a raw
material. For the ultimate consumers, say of wheat, the early

and exact adjustment of price brings more even utilization of

the available supply. If the crop be short, some le.s.sening of

consumntion L inevitable ; and it is better that the deficit be

spreac" through the season. The sooner and the more exactly

the higher price is reached, the more likely is this result. Con-
versely, a large crop is better sold at a low price throughout the

season than at prices ranging from high to low as the season

progresses.

The good effect of speculation in this direction has been

illustrated from the experiences of older days, when wide fluc-

tuations in the price of food were common. Under modern
conditions, with great areas of supply brought into competition

by railways and steamships, abrupt changes in the supply of

most foodstuffs and raw materials are rare. A poor crop in

one country or section is likely to be offset by a good crop

elsewhere. The seasonal supplies do indeed change, and prices

go up and down under their influence ; but the variations are

seldom great. But under such conditions as existed under the

limited geographical division of labor before tne eighteenth

century, great fluctuations were common. Then the area from

which any district or city got its food and materials was strictly

t.**» «*s**-rtj'is^.«*ws'' mmrv.iMF'^a:!! Aiaf>gie5»»r. ti-^at'fp •^it»fiss«^:^«xiffi,¥i¥e/¥vtt,t^ nam <>«?"
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limited. A crop deficiency meant a short supply, and necessi-

tated the adjustment of consumption to that sliort suj ,>ly.

The dealers or speculators or " forestallers " who secured the

supply and at once demanded high prices for it, brought

about the inevitable adjustment, and caused a more even

utilization of the stock in hand. All this was reasoned out by

some of the older writers on economics, and led them to a

warm defense of speculators and to a condemnation of laws

aimed against speculation. Very likely their defense of specu-

lation was carried too far. The process of buying from le

farmers did not necessarily take place under active competition

by the dealers or speculators, nor did that of selling to the

consumers ; and the gains of the speculators were enhanced by

the ignorance or heedlessness of both farmers and consumers,

and might easily be thought larger than could seem reasonable.

We know very little of the details of what took place in these

early days, and are prone to project into them ideas or con-

clusions based on our own experiences. But none the less it is

probable that even in those times the influence of speculation

was in the main to lessen fluctuations and promote the expedient

rate of consumption. It is certain that this is its tendency

under the modem conditions of wide markets, full information,

active competition.

The development of cold storage in recent times has led to

precisely this sort of evened distribution of supply under the

infiuence of dealings that are essentially speculative. Fruit,

meat, fish, eggs, no longer come on the market in spasmodic

and irregular amounts. Supplies that are heavy at one time

are bought by dealers, put in storage, and held for sale at a

later period of scantier supply. Prices are more equable, and

on the whole the profits of dealers are probal)ly less. There is

less risk to them, and the community gets its supplies at a

smaller charge for their services as middlemen.

§ 2. The process of lessening fluctuations and distributing

risks is much promoted by the practice of dealing in "futures,"

— a practise with which the term "speculation" is especially

'jt'Vm Mtiit/' »«*>»]?>' 'JV*0M.%'«!HHmm
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associated. Goods are bought and sold not only for imme-

diate delivery, but for future delivery as well. The person—
say the dealer— who undertakes to deliver in the future a

certain quantity of wheat at a certain price may not have in

bis possession the goods he sells ; indeed, in the common course

of such dealings in the modern markets, he usually does not

iiave them. He gauges the probabilities of the future, and

undertakes delivery on the terms which those probabilities

suggest. \'irtually, he guarantees a certain price for the

future, and takes his chances as to whether the guarantee will

bring him gain or loss. The buyer is then relieved of the risk.

The advantage of this security is easily seen. The miller, for

example, may wish to close a contract for the sale of flour in

the future. By securing the needed wheat at a guaranteed

price, he is freed from all the risk of ups and downs, and can

give his undivided attentioa to his proper business of manufac-

turing flour.'

Hence it has happened, since the establishment of exchanges

and the development of their varied operations, that millers

carry on their business with a much smaller margin of profit

than formerly. The difference in price, weight for weight,

between wheat and flour, is much less than it was thirty or forty

years ago, and the public gains in so far. When, for example,

the flour-milling industry was first established at Minneapolis,

— \»here the falls of the Mississippi supplied power for grind-

ing the wheat of a region singularly adapted to its growth, —
the possibility of profit for the miller was great. But he then

underwent also the chances of loss from fluctuation in the

price of wheat. As the exchanges developed, and with them

' Evon if he i.-i not contraotiiiK for the future sale of flour at a given priro. but
is simply manufaoturinK continuously for the niarkot. he ran escape by this s.imo
mechanism from the risk of fluctuations in the price of wheat. When he buys
a given iiuantity of wheat to be ground into P -ir, he can sell for future delivery
the same quantity of wheat. Thereafter, as wheat goes up or down, he loses
iis much by the one of these transactions as he gains by the other. The fluctua-
tions uo longer trouble him. This is the common practiao among "conserva-
tive" millers. Cotton manufacturers also are getting more and more into
the practise of thus "hedging" in their purchases of raw cotton.

^V^ii^
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the practise of dealing for future delivery, he was able to free

himself from these chances. The consequent regularity and

solidity of the industry contributed to its systematic develop-

ment on a great scale, and to to the cheapening of flour. Inven-

tions and improvements, no doubt, contributed greatly ; but the

elimination of market risks had an important share in reducing

the diference between the price of wheat and the price of

flour. Both in merchandizing and in manufacturing, the

growth of large-scale transactions, though it has increased the

gains of those individuals who have the ability to carry on

large operations, has lessened the margin between buying

price and selling price, and so has operated to lower prices for

the consuming public.

T'-ie dealer or speculator who has sold for future delivery does

not usually run all the risks of the transaction himself. He is

likely before long to buy fiom another dealer, for future delivery,

some part of what he has contracted to deliver, perhaps the

whole ; that other dealer, in turn, shifts part of the business to a

third ; and so on. The process of gauging the course of the

market fluctuations is hardly ever carried through the whole

of a season by one person for any one transaction. The dealers

constantly buy and sell among themselves, and divide risks and

profits and losses. It is extremely rare, consequentl}', that any

one dealer or any one person buys at the lowest price of a

season and sells at the highest price, making the utmost possible

gain ; or that any one buys at the highest and sells at the

lowest price, incurring the maximum loss. Every dealer has

losses as well as gains. On the whole, if he is shrewd and

experienced, he gains more than he loses. He may lose money

in one season, but he will make money in another, and in the

long run he will earn something in the nature of a professional

income. If he is gifted with unusual ability for such oix'rations,

he may make gains almost invariably, reap great profits from

large transactions, and close his career with a fortune.

§ 3. When commodities arc produced on a iarge scale for

distant markets and for scattered purchasers, and middlemen
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become necessary links in the division of labor, it is inevitable

that the middlemen should arrange to be near each other for

the convenient disposal of their business. A street corner may
serve as a meeting place. Traders in one commodity will

•settle near each other in a given street; hence in every great

city tliere are dry goods streets, hardware streets, boot and shoe
and leather streets, and so on. When, in a populous and
thriving country, commodities are produced in large quantities

and are necessarily dealt in by many persons, an exchange is

set up,— a room or building where the traders meet at fixed

hours. Rules are agreed on, governing and interpreting their

transactions in such detail that enormous sales are effected by
a nod of the head, and are recorded on scraps of paper with a
few figures and initials. The actual dealings on exchanges are

often done by brokers only, who are middlemen for the mid'Ue-
men. They act simply as agents, earn their living by a com-
mission (usual' • -n extraordinarily small one) on sales and
purchases, and !

r or sell for any one who chooses to transact

business through them.

The smooth dispatch of business on exchanges is further

assisted by the "standardizing" of the articles dealt in; that
is, by grading and classifying them according to quality. This
process puts an end to all disputes regarding the quality of
the things contracted for. Thus grain is examined, as it reaches

the Chicago mark(>t, by publicly appointed inspectors, and is

graded as being No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. Thereafter, when a pur-
chaser has his wheat delivered to him, neither he nor his vendor
need inquire further whether it is of the stipulated quality.
Delivery of elevator receipts, ceH "^g the grade, satisfies all

contracts. Any article that is i. ^eneous in quality, or is

easily classified into distinct grades, can thus be dealt in with
the minimum of fric'-nn. Grain is the typical commodity of
this sort. Cotton is similar to it, through its evenness of quality.

Wool, which varies remarkably, is much less susceptible of
rapid «perulatlvp purchaso and sale. xVttcmpts have been
made to standardize iron, and in England a system of semi-
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official grading exists under which large transactions in it are

carried on; but in tiie United States and on the Continent
tiiis mode of dealing in iron has never come into considerable
use.

§ 4. Against the advantages which professional speculative

dealings bring are to be set serious evils. These evils are made
possible and are enhanced by the very facilities which enable
speculation to work out its good effects.

When once a commodity has been standardized, a new
possibility opens ; anybody and everybody can deal in it.

Ordinarily, he who buys an article must know something about
it. He must be able to judge whether what is offered to him
is good or bad in quality, worth more or less. But on an ex-

change where commodities are officially graded, no such ques-
tions arise. Only price, present and future, need be con-
sidered. Any one can buy if he thinks the present price low,

or sell if he thinks it high. Such buying and selling are done,
on an enormous scale, by large numbers of persons who do not
possess or wish to possess the articles they buy or sell, and
whose only concern is to make a profit by taking advantage
of fluctuations in prices. They virtually bet on tiie future
price of the commodities, and gamble about it as men gamble
on cards or on horse races. In form, their dealings are like

any others on the exchange. The brokers receive from these

"outsiders" orders to buy and sell, and by the rules of the
exchange are held responsible for delivery at the stipulated
time. The brokers, in turn, hold their customers to this same
responsibility. But, though thus in form like any other dealings,

on the better-known exchanges, — the cotton and grain ex-
changes, for example, — the immense majority of the trans-

actions have in view no botin fide business. The machinery
which has been devised for the easy and rapid transaction of

business is utilized for gambling on a large scale.

Here we have an example of unproductive labor. Of course,
dealers, middlemen, brokers, are useful, and their labor is pro-
ductive, so far as they serve to facilitate exchanges under an
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elaborate division of labor. Just how much labor can be use-

fully given to this sort of work, it would be difficult to say.

If the only persons engaged in the transactions w(>re merchants

and dealers who systematically and continuously gave their time

and effort to it, their number would adjust itself automatically

to the work required,— much as the number of carpenters or

physicians adjusts itself to actual needs. But where there is

"illegitimate" speculation on a great scale, the number of

brokers and dealers accommodates itself to this new demand

for thrir services. Not only the labor of the speculators, but

that of their agents, is unproductive ; it adds nothing to the

output of society. In no country is there so much of this

parasitic activity as in the United States, for here all the con-

ditions favorable to it are found,— a highly developed division

of labor, markets and exchanges on a great scale, and a popu-

lation both venturesome and prosperous. " Business" to many

an American means simply speculative gambling.

Unquestionably, the "outside" speculators, or the "public,"

are, like all amateur gamblers, losers as a class ; and most of

them are in the long run losers individually. The shrewd and

experienced professional dealers know better than they the

probable course of prices, sell to them and buy from them to

advantage, and on the whole make money from them Occa-

sionally an able or lucky person makes a hit, and carries off a

large share of plunder from a successful operation on the ex-

change. This then acts on the imagination of others like a

great prize won in a lottery. The chances that the speculative

public will lose are almost .,s Treat as the chances that the

purchasers of lottery tickets as a whole will lose : they amount

almost to a certainty.

Unmistakable as are the evils of speculative gambling, it is

exceedingly difficult to check them by legislation, still more

to put an end to them. The common law already makes void

transactions which are sales in form merely, and which con-

template a settlement only of the difference between present

and future price. But on the exchanges all transactions pur-
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port to \)e, and in strict IcRal effect are, for the actual delivery

of the commodities. An obvious remedial measure is to pro-

hibit l)uying and seiiiiiK for future delivery, since it is in con-

nection with such contracts that the gambling operations most
often take place. But this would put an end, also, to the benefits

which the community gets from contracts for futures ; and it

is a question whether the loss would not outweigh the gain.

The common opinion of American and English economists is

against the prohibition of future contracts, which, so far as

grain is concerned, has been put into effect in Germany. Yet the

evils of speculative gambling are so great that something may
be risked for the purpose of lessening them. I ')tteries and
avowed gambling houses have been prohibited, and the law
does its utmost to prevent wholesale betting on horse races;

and all it can do to stamp out other forms of gambling is wel-

come. No doubt, the most effective remedy would be a better

moral standard for all industry, and an aroused public opinion

against all kinds of gambUng. But the worship of wealth,

and the well-nigh universal desire to make money on easy

terms, even though at the expense of others, together with the close

association of this sort of speculation with business dealing

rightly deemed legitimate, render it difficult to bring public

opinion to bear.

§ 5. What has been said in the preceding sections applies in

the main to stock exchange speculation also ; but the problems

appear here in accentuated form. Here, too, advantages are to be

set against evils. The advantages, it is true, are of a different

sort from those secured by grain and cotton exchanges. They
arise, not from the lessening of fluctuations or the facilitation of

large-scale dealings, but from the promotion of investment.'

They are real and important. But the evils are no less real,

and are intensified by the unusual ease of entering on the trans-

actions. Stock exchange securities are ideally homogeneous and
standardized. One share of a given corporation's stock is pre-

cisely as good as any other share. If it is easy for any one to buy

' See Book I, Chapter 6.
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grain or cotton, even though he has never looked at the articles,

it is still easier for any one to buy stocks and bonds, even though

he knows nothing about the corporation that issues them. At the

same time, fluctuations in the prices of securities are large and

frequent. Opinion regarding their probable course depends (or

seems to depend) quite as much on general judgment and general

prospects as on expert information. Hence rampant speculation,

by outsiders and insiders. Here, as in the case of commwlity

speculation, the "public" loses in the immense majority of trans-

actions. The professional speculators and dealers get the ad-

vantage of the miscellaneous public, both Ijecause they are better

informed regarding the real prospects of the enterprises whose

securities are dealt in, and because they are (by a process of

quasi-natural selection) persons shrewd in judging human nature

and quick to take advantage of the irresoli e. Yet notwith-

standing the constant losses, there is an unfailing stream of per-

sons who take fliers on the stock exchanges. There are probably

few Americans of the well-to-do classes who have not at one time

or another tried their hands at a stock speculation ; and there

are a great many who habitually gamble in stocks. The im-

mense majority of these dealings are concentrated at the New
York Stock Exchange, which is at once the greatest institution

in the world for facilitating investment and the greatest of

gambling hells.

The evil from the situation arises not only or chiefly from the

losses of the unsuccessful speculators. What these lose, others

gain, and usually there is not much to choose between winners

and losers. The economic loss arises primarily from the waste

of much brains and energy on unproductive doings. The waste

is more than that of the labor given directly, — the labor of

the brokers and their under-strappers, and of the speculators

themselves. It is increased by the demoralization of many
men in the community who take no great direct share in

speculation. Like all gambling, it distracts from the sober,

continuous work on which the common welfare rests. Morally,

it is no less harmful. In every aspect the evil is one of the

greatest in contemporary society.
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It must bo frankly confcssrd that no really promising remedies
have iM'cn HURK'stcd. Sornc! rxtrcHccnces have been aimed at in
recent proposals for reform in New York —^ proposals which
look to improvement throiiRh the revision and enforcement of
the rules made by the exehaiiRcs for themselves. Such things
as rigging of the market, "wash sales," manipulation of prices
with intent to deceive, are to Ix' thus prevented. But even if all

of these tricks were cut out, the main evil would remain. In
Germany a more drastic remedy has been tried, — the require-
ment of publicity in stock dealings, through enrollment of names
and transactions on a register open to general inspection. It is

expected that men will refrain from stock gambling, as they
will from many doings of doubtful aspect, if they must be seen
in the act. Such a requirement would be met in the UnHed
States by the objection that it intrudes on the sacrosanct
secrecy of business, an objection commonly brought against
public supervision of every sort, yet in itself of little weight.
Much more serious is the objection that in Germany the regu-
lation has in fact had little effect : stock speculation has re-
mained much the same in character and amount. Possibly this
is because of the difficulty of effective enforcement. At all

events, though the e\'il is there, no clear remedy of a direct sort is

in sight. Greater regularity of all industry would lessen fluctu-
ation in values, and so lessen speculation ; but this would be at
the cost of progress. Better public opinion would lessen "out-
side" speculation

; but the enlightenment of public opinion pro-
ceeds very slowly.
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CHAPTER 12

Vaiue I'NDKii Constant Cost

§1. In the prpcoditiR chapter, tho adjustment of value was

considenvl under the supposition that supply was fixed; fix-d,

not indeed for the day or the week, nor rigidly over any length of

time, but fixed on the whole for the season or the period of pro-

duction. But even for the agricultural commodities whose pro-

duction is seasonal, there is variation in supply over a series of

seasons. For other commodities there is clearly a considerable

and sometimes rapid flexibility in supply. The amount pro-

duced and put on the market changes more or less ejisily. In

what way do the variations in supply take place, and in what

way do they affect the value of commodities?

We may bep;in by taking the simjilest ca.se, and, for the purpose

of bringing into sharp relief a principle, make again an extreme

supposition. In the preceding discussion of demand and supply

and of market value an absolutely fixed supply was assumed at

the outset. Let now the other extreme be assumed, a supply

absolutely flexible. Suppose a commodity produced, under the

simplest conditions, by a large number of persons. Suppose

that all these persons are competing with each other ; that any

one of them can easily engage in producing the commodity, and

as easily withdraw from producing it. Suppose all to be carry-

ing on operations under the same conditions, no one of them

producing more cheaply than another. Such a commodity

would be brought to market under conditions of constant cost,

and would b(> sold at a pric(> conforming to that cost. At any

moment its value would ind<v,'d ho determined tlirectly by its

quantity. — that is. l)y marginal utility as analyzed in the last

three chapters. But if its value, so determined, were greater

170
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than its roHt, ,non. piTsoris would be lod to cnKaR.' ii> its pni-
• luction, s.ij.ply would iricrcHsc, and val.i.. would full If its
value at any tin,, w.r.. I.ss than its cost, sotn. p,.rs<,ns would
withdraw fn.m its r)rodu(tion, supply would d..,;r.'as.. an.l viluc
woul.1 rise. Tlu. Kn-at..r th.- oas. of .-uterinf? on the in.iustry
and of withdrawing fn,ni it, tlu- more rapid and certain would h",.

the adjustment of supply t.. that ain.iunt whieh would just sell at
<-<.Ht price. If pcrfe.-t flexibility in supply |,o a.ssurned, the ad-
justment of value U> e<,st would he perfect, and the article would
always sell for just what it cost to produce it.

Hefore proceediriR further, a word of explanation, and in some
ways of warni.i-, is „,.e,led, as to the sense in which cost of pro-
duction IS iH-re spoken of. Th«. term is used in very nearly the
ordinary commercial sense

; it refers to the outlays which an
employing caj.italist must make in order to get a .'ommodity to
market. Chief among those is the outlay for the wages.
Charges for material are another item. These charges, it is
true, comrnoidy imply that another capitalist has previously paid
laborers to mak<' the materials, which then have hiu-n sr.ldto the
particular employer in question ; hence the latter may be said
to have indin'ctly hired these oth.-r laf>or<jrs also. Not only
the wages paid to workmen, directly or indirectly, must be in-
cluded, but a reas<^nable remuneration for the employer's own
time and trouble. This remuneration, like that of th.' workmen
employe<l, is to \>e reckoned according to current market stand-
ards, — what a workman or an employ(«r of this kind would
ordinarily receive for his labf,r. Again, interest on the capit.-d
used IS to \x' included, reckoned also according to the current
market rate. If the employer borrows the capital, h(. must pay
the current rate of interest on it. If he owns his capital, he con-
siders that he could get a return on it at that rate bv lending it

oui to some one else
; and he regards interest on his own capital

precisely as he regards remuneration for his own labor,— some-
thing for which a return at the usual rate is to lie expected. It
will be noticed that rent paid for land is not included in this enu-
meration, although a business man would include it in his reckoning
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of cost. The reaBonM for thin onujwion will U" made plain when

the subject of rent eon>eH up for coiwiderution.

Thew various outlayn, or equivalentn of outlay, are Hometiineg

spoken of as " expenses of production." When that term is used

and is distinguished from "cost of production," emphasis is laid

on the fact that ihe employing capitalist is concerned solely

with what he pays for lulK)r, for materials, for the use of free or

fixed capital. When, on the other hand, the term cost of pro-

duction is used so as to imply a <listinction froni exiM-nses of

production, reference is maile to the sacrifices undergone
;

to

the labor of the hired workman, and not to his wag s; to the

trouble, anxiety, and work of superintendence of the employer,

not to his profits or ordinary gains ; to the previous saving by

which the capital has l)een accumulated, not to the interest on

that capital. As will be seen at a later stage, some of the most

important and difficult problems of economics connect themselves

with the distinction between coat of production in the sense of

labor and sacrifice, and expenses of protluction in the sense

of outlays* For the present, however, we need not do more

than point out the distinction, in order to make clear in

what sense we are speaking of cost. We mean by it outlays of a

capitalist. If v\ e should think of a workman, or set of workmen,

producing independently and without being hired by employers,

we should reckon cttst of production for them, not in terms of

hours or days of work (i.e. sacrifice), but in terms of the wages

they would ordinarily get for their work.

§ 2. The mode in which value wcAild lie adjusted under the

conditions of constant cost aad absolutely flexible supply is in-

dicated on Figure 5. The cost of the commodity is indicated by

SO, the distance from the horizontal axis OX to the line SS'.

Whatever the amount of the commodity produced, that cost

remains the same for each unit brought to market ;
whether the

quantity be OA, OB, OC, the cost per unit is the same. Hence

SS', indicating the conditions of supply, runs parallel to OX.

Let the line DD' indicate the conditions of demand, as in pre-

> See Look V, Chapter 48.
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viotis diagrams. It descends an quantity becomes greater, price
falling with the increase in supply and th(« consequent I ssening
of marginal utility. The supply of the commodity would then
Bottle at the amount OB or SB'. The demand and supply linea

Y

I to. 5.

would u tersect at the point B' ; there would be equilibrium at

thequantity Off and the price BB' (= SO). If the supply should
diminish to OA, the price might rise temporarily to AA', A'
being the point at which the supply OA intersects the demand
lines. The marginal utility of the diminished supply would Ije

raised to AA' ; the smaller supply (0^4) would sell at a hiyher
price. But that higher price would lead, under the conditions
of constant cost, to a proi/>it increase in supply. Producers
would be getting more than suiTiced to induce them to bring the
commodity to market. They would compete with each other,

increase supply, and so bring down price. If the supply should
be increased, not only t^ B, but to C, the total being then OC,
they would overreach themselves. For the amount OC, the
price would be CC, the point of interseetioa witli the demand
line being then C. This sum {CC) is leca than cost; some
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producers would promptly withdraw ; supply would again dimin-

ish. For the quantity OB, the price is just sufficient to make

production worth while to all, and at that amount the supply

would settle.

If now for any reason demand should increase, quantity

would so increase as .still to leave price at the same i)oint. Sup-

pose a change in fashion, or other cause leading to an increased

demand. This is represented l)y a shifting of the demand line

to the right. It is now dd', whereas before it was DD' ; at each

several price, more of the connnodity is demanded than was

demanded before at that piice, and the marginal utility of any

given supply is greater than it was before. With the supply OB,

the price, under these new conditions of demand, would be not

BB', but BB'd, — higher than cost. Supply would again in-

crease, until the total supply was OX. Then the demand line

would be intersected at the point E and price would be XE =
BB'. A new equilibrium would be established, not \vitli a

change in price, but with a change in quantity supplied.

Under the conditions of consti;nt cost and free competition,

demand or marginal utility determines not price , but quantity

supplied. The proximate condition determining value is in-

deed always marginal utility. Whe'3 supply is fixed, price is

settled once for all by marginal utility. But where cost is con-

stant and supply is completely flexible, price cannot depart

far from the level fixed by cost. The supply on the market will

be such as can be disposed of at the cost price.

§ 3. The assumptions made at the beginning of this chapter—
constant cost, flexible supply, free competition— are never, in a

hteral sense, in conformity with the facts of industry. There

never is a case when these conditions are exactly fulfilled. None

the less, there is a wide range of industry in which an approxima-

tion toward their fulfillment is found, and in which the principle

of value under constant cost explains the broad facts.

Cost is never exactly equal for all producers. In this chapter,

constant cost has been spoken of ; liut it is not m.atorial whether

we speak of constiUit or of equal cost, if changes in the general

m
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level take place simuUanoously for all the producers. An
invention or improvement may lower cost for all ; the hori-

zontal supply line on the diagram may be lowered; but the

result is merely adjustment to a new level, not the introduction

of a now set of conditions. If, however, the loworing of cost takes

place not at the same time for all the producers, nor in equal

degrees, we have a new principle and a different case,— production

at varying cost. This is what in fact happens wlien inventions

bring about a reduction in cost. The change takes place by suc-

cessive stops. The more siirewd and enterprising of the com-
petitors introduce the iini)rovcmonts first; others follow suit;

gradually all adopt it. And by the time all have adopted one

improvement, another may be introduced, and the same steps

are again gone thx-ough. If there be a succession of changes,

—

and such are likely in the highly progressive mo^lern industries,

—

equality of cost never exists. There are always some producers

who are turning out their goods at lower cost than others.

None the less, there is, over prol)ably the greater part of the

industrial field, a tendency to equality of cost. The differences

in cost are not permanent
; the process is simply one of gradual

and irregular adjustment to the new level, instead of prompt
and even adjustment.

Some writers have stated tlio diftVrenco between actual con-

ditions and long-run tendencies, by distinguishing between a

static and a dynamic stat(>. In a static state competition has

worked out its full result, and, unless there are permanent causes

of variation, commodities of the class here considered are pro-

duced at a uniform cost and always sold at a prifo correspond-

ing precisely to that cost. In a dynamic state, there is flu.x

and change, variation in cost, oscillation of price. Yet the

dynamic state tends to sul)sido into the static. Unless there be

incessant reappearance of disturbing forces, the dynamic state

will ooaso.

The real problem is thus not whether price is in strict con-

formity to a cost of production uniform for all competitors,

but whether there is rough approximation to this situation and
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a tendency toward its full attainment in a static state. And

such a tendency, to repeat, exists over a very large part, prob-

ably the larger part of the field of industry. A comparison has

often been made to the tendency of the ocean to keep its level.

Tides, currents, storms, cause disturbances, and it is never

true in a literal sense that the level is maintained ; none the

less, there is a normal level, and the actual height of the water

tends to conform to it. Or a comparison might be made to

the tendency of the air to maintain a certain pressure. This

pressure (measured by the barometer) is said to be 29.9

inches at sea level. In fact, it may be more or less, and

rarely does the barometer stand precisely at the normal figure.

None the less, it .scillates about that fig' e, and tends to return

to it. At any height above sea level, there will again be oscil-

lations, with a different range, and with a tendency to return

to the new normal figure.

§ 4. By way of illustration and explanation, some of the

disturbing causes may be briefly considered.

Most universal, perhaps, is lack of flexibility in supply.

There never is complete ease of variation, such as to bring about

the steady accommodation of supply to the precise quantity

which will sell at the cost price. Even under the simplest con-

ditions of handicraft production, there is no such flexibility.

As plant and machinery become more important, every con-

siderable change in output involves time and expense. Though

there is some flexibility in the output from an existing plant,

it does not go far. Any considerable increase in supply involves

the making of new plant, and any considerable decrease in-

volves the abandonment of some of the old. Changes of this

sort, involving a readjustment cf the preliminary investment,

not only take place slowh-, but are much aiTected by vague

general sentiment. Business men, not much less than others,

go with the crowd. When the belief gets abroad that such

and such an industry is "a good thing," they flock into it with

no very carfful calcuiutioii. Ou ilie otiici' ii:tinl, wln-a affairs

go ill, it is with reluctance that exi.sting plants shut down.
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When the signs of increasing demand show themselves, new
plants are at first constructed slowly and hesitatingly ; then,

at the later stages of a sustained increase, with uncalculating

excess. Hence the oscillations of modern industry, often

affecting many trades at once, and bringing in their train in-

dustrial crises.

The prices of things subject to rapid changes in demand are

especially fluctuating, oven though they be produced under con-

ditions approximating those of constant cost. Almost all

textile goods that are used for outer garments are affected by

the caprices of fashion. For textiles worn by women, the

changes in t!ie demand are extraordinary. The stuff which is

for the mor.cut in fusiiioii cannot be turned out as fast as the

women v \t it; while that which was in fashion but a year

ago can hardly ht sold at any price. Amid such sharp changes

in demand, supply cannot be easily accommodated, and the

conformity of price to cost works itself out only as a rough sort

of average.

The conformity of price to cost depends, of course, on tV

free competition of producers. So far as there is combination

or monopoly, it docs not work itself out. One of the most
uncertain problems of modern industry is the extent of monopo-
listic combination,— combinations so effective that there is no

longer even an approximate determination of price by cost.

Large scale production tends to limit the number of individual

competitors, and facilitates monopoly conditio'- ^ But the

change in this direction, striking as it has l)een \r the last half

century, has not gone so far as to displr.ce competition over

more than a limited range of industries.' Over the greater part

of the economic field competition is still in force, though often

irregularly and spasmodically, and the tendency is still for the

prices of things to conform to their cost.

An important olwtacle to the play of competition sometimes
arises from custom and good will, — from brands, labels,

trade-marks. Where producers and consumers are separated

' Compare Book I, Chapter 4 ; and Book VII, Chapter 63.

; 1

i
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by a long chain of intermediaries, the consumers often look to

some external and familiar mark in deciding which among

competing products they will select. Hence the immense part

played by advertising. It is a familiar sayiny in business

circles that it pays to advertise a good article. Certainly it

pays, and sometimes pa\s enormously, to create and maintain

good will. He who has induced many people to get into the

way of buying a particular brand, may sell at a price higher

than that of his competitors, or sell in greater volume and with

more steadiness. No doubt this sort of advantage does not

come by accident. It is slowly created by shrewdness, patience,

persistence. The profitableness of a trade-mark is due at the

outset to the business ability of some individual, and connects

itself with questions, to be considered later, concerning the

variations of gains among individual business men. In fact,

the whole problem of competition and cost is a fundamental

one ; it ramifies into all parts of economics ; and all its aspects

can be taken up only step by step as we proceed.

Where production is on a large scale, a very slight difference

in price, or change in price, may make a great difference in

profit. In railway operations, an e.xtra twentieth of a cent in

the charge per ton per mile may mean millions of dollars in

revenue. In sugar refining, an extra tenth of a cent per pound

on refined sugar means the difference between moderate gains

and great gains. What is thus true of a difference in price,

is, of course, true of a difference in expenses : he who saves a

tenth or twentieth of a cent per unit of output is on the way

to fortune. Many of the great coir.binatioiis which are sup-

posed to make vast monopoly profits, and which in fact make

unusual profits, do so by a very small margin. Price exceeds

cost by only a fraction, but profits exceed the normal amount

by a large total.

Those staple articles which are used regularly from year to

year in much the same quantities are soid at comparatively

even prices, whieh ,nro snrpriKingly fjnsp tn constant (i.ff. uni-

form) costs. So it is with flour, with the ordinary kinds of
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cotton cloths and of boots and shoes. Here are businesses of

cents : a fraction more or loss mef?ns the difTerence between

profit and loss. An al)le business manager, quick to introduce

all improvements, will i)e turning out his goods at a cost

lower by only a trifle than that of his competitors ; or, having

succeeded in making a reputation for a pariicular sort of shoe

or a particular brand of cloth, he may get a price a trifle higher

than others get. By either slight dilTerential advantage he

will make large profits. Other things are commonlj' sold with

a wider "margin of profit" — i.e. a wider difference between

expense per unit and selling price— because there is more risk,

more irregularity, more balancing of possible losses against the

expected rates of gain.

All these things need to be taken into account when it is

said that price is governed by cost of production,— a proposition

which, to repeat, holds good only as a statement of a tendency,

of an approximation to what would happen in a "static" state.
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CHAPTER 13

Vm^tte and Varying Costs. Diminishing Returns

§ 1. Let us suppose now that the several producers who
compete with each other in putting a given article on the

market have not the same facilities ; that for some of them the

expenses of production are greater than for others. We need

Y

not concern ourselves for the present with the question why
there are such differences. Let us assume them to exist, and

consider what consequences follow.

The situation is illustrated by the diagram. The conditions

of demand are again indicated by the descending line i. D'.

The conditions of supply are indicated by the rising line SS'.

180
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The varying distance from the horizontal axis OF to the line

SS' measures the varying cost of different installments of the

supply. Some producers— those most favorably equipped—
can put the commodity on the market at the comparatively

low cost OS. Perhaps a certain moderate quantity can be so

produced at constant cost. If the conditions of demand were

such that only this moderate quantity were wanted at the

constant cost price, — if the demand curve were to intersect

the supply curve somewhere near .S,— the normal price would
be OS. So far the case would be identical with that studied

in the preceding chapter. But now the conditions of demand,
as indicated by the line DD', are such that a much greater

quantity is wanted at the price OS than can be furnished at

that price. The supply put on the market increases, but as it

increases, adaitional installments can no longer be produced at

the cost OS. With the quantity OA, for example, the cost of

the last installment reaches AA'. As more is produced, cost

still increases, indicated by the continuing ascent of the supply

curve from A' to P'. At P' finaily the demand curve is met.

At the price BP' {=0P) the quantity OB can be disposed of.

Equilibrium is established ; the quantity demanded equals the

quantity supplied ; and price settles at the amount BP'.

The whole supply will be sold at the price OP {= BP) ; and
the selling value of the whole, i.e. the quantity multiplied by the

price, will be indicated by the rectangle OPP'B. It is true

that the more fortunate producers could sell the commodity
to advantage at a loss price. At the price OS or AA' they

would still find it worth while to bring it to market. But the

total quantity which will meet the demand at an equilibrium

price cannot be supplied unless producers less fortunate con-

tribute their quota. These will not do so unless they get their

higher cost price BP'. At that price the whole supply will

be disposed of. The more favorably situated producers will

get the price necessary to induce their rivals, who have poorer

facilities, to contribute to the supply.

We may speak of the producers at B, whose cost of produc-
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tion is BP', as the marginal prcxlucers. Their cost price is

also the measure of the marginal utility of the commodity.

Marginal cost and marginal utility thus coincide; and when
they coincide, there is equilil)riuni. If the quantity supplied

should increase beyond B, in the direction of Y, marginal

utility woulil be less, anil marginal cost would Iw greater.

Supply could not long be maintained beyond the point B, for

producers would then be receiving less than cost. 80 long as

the conditions of demand and supply remained as indicated by
the lines DD' or SS', price would settle at the amount BP'.

The relation of demand and supply to value is somewhat
different here from what it was in the cases discussed in the

preceding chapters. Where the supply of a commodity is

fixed (the case which underlies the reasoning of Chapter 10),

the value of a commodity is settlod by the Cf^nditions of demand

:

that is, by the marginal utility of that supply. Where, on the

oth(>r hand, the cost of a freely i)roduced commodity is fixed

(the case discussed in Chapter 12), the value of the commoduy
is settled by the conditions of supply; that is, by cost.

Demand in this case determines, in the long run, only the

quantity which shall be put on the market. But in the case

now under consideration, the conditions of demand and of

supply both have a permanent influence in settling price. As
the quantity slrfts, not only does marginal utility vary, but

marginal cost. A lessening of demand would not only lessen

the quantity put on the market, but would also lessen mar-
ginal cost. Conversely, an increase of demand would not only

cause more to be put on the market, but would al.'^o raise normal

price, since the additional quantity would be produced at

greater cost. Hence demand and supply — marginal utility

and cost — mutually determine normal price.

The economist who has best set forth the general theory of

value. Professor IMarshall, has ingeniously compared the

influence of demand and supply to the working of a pair of

scissors. If one blade of a pair of scissors is held still, and tb?

other moves, we may say that the second does the cutting.
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Yet it could not cut unless the other blade were there. So
when supply is fixed, we may say that tieniaiid settles value;

yet it does so only ixcausc supply is there and does not move.
When cost is constant, we may say that cost settles value.

Y'et it (Uh's .so only l)ocausc there is a demand for the com-
modity, and because supplj readily adjusts it.self to the amount
which will 1m^ demanded at the cost price. If cost is variable

in the manner discussed in the present chapter, both supply
and demand — lK)tii cost and utility — exercise a mutual
influence on normal price. IJotli i)lades of the scissors are in

motion. All the various manii'estati(ms of value (under the

conditions of an advanced divi>ion of hii)or anil of exchange
flowing from that division) can l)e analyzed as interactions of

supply and demand. Neither can be said to settle value in-

dependently of the other.

§ 2. The dilTerences in advantage between producers may
be due to permanent or to temporary causes. According as they

are temiwrary or permanent, they are of very different signifi-

cance for the theory of value and for the welfare of society.

Differences of a temjwrary sort are the most common.
They are so common tliat they may be said in one sense to be
universal. As indicated in the last chai>ter, it probai)ly never

happens in communities familiar to us, that all those engaged
in a given industry are carrying on their operations in the

same way. Some have better plant, better organization,

better location, than others ; can luring their products to market
at less expense ; and, selling at the .same price, can reap larger

gains.

But these differences, if their causes are not permanent,
tend constantly to disappear. If one man has better plant or

machinery than another, and if there be no porraaiunt reason

why the second should not also set up the better outfit, iie is

likely sooner or later to (\o so. If he docs not do so, he is likely

to be driven out of the in;ii'k(>t. Others will adopt the m.ore

effective method of pnniuction, will increase the quantity

they put on the market, and will be able to undersell him
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without foregoing a profit. Whore the inetho<ls of cheapened

prwluction are open to all, they are sure sooner or later to be

adopted by all.

We say, sooner or later ; for the process takes time, especially

when changes in the arts are rapid. The civilized world has

been for generations in a dynamic state. More or less tem-

porary causes of differences are constantly appearing, dis-

appearing, and reappearing. At any given time, the usual

conditions are not those of uniform cost, but of varying cost.

But under these conilitions value cannot l>e said to be deter-

mined by marginal cost of production. Value is always deter-

mined proximately by the marginal utility of the supply. Given

the total supply that comes on the market, — whether put on in

large sudden doses, or by gradual increments, — and the price

will be such that the whole is sold. For the marginal pro-

ducer this price may or may not be equal at any given time

to cost. With the oscillations of demand, and the various

causes of nonadjustment to normal conditions which were

considered in the preceding chapter, the seaoon's price may be

such as to make the marginal producer prosperous, or such a.s

to make him a bankrupt. If he becomes prosperous, his more

enterprising and successful rivals, the infra-marginal producers,

become even more so, and are tempted to extend their opera-

tions. If he is on the way to bankruptcy, they may yet be able

to hold their own. In time, he disappears, and his better-

equipped or better-situated rivals supplant him. In time, too,

it is cost of production at their hands which acts on supply, and
thus acts on price. In other words, disregarding temporary and

seasonal fluctuations, the principle of constant cost regulates

long-run value where there are non-permatient differences be-

tween rival producers. In such a case, it is cost of production at

the hands of the more capable and better-equipped producers,

not cost of production at the hands of the marginal producer,

that settles the long-run price as di.stinguished from the market

price.'

' Compare what is said in Book V, Chapter 50, 5S 1. 2.
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The situation is otherwise where thore arc permanent causes

of (lifTerence between producers. Then cost at the hands of the

marginal producer does settle the long-run price. The point

ul)out which oscillations range, and to which price tends to con-

form, is cost for the least advantageous producer. Without

him, the total supply cannot be enlarged to the point at which

there is an equilil)rium of normal .supply and demand. If there

were no limit to the amount which the more advantageous pro-

ducers could bring to market, — if this fortunate set of producers

could increase the output indefinitely at constant cost, — the

marginal producer would be driven out, and the conditions

would be those of constant cost. There being .such a limit, he

must be called on for th maintenance of supply, and there

must be in the long run u price which will make it worth his

while to contribute. Value is then determined in the long run by

cost to the marginal producer ; but at what point in the varying

scale of costs that producer w ill be, depends on the conditions of

demand.

§ 3. Instead of speaking of varying cost, or increasing cost,

we may speak of diminishing returns.

Increasing cost and diminishing returns are opposite aspects of

th( ime tendency. Looking again at the diagram, we may see

that the marginal producer at B has, for the same addition to the

supply, greater expenses than the better-situated producers at

A and 0. As the quantity put on the market increases along the

axis OY, cost for every fresh installment becomes greater. With

every proportional increase in outlay, there is a less addition to

the supply, — a tendency to diminishing return.

It matters not whether we say that the tendency to diminish-

ing return is felt by the infra-marginal producers themselves,

or by those whom we have regarded as the marginal producers.

It is felt by both. There is an increase of cost as supply in-

creases, and the price must be such as to make the increa.«ed cost

worth while Those who are better situated may find, as they

try to enlarge their contribution to the supply, that they

cannot do so on the same relatively easy terms as for the

i

i

,
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earlier installments : they onconnter diminishing returns. Ot

this same difficulty may hv met by others who add to the

supply. Given the tendency, the result n-mains that normal

price nettles at the point of cost of production for the last

increment. It would be more accurate, therefore, to sfx'ak of

the marRinal product or iiuirRiiial incr«'mcnt, than of the mar-

ginal producer, as tmng, the lonR-run price.

Tliough we use the term "cost " in this scries of diapters in the

sense of outlays by a ciipitalist, and measure increasing cost by

the increase in outlays as atlditit)nal supplies arc brought to

market, the cause of this rising cost is conunonly an increase of

cost in the other sense, — cost in terms of lal)or, exertion, sacri-

fice, or disability.' When .additional supplies of a commodity

bring permanently grc;it(>r expense to the i)ro(lucing capitalist,

this result is usually tlue to the fad tliat more labor is required or

a greater volume of capi*ul is called (or, i.e. more saving by tho.se

who furnish the capital. The distinction between expenses of pro-

ductiim and cost in the sense of labor and sacri'ice, though it will

be found of great significance for some pro!)i ns, is not impor-

tant here. Where expense increases per lumently for successive

additions to supply, — wlere returns diminish in proT)ortion to

outlay, — we have also diminishina; returns in the sense that

the same labor yields a lessenini!; outjiut. That part of the

theory of value which we are c()nsi(lerin'4 in this chapter has its

foundati(m mainly in sa;ne unalteral>le conditions in the world

about us: in tlie fact tliat nature enalilcs labor to be applied

less advantageously under some conditions than under others,

and that the continued ajiplication of lat)or on even the most

advantageous sites meets sooner or later a tendency to diminish-

ing return.

§ 4. In what circumstances, and over how great a range of

industries, do we find varying cost, or diminishing returns? In

general, differences in cost are permanent in the extractive

industries. — in aericulturo. forestry, mining.

In agriculture, good lantl yields more to labor than land less

' See Ch.apter 12, f 1.
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gfKMl. The pruirit'H of lllinoiH arc more f«rtil»; than the stony

tiddn of New Knulauil, aii<l tlu- black rartli of iluswia than the

sandy «oil of liraiultnliurK. All the ''iinatic factors — such as

hiinshinc, precipitation, the length of ihc M'aHons — have their

influeiicc. as well as tho physical ami chemical constitution of

the soil. Of these and their ellecta we Hhall liavo occasion to way

more at a later staRc ; it wuffices here to eniphaxize the obvious

fact that there are differenceH.'

Not only are there such dilTerences, but there is further

an unmistakable tendcnciy to diininisliiiiK returns on any
plot of land. The amount of produce which can be obtained

from the best land is limite<l ; and the amount which can be ob-

tained from that land under the best comlitions is limited. By
applying more labor and capital, if is usually possible to add to

the produce from a Riven piece of land ; but it is not possible to

get more produce in proportion to the adilition of labor and capi-

tal. Hence there are permanent difYerences, not only lietween

difTerent soils, but between the successive applicationa of labor

and capital on the same soil. So agricultural production pre-

sents typically the application of the principle of value which

we are now considering.

In forests, likewise, there are obvious differences of the same
sort. Some are Ix'tter tliaii others. Ar)\'anta|.,. '!. location

and accessibility i)lays no less a part than advantage in the size

and character of the timber; yet eitlier kind of advantage

counts. Mines present difTerences of an analogous kind; they

are affected both by accessibility to the market and intrinsic

productiveness. Roth forests and mines have industrial pecul-

iarities, especially in their develoiHnent during very modern
times; but of both, the general conditions of varying cost and

diminishing returns hold good.

In manufacturing industries, which shape and transform the

materials brought out l)y the extractive industries, the principle

of diminishing returns is applicable in less degree. Rut, though the

differences in cost between comjieting producers are commonly

' See Book V, Chapter 42.

i
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of the transitional or "dynamic" sort, they sometimes have

permanent causes. One manufacturer may have more water

power than others, or an unequalccl site on a harl)or front. In

the eailier days of the development of power and machinery, a

first-rate water power was of great advantage. Later, steam

largely superseded water power; partly Ijecause of the great

advances in the efficiency and economy of steam engines, partly

because they could be set up at any desired place, and so per-

mitted better pccess to markets or to materials. In recent

years the generation and transmission of electric power has again

made falling watj^r more important, and may prove the cause

of enduring differences in the effectiveness of manufacturing es-

tablishments. In the main, however, the poorer establishments

do not maintain themselves indefinitely side by side with the

better. They are steadily displaced by the better, and these by

the still better. The causes of difference ari' not as permanent,

nor do they affect so many branches of production, as in the

extractive industries.



CHAPTER 14

Value and l^^ltKA^i^,' V.^:TURNS

§ 1. In the preceding cb it - tiw theory of vahie was applied

to the conditions of increasing wosi v- d'nii.iishing returns. We
turn now to the reverse conchtions, those of diminishing cost or

increasing returns.

Suppose that, as additional suppUes of a commodity are pro-

duced, the cost of each unit becomes not greater, but less.

Si.ch a tendency is represented in the Figure 7 where Une SS',

indicating the conditions of supply, has a downward slope. The
line DD', representing the conditions of demand, necessarily

has a downward slope, indicating the diminishing utility of suc-

cessive increments. Equiliuiium will be reached at the point
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where the two curves meet, iit P'. At that point the quantity

brought to market sells at the i)ric'e BP' , which eciuals its cost of

production. The total quantity put on the market will nor-

mally be OB, and its total selling price will l)e OPP'B.

It is to be observed that this figure represents a situation differ-

ent in essential respects from that represented in Figure G in the

preceding chapter. In that ease some among the competing

producers were supposed to contribute to the supply at less cost

than others. They reaped a producer's surplus. In the present

case, however, all producers are on the same plane ; ail have the

advantage of lessening cost and increasing returns. No por-

tion of the supply continues to be produced at a cost different

from the marginal cost. With the supply OB, for example, the

cost per unit of the commodity is BP' for each and every pro-

ducer. If for any reason the supply should be reduced, cost for

each unit would be greater. Suppose, for example, that demand

should decline, the demand curve shifting to the left, to dd', so aa

to intersect the supply curve at A'. The quantity normally

supplied would then be OA, selling at the price AA'. All pro-

ducers would find their cost per unit higher tiian when the quan-

tity supplied was OB; for AA' is grea; r than BP'. But at

neither price would there be differences between producers.

Total cost and total selling \ alue in either case would be repre-

sented by parallelograms; at the price AA' by the area

OAA'C, and at the price BP' by the area OPP'B. There is no

such phenomenon as surplus gain to any producer.

This case differs, again, from that considered in the latter

part of Chapter 12. There the effect of a general lowering of

the supply schedule was considered, on the supposition that

the reduction was due to some extraneous cause not directly

connected with increase in supply. Here the reduction is sup-

posed to l)e directly due to such an increa.se : the mere fact of

greater supply brings a decline in cost per unit of supjily. Cost,

uniform for all producers, becomes less for each as more is pro-

duced.

All these three cases, on the other hand, are ahke, in that long-
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run results are considered. Uniformity of costs, and the auto-
matic decline in • ist for all producers with increasing supply,
never are found in industry. Where the conditions are favorable
for a general decline in cost, some producers, as we have seen,

take advantage of them more promptly than others ; and so

long as this "dynamic" situation continues, we have a lowering
of cost for some producers, but not for all. This situation, how-
ever, will not endure : those who do not avail them.selves of the

improvements are underbid and ilriven from the market, and
the "static" state of uniform cost is approached. The case

would be ilifferent if those who had the better facilities were
not subject to competition from others on even terms, and could
not them.selves increase their output indefinitely at lower cost.

With such a limitation to their advantages, we should have
precisely the case of varving costs, a.s discussed in the
preceding chapter. Plere cost is supposed to be uniform, but
not constant, — it becomes less per unit as the number of

units increases. The long-run result is an interaction of

demand and supply; both blades of the scissors are cutting.

§ 2. What now are the industries in which there is a tendency
to increasing return, and what are the causes of this tendency?
The first question is comparatively ea.sy to answer. The

tendency appears in manufacturing, in transportation, in mining,
— inallthe industries in which we have seen the tendency to large-

scale production. In agriculture, though it sometimes appears
as a pa.ssing phase, it is not ordinarily found at all ; and the same
is true of systematic forestry. The greater the extent to which
plant and machinery can be used, the more concentrated the
industry and the smaller the area on which a given volume of

production can be turned out, the more probable is the tendency
to lessening cost and increasing return.

The second question calls for some discrimination. Increas-
ing returns may be due to external economies or to internal

economies,— again jihrases suggested by Professor Marshall,
and pointing to forces dilTerent in character and ettect. Further,

increasing returns may be due to changes in the arts, or may

iff
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take place even without them. It is not always easy to separate

those cau.-cs of increasing return which act under static con-

ditions from those which act under conditions of progress in the

arts. Yet it .vill make the subject clearer if at the outset we

take up the two cases independently.

First, consider external economies. These are such as arise

outside of the establishment which gains thereby in efficiency

and in diminution of cost. An example at once simple and

typical is the diminution in cost of machinery and adjuncts,

as these are made in larger quantities. The more cotton

mills there are, and the more machinery they use, the

larger the scale on which the machinery itself can be made.

As the machinery becomes cheaper the expenses of the cotton

iiumufacturer become less. Again, the construction of large

steel ships in the United States is now carried on for a much

smaller tonnage than in Great Britain. Consequently various

adjuncts needetl for ships,— compasses, capstans, winches,

donkey-engines, sundry vessel fittings — are called for in much

larger quantity in Great Britain, are systematically and uni-

formly made on a larger scale, and are cheaper for the ship-

builder. These external economies would indeed be at the

disposal of th(> American shipbuilder if he could buy such

things in Great Britain without restriction. But the United

States imposes on them a heavy customs duty. Within the

country, they are made in less quantity than in Great Britain

;

indeed, often they have to be made separately for each ship.

Whether procured from abroad or at home, they are therefore

dearer. In consequence, the shipbuilder finds this item of

expense greater than it wouUl be if ships w^ere built in large

numbers in the I'nited States. Still another example is in the

boot and shoe manufacture. When this is carried on exten-

sively, and especially when a number of establishments are in

the same locality, subsidiary industries arise which supply

cheaply the special tools, materials, and fittings, — the shoe-

strings, eyes, metal fittings, the paper buxes for packing, not

to mention the machinery. The gain in external economies of
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this sort is one of tfio reasons for the concentration of an in-

dustry in a given place ; of shoe manufacturing in Rrockton

and Lynn, of silk manufacturing in Paterson, of cotton manu-

facturing in Lowell and Fall River, of metal wares in Bridgeport.

In every such place the factories, merely l)ecause of their num-

ber, command resources and economies which an isolated

establishment finds harci to secure.

An important gain of this sort comes from the -resence of a

large experienced labor force. In almost every establishment

the workmen are more or less shifting. The changes are more

frequent in industries exposed to seasonal fluctuaticjns, as the

boot and shoe manufacture is, or to irregularities in demand,

as in the case of establishments making machinery. They are

less frequent where steady wants are supplied by stai)les, as

in the soap manufacture, and where long-established businesses

are conducted by firms of settled prestige. In many ways

they are unfortunate, yet seem to be an inevitable outcome not

only of the variations in demanil for laI>or and its supply,

but of the monotony of factory laljor. Certain it is that

workmen come and go, and new men nuist be found to

replace those who leave. They are more likely to be found in

manufacturing centers, and in centers where there are indus-

tries of the same sort or of similar sorts. No doubt there are

drawbacks for the employer in sucli centers. His lal)()rers are

more likely to be organized in unions, and to press for liigher

wages ; and the expense of urban sites needs to l)e considered.'

But the fact that manufacturing towns grow shows that they

offer net advantages. In an isolated establishment, ttie loss

of a few skilled and trained workmen may cripple the wliole.

But in an industry which has grown to considerable dimen-

sions, and which is concentrated in certain towns or districts,

there is a general diffusion of skill in its various 1)ranches.

The smooth and continuous conduct of operations is promoted

by this external economy.

§ 3. Interna! pconnniios are those which arise within the

1 Compare what is said in Book V, Chapter 43.

o
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establishment itself, and are indepentlent of the gonoral growth

of the inilustry. All the gains from the extension of large-

scale production (as distinguished from increasing volume of

production) are of this sort, — the gains from larger plant and

more effective power, from greater specialization of machinery,

better Handling of materials, more elaborate division of labor

among the workmen, and more refined adaptation of each

man's task to his capacity. One of the most interesting ques-

tions in regard to these advantages and their limits is the

extent of the gain which comes from horizontal combination,

— from the union under single management of a number of

single est iblishments each of which has developed within itself

the more immediate intc-nal economies. It is not certain how

far, in the long run, horizontal combination leads to still further

internal economies. Xor is it clear how far vertical combina-

tion, or the integration of industry, leads to internal economies.

Ic seems to do so beyond doubt in some of the great industries

of modern times, especially in the iron manufacture. But in

other directions it has not made such unmistakable progress.

In most industries, the enlargement of the industrial unit

boyond a certain point, whether in combination horizontally

with similar units or vertically with -elated units, does not

seem to lead with certainty to internal economies.

If internal economies were attained indefinitely as the scale

of operations increased, the stage would be eventually reached

of complete concent ation and complete monopoly. If each

establishment, or each combination of establishments, found

as it grew in size that its efficiency and its economies increased,

the successively enlarging enterprises would undersell those

rivals who failed to enlarge, and finally nothing would be left

but one giant in sole possession of the field. Tiiis is the theo-

retically complete "trust," able to undersell all rivals by virtue

of its economies in production. Such a trust has a monopoly,

but eviilently a tempered monopoly. Prices cannot be raised

beyond the point at which producers who operate on a smaller

scale can compete. If the rate at which internal economies
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accrue is slow, — if the chcupeninR of i)roduction from each

eiilargeiiicnt of the sndo of operations is slight,— this check

on the i)o\vpr of the monopoly is substantial.

§ 4. In the first, section of this chajjter, the supposition was

tacitly made thai there is only one point of equihhrium un-

Y der conditions of increasing returns, and

the Figure on p. 190 was constructed on

this supposition. But a very little con-

.i'l

sideration shows that there may be two poi.its of equilibrium.

The demand and supply curves have the same inclination, and

may intersect at mor(> points than one. The above Figure (Fig. 8)

illustrates this possibility. SS' intersects DD' at A', again at

B', again at C (Let the reader disregard for the moment the

dotted line ss'.) /I ' is a point of staiile equilibrium ; so is C.

B' is not a point of stable equilibrium. It is true that the

demand and supply curves intersect at this point. Immediately

beyond B' , however, the demand curve is above the supply

curve; demand price is higher than su,/ply price. An in-

crease of output beyond B would be profitable to producers,
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since the commodity can be sold, in the quantities oetween B
and C, at prices higher than cost of production. But C is

again a point of true equilibrium ; since the supply price be-

yond C" is higher than the demand price, and an increase of

supply beyond C would be unprofitable. Both A' and C are

thus, to repeat, points of stable equilibrium. Price might set-

tle at either, and remain at either It is indeed conceivable

that a lH)dy of venturesome producers would extend supply be-

yond .1, confident that cost per unit would decline unfailingly

with increase of total output, and that eventually (after B was

passed) demand price would again be above supply price. But
the outcome of expansion of this sort must appear uncertain.

If equilil)rium were established at A', it would presumably re-

main; yet if it were established at C, it would also remain.

Theoretically there may be an indefinite number of such points

of stable equilibrium.

But though there is this possibility of several points of equilib-

riun^, actual conditions probably present very rare instances

of the sort. A steep slope like that of the line SS' is less rep-

resentative of what usually happens than a gentle slope like

that of the dotted line ss'. Such a dotted Une is hkely to

meet DD' but once (at C, the third point of intersection for

tS.S')- It is not widely different from the horizontal line which

represents the conditions of con.stant cost.

External economies are most likely to affect cost in the man-
ner last described. As a rule, they operate slowly, almost im-

perceptibly, bringing a steady tendency toward lessening of

expenses with increase of output, yet a tendency so gradual

that for any given season or series of seasons the conditions

may seem to differ little from those of constant cost.

Internal economies, on the other hand, sometimes are rapid

in their introduction and operation. This happens especially

when great changes take place in the arts, and when a new
commodity is brought into use.

Changes in the arts and inventions, though they do not neces-

sarily affect either the total output or that of the individual

i~S-fl
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establishment, yet commonly affect both. The cheapening of

goods which results from improvements usually itiniulatcs

demand in considerable degree, causes the total output to be

larger, end so iirings into operation external economies as well

as additional internal economies. Improvements have com-

monly been in the direction of larger plant and more expensive

machinery, greater division of labor, production on a larger

scale. Not infrequently the arts have advanced so fast as to

cause an abrupt diminution of cost, leave the equilibrium of

supply and demand unsettled for years, and afTorfl at least

the possibility of more than one point of equilibrium. Besse-

raer's invention immensely reduced the cost of steel making;

it also involved expensive plant and machinery ; it gave great

opportunities for large-scale production and highly elaborated

organization; it thus led to very rapidly declining cost. The

application of machinery to watch making has led to similar

results; and in this case the commodity was one subject to a

very elastic demand, hence with a possibility of multiple points

of equilibrium.

New commodities, introduced suddenly or rapidly, often

bring a strong tendency to decreasing cost with increasing

supply. When first offered, they are strange to the buying

public, must break the crust of habit, must wait for a read-

justment of other devices and wants. Being thus marketable

in small quantities only hey are produced on a small scale.

As they become familiar and in wide use, the quantity that

can be sold greatly increases, production on a large scale be-

comes possible, both internal and external economics are intro-

duced effectively, and cost of production declines rapidly.

The demand schedule for such articles often shows a high

degree of elasticity, especially in the lower ranges, as the articles

come into common use. The history of the bicycle illustrates

this development : its slow introduction in the early stages,

its rapidly increasing favor when once accented and generally

used, its rapid decline in cost and price when produced in larger

quantities and on a larger scale.
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Not infrequently it happens, however, that a new com-

modity is patented or in some other way falls under single

control. This situation hrings a new complication, arising

from monopoly : the subject of the next chapter.
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Monopoly Vau k

§ 1. A moiiopolizcil c'oininodity will he sold, l>y a person 1

doing 1)11 ii'ss for f^ain, on .such tonus as will yield llic

larRcst mn rovcuue. We may jissumc, at llic outscl at least, that
I

persons possessed of a monopoly act with shrewdness, and ad-

just their supply with intelligence and success so as to secure

this maxitnum f^ain.

We say, adjust the supi)ly ; for thi-> is the mode in which

the monopolist can al't'ect price and prolit. The conditions of

dcmanil are heyon.l his control. When once the supply is

settled and put on the market, the price at which it will sell

depends on the play of demand. In this regard, monopoly

value presents no peculiarities. Its special i)rol)lems arise in

so far as the monopolist can make the supply larger and smaller

at will. With a given supnly, put on the market en hloc,^ the

price will be the same whether it is in the hands of a single

person or of several comj)eting persons. There is some one

price which measures its marginal utility, — some one price at

which the whole can he sold, and no more than the whole, —
and that price will rule.

This proposition, like .so many in economics, needs to he

taken broadly, as a statement of a tendency, not of literal

detail; with precisely the same allowance for irregularity and

imperfect adaptation that must be made for any general state-

ment on values and prices. Most men in active business

would at first blush deny it. They would say that a com-

bination or monopoly can secure a higher price than compet-

ing persons can, even for the same supply. They know that a

higher price can he obtained, in the first instance at least,

from the midillemen, the wholesale or retail dealers, to whom
' i^co § 4 in this chapter for the sigraficance of this <);i.'ilifie!ition.

199
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the inunopuliHt iwuull}' iiiukes his direct huIos. W hon producers

uri- coinpj'tiiiK, these ikuhTsure very apt to phiy ulT one uguinst

another, and to induce tl\e shaving of un ottered price by

threateniuK to turn to a competitor, No doubt, if all of the

dealers do this successfully, coinjR'tition uinong them will tend

to lower |)rices in the end for the retail ])urcluiser8. At that

final staj^e, it will apiK-ar whether the prices are such as to

hrinR about the equation of supply and denmnd. But com-

petition among dealers, and especially among retail dealers,

o|KTates with friction ; and the lower prices which comix'tition

among manufacturers causes these to concede to dealers may
reilound for a considerable time to the dealers' profit, not to

that of consumers. Conversely, a monopoly may sfjueeze the

dealers, so to speak ; charge them higher prici's, which yet

they do not find it feasible — for some time, at least — to pass

on to consumers. And even when such a rise in prices reaches

consumers, the effect on their purchases is not inmiediate or

automatic. If indeed the rise is great, and the demand for

the commodity is elastic, a re(luction in purchases will be

prompt. The monopolist will find almost at once that he can-

not sell the same supply at higher prices. But if the rise in

price is not great, people will very possibly continue to buy
for sonic time what they have been in the habit of buying.

They may be uneasy and irritated by the higher charge, 3'et

for the moment may not adapt themselves to the new situation

by curtailing tiieir purchases. The monopolist may then hold

the raised price for a while, even if it reaches consumers. Mean-
while, in a growing community, new consumers may be added,

or the old consumers may get larger incomes. An increase in

demand may overtake the higher price, and make it permanent

;

and then it will seem as if the mere fact of monopoly had caused

prices to rise.

The position of middlemen as buffers, easing and delaying

the pressure of the forces at work, appears even more strongly

in the case of producer's goods. As has already been said,'

• See abovi.', Chapter 10, § 6.
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the play of domantl and utility is much modifipd i, ihc prices

of such things, — iron, co])\)pr, WmUvr, wool. The connection

between the price ultiinuteiy paid for finished goods hy con-

sumers and the ruling price among deah'rs for materials is often

a slow and uncertain one. Still slower is that hetweeti the

materials for tools, like iron and co()per, and the consiimaMe

articles wnich in the eml the tools siTve to make. Here tliere

is a possible intluence of monopoly on price which would not

appear if the monopoUst soM an enjoyable commodity directly

to the consumers.

It is to be noted, further, that the first step taken by a monop-

olist is usually to settle his prici', not his supply. The holder

of a patent, for e.\ami)lr,will otTer the patented article at a given

price; he will not usually determine in advance the atnount

which he will put <m the market. If he finds that, at the given

price, he can sell more than h<> e.\pecte(l, he will add to tlie

supjjly. If he finds that he cannot sell .so much, he will let

the stock which he has on hand go off gradually, and in the

future will add to it slowly and cautiously. In other won Is. he

ex|H«riments with the supply which he can dispose of at the price

fixed : uid perhaps, as time goes on, lowers or raises his price,

according to the re-f)on.se from purchasers. Prol)ably he is only

half ctmscious that his control over price rests on his control

over supply
;

yi'\ the -lirewd l)Usiness man is very rarelv in

doubt tuat this is the fundamental condition for keeping a i)rice

alK)ve "tie cu.nix'titive level.

§ 2. Tht now.r of a ^rionopolist over price being exercised,

then, uitciiiicital' through his control over supply, let us

tin! way the control is <'xercised.

- that of a supply whirh has cost nothing,

nature of treasure-trove. Such a fixed

e maricet in totn, will fetch a given price.

Bt*r ra- nwn?"- -aio- reason that a less supply will fetch a higher

pnci- If t» :«?2iiiind np melastic, half of the supply may fetch

mor» -aat ufwhl-- the nnc(>, and so yield a larger gross sum. It

will -mai w- m thr interest of the monopolist to destroy half the

exami!!'

Tb- ;.

— sijm-t'r :._

le- in
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supply, unci put on tlio market only the remaining half. If the

demand is clastic, it will more prob'ibly be to his advantage to

put the whole on the market. The price per unit, to be sure,

will l)e lower than if only half were sold, but not so much lower

as to make the gross yield less. It is usually to the interest of a

monopolist to restrict sensil)ly the supply of a commodity sul)-

ject to inelastic demand, and to lie liberal with the supply of

one subject to elastic demand.

Suppose next that the supply is not fortuitous, but is pro-

duced l)y the monopolist under the ordinary conditions, with

capital invested, laborers hired, sundry expenses of production

incurred. Then the monojiolist will aim to obtain not the larg-

est gross amount, but the largest net profit. And that net profit

he will try to make larger than the usual profits of capitalists.

It may be assumed that in any case the monopolist v/ould be

able to secure on his capital, by investment in other directions,

interest at the usual rate ; and that for his own labor of direction

and superintendence he would be able to secure the reward

usually accruing to labor of the same skill and assiduity. Those

normal gains we reckon among the expenses of production, or

at least not as (lui> to monopoly. It is the excess above them
that constitutes monopnhj profit.

It is probable that few monopolists consciously s'-parate their

gains in this way. They rarely distinguish betwe(>n monopoly
profits pro})er and ordinary returns for their capital and labo;.

Tliey iiiii)!y rejoice tlitit they i)ay dividends at ten or twenty

per cent, or are able to be mutiificent in sularies to themselves

and their associates. If closely questioned, however, they

would M)on distinguisli the share in these gains which is due to

monopoly alone. It is that share, monopoly profits in the strict

sense, wiiich now interests us.

If the nioiKipolist i)ro(luces his commodity under the con-

ditions of constant cost, his calculation of net profit will be simple.

iMgure 9 v.ill illustrate it. The cost of producing the com-
iiiodity is tliere represented l)y the distance from <) to C, and is

the same whether a large or small amount of the commodity
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be produced; it is OC = AC = BC". Tiie price at which any

given quantity will sell depends on tlie conformation of the

demand curve DD'. If a quantity OA is put on the market, it

can all be sold at the price yl.!'. The total cost of this quantity

is OCC'A. Monopoly profit wll then be indicated by the area

X

Fio. 9.

CPA'C. But if the quantity OB is put on the market, the

price must be lowered to BB', that being the price at which the

whole quantity- OB can be disposed of. Monopoly profit is now
the area CP'B'C". If the first area, CPA'C, is the larger of the

two, it will be to the interest of the monopolist to restrict his

output to the quantity OA. But if the area CP'B'C' is the

larger, it will be to his interest to enlarge his output to the

amount OB. As has already been said, the elasticity of demand
has an important inHuem e on the calculations of the monopolist.

If demand is elastic, — if a lowering of price will greatly stiniu-

lute consumption and purchases, — the Hue DD' will hav-" a

gentler slope, and the quantity which can be disposed of at the
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IV. :

price OP' will be greater than OB. The parallelograms indicat-

ing gross receipts and monopoly profit will be longer, and larger

in area. Under such conditions it is probable that monopoly

profit will be larger for a comparatively low price than for a

high one.

In the preceding section it was said that a monopolist might

find it to his advantage to destroy part of a supply, in order to

sell the remainder for a larger gross amount. But such de-

struction can take place very rarely. Fortuitous supplies,

oming into a monopolist's hands without cost, hardly ever

occur. When a monopolist's supply is produced, and costs

something, it is obviously easier and cheaper to refrain from pro-

ducing a part of it than to destroy a part after it has been pro-

duced. Only from miscalculation or causes beyond control

(such as superabundance of crops) may a monopolist find de-

struction to his advantage. It seems to be well established that

in the eighteenth century the Dutch East India Company at

times burnt part of its crop of cloves in order to be able to sell

the remainder at prices so much higher as to increase its gross

receipts. Similar destruction would hardly be ventured in a

modern community ; fear of retribution from an outraged

public opinion would prevent it.'

The mode in which a monopolist commonly proceeds in the

adjustment of supply is illustrated by the conditions of diamond

production in recent years. Virtually all new diamonds come

from the mines at Kimberley in South Africa. These are under

the single ownership of the De Beers Company, formed by an

amalgamation, undei' the guidance of Cecil Rhodes, of a number

of competing mines. Some of the mines are not worked, and

the total supply is intentionally limited to the amount which

can be sold to best advantage. The demand for diamonds,

after a certain point, is highly inelastic. They are bought chiefly

for purposes of display. Scarcity and high price are the basis of

' When a publisher prints a limited edition of a book, and then distributea

the type, he may bo said to wipe out part of the supply in order to sell at a higher

price the restricted portion which he prints.
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their utility; if very abundant, they would be little prized.

Hence it is clearly to the advantage of the De Beers Company to

curtail production and limit the supply.' Were the commodity

one like copper, with a very elastic demand, it might pay such a

monopolist to work the source of supply to its utmost capacity.

§ 3. Suppose now that the monopolized commodity is pro-

duced, not under the conditions of constant cost, but under thof^c

of diminishing cost (increasing returns). The calculations of tlu-

monopolist then become complex. He must consider on the

one hand the extent to which price will fall as a larger supply is

put on the market, and on the other hand, how much cost will

fall as more is produced. The situation is again easily illustrated

by a diagram.

A B

Fio. 10.

• The De Beero Company ooutruU 'Jo per ii iit of tliu wariu'a diiimoud produc-

tion. See G. F. Williaiu.s, The Diamond Mines of South Africa. Vol. I, p. 291

;

Vol. II. p. 161.

I havo referred to the diamond monopoly as if it prc-^cnted a case of constant

coat. This ia not prolialjk- iii tin- caso of niinr;;. lr;iot t:f i.:i -.vhtri; the- oeturreiiCi;

of the product is as irreRular as in diamond mines. But the motive* that lead

to a curtailment of supply are essentially the same.
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On Figure 10 DD' has a slight inclination, roprosonting a very

elastic demand. .S.S', the supply curve, has a steep inclination,

at least in its upper range, representing a very rapid decline in

cost per unit as supply is enlarged. If the monopolist produces

and puts on the market the quantity OA, he will find the cost

per unit to be AC, and the total cost to be COAC. That sui)ply

will be sold at the price AA' ; the gross receipts will be OPA'A,

and the monopoly profit will be CPA'C. If, on the othe.-- hand,

the quantity produced is the larg('r amount OB, the cost per

unit wil! be only BC, and the cost of the total supply will be

C'OBC". That supply can be sold at the price BB'. The gross

receipts will be ORB'B, and the monopoly profits will bo

C'RB'C. Evidently the monopoly i)rofit will be much greater

with the lower price than with the hij^licr price ; this because the

conditions assumed are those of very elastic demand and of

rapidly decreasing cost. The less elastic the demand, and the

less rai)id the decrease in cost, the more probable is it that the

monopolist will find it to his advanta.?e to limit the supply and

keep up the price.

The reader will easily see that a number of maximum monop-

oly profits and ruling monopoly prices are possible. To express

in one single statement all the elements of the case would require

mathematical formulation. Such a formulation, however, has

an ap,)earaiice of accuracy which is often misleading; and this

is true even of a comjiaratively simple diagram like that given

above. Some of the elements in the situation must be more or

less a matter of guess work for the monopolist ; especially the

degree of elasticity in demand, and the rate of decreasing cost

with enlarged production. Even in the case of a perfectly un-

restrained monopuly, — and such are very rare, — monopoly

price is usually fixed by ;i sort of ruleof thumb. Though probably

at a point considerably aliove the competitive price, it is not

settled by any refiiunl calculaticMi of the precise point of maxi-

mum !irnfit.

Sharply decreasing cost, or increasing return, is most likely

t(j appear where articles are newly introduced. At first these
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are bought and used in small amounts. Later, as thoy become

familiar and widely used, they are produced in larger quantities,

and the principle of increasing returns applies. Not infrequently

new articles are monopolized, being protecti'd by patent or copy-

right laws. They then give a most apt illustration of the work-

ing of the principles here under consideration. Thus, the Wels-

bach mantles attached to gaslights were long protected i)y

patent in all advanced countries.' They enabled a much better

light to be had for a less e.xpenditure on gas, and they contami-

nated the air less. The demand for them was highly clastic.

They were produced nmch more cheaply in large quantities.

Hence, though monopolized, they were ^oUl at a price which, per

unit of pn-'luct, was not greatly above cost price ;
none the less,

on the enormous quantity which could be sold, they yielded mo-

nopoly profits very great in the aggregate.

A situation essentially similar appears in the case of copy-

righted I )ooks. Books conform totheimncipleof decreasing cost.

The expense of typesetting and of making the stereotype plates is

the same whether one thousand copies be printed or fifty thousand.

The other expenses of bookmaking— paper, presswork, binding,

and the like — are tolerably uniform per unit, yet some of them

show slightly diminishing cost as more books are printed from

the sivme plates. On the whole, the cost per unit is much less

for a large edition than for a small one. A comaion device of

publishers is to issue a limited edition, often with numbered copies,

and dispose of it at a high rate to collectors and other persons

who prize the possession of a rare thing. They calculate that the

profit will be greater from a small edition at a high price, than

from a large edition at a low price. The same result appears

with scientific books, which often appeal to but a small circle of

readers and for which the demand is inelastic. The few

copies printed are soltl at a comparatively high price to those

who desire them. Were they salable in large quantities, their

cost and probably their price would be iower. ^n the other

hand, new books which many p(>ople may be 'mpted to

• This patent expired in the United States iu 190»i.

I
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read — popular novels, for example— are sold at the outset for

a lower price, for they present the conditions both of decreasing

cost and of elastic demand.

It is obvious that under ^ 'itions of increasing cost (dimin-

ishing returns) the situation ot a monopolist wiU again be differ-

ent. The probability of a sharp limitation of supply is evi-

dently greater if the increa.se of supply entails greater cost for

the additional output. If the demand be highly inelastic, the

tnonopolist will certainly lie dispo.sed to restrict his output very

much; for the price he can get will rise much with les.sened

supply, while his expenses will fall. And even with an elastic

demand, he will have to reckon, not indeed with rapidly falling

price as output increases, but with some increa.se in co.st. Mo-
nopoly, however, with diminishing returns is probably rare. It

may appear in the case of some uncommon mineral products,

obtained from a single source of supply or a few combined sources

(the South African diamond mines may present an example).

On the whole monopoly conditions, complete or partial, are

much more likely to be found with commodities produced under
constant or under increasing returns.

§ 4. Monopoly presents another possibility, —different install-

ments of the supply may be sold at varying prices. Under com-
petition, one price prevails throughout the market ; no one seller

is allowed by the others to get a higher price. In the preceding

paragraphs it has been tacitly assumed that the .same holds good
under monopoly. But it does not necessarily hold.

Look, for example, at Figure 9 (p. 203) representing monopoly
under the conditions of constant cost. The monopolist cannot
liut look with longing eyes at the {M)ssible profits represented by
the area CPA'C. It is true that the one uniform price yield-

iiij; him the largest gain may be the price OP' ( = IW), at which
his monopoly profits are CP'B'C". Rut may he not get in

addition the extra profit potentially to be had on the quantity
OA, which would .soli, if put on the market by itself, at the pric-

AA"! May he net charge a high price to the richer or more
eager buyers, while selling at a lower rate to those not ;ible op

willinjj; to pay the hitili price?
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To sell directly and openly at varying prices to different pur-

chasers is, to be sure, not always feasible or politic. There is the

possibility of resale by the favored purchaser. Moreover, the

instinct of equality or "fair treatment" is to l)e reckoned with.

Its violation arouses a feeling of resentment, which may affect

purchasers or lead to hostile legislation. Hence the monopolist,

if he discriminates, is likely to disguise his discrimination. But

in some degree he will not infrequently secure from the upper

strata of buyers that higher price which would otherwise inure

to them as consumer's surplus.

Thus the monopolist may put the commodity on the market in

installments. He may sell at a high price first to those whose

demand is keenest ; and then, after a pause, put on the market

a further supply at a lower price. Substantially this is often

done by publishers with copyrighted books, especially such as

are reasonal)ly sure to have a considerable vogue. A first

edition is offered at a comparatively high price. After a season

or two, a much cheaper "popular" edition is put out, tempting

a whole army of buyers for whom the first edition was too ex-

pensive. There is, indeed, some pretense of a difference between

the two. The popular edition is printed on cheaper paper, has

a less elaborate binding, or may be in paper cover. But the

difference in cost between the two forms is usually small, and by

no means accounts for the difference in selling price. That dif-

ference results in the main from the publisher's effort to tap in

succession the several strata of buyers.

Something of the same sort happens not infrequently in the

case of patented articles. These may be sold at a high price

for the first installments put on the market, and at prices much

reduced as the great mass of buyers are sought. There is, to

be sure, another factor, already referred to. Being patented,

the articles must be of a new sort ; since the law gives the

monopoly, or patent, only on the ground of this novelty. The

market is nece.ssarily uncertain. The patentee is likely to pro-

ceed cautiously. The moderate quantity put on the market

at the outset does not allow the advantages of large-scale pro-
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duction ; hence, though price is high, cost also is high. If it

were certain from the istart that the article would find a wide

sale, large plant and elaborate division of labor might be ap-

plied from the beginning, great quantities might be produced,

a snmll part sold at once at high prices, the rest stored away

until it was time to satisfy the demand at lower prices. But

this involves risk. Commonly, the earher installments are pro-

duced and sold tentatively, and the advantages of low cost

are not reaped until the possibility of large sales at low prices

is proved by successive experiments

A direct instance o. iiscrimination in price seems to be

supplied by the telephone. This is a monopoly in most com-

munities, and indeed, whether under private or public manage-

ment, ought to be a monoj^oly. The commodity, or service,

is not of a transferable kind ; hence one obstacle to discrimi-

nation — possible resale — is out of the way. Telephone rates

are conunonly adjusted on the basis of what the user can pay;

they are higher in cities and in thickly settled districts than in

rural districts. Some parts of the variations in charges are

doubtless due to differences in cost, but in the main they seem

to be the outcome of monopoly conditions.

A converse case occurs when a monopoly charges a level

rate to all persons, under conditions which would lead com-

peting producers to charge rates varying according to cost.

Probably the uniform five-cent fare on American street railways

could ut.i: be maintained but for monopoly conditions. Custom,

convenience in collection, and a disposition to conciliate the

public, account here for the one rate of fare which the monopoly

charges. The most striking case of this sort, however, is

where a public authority carries on an industry as a monopoly.

The uniform rate of postage on letters is to be explained largely

in this way. The two-cent rate is hij];hly profitable on short

distance letters, and especially on letters in the large cities. If

competing producers carried on the business, some of them
would enter this profitable part of the field and carry letters

there for much less than two cents. Private individuals or

A I
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corporations who might undertake letter service in outlying
districts of thin poijulation, especially the rural districts,

would have to charge considerably more; or else the govern-
ment would have to do the work at a heavy financial loss.

The existing monopoly enables the government to cover the
loss in one region from the profit in another. The postal

service is administered at a very moderate uniform rate, either

with proht, as in European countries, or at a comparatively
small loss, as in the United States. The social and educational

ailvantages of thus conducting the service, as a monopoly
with uniform rates, are too obvious to need emphasis.

§ 3. The po.ssibility of charging different prices to different

purchasers explains the phenomenon of "dumping," — that

is, the disposal of conmiodities in a foreign country at one price,

and to domestic purchasers at another and higher price. In
the absence of monopoly,— that is, if producers were competing
freely,— all purchasers would get conmiodities at the same
price. The i)roducers might, indeed, gain collectively by selling

part of the supply at a low rate, and the rest at a higher. Where
market conditions are disadvantageous, and where the total

supply cannot be sold on remunerative terms, there is a strong

inducement to resort to such tactics. But no one jiroducer

will sacrifice himself for the beneht of the rest; he will not
slaughter the whole or a part of his stock in order that others

may gain. If, however, all were to carry out an agreement to

sacrifice each a specified share of his supply, reserving the

remainder for higher prices, the object might conceivably bo
accomplished. Here, to be sure, there is this olistacle : a pos-

sibility that the favored purchaser may resell to those from
whom it is proposed to exact the higher price. JJut if tlie

favored purchaser is a foreigner, and if a h.-avy duty on imports
prevents him from .sending l)ack the "dumped" commodity to

the domestic market, the obstacle is removed. Tlie domestic
price can then be kejit higher, and the gain from this .source

may outweigh the loss on the dumpeil sales to foreigners;

especially if the commodity be one for which the demand is

/
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inelastic and of which an increased supply on the domestic

market would greatly depress the price. If the operation 'je

carried on by a compact monopoly, it is possible that the

foreign sales themselves will l)e at remunerative rates, and that

the higher domestic price will yield monopoly profits still fur-

ther enhanced.

The more complete the monopoly, the more likely will be

inequalities in the nature of "dumping." Even in cases of

halfway monopoly or tenrporary monopoly, something of the

sort may happen, though the discriminations will be less striking

and less contiimed. Any producer or vendor of a "specialty"

— a particular brand, an unusual commodity — is apt to l>o

for a time in a position of semi-monopoly. So far as he con-

trols the given article, he may find it advantageous to get rid

of part of his sui)ply in a foreign country, or in any out-of-the-

way region, in order not to "spoil" his domestic market.

Where control of the market rests only on good will, or on

established plant and reputation, the extent to which dumping

can be carried is obviously less than in the case of a firm and

enduring monopoly. Where, on the other hand, many pro-

ducers are steadily competing in the sale of a staple commodity,

dumping will not arise at all.

§ 6. Complete and unqualified monopoly is rare. Hence

too much stress should not be laid on the theory of monopoly

price in explaining the phenomena of actual life.

A monopoly exercised by a government for fiscal reasons gives

perhaps the best chance of exacting the full monopoly profit.

When the Khedive of Egypt, in the days l)efore the English

occupation, maintained a monopoly of the salt trade, he prob-

at)ly squeezed out of it remorselessly all that could be exacted

from his unfortunate subjects. But generally fiscal monopolies

do not exercise their povver to the utmost. They are not un-

common in civilized countries, being simply a method of

securing public revenue by monopoly management instead of

by taxes. Such are the tobacco and salt monopolies in Austria

and Italy, the tobacco monopoly in France, the spirit monopo-
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lies in Switzerland and Russia. These are rarely exploited up

to their maximum yield. A given net revenue, varying aecord-

ing to the financiiil need.s of the several states, is sought, and

the adjustment of supply and of prices is pressed no further.

Patented and copyrighted articles, again, seem to fulfill the

conditions of ix»rfect monopoly ; the law forbids competition

once for all. But the holder of such a monop<jly nnist reckon

with the competition of more or less available substitutes, and

thus is compelled to abate his prices and enlarge his supplies

more than he would otherwise do. (Copyrighted l)ooks, for

example, must meet the coiiipetilioii of other copyrightcjd

IxMiks of a similar kind, not to nu-ntion those on which the

copyright has expired. A first-rate textlxx)k yields a good

monopoly profit, sometimes a very high one. Yet if the price

be put too high, others, little worse, can l)e used in its place.

The gain from a copyrighted or patented article often arises

not so much from selling it at a higher price than others of a

similar sort, as from selling much more of it at al)out the same

price. This gain is obviously the greater if the conditions of

production are those of decreasing cost.

In other cases, al.so, of real or apparent or halfway monopoly,

there are commonly checks. Many so-called monopolies lack

a legal basis and even a solid industrial ba.sis. Such is the

case with most of the "trusts" which have been formed by

horizontal combination. They must be (>ver on the watch

against competitors, and very few, if any, are in a position to

exerci.se unrestrained monopoly {xjwcr. Otlicrs, again, though

more securely founded, must be on their guard against regula-

tion or displacement by public authority. Such are the so-

called "public service" industries,— the railway, the street rail-

way, the telegraph, the telephone, the gas companies. Both

of these .sorts of cases, so important in modern industry, will

engage our attention as we proceed. Here it suffices to note

that the monopoly is in one way or another qualified.

Finally, the dullness or torpor of a monopolist must be

reckoned with. The strict reasoning of the theory of monopoly
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price assumes him to press his advantaKo shrewdly and to the

utmost. He iiiuy do DothinK of the iviml. The spur of eom-

petition — the one force which more than any other stimuhites

enterprise and business iuteUisenee — is lacking. The secure

monopohst is likely to he content witii a rikkI comfortable

profit, and to let well enouRh alone. It may happen, indeed,

that another and shrewder person will s' e tli( possibilities, will

buy out the inert possessor, and proceed to manage the affair

with more vigor ami pmiit. Such has been not infrequently

the course of events in thr pul)lic s<Tvice monopolies of modern

times, especially in those whose possibilities of jjrofit have

been coimected with chatii?es in the arts and the rapid growth

of great cities. But this is not a matter on which pretliction

can be ventured. The actual working of monopoly, while it

conforms more or less to the theoretical analysis, is oftei. highly

uncertain ami irregular.

§ 7. It remains to say a word about one form of monopoly

which fre(iuently comes into pul)lic notice, the; "corner." This

word usually implies not that the sources of production have

come iMTMianently under monopoly control, but that the avail-

able supply has been got for the time into a single hand. Re-

currently, persons of speculative lu-nt try their haiuls at this

operation, buying up the whole supjjly of an article, and thru

selling it, if possiI)le, at a large pnjfit.

So far as the ordinary course of market prices is concerned,

mere cornering has no effect. If supply remains the same,

price t', consumers will not be more or less because an article is

in single hands. Yet the cornerer may make niomy. If so,

this is because he has foreseen more (piickly or more ^!u•ewdly

than others a shortage in the seasonal supply. By buying the

whok' of it at moderate prices from producers or dcalei's less

shrewd, he may profit by an advance. But that advance was

certain to come .sooner or later. The profit is not obtained at

the expense of consumers. The (|aestion is simply which set

of i)roducers or middlemen will accurately gauge the market

price of the season and profit accordingly. Tiiis is especially
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I rue of articl*-!- that an; in n -iinmhio form, )r vory nearly in

t (i.isuiMal)li f >rin. Such ih it . the supply of vhich, in regions

ilejM'mlinK on imtural twintcr-trozen) iec. is absolutely fixed by

the eontinKencies of tho weather; or a veKetal)l( like tomatoes,

thr crop of which, for canninR purposes, has si iiietinies been

bouKht out by speculators engineeriiii; a c<)rner. 1"I:<' price of

these things is s«'ttled with nuieh precision by the play of

demand and supply, i.e. by marginal utility, and it matters

not to the consumcf whether that supply Ix' in a sinfile hu:..!

or not.

In the case of producer's goods, such as metals and raw

materials, the i)os,sible etTect on prices from a corner is greatt'r,

for the reasons already indicated. Provide' the corn(>r is

rigorous, — provided all the available supplies and avenues of

supply are effectively controlled, — there is at lea.st a jwssi-

bility that middlemen and producers who are committed to

operations in which the raw materials are needed, will be mulcted

for a higher price than would rule without the corin'r.

Quite another situation ap|)ears when the pcr-oiis aoiainst

whose purses the corner is aimed are not the c»isum(Ts, but

other dealers and speculators, and es|X'cial!y the speculators

wl'o have been !)uying or selling for future d<'!ivery. .Most

sj alators are simply betting on futun> prices. They arc?

doing so, in the majority of cases, with incomplete or ill-inter-

preted information. A .spe<ulative corner is commonly directetl

against those who have sold for future d(>!ivtry. — that i.:,

those who have agreed to sell for a given price, at a fixed date

in the future, something which they do not own. \ shrewd

and daring perscm. or even one not shrewd but only daring,

who Iwlieves that many persons have oversold for future

delivery, may try to buy u]) tho whole sui)ply availal)le at the

stipulated date. If he succeeds, he may then dictati' the price

at which they must buy fnnn him. in order to keep their ci\-

gagements ; and the ditTeriMu-e between that price and tho

price he has paid for his purchases makes the profit of the

corner. Evidently the persons who are direct atfected are

n

I
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not the consumers, but only other dealers and speculators.

In so far, it is a case of diamond cut diamond.

Yet the consuming public is by no means without its con-

cern in these speculative corners. Some of its purchases may

be of a sort that cannot be postponed, and must be made at

the ruling market price. This buying comes from those more

eager or necessitous persons, who would ordinarily get the

article at the normal market price, and would secure a con-

sumer's surplus. During the crucial period of a corner— say

during the month of May, if wheat for May delivery is the

bone of contention — wheat will sell at an artificially high

price. The comerer is intent on buying every part of supply

that comes to market, to prevent his opponents from getting

the means of satisfying their contracts. These opponents, in

turn, are under no less pressure to secure the supplies. Until

the struggle is over,— until either the corner "bursts" because

the comerer finds he cannot possibly buy the entire supply,

or else the "short sellers" acknowledge themselves defeated

and "settle" with their opponent,— so long the market price

is high, and those who are under the necessity of buying for

bona fide use must pay accordingly. When the struggle is over,

price goes back suddenly to the normal level for the season, or

even below that level. Most consumers are no worse off than

before, and sometimes are better off, in consequence of the

rapid disposal of supplies long withheld from the market.

Successful corners are rare. Usually those who attempt

them underestimate the supply and overstrain their credit.

When the Indding of the contending speculators raises prices,

a'l sorts of unexpected nooks and crannies prove to have scraps

of supply that arc hurried on the market to take advantage

of the golden opportunity ; while the usual consumption is

curtailed, and so far leaves more of the usual supply available.

In order to hold the corner, enormous sums must l)e provided,

always by Arrowing on a vast scale, with hypothecation of

what is already luntnjlied ; and the iusistence of a larne crwlitor

may precipitate a collapse. Where the commodity is not, like
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agricultural products, the subject of seasonal cultivation, but is

continuously produced, the difficulties in the way of a corner

art even greater. In 1887-1888 a noted attempt was made

by a group of French speculators, headetl by one Secretan,

to corner copper. At once copper poured in from every part

of the world, and all sorts of unknown or half-worked mines

added to the product. The corner, after keeping up prices for

many months, and causing disturbance and expense to those

whose purcha.ses had of necessity to be made fluring its opera-

tion, finally failed di.sastrously ; its promoter was led to suicide,

and a great French bank which had lent him large funds was

comijelled to suspend payments.

I



CHAPTER 16

Joint Cost and Joint Demand

11m

[r

§ 1. Not infrequently coinnuxlities arc pniducod at joint cost

;

the same operations which turn out one in the group turn out

another also. Such are mutton and wool ; l)eef , hides, and horn

;

copper, gold, silver from ores containing tliese diverse metals;

cotton lil)er and cotton seed. Commodities produced at joint

cost are of interest to us because of tlie p(>culiar prohkins of

price wiiich they present.

A perfect example of joint production is tluit of cotton fil)er

and cotton seed. To make the fiber marketable, the seed nmst

be separated from it ; all the expenses of cultivation and of gin-

ning are necessarily incurred for the two together. But the

prices per pound at which fil)er and seed sell ;irc very different.

For every pound of lint (fiber) there are about two jwunds of

seed. At the prices of ri'cent years (1!)():M90S) the filler has

sold at about ten cents a pound ; tlie see i a^ about one half cent

a pouml. It may be a.ssumed, with little divergence from the

facts, that cotton is produced under conditions of comj). Mtioii,

and that there is a large margin at which the cost is i)r:irtically

constant. Fiber and seed Ix'tween them therefore .sell, taking

their average prices over a series of years, for what it costs to

produce them. But the aiiportionment of this total price be-

tween the two joint products depends on the relative demand

for them, or, in the terms which we hav(> learned to use, on their

marginal utility. Tlie marginal utility of the cotton fiber from

a gi\-en crop is much greater than the marginal utility of the

seed produced along with it ; hence cotton .sells at a much higher

price per pound.

It follows that an increase of demand for a commodity which is

produced jointly with another, may cause a fall in the price of

L'I8
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that other. If tin; demaiul for cotton increases, its price will

T'<i\ Tiiis will not directly affect the price of seed, for which the

sui)i)ly and the conil.itions of demand remain the same. But
the higher price of cotton is likely to stimulate jiroduction, and
more i)otli of filxT and of .seed will he brought to market. The
conditions of demand remaining unchanged for seed, its price

must fall as supply is enlarged. Production will he increased

until, in the end, the two l)etween them will again sell for their

joint expen.ses of jjroiluction. But as the <vi'(\ now sells at a

lower price, the fiber must sell at a somewhat higher price; and

the <lefinitive outcome of the greater demand for fil)er will thus

be a larger output of both constituents. It will cause a higher

price for the one and yet entail a lower i)rice for the other. The
opposite ciYeet would follow if demand for one of the articles

shoulil i)ecome not greater, but less.

In most in.stances of joint cost, the situation is not so .simple as

this ; for usually each article entails some separate items of ex-

pense. It is rare that, as with cotton fil)er anrl cotton seed, all

the expen.ses are incurred, to the very last stage, jointly for the

two. The common ease is more like that of wool and mutton
;

thougii produced in the main at joint co.st, each brings some special

expenses of its own. The wool must be sheared; the sheep

must be slaughtered and dressed for muttcjn. Wool and meat

must each sell for at least the special cost connected with them,

so a minimum price is set. In what i)roportion the remaining

(joint) cost will be secured from the two will then depend on the

play of demand, as in the simpler case of cotton fiber and .seed.

The phrase "by-jjroducts" is often applied to denote some
of the commodities produced at joint cost. When one of

them habitually sells at a much lower price than the other, it is

spoken of as a by-product ; or when a material for which no use

has been known, comes to be utilized and to have a market value,

it is so descri])ed. Both reasons (•xi)lain why cotton >ocd is com-

monly sjjoken of as a by-product, not, as in strictness it should

bo, US a joint prudiicl. f)iu- of the most striking insiancesof joint

cost is in the utilization of the various parts of slaughtered ani-

'•1

%.
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mala. The hide, the bristles, the bones, the horns, the hoofs,

the blooti, the various organs, all are turned to some sort of use,

— usually with items of special cost pertaining to each. As

the meat is the most important and familiar product, the

others are commonly called by-products.

The advance in the arts of produt^tion, especially under the

influence of chemical science, has ! >d to the utilization of many

materials previously wasted, and so has made the principle of

joint cost of wider ami wider application. Wool, proiluced at

joint cost with mutton, further illustrates also this aspect of

the principle. As wool comes from the sheep's back, it contains

much fatty matter, which must be got rid of before the fiber can

be used for textile purposes. This matter, fonnerly waste, has

in recent times l>ecn extracted, in some degree refined, and has

proved useful in treating leathe and for other purposes. Simi-

larly, cotton seed, itself a joint product, supplies not only the

oil pressed out of it (and that oil of various grades, serviceable for

various purposes), but also the oil cake remaining after extrac-

tion, which is used as food for cattle. The slag which comes to

the surface of the molten matter in a pig-iron furnace, and of

which vast quantities formerly accumulated near the furnaces

(some parts being perhaps turned to account locally as ballast

under railway ties), has lately been used as a material in the

manufacture of cement.' Coal tar, one of the by-products

from the making of gas and coke, lias been found by chemistry

to contain the materials for cheap and effective dyestuffs, and

also for important drugs. The crude oil which comes from the

coal-bearing strata, and which has formeil so wonilerful an ad-

dition to man's resources duri.ig the lixst half century, is the

basis of a number of products, having partly joint cost and partly

special cost, — kerosene (illuminating oil), naphtha, gusjUne,

lubricating oil, dyes, paraffin and candles, vaseline.

For the utilization of some joint products a hirge plant is

indisponsal)le ; as in the case of wool grease or coal oil prod-

' In (iprmany the bIiik loft l)y the Thoniiis ami other ba-iir processes is the

most important source of supply of phosphorus used aa (ertiliier.

i*.
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r

ucts. In so far, the advance of the arts has promoted the

growth of large-scale production, and so has intensified the

social problems which arise from it. Large-scah? protluction,

in turn, may lead to monopoly, or largely facilitate it. Then

another complication appears. Either monopoly alone or joint

cost alone entails consequences for value which diverge fai-

from the simpler cases. When the two are combined, a

variety of interacting forces must be considered, —joint and

separate cost, mjirginal utility and elasticity of demand, mo-

nopoly and maximum profit, and the elTects upon monopoly

of possible competition, of public opinion and i)ublic regula-

tion, and of inert management. The Standard (^il Company

in the United States illustrates all these complications. It

has had a more or less effective monopoly, due to various

causes, among which large-scale production and the utilization

of joint products have played their part ; and these various

joint products have been marketed at prices influenced by all

the factors mentioned in our discussion of monopoly, except

probably that of inert management.

Whenever a very large fixed capital is used not for a single

purpose, but for varied purposes, the influence of the princii)le

of joint cost shows itself. Of this the most striking instance

appears in the adjustment of railway rates— a ca^se, however,

so complex that its consideration is best postponeti to a later

chapter.' Where a large plant is used for producing one

homoi?eneous commodity,— say steel rails or plain cotton cloth,

— the peculiar effects of joint cost cannot, of course, appear.

True, if such a plant, or combination of plants, has a monopoly

or semi-monopoly, there may be varying prices for different

portions of the one homogeneous product ;
there may be

"dumping," as in the case of steel rails.* But this is a very

different phenomenon from that of value under joint cost.

§ 2. A different case from joint cost is joint demand, where

what is wanted is not a single article, but a combination of

' See Book VII, Chapter 60, especially i 3.

• See above, Chapter 15, }§ 4, 5.
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articles. Thus a demand for dwellings is a demand for the

comjileted accommodation. The purchaser is indifferent to the

prices for brick, wood, glass, hardware ; all he looks for is the

house which combines these various materials.

If we suppose an increase in the demand for houses in a given

district, and a rise in their prices, the change will be reflected in

a rise in the prices of the several materials. If the materials

were used solely for the reconstruction of houses, and if tliey

were put on the market under the same conditions, — all

equally limited in supj)ly, or all ecjually extensible in sui)ply, —
there would be no reason for expecting a greater rise in price

for one than for the others. Hut the conditions of sui)i)ly, as of

demand, are likely to l)e different for the .several constituents.

Some may be ea.xily obtainable in unlimited quantities at short

notice ; .some may be temporarily or permanently limited. So

far as any constituent is solely devoted to the given purpose

and is limited in supply, so far is it likely to be peculiarly

affected by the changes in demand for the joint product.

Those constituents which serve other purposes also, and hence

are on the market for miscellaneous sale, will be diverted

toward the joint product by the increase in price; enlarging

supply here will check in some degree the rise in price. If

the supply of any constituent !h> unlimited and easily ex-

tensible at constant cost, its price will not rise at all. Supply

will promi>tly respond to the new demand, and the effect of

that demand will appear solely with the other constituents.

And if all the constituents exccjit one be easily procured in

larger quantities, and if their supplies thus respond (juickly to an

increased demanfl, that exceptional constituent will get the full

benefit of the increase in price.

The different kinds of lalwr needed in building operations, as

well as the different kinds of materials, illustrate the working

of joint demand. A demand for houses and business premises

moans a dpmand for all kinds of workmen,— for unskilU'd lal K)rers,

for bricklayers, masons, and car{)enters, for pluml)ers and elec-

tricians, and (in the case of high structures in American cities),
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for ironworkers. Some of these occupations are so widespread

that an increased demand for a particular kind of labor in any one

place easily draws an increased supply. This is most obviously

true of ordinary manual labor, — plain pick and shovel work.

More of it can usually be got with little difficulty from other

places. With the rougher kinds of carpenter's work the situa-

tion is similar. But it is different with the highly skillerl trades,

and with those to which access is fettered by trade-union re-

striction. Here it is more difficult to add to the labor supply.

Hence increa.sed activity in l)uilding may have the eff(»ct of

very greatly raising the wages of the workmen in these groups,

while bringing comparatively little change for the others.

Such a result has in recent years appeared frequently in .\meri-

can cities, strikingly so in New York. The rapid growth in

urban population, combined with great improvements in build-

ing methods, hius brought about astonishing activity in adding

to and in remodeling dwellings and business premises. Cer-

tain kinds of laborers, not easily increased in supply by recruiting

from other occupations or from other places, have been in in-

sistent demand,— such a.s plumbers, tile workers, electrical work-

ers, housesmiths (i.e. .structural ironworkens). The.se have

felt more tiiaii the others the demand for the joint product, and

have secured extraordinarily high wages. .Xrtificial restriction

of the supply by trade-union n-gulatioii has played no small part

in securing for them an exceptionally larger share of the pos.si-

ble gain.

Ordinarily, joint demanrl has not the same sort of permanent

effect on value that joint sui)ply has. In the long run, the con-

dition.i of sujiply are the mort' important in affecting value.

Though it istrue, asappear-iinii-t strikinc^ly in the cases of increas-

ing cost and of monopoly value, that there is a constant inter-

action of supply and demand, the dominant forces fo;- most com-

modities are those of supply. Where an increased joint demand

affects most strongly some one commodity or some one kin<l of

labor, because that hapiwns to be the constitm iit \vh )se supply

is least ea.sily extensible, there is none the less likely to be an
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increase in its supply. A readjustment of value takes place of

the saine sort as would have taken place if the demand had been

not joint, but solely and separately for this one thint;. If more

brick is wanted, more will be produced ; and an increased de-

mand for houses, though it may for the moment raise the price of

brick, will not <lo so permanently. But the situation is different

with joint cost ; an incrca.se in the demand for cotton fiber may
have a permanent effect in lowering the price of cotton seed.

The immediate effect of an increase of demand is usually greater

in case of joint demand ; but the ultimate effect is usually

greater in case of joint supply.
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CHAPTER 17

The Pre( lors Mktai-s. Coinage

§ 1. We hav*' already coiiHidiu'il the part which inonoy plays

in the division of labor.' It is the incdium by whirh exchanges

are effected, and l)y whieh the eonsetjuenc-es ni the division of

lal)or are worked out. It is the niediiiiii, too, in which the rela-

tive values of connno<l>'"H are expressed. At any given time,

the price of a commodity registers its value. If iron sells for one

cent a pound, and copper sells for ten cents a pound, thtir rela-

tive values are a- one to ten. If the price of copper rises to

twenty cents, iron remaining as before, their relati\i' values

become as one to twenty. But if iron sells for two cents, and

copper for twenty, their values remain as one to ten
; and

what has happened is a change in thoir value relatively to the

cents. A rise in both prices has taken place, which means a tail

in the purchasing power of money ; that is. a fall in its value

Thus money, thouffli an accurate measure at any given time, i.s by

no means necessarily an accurate measure for different times.

The most difficult monetary prol)lems are tliose concerning the

variations in its own value, that is, concerning the fluctuations

in the general range of prices.

We have seen also that, while any commodity that is in

general demand may serve the purposes of u niediuni of ex-

change, the most important b.\ far have b(>en gold and silver.

Throughout most of the period (iver whicii the histnii.al record

extenils, they have been the nuiin ronstitueiits of the ciiculat-

jng medium. During the la.st (cntury, ttiey have iu'en sup-

plemented to a high degree by i)aper sul)>titutes or eciuivaleuis,

and iiioiielary couiiilinii^ have It en by iiiis proc tss profoundly

' !<poI5m>k II, Chapters.

227
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affected. But specie' is still, and bids fair long to remain, the

basis of the niodiutn of exchunRe for all advanced countries.

We can Ijost begin the di.seus.sion of monetary questions by

treating them as if specie wen' the sole eoastituent of t'.ie

medium of exchange ; introducing thereaft«T the sj'veral quali-

fications which arise from tlie u.se of paper money and of the

complex credit instruments.

§ 2. Historically, the chief reason why gold and silver Ih?-

came the money metals was that they .satisfied ti' • craving for

adornment. Things that minLster to the deeivrooted love of

display are in unfailing demand ; and any conuncxlity that is in

unfailing demand may perform passably the functions of a

medium of exchange Hence the wide variety of things that

have so served, — cattle, grain, salt, furs, tobacco, and what
not. It is the luster and sheen of gold and silver that caused

them to be highly prized in the early stages of civilization,

when other ways of producing these effects were not known.
The glitter of the bauble is the origin of the monetary u.se of

the precious metals
;

precisely as gla.ss beads and scarlet cloth

are serviceable for barter by explorers who push into those

regions (now few) where savagery is still unaffected by the

conventional ways of civilized man.

Other qualities contributed greatly to making gold and
silver the money metals. They are singularly free from lia-

bility to deterioration. Rust does not affect them. They
retain their lu.ster with unusual constancy. Most important of

all, they have proved to l>e sufficiently abundant for money
use, and yet not .so abundant that they havi- cea.sed to be
prized. Any metal that is fairly scarce might Iw .selected for

monetary use. Iron was u.sed in the early days of Rome.
Coijper was used to a considerable extent in later times ; and
it is .still in use, though only under conditions th.-tt deprive it of

much significance. In the course of time, both iron and copper
have been discovere«l and produced in such great quantities

' I use "sppcip" • s.gnify gold and silver usied for monptar>- purposes,
whether coined or uncoined.
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that they have ceaHOtl to have any Hjx'cial v;'lui' from their

rurity. (lold and silver remain CDinparativfly searee. Tliuugh

common, and very widely distributed (gold perliajjs most widely

distrii)Uted of all), they are rarely found in large amounts, or

under conditions which enable great (luantities to be secured at

small coat. Highly productive mines have been not infre-

quently discovered, and during our own time new sources are

being exploited to a striking extent. Home of these changes

have hail far-reaching efTects on pri'-es on the modes of

use for the two metals. Some of tli , nave '"aused the

question to l)c raised, at one time a' ' . i. >v , i.'ver,

or gold, or both, might not becom- m i I a. v. • leup

as no longer to I )e fit to serve a- .
'

'' ". I ow-

ever, their .scarcity ami high cos i
•<.'

i'. . i • i . In . i low

produced in (juantilies that a* X' i tv ,
• ...rc'. with

those of former centuries, theii > iPia, > (li -iiK very

small as compared with that of iro» hi! ,( . ni ad zinc'

The continued use of gold and silv r :n-
i nm y n ta very

largely on convention, not on the inti... !. r< ,,^ l)cauty

and scarcity. Once established as the money metals, they

retain their position to a great degree by force of custom.

Arything which pa.sses readily frr)ni han<l to hand has value

from its mere acceptability. The .strong influence of conven-

tion and habit is illustrated by the wampum of the American

Indi.''ns. These strings of ihells, originally sought because

fancied for ornament, were in course cf tim, accepted, without

thought of their ortiamental qualities as a medium of exchange

' Till- total production, thi- world over, of thr nion' f.imiliar metals was in

1900: -
Metric Tons

PJR Iron 11,000.000

Lead . SfiO.OOO

Copper 486,000

Zinc 471.000

Tin H.5.000

Aluminiiiii 7,800

Ni'-k---! 7.500

Silv.r 5.050

Gold 388
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for the Indian trilws and the early settlers. Among certain

African trilx's, tiny axes (called bikei) serve ivs the medium of

exchange. It in clear that they are conventionalized survivals

from a time when the purpose v/tm served by real axes, which

ha<l the prime quality of general acceptability.' l'ai)er money

illustratcH the same tendency. In tlie first stages of its use, it

had to be really exchaiigealile on demand for sjiecie ; otherwise

it would not be taken in payment. But once p«'()ple were

used to it, and accustomed to si-eing it received by every one

and paid out by every one, it proved iil)le to circulate as money

with little reference to its convertibility into specie.- Si)ecie

ha« had for many centuries the e.stalilished j)osition which

paper money has secured within very modern times. Just

because all the world accepts it its money, it is peeidiarly (it to

serve as money.

P'urther, the fact that specie serves so imiversally as money

tends to maintain its value, l)y giving it a utility for social

prestige. Many of the non-immetary j)urposes for which gold

and silver are u.sed have IxTomc of minor importance. Brass

and sundry imitations often do as well. Hit ween the service-

ability of jjlateil ware and solid silver there is no suiistantial

(litTerence. The one great utility which the sterling metal

retains is like that of the diamond, -- it satisfies the love of

distinction. The fact that gold and silver are u.'^ed ;is money

keeps up their vulue ; the fact that they ari> valuaiile gives

them utihty for display; and this in turn serves to sustain

their value lor monetary as well as for non-monetary uses.

§ :>. Coins are starnpt-d and certitied pieces of metal. I'ni-

formity, and conse(iuent ease in reckoning prices, are made

fxtssible by coinage. The fact that the n\etals can be split up

into pieces absolutely uniform is one of the <|U;dities which (it

them for mon-^tary use; though, to be sure, it is n (|;i;(lity |)os-

sessed not only by gold ami silver, copper and nickel, but by

other metals a.s well.

' Src MUa M:\rv KiiiK-'liy'.'* Trnriii ill W'lxl .Ifiifn, p. 32tl.

' Sic Mow, ( 'haptiT 2.'J, § I.

(
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Coinage has \m\ linost universally rurrietl on as a public

function. In all m\\ uioed countries it i.s now so carried on
without e.\(ci)ti()u. Conceivahly. private jXTsons might under-
take it, tlu' users of money being allowed to judge of the weight
and fineness of the i)ie((s as they are allowed to judge of the
quality of the spoons and forks which they use. In thi8 way
silver is used to the i)re,sent day a.s the medium of exchange in

China. Hut the convenience of coins as a medium of exchange
would be immensely lessened if everv one had to asceHain for

himself wiiether ea( h pie<-e was what it i)urported to be. C.ov-

eriimeiits therefore reserve to themselves tiie monopoly of

coinage, and punish as a crimi' the manufacture by private

persons of money pieces. Historically, a strong rea.son for the

public inonojyoly of coinage was th(> dchire of kings and i)rince3

to make a profit by coinage ojx'rations, often dishonestly,

througli intentional deba-sement of the coin.' In modern
times, fiowever, the monopoly is maintained because through
it alone uiiifurmity in th<> circulating medium can be «< cured.

Coins are so mamifactured that tlu-y cannot be dipped or

whittled without easy detection of the defect. Hence designs

are always put on both sides, and the edges have conugations
(milling) or lettering. If the .ins were simply round flat pieces

of metal with smoot'i edges, shavings could i>v scraped or cm
from them without easy detection. Such "sweating" was
eonnnon in earlier days, before the art of coinage had been
perfected. Modem nuichinery turns out piece" so skillfully

nutnufactured that troubles of this sort have |)ractically cea.«ed.

Coins, again, are never made (»f i)iire jnetal Cold and silver,

without alloy, are soft, ami coins made of them alone wou-d
wear out fa-^t untler active use. Hence a s?iiall ])en-ent:ige of

base metal — usually copper is added, the mixture gi\ing

the needed hardness and toi.-dmess. In most coimtri.s. gold

and silver coins ure •»()() fine; thai is, they <'ont,ain 0(M) pan.
in gold or silvir for every KMM) of gross weiirht. This is the

' Tor .1 iiin,!rrii inslanr,. ,,f :hr .,,.,nii- sort. s,r Shitin'H Fire and Sword in the
S(tdiiii. pp. ."ill .'i-LJ.
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'2:V2 MONHY AXn TlIK MKfllANISM OF i;X(HAX(;K

hnenivs of the coins of tlu> I'nited States, (in'iit Rrituiii .still

coins lier golil pieces witli a fineness of IMtijj ; that is, the pro-

portion of ulloy is not 1 in ID, hut 1 in 12.

In the tyi)ical ca8«>, and that which we shall for tlu^ proseni

alone consider, there is friM» coinage. That is, every holder of

bullion may bring it to the mint, and, no matter how much

he brings, have it (converted into coin. The cost of manu-

facturing the coin is usually borne in nuMlern communities by

the public ; but not neces.sarily. The mint may return to the

applicant coins containing a slightly less amount of specie

than the l)ullion which he j)re.scnted. The difTerence retained

by the mint then constitutes a charge to meet its expenses,

in whole or in part. Such a <liiTerence or deduction is called a

s»'igniorage (a name derived from the exclusive coinage rights

of the king or feiuhd seigneur). Where a seigniorage is charged,

the exchange value of coin may exceed to that extent the value

of l)ullion. The mints of most countries, however, return to

the j)erson who presents gold bullion precisely the same weight

of fine gol<l in the shape of coins. Sometimes, indeed, this

return is not immediate; there is a il'!'v corresponding to the

length of time re(juired for tiie manulaciure of the coin. Thus,

in the United States, a jwriod of six weeks usually clajisea

between the delivery of bullion and the return t)f coin. Such

a tlela> may cause the value of bullion to be slightly less than

the value of coin, even though there be fre«' coinage without seign-

iorage, since there is a loss of interest during the iK'riod of

waiting. These caases of divergence between gold bullion

and gold coin - - whether .seigniorage or delay in coinage —
have ceased to be of appreciaiile importance.

Xot only can gold bullion be converted into coin at the

mint without charge, or for a trilling charge, but gold coin

can be readily coiivertcil into gold Imllioii, either liy private

melting, or l)y arrangement, conuuon at the mints, for giving

bullion in c.\cl uige lor coin at fixed rates. The .situation is

very difTerent witli silver, copper, and iiicUi-l. which are not

freely coined, and which present i)rohlciii- of tluir tiwn. .Vs

Mfe«^
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for Rold, it may be said, without substantial variance from the

facts, that huUion and coin are int('rclianK<'ul)lo.

The rate at which coin is fiivon for l)union is the " mint
price of Koi.l." In F^n^'hmd the mint price of stan(hird gold is

£3 17s. lOjrf. per ounc(> ; each ounce is manufactured into

.-•wvereij^nis ;it this rate. In France the mint price of fine sold

is 3447.7-J franco- per kiloRi-aiu, in Germany it is 2790 marks per

kiloRiam; tiie figures again indicating how man> francs or

marks are manufactured from lh<' kilogram of gold. Because

the amount of gold ccin o,ivcn for I iiilion ni-vcr varies (so long

as the coinage legislation remains unchanged), peoj)le often

speak of the value of gold as unvarying. .\ccustome<i to think

of all exchanges and all values in terms of prire, they think of

the value of gold as the j>rice (tiie mint price) of gold h'.illion.

But obviously the value l)oth of gold i)uilion and of gold coin

is really a very (UtTcrent matter, 't depends on the general

range of prices of commodities, (jr, ratlicr it is the general

range of j)riccs; and tliis is \>y no means free from variation.

In the I'nited State., the phra.se "mint price of gold" is not

often used, ix-cause our coinage legislation proceeds not by
sjK'cifying wliat number of dollars shall be manufactured out

of a given weight (say an ounce) of gold, but l)y .specifying

how nmch gold the dollar sli.all c(mtain. The doll.-tr is required

to contain 2:i.22 grain.s of fine gold. Dollar-pieces are no longer

coined; they proved too small fnr convenient use; five-dollar

pieces are coined with five times this weight of gokl, ten-dollar

piece's with ten times the weight. The mint price of gold, if

that phrase were used witii reference to our coinage sy.stem,

would l)e ?20fi7 per ounce.

§ 4. Before closing this introductory chapter, something

may be said of the place whicli money and the mechani.sm of

exchange bold among the factors that i)ear on the prosperity

of a conununity.

ICvery person >ell:> his wares or services for money, and
couunands tli( wares and >ei\ ices of others in proportion as he

ha- mtm- or less nioney. It is natural to suppose that what
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brings prospiTity to the individual l)rinKs prosfwrity to all.

Yt't Ji inomoiit's n'fiection inaii<!s it clear that here, iw so often,

the inference is not wurniiited. If all persons sell their wares

for more money, no one gains then^hy. The imlividnal gains

from having more money ouly if others have n<>l nictn- money,

— if he can buy from others at as low prices as iicfore. If

all prices and all money incomes are high, no one is bettered

thcreijy. Money is the means by wiiich eai'h pci-suu procures

the comforts and necessaries of life; or, to s|)eak more accu-

rately, it is the medium I)y which e;u'h person exchanges the

particular things he produces or owns for the various commodi-

ties which he wishes to l)uy. The more money there is, the

more of this medium is use 1 in every act of exchange. Hut

prosjKTity deix-nds on the ;ibun lance of the things exchanged,

nut on that of the counters used in eiVecting the exchanges.

This is so obvious that mere statement suffices f(ir proof.

.N'one the less, it hajjpens often that pi.'ople who are half trained,

and see only one aspect of economic plienomena, iielieve that

abundance of gold or silver, or of paper sui)slitutes for them,

is the one thing needful to make the wuill iiefter olf. Many
educateil and intelligent |)ersons, who would .scorn to hold this

opinion in its crudest form, yet hold some |)ha.se of it by impli-

cation. Thus, in connection with trade between one country

and anotlu-r, most peoj)le assume that such a state of foreign

traile as inings money into the country leads to prosperity,

while such a state a.s carries moni'y out leads to adversity.

All notions of this sort are the n suits of lialf iliiiiking. The

flow of spci'ie into a country or out of it, in the course of inter-

national trade, is usually a matter of inditVerence. Where it

is a matter (jf con^e<iuenc(>, the mere increase or decrea.se in

the suj)ply of money is only the fir-t stej) in a serie; of events

that may afTect the country's pn)s|)erity.' Whenever ;i person

speaks of that which "brings imdmcv into the countrv" (or

into the city or the village') as luing mxid fur it. tiie probaliilities

' Sec th" 'ti*'i»sii)ii of iutiriialiiiiial Iriidr in Itunk I V. (H|Hci.illy t'lmptir 3'J,

•ti'i Clisptrf H'. i 1.

iil
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arc tliiit !u' hiis not mustered the rlotiiontiiry principles of

((•onoiijir.s. One of the simplest of these piiiiciplcs is tliut

money is primarily an instrument for enaijlin^ the division of

labor to work out its end with smoothness, and that, bar-

ring some nicetie.' presently to be eoiisidered, its large or

small supply is a matter of no eonsefiuence.

But though the (luantity of money, and the conseciuent use of

more or less of the <-ounters in each operation of exehanse, l)e

matters of indilTerence, the universal use of money in exehanges

is by no means a matter of inditlerence. It has not merely

the obvious elTect of facilitating the division of labor and so pro-

moting the output from the operations of production: it has

ulterior consequencc-s no less important. Without it neither

merchants and traders nor manufacturers could carry on large-

scale op<'rations. All the pha.ses of large-scale i)roduction, with

its far-reaching social conse«iuences. arc dc|)endent on a de-

veloped and smooth-working money regime; it is indis-solnbly

connected with c.'ipitalism and capitalistic enterprise. It un-

derlies all lending and iuirrowing, all investment, the issue of (;or-

porato securities, financial operations of every kind. It has

psychologic d effects as well as effects ol)viou.sIy economic. It

affords a universal goal for the instinct of accumulation and
pos.session, creating an environment in which everyone strives

for money, half forgetful of the purpo.ses which the pos.so.ssion

of money .serves. .Vll things are put in a |K'Cuniary light, all

effort is proximately to make money, all efficiency and all prod-

uct are measured in terms of money. Though not the funda-

mental cause underlying the probh'ms of the unequal tlivision of

wealth and income, it is yet a condition of the emergence of

these problems in the characteristic modern forms : social cla.«ses

distinguished by diff'erences in money means, capital owned
by comparatively ff>w. From oiu" point of view the lea.st

es.sential part of the organization of production and distri-

bution, it is from another pctint of view the one e.s.sential part.

Without it, the characteristic modern problems could hardly be

imagined.
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CHAPTER 18

Thk Qt'antity UK Money and I'hicks

§ 1. What (lotcrmines the vahic of money? That is, what

detennines the general range of i)rices? The vahie of money

obviously is high when the general range of prices is low
;

for

a given amount of money will then huy much of other things.

Its value ol.viously is low when the gen. nil range of prices is

high ; for a given amount of money will then buy littl.> of other

things. What, now, causes its vtUue to be high or low, prices

to be lo .rhigh?

The t X step toward answering this question is to understand

,f between the quantity of money and its value. The

• u relation is a very simple one. Double the quantity

and, other tilings l)eing (>qual, Jirices will l)e twice as

fore and the value of money one half. Halve the

f mon'v, and, other things being ecjual, prices will

wh: they wen- l)efore, and the value of money

liat increiLse in quantity t<-nds to lower value, is a

1
- good of all commodities. The special projv

, money is that its value teiuls to vary pre-

cisely iii i.r- -tion to its quantity. This constant relati.m does

not hoi I go^ i of any other commodity. Double the (|uantity of

wheat, and its value will prol)al)ly fall to much less than half

of what it was before. Double the quantity of sugar, and its

vahie will prol)al)ly fall l)y no means to one half. For b()th

wheat and sugar, the outcome will d.'iiend (.n the ela-sticity

of demand. But in the case of money, there is no (piestion as

to elasticity of demand, and no such difriculty in pn-diction. The

value of money, under the simplest conditions, is »>xactly inverst;

to its (juantity.
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This is what is called the quantity theory of money. Con-

cerning it a hot controversy has long waged. It has been ve-

hemently denied ; and often it has been erroneously stated.

Rightly stated it conforms to the facts, but it must be rightly

stated and understood. In the preceding paragraph it has

been put Ixjldly, witli the purpose to bring out clearly the

fundamental truth. But the reader will note the phrases

"other things iH'ing ('(pial " and " umler the .simplest conditions."

(Jn'ut (pinlihcation and elalxmition will be ref|uircd before the

l)old statement can b«' made to (it the complicaled phenomena

of actual life, esiK'cially iti modern times. The last word cannot

l)e .said until a long series of topics have been covered.' For the

present, let us consider the esscn1i;il ground on which the pro|)-

osition rests, and some of the sim|il(-:t (juulifications.

Tlie.se essential grounds are found in tlie nature of the demand

for money. People often say that tiie demand for money is

without limit. They niian thtreliy that any individual desires

to secure possession or control of as nuich as he can. Rut he

tlesires possession or control as a means, not as an end. Money
is not eaten or drunk or directly enjoyed. It is a means of get-

ting other cotninodities ; it is sought in order to be s|)ent. We
ma\' set a^ide, as negligible, the ease of the miser who gloats

over money for its own s;ike, and al>o some other possible cases

of hoarding. .Ml the money, whether any individual has con-

trol of nnich or little -if it, is spent sooner or later. The demand

for it — what is offereil in excliange for it — consists of the

conunodities on side. But the commodities on sale are simply

all th<' commodities that .•ire to lie !'xcliange<l. The demand for

money, in any given community at any givn time, is constani.

It i-i not ~iibject to change because of the <;rcatcr or less range of

I)rices. Whether goods sell for Irss or more, all of tliem v>ill

still be sold, and will still be olTered for money. Hence, when

there is twice iis much mom y, thf same imniber of commodities

will be otfered for th4- motit y, and |)rices will be twice as high as

before.

I .Sii- I ii.i .t- r '.',1. .it t'l . i T I'l t'.ii.i !{,' k.
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In other wonln, thore is no such thinK as elasticity in the de-

mand for money. Tlie princijile of marRinal utility is not appli-

cahle. When wheat and sugar are offered more abundantly in

the market, their value falls aceordinK to the deereaHinR utility

of successive inereinents. The total sum spent on any one com-

modity — the (luaivtity sold multiplied by the price per unit —
may become greater or less as the numl«'r of units gi-o\vs larger.

But tlie total amount of goods offered for money, which con-

stitutes the demand for money, is not affected l)y its value.

That total remains always the whole numlwr of commodities

that are exchanged through tiiis medium. The general process

is the exchange of the whoh- number of ct)mmodities for the whole

number of money pieces ; the ecpiation fixes the value of money

according to the relative abundance of money and of goods.

§ 2. Let us now begin to introduce the explanations and quali-

fications of this fundamental principle. In the fn-st place, we

should not speak of tlie whole number of commodities, or even of

the whole number exchanged ; but only of the numlier exchanged

through the medium of money. Some gcMxIs are consumed by

those who produce them, and do not enter the circle of exchange

at all. Such are agricultural products consumed by those who

grow them. These evidently do not constitute at any time

demand for money. Rut with the growing elaboration of the

division of labor, the proportion «)f goods so used tends to be-

come steadily less. In a country like tlie United States at the

present time it is not far from the truth to .say that all things

that are produced are exdianged.

Nor is it far from tlie truth to say that all things exchanged at

all are sold for money and exchanged through money. So far

as barter is practised, there is obvifiusly no demand for money.

Goods exchanged by l)arter constitute demand directly for each

other. But barter ha.s disapi)eared even niore completely than

production for one's own consum])tion.

Much more important is a (lualilicaticm as to the rate or man-

ner in which goods and money meet each other in exchange.

The prccediu- statements seem to uply that all the goods arc

^m
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exchanRed for all the money in oiio transaction. Obviouwly thia

does not liuppen. At any given moment, or on any ^iven liuy,

only a fraction of the f?ooils is Ininn "SoiJ, and only a fraction of

the money is Ininn used in purchases. Iliie, u- elsewhere in

economics, we shouhi have in mind a flow rather than a fund.

The total stock of commodities is indieil sold sooner or later, and

may be conceived as a fund. Hut only a j>orti(m of it actually

comes to the monetary market in any one day or week or other

unit of time, the rest following in onieiiy sc(|uencc. Ihere is a

flow of {;oods into actual e.xchanKe. Sin il.irly, the total tpian-

tity of money does not ei;n--titu*( a fund, 1 ut (lows into actual

use for pur''ha>iii,u; i^oods in a toIi'r!il)i.v r. mijar seciuencc.

The phrase "rapidity of circulation" ha licen used for money,

to indicate this obvious fact. Of the total money actually on

hand in a comn'unity a portion only is at any j^iven time at work,

so to speak. The money idle in our jnu-ki-ts does not dire(;tly

affect prices: oidy tliat which is i)uyiMfi ^oods at the counter

does so. What proportion i'< at work, dep.'nds on the liai)its of

the people. It is affecteil by tlieir neou;rai>liic:d distriliution

and by (h(! charactiT ( f tluir iiiiustriis. In a thinly settled

agricultural sect ion, v, h( re access in -In.ps is not ea.-y or frequent,

a larger portion of the money is likely to lie ii'ie tli.m in a thickly

settled manufactuiiii; or commercial se<'tion. 'i'lie temper of

tiie jH'oplc is a factor. If they are confit!ent of thcMiselves,

—

perhaps unihily coiilidi'iit, ainl thou^ihtless of the morrow,—
they are hkely to spi-nd money as fast as it comes into their

hands, and let little of it remain idle at any time.

These remarks apply to the larmier transactions of merchants

anil (lenders as well as to tlu" eveiyday purchases of consumers.

Traders and producers always have on hand more money than

they are using in i)urchases ; the proportion depending l)artly on

the natur(> of their business ojieratious, jjartly on their temijcra-

ment. The fact that these cluso, in countries like the Tnited

States, use not actual cash, liut clieihs against bank deposits,

does not alter the situation; it only -upplir-^ aiiother ilhi-tra-

tion of the differejice betweeii the fund of money and its How.
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The total of tlx-ir (U'iMwits in hanks ron«fitut«'s tlie fund; the

checks liy wliich purchases are cfTccted from day to tluy con-

htitute the flow. Though \vc are antici])uting in speaking of

(le|K).sits and checks, \vh(»H' use as hul)stitut(s for cash will Ik'

consiilered in due tiim-,' it may lu- noted that the ssanie principles

are applicat'le to this more complex monetary meiliiun iis to

money in its simple-'l form. In ever\ form, tlic mediuru of ex-

change has its flow, or rati- of use, its rapiiiii \ tif ( Ik iil:ition.

Similarly, goods have their rapidity (»f circulation. In more

familiar language, they have their r.itr of turnover. This also

depends obviously on a great variety of circumstances. It is

likely to he rapiil in a large city, slower i<i ;lie country. It is

uffected, like the flow of luonty, liy the temiHrof the jn'ople. It

is likely to he (juicker in an energetic and restless country like

the I'niteil States than in a more slowly moving country like

France. It is likely tit vary m dilTcreut parts of the United

States. It varies, ton, in dilTerent liranehe of trade. The

turnover of a grocer's >!iop is more rapid than tli.it of a hardware

dealer's, that of a Hour mill than tliit of a textile factory. Yet the

flow of goods as a whole takes pi u' te;uiily and continuously,

and in a given eonununity with a suri)ri~ingiy regular course.

Thus the proportion of money wliieli i< actually iniying gcMwls

is not accidental ; it is determineil iiy the silent forci- of cu.stom.

It may he irregular for an iniliviilual, hut over thoasands and

millions of indiviiluals it follows a steady course. The flow of

goods to market takes place at a similarly regular rate. Ileuec

we may argue with confidence that if tlie total «|uantity of ?n<niey

he increased, the proportion of it used in making purchases

at any given time will l)(> correspondiniily increa.sed.

Suppose, for example, -to \ise an illustration of Mill's,—

-

that sudilenly every one in the conummity has twice :l> much
money. The oidy thing that e.m he done with it is t*» .spend it.

There is nothini^ to ; iN r the li:;'>its of the people ; nothimj lo

cause a larger proportion to he kept in the pocket or in reserve.'

I!

' Sri' )ul,\\ ill till' \l> (')i;ii.t.r J I,
i;

:v
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Till- iiuuiitity of k(mhU rciiiiiiiis tlio huiik*, ii(»r is tlici-t> uiiytlunK to

ultcr the riKxIc in wliicti people liml (ieiil*>rs hriiiK tlioir kouiIs to

murket. The flow of luoiicy will In; iloul)lf<l, the How u( goods*

unehungt'd, iind priors will !»• Ivicc as liiglt as Ixfun-.

Th«' MHino t'fTt'ct which woul I t usuo from ti <loiil)liiiK in the

qtiiiiitity of tnonry vvoul I ensue also from a douhlinK of its nipid-

iiy of eirculiifioii. If twice as tmich of the total stock is steadily

in ii.s«« for purehasiiiK K'""'"*. '"' «''T'''"t i"* 'he same as if the ((uun-

tity were douMed without any change in thi- ways of using it.

The propositions whi<'h were laid down in the opening; para-

graph ol)viousl}' assume<| that thi' <|iiantify uf piods, and the

flow of goods into exchange, remain con>tanf. Sx much was

implied hy tlie ([ualification "other thinj^s remaining the same."

Nee<lle.ss to say, the <|uantity of goods does not always remain

the same. If it l>e <loul)!ed wiien the (juantit . of money is

douhletl, prici s will l>e unchanged. If g(Mids he douhled, money

iM'ing the same, and the flow of goods to market unaffected,

prices will fall one li;df. If the (! )W of goods to market - - their

rapidity of (irculati >:i - he so atT<'cted tliat twice as large a

proportion of good-* are regularly offered, |)rices will again fall

one half.

Rapidity of circulation i- greater for money tlian for goods.

To put It in other u'ords, the proportion which, at any one time,

the mon(\v actually offere I for g>)ods hears to the total supply

of money is greater than tin- i)roportion which the goods offeri'd

for money Ix-ar to the total supply of goods awaiting exchange.

The rea.son for this difference is ol)vious. Money can always he

ased without delay in purchases; goo<U can often be sold hut

slowly. Money need never wait for a buyer; goo.ls mast often

wait for one. Many eominodities have necessarily a .slow turn-

over, a.s hanlware and househohl furniture. Other things, like

dwelling.s to K't, warehouses, ami factories, are in the market

only by fractions or in.stallments, —only the utilities which they

she<l, so to speak, are l)eing olTcred for sale, —an 1 iheir disposal

is sluggish. Money cotms into the market ([uickly. Though

there nxay 1h> hoards, and occasionally an accunmlation of unitsed
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money in the hands of people who are getting larger incomes

than they are used to, money in the main is kept at work

briskly, at a rate greater or less for any given time and coimtry

according to the ways and customs of the people.

These various corrections and qualifications of the simple

fundamental principle the reader will ht-reuftcr be supposed to

bear in mind. We shall speak of the value of money as deter-

mined by its quantity ; meaning thereby that, if other things re-

main the same, an increase of the total stock of money brings a

corresponding increase in the flow of money used in making per-

chases and adds pro lanto to the money offered in exchange for

commodities.

§ 3. Let us proceed now to inquire how far the monetary

supply of specie is diiTerent from its total supply.

The precious metals are used in the arts as well as for mon-

etary purposes. But the demand for them in the arts fol-

lows no such special law as docs the demaml for money. Utility

or satisfaction-yielding quaUty dctcrmiiu's the demand for gold

trinkets and implements in the same irregular way as it deter-

mines the demand for wheat or sugar. The quantitative effect

of an increase of supply is unpredictable; the elasticity of

demand may show any scale of gradation.

If the same proportion of the total supply of gold and silver

were always used in the arts, this difference between the mon-

etary and the industrial demands would be of no consequence

for the theory of money. But that proportion is not neces-

sarily the same. To a certain tlcgree it is influenced by the

very value of the monetary supply.

If, for example, i)rices and money incomes in general should

go up, in consequence of greater abundance of gold, gold bullion

would not advance; since, as we have seen, gold bullion is

always at the same price in terms of coin. For gold jewelry, spec-

tacles, and the like, the raw material would be a.s cheap as before

;

they would advance in price only so far as the expense of manu-

facturing them from the bullion would be greater. Relatively

to money incomes they would be cheaper than before. This
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greater cheapness would almost certainly cau'se more to be

bought than before, and a greater proportion of the bullion

wouki be diverted into the arts. A scarcity of gold, and con-

sequent fall in prices and incomes, niight be cxi)ected to have

the converse effect. Gold articles would l)e relatively d(?arer, and

presumably would be bought in smaller quantity than before.

The industrial consumption would divert U-.ss gold from the mint.

Even without a rise or fall in the value of gold {i.e. in gen-

eral prices), changes in habits and tastes affect its industrial

consumption. Gold jewelry may become more fa.shionable,

gilding and gold leaf more in vogue, gold spectacles may be

thought more convenient or becoming. A greater proportion

of the available stock will then be removed from the monetary

supply.

Of these two sets of causes, the first seems to have less effect

than the second. Changes in general prices rarely occur on

such a scale as to l>ring about considerable results of the sort

stated. The price of jewelry and other gold articles is affected

not only by the price of bullion, but by the expenses of manufac-

ture. These expenses fluctuate in correspoiidcnce with changes

in general prices. If all prices go up, that of bullion will in-

deed remain the same ; but wages and other items of outlay in

manufacturing jewelry will go up as otlu^r goods and services

do. An advance of twenty-five per cent in general prices is a

very marked one. Yet such an advance would mean, not that

gold articles would remain unchanged in price, but only that

their prices would lag somewhat behind the general advance.

They would go up perhaps twenty per cent, instead of twenty-

five. The effect on their consumption would probably be

small.

The second factor that bears on the industrial use of the

metals — changes in habits ami fashion — seems to be of

more importance. Tiie great growtli of wealth during the

last half century has 1('(1 to a larger use of gold in the arts;

precisely as it hns led to a larger use of diamonds. Not until

recent years was any jpethodical attempt made to ascertain
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the extent and growth of this use. For the decade from 1880

to 1890 the industrial consumption of gold (including export

to the East, of which more will he said presently) was esti-

mated to be, in terms of dollars, about SGO,000,000 a year.

In 1908 the amount was supposed to be double, — about

8114,000,000 for that year. Some part of this reported in-

crease was no doubt due to insufficient counting in the earUer

period ; but none the less, an increase there undoubtedly was.

The change was by no means in proportion to that in the

total production of gold, which was about $100,000,000 a year

in 1880-1800, and no less than §440,000,000 in 1908. In the

earlier period, more than half of the gold produced was divert i

from the monetary use of Western countries; in the later

year, less than cue third was so diverted.

The total stock of gold in the world was estimated in 1900

at about $9,000,000,000, of which something more than one

half was in use as money, the rest in use for the arts. What

is in use for the arts may be regarded as practically lost from

the monetary supply. A part of it, no doubt, returns sooner

or later to monetary channels ; for plate, jewelry, and the like

are sometimes melted and perhaps are then coined. But most

of it is definitively lost. Whatever part returns has been little

influenced by the value of money. Changes in fashion and

habits chiefly determine the remelting, just as they chiefly

determine how much shall go into the arts in the first instance.

In the main, the use of the precious metals in the arts goes its

own way, leaving for the monetary supply the annually accru-

ing surplus of production over and above the independent

industrial consumption.

This separation of industrial from monetary use is more

complete at present than it was in earlier times. In raedi-^val

Europe a link vnight be cut from a c^nld chain and used in

making a payment ; anrl the cavaliers melted their plate freely

to supply funds for the Stuarts. In British India, where con-

ditions continue in many w;=yr medieval, the silv^T ornaments

of the natives and their rupees were interchanged constantly

I
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and freely until very recent times ; notwithstaniling the new

position of the rupee sin -e 1893/ they still remain to a certain

degree interchangeable. Even in advanced countries some

shift from monetary to industrial use takes place to this day;

but, as has been said, there is an increasing tendency to sharp

demarcation and to the settlement of the industrial use by

independent causes.

The industrial consumption of silver has shown, like that

of gold, a marked growth in recent times. In the United

States it seems to have more than quadrupled in the period

between 1880 and 1900.= This change, like the other, is due

in large part to increasing wealth and to a fashion for silver

plate and trinkets. Xo doubt it is due also to the lower price

of silver. The price of silver has fallen since 1873 about one

half. But the case of silver is different in one important

respect from that of gold. Silver is no longer a freely coined

metal; it does not become money in the sa.ne way as gold.

Silver bullion, like tin or copper, has its price in terms of gold,

and its use in the arts is affected by price tkrough the same

mechanism as tin and copper. The use of gold is affected, as

we have seen, through the more obscure and unfamiliar in-

fluence of ups and downs in general prices and in general money

incomes.

§ 4. Still another diversion of gold and silver from monetary

use is important for the countries of Western civilization.

This is the drain of specie to the East, which has been going

on for centuries, and seems likely to continue for a long time

in the futur?.

In the trade between the West and the East, and especially

that between Europe and India, as far back as we have any

definite knowledge about it, the merchandise sent from the

East has exceeded in money value that sent in return from

' St'O below, fhaptet 21, § 5.

» In the United States, it seems to liavo been less than five million ounces

.1 year in the early eighties, and over 20 million ounees a year in 1902-1906.

See the Report of the Director of the Mint on the production of Precious Metals,

1906, p. 27.
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the West. A l)alance has remained steadily (Uie to Eastern

countries, and has caused a steady flow of f^old and silver, and

especially of silver, to ^o to them in payment of tlie balance.

The excess thus due has sometimes incn^ased, sometimes de-

clined. It has fluctuated with the variations in demand for the

several commodities exclumged between llie two rej^ions, with

the . '•(•idents of seasons and crops, with the uppiarance of

new article's of export on either side. On tiie whole, the balance

to be paid by ^^estern countries has tended to become less in

the last ten or twenty yo>ars, largely becau.se sundry goods of

Western manufacture have been called for in greater amount

by the Eastern population (petroleum, for exami)le, and cotton

cloths). But a balance to i)ay then; has been for centuries,

and still is. Hence specie steadily flows to the Ea^t.

This specie is lost to the Western countries as if it had been

absorbed once for all in the arts, — almost as if it had been

dropped into the sea. It disappenirs from th-e monetary and

industrial supi)lies of Euroi>e and America. India — chiefly

British India — has been aptly described as a sink, into v. hich

flow gold and silver, and especially silver, never to return.

The explanation of this complete diversi()n and almost disap-

pearance lies in the unusual industrial conditions of India ; con-

ditions whidi are found in other parts of the East also, though

nowhere else so strikingly. China is in a somewhat similar

situation, and Japan formerly was ; but India, and especially

that part which is now British India, has played much the

most important role in this curious monetary experience. The

region has long had an enormous population; in 1000 some

three hundred millions. This population is mainly agricultural
;

it is ignorant and stolid. It uses metallic money almost solely,

— very little paper money or other substitutes. The rapidity

of circulation of its money is low. Moreover, the people are

given to the use of both gold and silver for ornament and for

hoarding. The bracelets, rings, and jewels serve both to

gratify vanity iti the present and to store purchasing power

for possible want in the future. Hence great amounts of

&A
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specie can fiiul their way into India, and flow into use, without

much effect on i^iiural prices; indeed, for lon^ periods,

witliout any nu asuialtle lifcct at all on prices. No such steady

inflow could well take place into a Western country without

influencing? prices. As will i)e seen when the subject of inter-

national trade is reached, a coiitinued larf^e absorption of specie

by a highly organizeil industrial connnunity is not possible.

A large inflow will raise i)rices ; this will tempt imports and

check exports ; then the flow of specie in payment for excess

of exports will cease. But in a country like India the response

of prices to increasing; specie supply is very slow indeed. In the

course of generations, it is true, a response will be found. Dur-

ing the last half century, and especially the last quarter cen-

tury, prices and money incomes in the East have gone up,

not to a marked degree, but appreciably ;
• but during the pre-

ceding centuries the upward movement, though probably ther(>,

had been so sliglit and slow as not to be clearly discernible.

The rending of old l)oii(ls of caste and custom, the growing

habituation to security of property, the opeinng of railroads,

have uuich afTected the industrial and monetary situation.

But it still remains true, and will probal)Iy long continue so,

that gr(>at quantities of the precious metals steadily flow to

the East, to stay there ; affecting prices and the value of

money, it is true, but so gradually that the flow is rarely checked,

and is resumed with new force whenever a large new supply is

added to the stock of Western nations, or whenever the demand

for Eastern commodities causes an upward movement in their

export.

§ o. In one important case an increase in the supply of

money may affect its mode of use, and so introduce a new

factor. This is where an added supply facilitates a transition

from barter to a money ri^gime. This sort of case caiuiot

occur when once exchang(> by money is fully establish(>d, when

all gjods and services are sold for money. Then an increase

' Soo a papor t>y !•'. .f. AtkiiisDii. on ' Pricis in India, 1 870 -I '.(OS, " in Juuniul

Ruijal SlaiiaUcal Society, September, 1909.
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in the quantity of money inc:uis simply tlitit two >!;i)l(l or silver

pieces, or five, or ten, tire used where one liad been used before.

Adam Smith supposed this to 1ki\ e been the only important

consequence of the increase in the European supply of specie

which came in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from

the American mines.' (lold and silver plate indeed became

thereby more plentiful, — "a real conveniency, though surely

a verj' trifling one." For the rest, Adam Smith goes on. "in

order to make the same purchases, we must load ourselves .th

a greater quantity of gold and silver, and carry about a shilling

in our pocket when a groat would have done before." But

this was not the only change that took place. The great(!r

plenty of specie contributed to its use in transactions pre-

viously effected without it, and caused still other transactions

(exchanges) to be carried on which before had not been carried

on at all.

The period (about from looO to 1(550) was one of great in-

dustrial transformation. The economic regime of the Middle

Ages was being rapidly displaced. Under that regime, the

division of labor and exchange had been much limited, and a

large proportion of the exchanges and payments that did take

place were effected in kind, — that is, by barter, not in money.

It is conceivable that the break-up of such a situation, and the

substitution of a complete monetary regime, should come about

without any change in the supply of money. This would mean
that the same supply must suffice for a larger number of trans-

actions, and that prices must go down. But in communi-

ties so tied by custom as were those of Europe at the time,

this process could have taken place, if at all, only with the

greatest difficulty. The mere absence of a supply of specie,

adequate for carrying on a larger volume of transactions with-

out a great lowering of prices, was an almost insuperable

obstacle to the extension of monetary exchanges. The new

specie vastly facilitated the transition. It supplied a lubrica-

tor, so to speak, for the smooili and rapid working of the more

Compare what is said of this great change in the next chapter.
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effective machinery of exchange. It penetrated quickly and

easily into all western Europe, and made possible a much

wider adoption of money payments ; not only without the

distress, real or fancied, that lower prices bring, but, through

the abundance of the supply, with markedly higher pric(>s.

Thereby the division of labor was extended into many new

industrial fields, and the ease of exchange was made greater

in many fields where such a division alre^-dy was practised.

A real advance in the efficacy of production was secured, and

a real gain in welfare.'

None the less, Adam Smith's view, though historically incom-

plete for the particular case, was in })rinciple sound. He wrote

at a time when people still had false notions of the advantages

from the plentifulness of the precious metals. Being intent

on disabusing them of such notions, he was led to overlook the

real advantages which a community may secure from the easy

procurement of a needed medium of exchange. But when

once this medium of exchange has been procured, and when

once it is in fully effective use, reasoning like Aflam Smith's is

not to be gainsaid. If ten times the labor were given to gold

mining that is now given, and ten times the gold were thereby

got, the world would not be better off ; ten gold pieces would

simply be used in every transaction where one is used now.

The process of transition, to be sure, — the change from lower

to higher prices, or vice verm, — would bring some important

consequences of its own ; but these would not affect the final

outcome. Barring the transitional effects, it is immaterial

whether prices are low or high, whether many tokens or a few

are used to facilitate each act of exchange.

' Some dim undirstaiKliag of this fact — a groping toward a substantial truth

— probably contributod to the over-importance attached to a plentiful supply

of specie by the writers of the seventeenth century, and commonly by those of

the eighteenth century also. But the beliefs of these " mercantile " writers were

also much affected by the political power of those princes who, at a time when

feudal dues were being replaced by money taxes and payments, and when the

money duvs wer-- yft hard to "nfor-r, h\:\ thr o-.mtT-.arid of plei-.ty of specie.

.•Vnd mere confusion of thought further explains their attitude. Here, as on so

many subjects, things which seem aimple wheti once they have been cleared vp.

^ere long tiuzzlin;; to miii of high intelligence.

I'l
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It has been siinj^ostcd by some writers that there is still

another wy in which the phiy of utility may uffet't the rela-

tion between the ([uuntity of specie ami its value; it may
affect the monetary use directly. When money becomes more

aliundant, jH'ople, it is said, will use it less constantly. They

will keep more of it in their pockets, use less in purchases.

The merchant, too, will keep in his till a larger balance when

money is plentiful than when it is scarce. But this, in my
judgment, is not a probable ri>sult. There is no good reason

to suppose that money will be useil in a dilYerent way when

there is more of it. If, indeed, the increase in (jnantity takes

place under circumstances that destroy its general accep-

tat)ility (as in the case of excessive paper mone}') the use of

money and the demand for it will be affected.' But a mere

increase of specie, or of other sorts of money enjoying general

acceptability, will not affect its flow into use or les.sen th(> efTec-

tiveness of each unit in the shaping of prices. .\ny individual,

it is true, who gets a larger share of the total money on hand

may thereby be led to change his ways of using it. A pros-

perous person ordinarily keeps a larger reserve of cash, in pro-

portion to his income and his purcliases, than one of slender

means; and the rapidity of circulation of the money that

goes through his hands is less. But if all persons in the com-

munity have more mon(>y than before, so that its distribution

among individuals and classes remains the same, the mode of

using the circulating medium will not be affected. The same
proportion will be applied to purchases in any given period,

and prices will go up in proportion to the general increase in

quantity.

§ G. In this chapter, be it remembered, the principles under-

lying the value of money have betui treated on the assumption

that specie alone is used. This case is ol)viously very different

from the complicated one which we find in the actual conditions

of civilized countries, where not only sn( rie, but paper money
and an intricate credit machinery, are used in effecting payments.

1 See below, Chapter 23, | 1.

*iti!ESE!!^SS^[^^^
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But the sanic principles hold ^ood here, if adjusted. In-

stead of sayiuji; that the general raMt;e of |)iices depends (other

things Ix'inn e<iiiai; on the quantity of s|)ecie, we must say that it

depends on the total (juantity of money inean-i, or of the avail-

able total purchu.siiKj potirr in terms of money. In jiroportion

as this total purcha.sing power becomes greater or less, prices will

rise or fall, - other thin<;;s, such as the How of commodities for

.«ale into the ii.arket, bein^ still assumed to lie thf same. A very

troublesome problem is the relation betwi-en this total of pur-

chasing power on the one hand, and the total (juantity on the

other hand of gold or other freely coined specie. This problem

cannot be solved until the whole range of sul)stitutes for specio

and the whole machinery of credit i)ayments have been ex-

amined.' The conclu-sions of the present chapter must there-

fore be taken as provisional. Yet it may be said at once that

they do hold gooil in the long run of the actual course of affairs.

For short periods, even for many years, it is often difficult to

trace any coimection between the quantity of specio and prices.

Even in the long run, it is never possible to trace that precise

inverse relation to the value of money which has been deduced in

the preceding pages. On the other hand, in the long run, a rela-

tion between the volume of specie and jjrices is in fact to be dis-

cerned ; while the i)recise ciuantitative relation between prices

and the total purchasing power in terms of money remains un-

shaken.

• .''po t)clow, Chapter 31, whore the thv;ory of prirps i.s rrst.itf'd with the,

qualifications amplified.
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CHAPTER 10

The Cost of Specie in Relation to ito Value

§ 1. The value of money has been considered in the precedinK

chapter so far a.s demand and supply directly alTect it. But

the supply of specie, like that of any other article, is affected by

its value. When value is hi^h, the sui)ply is likely to l)ecome

greater ; when it is low, supply is likely to become loss. Specie

comes from surface deposits and from mines, — chiefly from

mines. What are the conditions of supply ?

In general, articles yielded by mines show the phenomena

of varying costs and of diminishing returns. Some mines are

better than others; any one mine tends, as more is extracted,

to encounter sooner or later increasing costs. On grounds of

general reasoning, we are then led to expect that the value of

the precious metals will conform in the long run to their cost

of production at the poorest mine, or at the poorest part of the

best mines. It will conform, we should expect, to the marginal

cost of production.

In fact, however, no close correspondence, nor even a rough

corr^'^pondence, can be made out between the cost of the pre-

cious metals and their value. This, at lea.st, is the situation 'h

regard to gold. For silver the correspondence is perhaps in very

recei t times closer, yet through most of human history it has

been equally uncertain for silver and for gold. The mam

causes of this lack of conformity \vith the theoretical scheme are

three,— the drrability of the precious metals, the aleatory charac-

ter of mining, and the irregular discoveries of new sources of

supply.

Of these three causes, the most important is the first. The

durability of the precious metals brings it about that changes in

current output affect the total stock very slowly. For most

252
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cotntnuditicH the Hupplics prtxIuiH'tl five years uko arc (luiti' out

of the market. 'I'liis holds g(M)il even of tluraljle iUiicK . like

iron and copper. The iron mined live years aj^o may itideed he

still in existence, Imt it has been fashioned into implements and

is eommi'.ied to u.ses whicii practically witlulraw it from tlie

market. 80 far as roM and silver are used in the arts, they also

are, in the main, withdrawn from the market. But gold and

silver u.sed as money remain in the monetary market iadefinitely.

Even if cost of production is Rreatly re(luced,aiulthe amiual out-

put greatly enlarged, as has Ix'en the ease in recent years, tlie

monetary stock changes l)ut gradually, and value is atTected but

slowly.'

Next, the very conditions of production at tl;. mines have

been irregular through almost the whole course of history, and,

though perhaps less markedly, remain irregular to this day. The
irregularity ai)pears in mining not only for gold and silver, but

for all metals. It is difficult to ascertain in advance what will

come out of a hole in the ground. For those mineral products

which occur in large masses, under conditions enabling syste-

matic tests and samples, the element of uncertainty and risk,

though ever present, is at least greatly less. Sucii is the case

with coal and iron ore. Copper mining seems to b<> much
more .speculative

;
gold and silver mining, even more so. With

these the elements of uncertainty are great, and the obstacles

in the way of an adjustment of value to marginal cost corre-

spondingly great.

The aleatory character of the production of gold and silver

ha.« been accentuated by another circumstance. Mining for

them ha.s always had a peculiar fascination, and cool-headed cal-

culation has been absent more than in other mining. In gen-

' Tho worlJ's monetary- stork of izolJ w:is rstimatcd in 1007 .it roiiK)i!y

87,200,000,000. (Holffrrrirh. /)<,.• Crhl. ••.litioii of i;i()'.(. p. J0.5.) Tlic pioiliirf

in that yo.ir was $440,000,000: dodiiftiiiK the Rold usi'd in tho arts (l.iO-l.'iO

millions), thoro rcmainnd for the year a mt addition to the monetary stork ol

sav $.100,000,000 or .\hn\\ 1 prr rs-r,^ A-: rr-.mpT-s.l with any p-rio,J f-Sfrpt th;-

present decade (1000-1010), this was an extraordinary addition to the supply,

absolutely and proportionally.
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eral, it might be expected that there would be successes enough

to offset (with some rough approximation) the failures
;

prizes

against the blanks in the lottery. But, as is so commonly the

case with avowed lotteries, the blanks are overlooked, the prizes

only are seen. A gold mine, in everyday speech, stands for riches.

Statesmen, explorers, investors, have been deceived by the

glamor of mining for specie. The profitableness of such mining

depends, not on getting the specie, but on getting it with

sufficiently little labor and expense. A large output may be got

at an expense so high as to wipe out all profit. But people have

been constantly tempted to gold and silver mining without

rational wlghing of yield and cost. The late Professor Soetbeer,

a very weK -informed and sagacious observer, came to the con-

clusion that as a whole the production of the precious metals sv^o

carrieil on at a los.s. Most persons who have engaged in it have

overestimated the possible prizes. They have disregarded not

only the blanks, but, to a large extent, the inevitable expensf -•.

In very modern times, gold and silver mining have come to be

carried on more systematically, on a larger scale and with less

risk. This change is due to the improvements in mining meth-

ods which make it pos; ible to extract the metals from low-grade

ores. In former times, the main sources of supply were pockets

of very rich ore, and very rich alluvial deposits. The occurrence,

however, of such lucky finds is irregular, and their continued

productivity, even after they have been hit upon, is even more

irregular. Bat there are other deposits, where the ore has a

small content of fine metal, but is very large in amount and is

easily tested and measured. By establishing a great plant, and

treating vast bodies of ore, quantities and profits can be secured

with hardly more irregularity than those in mining iron ore.

The same is true of alluvial mining when conducted not on

chance deposits in the beds of streams, but on whole hillsides

washed by powerful hydraiilic machinery. Methods of this

more businesslike sort have brought the great increase in the

output of gold and silver during the generation just passed.

Third, and closely connected with what has just been said, ia
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the influence of new sources of supply. This factor has played

an important part in the production anu prices of all the metals,

especially in modern times; as, for example, in regard to iron

and copper. It has always had special importance with the

precious metals, because of that amalgamation of old and ncAV

supplies which results from their dural)ility. When new and

rich mines have been di^^covered, the output from them has not

displaced existing stocks, but has simply been added to them.

It is so, also, with the output from tiie unsuccessful mines.

Though poor mines may have been unprofitable to those exploit-

ing them, the gold and silver yielded by them have contributed

permanently to the amount in use. Hence the monetary stock

at any given time has been a jumble from rich mines and poor

mines ; ancient supplies from forgotten sources have mingled

with new additions from well-known regions ; there has been

accidental discovery antl scientific exploitation ; the whole finally

constitutes one vast homogeneous mass, exerting its influence

oa value through its total quantity.

§ 2. These general statements can be illustrated by consider-

ing the history of some of the great changes in the supply of the

precious metals.

By far the most remarkable change in recorded history took

place between the middle of the sixteenth and the middle of the

seventeenth century. Then the ]>roduction and supply of both

gold and silver were revolutionized. For the sake of simplicity,

gold has been chiefly spoken of in the preceding pages. But
until comparatively recent times silver was a more important

monetary metal than gold. Gold and silver were used inter-

changeably at the period of this great revolution and the sup-

plies uiid the values of both may be treated for this period as if

they were one.

During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance specie had been

comparatively scarce. Sonic sui)i)iics had been left over from

the days of the Roman Empire ; and there was some production,

t- prrially of silver, in Cermaiiy, Swedrii, Buhfniia, Spain.

Tile general range of prices was low. So far as can be made

I
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I

out from a comparison of the commodities dealt in then anil

now, prices in the fifteenth century were only one fourth or one

fifth of what they were in the nineteenth. It must he remem-

bered, too, that i)ayment in kind was still largely prevalent

;

hence the supply of gold and silver which was on hand served to

carry on exchanges for only a limited part of the commodities

produced and used. The discovery of America led in the

sixteenth century to a sudden enormous increase in the supply.

The conquest of Mexico in lol9-lo21 and that of Peru sliortly

afterward enabled the rapacious Spaniards to seize large accumu-

lated treasures. E^ven more important was the production from

the rich mines of these countries,—mines partly known already

to the natives, partly discovered by the Spaniards. By far the

most important were the mines at Potosi, discovered in 1545.

Silver was chiefly produced, and it was in the form of silver that

th.' monetary supply of Europe was chiefly increased. In the

first decades of the sixteenth century the total production of

silver had been on the average 1,500,000 ounces a year. It rose

to near 3,000,000 ounces in the period from 1521 to 1544, and

in the period beginning with 1545 (the year of the opening of

Potosi) it leaped to 10,000,000 ounces a year. About the last

figure it remained for two centuries thereafter.'

This great mass of new specie was brought to Europe by

the Spanish treasure fleets. A share was captured on the

way by the English and Dutch buccaneers; but most of

it reached Spain, and thence made its way over Europe.

Very large amounts never went into circulation in Sp.an,

but were sent by the Spanish monarchs, especially Charles

V, Philip II, and Philip IV, to meet the expenses of their

armies in Italy, Germany, France, and the Netherlands.

Through one channel or the other, the silver and gold reached

all Europe. In part, as was noted in the preceding chapter, it

simply cnaoled exchange by money to supersede exchange by

barter; it percolated, so to speak, into spaces not previously

Figures for the annual production of the precious metals are given regularly

in the reports of the United States Director of the Mint.

fin
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occupied. But even with this absorption, the increase in quan-

tity was so great as to swell the amount of money relatively to

the commodities ex(;hanf;ed, and so to hrinR about what is

known as the price n^volution of the sixteenth century.

The total supply in Europe has been estimat(!d thus :
'
—

Gold (Ocs( e») Silver (Oumces)

In 140.3 ' 17,().S2,r)00 22.-..n.-,0,0()f)

In 1.-j44

In m%)
In IGGO

20,2()2,2.">()

i
.•{8.322.8(K)

48,22.->.00()

! 1

2a-),4.")8,-)()()

771.G()(),f)!)()

l,()0.-),330,r)()()

Stated in terms of dollars, this means that the stock of Q;o!d and

silver, taken together, rose from about .S.'jS(),000,()()0 in 1493 to

$1,620,000,000 in 1600 and to S2,."i00,000,0()0 in 1660. By the

middle of the seventeenth century, prices had risen to doubi<^

or treble what they were at the opening of the sixteenth century.

The change worked itself out chiefly during tlie hundrcil years

from 1.5.50to 16.50,— a century of far-reaching industrial transfor-

mation in many directions, and of social and political changes

as important, all complicated and affected by the great rise in

prices.

The great advance in prices— the fall in th(; value of money

— was due unquestionably to the increase in the quantity of

specie. But it would be misleading to speak of it as determined

or measured by a corresponding change in cost of prfxluction.

The miserable laborer— more than half slave — in P(!ru and

Mexico was forced to his work in the mines by the brutal

Spaniard
;
great quantities of specie came from the rich mines

;

but it would be absurd to speak of any commercial adjustment

of value to cost.

I takp thesofieuros Coonvifrtina kiloKramsititoourirfs) from y\'ir\,r'nflii.-(rhichl'

der PrrisrevoNtion im 10. und 1 7. Jahrliunrkrt. \>. 2SI . Thi'y nrf :U tx-.-it very r')Ui?h

estimates. The fi:;iirf for 1403 ahf stfirtinK point) is most nni''Tt:iin of all.

Moroovpr, tlie estimator arc for the total mitallic stoek, not for the rnoiietary

stock. My own impression is that the increase in monetary supply itself was

greater than these figur-s iiullfate; hut one can have nothing mor- than an

impression, no certain knowledge.

s

1
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By the middle of the seventeenth century.. niethinp;likoa state

of equilibrium had been reached. The suppli(>s of specie from

the mines, it is true, continued to be as larjj;e as they had been

since ir)45, and even increased somewhat ilurins the eighteenth

century. But the total stock on hand had been so swelled that

the continuing additions were of mu;'h less propoi i'i.iate effect.

A fair depree of stability in value had coinc' from the dural)ility

of the accunuilated stock. Then* was, moreover, a steady advances

of populaticn antl wealth, an improvement in the arts, and .so an

increase of the (luantity of goods i)resented for sale. Hence

during the second half of the seventeenth century and the greater

part of the eighteenth, the range of prices was tolerably stable,

with rather a downwanl than an ui)ward trend. During the

first half of the nineteenth century, the trend of prices was dis-

tinctlj', though not rapidly, downward. This downward move-

ment was not due to any decrea.^cd sui)])lies of spiH'ie; on the

contrary, the jjroduction of silver increased considerably, and

that of gold held its own. But the great expansion which had

followed the industrial revolution of the eighteenth century was

in full swing, and the quantity of transactions increased more

rapidly than the monetary supplies.

§ 3. Another far-reaching change in the production of precious

metals set in about 1S.')(). It was gold that now was chiefly

affected. Gold deposits of extraordinary richness were discovered

almost siniultaneouslj' in California anrl Australia. Tiie pro-

duction rose from an annual average of something like 500,000

ounces in 1820 1840 to an annual average of over 0,000,000

ounces in IP'^-ISGO; and this rate of production was main-

tained, wi marked changes, for nearlj' half a century.

Stated in terms of dollars, the annual gold supply rose from,

roughly, 810,000,000 in 1820 18 10 to al)out Sl'.'),OO0,000 in 1850-

i895. During the twenty-five years from j, ^50 to 1875, as

much gold was produced and adtled to the worlv^'s stock as had

been produced during the three anil a half centuries from 1492

to 18.50. If the dividing line be put at 1810 (for there was al-

ready a marked increase from 1840 to 1850), it appears that the
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Rolfl product between 1810 and 1875 markedly exceeded that

between 1492 and 1810. Tlie change in the monetary stock

was of course much greater. Of the amount whicli had been

produced between 1492 and IHM, a large proportion had been

loHt by ab.-;orption in tlie arts, by abrasion, and (so far as Euro-

pean countries were cuncf rnctlj by exportation to the eastern

hemispliere. The total monetary stock of gold in Europe was

in 1850 about 3S,(J()0,000 ounces, or, in terms of dollars, about

.S780,000,000. So sharp wus the increase in prochiction that,

by 1800, the total monetary stock (after allowing for industrial

consumption during the decade) was refkonc.-d at 88,000,000

ounces, or about .$1,800,000,000. In ten years the monetary

supply of gold had di>ubled.

The effect on i)rices after 18r>f(, however, was not comparable

to that of the earlier period. Price did indeed rise after 1850

in Euroj)e and the United States, and remained at a com-

paratively high level for about a fjuartcr of a century. But

the advance was one of only twenty or thirty jut cent. No

such revolution in prices took place as that whi"h followetl the

discovery of America.

The explanation of this slight effect from a cuu.se apparently

so powerful is to be found in several directions. There was a

steady in(Tea,se in the demand for money. Tlie civilized world

was progressing fast, and the volume of commodities produced

and e.\change<l was enlarging. Next, — and probably this

was more iuiportant in the decades iii!me<li;itely after 1S.")0,

—

the new supplies of gold were added to an existing stock com-

posed, not of goM only, but of bo+h gold and silver, and of the

two mettds cijucl nwl used witli ecpial fr(>edom. In that stock

silver had been the major constituent in 1850. Finally, the new

supi lies of gold in part served siniply to displaee silvc- Of

this process of substitution niore will i)e said when tlic- topic of

bimetallism is reached.- It ,-uffices hereto note that in France

'

I takr thr." v.^.-.t.:^ fr.;ni ?:;:

(EnHi'h trsri'^Hfi'iii. p. l.")n).

' In the next folluwing chapter.

-'^ M^t-riali on 'M Sih- Qurzi;..,,, ikm
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and other bimetallic countries, much gold simply took the

place of silver, the silver being lost to civilized countries by

steaily exportation to the Orient. So fur as such substitution

went on, the new supjiiies of gold served to alter the com-

jiosition of the inetuliic money of Europe, but not to add to its

total volume. TIutc w;us indeed a net addition to the total

volume, and an addition more than in proportion to the greater

volume of conunodities. Hence a rise in prices took place;

out only to that moderate extent which has been indicated.

§ 4. We i>ass over for the present the period of falling prices

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, since that period

can be best considered in connection with bimetallism. In

the production of gold, another great change has been taking

place during the closing years of the nineteenth century and

the opening years of the twentieth. The annual output of

g( Id had remained nearly stationary after the Californian and

Australian iliscoveries of IS'jO. During the decade 1880-1890,

there iuul been some slight tendency to decline, but no marked

change. Thereafter production rose rapidly ; it doubled before

the close of the nineteenth century; it quadru])led within five

years thereafter. In 1880-1890 the annual production had

been on the average something like one hundred millions of

dollars. In the year 1900 it was over 250,000,000 ; in 1908,

410,000.000. The change has been almost miraculous. The

total production of gold was as great during the eighteen

years, 1891-1908, as it was during the forty years, 1850-1890;

and duriiisj; e.^ch of these jjcriods it was nmch greater than it

had been du.ing the centuries that elapsed between 1493 and

1850.'

This vast addition to the stock of gold has been the founda-

tion of the rise in prices which has taken place in the Western

nations, and indeed the world over, during the last decade

(1900-1910). Wliat other causes have been at work, and to

' The production of gold may ho crouped as follows :
—

.Aggregate during the 257 years, H93-1S.50 152,000,000 ounces.

Aji'^Tcgate (luriii;; the 10 years, 1S50 ISW 'JSJ.CKW.OOO ounces.

AecTPantp during the 18 years, 1S01-1908 240,000.000 ounees.
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what extent tho simple (juantity theory must be modified in

accounting for the hislier prices, ncsed not here bo (;onsidered.

The increase in tlic gold supply has been the dominant cause.

It cannot be f(jrfS''en how far that increase will go, or how far

it will contril)Ut(! to yet higher prices. One circumstance

which operated as a drag on tin- ujjward movement of prices

in 1850-1875 is not now present, namely, the displacement of

silver. Gold has won its victory. Silver has been displaced

once for all, or at least reduced to a subsidiary place. The

additions to the gold supi)ly are in the main net additions to the

monetary stock of Western countries, and additions of extraor-

dinary amount. No doubt, the great and steady growth in

the volume of commodities brings an increasing demand to

meet the increasing supplies of gold; but whether the <lemand

grows in proportion nmst be doul)ted.

The new supplies of gold have been derived, as already

remarked, chiefly from low-grade ores ; that is, from great de-

posits of ore having a very low content of gold, but capable of

being workeil .s3-stematically on a great scale. It is profital)le

to mine ore which yields only SIO (half an ounce) to the ton;

that is, ore which contains gold in the ijfoportion 1 : 75,000.'

The most notable source of this kind is in South .Vfrica, where

the mines of the Transvaal have tempted the fortuni; hunters

and led to the subjection of the sturdy Hoers. The so-called

reef there is of great extent and calculai)le richness. Of late

the Transvaal mines alone have produced anmially nearly as

much as the world's annual output in the ri'hest period of the;

Californian and Australian discoveries. Similar deposits arc

worked, by the same improved methods, in the United States,

and indeed in all parts of the world, .\merican mining engineers

and managers have been fon-most in this march of improve-

ment. -Vs a result, *he efficiency of lattor in producing specie

has been increased to the same degree as, nay, of late to a

greater degree than in producing coal or iron or most manu-

fuL-t ured commodities.

' There are even mines, worked with haudnomi; profit, in whiih the oro con-

tains only S2.50 gold to the ton, or one \>nTt in :{00,(K)().
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It is obvii)Us thut any uniform incrciwc in tlie gold supply,

even though greut, tends to become progren^ivoly less in its

effect. Each increment enlarges perman ntly the existing stock

;

and the succeeding increments, though eciually great, are less in

proportion to the stock as enlarged. 'I'he incnase in supply

takes place by arithmetical progression; it would have to take

place by geometrical progression in order to continue to lift

prices at the same rate as at the start. The monetary supi)ly of

gold doul)led between 1850 and 18G0. But after 1800, the stock

on hand had been so much enlarged that, though the same

annual output was maintained, the rate of enlargement in the

total supply was much relaxed. When a stream of water floods

a valley, the first inflow raises the level very fast. As the

inflow continues, there is a widening of the area over which

the water spreads, ami the same addition to the supply pro-

duces a steadily lessening etTect in raising the surface. So it

is with an increase in the supply of the money uictals.

§ 5. At the beginning of this chapter it was said that we

should expect gold to be governed in value by the principles

that apply under varying costs and diminishing returns. That

is, we should expect value to be determined, in the long run,

by cost at the poorest source of supply, or at the marginal

mine. In fact, however, over periods as long Jis it is commonly

worth our while to consider, the relation is more nearly the op-

posite. It is not so true that cosl at the marginal mine governs

value, as it is that current value determines what sort of mine

shall remain in operation and shall become the marginal

mine.

This inverted relation is due to the operation of two of the

factors noted in the first section: the durability and conse-

quent large accumulated .stock of gold, and the irrogulai-ity in

the discovery of new supplies. The great stock on hand deter-

mines or at Iea.st underlies the value of the sjiecie. Those

mines that are workable at this value continue to yield their

supplies. Those that are not workable at this value cea.se.

(We disregard here the aleatory character of gold niining.
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which causos no little proihiotion even at a loss.) The richer

mines, which yield a larnf profit at current values, u fortiori

continue to yieM sujjplie-;; very prol)al)ly the major part of

the annual output comes from them. Value does not accom-

modate itself to cost at their haiids, because of the slow in-

fluence f)f the aumial yield on the tot.tl stock. A decline in

the value of gold — that is, a general rise in jjrices — makes

thinfrs harder for the poorer mines, and some of them cease

operations. Hut cessation on their i)art may have hut u ncg-

lii^ihle effect on the total >tock. Search fiir new mines is con-

stantly noiiiK on. .Ml new ventures add something to the

annual yield, even thouii;h many of them are unpn)fital)le and

therefore only of temporary elTect. Some of the ventures are

highly successful, and on occasions - as in California and

Aa^tralia in I80O, and in the Transvaal since 1S!K) — contrihuti!

huge supplies suddenly. It mijiht he expected lliat a IiIkIi value

of gold (that is, low prices) would >timulate the search for it,

a low value (high i)rices) dampen the searcii. Some such tend-

encies there (lou')tless are. Hut tiiey are overshadowed, in

their cfTccts on total stock and on value, l>y the steadiness of

the total stock and the irregularities of discovery and exploita-

tion. Historically, therefore, it is very difhi-ult to discover

any hut the loosest connection between the cost of gold ami it.s

value. Over long periods — for generations at a time — the

value of the metal determines which among tlie mines are able

to hold their own. It is not these mines that determine the

metal's value.

This proposition, at all events, sf.n.> now to hold good of

gold. Until very recent times it held good of silver also. During

the great silver flood which followed the discovery of America,

tlie mines in Germany and other parts of Kurojx' had to ac-

commodate themselves t(j the new range of prices and the new

value of silver. Thos<' which were no long<T profitalile under

these new comiition- ceased operations: ami the silver pro-

duction of Ivjrope shrank sen^ilily during that period. Within

the last thirty or forty years, however, .silver has been put
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into a very (Uffcrent position. It has l)ecome, in the main,

an industrial metal, like tin, copper, nickel ; and its value is

determined now by causes essentially the same as those acting

on these other metals. This threat change in the position of

silver is the main subject of the following two chapters.



CHAPTER 2(>

Bimetallism

§ 1. In the preceding pages no attempt was made to considir

the relations between gold and silver. The supply of specie

was treated as if gold and silver constituted a homogeneoiis

mass. Throughout most of monetary history, however, prob-

lems and difficulties have arisen in the endeavor to treat the

two metals as homogeneous. These difficulties became accen-

tuated in the nineteenth century, and finally resulted, at the

close of that century, in the displacement of silver from the

position of a freely coined money metal. This change, one of

the most notable in monetary history, was brought about in u

surprisingly short space of time. For long " • turies silver

had been freely coined, and had been the ^ • important

monetary metal ; it was discarded from this ut. in the brief

course of one generation.

Both before and after the great inflow of specie from the

Spanish-American mines, the two metals were used interchange-

ably. Silver was relatively the more plentiful, and the more

commonly used. It was entirely possible to coin each metal

independently, and let the two sorts of pieces circulate together,

but not on any common basis. Yet it wa*; highly convenient

to link them together in some way, so arranging their denomi-

nations that they could be used interchangeably. Gradually

the double standard system developed: both metals were

manufactured into coins of the same or similar names and

denominations. The method is illustrated in the system of

the United States. The silver dollar contains 37U grains of

pure silver, or 412.V grains of silver A fine. The gold dollar

contains (or rather, if coined, would contain) 23.22 grains of

pure gold, or 25.8 grains of gold A finf Their weights are to

2(>5
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ouch otluT as 1(1 to 1 (l."».USH is Mic prciis.. Iij;un', »(iminntily

Kpokcn of as Hi). This is tlir coiiiiiKf ra(ii); the /\Wvr dollar

foiiiaiiis siMfcn tiiiu's as mucii pure iiiftal us the noM «lollar.

Siiiiihiily, ill Fiiincf, the livf-t'raiic pirce of silver coiituiiis

'M~:2'2 uraiiis of pun- silvrr, in. I tlu' foricspoiidiiiK |»ifc<' of

Koltl would coiitaiii 22.1 grains of pure pild. The coinage ratio

in tliis ease is |.")l to 1.

Under tlie |)ure and simple doiihle standard l)oth metals

are freely eoined. Any holder of -ilvor imllion ran hrinn it to

tho mint, and havo it mamifutured into coin without limit

of quantity; and the hoMer of (lold l>ullion has the same right.

Moreover, all coins, whether silver or gold, are made full legal

temlor for tho paviuent of debts; that is, of dohts contracted,

US most debts an-, simply in terms of so many dollars or francs.

These two elements — free coinage and full legal tender — urc

the essentials of the complete (hiuhle standard.

§ 2. When the doul)le standard is adopted, the question

arises whetlier tho ratio at which the metals are coined by the

mint and are thus given purchasing power in tho form of money,

conforms to their relative value as bullion. If at tho mint

It) ounces of silver are coined in the market into !is many dollars

as 1 ounce of gold; and if, as bullion, 15 or 15V ounces of

-ilvcr can be sold at a price equivalent to 1 ounce of gold, —
no one will bring siu'cr to the mint. The silver will be more

valual)lo as bullion than as coin; and experience proves that a

very small fraction of ditTorence sufRces to decide that the

metal shall not be presented for coinage. If, on the other hand,

silver as bullion can be sold only at the rate of IG^ or 17 ounces

of silver for 1 ounce of gold, no one will bring gold to the mint.

The holder of an ounce of gold can get for it at the mint only

a.5 many coined dollars as he can get for 16 ounces of silver.

By exchanging his gold in the m .ket for 16V or 17 ounces of

silver bullion, he can get more coined dollars ; and accord-

ingly he will present at the mint sihiT bullion only. To repeat,

a very small variation between the ratio fixed at the mint and

that which ruk^s in the open market, will cau^;e one or the other
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of th»' two mcluls to be the sole one prewnted at the mint

for coinage.

Tlu! iiictui which tomLs under such romhtions, to l«; pri'-

W'titiHl at the mint i.s waid to \h- overvalued. The ineial which

IH not presented, and wlii(;h indeed may '«• sulijei ted to tho

oppof^ite proecsrt of l)eitiK nielted into hulhon from coin, is 8aid

to Im- undervahied. Strictly speakint;, tln' mint re^ulutioiw do

nftt put a valuation on either metal; they simply slatt! tlie

conditions of coinage. Hut the regulations, when they are

thosf of the <'ompli'te double standard, do lay down, in an

cIToctivo way, a relative value. Where .silver i> coined at a

ratio of 10 to 1 with ^old, and silver is worth in the murki't

1") to I of Kold, the coinaRe .system says that U\ ouiuh's of

silver are recpiired to buy us much as 1 ounce of (?'*''!; the

market says that lo ounces suflire. Silver is given a hinher

value in tht -lict, a lower value by the mint; by the mint

it is undervali i. .Vnrl where silver is worth 17 ounces in the

market, it is overvalueu at the mint if coined at this same

ratio of Hi to I. The mint then says that 10 ounces of silver

are requiicil to buy as much as 1 ounce of Rold, but in the

market 17 ounces are needed to buy as much.

That metal which is overvalued will tend to become the

sole constituent of the metallic circulating medium. It alone

will be presented at the mint for coinage. This, to be sure,

will tend to withdraw it />n> tanlo from the i)uHion market;

and this process will tend to raise its value as bullion. Con-

versely the undervalued metal, not being presented at tlu;

mini or coinage, will tend to be more plentiful in the market

as bulh., < : and this will tend to lower in turn its value. The

offer of free coinage under the double standard thus in souu?

mea.sure exercises a steadying influence on the relative value of

gold and silver; a fact which, as will presently appear, has been

of no small importance in monetary history. But if there be a

permanent force at work which brings about a continuing differ-

ence, even though a slight one, between the market valuatn'i!

and the mint valuation, then tlie iiiid(;rvalued metal will grad-

;f

y

.'ti
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hi"'

ually go out of circulation, the overvalued metal will come

more and more into circulation, and eventually the metallic

money will consi.st of the overvalued alone. If there is a con-

siderable and sustained variation between mint and market

valuations, this process will work itself out very quickly
;

the

cheaper or overvalued metal will displace the other in a very

short time.

No country's history presents a simpler illustration of these

principles than that of the United States. When our coinage

system was established in 1792, the complete double standard

was adopted, at the ratio of 15 to 1. That ratio was chosen after

careful inquiry ; but it proved to differ from the market ratio,

which was about 15.V to 1. At least this ratio was accepted

about ten years later for the coin:igo system of France.

Silver accordingly was overvalued at the United States mint,

and gold was undervalued. No gold was presented for coin-

:ige, and the metallic circulating medium consisted wholly

of silver.' In 1834, in consequence of various causes,—

1 Silver dollars of Unitod Statos mintage wore, in fact, little used in this earlier

period The roins were chiefly of foreinn mintaco. larcely Mexican dollars,

whi.-h passed current at rates specifKMl by law for their r.>crii>t in payment of

public dues Th, foreign coins took the place of the Tnited States corns be-

cause they were abraded or light weight. (Not.- what is said in $ 3 about

Gresham's Law.)
.

The char-es in the coinage system of the United States are shown in the

following table. The coinage ratio, it mu.st be remomhend, rests on the relative

weight of pure metal in the coins.

United St.'^tes Coimaoe

Vkab

1792

1H34

l.'Ci-

Standard

(iolil (gross

weight of

(Clin)

.grains

27.00

2,'').8

2.'-).

8

Gold Dollar SlLV

Standanl

Fineness Pure Cold
Silver (Kros.«

weight of

coin)

grains (!;raiii.s

24.7.5 4ir>

/iKIO 2,'?.2 410

'.Ml / 2.*?. 22 . 412i
t

Fineness
Pure

Silver

Rnins
KHA / I .,.,1

900/

i

Ratio

1,5 to 1

:i-l\ jlC.002tol

:\-i\
1

15.988 to 1

The pure content of the silver dollar has remained the same throughout,—
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partly a reaction against undue use of paper money, partly an

irrational desire to use gold because of the discovery of what were

supposed to he large deposits in North Carolina, — the ratio

was abruptly changed. It was made 10 to 1. It overvalued

gold as much as the old ratio had ove"valued silver. CJold alone

was now prcsentetl at the mint for coinage. Silver grailualiy

ilrifted out of circulation and out of the country. The change

was virtually from a silver st-ndard to a gold standard. After

the California gold discoveries in 1850, the change beiame pro-

nounced. Great quantities of gold were coined at the mint,

and silver quite disappeared. Arrangements were indeed made

(in 1853) for the use of silver, as subsidiary coin, and in later

years its coinage into legal tender dollars was resumed ; but

these later modes of using silver present new questions, of which

more will be said shortly.

§ 3. The tendency of the overvalued metal to drive out the

undervalued is often termed Grcsham's Law. The name is

derived from a Sir Thomas Gre^^liam of the sixtcn-nth century,

who gets undeserved fame, as if he had been the discoverer of

the tendency. The "law" is simply the commonjilace fact, long

recognized, that where coins of different bullion valu(> circulate

side by side, the poorer, if there be enough of them, will displace

the better. The cheaper money metal will be used by ])reference

in presentation at the mint and in making payments ; the dearer

will be used by preference in the arts or for bullion i)urposes.

An important illustration of this tendency is in the displace-

ment of full-weight coins by light-weight or abrailed coins of the

same metal. Until very recent times the machinery for manufac-

turing coins worked slowly and somewhat imperfectly. It was

difficult to turn out a great many coins rapidly ; anil the coins

.S71J grains nf fino silvor. Tho rhamtr in ratio win accdninlishod in IsUt by

I('.s.spninK tho amount of pure mi-tal in tlw coM .lullar. In ls:i7 furtluT minor

rhanges were made, bearins obicfly on tlif |iio])()rtioii.i of alloy in the coins.

Thcso proportions had previously l)c'en irn ^lular. The finiiKss was now made

i». for l>oth anhi and silver, and at the s inie time a slight additi.m was made

to the pure content of the gold dollar, unking a tridint; ehan^e in the coinage

ratio.
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minted not only were subject to ordinary abrasion, l)ut, in con-

sequence of uneven inintaRe, were s])(<ially subject to clipping;.

New and good coins were therefon^ likely to be picked out Un-

Use in the arts or for exportation, while only tlie \)oonr pieces

reinaineil in circulation. H'.ich .seems to have been the common

situation of .>*ilver coins until far into the nineteenth century.

Silver coin, I)eeause of its more frecjuent use, is more sul)ject to

abrasion than gold. It is, moreover, more likely to pa.ss current

and to remain in circulation, even though aimuled ;
for, since it is

used in minor transactions, a trifling deficiency in bullion con-

tent, even a considerable deficiency, is likely to be disregarded.

People commonly accept the smaller pieces as they are offered

in payment, witnout troubling themselves to insjiect them,

jjjncj,— to give an example— in the United States during the

period from 1792 to 1S:U, wnen silver was the money metal in

circulation, foreign silver pieces of various mintage were in actual

use. These foreign coins had been authorized for use in public

payments, because at the beginning no I'nited States mint or

coins existed. When the mint was establish(Hl and coins were

issue<l from it, the new coins could not (Iis])lace the foreign pieces,

being full-weight and preferably used for the arts or exportation.

Hence the coinage, which .seemed futile, was discontinued, and

only the more or less inaccurate foreign coins remained in circu-

lation. Difficulties of a sitnii:ir sort were long encount(>red in all

European countries, from tiie Mitldle Ages through the eighteenth

century. The remedies for them are simple ; first, the plentiful

and accurate manufacture of full-weight coin; second, the

witlidrawal of all legal sanction (siich as receipt in payment of

public dues) from other coin ; and tliird, the redemption at tlie

piiblic charge of jneces wh'cli become worn by ordinary wear.

It was formerly coinnion to enact that pic-es which had Miffered

in weight b(>yoiid a certain tolerance should not only lose their

validity as legal tender, but should be redeenud at the mint

merely as iMillion, not at tlieir face value. The hoi ler, thus

called on to sui'ler the loss in value from abrasion, tried to pass

tlicm on to another j)erson. Since the payment of reaily money is
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usually welcome to the payee, even coins much al)radecl remained

jmk'tinitely in circulation. It is now the common practise, and

the sound one for jrovernments, to redeem at their face value all

coins which have not been intentionally clipp<d or sveateil.'

At the same time, the machinery for providinj^ new and good

coins is amply adequat(>. IIenc(< the particular troubles here

described have we!l-ni{?h disappeared.

§4. The diliiculties commonly exjMTienced under the double

.standard have caused resort to another mode of u-^ing both met-

als together, (iold is made the only freely coined metal and

the only one having coTuplete legal tender (piality, and

silver, though still c lined, is not coined freely, but in limited

amounts and sohdy for use as a minor coin. This method was

?rst systematically followed by England when she adopted the

single gold stand:u-d in !S1(). It has >!nce been adni)ted, so far

as subsidiary silver is concerned, by all the ci\ili/ed countri(>s,

and has Ixrome a normal accompaniment of the existing gold

standard system.

The system of the Ignited States may ser\ .s an example.

The high value of gold nudvcs it unavailable in minor i)ayments.

The smallest gold piece which can lie conveniently u>ed is the

quarter eagle (s2.r)0), corresponding to the British half sover-

eign, the German ten-mark piece, the French ten-franc piece.

Even the quarter eagle and the corresponding coins of foreign

countries are of doubtful serviceability; they are easily lost or

overlooked, and are subject + 'oi-pare^ively rapid abrasion.

A piece (if the sovereign or half ..glesize (85) is the smallest

gold coin that is thoroughly satisfartory. Yet a inultitu.Ie of

transactions !nu>t l)e settled with m.mey of smaller denomina-

tions. Silver coins are •onvenicnt in sizes from the ten-cenl

piece to the dolbr piece. For the smallest transacticms, even

silver has not bulk enough; for these, resort must be had

to nickel and cojijier.

Under the comi)lete doul)le standanl it inay well happen that,

if silver is uiuit rvaiued, au tm- nnv: ,::., -.!.-,• •' ^-'•

' The Uiiiti'd St:if<>. huu.'v.T, r-dc i

where the dei^reeiati'.n i- n^'t luuro ih.iii

(T.ild (.his at their ftioe viilue only

r-hiilf ': uiii' I'l-r ei lit.
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will disappear and that an inconvenient scarcity of small

change will ensue. This is precisely what happened in the

United States untler the system which was adopted in 1834 and

1837. Silver then was undervalued, and gold gradually took its

place. When finally the California gold {)oured in abundantly

after 1850 and gold coinage at the mint assumed large dimensions,

silver comi)letcly disappeared from circulation. Hence in 1853

an act was passetl which created the subsidiary system in this

country. Silver coins were authorized, — half dollars, quarters,

and dimes, — containing so light a content of fine silver that

no one would be tempteil to export them or to melt them for the

arts. The silve/ half dollar, for instance, was made to contain

(and still contains) 172.8 grains of fine silver, or 345.6 grains for

two half dollars. The silver dollar, whose free coinage at that

time was still authorize 1, contained (and still contains) ,, [{

grains. If all silver coins had Ijeen freely minted at the rate

newly adopted for the half dollars and for the other subsidiary

coins (345.6 grains to the dollar), silver would then have been

overvalued, and in turn would have displaced gold. But some-

thing very different from free coini.ge was put into operation.

Xo private person was entitled to present silver at the mint for

conversion into small coin. The government itself bought the

silver bullion in the market, and alone arranged for its coinage.

The amount which the governiueut thus bought and coined was

limited to the quantity supposed nc cessary to meet the needs of

small-change transactions. Thus the silver coins v.oukl not be

exported, and yet would not disi^lace gold. To guard against

possil)le abuse, it was furtlier provided that the subsidiary coin

shoukl be legal tender only up to a limited sum, now fixed at ?10.

Obviously, the government makes a profit ])y an operation of

this sort. The overvalued silver coins are paid out by the gov-

ernment ir its (jrdinary ('i-l^ursenients, or are exchanged by it for

full-value go.d. In either case there is a profit. This also is

often called a "seisnionige," though it differs in important

respects from tlie seigniorage which maj' be charged on the

freely coined and full-value pieces.
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Sub-Sueh arc the essential prinriploss

stautially the system had long l)eeii followed as to the copper

and nickel coins adapted for petty transactions. These have

been token coins ever since goltl and silver came to he used as

the standard metals. In fact, the underlying principle — an

artificial value due to limitation of ((uantity — was followed, or

attempted to be followed, in the "billon" coins common in

iMiropc from the .vliildle Ages until the first part of the nine-

teenth century. These were pieces in denominations for small

transactions, having some i)ercentage of silver, but ciiielly alloy,

issued by kings and i)rinces jirimarily for profit, and given a

circulation within their territories. The issues were often ex-

cessive ; the opportunity for profit was al)used. In this regard,

as in so many others, coinage practise during the nineteenth

century was greatly improved, and now is well-nigh perfected.

No state now coins subsidiary pieces, whether silver or nickel

or copper, with a view primarily to profit. The ])rofit accrues

because it is inciiient to the best method of proviiling a conven-

ient me(Uum for small transactions.

The regulation of subsidiary coin is carried on with variations

of detail in difTerent countries. The quantity coineil is some-

times fixed at so nmch per head of population. Thus in Ger-

many sul)sidiary silver is minted at the rat(> of 13 marks (for-

merly 10 marks) per head of iwpulation ;
in France at the rate

of 7 francs (formerly 6 francs per head. In Great Britain no

specific limit is set ; the Bank of England arranges for the coin-

age of such amounts as experience from time to time shows to be

needed. In the United States, also, no limit is set.

To prevent any possible denreciati'Ui of the sul)sidiary coin,

it is usually redeemable at its fare value by the government

treasuries when presented in reasonable (juantity. Thvis in the

United States siibsidiary silver coins are redeemable when pre-

sented in sums of S20, in Germany when presented ia s\ims of

200 marks. The same object i- accomjilished by receiving them

without limit of quantity in payment of i)ublic dues, as is done in

France.

1

(i..|
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CHAPTER 21

iU

Bimetallism, contimicd. The Displacement of

SlLV.JJ

§ 1. We turn now to ix consideration of the relation between

silver and gold during the niiicteentli eentury and to the train of

events whifh ended in the virtual discarding of .silver and the

general adoption of the single gold standard.

The double standard, as has already been said, prevailed over

almost all Europe until very recent times. It was chosen by the

United Stat(>s, in 1792, as tlie normal system. It was maintained

by France when in ISO^J slie estalilished her present system of

deciiual coins. In England, it is true, the single gold standard,

with silver for subsidiary coins only, was adopted in 1810.

England had had, through the eighteenth century, a nominal

double standard, with a circulation composed in fact chiefly of

gold. In 181() t'.e gold standard was formally and d>'fmitively

estabhshed. Rut on the continent of Europe in general the

double standard prevailed, with a stock of metallic money made

up, as a rule, chiefly of silver. France alone had a circulation in

which gold, though I)y no means the largest constituent, yet was

important side by sid(> with silver. That great country emerged

from the wars of the Xaitolcdiiic perioil in a prosperous state;

and her greatness, continued prosperity, ami her large stock of

both metals had an imi)ortaat influence on monetary hi.story

for over half a century.

It has already lieen saitl that the very existence of the douI)le

standard tends to bring the relative vaK;es of gold and silver

toward the ratio chosen. When a supjily of the overvalued

metal is attracted to the mint, s nmch less of it is left in the

open market. Its value tends to rise, it becnnies less overvalued,

perhaps ceases to be overvalued at all. A\'hen, on the other

274
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hand, a supply of the undervahunl motal is moltod or exported,

so much more of it comes on the marl<et. The adcUtionul sup-

ply tends to lower its value, and the market ratio comes nearer

to the mint ratio. A country having a doul)lc standard may lie

said to he in the position of one wiio otTers to l)uy and sell at

its coinage ratio fsay lol to 1) any quantity of gold and silver

that may ije oflcn-d. Tins is not literally the ea'^e ; the country

does not directly buy gold and silver i)uliion. But its fret^

coinage of both is tantamount .0 purchase, so long as a supply

of both metals remains in circulation, and 'he sul)stitutii)n of

one for the other can actually take pl;ice. When once either

metal has completely displaced the other, this consequence no

longer appears.

Some effect of this sort was prodticed liy France during the

second quarter of the nineteenth century; and a marked etT;'ct

was proiluced in the third (piarter.' Whenever the price of

silver fell in terms of gold, silver tendeil to be sent to France for

coinage, and gold tended to (low out of France. Whenever the

price of silv(>r rose in terms of gold, gold tended to l)e sent to

France for coinage, and silver tended to flow out. .\ high price

of silver in terms of gold meims, of course, a low market ratio,

while a low price of silver means a high ratio.^ During the

greater part of the period from 1S20 to IS.JO, the price of silver

was somewhat lower than the equivalent of the French ratio of

15'. to 1. Silver tend(Ml to How into France
;
gold tended to How

tit;

' Till' first (pKirtor of tho ninotcrnth centviry was inudi distiirlxMl
;
morrover,

our iiiforinrit;:>n ;is to the flow of spcrii- into iiiui out of Fninci' is exact only

afifr 1S2.'. Hi'iioo the uarrativo in the text is ronfincd to the .seoouil and third

quarters.

• Tho rehition of the ratio t<i tlie usually <ni.)ted i)rice of silver may be stated

thus :

—

At the Ratio or

10 : 1

l^\ : 1

15 : 1

THK I'lili-E OF FlNf, SlIAKR IV

t'MTKl) StaTKS .MoNF.V IS

ThK I'lilrE OF HaII SiI.VKH

(.nj.'i FINK) IV Biirrisii

MONKV IS

$1.1.".)19 per oonef

l..S:i:ill per ounee

L.'iTsO per ounee

,5s.(t3(i. per ounce

tld.s.'i per ounce

ti'.'.SO pi'r ounce
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out. The French circuhition then consisted chiefly of silver;

the proportion of Roltl was not large, and a very great substitu-

tion woulil have led to the complete disappearance of gold.

That stage was nearly reached, but not quite. France was

growing in population and wealth, and there was the baais for a

large net increase in the stock of specie. Much of the added

silver made its way into circulation without displacing gold, and

the outflow of the latter metal, though it seems to have come

very near to exhausting the stock in circulation, did not entirely

do so.

After 1850 the situation abruptly changed. The unexampled

supplies of new gold from ( 'alifornia and Australia were poured

into the world's markets. The price of silver rose ; the ratio fell.

It became advantageous to send gold, not silver, for coinage into

France. A very great influx of gold took place, amounting

for the decade 1850-18G0 to over thrci thousand million francs

($600,000,000). A corresponding, though by no means an equal,

outflow cf silver took place. For iu this period, as in that pre-

ceding, France increased her metallic stock, with the difference

that now the addition was all in the form of gold, whereas before

it had been chiefly in the form of silver. The silver which was

steadily exported from France tended to keep ilown the price of

silver bullion in the market, and so maintained the market ratio

not far from 15 V to 1, though now with a tendency to a figure

lower than 15V rather than higher.

The bimetallic regime in France during the period immediately

following 1850 thus served to steady both the general range of

prices and the ratio l)etween gold and silver. A great part of the

new gold simply displaced silver in France. The superseded

metal, again, made its way very largely to the East. The con-

stant movement of specie to the Ea.st, which has already been

described, happened in this i)criod to be unusually lar-re. There

the silver was absorbr 1 without sensibly afTecting >rices even

in those regions. The free opening for coining both metals in

France has been justly descriljcd as operating like a parachute

to arrest the fall in the value of gold. Some fall — that is, some
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rise in prices — did indeed take place ; but it was less sliarp

than would have been the case without the French coinaj^c

inlluence.

This episode has been cited by the advocates of bimetallism,

and justly, as an illustration of the benefits that may come from

their system. Some critics have maintained that the result

failed of attainment, so far as concerns the relative value of gold

and silver, because the market ratio was not jierfectly steady.

It fluctuated, tending to be a trifle ai)ove lo^ to 1 before 1850,

a trifle below after 1S50. Rut no one would maintain that an

unfailing steadiness at the price exa(;tly etiuivalent to a ratio of

15i to 1 was either possible or in any significant degree desirable.

It suflices if a reasonable approach ^.o steadiness is secureil.

Some fluctuations, according to tlie changing currents in inter-

national trade and in the foreign exchanges, are inevitable;

so much will become dear when at a later stage the subject of

the foreign exchanges is taken up. In essentials, the bimetallists

can point to the French experience, certainly during the period

after 1850, as counting in favcr of their system.

§ 2. Later in the nineteenth century another change set in,

not quite so abrupt as that after 1850, but no less unexpected.

The production of gold had reached its maximum about 1860,

and thereafter barely held its own. The inflowing new supplies

were still very great as compared with any period before 1850

;

but they spread over a larger area, and they were met by an in-

crea.sing volume of goods. The industries of the civilized world

were rapidly expanding, and the demand for money on the

whole kept pace with the supply. On the other hand, a change

began in the production of silver. Great discoveries were made

in the United Stat«>s, the beginnings of an increase in the pro-

ductiveness of silver mining as striKing as that which had taken

place in gold mining. The price of silver in the market fell

slightly about 1SG5. Silver no longer flowed out of France, and

some silver flowed in. The market price for a few years was

e(iuivaleiit ahuosl exactly to the ratio of 15] to 1. Then in 1873

it fell more sharply, became equivalent to a ratio of 16 to 1, and

n

A#-i-t^-^
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If'd to a ni'W inveniion of the movement ;
gold began to flow out

of France in large quantities, and silver iK'guii to flow in.

Thiw inversion jjroved unwekome. (iold luid come to be

regarded, reiisonably or unreusonably, as the preferable metid.

The practise of L^ngland, the leading industrial country, was the

main cause of this preference. The (Jerman Empire, when re-

organizing its curn'ucy system in 1.S71 , adopted the gold standard

once for all, influenced chiefly by the l]np:lish example. The

coinage of the United States had bei-n, after 1S5(), practically on

a gohl ba.sis. France, not wishing to lose her gold, in 1873

stopped the free coinage of silviT. In this meu.sure France

no longer acted alone. With other countries she had formed

in 18(io the Latin Union; the other countries bciii!? Belgium,

Switz(>rland, Italy, and Greece.' The main objetrt of the Union

was the adoption of a unift)rm decimal coinage system, based on

the French franc. Complete bimetallism, with free coinage of

both metals at 15} to 1, was also a(h)pte(l ; and thereafter all

these countries had to act in common in their mint and coinage

legi-ilation. France was by all odils the most important power

in the Union, industrially as well as politic;dly. With the

checkered and interesting history of the Union we have not

upace to deal. It served a useful end by promoting the spread of

the rational franc (decimal) system, but it led to much friction

and inconvenience between the adherent countries. So far as

the coinage of silver wa.s concerned, the states of the Latin Union

found it necessary to act together. The decisive steps were

taken in 1873-1874 ; then free coinage ceased, though not all of

silver coinage. In 1873 France, acting alone at first, limited the

amoimt of five-franc pieces (that is, of full-tender silver) which

would be coined at the mint. Belgium, also acting alone, im-

posed a siinilar limitation in 1873. In 1871, the I.;;tin Union,

by a special agreement, prescribed the same policy for its mem-

' Grccrc joiiicil tlio Latin Union in ISOS. Ppairi ;i(l(i[it( il thi' franc systoni,

hut did not join tho Union. Grccrc and Italy, ttioush nicnihors, havo counted

for less than tlic otlicr countric.--. tn-causc tlnir ciiirciuy, cimiiit; praciicaiiy ali

of the time when action rcKardinc silver coiiiaco was imdcr ( onsidoration, was

on a paper basis. As to tlic working of paper money, .s-e Chapter 23, below.
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Ikts, the amount of tive-franc pieces to be coined heiiij? appor-

tioned unions them. Limitation was .soon followed by coni-

ph'te ces.sation. In 1S7S the coinaRe of live-franc pieces was

stoppetl ; and it lias never been resumed. Binxetallism caiue

to an end.

The cessation of silver coina;j;e left the metallic circulation

of tliese countries in a situation not dii'fcrent on the smface

from that of l)imi'tallism, yet in essentials very dilfcrent.

Gold and silver coins continued to circulate .>ide by side, and

nuiintained tlie relative values assigned to them at the mint.

The silver five-franc pieces were not subsidiary coins; they

were let;al tender without limit in payment of debts. Vet in

important respects they were like suiisidiary ctiin. They were

no longer freely minteil; and their intrinsic or bullion value

was dilTerent from that which tliey had as coin. The price of

silver bullion continueil to fall after IHl'A and after 1S7S. If

free coina-^e of silver had been retaine<l in France and the Latin

Union, silver would have been i)resented at their mints in larger

quantities. IJut it was no longer accepted, (lold alone was

freely coined. The silver coins were as good as the goM for

payments within each country, and indee<l throughout the

Union, since they were of uniform shape and content. They

were (and are) lejial tender without limit ; and they were

received withovit limit in i)ayments to the government for

taxes and other dues. Large quantities of gold, on the other

hand, were also in circulation. This gold had to lie in use,

in addition to the silver. If the monetary supply had been

confined to the silver alone, its limited (luantity would have

caused prices to be low; this again would have caused imports

to he small, exports to be l:ir,ij;e ; money would have flowed in;

and the only kind of money which now could flow in was gold.'

The silver five-franc pieces, like tlie sui)sidiary coin, were given

an artificial value by the limitation of their quantity; and

their value conformetl to that of freely coined gold.

' Tho rrasoniriE hrro antifi|Kit(>? what will !>< s:\h\ hitnr of tho working of

intornational lr.i<\v. Hut fliis part of th" theory of iiit('rnational trado is so

simiile that its hearing will !). readily si'eii. f"omi,are Hook IV, Chapter 32.

I
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i'l

To this situution in Franco and the Latin Union, nt'vcr cstalv

lirthcd hy (It'^ign, l>ut rcachcil tlirouK'i a succession of unfore-

seen steps, the name " limping standard " has been applied.

The silver coin, though intrinsically of less value than the gold,

li»)lil>les alouR, niaintainetl at e(iuality liy hein^ coupled with

its strouRer associate. Tin- same situation has developed in

other countries also, partly l)y delil)erate action, partly by

steps taken with as little intent as in the Latin Union of bring-

ing about a limping standard.

§ 3. (iermany adopted a limj)ing standard deliberately,

though only as a transitional measure. As has just been said,

her gold standaril was adopted in 1S71, when a uniform coinage

system was created for the newly «'stai)lished emoire. The

monetary unit was the mark, whose gold content is nearly that

of the English shilling; that is, the twenty-mark piece is not

fa- from the English sovereign. The metallic circulation,

however, had been before that time chiefly of silver, larg(>ly

in the form of thaler '^'eces having a silver content equal to

that of about three an i one half francs. These thaler pieces

were in part withdrawn and replaced with new gold pieces.

But in part they were left in circulation Their comph'te

replacement with gold was a task which it was thought best

(and wisely so thought) to carry out gradually. No new
coinage of thalers, of course, was permitted. Tliose I'ft in

circulation were declared le;cal tender at the rate of three

marks for the thaler. Notwithstanding their insuffii i-'at in-

trinsic value, they were left on a parity with gold precisely

like the silver five-franc pieces of the Latin L'nion, — by the

limitation of their quantity, l)y their full legal tender power,

and by their acceptance in payment of all public dues.

The original intention had been to leave the thalers in cir-

culation only during a comparatively brief period of tran-

sition. It was expected that from time to time, as they were

received in the public tills, they would be withdrawii, melted

into bullion, sold as such, and replaced by told coins. This

process, intleed, went on for a few years. But after 1873 the
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pricp of silver fell xluirply, nntl .sales of the metal were a losinR

busiiutis. Moreover, tlie advocates of biinetallisin l)itterli'

opposed the sal. The (Jeriuan K^vcrniueiit, hy way of

partial concession to the i)imetallisl.i, and uIm) frmn a cautiors

desire to await the future as to the supplies and availaliility of

the two niotals, in IST'J stopped tlie withdrawal of the thali rs

and the sale of the bullion. For many \ears thereafter the

thalers remained in circulation. In IDIX), however, steps were

finally taken toward ttettiiiK rid of them, thoush in a way som'--

what dilferent from that oriKinally contemplated. The act of

that year provided for their retireme.it l)y gradual recoinane

into sul)si(l;ary money. The jxrmissihle anu;unt of sul)sidiary

coin, which hail been originally ten marks per head, was then

raised to fifteen marks; the ailditional quantity of such coin

was to 1)0 got by using the old thalers. Most of the thalers

were soon recoined, and the rest will disappear as the increase

of the population of (lermany calls for more .sulisidiary coin.

Virtually, the limping standard has ceased to exist in (lermany.

§ 4. In the United iStatea a result exactly simil',- to that

in France has been brought about, without intent, through a

succession of compromises :md half measures. The history

of this episode c;>nnot be fully understood until |)rice move-

ments and jiaper money have been dealt with. So far as the

silver situation is concerned, it will sullitc to state briefly the

important events.

In 1873 the coinage of silver dollars — that is, of the full

tender, freely coined silver — was dropped in the United States.

It was in this year, too, that France suspended free coinage;

but the coincidence in date was fortuitous. The United States

in 1873 had only paper money in circulation; (l(>preciate(l

paper, or so-called fiat money. If there had l>een specie in

circulation (and for some inijxirtant purposes si)(>cie was in

use, though not in active circulation), that specie would have been

gold. After the coinage changes of 1834 and 1837, and the

inHux of new gold that began in 18.')U, gold alone ha ' •ecn the

real basis of the monetary system. The exister. e oi . nominal

II
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double standard had been forgottrn. In 1873 the coinage

legi>lation of the covintry was overhauled and eonsolulated m

the expeetatiun, realized in 1879, tl>at pa'per money woul.l be

given up soon an<l a speeie system reestablished. In tins

revision of the statutes, the silv(-r dollar xvas <lr(.ppe<l from the

li.t of eoins tliat eovild be >truek. Ther.'with bimetallism, long

obsolete in praetiee, was formally ended by law. The eham^e

naturallv attraet.nl little attention. In later years, when a

strong agitation for renewed use of silver had sprung up, the

dropping of the silver .lollar was often ealled "the enme of

187i
"

It was supposed to have been stealthily done by per-

sons "interested in seeiiring the gold standanl. Ir faet, it was

done quietly because nobody at the time thought it of any

moment.
. . .

\fter 1873 a period of de,)ression and of fallmg prices set in.

.. strong party in the United States wishe.l to cheek the fall,

and welconi'Hl any legislation which would ad<l to the quantity

of money 'n use.^ For a generation, there was agitation for a

return to ccn.plete bhnetalli^nii, - to the fr<-e coinage- of both

gold and silver. At the old ratio of 10 t<. 1, and at the inarke

prices of silver after 1873, this would have meant the actual

co= ,a<.e of silver alone. Yet this ra.lical step, though often it

seeniell impending, was never taken. By way of compromi.se

two great measures were passed, each pr<.Niding for a large

though hmitrd (luantity of overvalue.l ^ilver dollars.

In 1S7S the so-called Bland-Allison Act was passed, reciuiring

the numthly purchase by the govermnent -[--'^''^
<;2{)()0 0(J0 worth of silver bullion, nor more than ^4,000,000

^vorth; thi bullion to be coined into dollars of tlieold content

(4101, j,,.,,,!^ „f standard silver. 3711 grains of i-ure silver).

ThrvM.imum onlv under the a-t was in fact bought ami

j,oi„^,a
_. s2,()()0.']l)0 worth of silver. The iuuhl)er of dollars

obviously was more then two million a month. If the price

ma.le up of aJhcTfiits
' i" botli poUUrul ikuIu-s.
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of silver, iu terms of the money which the government used in

buying it (this money was gold after 1879) happened to be

low, more silver bullion could be bought with the iixcd sum of

$2,000,n00 !' 1 '1. largev number of dollars coined; if the price

was liigi ,
if.-..^ biiliiin rnuld be i)ought, and less dollars coined.

In fact '!i: iiij; ihc pcilod from 1878 to 189U, when this act

was in in- t , tl,'. oul^on-e was the monthly coinage on the

average of ai)C',u .,' o and one l\alf million silver dollars, or

thirty million a year. These ilollars were i)recisely like the

French five-franc pieces; overvalued, limited in quantity,

full legal tender, antl in every respect as valid for payments as

gold.

In 1890 a secon<l measure wa.s enacted, again a compromise

between free siU'er coinage and rejection of silver. Without

entering ou the details of this complicated antl luckless statute,

it may b«^ said, in svun. that during the three years of its life

(it was repealed in 1893) silver was purchased by the govern-

ment which atlded eventually not less than 21o,00U,000 silver

dollars to the country's money supply. Under the act of

1878, there had been coined, in round numbers, 352,000,000

such dollars. Wlu-n these o|)erations finally came to an (>nd,

a total of 570,000,000 dollars ')f overvalued silver had been

injected into the circulating medium.

It is not so n.-ich in the form of coin, as in that of the silver

certificate, that the silver has made its way into actual circula-

tion. This kind of pajier money, as the name indicates, is

merely a certificate or warrant stating that so many silver

dollars (one, two, five, as the case may be) are held in tlie

government vaults anil will be paid to the bearer (m demaml.

Since the pajier representativi^s are for most people more conven-

ient than tlu somewhat luilky dollars, their issue has greatly

facilitated the actual circulation of the additional money.

Evidently the possibiUty of adiling these hundreds of millions

to the monetary supply of the United States, and yet keeping

them equal iu value to gold, has rested i-n the fact that this

is a huge country; and not only a huge country, but one
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whose industry advances at a prodigious rate. In addition to

the silver, there are other forms of overvukiod monei'. The
bank notes and government notes in ciroul:ition, which will be
described in the ensuing cliai)ters, may also he said to be over-

valued. An indefinite increase in the quantity of all this

overvalued or "fiduc-iry" money would mean the eventual

expulsion of gold. Indeed, at one time, between 1890 und 1893,

tile rate of increase, under the act of 1890, was so great that
gold seemed about to be expelled; and this probability was
one cause of the remarkable crisis of 1893, and of the repeal
of the act. In recent years, the population, resources, ami
industrial output of the United States have advanced by leaps

and bounds. The quantity of commodities offered in exchange
for money has risen enormously. Hence gold has not only
remained in the country, side liy side with the silver, but the
(luantity in monetary use has nmch increased. The conse-
quence has been that the overvaluetl silver has had its stronger
comi>anion side by side, and has been held up to an equal
value ; it has been as good as gold.

§ 0. One other important event remains to be noted, the
last in the chain of those which deposed silver from its former
monetar\ place. In 1893, the same year in which the United
States ceased its purchases of silver for coinage into dollars,

British India put an end to the free coinage of silver. The
flow of specie to the East, already referred to,' had always
been chiefly in the form of silver. British India, I)y far the
most important country of tlie East, had coined that silver

freely into rupees (whose bullion content is about two fifths

that of the United States dollar). The continued fall in the
price of silver caused serious embarrassm(>nts, of which more
will be said elsewhere.^ After long and patient waiting, the
British government in India finally took tlie drastic step of
closing its mints to silver. Thus in one year, 1893, the last

two great markets for silver — the United States and British

' Chapter 18, § 4.

» Chapter 23, § 5 ; Chapter 32, § 0.

"'"^ \
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ulia— were closo.l. This was just twenty years after the

Trance mint began the great ehange.

The bottom .<eeme.l to (h-op out of silver in 1893. Us pro-

duction had been steadily increasing for a (juarler e" „ century.

Before 1S70 the annual supjjly from thc^ mines had been al>out

thirty million ounces. After 1870, it rose tims : —
O, -,(.-,

Average annual produft in the 5-ycar period 1S71-1S7.") (j:{

" " " " 1S7()-1S,S0 79
"

'
'• ISSI -ISS.-, 02

" " '• "
"

I.S,S(>-1S90 109
' '

1S9I-1S95 l.-iS

" " '• 1S9(^190() 1(5.5

1901-1905 108

So great a fresh supply pressing on the market, with u^ost

mints closed to free coinage, caused a steady decline in price.

In terms of United States money, tlic ounce of silver fell from
.S1.29 in 1873 to about 8.90 in 1892. TheAmeri .an purcha.x^s

under the acts of 1878 and 1S90 ilid not serve to prevent that

decline, though doubtless they made it less abr'M- With the

two closures of 1S93 (in the United States and Liuish India),

the price fell sharply to 8.07. In 1894 it was on the average
about S.G4.

Since 1893 silver has maintained, on the wnole, the levels

reached in that year botli as to production and price. The
production has not sensil>ly diminished or sensibly increased;
the price has been in the neighborhood of 8.60 an ounce. At
that price the mark(>t ratio is about 34 to 1. It follows that
the silver dollar contains less t!ian half its nominal content;
that is, as metal it is worth less than fifty cents in gold. The
French five-franc pieces are overvalued to a similar degree.

Silver has become in all the leading countries a conunodity
like any other, fluctuating in i)rice according to market condi-

tions. It is bought in large quantities by governments for

n>anufacture into subsidiary coin, and the demand for this

purpose has proved to increase steadily. It is used in the arts

in gnn\ing quantities; and the East still absorbs con-id(Table
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amounts, partly for monetary use, part'.y for iiient, partly
for lioanling. That its production contiuui.-, unciiminished,

notwitlistunding tlie great fall in price, inilicites that its

marginal cost is not greater than the price that has ruled during
the last fifteen years (1893-1908).

It will now he obvious why, as was stated in the preceding
chaj)ter, the value of silver is related to its e.\i)enses of j)ro-

(luction in a different way from what it was in former centuries;

and in a different way from gold. Silver no lonjier has a free

opening in monetary use. The annual supply can no longer

be added, as can that of gold, to a vast monetary stock. What
part shall be added to the circulating medium in the form of

.subsidiary coin depends i.ii the purchases which governments
choose to make. Tlu; annual supply is sold, like that of other
metals, a. whatever price it will fetch. The price corresponds
in a rough way to its marginal cost, and is in a rough way
determined by its marginal cost. The existing silver coins of

the countries of the limjMng standard are kept at an artificial

value
;
but this artificial value has no influence on the value

of the newly accruing output from the mines.

§ G. Two entirely different questions of i)rinciplc arose during
the course of the deposition of silver. One concerned the rela-

tive values of gold and silver, and the effects on those relative

values of bimetallism and of monometallism. The other con-
cerned the general range of prices and the effects on prices of

bimetallism and monometaIli.sm. The himetallists contended
that their system conduced to a more stable ratio between silver

and gold. They also contended that it conduced to a greater
.stability in prices. On the first question they were probably in

the right
;
on the second question the verdict of recent history

has been on the whole against them.

We have seen, in the ca.se of France, that the very existence
of complete bimetallism — free coinage of both metals— tends
to keep the value of the two metals in correspondence with the
ratio. Sui)pose now that the industrial area over which free coin-
age prevailed had been very much larger than France. Sup-
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pose that not only France and the Latin Union, but England,

Germany, the United States, had coined silver and Rdld freely

at the Fr(>iu'h ratio of loV to 1. From this vast area the ex-

pulsion of gold would have been tlifficult, nay, wcli-ni^h impos-

sible. The countries mentioned include all those in which pjold

is freely coined on a great scale, or at least all those in which gold

was so coined during the perioc of the great fall in silver.

Whither could the gold have been driven ? The ordinary avemie

of departure— exportation— could hardly have Ixmmi followed,

since there were no important countries to which large quan-

tities of gold could have been exported. A rapid rise in general

prices would perhaps have stimulated a markedly increasetl in-

dustrial consumption ; l)ut this would have been a slow proc<'ss,

coming to its term long before all the gold had been absorlied in

the arts. A rapid rise in general prices, again, might conceivably

have checked the produc+ion of gold ; but this, too, would have

been a slow and uncertain process, having its term like the other,

— at the point where the poorer mines had been brought to a

stop. The monetary stock of gold would have remained in

monetary use without great change, and would perforce have;

remained in circulation side by side with silver. This result

woukl have been the more probable because, if the leading coun-

tries had adopted bimetallism at a common ratio, the lesser

countries would have been likely to join them. International

bimetallism, applied unflinchingly by the leading countries,

would have brought about the proximnte object, — the con-

current circulation of the two metals as money, and a mark(>t

value corresponding to the mint ratio.

This conclusion is subject to possible qualification. It rests

on the assumption that people in general, and the business com-

munity in particiilar, would acceile to the regulations contem-

plated (and in part jirescribed) Iiy governments. Tims, silver

would be made a legal tender in payment of debts, and therefore

as good as gold for a vitally important monetary use. Con-

ceivably, however, general opinion — general prejudice, if one

is disposed so to call it — would boycott the use of silver. As

I
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will he scon in connoction with the history of paper nionoy,' tlu-

power of govermaent iii forcinj^ tli(> use of a parties!; r kind (jf

nionej' lias its limits. To make money liRal tei^i(r is by no

means hecessarily to make it pass in {2,<'nei'il eircuhition. But

in the special ease here sui)pos((l for ^iive^, il i-- not proliaMe that

a jroverp.nienl would have overpassed the limits within which it

would ai'feet the use of nioney. Silv(>r was in most i>arts of the

work!, in the [)eriod from 1S7;3 to 1S1»3, a familiar and not unwel-

come form of money. True, in ( '.n'at Britain it was not familiar,

and nuieh prejudice in that country, and in the United States

and (Jcrmany also, would have had to be overcome; jet the

obstack's against the acc(>ptance of the new situation would

hardly have been insuperable.

The direct obstacles in the way of international bimetallism

were iioliticak There never was a cliance for the conclusion of a

compact. Croat Britain at no time was willing to accede,

except as to J-ritish India, which would not have brought any
new strength to the bimetallic league. Without Great Britain,

GermanJ' would not come in ; without at least on(> of those coun-

tries, the Unit(>d States would not. Whatever the abstract

possibilities of uiiitcd bimetallism, the project never iuid a

working prospect of realization.

§ 7. \'ery difTeret^t is the second question that aros(>, regard-

ing the stal)ility, not of the ratio between the metals, but of the

.general range of jirices. And this, obviously, is by far the more
important question. It does not matter nnuh to the com-
munity (though it may very greatly concern the mine owners)

whether silver exchanges for golil at the rate of 1.5 to 1 or .30 to 1.

But it matters v(>ry much whither jirices go up or go down or

remain stable. That they should remain as stable as possible

is the desirable situation. IIow far vould international bi-

metallism have promoted this result?

The answer to this question dej)ends on the extent to which

tlie total supply of specie — gold and silver — would have

been affected. In the year 1890 the answer seemed doubtful.

Soe below in this book, Chapter 23, § 1.

II ! •

•
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The production of roM then scoincd virtualh' stationary.

That of silver, (ju tlu' otlicr h.-mil, was rapidly niountinp;, in face

even of a steady fall in the price of silver. The oi)poneut-; of

hinietallisin maintained that silver, once restored to free coinaj^e,

would he ])roduced in inunensely greater (|uun1ity. I'uder

modern mining melliod>, vast kiiouii d^'posits of low-grade

s.iver-heariiig ore can l-s' treated ; tlie (piestion is not one of

discovery or speculation, hut simply of calcula!)le profit, liaise

the price of silver to sl.3;i an ounce (the price in United Slates

gold corresponding to a ratio of 1.")^ to 1 ), and floods of silver may

he expected to come out. Sonx' cool-headed oliM/rvers f)redicteil

that the addition to the mon(>tary stock woukl he so huge as to

douhle prices in ten years. The himetallists on the other hand

said that the increase in output would not at all he so great, and

that, with a stution.ary or declining output of golil, and with u

grt'at area over which tlie total stock could spread, the change

in pricts would he slow, and so far as it did take place rather

heneficial than otherwise.

Whatever douht there may have heen regarding the prohal)ili-

ties of the case — and there was much, al)OUt 1890 — was set at

rest hy the new conditions governing the supply of gold which

set in after that date. The wonderful increase in the annual

product of that metal ha< already he(>n descrihed. The danger

of a scant su]-!)ly of gold — so scant as to keep prices moving

downward — disappeared. If silver had heen freely coinahle

as well as gold, the total supi)ly of the two metals would have in-

creased withdut fa;! at a jxirtentous rate. Even at the low prices

of silver which have pn^vailed since 18',13, the production of that

metal has not diminished; it has remainetl stationary. .Vt

douhled prices, it would surely have increased rapidly, and so

have added nuieh more to the supply of speci(>. Bimetallism

would have led not to stahle prices, hui to prices even less stat)le,

and advancing even more rapidly, than under the single gokl

standard. The extraordinary increase in the production of gold

Ikis put an end, prohahly forever, certainly for an indefinite

period, to all proposals for rehaljilitating silver,

u
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CHAPTER 22

Chan-cies in Prices

§1. Two tojiics will bo taken up in tho present chapter:

first, how to ascertain and measure whether changes in prices

liave taken place ; second, what are the conse(}uen(;e.s for good

or ill of such changes. Of the causes of the changes nothing

mon; will l)e said for the pr(;sent.

The measurement of changes in the value of money would be

easy if all jjrices went up and down together. But this they

never do. Some prices go up, while others go down. Occa-

sionally in times of very great and rapid movement, all prices

change in the same direction. Even then, they do not all change

to the same extent ; some rise or fall in less degree than others
;

hence, though the fact of a change in a given direction may
be clear, tho extent of the change becomes difficult to meas-

ure.

To get a summary expression of the general trend of prices,

resort is had to the method of index numbers. An example will

best explain how an index number is constructed. Suppose that

on January 1, 1900, the price of iron was .§15 a ton, of wheat SI

a bushel, of cotton 10 cents a pound, of wool 40 cents a pound
These are calletl the Ijase prices. Later prices are expressed in

relation to tliciii, usually by stating them in terms of a percentage.

Suppose that a year later, on January 1, 1901. the prices of

these four commodities have come to be S20 for iron, $1.25 for

wheat, 10 cents for cotton, 36 cents for wool. Then the actual

prices, and the percentage relation between them, would stand

thus :

—

l! <
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, i

lUdO

Bare rmcB

Iron

Wheat
Cottoa . . . .

Wool
Total . . . .

AvoraRo (arillirneti-

oal mean)

l.()0

.10

.40

too

im
100

100

100

400

100

1901

Pricb

S20.00
1.25

.10

.30

i'i;R( kntim;
TO Hahr

i.s;{

i2r)

100

JH)
448

112

Till' index number was 400 for 10(X), an<i rose to 4 18 for 1901.

Reduced to the arithmetic mean, the index numlu-r for lOUO was

10() ; tluit for 1!K)1 l)eeame 112. Sometimes index numl)ers are

given in the first form by simple summation ; sueli, for example,

is the mode in whii-h the well-known index numl)er of the Lon-

don Economic is made up. More often the numbers are aver-

a^od. The base average, of course, is always 100 ; the average

for any othc- year is then a percentage of the biuse average.

In the exami)le just given, the index number shows a rise in

prices of twelve per cent ; or, rather, as the very word " index "

implie.!, indicates a rise to that extent.

If, now, instead of four commodities, fifty or a hundred were

treated in this way, we shoTild feel .some confidence in the indica-

tion obtained as to a general change in prices. If the sum-

mai i/,ed result as to a large numl)er of articles is an advance of

ten or twenty per cent in the index number, it is tolerably certain

th.'it most commodities have gone up in {)rice. No doubt it is

possible that the result ha.s been due to the fact that half the

commodities went up a great deal, and that the other half went

down, though but moderately. But an examination of actual

changes, even a c'_;rsory one, almost always shows, where a

marked changf lias occurred in an index numiier, that tlie larg^'

majority of prices have moved in the one way indicated. The

index number serves, therefore, to point to a fact, — that on the

wliole prices have gone up.

§ 2. Other modes of reaching index numbers are proposed, the
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arithmofiral nican liciiis crilicizcd as ckkIc ami iiuiilcqiiatc.

Soiiic of the sujiRcstrtl iiiiprovcinciits may he bridiy noted, and

the tiscfuIiK'ss of tlu' simpler nu'tlutd tested hy eomparisuii with

tile results from those mine complex.

The geometrical mean has lieeii ailvoeateil ; and sometimes

also the harmonic mean. Of the j^eo netric mea^i it i- said, with

undouhted trnth, that its us will milisate a mi I'li liii'i; elTect on

the inde.-; n tnlier from extraordinary lluctiiatio' - iii t!ie price

of a sinj;le ! .. le. With llie use of loi^aritlinis t!ie K''""i<'trie

mean is easy to ascertain; and it has (piite as j^iod a rij^ht to

he entitled a "true" average as the arithisietic.

Another ])roposal i.s for the use of the median. Let the index

numbers he made up, not hy averasini?, hut hy ascertaining mid-

way |)oints. Arranf:;e the several piici- (juotatiuns for any year

(reduced to a uniform basis as for the other methods) in nu-

merical order, and then ascertain tlial iiiiure which stands in the

middle of the series, — that lii^ure on either side of nhich there

are ;ti equal number of (luotations. For various sorts of obsor-

valious the median is thouj^ht by statisticians to be at least as

significant as any average; and though comparatively un-

familiar, it is easy to use. Even more thati the geometric

mean, it prevents an extremely high or low price of some one

article, or of a very few articles, from having an undue influence

on the index numbcT.'

Entirely different is the improvement of the simpler method

Thu9 if a series of priee (nictations, redueod to a basis of 100, \v( ro

M) 10_'

90 10(1

94 III)

97 r.'O

100

the median would be 100. If the last fiRiire were not 120, but 150, the median
would still be 100.

Tiiere being in this serie.s an odd number of figures, the median is Ihr middle
one. If tliere were an even iium))er, the median would lie between the two
middle fiprures, and would be in .so far indefinite. But where th re are many
fipires, as is always the ea.se with priee quotations, the median i.s sufficiently

pre;-i,-;e.

For an illustration of divergrnee between the median and the arithmetic

mean, sec Chapter 23, p. 318.
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itself— thp arithmotic moan — by taking arcount of tho rela-

tive importance of the different artieles; or, as it is tee'.nieally

put, by lidghliiuj the articles. A change in the price of wheat,

for example, is of much more import ani'e than a chauKe in the

price of wool. If wheat were to doiihle in jiricc, the purchasing

power of a Kiven income would be seriously ulTectcd ; if wool

W( re to dou!)le in price, much less. The varying importance of

dilTerent commodities may be re^!;arded in the construction of

an index nutnlu'r by assiKuiuK weight to the commoilities in the

proportion of ttieir consumption. If tlie conunuuity as a whole

six'uds four times as nuich of its income on wheat as on wool,

wheat may be counted as if it were four articles and wool as if

it w(Te one. If twice as much is spent on cotton as on wool,

cott(m may be counted as if it were two articles; while iron,

on similar assumi)tions, may be counted as three. The prices

just us<'d for illustration would then be made up into an

index number a.s follows :

—
UtilO

Weioht Base
PnicK

Wheat . .

Cotton. .

Wool . .

Iron . . .

Total .

Average

4

2

1

.3

10

$1.(X)

.10

.40

l.->.00

Weiudted

1901

Price
PeiI"ENTACK

i

Weiiihteo
ur Ca\^v,r. Ch^mje iv

Bahe
is Pun E Price

400 •SI. 2.') r_V) -)00

200 .10 100 200

1(K) .;{(•> 90 90

:«)0 20.00 133i 400

10()0 1 1<»()

100 119

This weishted average indicates a rise in prices from 100 to 119,

whereas the simple average indicated one from 100 to 112 only.

And the weighted average is plainly the more significant ; since

the higher prices of widely used articles like wheat and iron

are more important than the lower price of the less used wool.

Though the weighted index number is clearly preferable, the

application of this more refined method presents difficulties. It

is not easj' to ascertain the consumption or relative weight of the

several articles, especially where a very large number (100 or
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mort' perhaps) are included in the list. Moreover, the consump-

tion of tho ditTercut urticios varies. ChanncK in habits take

place; one article niay be much less uned in 1010 than in IDtK);

how readjust its wcinhtinn and the whole weiRlitcd index num-

ber? These ditficultie.s, and others that mi^ht be instanced,

though not insuperal)le, add to tho complicalion.i of weiKhtinR.

In regard to all the.>«' .sun^cstioii-s, whether for improvement in

the arithmetic mean or for the use of a dilTereut mean, it must

be lx)rne in mir.d that no index number corresponds to a real

thing. It i.s not like the mean of certain observations in natural

science — such, for example, as those for measuring the distance

between the earth ami the .sun— of which any one may err,

but whose average will point to a single specific fact. An index

numl)cr points to no sinj^le fact. It gives, to repeat, only an

indication of the general trend of prices. People often .speak

antl tiiink loosely on this topic, as if an index number told the

whole storj- once for all. There is no one change in prices.

There is a medley of many changes, different in direction and

degree. All that we (!an hope to secure by averaging and sum-

marizing is some concise statement of the general drift.

Now exjierience in the application of the various methods to

the same sets of figures shows that the simple arithnjetic mean,

when applied to a sufficiently large number of price quotations,

gives substantially the same results as more refined methods. If

many articles are in the list, some of much importance, some of

little, it is unlikely that all tlie important articles will lluctuate in

one direction and all the unimixtrtaiit in another. If t! ilid so

(as in the example just given), weighting would be imlispcnsable.

But the fluctuations in fact are likelj' to be di.strii)ute!; among

the .several classes in much the same way. An unusua. cli age

in the price of a particular article, whether it be con-sutned in

large amounts or in .small, will Tiot affect greatly ai. verese

made up from many price quotations. And in practisi it iit>

been found that the simple unweighted average brinsr-s resurts -B<it

very different from those obtained after weiglitinn Similar-'.-

it has been found that the method of the median does m \-ii-'id.
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for such fluctuations in prices as take place under a specie

standard,' results substantially dilTcrent from those of either

tlic simpler or the weiKhted aritlitnetical mean.

This similarity of outcoiiu- is iilii>tratcd liy the following chart,

showing the course of four index tuimlMTs n-acheil in different

ways, all based on the same iiuotutions of prices.- One rejjre-

seiits the simj)le antlmi-'tie mean of 2.'>0 price ([uotations; tlie

second, another arithmetic mean of tlu; same prices consoli-

I ('..nipiii'' "'i-i' '-' *->i'l tn Imiv, ('luii)t(r 'Si. p. 31S.

« Till' fiiiir MTics -Mi- -

il) The Orp:irtmi'iit of I,:il"ir's iiritliirirtic- nu-nna, for iiricci of J.V) ^rtlrl, ^

(2) rn)fis.-<or W. ('. Milili'll-t narriinctiii' nt of the '\u\- pti..- Iiniir. •

"I'lie nurriiu'- li-<f 'if ••oniiiioditi'M coiit.-iin-' unomnlir's f<ui-h ik iIh- iin-lnsion of i

.•-ill!!!!' !<cri<'s [of (Hiot;itio!i.-i| for whrat .'ind ti'ii for cotton ?<hi'itiiit'-
,
two for lioi;.-<

mill ihrvo for Kl'^^f^^»''^ '''''• ''ti'' risult in most uii^'ciintific wi iishtini; in w!i i'

puriiortH to be nn iinwriuhtnl indox niimhir. To rciiifilv this oli\hiu-< ilfi'rt.

1 h:ivo rombini'il flir «irii's for ni^'irly idontiral firtirl' ». tln-ri'liv ri-dw hik t!ii>

number of soric-t to 11.5." -Journal of P'.lificnl Ei:<<n •";). M.iy, IfM'l. p. i7-'

;

cp. thi- p.amo writor'.i (i.ihl, frirra. o'l'l irafli'.!; under thr (lrrrn'<ick SlnnUird, p, I
'

(.'() The mrdian for thn .•<:imr (115) sirii's of iniotiitioii:', a^ niliuUtid l.y

Profc.isor Mi»''hrll.

(4) .\ wiMKhtivl indfx niitiili'T for .">() st;ipl'' .irtn |.-i, sclrctod from ;«moii(« tli"

2.')il (14,5) ; thn wpiRhtiiiR biMiig on thp pluii of tlio Ciib.ion iiid.x, but ri vi.sid by

Priifpssnr Mitrhrll.

Thn fti^iirrs of the four sprics :irc :
—

1 i n
|.\ll^HM^.Tll Mea.n .\RiriiMKni Mi v-

I OF 2,5') (Jror%- . ot 1 15 I.!' ' >i A-

TION>* TIO.\.->

<J

ISOO 112.9 114.1

UV.) 1 111.7 UJ 7

1S!»2 lOti.l 11)1',. 1

iso.-J 10,5. () 10.5.0

isy4 90.1 9.5.0

1.S95 9,3.0 92.S

IROf) 90.4 8,s.8

1H97 S9.7 8S.7

is'.is 9,3.4 9:!.

5

: ^',10 101.7 102..

5

:;h)0 110.5 U1.3
I'.tOl IOS.,5 109.0

1(102 112.9 113.7

1003 11.3.6 113.8

i;;Oi ii.i.a \W,.\I

1905 11,5.9 11.5.8

1906 122.,5 122. !

HI IV

, \\'Ki'.nri--i, Im)K\

(^roi\l io-\,*
\ 1 \llil !;-> f l;'i\I

112 114.0

111 113.9

107 10.5.1

HM 105.2

90 93.9

94 93.9

90 ,s.;.o

91 S9.2

94 95.0

100 103.4

IO!l 111.0

lo7 10<.>.2

110 lir,.2

111 115.3

il2 11';. 3

114 117.9

119 123.4
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dated into 145 quotations; the third, the median of these

same 145 quotati us; the fourth, a weighted index number of

50 among these commodities. The prices are at wholesale, in
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§ 3. A rise in prices is of advantage to debtors ; a fall in
'

prices is of advantage to creditors. When prices go up in the ;

interval between the contracting and the paying of a debt,
^

the debtor, on returning to his creditor the amount of money ,

borrowed, returns less in the way of commodities. Conversely,

when prices go down in the interval, the debtor, on returning

the same money, returns more in the way of commodities.

Most changes in prices are slow ; from year to year there is

little variation. Most debts, on the other hand, are for short

periods of time. Hence fluctuations in general prices do not

ordinarily cause injustice or .serious embarrassment. Even over

a period of several years the dealings between debtor and cred-

itor are usually carried on with sufficient equity. An index

number change of five per cent in a single year is unusual.

Commonly our observations must extend over two or three years

if we are to make sure that any general rise or fall is really ...

progress. A change of five per cent or ten per cent, as registered

in en index number, would probably be little noticetl by most

debtors and creditors. Each would be concerned only with the

particular articles bought or sold liy him ; and these articles might

remain unchanged in price, or move in a different direction from

the index numbers, or in different degree. It is only abrupt

and marked changes in prices that disturb the usual approxi-

mate equity of debt payments. Under a specie standard, such

changes do not take place ; this much is brought about by the

durability of specie and the consequent slowness of changes in

the total stock. Violent changes, over short periods of time,

take place, if at all, from resort to irredeemable paper money.

There is a sound basis for the attitude which most jM?ople take,

of regarding specie as stable in value and measuring incomes,

possessions, debts and credits, once for all in terms of money.

T!ie case is difTereiit with debts having a long time to run.

As to these, even under a specie regime, there is a considerable

possibility of injustice and hanlship. In the course of twenty

years, possibly in tiie course of ten, marked ciianges in general

prices may occur, and with them marked injustice to debtors or to

'1
1^1

T

I

t
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creditors, as the case may be. Though obligations running over

such a long period are not often contracted by individuals, they

are not uncommon on the part of corporations and of govern-

ments. European governments, to be sure, when they borrow,

usually do not undertake to repay the principal sum at any given

date ; they promise only the regular payment of a stipulated rate

of interest. They reserve the option of repaying the principal

(either at times expr(>ssly stated or at their discretion), but they

need not repay unless it suits them. In such case th?y have a

protection against loss from price changes, though their creditors

have none. The United States government has often borrowed

on long time, and exposed itself to possible loss ; a practise, how-

ever, which has been kept in recent years within such moderate

limits as not to forebode substantial difficulties. Many of our

great corporations, however, and especially the railway corpora-

tiont, have borrowed quite without regard to possible price

changes, and indeed also with disregard of possible changes in the

rate of interest. Bonds have been issued payable after the lapse

of twenty, forty, even one hundred, years, without provision for

redemption in the interval. Who can say what will be the

range of prices after the lapse of decades or of a century?

Such long-time obligations find a market because most invest-

ors (like other people) think of the value of money as unchanging,

and because they are glad to have an income, supposed to be

fixed, guaranteed for a long time. Corporations, on the other

hand, when they wish to raise great sums of money, adopt the

devices which will entice the investor. Yet in such engagements

both debtors and creditors take great and unpredictable risks.

Under monetary systems as they now are, and are likely long to

remain, those risks can be avoided only by restricting all loans

to periods of a moderate number of years.

§ 4. A different cjuestion as to justice between debtor and

creditor arises from the fact that money wages and other money
incomes do not necessarily move in the same way as the prices of

commodities. In the preeeding sections, it has been tacitly

assumed that these two movements— of prices and of money
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incomes—proceed pari passu. But they do not always do so.

One may lag behind the other; or the movements may be in

opposite directions.

Suppose, for example, — to take the sort of case which, for-

tunately, is most probable,— that industry is progressing, the

arts are advancing, the prosperity of the community growing.

This means that real incomes are becoming larger ; that the com-
modities and utilities at the command of the community as a

whole, and on the average for each person, are more abundant.

The concrete way in which that abundance must show itself,

where all transactions and all exchanges are carried on through

money, is in cheapness of goods relatively to incomes. Goods

may become cheaper, money incomes remaining the same ; or

money incomes may become greater, prices remaining the same

;

or some intermediate relation may anpear. In any case, prices

and incomes will not move together. Relatively to prices, money
incomes will rise.

Thus, during the period of falling prices after 1873, money in-

come on the whole did not fall. The evidence to prove this

relates chiefly to the familiar crafts and to unskilled or little

skilled labor; since comparison of wages at different times h
here easiest. Money wages on the whole did not fall after 1873

;

they rather tended to rise. So it was as to those rates of wages

which are euphemistically called salaries,—the pay of teachers,

corporation employees, public officials. The same upward tend-

ency, or, at the least, stationary tendency, showed itself in the

more irregular money incomes of professional and business men.

With rising or stationary wages and incomes, and with .ailing

prices, real incomes, in term of commodities and of utilities,

must have gone up sui)stantial!y. Oliviously, this was the nat-

ural outcome of industrial progress and cheapene<l production.

That same outcome of progress and cheapness, however, must be

expected to appear in a period of rising prices ; only in this case

in a different way. If prices advance, money incomes must

advance at least as much, if real income is to remain the same.

If the same fundamental forces are at work to promote progresa
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and relative cheapness, wages and all money incomes must ad-

vance even more than prices. If the increasing gold supply of

the last ten years proves in fact to bring about continuously ris-

ing prices, we must expect that this change will be accompanied

by an even greater rise in money incomes.

'

What, under such circumstances, are the relations between

debtors and creditors? With prices falling and incomes sta-

tionary, debtors, paying their debts with the same amount of

money, repay to creditors more in the way of commodities.

This may be called repayment according to a labor standard.

It is true that the debtor pays back more commodities than he

got ; but those commodities represent the same money income

and (presumably) the same amount of labor as before. It may

be fairly argued that the debtor suffers no injustice, if at the

time of repayment he has the same money income as when he

contracted the dclit. The creditor simply shares in the greater

cheapness of comr.iodities due to improved production. Suppose,

on the other hand, that there are stationary prices and rising

incomes. The debtor, paying back the same money, pays back

also the same commodities. It may again be fairly argued that

the creditor suffers no injustice. He gets back precisely what

he lent, in terms both of money and of goods. He can be said

to suffer hardship only in that he fails to share the full advantage

of progress. He does not experience, as others do, rising receipts

with stationary expenses. The results in the two cases are dif-

ferent
;
yet in each it may be plausibly argued that the out-

come is just, or at least not unjust.

It is fortunate that this intricate question of justice does not

present itself in such a way as to involve the likelihood of any

serious departure from the familiar and accepted principles of

equity in debt payments. Just as movements in general prices

• Long-nin rffects aro horr had in mind, and psporially thowo Inns-nin pfforts

which arc to bo cxppctiMl from steady Rains in the rffici.-nry of industry. Tho

proximate effect of inrrea-sins gold supply is. as pointed out in the next section

to cause prices to rise faster than the was-s of hired laborere uhouph not .
i.-.ter

than all money incomes). It is only in tin- ions run that this cfltect is counter-

acted by that of continued inipruvcaient in the arts.
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proceed slowly, and therefore do not entail serious injustice as re-

gards most debts, so the relative chaiiRes of prices, money, and

money incomes proceed slowly. Thus the inverse movement of

wages and prices between 187o and ISDG, referred to a moment ago,

could be noticed only after careful observation of five-year and

ten-year periods. Again, if it proves true— as there is reason to

expect it will in the long run— that rising prices during the next

generation will be accompanied by money incomes rising still more,

this change also will come slowly and gradually, as the ultimate

result of the irregular march of improvements in production.

If it be asked, none the less, which of these two situations —
stationary incoincs with falling pricjs, or rising incomes with

stationary prices — brings the more equitable adjustment of

the relations between debtor and creditor, the answer can-

not be given with ready assurance. The problem involves a

consideration of the whole problem of the right distribution of

wealth, and more particularly the question whether equal return

for equal labor is the right basis for dealings between man and

man.' In this case, as in most others, wo must be content

if the outcome is satisfactory on the whole ; if clear injustice is

avoided, even though that which is ideally just be not attained.

The monetary use of the precious metals l)riiigs advantages

which outweigh its disadvantages. Specie in the main has

brought, and still brings, stabilitj' of prices. It is an invaluable

safeguard against crude experimenting and arbitrary change.

The system of private proi)erty and free exchange works better

under a specie standard than it seems likely to work under any

other medium of excluin,u;e yet discovered. Though the standard

inures sometimes to the advantage of d(>btors, sometimes to that

of creditors, and though sometimes it brings comi)Iex con<litions

under which very diOicult questions of equity arise,— none the

less, we must 1)0 satisfied if it brings on the whole a satisfactory

working anangcineut. Xo part of the existing organization

of society rests more frankly f)n a utilitarian basis than the use

of specie as the medium of excha. '.

' Sic liotik VII, Chapter 04. { 3.

I
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§ 5. The proposal for a multiple standard as a means of

remedying the effects of falling and rising prices on debtors and

creditors is to be judged by this same utilitarian standard.

Briefly,
'

' proposal is as follows. Let there be kept accurate

records of the prices of a gr^at number of commodities, and let

the index numbers show at stated periods how the general level

has changed. Let debtors then repay creditors in such way that

the same quantity of commodities be returned the creditors.

Thus, if the general index number rises from 100 to 110, let the

debtor who has borrowed SI00 pay back SI 10; for only by the

repayment of this larger sum does the creditor got as mucli in

the way of commodities as he gave. Conversely, if the index

number falls from 100 to 90, let the debtor pay back $90 for

every $100 that he borrowed.

To any such scheme there are various objections. The un-

certainty as to the best way of computing index numbers, the

varying results reached by different methods of equal validity,

the difficulty of recording with certainty the actual changes in

prices, the inevitable margin of error,— here is one set of objec-

tions. Another arises from the possibility, just discussed, that

money incomes may change in a different direction from com-

modity prices ; though this is commonly evaded, in discussions of

the multiple standard, by the tacit assumption that a quid pro

quo in terms of commodities is necessarily just. The conclusive

objection, however, is that under the nmltiple standard certainty

and calculability would cease to exist in all transactions involv-

ing postponed payments. No man would know, when con-

tracting a debt, what he would be called on to repay when it

became due. He would have to watch each monthly or

quarterly report of the index-number bureau, and guess in the

meanwhile how his affairs would have to l)e adjusted. It is true

that, as things now are, changes in the i)rices of the particular

things which each person buys and sells cause uncertainty.

But every one in business necessarily watches these changes and

adapts his doings from day to day to the shifting conditions

;

indeed, so to watch them, is a main part of business. To add

W^^M^W^Wk'.
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to this inevitable cause of umortainty another from unpredict-

able changes in index numbers would make all industrial opera-

tions irregular and halting. If the scheme were put into effect,

people would rebel against it at the first trial. Or, if it were ar-

bitrarily maintained, the speculative element in all transactions

would become more mark(>d, risks would l)e greater, the mar-

gin of gain for middlemen would become wider, the action of

competition less smooth ami less effective. The business classes

in the end would recoup theinseh-es from the rest of the com-

munitj' for the trouble and risk imposed. The plan has been

rightly called one for a "fancy" monetary standard. Whether

from the point of view of difhculty in administration or of the

outcome under the best conceivable administration, it must be

rejected on any sober consideration.

§ 6. It might seem that, barring the effects on debtors and

creditors, rising or falling prices are not of consequence. It is

certainly of no consequence whether a community reaches

finally a stage of high prices or of low prices. The only differ-

ence in the end is whether many counters or few shall be used in

exchanges. But the process of reaching the end may bring

results of its own. It is maintaineil by many that the tran-

sition to higher pric{>s brings good results, the transition to lower

prices bad results.

Periods of rising prices are, in fact, commonly periods of pros-

perity. In part, to l)e sure, that prosperity is rather apparent

than real. People so habituall\- reckon their incomes and re-

sources in terms of money that they think themselves better

off when money incomes go up. They disregard, in some degree

at least, the fact that their expenses go up also. But it is n;>t

merely a matter of deceptive appearances. The business class

feels a stimulus from rising prices ; and so long as the manage-

ment of industry is in the hands of the business class, that

which stimulates its niemliers to activity commonly acts as a

roa! stimulus to productive indurtry. In part, no tlouht, the

effect on business men, as on others, is psychological. Thf\v

think they are gaining when prices rise, whether in fact they do
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or do not gain as regards the purchasing power of their incomes

;

and this appearance of gain spurs them to activity. Bat they

secure also real and substantial advantages.

These advantages do not arise chiefly from the fact that busi-

ness men are debtors. They are both d«l)t(irs and creditors. It

is true that in relation to the investors, they tire debtors. But

the men of large affairs — the wholesale mcrcliants, the manu-

facturers, the bankers— are creditors quite as much as delators,

in relation to the rest of the comnmnity ; and it is the large-

sea' uen who give the tone and temper to the l)usiuess class.

The chief explanation of the optimism and activity which

business men as a class show in times of rising jjrices arises

from the relation which they as a class hold to the laborers as

a class. At bottom their main operation is to hire laborers

;

and they hire IaI)orers to advantage at such times, because the

prices of commodities go up faster than monej- wages.

That wages go up more slowly than prices is one of the best-

attested facts in economic history. It holds good of almost

all sorts of hired persons, — not only manual laborers, but

clerks, overseers, teachers, salaried officials. It is due mainly

to the force of custom, which is especially strong as to wages

;

and it is strengthened often by the lack of Ixirgaining power

among laborers. It is connected with manj^ peculiarities in

the dealings between employers and employees, and especially

with the position of the emi)loyer as feeling the brunt of any

industrial change. Of the fact there can be no question;

when prices rise, the wages of hired workers do not rise as fast.

But, as has V)een already said, and will be more fully explained

at a later stage,' the operations of capitalists as a class, and of

business men as the managers of investment, are resolvable

into a succession of advances to laborers. Their tota. expenses

consist in the last analysis in a series of wages payments. To

the extent that prices of commodities advance faster than ex-

penses for the lal>or they buy, tho jwyers of w.iges gain.

' Of all these matters, more ii? snid in the cliiipti rs nii Hii?-itiess Profits and

Wages, in Book VI, Chapters 4'J, 50, 51. Ci>. also liook I, < liaj ter 5, § 5.

:-^ii^^s^^iPS5^35^T i;.^
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It is familiar experience that those i)iisines,s men gain most

in periods of rising prices whose operations involve in largest

degree the jjayinent of wages. The mere trader or merchant

usually gains least; the prices of the things he buys go up
almost as fast as the prices of the tliin;;s lie sells. The manu-
facturer who buys few materials, and whose expenses are

chiefly in the tlirect purchase of labor, profits mast of all. Such,

for example, is tiie situation of a highly integrated enterprise

like th(! I'niteil Stales Steel C'orjMjration, which hires lalxirers

directly ^ lo dig iron ore, mine coal, convert the coal into coke,

transport these materials, smelt and shape the iron and steel.

When the prices of the iron and steel go up, it gains hugely,

since its main outlay, for wages jiayments, is nearly stable.

Tliose iron and steel makers, however, who have to buy iron

ore, or coal and coke, gain comparatively little; the prices of

their materials go up pari pnsm witli those of their products.

The business man who is nearest the ground, so to speak, —
nearest the laborer, — profits most from the relative stability of

wages.

Conversely, the business class as a wliole commonly loses in

periods of falling prices. Then, the same forces tending to

keep wages stable, a fall in prices brings loss. Probably wages
feel the effect of falling prices less slowly than they do those

of rising prices. The employer's superior bargaining power
enables him more readily to stave off the loss, just as it aiils him
in reapiicj; the gain. But some loss there is, for the same funda-

mental reason, — on him falls the first effect of any change.

Whatever the business class thus gains in periods of rising

prices, may appear to be obtained at the cost of others;

and conversely as to their loss from falling prices. What the

en!i)loyers gain (in the first case), tlie laborers prima facie lose.

And it is true that the activity and prosperity of flush times

are a doubtful boon to the IulK)rers.- But in one respect they
' That is. throiijih its «ul)si(liar\- ooiponitinns. Botwcon the subsidiary cor-

IJur.iUdii tiler.' is iiDtniiiai piirchusc <ii niatcnals.

' It may happi-ii that niuncy waws do not ovcrtako at all the advance in
prices. Such seems to have Ijccii the result of the great price revolution of the

!.
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seem really to Rain ; employment is more constant, for the pace

of industry is more even us well as i.iore quick. IVriods of

falling prices are more likely to he periods of slackened enter-

l)rise and irreRular employment. The energy ami consecutive-

ncss of operation depend larf^ely on tlu> tfinpcr of the business

class. They are the leaders, and on their hopes and fears

depends the course of motlern industry. The Kaiiis which are

reaped by them, in times of risinj^ i)rices, may Ix; needlessly

high, and out of proportion to thi ir services to society; but

in return something is got in the way of unhesitatin;? and sus-

tained activity.

The effects of falling and rising prices on business profits

arc modified in that compl(>x case, r<>ferred to in the preceding

section, where prices and money incomes do not move together.

If there be, in consequcuice of general improvements in the arts,

falling prices hut stationary money iiicom<'s, it would seem that

no depressing influence will he felt in business circles. What

concerns the business man is not price per unit of product,

but total receipts from his output compared with total out-

lays for that output. He may pay out as much per unit of

labor, and receive less per unit of product, and yet may make

profits because there is more of product per unit of labor,— this

being the result of greater efficiency of labor. On the other

hand, if there be rising wages and rising prices, though prices

rising in the end less high, — the sort of movement which is

likely to appear when there is growing efficiency of labor and at

the same time rapid increase in tlu; money suiii)ly, — the busi-

ness class will feel an exhilarating influence no l(>ss than in the

simple case of rising wages and rising prices. Thoii!j;h prices be

stationary, yet the total receipts from the output will be greater,

since more is turned out per unit of labor ; and though wages

rise, they are likely to rise less fast than gross receipts. In the

first ca.se, the depressing effect of falling prices is mitigated or

overcome by improvements in production. In the second case,

sixtpenth rontury. Whon this had run its cniirso, pricos (of food, at Ipa.st) had

riseu more than mouey wages, and commodity wages hiid detinitivcly ful'cn.
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the stimulatinK effect of risinR prices is accentuated by improve-

ments. The first case seems to have appeared in the period

of falling prices and stationary wages from 1873 to 1896; the

second case (hiring the period of rising wages and rising prices

during the period that followed 18!)().

§ 7. Another inHuence of changing prices may be on the

rate of interest.' If prices rise, the creditor loses; but it may
1)" tl'.at he will secure a high<>r rate of interest at such times,

and that this will olTset tlie loss from payment of the principal

in depreciated money. And conversely, if prices fall, the debtor

may get his loan at a lower rat" of int«'rest, thus securing an
olTset against the loss to liiin from lowered prices. It is con-

ceivable that this sort of compensation will take place steadily,

even automatically, and that thereby all disturbing effects on
the relations between debtor and creditor will be obviated.

There can be little (luestion that periods of rising prices are,

in fact, usually periods of higher interest rates, and that during

periods of falling prices interest rates are lower. The explana-

tion of this fact has been the occasion of much critical discus-

sion, and cannot be said to be entirely clear.

It would se<'m to be tolerably certain that there is no con-

scious adjustment of the rate of interest to changes in prices;

and this for the simple reason that such changes can rarely

be foretold. Sometimes, to be sure, persons who are versed

in economic theory and (H'onomic history believe that conditions

exist which will l(>ad to a rise in i)rices. Such was the case

after the Californian and Australian gold discoveries of 18.')0;

such has been the case in recent years (HM)()-101()). But the

rise in prices after 1850 was much less than had lieen expected

by very comp(4(Mit persons ;
"•' and it may be that the similar

expectations held by some good judges in our own day will

H'i

»"

iM

' Tho topir tiikcn up in this section will l)o IwttiT unilorsfood jiftor rcadinR
tlio chapters on Hankins and (^rises in the presi'tit Book, and those on Inti-rest

and Business Profits in Hook VI. It may perhaps be postponed until these
have hcon read.

' Cliivalier, ndistinirMishi'd economist, andhyno nie.uis i closet economist, im-
mensely overcstimui.ed the probable effects of these Kold discoveries.
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prove mistaken. (Vrtaiiily the fall in prices which took phicc

after 1873 wu.s um'xpc<'tctl. And whcth. r or no ;i few p( i>^oiis

can forcsw price changes, tlie Kreat mass of lenders and Imr-

rowen* do not even think alH)ut tlieni. lixcept in times of

extraordinary tluctuations (such as are due to |):iper money),

they regard money as fixed in value. Tliey reckon tlieir u;;ii:is

and lo.sses as well as th.ir interest payment- in tiTUis of mouev

only. They do not trouhle themselves with ;idjiisf rnents of

the "real" rate of interest to comiiiK c!iaiiji( s in prices.

It is possihh', none the less, that there may he sonic adjust-

ment by an unconscious process. If all ulio are debtors are

seen to be gnininK in times of rising; prices, ;in 1 if it becomes

current opinion that buyiiiK on .redit and borrowiiii? are proiil-

able operations, there may be a press of demand for loatis, and

so a rise in the rate of interest. The converse plunotui'non of

slackened demand for loans and low rates of interest may show

itself, for reasons of the same sort, in times of f:iilin>^ prices,

when those who have borroweil are seen to be often in straits.

There are other cause s, lu)wever, which go far to explain the

oscillations in demand for loans and in the rate of interest.

Among these, and in my judgment a Vv-eishty on<\ is tlie fact

of higher business profits due to the comparatively slow advance

of money wages. Borrowers are mainly "producers '"
; that is,

they are mainly business men engaged in guiding tht; operations

of production. In times when tlieir jirospects for gain are

good, — and such is the case when wages lag behind rising

prices, — all want more "capital "
; that is, more money means

that will give them command of more capital goods and more

lal)or. Though interest depeiuls in the long run on other factors

than business profits, it is derived proximately from business

profits, and follows these in its ups and downs. The gains

which the members of the business class make in times of rising

prices, and the losses they incur with falling prices, go far to

account for the corresponding oscillations of interest.

Still another cause is to be found in the working of the ma-

chinery of credit. In the preceding paragraphs, activity in
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businps operations hat^ Ucoii spokon of .i.s a result of rising

prioes. iiiit it i.s also ii nin^v of rising prices. Kveti thouuli there

!)(• IK) inlliu-nee <»f a distinctly monetary sort (such as an in-

crease in thi' st)ecie supply, prici s may i^o up from the nenerul

exi)ansion of creilit, — a /licuoiin'iKm of which mi»r»' will be

said in its proper place.' It su'hc<'s lierc to point out that, as

between active times with hit^h rato of iut<Test and dull times

with low rates of interest, there is ai< interaction of cause and

effect; or, more ai'curately i)erhaps, mere are sundry elTects

all <lue to one coiumandinK cause. Both rising interest and

rising prices are in larf^e decree due t<» a common cause, — the

general fever of activity; and both falliun interest and fallins

prices are promoted by u common cause of the same sort, — in-

dustrial letharRV.

Certain it is that there is no exact or autotnatic relation

between fluctuations in prices and fluctuations in the rate of

interest. Some writers have supposed there is; that when

pric<'s fall, interest so falls that the debtor's Rain in the interest

rate ofl'sets hi- loss from loner prices. Conversely, when prices

rise, interest is supposed to rise ju>t enouujh to oiTset the credi-

tor's loss. But such adju>tmeut as statistical incpiiry reveals

seems to be but i)artial : the creditor or debtor, so far as they

froi alleviation from shifting ititerest rales, get only a partial

alleviation. And this partial alleviation is not th(> result of any

con-cious adjustment, still less of any automatic correction

of inequities in debt paxments. The roughly parallel move-

ments of prices and rates of interest are not explicable in the

main from anything in the way of calculation by debtors and

creditors. If this process t(>iids to iiromote equity in the deal-

iiifrs between tliese classes under the existiiii; monetary reKini<\

it is partly the result of other causes actiiiu; on the inten'st

rate, but mainly because, after all, fli:ctuations in prices are

slow and their effect in disturbing the outcome of most credit

transactions not consi<lerable.

> Cb- tor 29, cspt'ciiUy i 3.

I
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CHAPTER 23

Government Paper Money

§ 1. In this chapter wc shall considor paper money issued

by governments, and particularly inconvertible or irredeemable

paper money. All paper money contains on its face a promise

to pay ; but in the case of government paper that promise is

more often broken than kept. The most i)erplexing anil at

the same time most instructive problems relating to paper

money arise when it is not what on its face it purports to be,

— when it is n(jt convortii)le into specie.

Inconvertible paper has been called fint money, because it3

use as money and its value depend on the men; command of

the political authority. The extent to which the edict of tho

sovereign or legislature can cause a scrap of paper to serve as

money, and to maintain its value as money, may be both over-

stated and understated. Historically, all money has had its

origin, directly or indirectly, not in any compulsion or even

in any deliberate selection, but in the customary acceptance of

some commodity of general serviceal)ility. When, however,

such a connnodity has once como to be habitually used as

money, public authority can very much affect its value and
the mode in which it circulates. Paper pieces, similarly, can

be made to serv(> as money by mere government fiat only when
a people has already become habituated to the use of a paper

medium of exchange. Modern connnuriiti(>s began usin^

numey of this sort on a considerable scale in the latter part of

the seventeenth century, when public and semi-public banks

issued promises lo pay, which readily passed into circulation

because really convertible into specie. By the eighteenth cen-

tury, pnptT ?u!>stitutes for tu(!;i!!i(: money had become so fa-

miliar that the way was easy for the issue by public authorities
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of inconvertible paper. Partly by taking advantage of the

established habit, partly by n.crc force of law, Rovernmeiits

found it possible to make promises to pay that were only

nominal circulate as freely as K')ld and silver.

Let it be assumed tliat those conilitions exist without which

there can be no circulation of iiiconvertihk- paper,— some habit-

uation to paper promises to pay, ami a strong government.

Let it be assumed further that the government exerts its

strenRth to lx)lster up the paixr which it issues. This is ilone

commonly by makinp; the paper a lepial temler for debts {i.e.

for those expressed simply in current money) and by making it

receivable at its face value for taxes and other puljlic dues.

Suppose that by these means the paper is made to circulate

freely, passing from hand to hand as readily as specie. What

then determines its value?

Eviilently, the rea-soning already .set forth as to metallic

... >ney will hold rcxmI of paper money also : its value, too, will

be determine' 1 by its quantity. If it is issued in the same

quantity as the specie previously in circulation, and if it com-

pletely disi)lac<'s that specie (as ordinarily it will), the range of

prices will be precis(>ly what it was before, and the value of the

paper will be as great as that of the specie hatl been. If it be

issued in twice the quantity of the specie, prices will be doubled,

and the value of money will be one half. These statements are

subject to the same (lualifications that would have to be applied

to specie itself. They assume that rapidity of circulation remains

the same, and that the quantity of commodities and their mode of

coming to market remain the same,— qualifications which have

been already discussed. They assum(\ too, that the use of credit

substitutes for money, and espc-cially the batik methods of

credit, are unchanged,— important qualification.s which remain

to be considered. Yet all these corrections in no sense touch

the essential truth ; the value of freely circulating paper money

depends on its quantity. Though it be quite inconvertible,

though there be no prospect of its redemption ia >pecie, it will

return its value and perform all the functions of money. It will
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obviously have a prima facie ailvant:i<:;c over spocio, in that it

will cost the country less. Ciold and silver can be produced

only with much lal)or. Paper money costs l)ut a triile. A
cheap and ai)i)arently serviceable medium of dian^c is sub-

stituted for a dear one.

All this, to repeat, rests on tlie supposition that the paper

money circulates fnvly. It does not necessarily circulate freely.

Conceivably, people will distrust the j^overnment, or dislike to

use paper, or for whatever reason ri fiise to accept it readily

in current tran.sactions. Then it will either not get into cir-

culation at all, or it will have a value determined in a different

way. Of this sort of p<issil)i!ity a strikins? illustration appeanul

in the state of California during and after our Civil War, from

18G2 to 1879. The sovernment of the I'nited States issued

paper money in such a quantity as to cause prices to rise and

the money to depreciate. In California, as in other states, tlie

paper was legal tender, and was receivable for public tlues;

nor was there any distrust or hostility towartls the federal

government. But there was a strong feeling— call it preju-

dice or reasonable preference — in favor of gold and against

paper; a feeling due to the fact that California was then in

the first stage of her great gold discoveries, and that gold was

a plentiful medium for all transactions. Every debtor had the

legal right to pay off his debts in depreciated paper. But if

he did so, he was a marked man (the ( ix'ditor was likelj' to iKJst

him publicly in the newspapers), and he was virtually boy-

cotted. Throughout this j)eriod jxiper was not used in Cali-

fornia. The people of the state conducted their transactions

in gold, while all the rest of the United States used the 'incon-

vertible paper.'

The same factor — wide^l)read unwillingness to use the paper
— affects its circulation and value with highly dramatic effect,

when a government grossly abuses the possibilities of the case,

and issues it in great and constantly increasing cpiantity. Then

'See Mosps, "LcK.'J Tender XoU'S iu Californiu," Quarterly Journal oj

Economics. Vol. VII, p. 1.
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the stage may be rcache<l when no one will longer accept the
paper, and when the huttoin completely drops out of it. Its

value then fulls not only because its quantity is very great, but
because people are no longer willing to accept it in exchange for

goods. Its supply is increased ; au( I at the same time tlie demand
for it (the offer of gooils for money) declines,—may even cease

entirely. Such was the case with the notes which the Scotch

schemer and adventurer. Law, jHTsuaded the French govern-

ment to issue in 1720. They were put forth in such enormous
and unceasing amounts that they completely lost acceptability

and depreciated to nothing.' Such was the case with the paper
money issued by the American Congress during the Revolution.

Continental money was printed in amounts so vast that it be-

came utterly distrusted, and depreciated much mon; than in

proportion to its quantity (whence the saj'ing, "not worth a
Continental "). Such, too, was the case with the assignats of the

French Revolution in 1 790-1 7!)»», when the Frendi government
put out notes which at first were redeemable in land, but soon
were poured forth without pretense of any redemption, and in

such unlimited quantities that they became quite worthles.s.

Still later, in 18G1-18G">, the same was the fate of the i)aper

money of the Southern Confederacy.

But no such extremity of depreciation has been reached in

more recent instances. During the nineteenth century many
countries resorted to issues of paper money, and depreciation

commonly ensued. Vet , with the exception of the hapless South-

> Thp bro.ikdnwn of confiiJcncc in tho paper seems U> have taken plaeo in
this caso witli d. aniatic smJileiiness. An elTort \>y the Roveninietit to put a liir.it

to deprceiatiori eaiisefl an unexpoeteil aiil utter rnllapse. Ouririn the (ir^t

wtigesof ilepreeiatiou, ".-traiii;' a.-^ it may apjiear, the diterioratiiin of tin' not •:<

in value does not appear to liave alTectrd tlieir eireulalion. All that peoj.ie
looked to was nominal value, and while the notes W( re lall' d liires, nobody
ia.piired what a livre meant. Hut the in.-tant the ilenomiiiation was altered;
tlie instant ;!(ivenimi'iit ileclared that :i i.ote for ti n livres should !. wortli only
five,— the haselissness of the pap' r faorie wa< di-teeted. Th I rr ir wis as
universal and as blind as the eonfiilen<-e had been. To use Sir .lames Steuart's
words, on the 2Jd of .May, a man with one hundred niilli >ns of bank notes niiuhl
h:,v<= ^f;.rvH ih !!:: s!n-,-i." rv.s-.uH. Thrrr ! crturrA .,,: th, ('..' ..] ()hlai„„i;
Money, p. 7(1. The reference is to Sir .lames Steuart's Prinripln of i'olitirul

Economy, Part II, Chapter .I'J i.Vol. Ill, p. o:.', edition of 1770).
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em Confederacy during our Civil War, no important country

in the nineteenth century carried the process so far that con-

fidence in the paper waa completely lost. Very considerable

issues have been made, under conditions which enabled the

papei to maintain its circulation and to depend for its value on

its quantity. This sort of situation, less extreme but in many

ways less sim^ie than the kind already illustrated, wilF be

mainly discussed in the following sections.

§ 2. Paper money, whether convertible or inconvertible, tends

to drive out specie. The e.xpulsion takes place through the opera-

tions of international trade. The newly issued paper enlarges the

quantity in circulation, and sooner or later raises prices. The rise

in prices causes imports +o be greater, exports to be less ; and

specie flows > ut in payment of the imports. Paper money, of

course, does not flow out ; it cannot circulate in foreign coun-

tries. The mechanism is not usually so simple as this ; sundry

complications in its working will appear when the subject of

foreign trade is reached for detailed consideration. But in

essentials the process is here stated correctly. Specie disap-

pears through the channels of international trade, in propor-

tion as paper money is issued. If half as much paper is put out

as the specie previously in circulation, the medium of exchange

will become half paper, half specie. If exactly as much paper is

put out, all the specie will disappear, and only paper will re-

main. And a fortiori this will be the case if the paper exceeds in

quantity the specie previously used.'

This last stage is that of "overissue" ; that is, of issue beyond

the point A\'iere prices remain tin" same as under a specie

regime. Any added quantity of jiaper, beyond this point, is no

longer offset by an equivalent expulsion of specie, but creates an

aI)iK)rmal level of prices. All the consequences of such a ri.se

:-how themselves. Creditors lose, debtors gain. Prices of com-

' Thcorotically, theso Htatcmonts require a rorrection, berauso the outflow

of spi'cie will raise prices in foreign rouiitries. and si) nffeet the whole inter-

iialiiiiuil level and tlicrefnrr the relation of paper to sperie in the i«i>uing eountry.

Hut this eorreetion is of no real importance in the experience of countries that

have ri'?(irti J to p:ipcr.
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moditios rise faster than do ordinary wages, and faster than

those incomes which are called "fixed," because strongly affected

by custom. Business men make money. Tlie rate of interest

rises. An exhilaration is felt in the intlustriul world, precisely

as when prices rise fn^n added sujiplios of six-cie.

The exhilaration lasts so long, and only so long, as the process

is kept up. It is the result not of hij^her prices, but of rising

prices. When once the higher level is reached all around,

quiescence comes; nay, as a ride, lethargy. The effect is like

that of a drug ; when the stimulus no longer acts, a reaction .sets

in. One of the recurring phenomena of periods of rising

prices, whether from specie or paper, is the complaint that

there is not enough money. Il.iwever much the quantity of

money may have been increased, people aver there is not enough

"to do the bu^iness," or not enough "to finance prosperity."

This simply means that prices have l)een adjusted to the in-

creasetl supply, that the upward movement has reached its

term, and that the jdeasaiit stage of apparently atlvancing pros-

perity has come to an end.

Hence there always springs up a plentiful crop of persons who

advocate still further additions to the monetary supply. Mo.st

people have only vague notions of what money is, what are its

functions, how it affects i)rosperity. Their instinctive attitude

is almost always that of welcoming an increase in the money sup-

ply. Especially during and after periods of rising prices, the

panacea of ever plentiful money has many ardent advocates.

Sober sense sooner or later returns to the great ma.ss of the com-

munity, and the projects of fiat-mf)ney advocates are brushed

aside. But one of the greatest ol)jections to pa])er issuc-^ is

the unsettlenient which they cause in people's ideas on the

nature and effects of money. Ai)surd notions emerge, and the

simplest lessons of economics must be retaught. The right ail-

justment of the monetary system — intrinsically a ta.sk of no

small difficulty— has to be undertaken in face of a tumult of

ignorance, passion, and dishonesty.

When paper has been issued in such amounts as to cause a

I'l

!

t I
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rise in prices above the level at which thoy would have stood

under a specie standard, specie ceases to circulate and hocomes

itself a commodity. Paper becomes the sole me.Hum of ex-

change, anil Rold (or silver, as the ca.se may be) is bought and

sold at prices in paper, Uke otiier things. In precisely the same

way, after the gold standard established itself in the civilized

countries, silver, being no longer a full money metal, was bought

and sold in terms of gold. Under a ic'-ime of overissued paper

gold sells at a premium in paper, and paper is depreciated in

terms of gold. The paper is a nominal iiromise to pay in gold,

but is not equal in value to the gold which it pun)orts to repre-

sent. Hence the price of gold is commonly stuied, not in terms

of so much per ounce or pound, but in terms of itself, so to speak,

— how many paper "tlollars" are needed to buy one gold dollar.

Gold never disappears entirely from such a country, even though

it ceases to be the njeilium of exchange and disappears from

ordinary circulation. Home gold is always wanted for use in the

arts; and for these uses it is Iwuglit and .sold, like copper or

nickel. Some is commonly wanted also for transactions which

are by special stipulations to be carried out in gold. A cla.ss of

dealers in gold usually appears, who make it a business to buy

and sell this metal, as other dealers do with the coiiunoner metal...

The premium on gold roughly measures the depreciation of the

p.iper, but measures it no more than roughly. The real deprecia-

tion of the paper is the rise in prices. That could be measured,

more or less accurately, by tiie index-number metliod. But

any rise in prices is, as we have seen, irregi'lar. Some com-

modities advance more than others, some not at all, some declini'.

The change in any one may or may not bo such as to indicate

the general change. So it is with the price of gold, or the specie

premium. It is subject to influencivs of its own, among the most

important of which is the demand for remittances abroad,—

the necessary U;^e of gold in transactions with foreign countries.

Sometimes thc«^ -povm] infi'.ienco-s cause tlie premium to be in

advance of the general rise in price, sometimes to lag behind.

Yet the divergencies between the specie premium and the real
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depreciation of the paper, though sometimes very pronouncetl, are

not lilceiy to endure long on a considerable scale. The premium
usually indicates with fair accuracy the real depreciation of paper
money. If the premium on the average is about 1(K) {i.e. if 200
of i)aper are needed to buy 100 of gold), we may infer that paper
prices are al)out double what gold prices would be. If the

premium is somewhere lietween 10 and 20, as it was in the

United States tluring the years from 1870 to lS7(i, whicli i)re-

cedeil the return to a specii- .standard, we may be ~^ure that prices

in general are somewhat higher, but not greatly higher, than
they would be in gold. And when the premium steadily de-

clines over a period of years, we inay infer that paper prices

are coming nearer to what gold prices would have been,

—

that they either are falling, or are failing to rise as gold prices

elsewhere are rising.

One of the factors which lead to special fluctuations in the gold

premium is the prospect of the r(>demption of the paper in gold.

Paper money is rarely issued with the intention or expectation

that it will depreciate. The issue commonly takes place under
stress, as a supposedly temporary expedient, with little time
for deliberation, and with a desire to return as soon as possible

to a .specie basis. Any event which makes early redemption

in specie proba!)le, lowers the premium; any untowaril event

rai.ses it. When Napoleon broke loose from Elba in 1814, the

premium on gold in England rose ; when the news of Water-
loo came, it fell sharply. In the United .States, the premium
fell at once after the battle of Gettysburg, and rose high during

the anxious summer of 1801. Such abrujjt turns have led to the

statement that confidence in the paper money governs its value,

or at least greatly affects its value. It is more legitimate to say
that confidence in retlemption affects the value of the specie.

General prices do not move up and down under the influence of

military or political fortunes. It is the price of specie that is

affected
; for dealers and .spiculators discount at once the con-

sequences for the financial .stability of tlu; government and for

the possible resumption of spec; • payments.

k i
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§ 3. Of the various phenomena connected with paper money,

no better illustration can be found than in the experience of the

United States from 18U2 to 1879, to which references have al-

ready been made. During the Civil War, in 1862-1865, great

quantities of inconvertible paper were issued, far in excess of

the specie previously in circulation. Prices rose rapidly, and at

the close of 1804 were at least double what they had been in

1861. The specie premium rose in the same degree, and at one

time (in July, 1801) was at the extraordinary height of 183;

that is, a dollar of gold sold for S2.8o in paper. Immediately

after the close of the war, in 1865, some parts of the paper

money issues were withdrawn; prices fell sharply, and the

price of gold dropped to about 150, i.e. the gold premium sank

to 50. Throughout all these stirring and anxious years, the

paper continued to circulate readily (except in distant Cali-

fornia), and with no such loss of confidence as comes from

complete discredit of the issues. The quantity, though reduced

in 1865, still remained redundant, and depreciation lasted for

many years, until finally in 1879 specie payments were resumed.

The process by which prices were brought to the gold level and

by which the real depreciation of the paper was ended, was

rather that of growing demand for money, because of the in-

crease of population and wealth, than of lessening the supply

of money through retirement of a large part of the paper. It

was a process not inaptly called " grov/i ig up to the currency."

The course of events is illustrated by the chart, which shows

the range of prices during the period from 1860 to 1880. The

index number which best indicates the course of prices is the

median, not the arithmc^tio mean; because, for some of the

years of greatest fluctuation, the arithmetic mean was unduly

affected by the extreme prices of a few commotlities. Nothing

could show better the evils of excessive paper money than the

souimg line of 1862-1865, and the sinking line of later years

;

the inequities between debtor .<*nd creditor, the instability of

pecuniary relations, the slow and painful process of return to

the normal standard.'
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H S 3 ^ 9 3 §
' The chart is based on the tiKurcs ^ivon in .%Iiti lulls d'oU, J'ric.es, and Wage*

urulcT the Greenhnrk Sinndard, pp. .lit, 00. No ni<irc> careful imiuiry into the
history of prico.s ha.s lieon niailc tlum is roiitaimvl in this adniiralilo nionoRraph.
None the less, some of the phenomena of the period are not yet fully understood,
especially the (jreat rise in priees in 1S(U-1.SG5.

For comparison, tlio chart shows the course of prices in Germany as well as in
the Uuit€>d States : the index niimher!) fur Cermnny being cnlcMlated from the
prices of precis<'ly the same articles as for the Unitei! States. For each country,
both the arithmetic means and the medians are shown. The diverKcnce of the
two gets of lines indicates uumistakeably the effect of the American paper issues.

m
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It \va« (luring the ton years, more or less, preci'<ling the re-

sumption of specie payments, that tht; paper money atlvo-

cates had their opportunity. Then ail sorts of fallacies abor'

the blessings of pliiitiful money had vogue. The controversy

led, as is inevitable in a democratic community, to a long

succession of comjjromises. One of these \va.s the act for the

resumption of pecie jiayments itself. Still another rewit of

this unsettled period was the injection of silver into ihe currency

under the acts of 1878 and 181K).'

§4. History shows that ovvriaauc, abvai'S threatened by

paper money, ha.s rarely been avoided. Kesort to this ea.sy way

of meeting public expenditures has usually been the conse-

quence of war. Though Law's notes of 1720 in France were not

due directly to military needs, the other well-known ca.sca of note.s

utterly discredited, the assignatsof the French Revolution, the

Continental money of our own War of Independence, the Con-

federate notes of 181)2 1S(),"), — all aro.se from the stress of war.

Other issues which reaclieil the stage of depreciation, though

not of complete collapse, were du(> to the same sort of stress.

England resorted to j)ai)er money (in the form of Bank of

I']ngland notes, made inconvertible by law) during the Napoleonic

wars. Prussia, during the same period, turned to direct state is-

sues. .\ustria long had a nmch discredited paper money. Not-

withstanding endeavors to resume, the wars of 1853, 1859, 18GG,

kept -Vustria to a paper money regime, until, in very recent times,

she has succeeded in regaining s])ecie ciiuivalence. Russia,

until our own lime, has hardly known what specie money means.

Sjiain, Portugal, the South .American countries, all have fallen

into tin paper money slough, and most have not yet extricated

themselves. The United States, as we liave seen, had her

trying experience during and after the Civil War. It deserves to

be noted, too, that l!ie War of 1812 1815 brought the United

States to the verge of govcTnment issues. Had that war lasted

a little longer, the final >tep toward a paper rt'gime would prob-

ably have been taken. The cases of resort to paper, without en-

'Cf. Chapter 21, H-
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suiiiR (loprcciation ;uil uiisottlciiKMit, can I"' coiintiHl on tin- (iii-

Rers of one hand. Thtino-t nola Mr i-i tliat of Kramt' in tli«' War

of 1870 1S71. The notes of the Hunk of France (which were

made virtually Rovrrnnient paper, not excliaiiKeaMe for specie),

wore issued in l;irj;e ainonnts to ;i'd llie Kovenuuent in its finan-

cial exigencies (hiring and after that great struggle. Yet the

situatio- Wits handled with sucli caution and skill that only a

sligljt sprcie proiniuni ajtpeared, lasting a short time only. The

possible gain from a resort to paper was secured in this case

without any serious drawl)ack.'

The probability of overissue, with all its disturbing conse-

.uence.s, is the main ground for condemning pajM-r money. To

this HUist l)e added the corresponding disturbance of the

reverse process, — the return tu sperii jjuyments. So un-

settling is a paper money r^-gime that no commimity has will-

ingly retained it, and every ad\ .need coinitry which has fallen

into it has sooner or later <".\tricated itself. Though pajx-r money

may do all the work of a circulating medi'Mn, it does so witli a

constant prospect of backsli<ling. Whethei i here is enough of it,

or too much, or too little, is always a matter in the discretion of

the government for the time being. The value of specie is

deei)ly rooted in th(> established ways of mankind. For any

one country, its value is not within the control of legislation at

all. Its international accei)tance gives it a !)asis on which the

currency system of a country can rest securely. Hence every

capable and ambitious community wUicU had resorted to paper

money resolves in the end, even at great sacrifice, to get back

to spei ie.

A ditPicult problem sometimes presents it,s(>lf as to the way in

which the return to a .specie lasis shall t ike place
;
whether by

redeeming the paper at its face value !
speeie, or at its mar-

ket value. The fit 4 course has the l)raiiiig efTect of recogniz-

ing a promise to pay as retilly a i)r()nuse, and of meeting it to the

letter. The .second, howi ver. may be iir-.-rf- r--:bHtant!a!iy equita-

ble where the paper money h;is been depreciuud for a long time.

' r(. Chaptfr 26, $ 2.
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Then the injustice caustnl between dcbture and creditors can no
lunRcr be undone. A new generation ha« come on tlie »oene, and
iius made its eiiKagementM on the basis of paper. To .shift these

into Hpecie cngugementH, with a trarusilion to prices presumably
lower, is to injure prewnt debtors as much as post creditors

were injured. Hence if tiie j)ui>er i.s depreciateil, say ony tliiril

(the price oi gold being 150 in paper), and if it has Iwen de-

pro(i:it(;d to this extent for many years, the most equitab!,' plan

i.s to redeem it in gold at two thirds of its nominal valuo. This is

done most ^simply l>y creating a new coin having two thirds of the

gold content of the former coin. The existing paper stcndanl,

and the existing range of prices and incomes, arc thereoy recog-

nized once for all, but are anchored for the future to a firm specie

basis. This is substantially what Austria and Ilussia have done
in their resumption operations of recent years.'

Cut where the paper money is not of long standing ; where
the community has not become haliituated to any sustained

and fairly constant depreciation; where return to a specie

standard ha.s been steadily expected, and has been borne inirind

as at least a possibility by all lenders and borrowers, — there

the sound policy is to rcMirae at par. Redeem the paper at its

full nominal value, and maintain the good tradition that a dol-

lar ia a dollar. Doubtless it is a half-illusory tradition. The
gold dollar is not nece-s-sarily a stable dollar. But it is a dollar

more stable than any which the legislation of a particular coun-
try is likely to devise by itself. In this matter, as in so many
others, it is well tliat sound rules of general expediency should
cry.stallize into moral precepts. The doctrine that it is honest to

redeem a paper dollar in gold at its face value, no doubt implies

more as to the nature of "honesty" than the average man will

understand, but is not to be caviled at unless there bo very seri-

' This, too, in what JapHti did when she rhanEod from a silvrr to a gold bosia
in 1897. It is tnio that Jai>an did not hiivr p.iper money; hor rurrcncy waa
Lospd <:n silv.-T, ahi.-h had t>f-«-n dt-prfti:itiiig, with reference to Roid, Bl6 the price
of silver fell after 187.3. Dctermiae.l to adopt the ways of advane<>d countries,
Japan turned to the Rold standard, and ostahlished a new coin, the gold yen,
equal in value to the silver yen as it stood at the time.
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0U8 grounds for questioning the 8ub><tantial i)alancc of equity in

favor of specie in Kcneral and gold in parliculur.

At all events, th*' return to specie i)uyineiits has commonly

taken place by resumption at par. Tliis was the case in Eng-

land after the Napoleonic vxra; it was the case in Italy, in

the resumption of 188;} (then iialf-hearteil and unsuccessful,

and only in recent yeai» really accomplished). It was the case

in the United Sta* in 1879. Austria and Ilussia, which have

iS changing from papvr to gold on the

.' ir paper, had the e.xcuse that

n neant either silver or gold.

: .. ' tiino wiien silver was the

J .etui in most parts of the

• ii L : 's. They returned to sjjecio

• the accepted metal, and when

.1 i terms of gold. The establi.sh-

ment of a n».'v i:.il i ^Uiri •! took place, reasonai>ly enough,

on tha ba-sis, i .)t • I'l/rci ::n d silver, but of new gold coins

representing the market value of the paper in the period of

resumption.

§ 5. An interesting case, illustrating in another way how

the quantity of money acts on its value, is that of what may

be called inconvertible specie. The conspicuous instance is

the rupee of British India. It is a tiilver coin, liaving about

the same content "f fine silver (Itio grains) as forty-four cents

of the American silver dollar. Formerly it was freely coined

at the mints oi British India; that great region had the single

silver standard. When the fall in "he price of silver set in

after 1873, the rupee l>egan to dcj reciatc in tenns of gold.

The fall of silver had important effect; it necessarily influenced

the foreign trade o." India ; it influoucetl also the finances of the

Indian government. That government has large payments to

make in England, almo.st always in gold. It collects its revenue

in silver in India. The lower the price of silver in terms of

gold, the farther will the Indian revenues fall short of meeting

gold payment in England. When silver sold m London av
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about did. per ounce (i.e. when the ratio of silver to gold was

about 15] to 1), the rupee was worth 2M. in 'English money.

At the lowest price which silver touched until 1892 (Wd. in

that year), the rupee was worth only lod. In 1893, when the

United States at last ceased its purchases of silver, the gov-

ernment of British India took the bold step of closing Its mints

to the free coinage of the rupees. Since that date, the rupee

has been inconvertii)le specie. It is not freely coined, and its

value no longer fluctuates with that of silver bullion. The

Indian government does not undertake to retkinn it in gold,

but is willing, conversely, to give rupees for gold at the rate of

one rupee for 10(/. in gold. Hence the rupee cannot be worth

more than KW. in gold. The hope of the Indian government

was to make it worth as much as 16d., and thus to secure

stal)ility in the p)Id value of the rupee. That hope has been

fulfilled. Tliou.uli there was a period of some years after

1893 when the nijM'e was not maintained at the price of IQd.,

since 1898 tliis has been accomplished. The limitation of

quantity has given the rupee an artificial value, just as limita-

tion of (juantity gives paper an artificial value. The bullion

in the rupee has been worth, at tiie lowest quoted price of silver

in recc'it years, only 8^/. (in 1902), or one half of the value

which the rupee has maintained as coin. Tlie essential cause of

this maintenaace of an artificial value has been a demand for

the rupees wiiich is gnnit compared to their limited quanUty.'

An interesting case of a similar sort, though one closely cor-

nected with inconvertiMe paper, is that of Au.striafrom 1879 to

al)i)Ut 1892. Austria had ])a|)er money after 1818, depreciated

with reference to speci(>. IJy specie only silver was meant ; for

Austria had had a silver standard, and tlie ])aper guhlen (or

florin, as it was often called in English) was a promise to pay

a gulden in rilver. The depreciation of the i)aper during the

earliiT part of t!ie deeaiie 1870-1880 wa^' roughly 10 per cent.

Hut after 1873 silver itself began to depreciate, gradually

' Siiiro IS'V) tli<> Iii(|i;iii coviTiimrnt liiiB rcdrriiu'd the rup<H? in gold at IW.,

but wi'liimt 1 ,<;.i!uiii; :i foriiiul iil.Ui;;itii)ii to do so.
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dropping toward the point where, in terras of gold, the silver

gulden was worth no more tiian the paper gulden. In 1879,

when this point was actually reached, silver was presented at

the Austrian mints for coinage, because it was profitable to

carry bullion to the mint, and to use the silver coin in Austria

at the ruling prices of goods. Had this situation continued,

more and more silver would have found its way into Austria,

paper and silver would have circulated side by side, and the

paper (whether or no convertible at the government agencies

into silver) would have !)een worth as much as the silver, and

no more. Prices would have accommodated themselves to the

combined quantity of the two sorts of money. But to the;

Austrian government this intrusion of silver was not agreeable
;

the desirability of the metal was in question. Accordingly, in

1879 it stopped the free coinage of silver. Thereafter the cir-

culating medium consiste<l in part of inconvertible paper, but

in part also of silver gulden co'"s, of which some ha*! been

left over from old days, some had been struck just before the

suspension of 1879. Both sorts of money were equally legal

tender; they circulated side by side; both had an artificial

value, due to the limitation of the total q : intity. The silver

gulden coins had a value greater than that of the silver bullion

contained in them. No better illustration could be found of

the way in which mere limitation of quantity maintains the

value of money.

The final outcome from this curious situation has already

been indicated. Austria ''.'>terminv'd to go over to the gold

standard, and adopted a new coinage system, in which the

crown was the unit. The amount of gold put into the crown

made it equal to one half the market value of the existing

paper or silver gulden. All debts i)ayal)l • in guldens could

be liquidated at the rate of two crowns mr each gulden, and

the guldens were to be gradually replaced by coins (and paper

ecmvertible into coins) of the crown standard. In other words,

the inconvertible paper and silver were both to be transformed

into gold-standard money at the exi.^ling rate of depreciation,
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— if the term "depreciation " can l)e accurately applied to this

peculiar state of things. The process of change, it may be

remarked, took longer in Austria thai; haij been exf>ected, and

though the first legislative steps were taken as early as 1892, the

plan has even now (1910) not been completely curried out.

§ 6. There hive been suggestions or dreams of ititornational

paper money,—some sort of universally accepted token which

should circulate between nations and within any one nation,

should be regulatetl in quantity and pr('suniul)ly in value on a

systematic plan, anil should enable sjH'cie to Ix' dispensed with

as money. Then such labor as maidvind would still devote to

mining gold and silver would be directed solely to procuring

them for use in the arts. That labor which is now given to

procuring the bullion used as money would Iw set free, and

money would be got in the much cheaper fasiiion of printing

strips of paper.

The change is not unthinkable, and it appeals to those who

like abstract speculation and itleal construction. As a proposal

of anything p--- •ical)le, it is not worth discussion. The nations

of the earth luui it hard to come to agreement on much simpler

matters, and no international compact of this sort is now within

the range of possibility. The s<jlid banis of an actual physical

scarcity, of a high cost resulting from scarcity, of wide general

acceptability and serviccal)lenc.ss,— these circumstances under-

lie the universal use of spccir, and make it certain that, for a-s

long a time as we can consider in present economic arrang*--

ments, gold and silver, and nminly gold, will Ix? the basis of

the world's circulating meditnii. ( lold is not a perfect moni"-

iary mcdiiun, liut it is the best wliicli the falliliility of human
nature and the present degree of civilization enable us to devi.se.

§ 7. ("onvertildc government paper may l>e a promise to

j)ay, with srmie limited stock of specie provi(le(l for payments;

or it may be sin.ply a certificate of <lei)osit. Tlie latter is per-

haps hardly government paper; it is simply a device for facili-

tating the use of sjK'cie
;
yet it is also in outward form a }»ro!nisc

to pay.
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The l)e8t cxamplo, and in niodfrn times almost the only

example of the certificate of deposit, is found in the familiar

gold and silver certificate of the United States. For every

such promise to pay that is outstanding, the full amount of

gold or silver is kept in the vaults of the Tnited .States Trea.sury.

In this caw there is no difference whatever l)otween tiie pajuT

and the specie, except in the convenience of handlinj;. The

sj)ecie simply circulates in the form of tiie jjuper substitute.

For silver tliis substitution ha.s proved of great importance.

The silver dollars are l)ull<y and inconvenient when carritnl in

(luantities. The ctTtilicatcs enalile the silver to circulate

much more freely and in larger volume than would lie pos-ii)le

for the coins. This reason for resorting to certificates does

not exist for gold coins. The wide use of gohl certificates in

the I'nited States is due partly to our custom of not redeem-

ing worn gold coins at their face value, partly to habit

Our people have long been accustomed to paper money.

Throughout the earlier part of the nineteenth century, bank

notes were the chief nictlium for everyilay j>urcha,ses ; later,

during the i)eri(xl following the Civil War, inconvertible piper

completely disj)laced gold. Although specie i)ayments were re-

sumed in 1879, nmch current money is still in the form of

paper, such as the bank notes and the United States notes;

and in that form the large volume of silver money is much

more convenient. Purs<'s and j)ocket books are all adapted

to paper money, hence gold certificates are u.sually preferred

to gold coin.

Of a different type are government notes proper, these being

strict promises to pay, not mere certificates of deposits. The
most conspicuous examph,' of this sort of converlibli money
is again in this country. The "United States notes" ju>t

referred to, conuiiKuly sjMiken of !is "greenbacks," are reissues

of the inconvertible pajHT issued during the Civil War. When
Kpecie payments were resumed, these notes were not paid off

and destroyed, but simply made convertible. The amount then

outstanding, $3tG,l)00,lXX), still remains. The United States
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Treasury will redeem the notes on demand in gold coin
;
but it

does not reserve dollar for dollar toward redeeming them.

Indeed, for many years after 1879, no special supply of specie

was set aside to redeem them ; they were simply to be paid out

of any surplus money the Treasury hai)i)eaeti to liave on hand.

In 1900 a special fund of .S 1 50,000,000 of gold was created, to

l)e held solely for the retlemption of these notes when presented,

with provisions for replenisliing the fund by the sale of gov-

ernment bonds in case it should be ilepleted. Since that date

no do'ibt has arisen, and none is likely to arise, of the likeli-

hood of tiieir redemption in specie. During the tlecade preced-

ing 1900, there had been on several occasions serious doubts;

for then the total volume of paper outstanding (including the

silver money) was very large, and the situation was so dis-

turbed as to lead to the presentation of notes for gold. Since

1900 the various forms of paper and silver money, while not

absolutely diminished, have become less as compared with the

extraordinary increase in the demand for money, due to rapid

growth in population and in production. The United States notes,

though redeemable, are in fact rarely presented for redemp-

tion. They circulate side by side with gold, are a complete

legal tender for debts, are sufficiently limitetl in quantity, and

exert in every respect precisely the same influence on prices as

would the same quantity of gold coin or gold certificates.

Essentially similar are the Reichskassenscheine of Germany,

— promissory notes of the German Empire, payable on demand.

These are not, like our Unit('(l States notes, a legal tender for

debts; but they are receivable at par in all payments to the

empire and to the several states. Xo special fund is provided

for their redemption. But the issue is so small (only 120,(X)0,000

marks, or about $30,000,000) that their easy circulation side

by side with gold is assured. The Canadian government also

has outstanding an amount of convertible notes ($29,000,000)

not incoiisider;il>lc for that country; they are legal tender, and

arc protectinl by a spccifii'd reserve of gold.

The questions of j)rii\(i;ii'> coiK-erning convertible govern-
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ment paper aro simple. So long a** convfrtibility is really

maintained, the value of paper necessarily is the same as that

of specie. Within the country of issue, it serves as money

precisely as specie does. It presents none if the peculiar

questions presented i)y ini'onvertihle paper, i* i-an affect the

general range of i)ric(>s only indirectly. By reieasinu; so much

specie, and presumably causing it to be exporti^ti. it virtually

adds to the world's stock of sjx'cie, and thereby tends to raise

the world level of prices; and this tendency vjli affect the

issuing country as well as other countries. .\n cfTtv't of this

sort, it is <)l)vious, may come from inconvertible paper also;

for that, too, in driving specie out of the country ot Hsue, in-

crea.ses by so nmch the total amount circulating elsewhere in

the worlil.

More complex are the questions of expediency. Clovern-

ment convertible paper is a dann;erous tool ; not so dangerous

as inconvertii)le i)ai)er, yet far from safe. There is the same

difficulty in keeping within the i)ounds of prudence. .\ small

and strictly limited issue, like that of CJermany, causes no

difficulties. \ comparatively large one, like that of Canada,

especially when combined with a free use of i)ank notes (as

in that country) cau.ses the margin of specie in the circulating

medium to be unduly narrow. In the United States, as in

Canatla the margin of gold is none too broad; for, in addition

to the I nited Stati's notes, we have the silver certificates and

the national bank notes, all depending for their solidity on the

concurrent circulation of an additional quantity of gold. It

cannot be said that the I'nited States notes nort' are a serious

source of danger; but they have been .>^o in the pa.>it, and they

may be so again in the future.

A strong olijection to government ]ni]wr, even though it be con-

vertible, is in its effect on the inonilr of the circiilating medium.

It is a mere promise to pay; true, one that it is i)roposed to

keep, but one kept at the will of the delitor. A government

cannot be sued and compelle<l to pay. In the end. the creditor

must rely simply on its good will. Somt> clement of fiat thus
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attaches necessarily to government money. On the other

hand, all the economies and advantages from the use of paper

money can be secured through banks, public or private. These,

l)eing not the state itself, but agencies of the state, can be held

to their obligations. The trend in all the advanced countries

is toward the use of bank notes, not of governmfint paper, as

a means of economizing the use of specie. To this topic we

turn in the chapters to follow.



CHAPTER 24

Banking and the Medium of Exchange

§ 1. Banks perform two functions, equally important, yet

very different. They act a.s agencies for the collection of

savings ami for investment ; th.y create a part of the medium

of exchange. The two functions are often i)crtMrin('d by tht;

same institution, hut not infrwiuentiy are separated. A

savings bank has to do with investment only ; and this is the

case with many hanks of Continental Europe. A strictly com-

mercial bank is not concerned with the sort of "investment"

to which the term is commonly limited, — that which h)oks to

the creation of permanent plant. Hut such a bank .'supplies,

in EngHsh-apcaking comnuniities especially, a highly important

l;art of the circulating medium. In this chapter and the chap-

ters following we shall hav(> to do chielly with the monetary

aspect.s of l)anking operations.

To clear away preliminary matters, something may first be

said of those banks l)y whi<-h investment oinrations alone are

carried on. A savings bank accepts deposits ;
that is, it receives

sums of m.Miey and promises to repay them. The promise is

usually subject to conditions, as, for example, that the bank

reserve the right of re<iuiring notice (ten days, or .some such

periiKl). It is not expected that the depositor, in fact, will wLsh

to have his money hack promptly. Ordinarily he leaves it

with the l>ank for a considerable time, and expects to get

interest on what he has deposited. The operation is typical

of the process by which the saving of money leads to the creation

of capital. The money is lent conunonly to persons who mean

to use it in effective investment, as. for exami)le, in erecting

factories, warehouses. <lwelhngs. It goes into circulation again,

and repeats its rounds in performing the functions of the

331
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medium of exchange. But it has been meanwhile the instru-

ment by which some persons, having procured the command
of purchasing power, were enabled to add to the substantive

capital of the cotninunity. Often the proximate use by the

savings bank is in the purchase of securities ; that is, of promises

to pay, or certificates of ownership, which have "ijcen issued by

still other i)ersons. In this case the bank is but one link in

the chain which connects the savers of money with the makers

of capital. The same process of collecting surplus means and

attending to their investment is carried on by government

postal savings banks, except tiiut here the money deposited is

commonly used in buying governnjcnt securities, and the efTect

in adding to the real capital of the community— its apparatus

of production — is more doubtful.'

Many banking institutions, both public and private, are

concerned solely or mainly with such operations. The bankers

and brokers who deal in so-called investment securities act as

middlemen for the prosperous, just as the savings banks do for

persons of smaller means. The so-called mortgage banks of

Continental Europe, organized as public or semi-public insti-

tutions, perform the .same function. Many of the great cor-

porate banks of Germany, France, Austria, systematically

conduct extensive operations in placing investments. They
accept deposits in .suras large or small, and either sell securities

directly to the investor, or umh'rtake, as does a .savings bank,

to pay him a .stipulated rate of interest. The great historic

private banking houses of England and the United States, and
of the Continent also, — the Rarings, the Morgans, the Roths-

childs, and their numl)erless rivals and associates — carry on
chiefly investment operations. They further and promote new
enterprises. Commonly, they advance largely from their own
means in the early stages of such enterprises. Iti due time,

when tlie stage of settled business and accruing profits has been

mached, they sell the enterprises or, more often, the securities

based on <hera, to the saving and investing public. Each

' .Sic Bo(jk I, Cfiaiitor .), j 'J.
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banking house of this sort usually has its circle of customers

and friends, who have faith in its judgment and honor, and

are guided by its advi*'P.

But all these operations have little to do with monetary

questions proper. It is the operations of the commercial

banks that are ciaefly associated with the problems of money,

— banks which do not undertake to inanage permanent in-

vestments, but to lend on sh'>rt time to the active business

community. Such banks receive deposits, but primarily for

the convenience of the depositor in the safeguarding of cash,

and with an oblinntion to repay at any time on demand the

whole sum dcpof<:led. In many cases, also, such banks issue

notes. By their use of notes and of deposits they affect very

greatly the medium of exchange.

In unfolding this subject, the same method will be followed

as in preceding chapters. The simi)lest cases, illustrating tlie

main principles, will first be considered, even at the risk of

apparently losing touch with actual conditions. The com-

plications and qualifications will tiien be introduced step by

step.

§ 2. The simplest operation is note issue. A bank note is

a promise to pay a specified sum to the bearer on demand.

In law it is like any other promissory note |)ayable to bearer.

Title to It pa.sses in full by delivery, and each successive holder

has the same rights against the bank. If the institution which

i.s.sues it is well known, the note may pa-ss from hand to hand

for an indefinite time, and perform the essential functions of

money. Even if the institution is not well known, the note

may remain long in circulation if peojjle have become accus-

tomed to the use of such paper substitutes, and if there is no

special ground for distrusting the particular bank that issues

't. Money is to a very great degree a matter of custom;

what one person offers in payment, and the next person is

likely to accept in payment, pas.ses readily from hand to hand.

Experience has atnj)ly proved that not only note- is>ue<l by

responsible institutions, but notes issued by others that assume

H
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i

the outward siiuw of reiipoiisibility, parift into the chunnela of

circuliitioii with surprisiiiK aixm:

The liunk, noiio the h hh, is utidcr a Htrii-t legal ol)liKation to

pay every note, whenever presentti! in that money which in

legal tender for dehts in general. We may assume specie, or

gold, to ]»' the ualy legal titider. The Imnk must keep at all

times some gold wherewith to repay (or, as it ia said, redeem)

notes that arc presented. If it keei)s just as nmeh specie as it

ha« notes outstanding, its note issue obviously can lie no source

of profit ; for the expense of printing tlie notes and of main-

taining the Imnk ofHce there is no compensation. But if it

keeps le.ss gohl than the notes outstiinding, there is the chance

of profit. The excess of notes i.ssued over and above the specie

kept on hand is often culltMl th(! '•uncovered" issue. The larger

the uncovered issue, the greater the opportunity for gain.

Every bank which is left to follow its course without legislative

restriction, tends lo keep as little specie as possible, antl to

have as lar^^e an uncovered issue a.s j)ossible.

The more secure a bank note is — the more certain is pay-

ment in full whenever deniainl is iiKide, the less |)robably

will noles in fact be i)resented for piiynent. They are then

likely to circulate continuously a.s money. Tiii ; condition is

virtually reached under mo.st modern legislation upon bank

notes. They are usually issued fxs will be more fully explained

below) either by great i)ublie institutions or by jirivate banks

held to infallil)le payment. ( onsetiuently, the holder has no

inducement to i)resfnt them, and the bank is under no pressure

from him to maintain a fund for their redemption. It has

f(»llowei|, as a further conse(|uence, that additional legislation,

or custom equivalent in binding force to legislation, is needed

in order that there shall be kept on hand a considerable supply

of specie for note reilemption.

Bank notes thus take the jilace of -pecie very much as in-

convertilile paper does. .\n extreme cn<c may even be imagined

in ' hich they woidd entirely displace sjjecie. That extreme

can never be reached, so long as the banks are held to their
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obligation to pay on (Icrnaml. Soino specie must always ho

kept. But where hanks are allowed to issue without restraint.

B near approach to the extreme may he reachi'd. So it was in

the Unite«l Slat<s iH'fore IHi'A). when a multitmle «»l' banks,

chartered hy the neveral states, issued notes, and each was

under the temptation to put out its notes a« freely an possible.

The everyday circulatiiiK medium ctmsisteil of these notes,

and only a luirrow marnin of sjxH-ie was held in the bunk vaults.

In some parts «»f the cntmfry, especially in what were then the

new region- of the Wet (Illinois and Uiscoiism. I..r example),

redemption i)f the notes i:i specie was not insist«Ml on by law

and business custom, and they were virtually inconvertible

paper. In N%'W HiiRland, New York, ai.d the Eastern seaboard

generally, imd in Ohio and liidiaua, the notes were really con-

vertil)le into specie, yet tlieir specie basis was small as com-

pared Willi all the demand oi)liKations of the banks.

A simple and effective device for preventing bank note^,

even thouRh freely isMied, from completely displacing specie, is to

prohibit notes of small (h'liominations. This is now the com-

mon practise in Kur.)iM'an countries. Hank of Kngland notes

cannot lie issued under five pounds, Hank of Fr:mc«" notes

under fifty francs, Cerman bank iu)tes umler twenty marks.'

Where this is done, and where no other form of paper is issuwl

in small denominations, a considerable ciicul.ition of specie is

assured. If the banks were to issue an undue quantity of

-large notes, and if the.se were to displace siM-cie. people would

feel' rticoavcnience from a lack of money fitte<l for everyilay

minor tnui actions, and would present the large notes at the

banks' counter's;' rt.'\t necessarily from any sense of uneiisiiioss. or

from any wish to en?i{^y:^re.telllpti..n. bui -imply for the con-

venii-nce of having the n-it.^ :;J,w^^.k.ir' into convenient denomi-

nations. If the banks can i-stie siTrt-iLiii^-:. "•'" "•'">»"'• "''"

of course Im' satisfied without res<iit to MU'cie ;
and then it is

' B'.th th.. Crrmnn iiii'l tlii> Fr-'iich iiotrs ,.f tli.- sniiilUr J.Mi..iiiii.iitiiin-i arc

u. fuc't issued «|.uriuKly, with tU.> .-M'r.xs d.-siK.i ..( pKv.-i.lin« the .lisplucc-

raent of Kpi'iii'.
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possible that bank notes will almost entirely displace specie.

This was the common situation in the United States before

the Civil War, when almost all of the states permitted small

issues, ami the everyday circulation was made up almost

wholly of bank notes. Under the national banking system,

banks may not issue notes in smaller denominations than

So, and recent legislation (of 1900) has provided that only one

third of their issues can be in notes of this amount.' But
restriction of this sort achieves little so long as the government

itself issues notes of small denominations, as our government

does with its own convertible notes (greenbacks) and its over-

valued silver dollars and certificates. A substantial gain from

such legislation is secured only when its effect is to bring about

a large circulation of full-value specie, — that is, of gold.

§ 3. In modern times, (-specially in English-speaking coun-

tries, notes do not stand alone. Beside them, and of much
greater volume and effect in a country like the United States, are

the deposits. Though there are importatit differences between

notes and deposits, as will appear presently, a fundamental

similarity exists, long noted by careful observers, yet little

understood by many writers on banking, and, oddly enough,

often not understood by the very bankers concerned with the

daily management of notes and deposits.

Most persons think of a deposit as cash left with a bank.

This the word signifies; and this the transaction originally

was. Historically, deposits began as specie left with trusted

persons. This was the case with the bankers of Venice and
Florence in the early period of the Renaissance, and with the

Koldsniiths of London during tho second half of the seventeenth

century. Where the banker or goldsniith kept intact the specie

so left, he evidently made no gain : nay, he would probably
demand a fee from the rlepositnr for the care of the gold or

silver. When next a de])osit()r had a payment to make, it

' Until the resumption of specie payments in 18"!). national banks were al-
lowed to liave one ;<ixth of ttu.ir notes in dennie.iiiations of !r= than ?,5. Thprp
was no oeeasi<in f(.r restrietinx them -^o loriK a-i specie did not circulate in any
ra.T.
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was a natural piocess to give to the payee an order on the

banker, or to deHver to him the banker's receipt. It was an

equally natural process for this third person, if he had no im-

mediate need of the money, to continr.e to leave it in the l)anker's

charge, simply getting another receii)t or having his name

inscribed, instead of his debtor's, on the banker's records as a

depositor. If many persons did this, having faith in the

banker's honesty and solidity, he might use part of the specie

in his own ventures, or lend it out to others. In the earliest

times, the persons to whom such dcoosits were intrusted were

commonly engaged in active business, and they used the funds

in their current operations. Later, they developed the safer

practise of lending the funds, on short time and on good

security. Only as they so became systematic lenders, did they

come to be bankers in the modern sense. Specie was then

kept c i hand merely in such quantities as were supposed

necessary to meet the demands of persons actually calling for

it ; and the deposits became a source of profit.

This sort of depositing still plays a considerable part in con-

temporary banking operations. In the United States and

England, many persons keep bank accounts merely for the

convenience of not handling and safeguarding large sums of

cash. Such are salaried persons, and those of the leisure class

who have considerable means. These take to the bank and

deposit at once whatever money or rights to money may come

into their hands, making most payments by checks on the

bank and drawing cash only for petty expenses. They ha-

bitually leave most of their current funds on deposit. The

banker knows by experience that only a certain fraction (and

a surprisingly small fraction) will be called for at any one time.

A very great part of what is deposited can be lent out again by

him for profit.

But the larger part of the depo.sits in the commercial banks

of a country like the United States or England do not arise in

this way. The dcpo-its arc in the main rrpnted by these banks.

It is easy to see in what manner bank notes are created.

i-y

in
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A bank's main business is to lend, and to lend not its money
or its cai)ital, but its credit. This is what it does when it puts

out bank notes. We usually say that a bank "issues" its

notes. In fact, it lends them. It turns over to the borrower

instruments which he can use in purchases, and these instru-

ments circulate because the credit of the bank* is good. The
bank lends hiiu, in other words, its credit, which in that form

serves as well as nione}'.

Essentially the same thing is done when a bank lends in the

form of a dcpt sit. The common and typical operation is that

of the discount of a note. The borrower brings to the bank

his promissory note, perhaps signed only by himself, perhaps

fortified by the indorsement {i.e. guarantee) of others. The
bank then credits him with a "deposit" of the amount of his

note, less the agreed interest.' lie has the right to draw on
the bank as if he had actually deposited money. That right

he may exercise either by denianding cash directly at its counters,

or (more prol)al)ly) through a check, which directs the bank to

make payments to others. The first step in the ordinary com-

mercial loan is the creation of such a depositor's relation with

the bank.

But it is obvious that this first step will have no special

consequences if the depositor exercises his right at once. If

he draws out immediately the full amount credited to him, the

result is the same as if he had carried off ca.sh without the in-

termediate step. And it may appear that this is what he is

likely to do; for he borrows with the purpose of using money
means in business operations. But any depositor who did

this, and who had no other relation with the bank, would bo

an unprofitable customer, and not one to whom the bank
would habitually p.>;ten(l "accommodation." All banks, and

' The ir.t'-rcst in rn^c of bank clii-o(nint is usually calcuLitpd on the fare of the
nntr, not on (he amount lint or crcditc-il. Thsis if a note for SIOOO is discountod
for three months at per eeiit. the interest (IJ jier rent for the quarter y<'ar)

is ealculat.'d on the *l()(in, and the (li'jiosifor jj credited with S9K5. When the
diseount proceeds in tliis way at (i per cent, the tw)rro\ver in fact pays a slightly
hitfher rate of interest on the amount lent to him or put to his credit.
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especially the commercial banks of deposit, deal chietiy with

their own circle of customers. These are both borrowers and

depositors, both creditors and debtors. Tiiey keep their

account with the bank, and there is a tacit understanding,

not infrequently an exi)licit bargain, that the amoiuit of loan

accommodation extended to them shall i)e in proportion to the

balance which is on the average to their credit as dci)ositors.

It is po.ssil)le, even probable, that very soon after a loan is

made, the borrower will draw heavily against it. He is not

likely to draw out the full amount ; for every man, and es])ecially

every business man, wishes to keep some balance at the bank as

a reserve for contingencies. But even if he draws out the larger

part, his bank balance does not long remain depleted. Payments

to him from his customers and debtors flow in from day to day,

and are deposited in the bank as they come in. ?.Ieanwhile, as

the days anil weeks pass, he must prepare for the maturity of

the note with which the transaction began. He does so by accu-

mulating deposits, and toward the enci of the period during

which the note runs he has larger amounts to hi> credit. A\'hen

his note becomes due, he pays it by drawing against the accu-

mulated deposits; that is, essentially he offsets the deitt which

he owes on his note against the deljt which the bank owes him

on deposit account. Therewith the transaction is wound up.

But this transaction does not stantl alone, and this l)usiness

man does not .stand alone. He will resort to the bank again for

loans, and others will also resort to it ; for all men in active busi-

ness are borrowers, in order to carry on their operations con-

tinuously and on a larger scale than their own means permit.

Their transactions with the banks are repeated in an etidlesa

series. Suppose now that a iiuml.er of such persons are il(>aling

with a bank as borrowers and dejiositors. While some are dis-

counting aufl are drawing heavily on the deposits created for

them, others are preparing to meet their maturing notes and are

depositing heavily. Some happen to have made large payments

in the ordinary course of business, an-'l their deposits are scant

;

others have been receiving large payments, and their deposits are

hi

I

n
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heavy. At any given time, the bank has a volume of deposits,

large or small according to the business it has built up, and has
corresponding resources in the way of notes discounted. Prob-
ably it has also some deposits of the non-business kind, inde-

pendent of its lending operations ; and probably it has also some
loans not lolated to its deposits. But it has' continuously a
volume of i csources (debts to it) closely related to a correspond-

ing volume of deposits (debts due by it).

These continuing deposits are like money ; or, to be more ac-

curate, they are essentially like bank notes, and they serve as
part of the medium of exchange just as any other circulating

medium does. It may seem odd to .speak of a deposit as part of

the circulating medium. JVIost persons would accede to the
statement that a check serves to effect payments as well as does
a gold coin or a paper note ; but they would .say that the check,

not the deposit, is the equivalent of money. Yet a moment's
reflection will show that the check bears the same relation to

the deposit which the coin used in making payments bears to the
coin carried in the pocket. Not all the coin (taking coin as
typicd of the money that passes from hand to hand by de-
livery) is buying commodities all the time. Part of it is carried

in pockets or kept in tills, by way of reserve, to be used at

convenience. The portion of it actually used in purchases is

determined by what we have called the rapidity of circulation of

the money. Deposits similarly are a reserve, a potential means
of payment, drawn upon at convenience. Just as, in reckon-
ing the total quantity of specie in a community, we count the
whole supply on hand, not merely that which happens to be
making purchases at a given moment ; so, in reckoning this form
of the circulating medium, we must count up the total volume
of deposits, not that part w^hich happens to be in immediate use
in the form of checks. The check is simply the deposit in actual
use, and the proportion of checks to deposits represents the
rapidity of circulation of deposits.

Rapidity of ciroiil.atinn j. high, in the case of commercial bank.s
and business men's deposits. Checks are drawn against such de-
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posits daily, and fresh deposits are made daily. In the language

of the commercial world, these are "active" accounts ; their

turnover is rajjitl. The deposits of persons of the leisure class

are much less active. Coin and everyday pocket money —
whether coin or bank notes or government paper — probably

have in all cases a much less rapidity of circulation than a com-

mercial bank's deposits.

§ 4. All use of money could be done away v. -th, if there were

but a single bank, if all deposits were kept at it alone, and if all

payments were made l>y checks on it. The payee of a

check ordinarily "deposits" it. Thereupon this single bank

would deduct so much fiom the amount credited to him who

drew the check, and aild so much to the amount credited to the

payee. No money would pass, and the payments would be

effected simply by sul)stituting one person for another as the

bank's creditor {i.e. depositor).

Suppose now that there are two banks, having different sets

of customers. Some customers and depositors of bank A will

draw checks payable to those of bank B ; and on the other hand

customers and depositors of bank B will draw checks payable to

those of bank A. Each bank will receive daily checks drawn

on the other bank, deposited with it for collection. The banks

can readily offset claims, and arrange to pay only such differences

as may be due to one or the other. It is conceival)le that they

may even arrange not to pay the tlifferences at all, but to keep a

running account, the balance being one day in favor of bank A,

the next in favor of bank B, with a tendency to equalization in

the end. At all events, tlie amount of sj)ccie or money that will

have to pass between them from time to time will be small as

compared with the transactions concluded by mere offsetting.

Next, instead of two banks, imagine a dozen, twenty, any

number ; the same process can be carried on. Daily each bank

receives checks drawn against the other lianks. Daily each has

to meet the checks drawn by its own customers, and deposited

by the several payees with { he other !;anks. Tliuugh a few eJiccka

may be disposed of within each bank (when the payee happens

<.«
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to keep his account in the same hank as the drawer), most of

them are not settled quite so easily. Yet they are disposed of

in practically the same way. They go through the clearing

house, where tiie process of offsetting checks against each other

is carried to its farthest limits.

A clearing house is a genera! organization of the hanks of a

given place, liaving for its main purpose the offsetting of cross

obligations in the form of checks. Every hank sends to the

clearing house all cheeks it has received against other baidvs, ami
each lias to meet the checks drawn against it. The totals, of

course, exactly offset eacli other. Any one hank may have a

debit or a credit l)alance, and is in strictness bound to pay in

cash, or entitled to rei-eivo in cash, the i)alaiice duo. In practise,

the balances are often settled in other ways. Sometimes they

are paid by checks on another largo bank. In London, clearing-

house balances are settled by checks on the Rank of England,

with whicli each of the associated banks keeps a deposit ac-

count ; and then all the jiayments are finally effected by mere
offsetting, without the use of any cash at all. In the interior

parts of the United States, clearing-house balances are often

settled in New York exchange ; that is, by checks (commonly
called " drafts," when drawn by one bank on another) on
large banks in New York, with one or another of which each in-

terior bank keeps an account. The final settlement of the trans-

actions then takes i)lace through the New York clearing house,

with a minimum use of cash. Sometimes clearing-house bal-

ances are simply left to go from day to cUiy, as debts due by one
bank to another, subject to paymeiits of int(>rest by the debtor

bank. A bank wliich is d(>btor at the clearing house one day
may expect to be creditor another day, and, unless it Iiappens to

have an unusual supply of cash in its own coffers, may let any
daily balance against it stand as a debt due the creditor hanks.

This practise of course de])ends on the willingness of the cred-

itor banks to let the debt stand, and also upon the rules agreed

on by the banks in general for clearing-house operations. The
healthier practise is to maintain payments of balances in cash

^^K:!f
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once for all; but the aame reasoii-s which induce all deposit

hanks to redu(!e their (;a.sh to the iiiininiutn lead tht>ni to miti-

gate by postponement the strict obligation to settle clearing-

house balances in cash.

At all events, most of the checks are .li. pi^od of liy beirg bal-

anced against each other. The larger the Inuiks, and the greater

their number, the more likely it is that any one will ha^-e at the

clearing house al)out as nmch to its credit as to its dcljit. In a

comparatively small city it is more likely tiiat the offsetting wiil

not be complete, and that ;iuy one bank will have a considerable

balance in proi)ortion to t lie total tran^a(•ti(Jns to leceive or i)ay.

In a largecity the offsetting; processis achieved wit h extraordinary

completciH'ss. In New York and London 1)5 per cent or more of

the clearing house exeiianges are settled by offset, and the bal-

ances payable and receivable by individual lianks amount to less

than 5 per cent of the total. Practically tlie :-:ame i)roportion is

found in cities like Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Liverpool, and

Manchester.

Clearing houses develop pari pufi.m with deposit banking.

Deposit I)anking, again, has developed most in English-speaking

countries, and most of all in the United States. The Limdon

clearing house was established in 1775; this early date is con-

clusive proof that deposit banking was then carried on in large

volume by a considerable number of banks. The New York

clearing house was established in 185:5 ; a date somewhat late in

view of the early and rapid development of deposit banking in

New York. Every considerable city in the United States now

has its clearing house, and not a few cities that are inconsidera-

ble. In 1908 there were 115 cities having clearing houses.

§ 5. Deposits in their operation as a circulating medium are

among the most marvelous of economic plienomena. Like the

division of labor which they serve to facilitate, they have de-

veloped by no intention, antl have had little restraint or liuidance

from legislation. They work out their results by processes which

are but half understood by the very persons who manage ih(-m.

In countries where deposit banking is largely resorted to, like

M

I'.
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England and the United States, all wholesale trunsaction-s, and a
large and growing volume of retail transactions, are carried on hy
them. They coniljine in a remarkable degree safety and con-
venience. They are .safe because a check is payal)le to a speci-

fieil person, and the l)ank is answerable for making payment
to that person only or to his endorsee.' They are convenient
because a few strokes of the pen serve to remit any sum, however
large, and to remit that sum precisely t(» the last cent. The
mechanism is wonderfully smooth in its working, and effective.

Two things are es.sential for the development of deposit bank-
ing

;
or rather two phases of one thing, — confidence. Checks

cannot pass from one person to another unless there is confidence
in the probity of the drawer. Business custom ha.s supplied sub-
stantial ground for this confidence. Quite apart from criminal
penalty, he who draws a check without having credits at the
bank to meet it commits industrial suicide. More important
is confidence in the bank itself. The basis of the entire .system
is the repute and good standing of the bank. It can endure,
for any individual bank, or for the banks as a whole, only so
long as people think the bank's obligation to pay money to be
ecjually good with the money itself. For the highest develop-
ment of the system, moreover, it .seems to be ncces.sary that the
custom of loans through deposits— the creation of deposits—
should be widespread

; for this is essential to the greatest quanti-
tative growth.

Given these conditions, the vast but frail mechanism main-
tains itself in unceasing round : loans are made, deposits created,
checks drawn, deposits maintained, loans again made, and so on.
It consists of a mere ma.ss of debts, contracted without any for-
mality, and evidenced only by a few figures on bank ledgers and
pass books. It is a sort of phantom circulating medium, ever
appearing and disappearing, never substantial, always in danger

• In Englaiid, chock., are comm.mly "crossed." The drav. .r wrifs acrossthe fare he ,.ame of the payee.s bank
; or eUe h,. crosses in blank, simply draw-ing two hnes across the check. The cheek then beeom.-. p.v.bie oi.K- if -Zrented through .some bank. Experience iu th,- United StateH," where eheeb, a-^"

Ldilie;^:
"^^^^ '''' *'" '^""""'"° ""'''''' f™"-^- ^houKh n..ful. is not
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of melting away from u breath of HUspicion, yet so serviceable

as to he rcnowed after every collapse and to he maintained

notwithstanding every danger.

§ 6. The wide use of deposits has important effects on the

rest of the circulating medium, and therefore on the mo<le in

which notes are dealt with hy the l)anks.

A bank's liability 'or its deposits is more likely to be forced

upon its attention than that for notes. Both are alike demand

obligations. But the note, which passes from hand to hand by

delivery, may remain outstanding a long time, and its presenta-

tion for redemption may become almost a remote contingency.

On the other hand, when a deposit j^oes into ac tive <'irculation,

— that is, when a check is drawn, — the bank is likely soon to

hear from it. True, a check may read " Pay to the bearer " and so

may pass from hand to hand by delivery, like a note ; hut

such checks are little used, if for no other reason than that they

lack safety for transmission. Again, a cheek may be indorsed

by the payee to another person, l)y him may be further indorsed

to still others, and so again and again. In each transfer it may

serve to effect payments as well as a bank note or a coin. But

this use of checks is also of no consiilerable consequence ; since

the precise sum for which a check drawn is not likely to be

wanted in a number of successive transactions. As a rule a

check soon travels back to the bank on which it is drawn, com-

monly via another bank and through the clearing house. Thus

t!ie demand obligations of the deposit has constantly to be faced.

This, obviously, is the case especially with the active deposits of

.commercial hanks.

Against the steady presentation of cheeks a hank has the

funds which are steadily being put into its care I)y its customers,

-that is, the checks on other banks and the spare cash deposited

with it. The maintenance" of its unfailing volume of resources

depends on that foundation of confidence just described,— the

habitual puttinji in its charge of all free resources not needed

by its customers for immediate payments. Given this, and it

cannot oidy create deposits, but maintain them by constant

Q
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renewal ; alw;iys siihject, however, to a daily presentation of

demands anniii'^t deposits.

Wiicn, ii(»\vc\cr, the use of liuiik.s as repositories of all spare

funds, and so tlie use of depfisits as ciihoik y, has liccoine highly

developed, the rest of tlx' ciieulatinK niediiim heconies involved

in the all-p<'rvadinn o|)erations of tlu' liaiiks. "Cash" or

'"money,'' — inclinlinp; hank notes and poverninent notes, such

as pass hy mere delivery,— all this comes to he used ehiefly in

retail transactions. When .•50 used it is likely to find its way
regularly to the hank counters, since most retail dealers kwp a

hank acc<iunt, and send in their daily receipts for deposit. The
cash is drawn out again hy an entirely different set of persons:

hy other merchants, l.y employers for use in pay rolls, and hy all

dejjo.sitois for i)f)cket-money use. Hence cash is constantly

passing in and out of the lianks.

This situ.ition, for example, has an influence on the mode of

circulation of hank notes. When the note is the only form of

hank currency, it may remain afloat a con«iderahle time without

heing presented at the I)auk of i-sue. Hut when notes and de-

posits are freely used side hy side, the notes are constantly get-

ting into the haiulsof some !)ank or other. To the receiving hank

two courses are then open. It may i)ay the note out again over

its counter, indiscriminately with other cash ; or it may send it

for redemjjtion like a check, to the liank of issue. The former

course is likely to he adopted where the notes have heen issued

hy a great puhlic hank, or. as in the ease of our national hank

notes, hy privtte hanks held to very rigid limitations upon the

amount of issue The latter course is likely to he a<lopted when
there is free opportunity for the receiving hank to issue its own
notes.' The note of the rther hank which it has received on de-

posit represents f(jr it the equivalent of cash , the note can he

sent to the issuing hank for redemption. The hank's own notes,

V ti .

' Where, however, fliere are many .small Lanks, thi' likelihood h loss ; hecause
of the trouble of sortinu many notes and nendinn tlum olT to distant i)lace3 in

petty batches. Thi.s faet is often forgotten iu diseussions of .-ihemes of hanking
reform for the I'nited State.s.
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when paid out over tlic cDUiitcr, roprcM'iit only its credit. They

co>st notliiii^ so iuiiK a> they rcfiiitifi out>t!miiiiim. Tin- liaiik,

thc'rt'forc, will use its i»\\ a notc-i for cuuiitcr payiiiciits, or fur "till

inoiH'V. " Notes oi otlirr luuiks will he treated like eliieks ;

liolli iioti's and checks will he sent to the cleaiin;; hoii-e I'ur re-

deliiptioii. Ill New IOiij;iaiid tlii> was I !ie coiiiiiKiii ])ia(ti-e he-

fore iNdO, when there were many haiii>- huth of deposit and i»ii(-,

and each had the wish and the lil)erty to extend its own criMJit as

much as possil)|e. A cleariii(j; house for notes may, for con-

venience, he separate from that for ilcpo-its. So it was in New

LnRland, where the SiitTolk Jiank was the agency through wliicli

notes were cleared, and where the system hence came tohekn iwn

as the SutYolk Hank system. Whetlier through the same clearinR

house or a (hl'ferent one. notes then return to the hanks as regu-

larly as checks do. They may then he re-issued, as dei)osits

m.'*y he re-created. In hoth cases the maintenance of their oir-

cilation depends on the continuing repute of the bank and the

unfailing confideiice of its customers.

But, as has already l)Pon noted, and as will he more fully ex-

lilained in the next chai)ter, notes arc not now commonly dealt

with by banks as deposits arc: thej' are rather treated like or-

dinary cash. In most countries they are both fortified and re-

stricted by legislation, ami for most purposes are used like any other

" money. " Hence they are paid out indiscriminately l)y hanks,

as well as by individuals. In that case the i)rocess of redemi)tion

is slow. One of the most difficult problems of princii)le in bank-

ing legislation is whether this system is good, — whether notes

should be hedged in, made absolutely safe, amalgamated as

completely as possible with coin ; or whether they siiould he kept

strictly .seiiarate from legal tenrler money, treated as simple

demand obligations, f.eely issued, and subject to constant re-

demption and re-issue by the banks.

t'i

I:



CHAPTER 25

Banking Operations

II ''»

§ 1. Against their demand liabilities in the form of notes and

deposits, banks must have cash, or assets readily convertible into

cash.

Cash in a bank's vaults is " idle " money ; it is earning nothing.

Whether the bank I e one of deposit or issue, it is under con-

stant temptation to reduce to the lowest terms its holdings of

specie or other legal tender money. Some cash it needs to hold, in

order to meet demands at tiie counter and balances at the (;Iear-

ing house (uuIjss, indeed, the latter can be met in other ways).

Soi.ie cash more it may hold against the contingency of a

"run," — sudden demands by depositors resulting from a dis-

trust in the bank. But this possibility is little regarded, as a

rule, unless under compulsion by the law. Why not invest "idle
"

cash, put it out in loans or purchases of securities, and get an

income ? Hence the actual holding of legal tender money tends

to be reduced to the minimum which experience shows to be

needed in the ordinary course of business. That minimum is

surprisingly slender. Five per cent of the demand obligations

seems to be ample. The English banks of deposit, which issue

no notes, and (for reasons to be explained in the next chapter)

do not trouble themselves about any reserve against runs, rarely

keep more than this nroportion against their deposits, and often

do not keep so much. American banks also, unless compelled

by law to keep more (as they commonly are) find that they get

along comfortably with five per cent.

None the less, the other resources of a bank must be of a sort

to enable it to face the fact of demand obligations. It must

have quick assets. Its loans are on short time, and in a well-

managed bank are marshaled in such a way that some of them
348
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are maturing week by week and day by day. Rcjurrently, at

shoit intervals, the bank becomes entitled to repayment of loans,

and thus is in a position quickly to increase its cash or diminish

its demand liabilities (i.e. its deposits).

The typical form of the short-time loan, us has already been

said, is discounted commercial paper. All manufacturers and all

wholesale dealers, and most retail dealers, give credit to pur-

chasers, and in turn borrow from the banks. Loans to them, on

short time, and in connection with their current deal .gs, are to a

high degree secure ; for to meet them is the first condition of a

man's standing in the mercantile community and so of the very

possibility of maintaining himself in i)usiness. By the older tradi-

tion, the banker was the confidential friend and adviser of the

business men who were his customers; well-informed upon

their affairs, and disposed to aid them with credit according to

their pecuniary deserts. This sort of relation, with discount of

commercial paper based on it, still plays a very large part in

ordinary banking operations.

Side by side with these intimate relations there have always

been, and of late have grown in volume and importance (at

least in the United States) transactions of a more cold-blooded

sort. Loans are made with collateral ; that is, on the pledge

of property that can be sold by the bank if the loan is not

promptly paid. Securities— stocks and bonds of all sorts— are

the most welcome form of collateral, because the stock exchanges

give the most perfect facilities for disposing of them. Every

bank has a certain proportion of loans, commonly secured by

stock exchange collateral, and payable on demand, which it is

expected at once to convert into cash if there should be any sud-

den large presentation of demands against the bank by de-

positors.

Other assets of a quickly realizable sort are also found in a

bank's resources. Familiar and easily salable securities are

often held, such as can be turned into cash at a moment's

notice in case of need. Every English bank parades on the

published balance sheet its consols, and treats these as if they

u
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wore the same tiling as cash. Tlie United States bonds, and

the state and niuni(;ipal honds, wiiich our trust eonipanics are

apt to enumerate fust in their publislied statements, are of tlic

same sort. When a l)ank, after it holds as much of sueh securi-

ties as are desirable for general safety and repute, still finds that

it has more cash than is needed for its current operations, it

will "go into the market" and buy with the surplus anything

that seems safe and prolital)le. It may buy ordinary "good"

securities, even thovigh its usual course of Inisiness is not to

buy and sell stocks and bonds. It may buy "outside paper";

that is, the promissory notes of business firms which are not

its own customers and dejiositors. This is done through the

bill brokers of England, and the note brokers in the United

States, — a set of middlemen who have lately become of grow-

ing importanc'.' in American banking. The note brokers peddle

the commercial jia))er of well-known firms among banks whose

resources are tem})()rarily, sometimes permanently, greater than

they can utilize among their own clientele. The practise of

buying such notes of course increases the range of the banker's

cold-i)looded operations. Its advantages and disadvantages

have been nuich dcbat(>d. It is .said to distribute the banker's

risks better ; he is not so nnich bound up with the fortunes of

the particular clique or trade that makes up his regular cus-

tomers. On the other hand, it makes him deal with persons

whose alTairs he knows with litt; > certainty; and it brings pos-

sibilities of overcxpansion by the borrowers, and of unexpected

loss to the l>arikers.

A puicly commercial l)ank confines itself to such operations

as these. ]>ut a bank may be more than purely commercial.

It may have large de))osits from persons not in active business;

and then, of course, is most likely to buy general securities or

outside paiier. More important is the tendency to combine

general financing and investment operations with connnercial

banking, a tendency which on the whole seems to be grow-

ing. Tile national iianks of ilie Uniied States and the joint

stock banks of England are traditionally separate from pro-
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moting and investment, and restrict themselves to commercial

business. On the other hand, as was pointed out in tiie last

chapter, the Rreut private hanking houses have been mainly

investment agenoitis, nursing new enterprises and enlisting a

clii'ntele of well-to-do customers who look to them for advice

and guidance in placing their accumulations. Man^ large

institutions of modern times combine all these kinds of bank-

ing, as, for example, the great banking conijjunics of Germany

and France.' A similar wide range of operations is carried by

many of the s(j-calle(l trust companies of the United States.

Some of these do strictly what their name implies, — act simply

as trustees, administrators, executors, fiduciary agents. But

most of them combine promoting and investment with bank-

ing of the traditional sort. Even our national banks have been

led by competition and the .search for profit to enter on pro-

moting and financing operations to a greater degree than in

former times.

The combination of different operations by a single institu-

tion, in close connection with deposit banking, brings dangers.

The due balancing of demand liabilities with quick assets is

not ea.sy to maintain where other operations are unilertaken

which look to permanent investment. The danger of a com-

mercial crisis is more imtiiinent and more serious when the

deposits which are payable on demand and are interlocked

with the effective circulating medium, are closv'ly connected

with new ventures that tie up resouices for a long time and

necessarily entail large risk>. X.-me the less, it is i)robable that

this sort of financial combination will be undertaken in the

future more ratiicr than less. It opens the prospect of larger

profits than routine commercial banking offers. It is not easy

to restrict by iegislalion, even it restriction were clearly desir-

able. It is in accord with tiic general trend to consolidation

and large-scale management: and its growth must be watched

with the same uneasy interest as all the extensions of capitalist

enterprise into lar^:,er and more c()ini)ic.\ aggregation;.

'Cp. what is said iu Chapttr 20, |4. of tho Grrmaii Vjunks. The Cr6dit

I.yonnais, a remarkabl'i institution, is th(^ largest of the Fnnoh hunks.
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§ 2. It is the business of banks to lend. They k.d more
freely in proportion as their cash holdings or reserves are

large. Hence tliere is a close connection between the rate of

which i):ink loans are made, that is, the rate of discount, and
the quantity of money held l)y the banks.

A common notion is tiiat the rate of interest depends y..i

the quantity of money, rising when that is plentiful, falling

when it is scarce;. The notion, thus broadly stated, is al)surd.

The abundance of money affects its exchange value, that is,

the general range of i)rices. Advocates of paper money have

often supposed that a greater quantity of money would lower

the rate of interest. In fact, as we have seen, the period during

which prices are rising is one not of lower interest, but of higher.

When once the definitive stage of higher prices has been reached,

there is nothing in the nature of the situation to make interest

high . lower ; though, under a rdgiine of inconvertible paper,

it ott -.' xappens tiiat the general unsettlement causes the risks

of lending to be deemed higher and so raises the rate of interest

by a sort of insurance premium. But all tliis does not modify
in any essential the general proposition that the rate of interest

depends, not on the supply of money, but on the relations

between savings and their utilization in production.'

But, though the rate of interest does not depend on the quan-
tity of money circulating in the community at large, the bank
rate for loans is affected by the quantity of money which is

held in the banks' vaults. The commercial world is constantly

speaking of the value of money and the plentifuluess of money

;

and it uses both phr* a special sense, referring to the

banking situation. By w.ae of money it means primarily the

rate of interest or discount on short-time business loa. s. By
plentifulnes of money it means a relative abundance o cash

iti the banks, leadino: to a free ofTering of loans. Rek *ive

abundance, be it noted : a large or small supply relatively to

tlie demand obligations of the banks. When they have more
cash tliaii sooms needed for daily calls and for safety or pru-

1 Soo H....k V. Chapt.'r.s 3S, 39.
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tlence, they lemLJreeJi'r Therclty they either add to their

demand obligations (by increase of deposits or notes) or part

with some of their cash in the direct purchase of conunercial

paper or securities. In either case the relation of cash to

liaTjUities is altered, until something like the normal situation,

or supposed normal situation, is reached. Conversely, when

the cash is scant as compared with the dernanu reasonably

to be expected, banks draw in. They refuse to make new

loans, or to renew old ones; or at lea.st, they "take care" of

their steady customers only, and turn a deaf ear to others.

Hence the rate of discount varies according to the plcntifulness

of cash held by the banks. Large cash 1 oldiugs lead to "easy

money" and free lending, small holdings to "tight money"
and restricted lending.

These tendenciesj and the fluctuations in interest rates

which result, appear most conspicuously in the case of densand

loans. On these the rates of interest may vary widely. A
aemand loan, it must be remembered, is subject to call by

either party: the debtor can be called on to repay at any

time, but he also has the option of making repa3'ment at any

time. When banks have plenty of cash, they lend freely, and

at very low rates, on demand ; for, if other more profitaljle

ways of using their fund.*; should present themselves, they can

at once call for payment of the demand loans and turn to those

more profitable. Hence one hears of call money in New York,

where these fluctuations are most striking, quoted as low as

one per cent a year. On the other hand, a trader who is in

stress for means to meet immediate liabilities will pay a high

rate for a demand loan, knowing that he can repay at any

time and hoping *o do so in a few days. One hears alwo of call

money quoted in New York at 100, even at 200 per cent a

year. Of course no one would borrow at this ruinous rate

through a year ; but it might be done for a fpw days in order

to tide over an emergency.

Demand loans are usually cold-blooded, made to any one on

the deposit of collateral. The debtor nmst pay without mercy

2a
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when called on, and if he fails to do so, the collateral which
he has given is sold at once.' The loans are commonly con-

nected with transactions on the exchange, especially on the

stock exchange, and are an important part of the mechanism
by which speculation is facilitated. From the point of view

of the bank, they are a highly convenient part of its business.

A profit is certain, sometimes large, sometimes small, but always

appreciable; and yet the bank's resources are not tied up
and cash can be called back — at least l)y the individual bank
— if there is more profitable use for it elsewhere, or if there is

a sign of danger. And from the point of view of public ad-

vantage, there is also some gain. For sundry useful business

transactions funds are wanted over short but uncertain periods,

and for these demand loans are adaptetl.

But there are also grave public disadvantages from such
transactions. They facilitate gambling .--peculation, not only
in stocks, but in grain, cotton, and other standardized com-
modities. All the real and serious evils of speculation are

made greater, or at least are made more easily possible, by the
willingness of banks to lend funrls on call to any one who will

pledge sufficient security. Naturally, with the tendency
toward specialization in all modern industry, there are some
banks which turn more freely than others to this sort of lend-
ing; and indeed in every great financial center there are a
few banks which make this almost their exclusive business.

Such lending, too, is Josely connected with the tendency to
accumulate all spare ,.ank cash in the financial centers, like

New York and London ; a tendency which is more particularly

connected with the development of deposit banking and with

' Many loans which arc nominally on rlomand, aro in reality not subject to
this sort of drastic troatmrnt. Loans in this form aro made morr than in pre-
vious times to ra.'rrhants, taking the place of sixty-day or ninety-dav paper, yet,
iiot essentially different from it. It is understoo.l that the bank will not in'fact
"sell out" the borrower. .\nd even stock exehaiiKe call loans, when made to
brokers who are regular customers, are payable on demand more in name than
ill f:;rl. Rank.s lik, {, ,,;,ia.|r on tli.ir published accounts a large volume of
demand loans, as if their promptly realizable res<,urces W(-re .abundant. In fact,
the convertibility into "a.sh is often more nominal than real.
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some of the dangers in that system, of which more will be said

elsewhere.

The rate of interest on ordinary commercial loans — time

money for thirty days, sixty days, ninety days — of course

shows much less fluctuation than tiiat on demand loans. For

regular customers and depositors of banks, the rate of discount

often varies very little, even though cash in tlie hanks may be

more or less abundant ; there being an understanding that

they shall have "reasonable" acconunodation at a "fair" rate,

that is, at the customary or current rate. The rate on ad-

vances of this sort goes up and down somewhat, and oscillates

about the general rate (jf return on permanent investments.

Discounts for less regular customers fluctuate more sharply

according as the cash holdings of the banks are larger or smaller.

In times of stress such loans may be very hard to get, and

may be made at high rates, — 8, 10, 12 per cent ; whih« regular

customers may still be taken care of at the traditional rate, say

6 per cent or 5 i)er cent. Conversely, when money is " easy,"

the banks may buy "outside paper" on terms which yield

them less than the usual rate. The l)usiness man, in arrang-

ing his l)anking connections, often has a choice between these

two waj's of securing his credit. He may deal steadily with

one bank, very likely a conservative one, paying to it a fairly

steady rate of interest through good times and bad, and sure

of sujiport in periods of stress. Or he may float his i)aper

through note brokers, and l)orrow here and there at varying

rates. Then he takes his chances as to support in the periods

when no bank has much free money and when all lousiness

men are demanding loans. The former course is that which

conduces to the safe and steady conduct of industry; the

latter is that which promot.-s the recurrence of commercial

crises. Yet the latter often seems immediately the more

profitable, and, under skillful as well as ventnre<ome manage-

ment, may be in fact the more profitable. In every community

there will b<» found the two types of banks and the two types

of business men. The fluctuations in the rate of interest

y
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naturally appear moat sharply in the dealings between the

venturesome hanks and the venturesotne business men.

§ 3. A successful l)aiiker or l)ank manager must have al)ove

all qualities that of judgment. He must be a good judge of

men and a good judge of enterpri.ses. He must be well in-

formed on what is going on in the; community about him. In a

strictly commercial bank he nuist have i)esides these qualities

a measure of caution. The management of a commercial bank
is not on the whole very difficult. It calls for prudence, pro-

bity, adherence to routii.e and system, large acquaintance in

the business community. In all forms of banking, the goo<l

business repute of the individuals in charge is a sine qua non.

The more complex operations o<" a financing and promoting
institution calls for rarer qualit.es; not only for judgment
and caution, but for some venturesomeness also, and for manag-
ing ability. Uisks must be taken, heavy commitments made
to new enterprises, forecasts made with accuracy for a com-
paratively distant future, the right men selected for the con-
duct of difficult operations. Here the born captain of industry

often finds his richest opportunities.

The profits of banking may be great ; and, as with any in-

dustry where good will plays an important part, they seem
little subject to the leveling influence of competition, even
though there be no approach to monopoly. The essential ele-

ment in a successful bank is high repute, attained by a long course
of prudent and well-conducted business. Once the good will

is built up, the bank may maintain itself for an indefinite time
by more size and momentum. It can make new loans, create

new deposits, maintain its hold on its customers, and enlarge
almost without limit. Though its profits may be great, rivals

will find difficulty in competing with it, not to .speak of supplant-
ing it. True, like all good will, this cannot be maintained in-

definitely without some effort. New banks will find ways of

accommodating or enticing customers, new blood will appear
in the business community, old banks may become fossilized

and may slowly lose their clientele. But some great banks in
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all the important cities hold their own from Rcneration to genera-

tion, partly no doubt h}' (continued good management, but to

no small degree from mere sustain<Ml good will.

§ 4. It is often said that a bank supplies capital and by so

doing adds to the productive resources of a community. In

the .strict sen.se of capital (capital goods) a bank obviously

does nothing of the kind. Tools, machinery, building materials,

are creutcd by labor, not by saving or lending. But a bank,

though it does not create capital, is a most important instru-

ment in regulating the command of capital and in promoting

the effective use of capital.

So far as savings banks, inve.stment banks, and similar

financial institutions are concerned, nothing needs to be added

to what has already been said.' They are iuicrmediaries in

the process ijy which saving furthers investment and the making

of capital.

Commercial banks have often been described as performing

the same functions in the same way. They ar(> said to gather

rills of savings - - money means not immediately needed by

the owners and deposited by them in the bank — and to lend

them to producers, very nmch as savings banks lend the accu-

mulations whicli are more deliberately set aside. So far as

deposits arise by the actual putting into banks of spare cash,

this descrii)tion fits. But so far ns deposits are created by the

banks, and so far as notes are issued by them — these being

the peculiar operations of commercial banks — the description

does not fit. Here command of capital is supplied by the

banks without that sort of saving which is ordinarily associated

with the process of investment. Money means are created,

and the command of capital is supplied, without cost or sacrifice

on the part of any saver.

The .social utility of conunercial l)anking with its co.stless

supply of funds is somewhat different from that of other forms

of banking. It ari.ses from the fact that the commercial banks

facilitate primarily the operations of the active business men.

' See Book I, Chapter 6, § 4.
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In so doing, they Imng about one clearly advantageoun result

:

they promote the continuity of industry. The merchant or

manufacturer who hiis completed oni- HtaRe in hia operations

need not wait, before twRiiming again, until he has disjMjsed

of the palahle i)roduct, or received the proceeds of a sale.

The bank enables him to anticipate what is due him, or is

reasonably certain to cotiie to him, and so enal)les him to

enter forthwith on another sta^e. At least eciually im-

portant, but not so oi»vious, is the influence '.hich banks

I'xercise on the make-up of the business world. As will appear

in later chapters, something like a process of natural selection

determines who shall come to the lead in the conduct of busi-

ness.' In that selective process the conmiercial banks play

a dominant part. They lend freely to the men of whom they

think well ; they turn a deaf ear to him whose projects seem
unpromising. Their willini^ness to give credit makes it possible

for the capable man to extend his operations, even though he start

with little or no means of his own. No doul)t they sometimes
make mistakes, and enable e-npty pretenders or reckless specu-

lators to get command of large resources. Rut bankers, to

repeat, need be above all things good judges of men. On the

whole, they put the control of the imlustrial forces into the

hands of those likely to turn them into profital)le channels.

They are the leaders among the leaders in the industrial world.

Obviously, bankers judge borrowers solely according to

pecuniary desert. They lend freely to the man who makes
money. How he tnakes money and how far his money-making
conduces to the co?nmon good, is none of the banker's concern,

no more than it is the lawyer's professional concern to inquire

whether liis client is doing things for the public ill or good.
So long as the borrower's operations are within the pale of the
law and of current business morality, the only question is

whether he is "safe" and is likely to be a profitable customer
in the present and future. If money is commonly made by
efficient guidance of the forces of production, banking con-

» See Book V, Chapter 49.
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i

tributes tr) that gi'i'l'i'i'^e. If money is commonly made l)y

overreacliinjj; others, l»y fraud or gamhliuK, l»y takiuK advantage

of necessitou? lal)orers, banking contributes to such misdirection

of energy. Investment (jf every sort through the mediation

of financial institutions stands or falls, as to its social utility,

with the working of the whole iustitutioti of private ownership

of capital. Commercial hanking particularly stands or falls,

as to its social utility, with tin; merits or demerits of the busi-

ness man's doings. On tJKse general problems, — the crucial

ones of economics, — the la-st word caimot l>e said until the

very close of our discu-ssion.

f
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C'kntuai.uki) Hankinu Svstemh

§ I. The intiiiiiitf ciiinu'cticiii of ImiikiiiK (>|H>rationH witli

the circuliitinK iiu'iliiiin Inl t'aily t«» llitir rogulution l»y law.

Whilt' K'nislatiou has ih)Vct('(I a widi- Held, it Iwih yet Ix'cn tliriTted

mainly to tho inon«'tary asiwcts of liaiikiiiK. Partly umler it«

influoncc, partly under the nion' elusive influenee of national

custom, very dilYerent l)ankinK systems have ^rown no in the

various e«)untries. To deserilie these in detail would far trans-

gress the sco|H> of a l<ook like tlie present. Vet some aeeount

both of tho laws and of the hanking hal>its of leading nations

is ex^ential for an understanding of tlie general situation, and

partieularly of the relation of hanking to monetary j)henoniena

and to the general movements of prices.

The need of the regulation of note issues was seen aliiK'^t

as soon as the use of hank notes began. It became dear at a

very early date that notes could get into circulation easily;

that a bank s oliligation to redeem in specie was often post-

poned liy thi contiiuied circulation of the notes from hand to

hand : that this olijigation could be evaded by a private bank
even when the notes were presented for payment; and that

(uiri'gulated issue was sure to bring, in a considerable proportion

of civses, recklessness and eventual collap.se. The English-

s})eaking eountri(>s particularly, such as England, Scotland,

and the United States, were confronted recurrently with heavy
bank failures, entailing lass or even disaster for persons by
whom the notes had been received in the or "nary course of

dealings. In the first half of the nineteenth century such

catastrophes were all too common in the three countries named.
On the continent of Europe note issue by banks had from the

first been regardeci as a public tunction, and had been permitted

only to institutions closely connected with the government and
360
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NUfHTviMctl hy it. Dui'iiiK the nini-tccnth nntury two fiinda-

incutuUy dilTcn'iit iiiodcw of rcKulntioii (I(>v('|(i|m<(| : tlu* ont'

throuKh h ^rcut ('cntml hank, having u iiioiiopiily of note iKMiii-

and pi).-:sci (sinK in larn"' <l<'nn'<' the cliaracti r of a nuviTiiniiiit

inHtitutioii; the otlur tliiuiijsh systcmulii' MiiM-rvisioii of

Mcuttcrf'i and M'|)urati' liatik^. ( critrali/ation uiid public or

(Hiu>i-pul'lii- nof«' i.-siic arc on the whole winninK tlu-ir way.

Most of I lie cotitirn'iital foiintrits, as just mnarkcd, have fol-

Iuwo<l this priiK'ipIr from the outset. l']iiKlaiid adopted it in

her famous Hank Act of IHII. Switzerhind ha.s very recently

(HK)5) ciiaiiKed from a dt (( uliidizi d systetu to one of a puMic

bank with sole riKJit of is>ue. 'Ihi' I'nited States is by far the

most im{M)rtunt of the countries whicii still maintains numifold

note issue; with her are Scotland and Canada.

§ 2. t)f central bjc' I'lree iini)ortant ami typical examples

are found in the Hank " France, the liaiik of MiiKlattd, and

the Imperial Hank of < Icrmany.

The Hank of France is the simplest of all the great banks,

and indeed anions tlic simplest of all banks, j^reat or snuill.

It has a nionoj)oly of note issue, no other bank in France*

may put out notes; and it is virtually under fjovernnu'iit

manaK'UK'nt. Hut there is no special re^;ulation of its i)ankinK

operations, no separate provision looking to the .safety of its

notes, virtually no limitation on the aniount of notes it may

Lssue.

The Hank of France is a cor|)oration, with stockholders,

directors, anc ill the paraphernalia of a F)rivate institution.

It pays divideni. to its stockliolders. Hut the nnuuiKcr is

appointed by the government, and. though there arc consulting

committees through whiih the stockholders have some powers,

it.s direction is virtually in the haiuls of the govermncnt. The

bank is the fiscal ageni of (he government, Ining the cus(<nlian

of the pulilic funds. It has the administration and ricore.ing

of the public debt of France, i sinipic bookkeeping task, but

one (.f great magnitude inasmuch us (lie ait.ount of the debt

is enornious. Much more imj)()rtant is its relation to the

i\
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government as lender. When the French treasury needs

funds, it turns to the Bank of France for advances. Its services

to the country in the trying pericjd during and after the war of

1870-1871 can hardly bo overestimated. The government

turned to it for heavy advances, whicli largely took the form

of note issues. The notes were made inconvertible, — the

Bank was not onlj' allowed to refuse piiyincnt in specie, but

was inhibited from such i^ayment. Virtually, the Bank be-

came the agent of the government for issuing inconvertible

paper money. But the issues took the form of loans to the

government, on which interest was p.iid to the Bank; and the

redemption of the notes in specie was ultiiaately to be under-

taken (and in fact was undertaken in l.S7<>) l)y the Bank.

It has already l)een pointed out that this is one of the very

few cases in whicli inconvortil)le paper has been issued without

leading to depreciation, and the only case in which this has

been d(Jiie on a large scale. That such great aid was furnished

to the French government and people, without the (.lemoraliz-

ing effects which usually flow from paper money, is to be

ascribed in no small measure to the fact that the issue was not

made directly by the govciument, but through a bank which

was fm-incially separate and which could be ca!k>d on without

friction or controversy to resunie specie payments when the

time was ripe.

The Bank of France has a monopoly of note is^ue ; it may
do (juite as it i)leascs with regard to the sjiccie held in its vaults

for the payment of the notes anil its other obligations. As a

matter of fact, it has held during the last geiieration a great

and increasing stock of specie, — needlessly large, if one looks

merely at the safety and solidity of the notes. That stock is

partly gokl, partly silver. The silver consists chiefly of the

ovcTvalued five-franc pieces ; and tlu'se, though legal tender and

completely available for the Bank in meeting its obligations,

are yet (lei)endent for their current value on the gold coin in

UK« .side by side with them,' But tlio stock of ffc;''! coin

—

' See above, Chai>ter HI, § 2,

i VI.,:- ».^
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both that hold by the Bank and that in circulation in the

community— is so large as to prevent the silver from being

a source of weakness. In recent years the Bank of France has

held in specie— gold and silver together— nearly as much as the

total notes outstanding. Until about 1890, tills speci«> consisted

in nearly equal parts of gold and silver ; but after that date the

amount of gold grew to be double and triple that of silver, and

the holdings of gokl have become more than ample for security.

The deposit obligations of the Bank of France are compara-

tively small. The habit of deposit banking and of payments

by choek has taken little root in France. It ha.s established

itself only in Paris and in a few other large centers, and even

in the.sf only for a limited circle of large wholesale dealers and

private bankers. Most transactions, large as well as small,

are settled in specie or in Bank of France notes. Hence the

demand liabilities of the Bank take chiefly the form of notes

;

and the dei)osits are so moderate that, even when they are

addeil to the notes, the specie holdings are still very large.

These specie holdings are large, undoubtetlly, Ijy intention.

The Bank being virtually a government institution, its affairs

are managed, not indeed without regard to profit for the stock-

holders, but very largely with regard to the real or supposed

needs of the conununity. Its great stock of specie, which to a

money-making banker would mean so nmch of needlessly idle

funds, has been heaped up partly for economic reasons, partly

for political. On economic grounds it is thought safe to have

a ver> broad basis of specie and a central bank of impregnable

strength. On political grounds it is desired to have a great

stock of coin, and especially of gold, to which the government

can turn in case of need. Though the Bank of France has not

deliberately set to work to hoard gold, it has welcomed the

accumulation in its coffers of the gold which growing prosperity

has brought into the co'.mtry, and which ha-s found its way to

the Bank because notes i)roved more convenient for larger

transactions than coin itself.

Bank of France notes can be issued only in denominations

i
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of fifty francs and over; in practise few notes of less than one

hundred francs are issued. The restriction insures a large

everyday use of gold, and a saturation of the general circulat-

ing medium with gold. This important limitation on the use

of paper, the slight use of deposits and checks, and habits of

deliberation and caution in the people which make the rapidity

of circulation probably low for all forms of the medium of ex-

change, have brought about a large supply of money per head

of population. France not only is a rich and populous coun-

try, but has a supply of specie large in proportion to her riches

and po,>ulation. This brings, no doubt, a safe and solid mone-

tary system ; but it betokens ^.iso some deficiency in industrial

vigor and ente-prise.
, i *• +

The Bank of France supplies a perfect instance of elasticity

in the use of bank money. Whether through notes or deposits,

it is entirely free to extend its operations as fast and as far as

it sees fit.

'

In fact, its note issue fluctuates very readily, en-

larging and contracting from week to week according to the

calls on it by the public. Yet it cannot be said that the Bank

does for its public everything which can be expected of an

ideal banking system. The monopoly of note issue, and

management by government officials, prevent it from feeling

the driving force of competitioa anil of immediate profit, and

so from extending its operations in such a way as to promote

business enterprise to the maximum. It is mainly a bankers

bank. It lends to bankers, who in turn lend to the commercial

public ; or rather, it re<liscounts the paper which the private

bankers and banking companies have already discounted.

These other bankers cannot use notes of their own issue, being

prohibited therefrom l)y law; and they cannot use deposits,

except on a limited scale in Paris and the great cities. Hence

the French banking system has serious drawbacks. French

bankers are restricted, and of necessity to some degree cautious.

There is little opportunity for profit in strictly commercial

banking, and no temptation to take risks lor the sake of gams.

Hence there is not quick patronage of new men and new enter-

prises, and little stimulus for the bold and adventurous.
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§ 3. A very (liffereut type is presented by the Bank of Eng-

land. The organization of this, the earliest and most famous

of the great moilern public bunks, is regulated by the Bank

Act of 1844. But, like almost all British institutions, the

Bank of England is regulated not only by statute, but by a

body of customs and traditions which are no less binding than

statutes, and which are in this case of at least as great economic

consequence.

The salient feature of the Bank's organization is the com-

plete separation of note issue and deposit. Notes are put out

by the Issue Department, having the function of issue and

+'tat only. Deposits are managed, and the real business, or at

ieast the main business, is conducted by the Banking Depart-

ment. To all intents and purposes the two departments are

separate institutions.

The operations of the Issue Department are very strictly

limited. Up to a specified amount it may put out n '(s, hold-

ing as security for them government obligations, b^. ot coin.

For every note beyond this amount it must hold pound for

pound in gold. The specified uncovered amount was fixed in

1844 at £14,000,000. It was provided that, according as

other banks then having the privilege of note issue (all of

them country banks) should withdraw from business, or for any

reason should cease their issue ,
the Bank of England might

enlarge its uncovered limit by two i"" 's the amount of notes

previously permitted to these country banks. The expectation

was that the other l)anks wouul gradually cease their losues,

and that the Bank of England would secure a complete monopoly

of notes. Under this provision the Bank's uncovered issue has

slowly risen, until in 1907 it amounted to £18,450,000. The

process of extinction for other notes has gone on steadily, and

their amount has become comparatively small (less than

£2,000,000).

The principle underljing this regulation of the Issue Depart-

ment was that a cert.-iin volume of notes would find ready

circulation and use, and could be issued without danger of l\
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causing inflation or of completely expelling specie. This

volume was represented by the fixed limit of uncovered issue.

Notes issued over and above this Ihnit were to be really in

the nature of certificates of ileposit. In so far, the theory of

the Bank Act was sound, and its application has proved wholly

within the bounds of moderation. The limit sot to the un-

covered issue in 1814 was such as to prevtmt the notes from

being then a cause oi" danger to the stability of the monetary

system. With the increase of population and wealth since

that date, the hmit has become superlatively safe.

The total amount in circulation is much beyond the limit

;

but the excess represents notes which arc, in es.sentials, certifi-

cates of deposit, and are used siinply because more convenient

than coin. No Bank of England note can be issued for less

than £."),— a restriction wliich causes gold coin to be required

for a great number of transactions, and probably hmits very

nmch the extension of the coin-covered note issue. The busi-

ness of the Issue Department is now mainly that of the ex-

change of coin for notes and notes for coin according to the

convenience of one or the other to the holder. Ba.ik of Eng-

land notes have long been synonymous with gold; they pass

the world over as equal to the coin. They are legal tender

in Great Britain, except, of course, in payments by the Bank

itself, which must redeem them in g(4<l. But their legal tender

quality adds nothing to their ready circulation or international

repute.

Entirely different is the position of the Banking Department.

This is a pure bank of deposit, — the nioit important bank of

deposit in the world. It is entirely unregulated by law; yet

it is so regulated by custom as to be no less safeguarded than the

Issue Department.

The Banking Deptx. luent is the center of a gre.it system of de-

posit banking. Deposit banking in the modern sense was prac-

tised on a consi.lerable scale in Englan.l in the eighteenth century

(the London Clearing Huuse dates from 1775), and since then has

had a continuous development. England and Scotland, and to a

v{,^
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large extent Ireland als,i, arc permeated Hn' numerous banks of

deposit, extending credit freely in that form, having vast deposit

lial)i]ities, and utilizing to the full the machinery of checks and

clearing houses. Home of these baiiks are the historical private

banks, which usually carry on also a financing and investment

business. Others are great joint-stock banks, more likely to

confine themselves to ci umercial business. On the whole, the

joint-stock bunks have gained on the pri\ate l)anks, and many of

the latter have changed to the joint-stock form. .Ml of these,

however, sail close to t!ie wiiu! so far as cash holdings are con-

cerned. They keep as much casli as is needed for current de-

mands, but little in the way of extra reserve. Part of their

resources, often a considerable" an ount, is invested in consols,

which are readily salable ; and tlicy have a good deal of "money

on call," that is, (lcman( I loans. liut their actual casli is usually at

the minimum needed for on Hnary demands at the cwunter.— not

often five per cent of the deposits.' But they do keep, in a<ldition,

a certain amount on deoo-'t i:i the Bank of England, and this

they regard as perfectly ecjuivident to casli on hand. \\'e have

already noted, in describing the clearing-house .system, that the

Bank of England (which means its Banking Department)

serves as the agency for settling b.Llances between l)anks ; clear-

ing-house settlements being ma le, not in cash, Out l)y checks on

the Bank. Hence every important bank keeps an account with

the great central institution,— an account v.hich fluctuates from

time to time, according to det)it or credit at the clearing house,

but which is steadily maintained at a substantial amount. It

serves to meet clearing-house debts ; it serves also as a resource

in case of general uneasiness or of any unusual demands by the

particular bank's creditors.

The Bank of England thus has in its Banking Department

great deposits due to other banking institutions. It has also

' The Enslish banks (otlicT than thr R
joint-stuck bank) d') v.-i* >tat(' thi'ir cn-li

ri'soiirciw ill!!!! "Jiatflv :i'. i'!!h!>'.o, th"!r . ush.

banks, anj ofti-ii iiichidf consols iu tlji.-^ .-^a ic Inniii suui

only be inferred.

:k of lui^land and a -iiidi- larKe

j-aiatdy; thi-y linn|i toKrIhor, as

!'*!! '\' 'M! '^:\\\. -<.}\:\ di*n(i>,i1s in (ithtT

ilnif ( ;u.i huldin;;.T can
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depusits due to its own mercantile customers, — usually firms

conducting larKC-scalc operations, — and to financial and in-

vesting brokers and iiuddlenien at large. Against this mass of

demand liabilities it is under no legal obligation to keep any speci-

fied holding of cash. Yet by tradition and custom it is bjund to

kcpp a "reserve," or, rather, the reserve,— the store of cash on

which the business community looks as the stay and prop of the

entire bankuig system. That cash is expected to be between

forty and fifty per cent of tlic demand liabilities, — vastly

more than is necessary for ordinary demands. The Bank is not

managed in this regard solely for profit, or even primarily for

profit. It is managed as a j)ublic institution. In its Banking

Department by custom, as in its Issue Department by laW; it is

the guardian of the solidity of the English monetary .system.

The large reserve of the Bank, and its consequent freedom

and strength, enable it to give support in two ways. It can pay

out cash to any depositor who wants it, and it can make loans

freely to any per-son who needs them. Making loans means

creating deposits, and creating deposits means that the bor-

rower is put in a position of securitj-, — he can have cash

if he needs it, and he is a.ssured of meeting his Uabilities if they

press heavily or unexpectedly upon him. This sort of aid the

Bank can extend to the other banks if they are in straits and yet

are solvent. It can extend the aid also to the general mercantile

I)ul)lic, though it is less likely to aid the general pubUc directly,

tlian indirectly by enabling the other banks to do so.

Til maintain its reserve, the Bank adjusts its rate of discount,

raising the rale when tlie reserve is undesirably small, lowering

it when the reserve is needlosvly large. Sufh is the natural

policy of any bank : hut this policy is followed most steadily

and with most conscious intent by tlic gvvat public institutions

of wiiich the Bank is the type. The movements of the Bank rate

of discount are closely connected with the mechanism of foreign

trade and the How of specie from country to country, of which

mon- will be said when the subject of f(neign trade is reached.

The working of all this mechanism in times of crisis is curious

;
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and, although the full consideration of crises must bo postponed,

the peculiar relation of the Issue and Hanking departments at

such times may he described here. It is an odd relation ; the

very device which was adopted to prevent crises is used for allay-

ing them by being set asitle. \\'hen the [jresent system was

established in 1844, it was expected that the rigid restriction of

note issues would prevent crises, their cause being supposed to

lie in unregulated note issue. Experience soon showed that this

ex[)ectation was without ground, ("rises recurreil, and no less

severely. But it appeared also that pressure < luring a crisis was

directed on the Banking Department. To tiiis the depositing

banks looked for cash ; to this uneasy and hard-pressed bankers

and mercantile firms looked for loans. In the crisis of 1847,

very shortly after tlie passage of the act in 1844, the Bank, being

confronted in its Banking Department by a double demand for

providing cash and loans, secured from the government a sus-

pension of the act of 1844. That is, it secured authoritj' to put

out more uncovered notes from the Issue Department than the

fixed sum specified in the act. Tin; Banking Department, it

must be remembered, is normally in the same relation to the

Issue Department as the general public is. It holds notes

which the Issue Department must redeem in specie, the bulk of

its cash being usually in the form of notes. But when the act

was suspended, the Banking Department could take to the Issue

Department government securities and get notes in exchange.

The Issue Department, by handing out additional notes covered

by these securities, enlarged by so much the holdings of cash in

the Banking Department. No breath of suspicion or uneasiness

has ever attached to the Issue Department. Bank of England

notes have retained, and indeed hat! attained even before 1844,

their sterling repute. The suspension of the act thus operates

a.s a means to supply the Banking Department with additio t,1

cash in times of great emergency.

This mere possibility of getting additional ca.sh has served to

dispel uneasiness and allay a panic. It is security, the certaintj'

of finding support if need, d, that is really wanted in such times.

2b
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People do not want cash ; tliey wish to be sure of getting it if

wanted. Tlic suspension of the act puts additional supplies of

casli, potentially unlimited, at the tlisposal of the Banking

Department. The mere knowledge of the existence of this re-

source restores confidence. In fact, thi Bank lias never called

for additional uncoveretl issues to any considerable extent. The

act was first suspended in 1817, and again in 1857 and in ISOO.

In later timesof panic itssu-^pension has been under consideration,

but has not in fnit been resorted to. It is to be added, more-

over, that the Bank has learned during the last half century both

to appreciate more fully its own public responsibility, and to deal

more promptly and effectively with the conditions of inciinent

panic.

The present pu1)lic position of the Bank of Enghmd is the

more striking l)ecause it is not only a private cori)oralion, like

the Bank of rrauce, but, unlike its great rival, is managed quite

without government int( ivention. It is not even managed by

bankers. It luis a board of tlirectors, who by long custom must

not be bankers ;
' they elect from their number a governor and a

deputy governor, each of whom holds office for but two years.

If one were to plan deliberately the organization of a great public

bank, nothing of this sort would pos.sibly l)e hit on; indeed,

a prioii, one would think it the worst possible arrangement.

Yet, like so numy British institutions, developed tentatively and

incrustcd with a mass of binding traditions, it works very well

indeed.

§ 4. The Imperial Bank of Germany, or Reichsbank, is mod-

eled somewhat on the Bank of England. But the model is im-

proved in some res])ects, while its actual working is nuich affected

by the great differences in business habits between the two coun-

tries.

The Imperial Bank was establisheci in 1875, and, as in Eng-

land, was expected to become eventually the sole note-issuing

'This statcmont shoiilti bo tiuaiiflcii. Certain classes uf |)ii»)ii» wliuiii the-

EiiKlish <iuh " nierehants," but whojo business operations are largely of a bank-

ing kind, may be directors.
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institution. As in England, banks of issue previously existing

were allowed to continue their notes, subject however to con-

sidcraljle restriction.' Whatever note issue is j^iven up by th. in

falls to the Reichsliank. Hy this process the Itiichshank also

has Krailually come to possess to all intents and punioses a mo-

nopoly of the right of issue, the total issues hy otlu r lanks hardly

exceeding one tenth of its notes. For tlic I!ei(hsl;ank (and for

each of the smaller hanks also) the i)rincii)lc of a limited un-

covered issue was estalilished. The Bank may issue notes (1900)

up to a total (-f 'mO.OOO.OOO marks, without having them cov-

ered hy cash; for every sum hej'ond this Umit mark for mark

must be held in ^^pecie.

The further regulation of this uncovered issue, however,

proceeds in a way very different from the English. In the first

place, the securities to he held for the uncovered i' sue must not

necessarily he government securities as in England; they may

be ordinary discounted paper. More significant is the absence

of any separate holding of sj)ecie against the notes. The cash

held against the covered notes i< not impounded in an Issue De-

partment and held sjjecificaily for the redemption of notes
;

it is

simply the general cash held by the Bank against all its liabilities.

If these liabilities were solely, or almost solely, in the form of

notes, this difTerence would not he inipoitant. If, on the other

hand, the Reichsbank were, like the Bank of England, the center of

an all-pervading dejiosit system, it would he of very great impor-

tance. In fact, the situation is midway. The ReichshJmk has

considerable dejiosits; hut the main form in which it extends

credit is that of notes, and the greater part of its liabilities is in

notes. Though its cash must protect the (' "wsits as well as the

notes, the amount held is superlatively ample to protect l)oth

forms of liability. Like the Bank of France, the Reichsbank has

' Tho only othrr natc-U.suiiii^ banks in Clirmany iiro tho st;i(o b;inks of Ba-

varia, Saxdiiy, Wurttrmbcrir. ami nadi-ii. Th.ir tc.tal viiirovin-d is.-iii' wa.-i, in

1909. OS,700,000 marks. They arc oftiii spokiu of by the (llnllan^ a.s "private"

banks. h>- way of distinguisliinit thorn from the Ucichsliank. In the text, whr-n

?rrakinE of German 'private" bank.s. I refer not to these, but to the great ma.ss

of non-public institutions having no note issue at all.
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added very much to ita stock of Hpocie (most of it gold) during

the last thirty years, and has heon al)!e to put out an increasing

quantity of notes covered by cash, —a growth due partly to the

increase of population and wealth, partly to a growing habit of

using paper representatives for specie.

Still another [)eciiliarity of the Keichshank is the elastic limit,

so-called, of its note issue. The limitation of the uncovered

issue, whetlier hy the Keichshank or by the minor l)anks, is not

absolute. They may issue l)eyond the limit, but nmst pay a

tax at the rate of five per cent ;i year on the excess.' This provi-

sion, unique when adopted, was clearly suggested by the awkward
English expedient of suspending the Uank Act. Recognizing

that there would be times when a freer issue might be to a high

degree desirable, the (iermans allowed it, yet with a handicap, in

the form of the tax, so heavy as to prevent recour.se to it unless

really called for. This extra tax-weighted issue may be regarded

as an emergency issue. But its working in a country like Ger-

many, where deposit I)anking has so moderate a development,

takes place under conditions very diiTerent from those in Eng-
land. The extra i.ssue has in fact l)een u.sed not infrequently

by the Reichsbaiik, and has served a good purpose, at times when
the community was in need of more abundant banking accom-
modati(jn. But its use has not been, like the suspension or

threatened suspension of the English Act, the symptom or the

remedy for panics.

The relation of the Reichsbank to tlie general banking sy.stem

of the count ry is more like that of the Bank of France than that of

the Bank of Kiifjland, thougli in many le.spccts it follows ways of

its own. As has already been said, there is in Germany no such

use of deposits and chocks as in England, and no such vast vol-

ume of deposit liabilities. Tiiere is, indeed, greater u.sc of de-

posits than in France. Both the Reichsbank and the great

' In the caso of the Roichsbank. howovrr, rerciit legislation (1909) ha.s per-
mitted the isiiue, without paymi nt of tax, of an ad.litional L'OO.OOO.OOO of marks
at the end of the months of Mar'!'., lunr-. Se;.'t^'m!);'r. .and D!'!'!!;i!irT • th:- intent
being to pro\ ide currency at thoso dates for the heavy quarterly payments
then customary.
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private banlcH have encouraged this form of hank operations, anil

with some results; yet after all with nothing like what has de-

veloped spontaneously in English-speakiiiR countries. The pri-

vate banks, being ilebarred i)y national custom from any wide
use of deposits and l>y law from the use of notes, turn to the

Reichsbank for aid in the extension of current conmiercial

credit. As much as one half of the total commercial pap<T
discounted in (iermany finds its way, chiefly through rediscount

by other banks, into the hands of the Reichsbank. The Reichs-

bank has very greatly facilitated payments within Ck'rmany,
by its widely ramifying system of branches, thrnigli which it

offects paynuiits freely between one part of the country and
another. Its services to industry have in-en great, and have
been rendered with an energy and a conscious purpose charac-

teristit" of the ( lermans of the present generation. Like the Bank
of France, though a private corporation, it is managed by gov-

ernment-appointed officials, and, like all the great pui)lic I)anks,

with a steady view to public ailvantage rather than ])rivate

profit.

Among the striking industrial changes in Cermany since 1870
(no country has shown changes mon^ striking) has been the

growth of tlie great banking corporations, especially the noted
trio, —the Deutsche Bank, the Drosdner Bank, the Diskonto-Ge-
sellschaft. In the extent of the ir operations, these are strong

rivals to the Reichsl)ank
; but their o])erations arc of a differ-

ent character. They coml)ine all sorts of Ijanking operations.

They do the business of ordinary commercial Ijanks, partly

Ijy some use of deposits in the huge centers, i)artly by rediscount-

ing at the Reichsbank. They do also a very great investing

and promoting Ifusiness, by no means limited to Germany, but
extended with remarkable enterprise and skill to all parts of the

world. Their deposits are in the main what most people think

of as "deposits," — not credits created by tliem, Itut funds left

with them for temporary or permanent investment. They
have built up a great business of many kinds, with large commit-
ments, large liabilities on time and on demand, upon a very

u

' <
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narrow l)asi:^ of ciish. 'liny r.'ly on tlir H.-iclwhuuk for supfiort

in case of atioMs, very much as tlip IJigliih liunks rely on thf

Bank of EnRland. The UcichHhttrjk itwlf, clowly conn«'cu'il in

its current dculinKs with the other institutions, yet «tan<lM aloof

from them. It has ^reat ciiHh roHcrvcs, uhnost unlimited po-

tential resouri-e.^ an unshakaMe firestlKe. For every wjlvent

in!<titutii)n, and for the huMine^s foinniunity at larRc, it promisea

unfailing and adecjuate suiiport in times of trouble. F <,reat

service to (Jermany lia* heen to sui)[ily a firm foundation, not

only for the circulating medium, but for the whole structure of

industrial credit.

k^^P
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Decenthaf izKi) Hankinu Systems

§ 1. Hy far the liirKt-.t, ami uu»t important example of a
dccH-ntralizcci .sy.stfin of haiikiuu; is fouiul in tlic Tnitt'.! Statos.

In tile usual (lociiptioii of our American coiiilitioiH, most
ult<-ii!i()ii is given to the iialional hanks aiul to tlie rei,'uIa1ion

of not<' is.Mic. But tlie otlier hanks are iiardly less important;
and for l)oth kinds of hank-, deposits play a Rreat and unusual
part, and are suhjeet to ret^ulation in an unusual way.

Note issue is limited to the national hanks. The limitation

i.s aceomplished hy a tax on other issues so heavy as to he pro-

hihitory. The national hanks may issue notes on ilepositint^

government i)onds as security at the Treasury of tlie Unit;'d

States. These honds remain the property of the several hanks,

which receive the interest on them. Notes may he issued up
to the p;ir value of the Ixjnds, hut not exceeding (he market
value. The honds serve to insure the |)ayment of notes if a
hank should fail, or if it should withdraw from husmess. In
that ca.se, the Treasury sells the honds, repaying to the hank
any premium they may hrin^ over par; or the hank itself

(directly or through its winding-up agent if hankrupt) may
turn over to the Treasury cash enough to pay all its notes

outstanding, and then resume po.ssession of the honds, and do
as it will with them. In a Idition to this security for eventual

repayment, each hank must keep at the T easury a cash fund
of five per cent of its circulating notes, to provide for their

inmiediate redemption if presented. The system ha.s a certain

resemhlance to that of tlie Hank of England, in that a snociMo

portion of the hank's projierty is set aside for the security of

the notes, and held solely for that purpose. This segregated

property is, for the national hanks, chiefly in securities, and
673
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only a little is in cash ; for the Bank of Enp;lan(l, under present

conditions, it is preponderantly in cash, and only a moderate

proportion is in securities. There is, too, a certain resemblance,

in that no limit is imposed upon the total amount of notes

that may be issued. Each individual national bank is indeed

restricted ; it may issue notes only up to the amount of the

bonds deposited, and in any case only up to its capital as a

maximum. But the amount issuable by the banks as a whole

has no limit. There is, of course, the fundamental difference

between centralized and decentralized issue ; and there is the

difference, no less fundamental, that in England the bank note

is meant, after the uncovered issue is passed, to be covered by

precisely the same amount in specie, whereas the national

bank note is designed tc bring in every instance an aiUlition

to the monetary supply.

Througli this strict regulation national bank notes are made

secure beyond any question. Their r(>tl(>mption in legal tender

money is no less assured than that of Bank of England notes.

Hence they circulate as freely as these, and with as little likeli-

hood of being presented by the public at the i.ssuing bank.

This favorable outconiv' is inevitable when bank notes are

made good beyond p(>radventure. Every person accepts them

unhesitatingly as money, and passes them to the n<xt person

in making payments. Not only every individual, but every

bank, treats them, once for all as money, and pays them out

in the ordinary course of transactions. National b,inks, it is

true, sometimes exercise discrimination in paying them out

over the counter. By preference they pay out national bank

notes (those of othe. banks as well as their owii) rather than

legal tender notes or specie, l)ecause the hitter count as reserve

against deposits, whereas national bank notes do not. But
presentation of a national bank note for redemption at the

counter of the issuing bank never takes plai-e. Nor does

presentation take place with regularity at the Nati' Tr ^asury,

where the five per cent fund for redemption i.s i uirr-d tu be

kept. National bank notet once set afloat, rer. an .• ircu-
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lation indefinitely, quite regardless of the credit of the banks
whose name tiiey bear, and in large measure regardless of the

continuance of ti ? conditions which brought about their

original issue.

§ 2. By ff. t^'o most important feature of the banking
system of the .'"i.;*-^d Stato is th«^ use it makes of deposits.

What has been saiu i>f [..iMkinj^ m the preceding chapter is hero

strikingly exemplified in a system ramifying far into our eco-

nomic structure. And the regulation of that system by law is

unique. No other country has grappled by direct legislation

with the problems presented by deposit banking.

National banKs are required by law to keep a stated pro-

portion of cash — specie or Icsal tender notes — against their

deposits. The requirement is different for banks in different

sorts of places, the general principle being that more shall be

held in the larm. financial centers, and less in small places.

For tliis purpo.se the l)anks are divided i!it<) tliree groips. In

the first group are the banks of three "central reserve cities,"

— New York, Chicago, and St. Louis, — where the reserve

must be 25 per cent at least. Of the three. New York is so far

the most imiwrtant that it is common to think of it alone as

the central reserve city. The second group contains the banks

of other "reserve citi'^s," some forty or fifty in number,'

These also are required to hold a reserve of 25 per cent. But
only one half of this (12.V per cent of the deposits) must be in

cash; the other half may consist of a deposit in a central

reserve city bank. Finally, the third group includes all others,

called "country banks," which are obliged to keep a reserve of

15 per cent. But their reserve, ag.ain, need not be entirely

in cash
; only two fifths (6 per cent of the deposits) must be

actually in the vaults, the remaining three fifths (9 per cent

of the deposits) being pernii'^sibly in the shape of deposits in

banks of the first or second group.

Obviously, it is not comimlsory to hold cash to the full stated

porni-tuge of resrive. Only the l)anks cf ilic tliroc ctritru!

'
' Kurtv-tlinv i-i 190S.

1:
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reserve cities must have fully 2,') per cent of cash. That reserve

which taki's the form of deposits elsewhere is something very

different. The reserve city hanks in which it is deposited do

not keep dollar for dollar in cash against it. They treat it, in

the main, like any otlier deposit, and keep little more than tlie

reserve reqiiiriHl for tleposits in general, — 25 per cent. Some

cautious bank numagers in the reserve cities believe that

against deposits by other banks a reserve of 50 per cent should

be held. But this reiMcseuts what the banking world in general

would call excess of caution. Much less than 50 per cent is

connnonly held ; as a rule, probably little more than the legal

minimum. Whether the cash in such ca.ses be a trifle more or

less, the requirement as to "reserve'" is evidently very differ-

ent from a requirement for holding the statetl proportion in

cash. And when a country hank keeps part of its reserve in a

reserve city, and the reserve city bank keeps part of its reserve

again in New York (or possibly in Chicago or St. Louis), there

is a double attenuation. The final result, for the national

banks as a whole, has l)ee that th(> total cash held against

total deposits, notwithstanding vhe 25 per cent requirement for

reserve cities, has been 15 per cent or less.

As already noted, the national hanks by no means occupy

the whole field. Side by side with them are the banks author-

ized by the several states. These an> sometimes eo nomine

"banks," and sometimes are "trust companies." The latter

are as a rule simjily banks of deposit, diCfering from the others

only in that their business is less restricted by law and is com-

bined to a greater degree with general investment operations.

In addition there ?ire innumerable private banking firms.

Mo.st of those which call themselves "brokers and bankers"

are as a rule brokerage firms acting mainly as financial middle-

men, and often acting solely as agents for speculators. Though

some among them maintain a considerable di^posit business,

and thus are bankers in the strict sense, dej^osit banking tends

on iite whole (o be couiined lo tiie iiuoiporaled bank's and

trust companies. A similar tendency appears in England,
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althoug! it develops more slowly in tiiat land of rooted custom.
Tliere, alno, the great private banks are eitlicr ehaaging to the

joint-stock form, or else confining tlieniselves more and more
to fiduciary and investment business.

The state banks in the United .Stales — meaning by that

term all the banking institutions outside the national system
— do a business very nearly equal in volume to that done l)y

the national l)anks. Tlie total (lei)osits of the two groujis

during the first deeadt> of the i)resent century were j)ractically

the same. But the state banks are under much l'>ss le.striction

than the national banks concerning the amount of cash which

they must hold against their tleposits. There are, indeed, some
provisions on this subject in the laws of several of the im-

portant states. But the requirement is usually for .such a

small amount of cash as to be meaningless, —so little woukl be

held in any case.' The state l)anks are virtually allowed to

manage their holdings of cash in whatever way they find most

profitable. This means, of course, that th(^y reduce their hold-

ings to the minimum which seems needed for current . Ms.

Therein they act as do the English joint-stock banks, x^ike

these, again, they keep deposits elsewhere, to which they turn

in case of stress. The national banks of the reserve cities,

especially those of Xew York, serve as the holders of leserve,

not only for the national banks, but for the state banks also.

The whole American system of deposit banking thus brings

a great concentration of responsibility on the national banks

of the central reserve cities, and, above all, on the Xew York

banks. They occupy a position similar to that of the Bank of

England ; they are the depositari'^s of the really available

stock of free cash, heu'^e the nerve center of th(> whole

sensitive system. The provisions of the national bank law

which allow part of the required reserve to be kept in re-

serve cities no doubt add to this concentration. These pro-

' Now York aiij Mussachii.-ictts pn-scnt rxcoptiotis 1o .his statonipnt. They
hav<' itcTiilly (cspiMiuiiy tiy iiius i>f 100«) rccinired their trust companies and
state banks to hold substantial storis of cuah.

'I
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visions have been condemned as a defect in the sysi .. But

their influence in shaping the general banking relations is not

so great as is often supposed. A similar concentration would

probably develop in anj- case. In all countries, and especially

in those where deposit banking is highly developed, every out-

lying institution must keep in touch with the financial center

and must be prepared to effect jmyments through it. Every

institution finds it advantageous, nay necessary, to keep an

account at the center, and ordinarily to have a balauce to its

credit there.

The peculiarities of the American situation are the lack of

a .strong sense of public ol)ligation among the New York banks,

and tiie absence of an ample .store— or at least, any sufliiciently

available store— of cash to which the banks in general can

turn in emergency. It is not to be expected that a number of

competing banks, each managed with the object of securing as

much profit as possible, should steadily follow such a policy

of restraint as that of the Bank of England. In great emer-

gencies, the banks of New York, like any associated body, will

show high public spirit ; as they did, for example, in their

advances to the national government at the outset of the Civil

War, and as they have tlone in some acute panics. But this

is very different from the settled pursuit, year in and out, of a

policy that would lessen their earnings. They keep the reserve

required by law, but of their own free will keep no more.

They try to come to the assistance of other banks when these

are in difficulties, but chiefly from a consciousness that their

own prestige and prosperity are also involved. They do not

regularly husband their resources in order to be prepared to

give such aid.

The funds which reach the New York banks as the deposit

of "reserve" by other banks, they use, and indeed are com-

pelled to use, in such manner as to extract what profit they

can get. These bankers' deposits are peculiarly subject to

large and suddou drafts ; hence each New York bank holding

them tries to keep a large volume of assets within instant com-
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inand. The resort is mainly to demand loans s"cured by stock
exchange collateral. It is true that in every great financial
center floating funds accumulate. Money at call is freely
offered in London, Paris, Berlin, as well as in \e\v York. But
loans of this .sort play an unusually large and conspicuous part
in the American center. The fluctuations in interest rates
are greater and more abrupt than in ti.e European money
markets, and the coruiection with stock speculation is closer.

What is more important, the demand loans are deceptive as re-

gards their real availability for the lending banks. Though any
one bank may call them, and so strengthen its position when
pressed by demands from depositors, the loans are no real

resource to the banks as a whole. There is no cash to be had
by calling them. The only cash which in the last instance is

available is that already in the vaults of the banks. A huge
sujwrstructure of deposits in the country at large thus has a
foundation in Xew York much narrower than is indicated by
the apparently available resources of the individual banks.
The American banldng system, decentralized as to note

issue, may seem to be centralized as to deposits. In some
respects it is, Ixit in other r(>spects it is decentralized for

deposits as well. In most of the advanced countries, general
banking operations are carried on chiefly by a comparatively
small number of banks, each of them large and each having
many branches. This is particularly true of the deposit banks
of Great Britain and Canaila. In tho United States l)ranch

banking is virtually unknown. Thousands of l)dnks, scattered
all over the country, go their ways independently. This situa-

tion is due in part to legislation prohibiting or restricting

branches; but the legislation itself reflects de(>p-seated habits
and traditions. A prejudice against large-scale institutions, as

tending to monopoly, also in part accounts for it. Still other
important factors are the federated political system and the
strength of local feeling. It is difficult to say whether the
absence of branch banking is or is not an advantage. The
ease of establishing small institutions and the competition

I
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between the innumerable banks has led to a great permeation

of the eountry with credit facilities, especially since the great

improveini'ut during the lust generation in transportation and

the postal system. On the other hand, there results a situation

which may fairly be described as in some respects anarchical,

— a failure to work together, a vast helplessness in times of

stress. Sucli as it is, this marked decentrali/ation is part of

the established order of things, very dithcult to change, and

necessarily to be reckonetl with in schemes for legislation.

§ 3. Two oth"r existing decentralized bank systems may be

briefly descrilied.

The Scotch banks, like those of England, were subjected to

some rigid restrictions in the middle of the nineteenth century.

An act of 1845 allowed note issue to those banks only which

then carried it on, and to an amount equal to the notes then

outstanding; with the further provision that additional notes

must not exceed the specie actually held by each bank. In

this sort of restriction there is resemblance to the English act

of 1814. But none of the other striking features of the Eng-

lish legislation were applieil in Scotland. No one bank was

given a commanding position, or put in the way of securing

eventually a monopoly of issue. And as to the several banks

which were allowed to nut out notes, the provision for their

holdiri of specie was not accompanied by any such sharp

separation of "issue" and "banking" operations as in the case

of the Rank of England. While specie was required to be held

pound for pound against every note outstanding, this specie

was not pledged specifically for paying the notes, but was

available also for paying aeposits. WTiat specie was held as

reserve against dei)Osits served also to authorize the issue of

notes. In practice the effective limitation hur-. been the fixed

maximum of n')tes ; the total permitted being, in 1007, for the

existing ten banks, £2,r.7(),850. The ready circulation of this

moderate volume was made the more easy by allowing the issue

of notes of a denomination as low as fl.

The Scotch banks, as just noted, are few in number, — only
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ton. They are large institutions, each with many branches;
the total number of l)uaking ofnees is ne.r one thousand. In
other words, though Scotland has few l^anks, the banking system
peinieatrs al! parts of the country. This wide-reaching exten-
sion is facilitated by (hx'entralized not(> issue ; for at the smaller
branches the notes, especially tiic oae-pouud notes, mtvc as
till money, and enalde a l)ankiiio; office to be maintained with-
out locking up in it any considerable amount of specie. By
far the larger part of the business of the .Scotch banks, like the
business of English and American banks, is carried on by the
use of deposits, with all the mechanism of checks and clearing
houses. In their deposit and clearing house operations, the
Scotch banks make the same use of the Bank of England as
do all the banks of (Ireat Britain, and in the same way rely on
the great central institution for holding the ultimate free bank-
ing reserve. But in their local operations the use of notes
plays a part of .some importance.

Scotch notes, thus issued with comi)arative freedom by com-
peting banks, illustrate what was saitl in a preceding chapter'
of the way in which notes circulate under a i)anking .system mak-
ing wide use of deposits. They come back constantly to tlie

bank of issue. Each l)ank pa\s out over its counter its own
notes. Whatever notes of other Scotch banks come into its

hands, are presented at the clean.:- house with the checks on
those other banks. Notes do not remain afloat ind(>finitely

;

their average period of circulation after each issue is but a few
days. But they are constantly reissued, because there is steady
need in the community for such a circulating medium, and be-
cause there is steady retention by each individual bank of its

customers' confidence.

§ 4. A situation siiiMlur in some respects is found in Canada,
where the business community is lar,i>;cly Scotch by descent,

and has developed a banking system based on the Scotch e'^--

ample, but reshaped in very important particulars. The number
of banks, twenty-nine in 1910, though greater than in Scotland,

' Sec Chapter 21, 5 R.
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is very much smaller than in the United States. The individ-

ual banks, on the other hand, are lart?e as compared with the av-

eraKo American bank. The luinimuin capital allowed i)y law

is $500,000, and the average capital is $l,")00,0(K) ;
whereas,

under our national banking system, banks with a capital as small

as S25,000 are permitted, and the average capital is less than

SloO.OOO. But figures of this sort indicate the capital and size

per bank, not per banking office. The Canadian banks, like

those of most countries (the United States presents the only great

exception), have many branches, which ramify all over Canada,

and raise the number of banking offices to more than two

thousand. Hence the Canadian system brings about a [)ermea-

tion of the country by l<anking facilities not less tlian in the

United States.

The issue of notes is more free than that of any other country

of considerable size, yet is sul)jecte(l to precautions which insure

their solidity. A bank may not onlinarily issue notes in e.xcess

of its paid-in capital, nor notes of lower denomination than five

dollars ; otherwis(> it is unrestricted. But the notes are secured

l)y a prior lien on all the assets of the bank in case of failure,—

a

provision made more effective by the fact that stockholders (as

in our national banks) are then liable for double their original

subscription to capital. More significant, though hardly more

imjwrtant in securing solidity, is the provision for a safety fund

in government hands. Tiiis fund amounts to o per cent of the

notes outstanding, and is used to pay the notes of banks that fail.

Finally, it is provided that, in case of failure, notes bear interest

at ') per cent from the date of the act o^ bankruptcy. Hence

all other (going) banks are ready to take such notes from the

hoklers at par, because the notes are certain of redemption at

an early date, with interest, from the safety fund.

Though notes are issued freely, they are also freely redeemed.

Every bank must redeem nuto at the office where they are issued,

and also (what is more important) at redemption offices in the

trade cent<'rs. .V bank pays out over its counters its own notes,

but sends to the redemption agencies the notes of other banks
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that como into its ImiuLs. In ("iinaila, us in Scotland, notes

take their phice in luink rloarinj^s precisely as checks do. Heneo

they have the same elasticity as deposits, created as needs arise

in the local community and extinguisluHi t)y redemption as

those needs cease. This elasticity is of special importance in

connection with seasonal variations in pro(hicti(»n and ex-

change, such as take place, above all, in a predominantly agri-

cultural connnunity, -a matter to whidi further reference is

made in the next chapter.

Like most other countries, Canada makes no legislative

provision for the safety of deposits. Every I)ank is nnpiired to

make monthly rejjorts of its condition to government officers,

and the jjublicity thus secured may be a sort of saf(>guard for

depositors. But there is no requirement for reserves ; the

amount of ca.sh held is left to the judgment and self-interest of

the bank managers.

The CanacUan systeiM, so far as notes arc concerned, combines

freedom \\ith safety. The notes are secure beyond question.

There is no dang(>r that a holder of the everyday circulating

medium may suddenly find on his hands a depreciated or worth-

less piece of paper. The freedom with which notes can be issued

facilitates the wide extension of brancli(>s, especially in the out-

lying agricultural districts. In turn, this facilitates note issue,

and also brings about a tendency toward equality in the rates for

loans in different parts of the Dominion. The system may not

be an ideal one, but it has important points of superiority over

that of the United States.

) I
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CHAPTER 2S

Problems of LEcnsLATioN ox Ranki.nc

§ 1. Sonic of thf more iniportaut prohlcms as to Icsislatioa

ni;iy now bo oonsidrm' u tlic lisht of the prccciling discussion

of the theory of hanking and the cliaructcristics of leading hank-
ing systems.

It is dear that there is universally provision of some sort for

the special security of hank notes. This is strikingly the case

in the legislation of England and of the United States; hardly
ii'ss so in Canada. On tlu; Continent the general prevalence of

monopoly issue has in practice the same effect. Notes may
he issued only iiy central hank , hack(>d hy the state and no loss

solvent than ti,. state itself. On tlie other hand, special pro-

vision for the !^ i.rity of deposits is rare. The legislation of tho

United States stands almost alone in its requirements as to

reserves anil the like; and even hero th(> protection of the de-
positors is safeguarded much less rigidly than that of tho note
holders. Is this ilifferonce in the treatment of tho two sorts of

obligation roasonahie?

No doubt, the diO'erence has rested historically on tho fact that
the similarity l)etwo(>n notes and deposits has not been per-

ceived. Though dej)osits subject to check form part of tho circu-

lating medium qiiite as much as notes do, and indeed are quan-
titatively much more important in countries like Great Britain,

the United States, and Canada, they are not commonly regarded
a.s "money"; yet notes are so regarded. But though the

special protection to note holders is explaino'l in this way, it

must he justified, if at all, on other (grounds.

The grounds for giving special security to note holders are two.
In the first place, notes are more lik<>ly to be held by the poorer
and dcpciidcut classes. Deposits are used chielly by the well-

to-do. Notes circulate among all classes, and notes of tho smaller

380
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(Iciioininationsurf 'ikdy to Ix'in tin- liamlsof workmen iuid others

of slender incaus. Next, uud not li <> important, is tlii' difTereiice

in the way in which a perMJii Ihccjuk's creditor of the i)ank. A

dcjjositor ulmoi-;t always becomes creditor hy his owi choice;

u note iiolder connnouiy l)ecomes so without any volition of his

"wn, and, moreover, b}' a process of whose legal imp<jrt he usu-

ally knows nothing. A note circulates from hand to hand as

"money." The peison to whom it is olYered in payment would

commonly find difliculty in refusing it. Ordinarily hi' is tjuito

unaware that, in taking it thus freely, he is simply, in the eye of

the law, replacing another jxTson as creditor of the issuing

bank.' Who are the note-holding creditors at any given time i.s

a matter of accident ; since each person receiving a note keeps it

until he has occasion to use it in a purchase. Depositors, on the

other hand, select their bank with some deliberation. No doubt,

they are often influenced by the l)ank's men; propinquity or by

its general reputation. None the less, the initiative comes from

them, and tin; first responsibility is theirs.

These distinctions, liowever, must not Ije pressed too far, nor

permitted to obscure the fundamental point of resemblance, —
that deposits, like notes, constitute part of the dc fado circulat-

ing medium. The same fundamental reasons which make it

important that notes should be secure, ma'.ce it important that

deposits should be secure. The essential (}uestion concerns the

expedient ways of promoting security.

> The lopal position of tlio payci' of ri chpck is diflorcnt from that of tho holdf^r

of a bank noto. The payi-c of tin' chcok docs not, liko the note receiver, l)e('ome

at onoe a ori;dit(>r of the l):ink. The hank's hal)ility is only to the drawer of

tlie eheek (the depositor). If the hank refuses to pay the elieck when presented,

the depos-itor oidy, not the payee, has a rij^ht of action uKiiirist it. On the othr-r

hand, the sending of a eheek in payment of a debt docs not at once licjuidate

the det)t. Should th- bank fail, or for any reason refuse to i>ay the check, the

debtor who has s.'nt it is still lial>le. If, indeed, the payee of a cheek fails to

take steps with reasonable diligence for its presentation at the bank on which

>iiawn, the legal situation become- dilTerent. If he puts the check away, and

waits unduly before presenting it. he substitutes himself for th(^ drawer as cre(l-

itor of the Hunk Failure of thi' bnnk in the interval then mean.s loss to him. not

to the bank's original creditor (depositor). Hence tho business practis' of

always .sending all checks received for immediate "deposit," i.e. for collection

at the clearing house, through one's own bank. By this process the receiver of

a < heck makes himself as promptly as possible a creditor of his own bank.
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In the legi.slution of tli<> Unittnl States, ut least, tho principle of
providinK in some way for the i)rotection of (leiM)sitors is tern

firmly estai)lislic(l to he open to (|uestion. It shows itself not
only in those reciuirements as to reserves whieh have already
hecn notieed, hut in a whole code of i)ankinK leRislation. Tho
nature of the loans whieh a national hank may make is rigiilly

defined. Not only in the national hank laws, hut in those of tho
states, there is regulation of the extent of loans to any one in-

<lividual,of loans to direetors, and, not least, provision for puh-
lieity of aeeounts and periodical examination. The Comptroller
of the Currency at Washington lias a staff of examiners, and
large powers over the national hanks ; the several states either
have similar htireaus for their own hanks, or are moving toward
such supervision.

All tills regulatiim is unique in the United States. Just as the
re(iuirement as to cash reserves for deposits is unknown (>lse-

wh.Te, so is all the detailed regulation of loans, reports, and
special liahilities of officers and directors. The situation is a
curious one. In a country where the general tradition has heen
to let capitalistic industry pursue its course unfettered, the very
c(>nter of capitalist operations has In-en suhjected to a degree of
control undreamed of in other countries. The cause of this
remarkahle extension of state interference is to he found partly
hi the early development and wonderful spread of deposit hank-
ing, hut still more in an underlying dim consciousness that hero
was really a most important and far-reaching part of the cir-

culating medium. One.- the system is fully estahlished, no
individual can keej) out of it. It is indispensahle that he have
his hank of deposit and his hank account. And though he may
choose his own hank, and may he supposed to he on the watch as
to its character and solvency, his means of Kitting information
are necessarily uncertain. Tho puhlic concern in hanking,
which at first was chiefly for tho security of notes, has come to he
no less for their equally pervasive and far more powerful sue-
cespors, tlie deposits.

Hence the proposal that deposits should be made absolutely

liS
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safe, like notes, is not an illoi^ical or n-voliifionary om-. Ob-

viously, no nii'thod tif M'«rt'mation ot |> nliciil.ir ji-^scls (such

Wi is us«'(l in ir^.inl In iiol< , iiy tin- national lianivinn system) can

Hiifficc for tlic i)iir|)osc ; ^inc" the only |M)ssil)lc security for ail

deposits would be I lie solidity of all a^^sets. The only feasilile

method is one of insurance, cornpuNory conliiliuf ion l)\'

every bank lo a piiliiic (or publicly supervised) sjrnarantee or-

Kani/ation, out of uhicli the depo-its of ;i collapsed bank would

be nirl
, all application to depo-its, in ottier words, of a sys|,

m

like ihat of ( 'anada for notes. 'I'he i.iiin objictioii to this pro-

I)o-al is that one ureat safej^nard — perhap- the ureale-t safe-

guard - aiiuinst reckless banking; would bi' reiu' ved. This is

the l>aaker's fear of tlie depositor. Thous^h his lry;al oblit^ation

to iiicei deposit liabilities on demand would indeed r- main, the

probability of the presentation of ileinands would be Kreatly

diminished. If e\ ery depo.-ilor knew lhat his "money " was suro

to be forthcomiii'.c in any ease, bi'in^ guaranteed by the state

<»r other adecpiali oruaiiization, pressure on a bank from

uneasy depositors would be less liki'ly to follow suspicious

doings. .V bank ini.i'Ji'> pursue a reckless course for an indefinite

time, (U- at least for a lontier time than if the contidence of the

depositor needed to be constantly nurtured.

This objelioii. tliough strong, is not necessarily conclusive.

r-^C'.less bankii.L takt's place now, even undi'r the eye of the im-

iiuuraiiteed u' !)ositor. If tlie guarantee were one not of iinme-

iia' • p. •nil at, but only of ultimate payment, — if tlie depos-

t(. . th iiiii secureil Trom eventiusl loss, were still subject to the

=;..„il> r •onveiiieiice of haviiii: lli.•^ funds "tii'd up" for a time

m i iisaualatinL;: bank, it wo.ild still be to his interest to be

^;:;t'";. : and. "vhen susjnciou- to withdraw his account. The
«— _ iTeres* which stockholders have in prudent manasement

«! on-inue to be a check on recklessness. The course of

t-^snsi..; ion m tliis matter, as on others, is likely to be much

j.nw. d bv actual experience. .\ succession of conspicuous

bank liiures, iirin<i;iini j^reat loss to depositors, would immensely

.streii^th I. the rao-i-ement for deposit guarantee. Then meas-
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ures which now seem be> ond the range of practicability might

be found feasible after all.

§ 2. Much has been saiii in recent discussion in the United

States about the need of elasticity in the currency, and especially

in the bank notes.

Most persons who speak and write on this topic have very

confused notions of the grounds on which elasticity is desirable.

They think, as a rule, only of elasticity upwards, — of a system

under which the money supply will expand freely and indefi-

nitely, ^lost business men and most financial \\'riters of

the daily and weekly press are (unconsciously) inflationists.

Though usually opposed to such inflation as brings obvious de-

preciation, they welcome plentifulness of money and rising

prices; this "makes business good."

The general feeling in favor of easy expansion is promoted by

failure to distinguish between an elastic currency and an "emer-

gency" currency. As will appear presently,' there are times of

crisis when a potential increase in the money supply may be of

high service, such us, for example, the possible increase of

Bank of England notes after a suspension of the Bank Act. But

the need for this sort of expansion is infrequent and usually of

short duration ; indeed, under a well-'^evised and well-tested

banking system, such a need hardly exists. At all events, the

concern of the community in emergency issues is very different

from that which it has in a currency elastic with reference to the

recurring ordinary fluctuations of industry.

An ela,stic currency is really desirable on two grounds : first,

adaptation to normal variations in transactions ; second, com-

pleter supply of credit facilities to those likely to make good use

of capital.

The typical case of normal variation in the demrmd for

money appears in harvest times,— the inevitable compr.^t ing of

transactions when the crops are garnered. The farmers must

then pay extra laborers, and later must themselves be paid by

mercii.'ints a'ld middlemen. In almost a!! '.'uuntries tlien^ is an

' Spo Chapter 30, on Fiiiaiioial Crises.
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autumnal drain on tho money market ; the available supplies

of cash, held chieHy by banks, are more heavily drawn on at

this season. In a country i)redominantly agricultural, as the

United States still is, the drain is especially marked. The

flow of money to the West and South, "to move the crops," is

a familiar annual phenomenon. There is occasion for an e.xpan-

sion of money in proportion to this seasonal increase of trans-

actions, and for contraction afterward. Freely issued bank

notes might meet the n(!ed, being put out as loans to dealers and

farmers at the harvest season, and returned to the banks of

issue, through a quasi-automatic prcicess, at the close of the

season.

The second gain from an elastic note issue, that of wider ex-

tension of credit facilities, is important in proportion as the ex-

tension of banking in general is dependent on the use of notes.

This gain alone justifies our modern practise of leaving to

private hands the supply of m) important a constituent of the

circulating medium. Were it not that commercial banking pro-

motes the extension of credit and of capital to capable managers

of the productive forces, botli note issue and deposit banking

would rightly be public operations once for all. In countries

where notes are the main form of bank credit, elastic issue is of

prime imjwrtance in promoting greater contiimity and more

ready enterprise in business operations. These advantages are

likely to be secured to a greater degree by competing banks

than by a monopoly bank ; liut they are in either case secured

more readily from elastic issue than from rigidly regulatetl issue.

Neither gain from elasticity of issue is secured by our na-

tional banking system. The banks do not accommodate

their issues to seasonal variations, because the issue of notes

depends, in the first instance, on the profit obtainaiile by buying

government bonds and issuing notes against them. It is often

said that the issue of national bank notes has no relation what-

ever to the community's monetary needs, and depends solely

on tho current prifc and c!irr<'nt interest return nf government

bonds. This is, in my judgment, an over-statement of the

^f

m
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case ; on the whole, and in the long run, the volume of national

bank notes does adapt itself to the changing extent of the needs

for circulation. But it is true that these issues have no elas-

ticity over short periods.

The national hank system never proved suited to the condi-

tions of the strictly agricultural parts of the United States, and

never lirought about any adequate extension of credit facilities

for them. Some part of this failure was due to the industrial

conditions of newer regions ; no system of cautious banking is

adapted to places of undeveloped industries and uncertain

future. The problem of agricultural credit is a peculiar and

difficult one, above all in the United States, and it is not easy

to say what sort of banking system best meets cur needs.

Needs there are, as is shown by the extraordinary number of

small state l>anks in the Mississipj)! and Missouri vallej's; and

this development of banks out itle the national system shows

also that the system itself is inadequate. There is ground

for .saying that a more elastic sort of issue, if properly safe-

guarded, would have promoted the extension of good credit

facilities.

But these considerations, both as to adaptability and per-

meation, have come to be in recent years of much less im-

portance in the United States, because of the steady extension

of deposit banking. Deposits are ideally ela.stic. They ex-

pand and contract under the very influences that lead to

expansion and contraction in the volume of transactions. It

cannot be said that they vary in jirecise proportion to trans-

actions, — if they did, fluctuations in the general Icncl of

prices would be less than in fact they are. They seem to ex-

pand more sharply and to contract more sharply than the trans-

actions with which they show general sympathy. But elastic

they certainly are, — it is their great virtue, though also

their great potential evil. They promote in the highest

degree activity, continuity, flexibility, in business operations.

It foUo'iVs that in deposit-using countries the question of

elasticity with reference to bank notes by themselves is not of
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the first importance. People lay undue stress on note issue,

partly because of the confusion with emergency issues, partly

because they fail to understand that deposits stand side by

side with notes as part of "bank money." In a thickly settled

manufacturing country like Great Britain, deposits give all

the elasticity needed ; hence the rigid note system of England

causes no appreciable inconvenience. Though the case is

different in agricultural regions like Canada and oiir V.estern

states, yet in almost all parts of the United States, including

the great farming districts, deposit banking has shown an

extraordinary growth in recent years, and a remarkable capacity

for meeting the needs of a scattered population with pulsating

industries. There are still, and will always be, variations in

the demand for hand-to-hand mon(>y in the form of specie or

notes; and there are therefore grounds for advocating con-

ditions of note issue essentially different from those of the

national bank system. But the need is not so imperative as is

often supposed. A certain degree of elasticity— of accom-

modation to varying demands — is inherent in any highly

developed medium of exchange, even though it be specie alone.

Elasticity of note issue in the United States is desirable, but

is not of the first importance ; least of all is it a panacea for

monetary and industrial disturbances.

§ 3. What is to be said, finally, of the advantages of cen-

tralized note issue compared with decentraUzed, and what

conclusion can be stated ? To these questions, no unqualified

answer cm be given. Much depends on historical and po-

litical conditions, on traditii n, habit, and economic develop-

ment, in the several countries. The English system works well

in Great Britain, the French in France, the Canadian in Canada.

It does not follow that any of them, if transplanted to the

United States, wouhl work well here.

So far as security is concerned, there is no ground for pre-

ferring centralized to decentralized issue. This at least is the

case where notes are issued by banks which also carry on other

banking operations and iiiurt- i)arti(ulurly .uuduct a deposit
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business. By giving notes a prior lien on the assets, and by
a guarantee fund (us in the Canadian system), the security of

the notes can be made aljsolute, and their holders protected

infallibly from loss. Where, inileed, a })ank carries on the

function of issue solely, and where virtually all of its liabilities

are thus in the form of notes, such safeguarding is more difTi-

cult, — it involves provision for the solidity of all the a.sscts

of the bank. In English-speaking countries, however, note
issue always forms a minor part of the credit operations of a
commercial bank. Hence notes can be made safe without the
state's uiK ler( aking minute supervision of all t he bank's operations.
None the loss, centralized issue under government manage-

ment (direct or indirect) means more certain and unquestion-
able safety, —safety as great as that of the government itself.

No tloubt, there is the danger that public banks will be made
agents for the issue of inconvertible paper money. But this

danger is not greater than that of the direct issue of such
money by the government itself; and the i)rospccts of the
eventual resumption of specie pa^-ments are at least as good
for bank notes as ior government notes.

The pecuniary profit wliich the pul)lic can secure from
monopolized issue is a minor matter. That jirofit n>"v be either
direct, as when the government shares in ull dividoiids on
capital above a certain amount (for example, in Germany and
Switzerland), or indirect, as when the baidc gives its services

gratis for managing the public (iel)t and the public finances
(for example, in England and France). But the profit is never
a considerable item in the i)ul)lic budget, and, such as it is,

might be secured in m-en greater amount through the simple
device of con\ertible money issued directly l)y the government.
The stability and serviceal)ility of the circulating medium, and
the effects which its mode of Lssue has upon the industries of
the community, are mainly to be considered. Compared with
these vital matters, the i)rofit to a government from one way
or another of dealing with the money siinply, whether specie
or paper, is a negligible matter.
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The deciding considerations (at least, those of a strictly

economic character) would seem to refer on the one hand to

the mitigation of crises, and on the otlier to the services which

Imnking institutions render in ordinary tin.es. It Imppcns

that these considerations tell in opposite directions. A central

bank is the better agent for dealing witli crises. A decentralized

.system promotes more effectively the wide extension of bank-

ing facilities.

The mode in which a central bunk can give support in times

of panic will be more fully explained in the second following

chapter.! Its services on such occasions constitute probably

its greatest economic advantage, at least for a country like

Fngland or the United States. Though it cannot prevent aher-

nations of industrial excitement and lethargy, of good times

and bad times, it may mitigate the range of the oscillations,

and give inestimable aid at the critical stage of an acute panic.

At just tliis point the present decentralized banking .system

of the United States is most open to criticism. It has l)roken

down completely in times of stress, not once, but repeatedly, —
so often that a remedy of some sort is imperative. Whetlier

a remedy can be found in some modification of existing arrange-

ments is not clear ; but unless .so, this consideration alone would

be almost decisive in favor of a central hank.

In favor of decentralized issue is the likelihood of a more

active and abundant provision of banking facilities, and so of a

more effective utilization of the community's resources. Com-

peting banks, actuated by the motive of profit, are more effec-

tive agents to this end than a monopoly bank ;
they have the

advantages which private management commonly has over

public. They reach out to get business instead of waiting for

business to come to them. The more enterprising the manage-

ment of a monopoly bank, the less doe^ this argument tell in

favor of decentralization. Both tlie Bank of France and the

Reichsbank have proceeded with energv during tlie last thirty

years in adding to the number of their L iches and in extend-

I Chapter -iO.
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ing their operations. None the less, they still remain chiefly

banker's banks. They use the private bankers as niicklleinen

for ascertaining the needs of borrowers, for scrutinizing their

projects and b- ss ability, for guaranteeing their solvency.

Such middlemen's services are not to be hail gratis; they are

paid for in the rates of discount charged to the borrowing pul^lic.

The argument that non-monopoly issue conduces to the

floxii)le extension of credit facilities, is important according to

tlie degree in which the facilities are dqiendent on this form

of bank credit. It has already been pointetl out that in the

United States, where banking is most decentrahzed, note

issue is declining in importance. The extraordinary spread of

deposit banking has relegated it to a minor place in banking

operations. Country districts, thinly settled and not in ciuick

comnmnication with financial centers, have been supposed the

best field for credit extension in the form of notes. Hence it

is often thought that the great agricultural regions of the

United States would benefit most from free and flexible issue.

But the perfection of mail arrangements has conduced to the

use of deposits and checks in every nook and cranny. The

whole problem of banking, in its connection with the ready

extension of credit for industrial operations, has become very

different from what it was fifty years ago. The national bank-

ing system, even in its best daj-s, was not well devised for

meeting the needs of the agricultural parts of the United

States. The wonderful growth of state banks in the West,

having no right of issue, indicates that this right is not essen-

tial to a permeation of the country by banking facilities. Regu-

lation of note issue, whether througli a central bank or through

supervision of scattered banks, is now much less important

than the strengthening of the vast and top-heavy structure of

deposits.

§ 4. Like all questions which are chiefly of an economic

sort, this one has its other aspects also, — fiscal and pohtical

;

and those often are difficult to separate from the purely economic

aspects.
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A central bank has obvious fif,i-al advantages for tlie govern-

mcnt. It may be of great service in the course of ordinary

financial operations, of even greater service in times of public

stress. It acts, in the countries where the system is c>stal)lishe(l,

as the regular custodian of the public funds. In times of war

or other emergency, it can alTord powerful aid, putting all its

resources in the extreme case at the disposal of the gov-

ernment. Both of these advanttiges have strongly influenced

the establishment of the great public banks of Europe. So

far as concerns the United States, the relations b(>tween a

central bank and the central government would present ad-

ministrative ami fiscal problems of unusual comph-.xity, because

of the extraordinary irregularity of our government's receipts

and disbursements. To enter on this intricate matter is beyond

the scope of the present book ; sufTice it to say that the possible

services ami the possible difficulties of a central t)ank are,

from a fiscal point of view, equally great, and that the attain-

ment of a balance of clear gain would dep(-nd on the unpredic-

table element of management at once skillful an<l hish-mmded.

On the purely political side, there are un(iuestional)ly grave

possibilities of harm. The character of the management is of

the utmost importance ; and this depends not only on formal

organization, -on the powers which the government and the

stockhol.lers have in selecting the managers, — but on political

and industrial traditions.

The first and second Banks of the United States (1791-1811

and 1817-1837) became entangled in the political controversies

of their times, and so became impossible as controllers of credit

and imlustry. The lesson was long supposed to show con-

clusively that w" in the United States cannot keep such an

institution "out of politics," ami therefore mu>t forego the

advantages which it may offer. To many men of the business

class this objection still appears insuperable; just as it does

with regard to government ownership of telegraphs, railways,

and other so-called public industnes. Thr trend of oi;inion,

however, is unmistakably toward public control in many

4
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directions, and toward experiments in the direction of public

ownership. A central bank does not appear as imiK)ssible aa

it ditl a generation ago. Obviously, no lasting benefit* to tlie

community could be got unless it were in the hands of a staff

of trained and capalile officials, independent of current political

movements, aloof from popular clamor, having permanent

tenures and dignified positions. Their posts must be such as

to enlist ability of the first order. Here is the gravest problem

of demov. ^•. Administrative efTiciency is the sine qua non

of any extension of government functions. No one is entitled

to speak with assurance of the way in which the American

people will meet this need.' Yet efficient management can per-

haps be expected in a bank more confidently than in other

directions, since the operations directly touch the business

class alone. How far complete divorce from political influence

can be secured, is imjiossible of prediction.

Not less important than the q^'estion of political pressure ia

that of business pressure. To serve its purposes, a bank

should be conservative as well as powerful. It should offer aid

freely to the business community in times of danger and panic,

but shoukl hold aloof in times of speculation and inflation.

That which would probably be its greatest service in the United

States — to mitigate the oscillations of industry and the efTects

of crises— could l)e rendered only if it refused to foster the con-

litions which engender crises. And here it would be sure to

meet with criticism and attack. The business community

likes a "boom." Not only tlie arrant speculators, but the

"solid men" also, would clamor for loans to help trade, to

support business, to finance prosperity. Unless the managers

of a central bank could say no firmly, they would sir-iply

add fuel to the fire, make the eventual collapse more severe,

the inevitable readjustment more painful. Coolness, inde-

pendence, courage; close connection with business affairs and

yet aloofness from them, — this is a policy not easy to follow,

' roniparo what is said below, Book VII, Chapter 62, on the prospects of

public maDugctncnt.

^l
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yet essential for a great bank wliich has in mind not the largest

pecuniary gain, but the permanent pul)lic good.

To rejx'at, no one ean jirediet just how a central I)ank woultl

work in the United States. It would have to e.stal)lish grad-

ually its own place and its special functions. It would have

to meet not only the difficulties arising from i).)litical and

business pressure, but others due to the decentralization of all

banking.' The final outcome of its operations, even if it kept

clear of all entanglements with party leaders and business mag-

nates, might be very different from what its advocates expected.

The Bank of England has come to be what it is by a process

of slow growth in unforeseen ways. The Reichsbank has

proved to influence German business much less I)y its note

issue than was expected, and much more by its other business.

An immense bank of deposit as well as of issue, such as a I'nitcd

States central bank must be, has possil)ilitios for both evil and

good, all depending on its management and on the way in

which the rest of the country's banking system might develop

under its influence.

« The absence of branch banking, and the existence oi thousands of soparato

and independent banks of deposit, make the .\merican situation pc'cubar. Tlie

public banks of Europe have to deal, in the main, with a comparatively small

number of large banks, and exert their influence mainly through them.

t
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CHAPTER 29

Ckises

§ 1. Two great sots of phenomena will be considered in

this chapter and in that which follows,— industrial crises and

I financial crises. It would i)crhaps be more accurate to say,

not that two sets of phenomena will be considered, but that

two phases of one and the same phenomenon will be. The

industrial and financial collapses are closely connected. Yet,

if only for convenience in exposition, they may be analyzed

separately. On the one hand, there are the depressions of

industry over whole countries, often international in their

range, taking years to run their course, and connected with

far-reaching social problems. On the other hand, there are

the financial panics, which affect most directly the banking

and mercantile community, run their course in a few weeks

or months, and are a,ssociated with problems of money, banking,

and credit. The present chapter will deal chiefly with the

industrial phases ; tlie chapter following, chiefly with the

financial.

Both sets of phenomena show a certain periodicity . Financial

panics occur with curious roguhirity, and each is likely to be

followed In* a iMiig-continued stage of indui^trial depre.ision.

Something like a ten-jear period has long been observed. In

the United States, for example, financial crix-s appeared in 1818,

1825, 1837, 1847, 1S57. Then came a bronk in the apparently

regular sequence; but beginning with 1873, the ten-year cycle

seemed to appear again, tliere being well-marked crises in 1873,

1884, 1893, 1903. A double puNatinn in the cycles seems also

to have occurred. The crises of 1818, 1837. 1857, were severe,

those of the intervening periods comparatively mild. Those

of 1873 and 1893 were again severe ; those of 1884 and 1903,

400
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mild. Hence some writers have inferred a twenty-year period

for great crises, with others of less severity ul)out halfway

between. In England a simihir piriodicity ai)pears. Indus-

trial crises have come in the main at the same time as in the

United States, though not always witli the same intensity. Thus

the crises of 1818 and 1837 were much more severe in the

United States, those of 1825 and 1847 more severe in iMigland.

There have Iwen some disturl)ances, to l)e sure, not common

to both countries. For example, a sharp crisis occurrcil in

Englaml in 1800, to which there was no obvious counterpart In

the United States; and a sharp crisis occurred in the United

States in 1907, to which there was no obvious counterfjart in

England. It would be more accurate, prol)ably, to say that

there was a lower intensity of disturl)ance in the United States

in 1800 and in England in 1907, than to say that there was no

counterpart ; for everj- crisis has in modern times some inter-

national spreail, and the extent of its effects is only a (luestion

of degree. Some of the greatest cri.-es have ijeen sharply felt

the world over, such as those of 18.-)7, 1873, 1893. Others

have been severe in one country only, as those of 180() for Eng-

land, and of 1907 for the United States, or 1809 for (lermany.

The regularity of the disturl)ances led to Jevons's striking sun

spot theory, which holds that the observed recurn^nce of sun

spots every ten or eleven years explains the recurrence of crises.

Though this seems at first blush absurdly far-fetched, it is not

beyond the bounds of possible truth. .levons maintained that

the sun spots indicate variations in the heat from the sun
;

this

affects vegetation and crops on tlie earth, which in turn affects

the course of industry. The theory, none the less, has never

had acceptance. A similar explanation has been sought in

fluctuations in precipitation over decades, which again (jperate

by their influence on crops.

All explanations of this sort rest on an exaggeration of the

rogul.arity of the fluctuations. For some periods the ten-year

cycles have indeed been curiously regular, as from 1818 to 1857,

and again (in the United States at least) from 1873 to 1903.

2i>
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But tlu' riguliuity luis not been that of u wtli-tltliacd natural

ph'jiiuiiuiiun. AI'ttT the cri>is of I8;i7 in tlic Lniteil ritatcH,

tln'ie waM uaotliiT in IWU. Tlien; \v:us a l)realv in the apparent

ton-year sequ* luc, us wf have noltd, from IHGti to 187;i
;
an-

other from 1U0:{ to 1UU7. Th< re liave been ilisturbances in

internicliate years, not so often noted, l)ut not less well-inariied.

So in i;ut;,land in IS'JU, when something very near to a crisis

developed in the I'niled States uUo ; again in Ciermany in

18'jy. France has been singularly little alTected by some of

the world-wide crises. The crash of 1873, for example,

brought hardly a ripple in that country; whereaa slie has

had some marked revulsions of lier own, as in the failure of

the Comptoir d'Escompte in 1889.

None the less, unmistakai'le repetition and some periodicity

we ilo find, ririodsof activity recur, followed by periods of de-

pression, with an acute l)reakdown to mark the revulsion from

one extreme to the other. The symptom.^ throughout are fa-

miliar. During the stage of activity, new enterprises are freely

launched, old ones find a ready market for their products, l)usi-

ness men are confident and even optiiai.-,tif, l;ilior fhids regular

and well-paid employment. Credit is easily expanded, prices

rise, rates of interest and discount teml gradually to go up.

Towaril the latter part of such a stage, tliere is apt to be a period

of halt and uncertainty, — something like a premonitory chill.

Then new enteri)rises find unexpected obstacles, while tho.se half-

launched nmst bid high in ordtT to get the funds they wish.

Rates of discount rise, and scarcity of money is comi)lained of.

Suddeidy there comes an overturn, usually precipitated by the

failure of some well-known banking estal>lishment. Thus in

1837 came the collapse in the I'nited States of the Ohio Life

Insurance and Trust Company ; in 18GG in England, that of

Overend, Ciurney and Company, a great firm of bankers and

brokers; in 187o, tliat of Jay Cooke and Company, a famous

Air.eri-n!! lisisd-i;!"; !im!|<-. In 1K84 three larj^e national banks

failed in \ew York ; in 1007 the Knickerliocker Trust Company

failed in the same city, with other banking institutions dragging
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in its train. Thn; follows the an to stago, — the monrtiiry

crisis. Baiil«H an- (•tilrontcd In- sikM.ii great (Iciiiuiuis ;
llif.v

arc pn^stHi both to ( niarRo tiicir luuiis uiwi to [kiv out their ca-sh
;

hiisii\esM housow fail; in tht worst cas'^, as in 1S"»7 ami \Sl.\,

even in 1W7, a cotnpleto paralysis of indolry sets in. With the

more or les-^ rapid suhsidr-nee (.f tliis ai iite pi :ise, the period of

industrial depn'ssion he^ins. No new ent( rpris. s are launched,

old ones coMtraet their ojjerations, eniployiiicnt is e 'uparativcly

scant and uncertain. Cash aceiiniulates in the lianks, reserves

arc hi^h, rates of intcre>t and discount low, prices tdid to fall.

Then, after a few years, bottom is touched, revival s( ts in

slowly, and the old round is reiMated.

§2. The causes of the larRcr osi dhitions, — the industrial

phenomena,— are to he fouml partly in the division of lahor and

the time-using or capitalistic method of production; and partly

in .some elemental traits of human nature. They arc i)artly

economic, partly psycholoRical.

We have already noted the successive division of lal>or :
the

marshaling of dilTcrent stages in the processes of [)n)ducti()n.

Thence ensues an interval, often long, h<>tween the first stages of

protluction and the fmal emergence of the consut.iaMe com-

modity. Thence comes the possibility of mi-take and malad-

justment, and also the possibility that the maladjustment will

not be promptly ascertained. H( re is one great cause of the

intlustrial crisis, —ill-adjusted jiroduction.

This cause acts most strongly wht-n rapid changes are taking

place in the arts. Crises have ap])eared on th(> large.<t scale

and with the widest effects during the i)eriod since the Indu.strial

Revolution, and in the countries whose j)rogress has been most

rapid. When there are heavy inve>ti".(nts of capital in new en-

terprises, then the chances of error are gicatest. and at the same

time a course of error can be persisted in f< r the u<\\^y>\ time

without retribution. The railways, so far-reaching in all their

industrial effects, have been of the first conseiiuence here also.

Many of the crises of the nineti-en*'^ century were closely as-

sociated with excessive or unprofitai railway building. Suc'.i
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were the crises of 1837 in the United States, of 1847 in England,

and again of 1857 and 1873 and 1884 in the United States. A

railway takes a long time to build, and calls for very large in-

vestment. While it is being bu=U, and for some time after it is

completed, there is uncertainty as to how far it will prove profit-

able, — and profit is usually the test of servicea!)ility. The

railway opens up new territory, or rearranges the geographical

division of labor in old territory. Not until it has been in

operation for some years can it be definitively known whether

the final increase in enjoyable goods, or human satisfactions, has

been such as to justify tlie huge investment. Railways have

sometimes been built into regions where no advantageous de-

velopment at all ])roved to follow. More often they have been

built fa.st('r than the rest of the industrial structure could be

adju-sted to their tran^f()rming effects; hence there has been a

long interval during which they were not yet profitable.

The saine possibility of miscalculation and maladjustment ajv

pears in all making of i)lant. It shows itself most in those in-

dustries which supply the materials used in fixed capital and

machinery, — those which stand at the very beginning of the

processes of production and farthest removed from final fruition

in enjoyal)le goods. Such are the industries supplying iron,

timber, stone, and the like. Iron is in miHlern times the most

important of these materials and feels more than any otlur the

fluctuations of industrial activity. Iron and steel are in de-

mand chiefly for investment. The millions of tons which arc

turned out annually mean new instruments of production, new

railways, new structures, new ai)pliances. The.se adtled instru-

ments bring eventually more consumable goods; but whether

of the kind which will be in demand, or so adjusted to the

demand as to be sold at a profit, is very difficult to predict.

§ 3. Here the psych-jlogical factor comes into play. A per-

vading spirit of optimism fills most business men in times of

activity, as a spirit of i)essimism does in times of depression.

A few very sagacious and sober persons may indeed remain un-

affected. These hold off when otheis press on, and venture freely
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when others hesitate. But they are as rare as the persons who

remain rational in a mob or quiet in k cheering crowd. Most

business men respond to the influences that surround them.

They enter on new enterprises or enlarge old ones when all

the world about them is doing likewise.

This contagion is not merely contagion ; it rests on a real

interdependence. Businin^s men are chiefly buying and selling

with each other. Only the retail tradesmen, and such industries

(essentially retail in character) as street railways, are dealing

with the final consuming public. The maker of iron and steel

sells to the maker of machinery, he to the manufacturer, he to

the wholesale agent or jobber, he to the retailer. Every one of

these, unless possessed of almost unlimited capital or credit on

his wn account, necessarily depends on what others will buy of

him. Whatever be his own opinion of the source or extent of

ultimate ^vdud, the direct influence on him comes from those

who stanu next in the long chain of apparently separate, yet

essentially interdeiien' nt, operations.

A curious part, and one too much neglected in discussion about

the course of crises, is i^layed by the distributing middlemen, -

the wholesalers and jobbers and retailers. These constitute the

immediate purchasing public for the "producers." When they

buy freely, business is brisk ; when they hold off, business is dull.

They arr not only subject to the psychological contagion
;
they

are also moved by very simple calculations of profit and loss.

Their operations are almost exclusively in the simple purchase

and sale of goods, and their success depends almost solely on

prices. They buy freely when they think that prices will rise,

and cut down purchases when they think that prices will fall.

The very fact that tlu-y so think, and accordingly act, accelerates

the rise of prices in the one ca.se, and accelerates the fall in the

other. During an up-swing period, they add to their stocks,

thinking to sell them at an advance, or at least to protect

themselves against a later rise in the prices of what they buy.

Then comes the shock, — a l)ad failure, a financial panic.

They jump to che conclusion that "things arc going down,"
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countermand old orders as far as possible, give no new ones.

live from hand to mouth in their purchases and sales, and wait

until they think that prices have touched bottom. Sooner or

later a good crop, the unexpected profitableness of some new

venture, a turn in foreign trade, — some such event gives the

start to a new upward movement. The middlemen reach the

conclusion that it is time to buy again, and to take advantage of

low prices. Business becomes more active, optimism returns.

Prices go up, and go up the more certainly and quickly because

all the dealers now think they will go up, and buy in consequence.

There is thus an accumulation of extra stocks in their hands in

times of rising prices, and a depletion in times of low prices;

some really increased flow to consumers at the one stage, some

really lessened flow at the other; but also an alternate excess

and deficiency of the supplies held in the middlemen's reser-

voirs.

§ 4. During a stage of depression, the industrial machine

seems to be half-stalled. The different parts do not act together.

The dealers and middlemen perform their functions haltingly.

They do not buy the accustomed or normal supplies, because

they are uncertain of what the future will bring. The very fact

that they curtail purcha.ses, causes the manufacturing em-

ployers to cut down production. Workmen are thrown out of

employment, and in turn do not buy of the n-tailers. During

the brief but acute pha.se of the financial crisis, there is some-

times a universal collapse. Nobod\' biij's, nobody can sell ; no-

body employs, nobody can find work. This phase rarely la-sts

more than a week or two ; but it is likely to be followed by a pro-

longed period of halting purcha.ses, lessened production, uncer-

tain employment. The intricate machinery of production and

exchange is first thrown nolcntly out of gear by the financial

collapse ; and thougii this may be short-lived, and the mech-

anism may be got at work again, it shows the effects of the

shock for a long time, and does its work ineffectively.

The period of hesitancy and "poor business" lasts a longer or

a shorter time, according as there has been during the preceding
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active period more or less of real raaladjusttuent in the indus-

trial arrangements. If, for example, there have been really too

many railways built for jire.sent needs, too many electric en-

terprises launched, too much iron and steel made, too many

factories put up, — then there must be a wait until some of these

appliances (the older and poorer) have been abandoned, or until

the growth of population and of other imlustries has restored

the due equilibrium in the division of labor. Thus in the years

before the great crisis of 1873 there had been very rapid railway

building in the United States, while the fundamental industry

of the land— agriculture —had been neglected. During the

long years of depression that followed, railway construction

stood still ; but a great increase took place gradually in the popu-

lation and resources of the agricultural states of the Middle West.

Then in 1879-1880 there came a sudden turn, the first impulse

being given by a change in foreign trade ; large crops had

been reaped and good prices were got for them. All was ready

for a revival; the industrial readjustment had really been car-

ried out; the business community (in this case suddenly) woke

up to the fact, and a new period set in, with all its concomitants

of general hopefulness, free purchases, active speculation, new

enterprises of all sorts, and the consequent incubation of a new

crisis and a new era of depression.

Since the psychological factor is of such central importance,

the extent and duration of the so-called good and poor times, and

the particular occasion of the turn one way or the other, seem

to rest on accident, — that is, on irregular and unpredictable

causes. An unexpected great failure may precipitate a crisis.

Unexpecte.1 good crops sold at high prices (a combination which

the United States have been fortunate in enjoying s-mdry times)

may, on the other hand, postpone one that is fairly due. This

last oeems to have l)een the case in 1890-1891. Then all the

materials for a revulsion were present ; but a turn in agricultural

prosperity put the day of reckoning off for a year or two, and the

crisis finally came, with r.pccial severity, in 1893. This crisis

and the -nsuing period of tlepression were intensified and oomph-
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cated by the political struggle in regard to the silver question,

—

should the money of the country rest on a gold or a silver basis ?

— a question which necessarily made many business operations

uncertain, and which, in its psychological effects, created even

more uncertainty and hesitancy than the monetary question per

se made inevitable. T:.o revival which set in after 1896 was pro-

moted, again, by all sorts of causes : the RepubUcan victory at

the polls, which promised the maintenance of a secure gold, stand-

ard, and another favorable turn in foreign trade. In view of

the frequent appearance of irregular causes of this sort, the

degree of regularity which still persists ia the recurrence of

crises is surprising.

It is probable th^t depression is less prolonged, and revival

more easy, when the underlying conditions are favorable to ris-

ing prices ; when, for example, the supply of specie is increasing

markedly. It is possible, on the other hand, that these very

conditions increase the speculative and uncalculating activity of

the period of incubation, and make the collapse more disastrous

when it comes. Thus the crisis of 1857came after the Californian

and Australian gold discoveries had given for years the basis of

rising prices. It was very severe, and yet was short-lived in its

course ; within a year or two its effects seem to have worn away.

The crisis of 1873, on the other hand, was followed by a period

of general falling prices, especially in the United States, where

a decline from a regime of inflated pajwr prices was gradually

and painfully taking its course ; and the period of depression

after 1873 was unusually long.

§ 5. Still a further factor is to be noted in connection with

inilustrial crises, the increa.se of capital and its relation to sav-

ings and to banking operations.

New enterprises mean on the one hand the creation of real

capital, and on the other hand the accumulation of fresh savings,

— the double process by which, under the r6gim(> of private

property, the capital of the community is added to. The em-

ploying capitalists l)orrnw from the investors, or in other ways en-

Ust their savings. Though the hankers and active business men
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invest some accumulations of their own, they secure funds very

largely from the inactive investors. In any case, whether using

their own means or those of others, they cannot invest more

than the available savings of the community make possiljle.

But this limitation is a long-period one. It does not operate

directly, but through a series of middlemen.

The development of corporations and the consequent growth

of opportunities for investment by inactive investors have

greatly enlarged and complicated all this mechanism. New

enterprises nowadays are usually launched in corporate form,

and the money means for carrying tliem on are procured by

putting stocks and lionds on the market. The stocks and

bonds are first sold mainly to banking and investment houses,

and by these are retailed to investors. The banking and in-

vestment house, while it does not guarantee the solidity of the

securities which it puts on the market, yet feels a responsibility

for them. Its prestige and permanent prosperity are involved

in promoting only successful ventures. The most important

and useful function of such firms and institutions is the exer-

cise of judgment re;;,arding new enterprises ; and here, too, is

the main source of their profit. But they have no way, beyond

shrewd guesswork, of estimating the total amount of securities

which the investing pul)lic can buy. In times of buoyancy

and hope, the various investment firms go ahead without hesi-

tation, and take the securities of all promising enterprises.

They advance their own means, and borrow more on short

time from the strictly commercial banks. The whole banking

and brokerage and stock-jobbing fraternity is borrowing and

lending, and buying and selling securities. Many of the

smaller fry and the "outside" speculators exercise no inde-

pendent judgment at all, but simply buy or sell with the crowd,

swallow all sorts of exaggerated statements or rumors, think

only of the prices of securities from day to day, and, in the

contagion of the moment, are singularly inattentive to the

fundamental forces on which their doings are based. The

psychological factor plays a large part.
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When this ha« gone on awhile, it begins to appear that

more has been undertaken than the accruing savings of the

community make possible. The mass of securities offered to

investors is greater than these have the means to buy. The

rate of interest on long investments ri^es, a. does the rate o

discount on bank loans. New enterprises now find it difficult

to get support ; while those already launched find it harder

and harder to procure the additional funds needed for com-

pleting their outfit. The commercial banks demur at renewing

loans to the corporations and individuals who have borrowed

of them under pledge of new or old securities as colla,teral.

Simultaneously there is likely to be a check in mercantile ex-

pansion, a halt in the general upward movement. On all sides

it appears that the means for additional investment operations

have been overtaxed.

The beginning of a revulsion usually comes, as has been

said, with a financial failure. Some banking house which haa

exceedetl its own resources and that of its clientele, or which

has exercised bad judgment upon a new venture, goes to the

wall, and precipitates a general collapse. Thus the firm of

Jay Cooke and Company, whose failure marked the beginmng

of the crisis of 1873, had promoted the building of the Northern

Pacific Railway,— a great undertaking, and one eventually suc-

cessful, but then far ahead of the population and industnea

of the region traversed. With the general ensuing collapse, it

became clear that there had been many such premature enter-

prises, as well as not a few ill-judged ones, and that more of

new capital had been planned than the available savings made

possible. This was indeed the case the world over before the

crisis of 1873. It seems to have been again the case the world

over in the opening years of the present century, leading to

the breakdown of 1907.

In sum, the causes of industrial depression seem to be re-

duoiblP to various kinds of maladjustment, all connected with

the intricate division of labor and the long stretch from pro-

duction to consumption. There is likely to be maladjustment

r-A
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in the planning of some particular kind of capital, — railways,

or electric enterprises, or textile mills. There is likely to be

maladjustment in a greater addition to the total of the com-

munity's capital than is justified by the total of its avail-

able savings. There is excess or deficiency in the stocks of

dealers and middlemen. There is accentuation of the whole

series of misfits because of the psychological factor. The

greater the maladjustment of all sorts, the more prolonged and

painful will be the ensuing process of readjustment and recovery.

T S9K_3T^'!^«K? iK>na
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Financial Panics

§ 1 The financial panic which commonly appears as the

acute stage of a crisis affects both the general business and

mercantile firms, and the banks and financial institutions.

Though these two groups are affected together, their fortunes

being always interlaced, it will conduce to clearness if they

are considered, so far as possible, separately. We will begin

with the general business community.

All business men conduct their affairs on the basis of giving

and taking credit. Each individual is both creditor and

d,>btor, has his bills payable and his bills receivable. In the

ordinary course of things, these obligations are met punctiliously.

Failure to meet them means that the delin<iuent loses his

standing in the business world; he is no longer in the game.

It is on this severe ground of expediency that the discount

of mercantile paper is so secure a banking investment. .\nd

the commercial banks, it need hardly be said again, find their

main rea.son for existence in taking over the loans ami di-scount-

ing the paper of active business men.

Anything which unsettles the expectation that mercantile

debts will be promi>tly met, ma- fause a panic among l)usiness

men. Each knows that his paper is c(,ming .lue. and that to

enable him to meet it he must receive payment of what is

coming due to himself. If he fails to pay his own obluratu.ns,

he Kots p -r comfort from the fact that his own fadure is

due to the failure of his debtors to pay ;
his standing is broken

none the less. Now all obligations are likely to be greater,

and more .U-pendeut each on tl.o other, durinj^ an upwanl in-

dustrial movement. Wb.ere there has been son ,- r(.dly serious

maladjustment, some failures are inevitable. But then it

412
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becomes also possible that one failure will entail another, and

this still another, until business firms topp. over in succession

like a row of bricks. Of this sort of collapse a dramatic ex-

ample occurred in the great crisis of 1857, when, l)Oth in England

and the United States, an extraordinary number of firms col-

lapsed.
.

When the storm is brewing, the one thing needed m the

business community is assurance against indiscriminate ruin.

This can be given by the banks, if they are themselves in a

position to render aid. What merchants and manufacturers

want at such times is "accommodation." They do not want

ca.sh. As will presently appear, when we take up the banking

phase of the crisis, there may be at the same time a run on the

banks for cash, especially in the deposit-using countries. But

while some business men may join in the run, it rarely touches

the mercantile community at large. What is needed for its

peace of mind is primarily the a.ssurance that support will be

afforded against possible temporary embarrassment. Loans are

wanted, not cash ; or rather, assurance that loans can be had

if needed. Business men want to be "taken care of." In

deposit-using countries, they want the banks to make them

advances— to credit them with deposits— which can be used

in meeting their accruing obligations, even though the debts due

to themselves fail to be met promptly.

§ 2. The banks (to proceed to the other phase of the situa-

tion) are thus confronted with an intensified demand for loans.

At the same time they are likely to be confronted with a de-

mand for additional cash. The two are in conflict with each

other ; for a drain of cash nieans a lessening of the resources

on which depends an mcreasc of loans. None the less, in times

of panic, the only souml policy for banks, in their own interest

as well as in that of the community, is to lend freely. Toward

carrying out that policy, a great central institution can give

unmistakable aid. The central public bank has a conscious

duty toward the public, and, rightly conducted, i« prepared

for the performance of its duty in times of stress. By provid-
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ing cash from its own ample holdings; by making loans itself;

not least by bolstering up the banks at large bo that each

of them is encouraged to take care of its own customers, —
the great central bank can certainly mitigate a panic, aiid

can probably prevent the stage of general collapse from being

reached. The Bank of England has learned by long and hard

experience, but has thoroughly learned, that free offeriLg of

accommodation of all sorts is the way to meet a panic. The

rate of discount is indeetl advanced by the Bank, perhaps

sharply ; and it is advanced by other banking insUtutions also.

But all solvent business firms have the assurance that loans

can be had if wanted. The same assurance is given by the

great pubUc banks of the Continent, which, different though

they are in their constitution and in their methods from the

Bank of England, have learned with comparative ease, from

the trying history of the great English institution, that bold

generosity is the proper policy in a panic.

Such is the policy which the banks of the United States should

adopt, — boldness and liberahty. This policy, it is fair to say,

they do largely follow. The strong and carefully managed

banks of the larger cities liave faced crises with courage, and

have permitted none of their solvent customers to go by de-

fault. But the maintenance of a bold stand is very difficult

for scattered and independent banks, without any acknowledged

and responsible head. And there are peculiar dilHculties from

the unusual devjlopment of deposit banking in this country.

The banks thcin.' elves are hkely to be in peril during a panic,

and thus not in a position to give vigorous support to others.

The policy of bold lending necessarily involves risk. I>end

freely to solvent persons, — but who is solvent ? The emer-

gency usually comes after a period of active expansion, when

many new ventures have been startetl and when prices have

been raised by credit expansion. How will half-finished opera-

tions or newly completed plants turn out? How far will

mercantile engagements stand the strain of lower prices?

These must be matters of uncertainty. At one extreme there
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will be many business housoii of unqueationablp solidity, subject

only to posHible temporary eral)arra«f-ment. Thos«' Rhould

clearly bo supported. At the other extreme will be nonie of

umiuostionuble insolvency, — the agents or the victims of ill-

judge<l and unsuccessful investments. TheKc must succunil)

to the inevitoble. Betwe«»n will -tand not a few firms with

large coniniitiiients, irse liabilities, more or less unoertiiin

assets. How far to go in supporting these, calls for the exer-

cise of the banker's highest faculties of judgment. Here, again,

the great public bank can take some risks which the private

bank, howev<»r large and however strong, must regard with

hesitation. 'I .us in 1890 the Hank of Kngland took the lead

in committing it.self heavily in guaranteeing the liabilities of

the Barings when that famous banking firm was in danger.

In 188{> the Bank of France did substantially the same thing

for a large Paris banking institution, the Comptoir d'Escompte,

whose impending failure would have shaken the French busi-

ness community ; and in llKX) the Reichsbank of dermar took

the risk of bolstering up the threatened Dresdner Bank, fhese,

an it hap|)en3, are all cases in which the public banks extended

aid to other banking institutions; but the latter wi re in diffi-

culties because of their advances in support of miscellaneous

business enterprises. The same sort of aid to seriously en-

dangered banks and firms has l)een given by the associated

banks of the American cities; but with reluctance and some-

times with a possibility of eventual loss, and only under the

persuasion that even greater loss would come from the precipi-

tation of a general panic. The right line is not ea.sily drawn

in such circumstances between deserved retribution for indi-

vidual offenders and undeserved harm to tlie busit -ss com-

munity at large.

In Continental countries, where deposit banking? is less

developed, some of the phenomena of cris«'S are different from

those in England and the United States. But to the d-^gree

to which their industry is active and progrr-ssive, thoy nr<»

subject to mercantile crises as well as to tlie larger oscillations

.. X
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of activity and ,lepro«Hion. Thero is the same intorlacing of

bu8ine»8 men'H ohlinations, the wiinc prol.ability of general

expanmon of hurtiness and general enlargement of obligations,

the same poH«i»ility of panic and collapse.

\ 3. There arc some phases of the general disturbance which

specially affect the l)a ks of deposit-using countries, and most

of all those of the Unite«l States.

Deposit banking implies that the oanks have a great volume

of demand liabilities, and a comparatively small amount -f

cash with which to meet them. If there is a general and

sustained run on all the banks, the ca.sh almost inevitably

proves insufficient. There is then nothing left except a general

fiusiwnsion of cash payments. To prevent such a general nm.

to maintain the confidence of depositors, to keep in working

order this intricate part of the machinery of exchange, — this

is the object which legislation and the policy of banks strive for.

When any one bank is beset by a run - caused perhaps by

some unfoundctl rumor, some unrea-soning fright among its

depositors - it appeals for aid to the other banks. These

have the strongest motive for granting aid, by supplying cash

from their own holdings ; since fright is contagious, and the

failure of any one bank is likely to precipitate a general run.

But the condition on which aid is granted usually is, and always

ought to be, that the bank in straits l)C solvent ;
that its loans

and other assets prove on examination to be sound, and suffi-

cient in the ordinary course of events to meet its liabilities.

The possibility of a run, and the neces-sity in that case of ex-

posing its whole situation to critical professional eyes, are the

strongest forces for preventing reckless and dishonest banking.

A bank which is once fairly going, even though it be really ni-

solvent, can keep going for a long time. It can carry on its

books, as if goo<l, loans or securities which are bad. So long as

depo-i'tors continue their daily round of deposits, loans, checks,

there is little to reveal the true situation. But once there is

a run, the bank must show its hand. Where there is an organ-

ized clearing house, a committee representing this institution
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(that is, the combinetl banks of the place) examines the Ihreut-

ened meml)er, and leiirns whether aid is deserved. If it is.

the reserves of all the banks are mas8e<l at the point of danger.

Every dejiositor in the inipe-iltHl institution is told he can

have his cash if he wishes it ; and at the same time public

assurance is given by the clearing hiusc committee that the

bunk is solvent. And if it is not olvent, and must be wound

up with possible los^- to di po

the situation boldly, "take ( .

and endeavor to quiet gen i ii>

an incipient panic may ••. •• ,

But when there is a ^ i !

moreover, some banks < i !' .:

uncertain condition— '. •
.

*i

Here again it is unquest a'

some one great strong in-stit^'i mi v\U, .iru,);.' ash holdings and

unshakable prestige. Forthe • . m-. i.i-titutons of the United

K...^dom, the Bank of England is in sucn times the citadel of

refuge. It can undertake to supply cash when needed, and to

guarantee solvency if then- be mal solvency. Thus in the strik-

ing ca.se already r.ferred to, la 1890, when the threatened su.s-

pension of tht- Barings migb.t have caused a calamitous panic, the

Bank not only took the lead in guaranteeing that firm's liabil-

ities, but prei)ared to strengthen the whole credit structure

of the country. It secured an extra store of ca.sh from the Bank

of Franc", and it made icadj for a possible suspension of the

Bank Act of 1^44, — the maneuver already described - for

getting additional cash resources. These measup suihced ;

there was no acute panic. So strongly intrenched ' Ve Bank

of England nowadays, so conscic-s of its obligations to the

public, so effectively secured by its form of management against

being itself entangled in dangerous venturers, that it is probably

in a position hereafter to cope with any financial panic in its

>Pr >oUely this was accom-plifihcd at ("hicaRf. in 1906, whon the failure of the

W«UIi ImnWi. («v.rul i,.inks rontrr-.icd by A promoter r.f that --smp) might have

ruusod a panic, whiih wa» sUved off in the manner described.

• Chapter 26, | 3

.
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own country. It is not indoed able to control the periodic oscil-

lationg of industry, and the painful revulsions from activity to

depression ; but it has learned how to deal with the acute stage

which hitherto has so commonly nuirkinl the transition, and

which has intcnsifietl so mudi its ill elTccts. To prophecy

that acute financial distress will never recur in England, would

be unsafe ; but the unreasoning, inoblike panic has become

hiphly improbable.

§ 4. In the United States, the other great deposit banking

country, there is nothing in the experience of the last generation

to indicate that the financial panic is a thing of the past. The

situation is in many ways different from that in England, and in

many ways contains greater elements of danger.

The national banks of the reserve cities, and especially those

of New York, occupy, it is true, a position analogous to that of

the Bank of England. But the analogy does not reach far.

They are many in numl>er, and, though combined for some pur-

poses in tiie Clearing House Associations, they cannot act with

the energy and promptness of a single institu; ion. Even if they

were organizeti to act imhesitatingly, they are not in a position

to give all the lissurance and support that are needed. Their

reserves of cash are only such as the national banking laws com-

pel; sometimes a little more, but, at the times when pai.ics

are likely, seldom appre('ial)ly more. Not lea'^t, they are them-

Helves not above suspicion. Most of them, it is true, are always

found to be solvent and even sui>er-solvent. But there are

commonly some black sheep, witli rumors and suspicions of

more. Most of the banks, solvent or not, are uneasily conscious

that they have not an invulnerable position : it necessarily

ceases to be ho when general confidence begins to be shaken.

To these causes of <lunc!;er is added t!ie fact that dej-Misit l)nnk-

ing is extraonliiiarily widespread. Not only is the total volume

of (h-posits ill th" I'nitivl St.ntes very great, but the number of

indivi'lual hnnks an<l of individual depositors is enormous.

1 here is a largiT proportion than iu Englaml of persons who are

liki'lv to lie atVf( till liy unrea.soniiig panic. Deposit account.i

ij,-s'^. --.^v - -^-•.fcw'--.
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are kept not only by those doing liusiness on a considerable

scale and by persons of large means, but by petty retail trades-

men, farmers, women. These easily get into a fright when some

great bank fails and rumors arc flying thick as to others. An

overt run, or a silent steady withdrawRl of cash, may then be

precipitated. The banks, on the other hand, are scattered, are

sensitive to the pos-sibility of sudden demands, and are them-

selves by no means free from panicky feeling. Many of them are

small; many, htrpe and small, conduct their operations in

ordinary times with a minimum of cash. When danger

threatens, they telegraph for cash to the reserve city bank in

which they keep a dejiosit. They do so not only to meet real

drains by their own depositors, but t« provide against possible

or anticipate<i drains. Among the banks, as among their in-

dividual dejiositors, a spirit of nmtvc qui perU may develop;

and then a full-fledged panic bears fortn.

The provision in the national banking laws by which country

banks may count as reser\'e for themselves what they keep on

deposit in res(>r ^ cities probably increases the dangers of the

situation. As has already been said, this provi^ n is by no

means the sole cause or the main cause of the concentration of

cash holdings and of final resjKinsibility. Some concentration

of this sort is inevitable, and ind^-ed makes for the more economi-

cal and eflicient working of deposit 'nankiiig. But the reserve

regulations under the national banking system operate as an

arlditional inducement to the scattered baaks to ke<>p deposits

(on interest) in the central cities, and thus intensify the drain

on these in times of stress.

The device to which the banks of the rnite«l Stat(>s. especially

those of the large cities, and above all those of Ne'/ York City,

have turned at such tiines, is that of coniliiniiig tlieir reserves by

resorting to clearing house certificates. These are a sort of cur-

rency, issued under the supervision of th.-* clearing house organi-

zation to the individual batiks and used for settleinciits among

tliemw'lves. A bank whichfuids it«elf pressed goes to the author-

ity constituted for the emergency (usually a small committee

i I
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representmg the clearing house banks), and pledges some of its

aLs. - securities or mercantile paper. It theu -ewes cer-

tificates in convenient (large) denominations,' which can be

used in settling balances at the clearing house On these cer-

tificates interest is paid by the bank wh.ch
*f
-/hem out,

usually at a high rate (seven per cent, or thereabouts)
;

the .rv-

terest being paid directly to the clearing house eomm, - and

through this to the bank receiving the certificates m settlement.

The effect is to leave the cash held by the banks free for use m

paying depositors, - whether local depositors or banks m other

places Its effect is also to facilitate defense for any one bank

expose<i to a run. Other banks can turn over to it by way of

loan, some of thei. cash, and this can be paid out freely to fright-

ened depositors. Quito a.s often, however, the defensive effect

is indirect. A depositor, even though uneasy, often hesitates to

go to the counter and demand cash directly. He draws a check

I favor of a friend, and has the sum deposited by the friend in

some other more trusU a oank. Such a check, then, is me a the

clearing house by certificates; that is. it is met virtually by a

pltMlge of the bank's assets other than cash.

The clearing house certificate plan, however, has proved

quite inadequate to prevent a breakdown of the American

deposit system. It has mitigated or prevented some mmor dis-

turbances; but on three conspicuous occasions, in 18/3, in

1893 in 1907, complete collapse ensued, notwithstanding its use.

In' each of these great panics the banks of the country virtually

suspended payments. Thereby they con.nutted acts of bank-

.uptcv. and under the strict letter of the law could have been

forced into liquidation. The fact that the suspension was

universal and well-nigh inevitable, cause.1 its strict legal conse-

quences to be ignore<l; and after a few weeks or months the

usual <-ourse of payments was resumed. But duri.ig these

weeks and months, on all three occasions, legal ..bhgations

• Tho amount of clearing hou«- certificated is usually '•;-
<^_; ';; j;, ^f

therealK,ut*) than the face value of the commercial paper or the market value

the scouritjei.
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were put aside. Neither individual depositors nor outside

banks could get the cash which they had the right to demand.

No doubt their demands were in one sense unreasonable.

Individuals called for cash because they wished to hoard it,

by tucking it away in drawers or in safe deposit boxes. Out-

side banks wanted it partly because their own depositors made

similar demands, partly because they themselves were in a fright

lest such demand should come. Whatever the cause, the

breakdown was well-nigh complete. A depositor in 1893 or

1907 was allowed to draw pocket money — a few dollars — by

his bank ; but any demand for considerable sums was met, in

most cities and by most banks, with flat refusal.

To describe the various further consequences of these banking

collapses would carry us Ix'voiid the limits of the present book.

In the crises of 1873, 1893 and 1907, there was the curious phe-

nomenon, at the height of the disturbance, of a "premium on "ur-

rency "
;
perhaps described more accurately as a depreciation of

deposits. Persons in need of cash, or very solicitous to procure

cash, were willingtogive,for cash, checkson solvent banks (checks

whi"h were available, however, only through the clearing house)

at an advance of as much as two, three, or four per cent. Even

more striking was the large resort to various substitute media of

exchange, in the form of checks payable to bearer and of clear-

ing house certificates in smaller denominations. There was a

literal scarcity o*' cash, and those who needed it, such as em-

ployers having large pay rolls, had to turn to these cumbrous sub-

stitutes. Of all the incidents of an acute financial crisis, that of

1 907 gave conspicuous illustrations,— failures of some large bank-

ing houses, shock to confidence in others, demands for cash from

frightened depositors and frightened lianks, virtual suspcMision

of cash payments in most cities, a so-called premium on currency,

shar]>fall in the prices of securities and staple commodities. The

events of 1907, repeating as they did in unusual severity those

of 1873 and 1893, made it clear that no effective way had been

devised in the United States to meet the financial panic.

The generic feature of an acute crisis, whet her in mercantile com-
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munitv or as reRards the banks, is l..s8 of confidence. Business

men lose conti.lcnce in the punctual meeting of their mutual

ohliRationa; the pul»lir and the dep<,H,tinK I)ank8 themselves

lose confiden.e in the punctual payment hy banks of their obliRa-

tions The scarcity ..f cash and the hi^h rates of discount arc a

result and a symptom, not a cause. The re.nedy must be one

that will restore confi.lence. Only so far as an increase in the

supply <.f cash does this is it a re,u.-<ly. More efTe.-tive than

anything else is a hold and liberal policy by the banks: free

ofTcrinp of loans and free offering of cash to all who want it.

To pursue that policy, the banks imist not only be strong, but

must have an ample reserve of strentrth, and the ability t.. con-

vince the public that they have it. The suspension of the Bank

A<.t bv the Bank of England - tlie classic example of a specific

reme<ly for panics -led on only one occa.sion to the aclual

is.sm' of more notes. The mere knowlclge that more could be

got an<l as many more as might be nee.led, has sufficed to re-

store confidcu,-e; or. more accurately, has contributed to allay

the general u.u.isiness which might have precipitated a full-

fledged panic.
. ^ ^ , j •

The unhappy experiences of 1907 in the United States led m

19(W t.) some l.-islation. expecte-l to be helpful, for an "emer-

gcncy currency." An act of that year authorized the issue of

addiii.mal n,.tes by national bsv.iks in times of stress, under the

approval of the Cou.ptrollcr of the Currency: either against

the deposit of additional s,-curitics (not necessardy United

Sfites bonds) or against ordinary bank ass.>ts, such as commer-

,-,,,1 ,,ap,.r. But it is not dear how far this sort of device wil

prove efT.'ctive. An emergetuy currency will be of little avail

uulo.s then, be prompt an.l resolute a.-tion by the associated

hanks ,.f the various ,.ities. and .-sp-'cially ..f New York, in re-

card to all the other pnuedure called for in a crisis. Other

remedies- a cMitral bank, or a complete overhauling of the

national Lunking sy^Tem - a.v als„ un.lcr consi.leration. But

thewhuh-n' i.-ct is in th- melting pot, an.l 1 he only thmg certain

is that the nee.l of re.asl i),- 1 lie ba.k-^ and currency system is

urgiJit.
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§ 5. The acute stage of a crisis does not last lonR. A fcT

weeks of excitement ami anxiety, of baiikinR and mercantile

collapses, of pressing demand fur "money" (i.e. loans) ar mgh

rates (.f discount, are followed by rapid subsiden... anu qui-

escence. Almost invariably, ca-sh a<cumulate^^ in bankers vault s

within a few months of a panic, and the rate of iliscount fall, t- a

low figure. These conditions hold for a consi.lerabie penud.

longer or shorter according us the revival of activity ernes late

or early. During tiiis period the banks, thou h wiUnm and al)ie

to extend advances, find the business con.nmnity unresponsu e,

and an abundance of cash in their hands goes hand in hand with

low and faUing prices.
,v r

It might stH-m that the panic proper, which is brief, must be ot

concern chiefly to the l)usiness and l)ankiiig classes. But it is

often followed bv long-continu.'d and widespread effects; and

these effects, though not due solely or even chieliy to the panic,

are aggravated bv it. The .-onHdence which is reston-d, atter a

few weeks or at most months, is a sU.w and sluggish feeling, very

different from that buoyancy which marks tl.e period of activity.

When as is commonly the case, the acute crisis comes as tlie

climax of such a perio.i of a.tivity, the n-verse period of depres-

sion is doubtles.s inevitable. Put the depres.sion is greater and

lasts longer if tlv panic ha. been severe. The psychological fac-

tor again tells. Business men. after such a serious trial, hesitate

to engage in new enterprises, and are cautious in the conduct of

the old Dealers and middlemen curtail purchases, waiting for

better times, ~ partlv from cold calculation ot lowering prices,

but largelv from the mere contagion of depression. Hence

there is less real production of wealth. The process of advances

by capitalists to laborers, on which the wages of hired work-

men proximately depend, tak.'s place less actively, and there

i. less employment of labor. Hard times are inreality hard and

the more so if the panic which precipitates them has been

violent. .

The period of depression is often a healthy one, or at least is

essential for industrial health. Sometimes it is complicated by
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other than the ordinary or normal causes, and brings to end real

evils and real difficulties of a different origin. Thus, in the

United States, inflation of the currency through irredeemable

or quasi-irreileeniable paper has intensified some periods of ex-

pansion, and the return to a sound currency has been a part of

the subsequent periods of depression. The sharp crises of 1818

and 1837 came as the climax, not only of general speculative

activity, but of excessive issues of notes by scattered and ill-

regulated banks. The return to a stable currency was essential

to restored industrial health, but, coming as it did with the

general readjustment of a i>eriod of depression, was inevitably

trying. Something of the same sort is true (for the United

States) of the crisis of 1873. The collapse after 1873 and the

severe fall of prices were part of the process by which the return

to siJ'jcie payments was brought about. And even without these

extraneous circumstances, the period of depression which follows

a crisis is often in reality invigorating. It restores the proper

l)alance of the diflforent parts of the industrial organism. The

ptTicMl of activity, on the other hand, is often one of prosperity

in : ()earancc more than in reality. It means a false start,

a p: • which canno^ be maintained. And through all these ups

iui owns, the fundamental forces which make for mat^-rial

oment continue to have their steady and half-unperceived

-^t'cls: the progress of inveiition and the increase of capital,

accumulation of savings, the industrial, intellectual, and

moral advancement of the workers. Too much attention is

commonly given to the more obvious phenomena of superficial

prosperity, to good times and hard times, and too little to the

)i,TCdi factors on which in the long run depends the improve-

ment of the condition of mankind.

None the less, it is true that panics are bad in themselves,

an.l bad in their after effects. A vioh-nt crisis jirolongs the sul)-

sequent period of depression, or at lea.st makes it njore severe.

The worse the shock, the harder the recovery. Anything

which can l)e done to mitigate the financial panic contributes to

mitigulc ihc iirprv:>siuri ui _;iv taw^t-i.tv. *
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§ 6. Remedies or at least palliatives for the financial panic are

easier to find than those for the larger cycles of industrial ilepres-

sion. A currency anchored securely to a specie bottom, and a

welUievised banking system, with effective provision for meeting

emergencies, — these are the best means for coping with the

financial panic. They have been reasonably perfected in the

leading Euroiwan countries; and it is possible at least to in-

dicate the general measures which should l>e devised for the

United States.

For the grave evils which flow from the industrial aspects of

crises it is much harder to find a remedy. Sotnothing may

be gained by diffusion of l)ctter education imiong the cla.>sos from

whom business men are recruited. The excitement and demor-

alization, the psychological factors, which play so consiilerable

a part, rest largely on ignorance. Business mm, though well in-

formed of what goes on in the circle of their immediate operations,

are often singularly ignorant on the wider aspects of industry

and on the economic history which records the warning experi-

ence of the past. Something may be gained, too. by direct gov-

ernment action, It has l)een suggested that large i)iiblic works,

in the way of roads, buiiiiings, harbor works, i):irks, pulilic im-

provements of all sorts, should be undertaken most actively in

perioils of depression, and helil back during periods of activity,

thus counteracting to sotne degree the alternations of private in-

vestment. Public activity has tended in the past to proceed

just the other way, it has accelerated or slackened its pace sym-

pathetically with private activity. Where great industries, such

as the railways, are under public management, tl>e opjjortiini-

ties for some kind of check-weighing may seem to be present to a

special degree. But it is i)y no means ci»>ar bow far public ac-

tion of thi^ sort can be made an efficient palliative: for public

works undertaken not witli an eye to clearly ixrceived ncetls,

but with a view to general effects on industry and employment,

are likely to be ill-conducted, and so in the en.l unsuccessful

and themselves irrcRular.

In the main, oscillations of industry must 1)€ accepted as in-
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evitable concomitants of the regime of private property. They

may \w mitiKated, hut they are not likely to cease. They are

part of the price which must Ix; paid for tlmt propt'ss which

private ownership and employing capitalism secure. No doubt

they are among the black features of the existing system.

Helpless embarrassment, halt ingpnMluction, hardship and suffer-

ing for the unemployed laborers — these art; held up by the

socialist critics, not without show of reason, as danming facts.

A systcimitically organized scheme of production would preclude

these evils. But deliberate planning of industry, carried out

universally — and this means socialism — would lack also the

vigor, the ehisticity, the forward movement which mark existing

industry. Here, as in all things human, and certainly in all

economic arrungement.s, no ideal perfection can l)e looke<l for.

(lood must be balanced against ill, and that mode of con-

ducting industry must be accepted which brings the greatest

attainable gain, even though it bring in its train also no small

amount of loss.

>

'
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CHAPTER 31

The Tiieouy ok Phuks Onv k Moue

81. Wc return now to the mmn topic of inuiictiiry thr()ry:

the relation of the qdnntity of money to jiricfr^, and tin- caiiK-s

that deU>rmine the geiuTul !< v*-! of priii'S. It wa-< (
xplaincd at t!i(!

bcKinninR of the presi-nt Boole ' tliat, under the >.inii)lest eondi-

tions, prices vary exactly with tlie quantity of money; hut

it was said that this proposition re(iuiied Kreat tjualifications

under any except the simplest conditions. Tin- nature of tlu's«>

qualifications and the more refined general formulation of the

theory we are now prepared to consider.

At the outlet, somctiiing must be said of the relation of

credit to prices. This again, we may analyze by taking up

first the simplest conditioiLs.

A purchase on credit ha.s the same iinmetliate effect on prices

as a purchase with cash. If, in adilition to a given numU'r of

purchasers offering money, there are a.s nmny more, whos«' credit

is good, offering to buy on time, the effect on the .-seller is the

same as if the entire number offered money. With a lixetl sup-

ply of commodities, prices woukl ilouble in either ca.se.

But this is only the proximate effect. Sooner or later, the goods

bought on credit must be paid for. When they arc paid for,

money must be usetl. Credit i><r .vr <loes not permanently dis-

pense with the use of money in payments; it oidy i»o>tp()nes

the use of money. At the later date, when the debt coiik > to

be paid, money will be used, and what money is so used will not

be available for other sorts of tran.-^actions. To the extent that

money is disiiensed with at ttit- outset, to that extent more of

it is called for in the end. In tlie loufi run, th.refore. credit

stands for no independent factor in the determination of prices,

427
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.nd is no nal substitute for money,- no real cause of addition

:, tC Tnltary den>nnd for commo<lities. It «n,ply alTecta

ihp time when the money shall |nu«.

F„, a p.rio,l, how.v..r, .„ .x.™.i..n o. cre,l,t m.y have the

0, „,„n..y. li. tho gn.at p..,>.iulu,n .»,„«« .. n^l-m u..lu-t^,

.„..„. «.. apt to be intorvab. ..f co„„.l.Tal,U. '-•^^'-^^
»i»i<.n ni>\v Durehoses on creaii art iiii*u«-

;re' llurU Ih a ..ri.1 erj-dit ^^^^^J^J^
priceH, by the difference between the volumeH o the two sets ot

trsactions. In times of depression there is the -verse s.ua-

LT- hesitancy in purchases and contraction of cred.t deal-

tion, nesiian(> ,

.. ,,f ^u Mobts exceed the new purchases

ings. Then the payments of ol. !
iebts exceed

on cre.lit, and the balance sinks the other way. bh.fts hke tlu se

though probai>ly not of great con.sequence, play some part m

bSngV,«t L ascillating tendency of price -oveme"ts

§ 2. The extensi..n of credit, however, may c^use not m^ly

a postponement of the use of n.oney. It n.ay bnng^.nto a t on

a train of causc-s enabling money to l>e d.s,M..^sed with. If^ or

fn^ ance a merchant of high standh.g buys goods, and gives h s

~ry note in payment, the transaction p. ^ej^r^J^

off the use of money until the maturity of the ""t
;

Co-
^

ably, however, the hoMer of the note may turn .t o. r, w h lu

indorsement, to another person, in payment of .c

f-J[^^l
other nerson accepts it. the use of money m the second trans

t^r^t^ZX o' .via,c„ : y.t .h.*H o„ prtcc « V^^
the .ame a.s if s., ...u.'h ra.mey ha,l aelually pa«»e.l. •« '« '"'»>"

.raLU. .ha. .he ,ee„,„. per«... may ^'-^J^'^Z
„|.>ce ot money u, still .m„.her purehas.-. I,> the first part .t tho

^ : , en.t.ry. -hi- »rt of ,ire„latio„ of th,. pron.^^

lies o, aeeept:u,e,.
' of individfak .*e,m ' hav, ten not un-

common in Eiii;land.

, *„ .,„.«„.- o. . t,n. ... '•'^"'-z^"VTZz:z:^:^z\^

i^z,::^'^^"'^^'^'-^"^'^ """ ™°" ""
'"

'•"" '

- «Bn:
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Ol)viouHly bank iu>t«'» supply the most rornplcto instance of

this {'ffi-ct of a (Tcdif instnuncnt. Tin- note of an intlividual,

given in the ordinary coiirso of traiisjulidri*, can hardly ein-uhite

mueh, however well known and repiit< d he may Ik-
;

for only l»y

an aeeident ean it l)e of idnveiiiciit dcnoniinalioii for other deal-

ings. Hut l)ank notes, - whiih may I"' i-sued l>y an individual

a.s well as hy a coriwtration, unless tin-re lie legal restriction,' -

are intentionally made out in dmnniitiaHoiis for eonvnui-nt cir-

culation, and p!U<s from liand to liui 1 as numey would. The

cfTeet of this form .)f credit i-i not op-ii to (lucstion. Hank notes

serve a>i eomi)lete sulistitutcs for money, and alTect prices as

much (harriuK some riualilieations to l.e not»'d presently) an

BjH'cie would.

Quite a dilTt-rent way in which cre.iit enables money to be dis-

pon.sed with i^ in the pos.sibility of enabling transactions to be

offset.

If a country dealer s(-l|s m(-rchandise on credit to the sur-

rounding farmers, and the firmers in turn Krini; their produce to

the th-aler, and hand it nwr to him on credit ; and if i>eriodically

the debts are olTset, and only the halanee is paid (tliat iKilanco

Iierhaps alKiwed to st:in 1 over :i.- an item for tlie next succeeding

setth-ment ). though little money i)ass<-s, the transactions are all in

terms of money, and piies are affected as if money hacl piLssed.

Such offse1tin« transactions were prolialdy commrm, in many

parts of the Tinted States, in th<- earlier stau:es of industrial de-

vt-lopment. In parts of New !:n-l:in I e^-s are still n-Rularly

rec(-ived l)y vilLii^e storek.-eiM-r>. from the coimtry folk, and cred-

ited to the.^e anainst p.nvhases ; a sort of barter, but one taking

place in terms of m(mey, and with a l-ial o!>li-4atiun on(-achside

to pay money. But witli thi- specialization of nurcantile deal-

ings such practi^e< have alnin>t di<app(-ared. The dealer who

buys is ran-ly tie- i !(-nti( ;d person to whom <ales are made. The

far (l(-v<-h)ped (Hvision (,i lal.'r, her.- as . isewhere, has caused

. I. ,„.,v I... not.Ml IlK.t in «'!,ii,:. i.n r.-l.:.nl V „..t,-... ,,:i.v:.Mr to li-'^irrr. Imvc

»«..„ i.. u-r CipiMiMitlv f,. r.Mturi-. MH ,. ,ir,M,l:it ini! n..-,lnim. "Thoy are

i.s.s>i..,| hy tl... Kr.-.»t 1m,u. ^ of \,n-u,-^ an,l :.r,- :i.r.„t.-.l in all thr principal

towns." Hu 'WVu/ua. HiniHn. V.,1, II. p. IM.
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exchanges which are fundamentally simple to be carried on by

a divided and complicated mechanism.'

The great and effective mechanism which serves to bring

scattered exchanges to a single focus, and enables the offsetting

of debts to be carrieil out on a large scale, is that of the clearing

house. The checks turned in by a bank are offset by the checks

presented against it. In the purchases which have been settled

by the checks prices have been affected precisely as if specie had

pa.ssed at the time of the purchase. At the clearing house the

checks are simply exchanged. The transactions are settled in

the end without any use of specie or cash, or, to be more ac-

curate, with only a slight use of it, — in that small proportion

in which clearing house l)alances are settled with cash.

The same result, of course, is attained when bank notes go

through the clearing house. But bank notes are more likely

than checks to perform transactions on the way, passing from

hand to hand repeatedly in payments. Checks commonly go at

once to some bank of deposit, and thence are sent to the

clearing house ; and they obviate the use of money almost ex-

clusively through the offsetting process.

§ 3. We may proceed now to the more refined and accurate

statement of the relation between quantity of money and prices.

What determines prices in a highly developed community is

the relation between the quantity of goods and the quantity of

purchasing power in terms of money. Formulated in this way,

the quantity theory holds good. It is strictly true that the gen-

eral range of prices depends — the quantity of things on sale

being given — on the volume of purchasing power in terms

of money. But that volume is by no means the same as the

volume of specie or of what is generally termed "money." And

1 In one case, of no small importanco, such direct offsetting of debts does take

place on a large scale, namely, through the stock ex<-lia..ge clearmgs in New

York Here a nuniher of dealers (the stock cxihanKe brokers) buy and sell to

each other great amounts of securities, and settle their transactions very largely

by a process of offsetting. There is a clr^aring system on the Chicago BoardoJ

Trade also, but it seems to ' e .uaJu use of only to a limited extent. Sec Rcvort.

tfthe Chicago Board of Trade, 1907, pp. Ul, 112.
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the really difficult and controverted question is how far an in-

crease or decrease in the quantity of specie or "money" affects

this other quantity, total i^urchasinfr i)o\ver.

Some things are obvious. Certain sorts of paper substitutes

for specie operate precisely as specie does. Notes payable to

bearer, and government jiaper pieces whether convertii;le or in-

coiivrtible, add by the amount of their face value to the total

purchasing power. Such things are included in common usage

under the term "money," and are admitted on all hands to in-

fluence prices virtually as specie does. This is obviously the

case also with such bank notes as those of the Bunk of England.

It is very largely the case with our national bank notes, and with

other bank notes also ; though it is not so clear, in these cases,

that there is a net increase of purchasing power by the face

value of the note.

Credit also adds to the supply of {)urchasing power. An offer

to buy goods, by a man whose credit is undoubted, acts on their

price just as much as an offer by one who proffers cash. But

credit, as has just been explained, serves in its ordinary form

merely to postpone the use of money. Though it may add to

the total of effective purchasing power at a given time, in the

long run it brings no increase of the total.

Deposits constitute part of the total purchasing power ; and

an increase of deposits means an increase in the total. Deposits,

be it noted,— not checks ; for, as has been said already,* checks

simply represent this power in actual exercise, not the total avail-

able supply. The total supply of purchasing power in terms of

money thus consists of various and heterogeneous items ;
but all

forms of it add to that monetary demantl for goods which deter-

mines the level of prices.

The most intricate question is presented by deposits. A pur-

chase of goods, the discount of commercial paper, the creation

of deposits, — all these go together. The very increase in the

quantity of goods and in the volume and transactions l)rings

with it an increase in total purchasing power and in the effective

' SCO Bwiik Hi, rbuiArf b, 5 3.
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machinery of exchange. The statement of a quantity theory in

relation to prices assumes two independent variables: total

money or total purchasing power on the one hanci, total supply

of goods or total volume of transactions on the other. But in

the case of deposits these two factors seem to be mutually de-

pendent, and the underlying assumption, therefore, seems not

to hold.

The same problem arises as to bank notes, where these are is-

sued undei condition of freedom and elasticity. They, too, seem

not to be an independent varial^le. They are issued in respo' -e

to a demand in the form of more commodities to be sold. The

issues of the Bank of France, the Bank of Germany, the Scotch

and Canadian banks, fluctuate from week to week according as

more or less transactions are to be effected.

On the other hand, the volume of deposits (and in some

degree of notes), thus affected by the very volume of com-

modities and of transactions, is not necessarily dependent, on

the specie or other reserve money held by the banks. One

might suppose the extreme case of a community in which all

payments were made by check, and all transactions settled

through the clearing house. Here there would be no need

whatever of specie or "money." Daily or weekly balances at

the clearing houses could be allowed to stand over, and sooner

or later would be equalized. In such a community, if deposits

swelled more rapidly than commodities and transactions, prices

might rise indefinitely. Now, where deposits (or notes) are

very largely used, is there not an approximation to some such

condition? and can there be said to be any dependence of

prices on the quantity of specie or of what is usually termed

"money"?

§ 4. Though it is true that, where these highly elastic credit

instruments are used, the connection between the total pur-

chasing power and the quantity of "money" becomes at any

given time very loose, there remains in the long run a real

limi'.atinn on these instruments in the quantity of specie.

This Iii.;;tition comes in two ways: first, in various links of
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connection l)ctwcen the volume of deposits (and of notes

elastic like deposits) and tlie (juantity of sjjecic ; second, in a

connection between prices in any one country and prices in

the world at lar^e. For the present, we shall give attention

chiefly to the first set of factors; tlie second connect themselves

with the theory of international trade, to he considered shortly-.

The extent of the superstructure of d(>p()sits and notes huilt

upon the foundation of a given suppl\' of cash (meaning hy cash,

not only specie, but all legal tender paper and other public

paper available as reserve) is affected by the following circum-

stances ; (a) direct necessity, (h) binding custom, (c) legal re-

quirement, (d) the interaction in the use of deposits, notes,

and other constituents of the circulating medium, (e) the

temper of the business classes. Let these be considered in

order.

(n) Direct necessity. Some cash every bank must have, even

though the amount maj- })e small in jjroportion to liabilities.

The figure of five per cent has been mentioned in the preced-

ing pages. Some such minimum a bank must keep. Even
less, four per cent, or tliree, is occasionally found to serve the

purpose ; though few banks would wish long to sail so very

close to the wind. But somewhere there is a limit.

That limit tends for one reason to be lower for a city bank

than for a country bank, for another reason to be higher. A
large city bank is less likely to have heavj' proportional balances

to meet at the clearing house; for its daily deposits from cus-

tomers are more likely to equal th(> daily drafts through cus-

tomers' checks. Similarly, the daily calls for cash over the

counter from customers are more likely to be ecjualed by daily

d(>posits of cash over the counter. The mere fact that its busi-

ness is large and varied makes it more prol)able that such items

will compensate each other. On the other hand, the city

bank is under stronger pressure to hold a safety reserve, — an

extra store of cash against emergencies. The great volume of

its deposit liabilities makes it sensitive to runs or panics. The
display of an extra store of cash may add to its repute, and so

2f
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may indirectly prove profitable. Yet it does not necessarily

conduce to profit: the eventual Rain from a high pru.lential

reserve depends on the temper and watchfulness of the business

public It is by no m(>uns a universal experience among the

bank^ of the United States that this sort of conservatism is

a profitable advertisement.

Where a city bank can turn to a great public institution for

support in case of runs, its motive f.)r holding extra cash dis-

appears It is then like the country bank which relies on the

eity bank in such contingencies. Hence the English banks,

which have the Bank of England to fall back on, have virtually

given up holding any safety reserve ; the ol.l lady in Thread-

needle Street attends to this. But some c^sh for daily needs,

even though it be only a little, they still have to keep on hand

(6) Of the binding force of custom, the Bank of England

supplies the most obvious example. Its great reserve of cash

on which rest not only its own deposits, but tho.e of all Great

Britain, is fixed by a custom now as strong as law. A similar

settled conservatism affects the reserve against note issues

held by the Bank of France, the Bank of Germany, and the

other public banks of the Continent. The same policy, it

may be safely asserted, would be adopted with regard to their

deposit liabilities if these should develop on the same scale as

those of English-speaking countries.

(c) Direct regulation by law is, as we have seen, peculiar to the

United States. If all banks were required to keep a cash re-

serve of twenty-five per cent, as are the national banks of New

York City, deposits could grow only in the proportion ol four

to one of cash. This is far from being the limitation in fact

imposed on the national banks as a whole ;
but there is, none

the less, a substantial limitation. The deposits under the

national system cannot swell without some proportional in-

crease of cash required for the legal reserve.

The great gro^^'th of state banks has very much lessened in

recent years the elTectiveness of this limitation in the United

States. These keep very slender reserves. On the other

i''i|
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hand, thoy use the national banks as depositories, and add

very much to the total volume of deposits for which the national

banks hold the available cash. The Rreater profitableness of

state banks not hampered by any substantial restrictions as to

reserve has caused some national banks to withdraw from the

system, and in even greater degree has caused new banks to

organize outside that system. TIk; net effect has been to

make less strong the foundation of cash on which the super-

structure of total deposits rests ; or, to i)ut tlie same thing in

other words, to make the same quantity of cash in bank vaults

more effective potentially in increasing the total volume of

purchasing power. This sort of higher upl>uilding of deposits

took place very markedly during the great industrial expansion

of the opening years of the twentieth century in the United

States, and was an important factor in cg,using the rise of

prices which then took place.

§ 5. (d) The next cause of limitation is a more intricate one.

Deposits and checks cannot serve for all transactions. Cash
— that is, specie or notes — must be used for many retail

purchases, for payments of wages, for all sorts of everyday

payments. It is true that checks are used in the United States

to an a.stonishing degree for transactions of all sorts. Yet

pocket money is by no means dispensed with. In England,

though checks are used universally for wholesale transactions,

they are u.sed for consumers' payments by only a comparatively

small number of the well-to-do ; coin or notes are needed for

most retail dealings and for all wages payments.

Now no one form or denomination of purchasing power is

able to exercise an unqualified influence on prices, if it be

exchangeable for other forms. Fifty-dollar bills or ten-pound

notes, if put out in greater quantity than needed for the con-

venient 'lisposal of transactions to which they are suited, will

flow back to the issuer for exchange into small pieces. If

indeed smaller notes are issuable under the same conditions, —
if bank notes of all denomination can be issued as freely as

large notes or deposits, — this back flow is of no special conse-
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quence. But if the only available smaller pieces are gold

coins, the consequences are important. Then a given amount

of coin must remain afloat somewhere in the community, and

the volume of other monetary media has a limitation from

the necessary use of that coin. We have seen how effective

is a limitation of bank notes to the large denominations^ it

prevents the expulsion of specie, and limits strictly tht '"-Id

which notes can occupy.'

Precisely the same sort of limitation may be effective on

deposits. England supplies a simple example. No notes

under £5 being issued, and checks being u.,ed (by cu.stom) for

large transactions only, sovereigns are necessarily in everyday

use If deposits were to swell, and a rise in prices were to take

place in consequence, more of gold coin would be called for in

everyday transactions. The consequent drain of gold from the

banks would put a prompt check on the increase of deposits.

The English monetary system as a whole, with its necessary

circulation of gold coin, illustrates the interconnection of the

different constituents of the circulating medium.

In the Unitetl States the same influence shows itself, but in

less simple and etTective ways. Bank notes under five dollars

are prohibited, and the proportion which can be issued even of

this size is limited. Moreover, the bond-deposit reqmrement

makes the issue of notes by banks very far from bein^ free.

Hence deposits cannot be supplemented in full by bank notes,

and to some degree the same sort of force is in operation as in

England to compel the circulation of other than bank money.

That other money, however, is to a very large degree, not gold,

but substitutes for it, - government paper ©r overvalued

silver. All this fiduciary money is maintained at equality

with gold, and, so far as its effects on prices go, is in almost

every respect the same as so much additional gold. But it

prevents the fuU-valuo coin from being in circulation in as

great quantity as would otherwise be the case. Less of actual

gold coin is called for in order to fill the channels of circula-

> See Book III, Chapter 24, § 2.
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tion with duly apportioned denominations of money, and the

supply of gold is consequently a less direct factor in the de-

termination of prices.

This need of specie, or its equivalent, for the common trans-

actions of everyday life helps to explain an odd i)lu nomenon,

to which reference lias already been made ; namely, the com-

mon complaint of scarcity of money ut the very times when

total purchasing power is most al)undaiit and prices are highest.

If an expansion of deposits and otlicr credit devices has caused

prices to go up, mon- of everyday money is called for at the

banks; for at the liigher prices more of the smaller denomi-

nations is need(>d for the convenience of exchanges. Hence

banks feel a drain for cash, and they complain, and the busi-

ness community echoes the conii)laiMt, that there is not money

enough. The real difficulty is that total purchasing jiower has

increased, and that, therefore, there is ot^casion for more use of

every sort of money ; while at the same time the bank reserves

on which the swollen credit currency depends have become

proportionately smaller, sometimes even aI)Solutely smaller.

§ 6. (e) Finally, the temper of the business community affects

the volume of deposits. It is not to be supposed that there is

an automatic adjustment of deposits to cash in any fixed pro-

portion, — four to one, or ten to one, or twenty to one. What

is true is that when the banks have comj)aratively large reserves,

— larger than seem to them worth while, under the influence

of all the factors just described,— they lower their rate of ilis-

count, welcome every applicant for a loan, and are more than

willing to enlarge loans and dei^wits. But very often they

find it impossil>le to enlarge them. The business community

does not respond. A familiar phenomenon, recurring with

remarkable regularity, is that in times of depression banks

have abundant reserves, that the money nuirket is ea.sy, and

that none the less loans are not taken. Conversc-Iy, during

periods of activity, when e\'ery one is optimistic, loans are in de-

mand ; and then the banks, thougli their reserves may be near

the minimum and their rate of discount high, not only find it
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easy to swell loaas and deposits, but find it difficult to prevent

them from swellinK. The psycholoKy of the business cora-

rauaity as ii whole is an important factor.

There was a long controversy, a couple of generations ago,

concerning the mode in which bank notes, if they were allowed

to be freely issued, affectetl i)usiness activity and rising prices:

whether their free issue had per sc a stimulating effect, or

whether an indeix-iulent increase of activity was the cause

leading to the larger issue. Which, in other words, was cause

and which effect ? The same question can be raised as to de-

posits, and it is in this form that tiie (juestion is now an im-

portant one in English-speaking countries. Does an increase

of deposits cause greater activity and higher prices, or does

greater activity cause an increase of deposits and so bring in its

own train the higher prices? The truth seems to be that there

is an interaction of causes. When tlie sjiirit of hojie is pervasive,

liberal banking facilities nurture and stimulate it; without

general optimism, such facilities lie uimsed antl inoperative.

Hence there is, over short periods, truth in the proposition

that the very conilitions which bring about an increase in the

supply of purchasing power bring about also an increase in the

demand ; that is, in the volume of commodities or of trans-

actions. In times of activity more goods are produced. More-

over those which are produceil pass from hand to hand oftener,

— there is more buying and selling between the various middle-

men. In other words, the demand for money, or the quantity

of goods offered in exchanges, increases. In consequence there

is a greater resort to banks for credit facilities, a greater crea-

tion (

' deposits, and so an increase in the supi)ly of purchasing

power. This double or symjiathetic increase shows itself

most strikingly as regards transactions on the great exchanges,

— the stock exchange, grain exchange, cotton exchange. Here

greater volume of sales goes pari pasmi with an increa.se of

loans and deposits and greater clearings at the clearing houses.

Something of the same sort takes place in ortlinary mercantile

transactions.

All this holds good, however, only for a while. In the long
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run, the gi-ncnil relation Ix'twciMi deposits and reserv<>H works

itself out. Tiie perio(i in wliicii that nlatioii lias no inunediate

etTect may indeed he a considoruMe one. Duii'ii; a >tane of

depression, and diiriu^ tlie early >taKes of a p'-iiod of rising

aetivity, the eoiirse of prices seems to dcpciid most on tin-

temper of the banks and of the Imsine-is eoMunnnity. With-

out some l)asis of etish reserve the iianks eonld not indeed

expand their operations; hut v.lielher the ha. is he l>road or

narrow seems to mailer little. When a pciiiid of depressioi.

has lasted for a ^ime, ho|)e heL;ins to revive, at first slowlv,

then more hriskly. The low rates of discount at the hanks

are found temptin;;, and t!ie i)anks find it possiole to extend

their loans, jiusiness )j;iadually iieeomes more aetive, more

goods are produced, and more are so! 1. The upward mtjve-

ment, once hej^un, ^oes on crr.-<crnili), until the rush of a full

tide of aetivity is reachi' 1. Then de])osits are large as com-

pared with reserves, money is ti^lit, the ratt; of discount is

hi^h, and even the rate of interest on jxTmanent investments

shows a sympathetic; rise. The final halt to the movement
commonly comes from a commercial panic, followed hy another

period of depression, with lar^e hank reserves and low tliscount.

Thus there is only a rou^Ii and uncertain correspondence of

bank exjjansion with hank reserves ; much play for ups and

downs which have no close relation to the amount of cash in

bank vaults, and still l<>ss direct relation to the amount of

monej' afloat in the communitj^ at larp;e. Where hank media,

whether in the form of deposits or notes, are an imi)ortant part

of total i)urchasini>; power, the connection between Reneral

prices and the quantity of "money" is irregular and uncertain.

§ 7. The second of the general forces which limit the poten-

tial effect of credit devices, esjiecially deposits, is found in the

working of foreign trade. In tlie discussion of this topic,

something is necessarily anticipated ; hut the princijjles impor-

tant for the present purpose are simple, and need not wait for

the full treatment of the theory of irxternatirjnal trade.'

< Soo tho disiMission of international traJr in tlio m-xt Buok, csppcially Chap-

ters 33 and 34.
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Wlu'n .•ouiitrics Ira.l.' witli cadi otlicr, using u (•oinmon mc-

.liuii. of oxchanp', tlu- l.'vcl of pri.vH in one is not in.l.iM-iul.nt of

that in tlif otli.Ts. 'nuMlitl.iTiit .omit rics ilo not, ind.cl, liavc

the sam." prios, of tliis, nion- lirrcafl.T. IJut tlic |)rin' Icvi-ls

,„Mint:.in tliciiisrlvcs in tlu- sainr rclatu.ns. If onr country's

prices riM' al.ovc its normal ranii-'. tlicrc is a tendency for im-

ports to How into it. ati.l for spi-ci.^ to How out. And if its i)rices

f ill below the normal rann.>. its .xiuirts iiicn<a.sc and spi'cie llovv.s

in.

Now, as has been rci)eatcdly i>ointed out, the wide use of de-

posits as a medium of excluuiKc is confined to the EnRlish-speuk-

ing countries. On the continent of Europe this sort of credit

machinery is comparatively inelTective. 'riiough notes are larK.ly

used, they arc by no means put forth under such conditicms of

freedom. Or with such potential effects, as deposits in EnRland

and the I'liited States. Hence the connection lietween total pur-

chasinii power and the volume of tangihle money — specie and

obvious paper substitutes -- is much closer on the Continent.

The simpler form of the ciuantity theory comes much nearer tofit-

tiuR the facts. This is still more true of the outlyinj; industrial

repions of South America, Asia, Africa. A rise in prices in EnR-

lanil or the United States, due perhaps to one of the periodic

bu^st^• of business activity and bankins expansion, affects trade

with the n>st of the world. It stimulates imports, and tends

a drain of specie. The sam(> sort of upward mo\ement may in-

d(>ed i-how itself elsewhere; thes(> oscillations have often an in-

ternati mal sweep ; but none the less a call for specie is likely

to come from countries whose credit machinery is less highly

developed. Heice a drain of specie to other countries will

occur sooner or later as a elieck on the upward movement of

prices in those countries who.se credit machinery contains the

greatest possibilities of rapid expansion.

This cause acts slowly. Moreover, it seems to operate fitfully,

because the currents of international trade are affected by

other cau^< ; also, among which thi^ funilamcntal one is often

concealed. Yet none the less it is fundamental. Prices cannot
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rise in one country alone ; s«K)neror later all countries must .sluire

in the advance. In most countries of the world, prices cantint

rise without a real increase in 'money." Hence tliey cannot

rise for any consideruhlf time or to any ureat extent, in the credit-

using countries, imles.s in all oth .r count rics a parallel adv.ince

takes place, restiuK on more copious money.

§ 8. By way of illustnitiiiK the princi|)les just statcil, let us

ronsider the conditions imder which a world-wide a l\ ince c.in

take place ; in other words, consider the mode in whi( h a marked
increase of specie will artVct prices. Suppose a Kre:ttly i-nlarged

production at the mines, such as has taken i)l tee duria;? the last

decade or two: through what mechanisni will prices be in-

fluenced ?

The gold from the mines goes first to the mints of the mining

countries or of the countries with which tliey have closest connec-

tion. The gold output of the L'nited States goes to the .\merican

mints for coinage into eagles and the like ; tliat of .Australia to

the Australian mints; and that of South .\frica chiefly to Eng-

land. In these countries the gold, after heing coined, fimls its

way first into the vaults of banks, either dire<'tly as coin, or in

the form of gold .-ertificates or Bunk of England notes.' If this

happens in a period of dull trade, it simply swells bank reserves,

and tends to lower even more the market rate of discount. It is

very likely to lead to a prompt overflow of the gold to other coun-

tries, and especially to the continent of Europe, before the gold

can have had any influences whatever on prices or general ac-

tivity. As will appear more fully hereafter, the money and

banking markets of the leading countries are in close connection,

and a flow of specie from one to another takes place under

slight inducen-^nt. None the less, an effect on credit ex-

tension and on prices is likely to appear first in the countries to

which the gold first goes. It is most likely to apj)ear in them

when, for some inscrutable reason, the spirit of commercial

adventure has begun to be stirred. If the gold happens to come

' In the l'nited States this may take plare even without roirage; (or gold

certificates are issued against the deposit of gold in bar.s.
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in when that spirit has already been aroused ; or if, after activity

has begun, still further supplies come in, — then all the elements

of rapid expansion are present. Then other countries will be

affected sooner or later. Some part of the specie will overflow

to them, and an expansion take place in them also, more or less

rapid accordins as tb ir monetary and credit machinery is re-

sponsive. If new supplies of gold are constantly coming in from

the mines, the steady outflow from the mining countries and

their immediate connections is made good by the fresh additions,

and there is no direct obstacle to the maintenance of the en-

larged supe. structure of credit. This superstructure will con-

tinue to enlarge, under the stimulus of pervading optimism, untd

at last it becomes top-heavy. Moie is built up on the basis o.

the specie, enlarged though it be, than can long be sustained. Re-

serves become comparatively slender, the rate of discount risec,

and, in the language of the financial markets, money becomes

scarce and dear. A commercial crisis is apt to ensue
;
then a

period of dullness and superabundant reserves ;
eventually a new

start and the repetition of the old round. As the years go on a

general though irregular advance in prices comes about
;
more

rapid in times of expansion, checked in times of depression
;
earlier

in some countries than in others; affecting different commodi-

ties to a greater or less degree, according to seasonal conditions,

adjustability of production, variations in utility and demand, —
yet on the whole unmistakable if the observations extend over

some time and cover a wide range of countries and commodities.

Something like this happened in the decade following the

Californian and Australian gold discoveries of 1850; some-

thing like this happened again during the ten or fifteen years

after 1895. In the long run an increase in the supply of specie

or gold, greater than in proportion to the increased supply of

commodities, works out its effects on general prices.

§ 9. Among schemes for monetary reform which have been

proposed is one for an automatic injection and withdrawal of

money according as prices fall or rise. For example, it has been

proposed that govermnent paper shall be injected h^U> circula-
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tion on the basis of officially constructed index numbers. When
these index numbers indicate that prices are falMng, let more
money be put forth ; when rising, let somr money be retired.

The process of impounding an excess might take place by hoard-
ing ordinary receipts for public dues, or by selling securities on
terms which would attract investors.

All proposals of this sort rest on the naive form of the quantity
theory. They assume that prices resixji 1 jiromptly and in

precise proportion to changes in the (luiintity of specie or of

money equivalent in its mode of action to si)ecie. The truth is

tliat in our comjjlex modern communities the connection be-

tween prices and the quantity of money is not a close one or one
as to which prediction is easy. An increase in specie may go for

some time with falling prices, a diminution with rising prices.

An injection of additional money by government fiat might
very easily liuve at one time no elTect whatever in stemming
falling prices, and at another time might plague its inventors with
vastly greater consequences of inflation than they had foreseen.

This holds good equally of specie and of inconvertible govern-
ment paper.

The monetary situation in which the world now finds itself

is far from an ideal one. Prices are affected in a seemingly cha-
otic way ; not only by the variations in the supply of specie, in the
volume of commodities, in the ways and habits of people in using
money and dealing with goods ; not only by the more or less

spasmodic legislation of the several countries, — but by the ups
and downs of credit operations which obey no law but that of

inconstancy. Yet it is difficult to see how any far-reaching

change can be made, short of a complete revolution of industry.

The abolition of private property and the adoption of some form
of socialism or collectivism would indeed bring an entirely differ-

ent mode of carrying on the division of labor and the exchange of

commodities. But as long as mankind maintain, rightly or
wrongly, the institution of private property, with its essential

corollaries of production and investment, and sale and exchange,

so long some degree of monetary fluctuation seems unavoid-
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able. Nor does it seem possible to find a better basis for the cir-

eiilating medium than solid specie,— in our own time, none

better than gold. The best check to the irregular fluctuations

in the uses of credit devices is that they shall rest securely on

specie, and that all forms of them shall be redeemable without fail

in specie. So long as this is done, there will be niMther very wide

fluctuations in the course of any one generation, nor very abrupt

fluctuations at any time. For the rest, the drawbacks to the

present situation, serious as they are, must be accepted as part of

the price to be paitl for the general gains from private property

and free enterprise.

§ 10. One last topic may be touched briefly: what is

"money " ? The reader will have noticed that in some previous

passages this word has been used in quotation marks, indicating

that the sense attaching to it is not certain. What does the

word usually mean, and in what sense is it best used?

"Money" usually means whatever passes readily from hand

to hand in settlement of transactions. It includes specie, of

course ; not only full-value specie, but overvalued specie and

subsidiary coin. It includes bank notes and government notes

convertible into specie. It includes paper, even though not con-

vertible, so long as this in fact passes freely. The term thus

does not cover all of that total purchasing power in terms of

money which, as we have seen, is the proximate force in making

prices. It does not include the great item of deposits. T*

therefore describes only a part of the circulating medium.

Suggestions have been made for the use of a word or phrase

which should connote the whole medium of exchange. It has

been proposed that "money" itself should be used in this wider

sense. The term "currency" has been used to include everj'-

thing that p^ ses in effecting transactions, — so including de-

posits in their active stage of the check. But proposals for

deliberate changes in economic terminology have never borne

much fruit. The writers who have advanced them have not al-

ways acted consistently in accord with their own advice, reverting

unconsciously to the use of the familiar words in the familiar
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senses; still less has there been any general consensus toward
a change. Hence the term " money " is most conveniently usedm the accepted popular sense. Sometimes what is laid down in
regard to money will hold good of all the circulating medium,
the context indicating sufficiently the range of application of the
word. Sometimes it will mean "cash" only, in the stricter
sense. Where it is of importance to discriminate, use may l)e

made of the phrases "circulating medium" or "machinery of
exchange," cumbrous though they are.
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CHAPTER 32

The ForeiGx\ Exchanges

§ 1. The mechanism of international trade is not essentially

different from that of domestic trade. It is part of the ordinary
machinery of exchange ; and it is closely connected with the

banking operations and monetary phenomena of the several

countries. Indeed, the whole theory of international trade pre-

sents no fundamental peculiariti(>s : it is but a phase of the gen-

eral theory of exchange value. But it has been so much debated,

is so beset by political and national prejudice, and is so pecul-

iarly tinged by error in popular discussion, that there is advan-
tage from treating it separately.

International trade, like virtually all the trade of modern
countries, is carried on in terms of money, and through sales for

money by individuals. Like all other trade, it brings in the end
the same result as barter— the exchange of goods or services for

other goods or services. But proximately it means sales for

money. We may advantageously begin our consideration of it

by taking up first the money mechanism through which it is

carried out.

When a merchant sells goods to a person in the same country,

the mode of payment is simple : he receives the money of his

own country. But when he sells to one in another country, it is

not so simple. Transactions in England are settled in pounds,

shillings and pence ; those in the United States in dollars and
cents. The American who sells in England may sell there in

terms of English money; he must then convert the English

pounds into American dollars before they are available for him.

Or, if he sells in England in terms of American money, he puts

the English purchaser under the obligation of converting into

dollars the pounds which alone are current in England.
2a 449
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This process of converting the money of one country into its

equivalent in the money of other countries is carried out through

foreign bills of exchange. Strictly speaking, a bill of exchange is

simply an order by one person, addressed to another, directing a

payment to be made to a third person. It thus has thret; parties :

the maker or drawer, drawee or acceptor, and the payee. Wlien

made out in the precise form settled by the law, it fixes a guaran-

tee on the maker to pay the stated sum, in case the drawee does

not do so ; and, when accepted by the drawee (lie thus becoming

the "acceptor") it fixes unconditional obligation upon him to

pay it when due. Bills of exchange are freely used in domestic

transactions, and are then known as inland bills. A check is but

a kind of inland bill of exc. ange, drawn by a depositor on a bank

in favor of a third person. Foreign bills of exchange have no

legal peculiarities. Their economic peculiarities (not such as to

involve any essential differences) arise only from the differences

in the currency systems of the various countries. In the follow-

ing pages, when bills of exchange are spoken of, foreign bills will

be meant. The mechanism of payment in foreign trade through

such bills is usually called "the foreign exchanges," — a terra

which might as appropriately be used to describe exchange be-

tween different countries in all its phases, but is limited by cus-

tom to the dealings in foreign bills.

For simplicity in exposition, let us suppose that the only trans-

actions leading to the use of bills of exchange are those by which

goods are sold. We shall see presently that there are other

transactions of no small importance, but the main principles are

most easily explained in connection with merchandise trans-

actions.

A merchant in New York who sells goods to a merchant in

London has a claim to receive money from the latter ; he can

draw on the Englishman for the price. He can draw directly

or he can transfer his right. That is, an exporter has bills of

exchange for sale. On the other hand, a merchant in New York

who has bought goods from a merchant in London has an obliga-

tion to pay money to this Englishman ; he must remit in
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some way the price. That is, an importer needs to buy bills of

exchange. We are supposing here, again for hiinplicity, that

both transactions are carried on in Now York ; the exporter sells

his bill on London in New York, the importer buys his bill on

London in New York. Suppose now that the two obligations

are for the same amount, say £1000. The importer can buy from

the exporter the lattcr's bill, drawn on his London debtor for

that amount. The importer sends the bill to his London cred-

itor ; the latter collects the sum from the Ix)ndon debtor. The

New York creditor gets his money from the New Y'ork debtor,

and the London creilitor gets his money from the London debtor.

By one payment in New York and another in London, the trans-

actions are liquidated without any sending of specie from one

country to the other. Through the mechanism of the bill of ex-

change, the exports serve to pay for the imports.

§ 2. What amount, now, would the New York importer pay,

in American money, to the New York exporter? One thou-

sand British sovereigns contain as much pure gold as $4866.

Hence, when a l)ill for £1000 sells for 848G6, its precise specie

equivalent, exchange is said to be at par. If the American

creditor sent to England for his money, brought the gold from

London to the United States, and had it coined into American

dollars, he would get from the mint this exact number of dollars,

$4866.

Suppose, now, a number of exporters and importers in both

countries, and a large volume of dealings : the case remains

the same. The exporters sell bills, the importers buy them.

If the money value of the imports just equals the money value

of the exports, the bills of exchange exactly liquidate the trans-

actions. Under such circumstances, exchange will be at par.

J'orcign trade will be in a state of equilibrium, the exports will

just pay for the imports, and no specie will flow from one coun-

try to the other.

Suppose, next, that for some reason the exports from the

United States exceed the Imports in money value. The two

sets of transactions— the buying of goods from persons in
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England, and the sollinR of goods to iwrsons in that country

— are quite independent. The Aniericun exporters niuy well

Rooda to a greater money vuhie than that of the goods which

the importers have to pay for. They will then offer hills for a

greater amount than the importers have occasion to buy.

Under these circumstances all the hills cannot be sold to im-

porters. Some will necessarily be left over. The exporters

who have the excess on their hands can do nothing but send

to England for the specie. This, however, involves expen.sc.

The sjK'cie must be checked with care, must be boxed, insured,

transported by land and water. When it reaches the Ameri-

can creditor, it must be carried to the mint and coined into

American dollars,— a process which may take some time. There

is the po.s.sil)ility that .some of the sovereigns may not be quite

full weight, even though not ix'low the limit of tolerance in Eng-

land. Not least, there is a loss of interest during the period

which elai)Sis before the cash is availal)le in the United States.

All these circumstances make the American exporter willing to

sell a bill for £1000 for a less sum than par, — less than S4866.

The amount of reduction to which he will submit, will be only

such as offsets the total expense of sending to England for the

specie. That expense is surprisingly small, — between Eng-

land and the United States, somewhere about one half of one

per cent. The bill of exchange for £1000 will not sell for less

than $4845, or $4,845 to the pound. This is called the specie-

importing point. When foreign exchange is at this point,

specie begins to come in.

Under these conditions, all of the exporters' bills will be at

a discount : all will sell for less than their par value. Com-
petition I)eing active between the exporters, no one of them

will be willing to sell his bill for a less price than the others.

The expense of shipping specie will have to be met by some

one or other among them ; to each one it is immaterial whether

he will sell his bill at a discount or will send for specie. The

market rate for all bills, when there is a clear excess of exports,

will be at the specie-importing point.
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The rcverHo situation appears wlicti tlu- imports exceed the

exports. The imjxjrters then neeil to hiiy more liiils than the

exporters cua siij)ply. Some of tiiem will have to send out

specie, and this involves tlie same Mirt of expense as hriuKiuR

specie in. An importer wlio has to rtinit to London can afford

to pay more than .'jiNdIi for a hill of L"1»M)(), ratln-r than send

specie. He will pay as much, say, as $4885. If called on to

pay more than $488"), he will refuse ; for he can ship S^J800 to

England, and have this coin there converted into sovereigns.'

Foreign exchange in New York will he at a j)remium, the extent

of that premium heing limited l)y all the expenses involved in

transporting specie. The specie-exporting point, determined

by these expenses, is about $t.88.). When there is a clear excess

of imports over exports, exchange will be at this premium
;

and, in like Mianner as in the other ca.se, all the importers will

have to pay this premium, although most of '' transactions

are liquidated through bills.

§ 3. These are the siiajjlest supposable con^itioas. They

are rarely met in real life. Here, as in almost all the buying

and selling of modern communities, a class of middlemen inter-

venes. The exporters and importers do not deal direcrtly witli

each other; neither do they concern themselves with the pos-

sibilities of shijiping specie in or out. They go to the dealers

in foreign exchange. Tliese are sometimes firms which make a

specialty of this sort of liusimss, the so-called foreign-exchange

houses; sometimes they are banking firms which join it with

other business. All these middiemen buy exchange constantly

from the exporters, and sell it constantly to th(> importers.

They have th(>ir well-known eorresj)ondents in foreign coun-

tries, either branch houses of their own, or other banking firms
;

they sell bills on these, and meet bills drawn l)y these. When
the exporters offer more bills than the importers will presum-

' ForeiKn coin, or bullion, when it rrachi'H Enghmd, is nhwiyM taken to the Issu"

Dopartmont of tho Bank of EnKlanil, whirh is oblic'il l>y law to give notrs for

B')M at a fixed rate, involvine a very -li.'lit rharec to the hoMir of the uold. Tlic

Hank of England thus ai ts as intirn.idi.iry for the conversion of bullion and

foreign coin into English money.
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ably take, the dealers none the letw buy them ;
only, cftlculat-

inR that there will Iw no market for ull the bills, an<l that some

will have to be sent abroad and sfH'cie got with them, thej will

buy only v.t a discount. On the other hand, when the im-

porters demand more billw than the exporters have to offer,

the dealers sell to the importers, at a pn-mium, whatever bills

the latter want, and themselves send aliroad the specie with

which to meet these })ills when presented. HeinR in the busi-

ness and equipped for it, they can ship specie more economi-

cally than the importers or exporters. Though they make a

profit, it is based on " very narrow inarnin.

With the presence of dealers comes that process of close

bargaininK, speculation, equalization, which naturally ensues

wth the specialization of trade. From the description just

given of the simple case, — that of exporters selling directly to

importers, —it might be inferred that if there was any discount

at all or any premium at all, it would be up to the full limit

set by the expense of shipping specie. But with the higgling

and speculation among dealers, a discount or [)remium will

appear which may be nuich within these limits. If, for example,

more bills are offered by exporters at a given time than the

importers are buying, the dealers may yet anticipate with

confidence that before long a turn will come the other way,

and that at the later time the importers' demands will be in

excess. They will buy the exporters' bills, and wait for the

turn. Possibly they will hold the bills in their omi hands for

a while
;
posubly they will send the bills to their foreign cor-

respondents, tell those to collect the money from the foreign

debtors, and hold the amounts until drawn against later. The

current rates of interest on demani' loans and short-time loans

are important factors in these operations. If "money" is

cheap (the rate of interest is low) in the dealer's own country,

he will more readily buy exporters' bills, and pay a better

price for them. If money, again, is dear in the foreign coun-

try, he will also buy such ])ills more readily, since lie can send

them to the foreign country and there get a balance to his

hil
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orodit on which ititf'ro>t ii» a Rood rate \h allmvod. To finurc

out the prifc at which it is protitnhlc to hiiy or wll i xchaiinc,

calls for nice 'aicuhition of a ruimlxr of i««'rns ouch involvinK

a very small fraction, - the direct expense of transportation,

the mint «'harKcs and delays, the rates of interest in different

countries, the i)rol)altilities of shifting currents of trade. Com-

petition amotiK the deahrs leads to a market rate .-(onu'where

between the two specie points.

If, indeed, there is a contimied lialancc of payments to ho

made one way or the other, -- if there is a steady ami consider-

al)le excess of imports or of exports, — then oxehanne roos to

the shippinR point, and specie flows in or out. The operation."*

of deah-rs may enable the imports anrl exports to catch up with

each other, ... > niay postpone tho shipment of fipicic
;
but

where there is jntinuing excess one way or the other, it moves

in or out.

In the examples here chosen, we have spoken as if all the

transactions in foreign exchange took place in New York,

—

as if the Ix)ndon merchants were passive, and waited for tliose

in New York to buy and sell exchanRo, and remit bills to Lon-

don in settlement of the (h'bts. In fact some of the trans-

actions take place in each country. Which of the trading

persons shall take the initiative in any particular caHo, depends

on the bargain between them. It nuiy be arranged that the

New York exporter shall draw on his London customer, and

so sti. in New York exchange on London; or the London cus-

tomer n»^y assume an obligation to remit to this New York

vendor, and so buy in London exchange on New York. Both

sorts of transactions are going on all the time, and in both centers

exchange between London and New York is constantly being

dealt in. When in New York English exchange is at a premium,

then in London American exchange is at a discount. All the

transactions are under the watchful eyes of the dealers; a

remarkably close equalization of rates is brought about; while,

at the same time, th( re i;s play for profit and speculation in

terms of a small fraction of one per cent.
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Bankers' bills, so-called,— the bills drawn by dealers and

bankers on their foreign correspondents, — naturally sell for a

somewhat higher price than most mercantile or trade bills.

They contain the names of persons and firms well-known in the

business worlil. Again, sight bills naturally sell for a higher

price than time bills. Foreign sales of merchandise, like domes-

tic sales, are usually on time. The exporter who has sold

goods is then entitled to receive his money at the end of thirty

days, sixty days, or whatever the period for which credit is

given. He draws his bill payai)le after thirty or sixty days, and

discounts it at his l)ank. The bank, if it deals in foreign ex-

change itseif, perhaps holds the bill till maturity, i)erhaps sends

it abroad at once to its foreign correspondent ; or sells it to

a dealer in foreign excliange, at once or on maturity. The

price at which it will sell depends on the length of time it has

to run, on the current rate of discount, on tlie calculations of

the probable state of foreign exchange at its maturity. These

minutise, and others, need not here be entered on. They do

not affect the b-oad questions of principle regarding money,

prices, and international trade with which we are chiefly con-

cerned.

§ 4. Th^- rates of foreign exchange are determined, not by the

dealings between each separate pair of countries, but by those

between a country and all the otlier countries with which it

trades. The exports from the United States to England may

much exceed the imports — in fact, they do greatly exceed

them every year; but exchange, none the less, may l)e at par,

if the United States imports heavily from other countries.

This situation is illustrated by the state of trade between

th^^ Unite I States, England (i.e. CJreat Britain), and Brazil.

The United States exports great quantities of cotton and food-

stuffs to England; much greater in value than the manufac-

tures which it imports from England. England exports manu-

factures to Brazil, greater in value than her imports from that

country. Brazil, again, exports larfely to the United States

(chiefly cofft.'), but imports thence comparatively little. A
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merchant in New York who tias hought cotTfo from one in

Brazil could not easily find an American exporter who had hills

of exchange on llio Janeiro or Pahia to sell. But he could

find plenty of exporters who had sold j!;rain and cotton in

England, and had i)ills on London and Liverpool to sell. H(!

huys English exchange and with this pays his debt in Brazil.

Bills on London are welcome to the Brazilians, siace in that

country there are payments to he made for purchases of Eng-

lish goods. All these exchange transactions, t)f course, do not

take place directly between exporters and importers, but

through the bankers, who buy and sell the i)ills, and take keen

advantage of every opportunity for ecjualizing payments with-

out the shipment of specie. Thus by the mechanism of bills

of exchange, the exports of grain from the United States to

England serve to pay for the imports of coffee from Brazil to

the United States; and thes(> same siiipments of coffee, viewed

as exports from Brazil, serve to pay for Brazil's imports of

manufactures from England.

Sterling exchange bills, drawn on London, are the most

widely used in international transactions, and esi)ecially in

settling cross payments between different countries. Great

Britain's enormous international trade ramifies into all parts

of the world. Many English banks and firms have well-esta!)-

lisiied repute as dealers in foreign exchange. For a century or

two England has had great industrial prestige; and the pound

sterling is the best-known unit of value for the whole trading

world. Hence foreign-exchange transactions are apt to })e

settled through London, and by bills drawn on London. These

are freely used by foreign-exchange houses in settlements among

themselves, and enal)le them to supply bills for the payments

which their customers need to make, — either l)ills on, say,

Brazil itself, or bills on London which are freely usaljle in

Brazil.

The total exports of a country are thus to be balanced by

its total imports, and the state of the foreign exchances depends

on the whole of its international trade. England exports manu-
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factured goods to all parts of the world, and with these pays

for her imports of foodstuffs and raw materials, of which she

procures a large part from the United States. The United

States, again, buys tea, coffee, cocoa, spices, sugar, and the

like, from tropical and semi-tropical countries, and mainly

pay's for them, not by direct exports to these countries, but by

exports of grain, meat products, and cotton, to England and

other European countries. If there is a general excess of im-

ports over exports, foreign exchange is at a premium, and specie

tends to flow out; while a general excess of exports brings

exchange to a discou..t, and causes an inflow of specie.

§ ^ Suppose, now, that the total exports do not suffice to

pay for the total imports. Then they must be paid for ir

specie. Will that specie flow out for an indefinite time? and

what likelihood is there that a balance will permanently remain

to be paid in this way ?

The accepted answer to these questions, and in essentials

the accurate one, is that the flow of specie sets in motion forces

which sooner or later stop the flow. When specie leaves a

country, prices tend to fall. Hence that country becomes one

in which it is advantageous to buy. Lower prices stimulate

exports. Conversely, the country to which specie flows tends *

to have rising prices. It becomes one in which it is advan-

tageous to sell. Higher prices stimulate imports. Hence the

flow of specie has an automatic limitation. The greater it is,

the more certain is it likely to cease ; the longer it has gone

on, the sooner is it hkely to cea.se. Merchandise exports and

imports on tne whole and in the long run balance, ir conse-

quence of the effect of the quantity of money on prices.

This is the answer in its simplest form ; it is the statement

of the fundamental principle. But, like other economic prin-

ciples, it holds true of the course of industry only in gent rid

and in the long run. In details, it needs to be qualified and

explained in various ways.

The modern mechanism of banking, curroncy, .and inter-

national trade may be said to have an innate repugnance to the
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flow of gold from country to country. All sorts of devices are

resorted to in order to prevent or lessen such a flow.

Most familiar and effective among these devices is regula-

tion through the rate of discount. Gold, like any other form

of money, is free capital, or command of capital gouds; and

it is, moreover, the kind of capital which is in every country

equally available. It tends to go to the place where the return

on loanable funds is largest. When specie first moves out ol a

country, it comes ordinarily from the bank reserves; and

when it goes into a country, it goes ordinarily into the bank

reserves. The rate of discount rises as bank liohlings become

less, and falls as they become greater. These changes of them-

fe'-'lves tend to counteract the movement of specie in large

quantities. The great central banks of England, Germany,

France, Austria, and other countries systematically raise or

lower their rate of discount in order to pr' '-t their specij

holdings. The same thing happens, though v.. less direct and

conscious intent, in New York.'

Often the changes in the rate of discount affect not so much

the volume of the flow of gold, as its date and direction. A rise

in the rate brings an additional pressure to bear on those foreign-

exchange dealers who may be preparing for a sliipment of specie.

Higher interest on mone^ makes it more profitable to keep the

money at home. It tempts i;. '.er- to wait until perhaps the

currents of foreign traile turn and eivtble the demand for exchange

' The "protection" of speric holdinRS through the rate of aiscount is often

referred to as one of the advunt;i(5i's of ic iitnil banks. They an? supposed to

control the flow l)ett«T tlmn niin-c<>ntralized l>anks. ThedilTcrenre inefTertivoni>s3

seems to nie not eonsiderahli', and the argument for centralization on this seoro

of nn great weight. Lurking underneath the argument tln're is often a relic of

older notions as to the importance of retaining specie in a <'oinitry, and the harm

from losing specie, — a notion strensthened hy the repugnance of tlw business

community toward anything which tends to lower prices. In the main, the (low

of specie takes care of it.self. and brings neither lo.ss nor gain to a country.

Of eour.se a country who,s!' currr'ncy is top-heavy, with a large .structure of

credit on a slend(>r basis of specie, may U' much distvirhed by a moderate outflow

of specie. This is likely to be the e.ose, above all. in a country which has had in-

convertible paper, ami has proceeded to resumption of specie payments without

h.iving rrtir-'-l ^ !!?;" part of the i).ipcr. Compare what is said in Chapter 23.

{ 4 ; Chapter 33, § 5.
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to be met without the shipirent. Or it may lead such persons

to arrange for shipment of specie from some other country. If

reserves are low and discount rutes high in England, and the

contrary is the case in Germany, English bankers may buy

exchange on Germany, and thereby secure the means of shipping

specie from Germany to the United 8tat(>s. Very sharp calcu-

lations and very minute fractions in rates (both in rates of dis-

count and rat''s of exchange) suffice to turn the currents one

way or another.

Still another phase of international dealings affects an

incipient flow of specie and consequent changt.i in bank dis-

count,— the movement of securities from one country to an-

other. This is part of the general process of lending and borr
.

-

ing between nations, of which more will be said in the n'^xt

chapter. It suffices here to point out that the prices of secu-

rities in any one country are usually affected inversely to the

rate of discount, rising as this falls, and falling as this rises.

Hence securities which have an international market are likely

to be sent in place of specie in settling 'jalances. There are

brokerage firms which make it a business to watch the fluctua-

tions of such securities in the different markets, — London,

Berlin, Paris, New York, --and to buy in the one and sell in

the other, on very slight margins of profit ; and these dealings

are closely dependent on the foreign exchange market and in turn

are of prompt effect on that market.

None the less, all devices of whatever sort do not prevent the

movement of gold, or its ultimate effect on prices. They serve

only to regulate and equalize it, — to prevent it from taking

place in a rush or from having sudden and rapidly disturbing

effects. Yv'hen there is a long-continued balance of payments in

favor of a country, specie flows into it. Gold, in fact, is con-

stantly moving from country to country. Hardly a month

passes without some shipment of it into or out of each of the

important countries. This is particularly the case with England,

which, bemg the center of deaiin;;s in foreign exd.aiigf, is also

an international di.^tributing .-enter fur gold. Almost every
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week gold is shippcMi into England and out of England, — the

result being usually a very small net change for England her-

self, but on frequent occasions a considerable diversion in the

How to or from some other country. When there is a balance of

payments to be made to any one country because of a consider-

able and sustaimd excess of its exports, the current of gold

moves in that direction from England and perhaps from other

countries also, and keeps on moving, until gradually equalization

is brought about by changes in prices and l)y a restored balance

between the countries.

Sometimes this result is reached without any movement of

gold at all, or with a movement that seems not at all in propor-

tion to the result. A country may be issuing paper money, or

increasing its bank notes or deposits, — operations which in

themselves tend to expel gold. Then what huppeus is th.at the

country retains both its paper and more or less of its gold, and

gets rising prices without any influx of the metal. Again, the

country may be one that mines gold. Ordinarily a mining coun-

try exports gold in the normal course of its international trade;

but when its exports of other things an> heavy, it may retain

within its own borders the gold which would otherwise go out.

The United States is an imp<irtant gold-mining country, yet

for several decades has kep' within her borders the whole

product of her mines ; indeed, has imported a substantial

amount of gokl in addition. The supply of specie thus

gradually accumulated has been the result oi a constant excess

of exports, and has been the basis of a tendency toward higher

prices.

The consequence of all these modif\'ing factors is that the

flow of gold from country to country takes place, as a rul{>, not

by large movements at any one time, but by (Iril)lets going some-

times one way, sometimes another; often by little-iiot iced diver-

sions of tlie fresh supplies from mines. The comparative

smallness of the ordinary flow is due mainly to the fact that

international trade, loiiir-mainlaiiied. nn.-^ alii-ad.s i)rought aiiout

such a distribution of the precious nutals, and such a ram^e of
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prices in the several countries, that their exehanges balance very

closely. It is only when preat industrial changes occur that a

large movement of specie takes place ; and even then it is com-

monly distributed over a period of sev^'ral years. Our own

country, anomalous in so many 'f its eccnomic characteristics,

presents in this matter also the most marked excepti<ms to the

usunl situation. Not iafrequently — as. for example, in 1879-

ISSn, immediately after the resumption of specie payments, and

afr.'iin in lSi)()-18()7, after the close of a severe period (,f depres-

sion— a great change in the reiations of our imports and exports

has caused rapid and heavy inflows of gold, giving the founda-

tion for a rapifl and sharp rise in prices.

So insignificant are the ordinary currents of gold from one

country to another, so likely to be disguised Ity eddi(>s and cross

currents due to tl>e c()mi)lrxity of international dealings, that

some v\Tit<>rs have pooh-pooh»>d the whole theory of the

equalization of imports and exports by changes in international

prices. Yet without this theory it is impossible to explain

the facts, and especially the ailjustment of the money value

of exports and imports. The influence of the quantity of gold

on prices, slow-moving as it is, and subject to all sorts of dis-

turbing causes, is the underlying p(>rsistent force which deter-

mines not only the international distribution of specie, but also,

as will appear in the chapters that follow, the variations in the

purchasing poM'cr of gold in different countries, and the greater

or less extent in which those countries share the gains from

international trade.

§ G. The foreign exchanges between most countries rest on

the equivalents of different golil coins, — dollars, pounds,

marks, francs, and so on. Rut not all countries are on a gold

basis ; and where then- are monetary systems having different

foundations, there is obviously a amplication in the foreign

exchang'^s.

British India, for example, was. until 189-3, on a silver basis,

the monetary miit being the silver rupee. The trade of India

was chiefly with Great Britain, whose currency was on a gold
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basis. The British exporter who sold Koods in India had a

l»ill of oxchungo to sell on thai eountry, — that is, a bill pay-

able in silver. The Indian exporter who sold goods in Eng-

land iiad for sale a bill of exehange payable in gold. The price

of each bill of exchange was affected, of course, by tlie ordinary

fluctuations in the foreign exchanges, — the relations of im-

ports and exports aiul the excess or deficiency of bills for making

the payments required. But it was alfected no less directly

by the gold price of silver; and for many years this was the

main determuiing inthience. As silver fell in price, tlie Eugli.-h

t'xjjorter's bill on India l)ecame h'ss valual)le in Ijigland ; it

was one for wiiich lie could get less sovereigns. I'nder the

same conditions — falling i)rice of silver— the Indian exporter

had in India a more valual)le liill, one for which he could get

more rupees. This situation operated to stinuilate exports

from India to (ireat Britain, and to check exports from (Ireat

Britain to India. There was something in tlie nature of a

bounty on exports from India, — one which caused bitter com-

plaint among those whose industries were affected i)y Indian

competition.

This sitU"tion, instead of leading to readjustment with some

promptness, as it would have done between advanced coun-

tries, persisted because prices in India did not accommotlate

themselves to tlie new relation betw(>rp gold and silver. Silver

flowed into IncUa, and prices did rise in that country. But

they rose very slowly in this huge and sluggish population of

hundreds of millions, with its semi-medieval conditions and

great tenacity of custom. The large use of silver in the arts,

especially for ornaments, diverted mucli of it from monetary

channels. Moreover, the fall in the gold price of silver went

on year after year; and, though prices of commo "ties in India

might rise a bit, the continuing fall in ttx- price of >ilvi'r >till

served to maintain a discrepancy betwe(>n prices of commodi-

ties on the oiT^ hand, and the market price of silver and the

rates of foreign exchange on the other. Imports and exports

were thus affected bv an unusual set of forces, — proximately
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by abnormal foreign exchange, but really by the slow process

of adjustment in India to the new price of silver.'

§ 7. Similar disturbing effects are produced by inconvertible

paper money. Where such money has displaced specie, and

where higher prices and a premium on gold have ensued, there

are again two sets of influences on the foreign exchanges, — the

ordinary shifts in the balance of payments due to exports and

imports, and the depreciation of the paper. During tht period

of paper money in the United States from 18G2 to 1879, bills

of exchange on London sold in New York at a price determined

mainly by the price of gold in our paper moacy. A bill on

London was the equivalent of gold ; that is, of gold obtainable

at the maturity of the bill and subject to aelay until it could

be brought over from Ix)n(Ion. When exports were compara-

tively heavy, London exchange sold at a premium less than

equivalent to the current gold premium ; when imports were

comparatively heavy, London exchange sold at a premium

more than equivalent. Of the causes of fluctuations in foreign

exchange under such conditions, those that root in the domestic

gold premium are usually more important than those that

affect the price of exchange considered by itself; because the

limits of fluctuation in exchange proper are narrow, while those

of the specie premium are potentially wide. And at such times

the price of foreign exchange is a sensitive indication of the

state of the paper. A premium on exchange, greater than that

of the gold-shipping point, is usually the first sign of deprecia-

tion. Even before a premium on gold appears directly, an

abnormally high price of exchange points to a difficulty in

getting specie and to a beginning of depreciation.

As with silver, so with paper, a discordance bet^ een the

premium on the paper and the risf> in the general p.ices may

' The govcrnnifiit of Iiiflia, as lias already been noted (see Book III, Chapter

21, § o), put an end to thi.s peculiar situation in 189.3 by stopping the free poinage

of .-filver and by niakinK the rupee virtual' v an ineonvertible money. Thereafter

the artiSriai price .it which the nipcr v„i maiiit.iined, and the pric-c of liiJiiiti

exchange, went together; in fact, the price of exchange on England registered

and determined the price of the rupee.
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have an t-ffect on interniitiouiil trad»'. That effect, again, has

the appearance of being wroiiglit l)y the foreign cxchangert,

yet in truth is <lue to the ilisrorihmce In-tween the price of

foreign bills {i.e. the specie |)reiniuni) and tlie rar.ge of prices.

It has been pointe;! out ' tliat the specie prcniium does not

go up and down in any exact corres|)ondcnc(' witii general

prices. When it is higher than prices, exports are stimulated,

since the exporter, selling in a (foreign) gold market, gets more

of the current paper money. This same influence, of course,

causes the prices of exported commodities to go up, and stimu-

lates exports ; they feel the inflation more than most com-

modities. On the other hand, a specie premium lower than

general prices stimulates imports, since the importer finds it

easier to pay for his goods ; hence imports grow lu avier and

eventually cheaper. Some writers have supposed that a de-

preciated paper currency always acts as a stimulus on exports

and a check on imports. But there seems to be no ground for

saying that it necessarily acts one way or the other. This sort

of influence depends on the divergence between ihe gold premium

and the real depreciation of the paper, which may be in <'ither

direction.

The relation of imports to exports, again, has a reciprocal

influence on the specie premium. If there be an increase of

exports, such as may readily occur because of crop changes

or altered demand, more bills are offered on foreign countries

(presumably specie countries). Then the price of foreign ex-

change falls, and the premium on specie necessarily falls with

it. In the long run the depr^ iation of the paper and the

specie premium will depend on the quantity of the paper in

its relation to the quantity of goods. But the state of foreign

trade and the relation of imports to exports has a proximate

effect on the exchanges and the specie premium. A country

which is preparing to return from paper money to a specie basis

finds resumption of specie payments easier if the period fixed

' See above, Book III, Chapter .'3, \ 2.
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for tho transition happens to be one of largo exports and low

price of exclmuKe.

§ 8. "Doniostic exchanc;(>," so-ealled, presents the same

plienonieiia as foiciKn exehaiine, only less conspicuously. In

Chicrigo, exehaiijie on New York is sold, just as in New York

exchange on Ix)ndoii is sold ; and the course of exchanKC and

the limits in the fluctuations are determined in precisely the

same way. Payments hav(> to he made constantly in New

York hy Chicntro merchants who have bought goods there;

they buy exchange (i.e. drafts) on New York. Other mer-

chants in Chicago have sold conunodities in New York,

and <lraw on their New York d.-btors. They sell exchange

on New York. As in the case of foreign exchange, all these

transactions take places through the bankers as middlemen.

When the two debts to be settled are equal, exchange is

at par. When th(>re are larger paym(>nts to be made in New

York than to be deinandeil th(<nce, money must be sent to

New York in settl(>ment of the balance. Then New York ex-

change, or New York " funds," go to a premium in Chicago.

That premium is limited by the cost of shipping money, with

the loss of interest during the period of shipment. Both items

of expense are of course much smaller than in the correspond-

ing case of foreign exchange. The express companies charge

forty cents per i?1000 for carrying money from New York to

Chicago ; the cash goes from one place to the other in twenty-

four hours. New York funds in Chicago can go a trifle above

or below jiar, but only a trifle.

Just as foreign exchange settlements are made largely through

London as the international financial center, so domestic ex-

change settlements are made in the United States chiefly

thiotish New York as the domestic financial center. When

a merchant in ^Memphis wishes to remit to one in Boston, he

commonly sends a draft on New York; for such a draft is

jjppf.pt.,!,)p !!i Boston or in any other place, The banks through-

out the country are in constant correspomlence with those in

tlie metropolis, remitting to them and drawing on them. The
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cIoscm'SH of this relation is of course stretij^thened by the re-

serve ile|)osit systetu of our n;ition:il Imuks. The elcaririK

house in New Vorti is a churiuj; house for tiie entire country.

There drafts meet and are exehanneil. To or from New York

uctual sliii)ment> of cash are chieliy nuule.

So small are the |)remiinns and discdunts on domestic ex-

ohauKe that they are eonnnonly not paiil hy tiie hanks to

those of their customers who draw on other places, nor aro

they eharned to eu>tomers who have reuiittances to make in

other pl.ices. The hanks Av.d in domestic exchan(;;e among

themselves. Sometinu>s New York funds in a f^iven city,

Chicago or Boston, are at a premium among banks, sometimes

at a discount. But the l)anks as a rule do not trouble their

customers with these trifling charges, b\il supi)ly them with

New York drafts at par and take their New York drafts at par.

Befon> the days of railways and of the saf(> and exi)e(litious

shipment of money, domestic exchange was a serious matter in

the United States, more serious than foreign exchange now is.

In the first third of the nineteenlh c"ntury, rincituiati wa-< as

far fnmi New York as was Loudon. TIk- shipment of money,

moreover, then meant the shii)in. lit of bulky .-ilver. Hence

exchange was subject to cou-id.'rable lluctualions, — fluctua-

tions which were oft(>n in<reased by tiie di>ordered state of the

country's currency, just as fluctuations in foreign exchange

ar(> increased by (le[)reciated paper. Oik^ of the most i)rofit-

able parts of the business of banks in those days was the pur-

chase and sale of domestic excliange ;
while, on the other hand,

the uncertainties of dome-tic reuMttances were a serious obstacle

to the g(>ograi)hical division of lalxir within the country. Dur-

ing the time when the Bank of the I'nited States fes[)ecially

the Second Bank, 1S17 iS.'il) was in existence, it di.l much to

les-en the-^e fluctuations .and uncertainties, and thereby per-

formed one of its most useful fimctions. In our own ilay the

es1al)li>hment of a uniform currency throughout the laud, and

the vast cheapening and exp^-liting ^>f traii^portMtion by rail-

ways, have brought th." fluctuations in domestic ('.xchange

,vithin limits so narrow as to make them almost negligible.

W^t^^m^ ^^ m^iM^^
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The Balance ok Inteknational Payments

§1. In the pn-n-dinR cliapUT, forciRii tra<' has I )ot'n treated

as if imports iiinl •xixirts of iiu'rclmndise Av . the only items

in tiie buliuice of foreign payments. Hut there are otlier items,

often of Kreut im|Kjrtauce.

AmonK tlie most eonsiderahle of these are lending ami lM)r-

rowiiiK between countries, or rather, lendinR and Inirrowing

between individuals in ditTerent countries. I^oans contracted

by governments play their [)art, —public IxjrrowinRs from

persons in foreign countries ; but much the larger part of these

transactions is between individuals. There is a prevahnit

mode of speech conv ning forei;?n l)orrowmgs, and indeed

foreign transactions generally, as if they took place l)etwt'en

nations, — as if German> bought g(M)ds from France, and the

United States borroweil from Englanu. . .:'.t really happens

is that individuals in one country are buying or Iwrrowing

from individuals in another. The habit of personifying coun-

tries, while often convenient for brevity, promotes or covers up

a misunderstanding of the actual situation, and sometimes

foments unreasonable prejudice.

Suppose persons in the United States to borrow from per-

sons in England. In the course of such transactions, entered

on with a view to investment in the United States, the English

lenders are usually bankers, upon whom American borrowers

become entitled to draw for the sums lent. The Americans

have bills on London to sell. If imports ami exports have

balanced before, there are now more bills on London offered

in New York than the importers wish to buy. Foreign exchange

falls in price and specie flows to the United States. If, indeed,

these same borrowing Americans happen to make |)urchascs in

England; if, for example, they are railway projectors and

4G8
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buy rails jit oiin- 'n KiikIiiHiI (a common transaction in tht;

Hi'cond anil tliinl (luartcrs of thi' nimtcoiitli century), — tlicn

they may send tlicir London hills directly to the rail makers

in that city. In so far, the loan may he elTected hy the iin-

mediate import of c(»mmodities and without any How of .-^itecic.

But such a comljination of horrowinj; uul ;iurcha>e is liy no

means univi r-al. Ordinarily, the ixtrrower wants money, or

purchasiiij,; jjower; he may use his purchasini; power at home,

or in the lender's country, or in a thin! country. The loan is

likely to bring in the first iii>tance a fall in fi-rj-^u exchatij^e in

the horrower's country, and a flow of specie into that country.

If this, liowevr, noes on ye.ar at'ler year, tlie same elTcct is

produced on fonip:ii trade as if there were an excess of imf)orts

into England. Tlie flow of specie will not pi on intlefinitely.

There will 1m' an effect on prices in England and the United

States, such as will stimulate exi)orts from England and im-

ports into the United .States. The import^ into tli" United

States will not necessarily he from l';icj,laiid ; there may he

greater American purchases in third countries or greater Eng-

lish sales in thinl countries, or ther;' may he hoth. The effect

is likely to coinc ^ra In.; liy .i,; 1 ulmo-t in.sensilily, through a

little noticeil diversion of tin; usual flow of specie, and tlirough

changes in prices that are slii^ht and seem on the surface due

to other causes. liut exi)erience has al)umlaiitly proved that

a continuing balance of this kind, like a continuing balance

arising from merchandise transactions, is not liquidated in

specie. It is settled by an increase of merchandise exports

from the lending country. Such a country shows before long

an excers of exports, and this supplies the wherewithal tor

remittances to the borrowing country.

Transactions of this kind are not usually sporadic. They

give rise to a steady fiow of remittances, to which the mer-

chandise exports and imports accommodute I'.iemse'--. . For

a long time England and I'rance have been lending entries,

and Ccrniany has rcrs-iit!y i/ecnni.^ one. Such co-m*:! -, in the

earlier stages of lending, show an excess of merchandise exports
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over imports, and yet no steady discount on foreign exchange

and IK) outiiuw of specie. The continuing loans are effected

ijy the exportation of goods. Tlie i)roeess is one oi which

neither the lencUng incHvichials nor the exporting merchants

are conscious. Tlie iuilui'uee of specie How and ot changing

prices is often gradual, silent, and little observed. Sometimes

it is accompani<Hl, in the borrowers' c(juntry, by rapidly risnig

prices, cxtenu'iig creilit, active business s])eculation, general

surface prosi)erity, and in the end a halt to the movement from

an nidustrial and financial crisis. In the United States crise^j

have commonly been accompanied, during the pc.iod of incu-

bation, t)y heavy borrowing from abroad, at first an inflow of

specie, then rising pii.es, and gradually an increase of imports.

Suppose now that tlie process of borrowing has gone on for

r long series of years. Then another factor enters
;

and m

time the situation is inverted. The borrowers have to pay

interest on their loans. As more and more 'oans are made, the

annual interest charge swells. The i)rincipal of each loan is re-

mitted once for all; but the iiuerest charge to which it gwof

rise goes on year after year. In time the interest payments

tlc-t n.ust be made to the creditors' country will equal, and

eventually will exceed, the payments on account of new loans

which are made to the debtors' country. To this new situation,

also, the imports and exports will in time adapt themselves.

The lentling country, which at the outset had an excess of ex-

ports, will in the end have an excess of imports. Fnmi England

loans have been made for a century to all parts of the world.

Though loans continue still to be made, the interest charges on

the old loans now inucli exceed the amounts newly sent out

on principal account. Uvnrv ii.e fureifii trade of (ireut Britain

shows a large excess of men handise iniporls over exports,—

an excess, it is true, due partly to other causes, but mainly due

to this one.'

' Till* capital .-^unis invcstid li\- tho Hriti^l. pcopl

nioKiKiiis total of L'L'.Tiiii.aniiniH) (>i:?,.viit.n(t().oiv

p:iyat)l.' tc, pcmoiir, ill f U i'.rit:ii:i at £' 1 i-?.<K»-'V

o/the Royal Statistiad Soculy, Septcuiber. lyOU.

till r laiul.s.irc put at the

d:\<\ tlh' 11111. milt MMimally
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The transition in the hor.dwcrs" country from an excess of

credit ciiurg-s to one of debit charges — from an excess of

mcrchai. ;
; '!pur*s to an excess of merch;m(lise exports —

may tal • p!;ic< -loviy and silently, or may be accompanied

by a fir. 'K il (-asli. './he turuinf? point in the United States

seems to lia c<>'>ii v,>t!- the crl. is of 187:!. As will i)c pointed

out presently, the foreign trade oi the Uniti^l States ('hauKed

in its cl-.aracler after that year; a previous excess of imports

was replaced by au excess of exports. Though the shift was

not due solely to the new relations of princii)al and interest in

the international lendinj;; account, this seems to liavi- ben tlie

dominant cause. It is not stran-;e that the transition should

be initiated by a crisis, and that the fiist phase of it should

be a period of business dcpn^ssion.

The gi.at lending 0|,eratious of modern tinvs take place

chiefly through the sale of securities. Wiien governments

borrow, they sell tlieir evidenc(-s of del)t. Wh.en loans are

secured for private enterprises, corporate stocks and bonds are

usually sold. The result of long-continued operations of this

sort lias l)een that certain securities have an international

market, and pass freely from country to country. Tiiey are

largely used in settlement of international balances, and often

obviate a How of specie. Esi)ecially is this the case where a

temporary balance of payments has to be met. Then tliJ

bankers throiigh whom bills of exchange^ are bought may send

such securities instead of specie. On the other hand, these

transactions sometimes cause independent disturliances of for-

eign tra<le, and so of banking and financial conditions. If the

sec\irities issued by a country's government or it? corporations

come to ho distrusted, they are likely to be sent back to that

country for sale, an<l then to cause a balance of sp(>cic to leave

that country. Thu'^ in the years from !'<':)() to 18!)t), when the

contest over the gold and silver standards was going (m in the

United States, foreign holders of American securities became

uneasy and sent the s(-curities to the New Yt)rk stock exchange

for sale,— a movement which contributed to the outflow of
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.sp»'cie during those years, and added to the causes of pubHc

and private embarrassment.

§ 2. Transactions other tlian loans affect international trade.

One of the simplest is that of payments made to persons liv-

ing or traveling in a foreign country. American travelers in

Europe, and those who have permanently established them-

selves there, spend annually many millions of dollars, — not

less, in recent times, tlian 8100,000,000 a year. What they

spend is put at their command in Europe through the mechan-

ism of the foreign exchanges. Usually they have letters of

credit, which enable them to draw on bankers. Their drafts

appear in the foreign exchange market precisely as do the

drafts of persons who have exported goods to the United States.

If the merchandise exports antl imports of the United States

just balanced, then these travelers' drafts would cause e--

change on the United Stiites to be regularly at a tliscount in

Europe, and specie woulil flow from the Uniteil States. But

to this situation, ; to that arising from loans and interest pay-

ments, the merchan;l!se trade has adjusted itself. The sums

which Americans spend abroad are supplied by an excess of

merchandise exports from the United States ; an excess which

has been brought al)out gradually and insensibly, in obedience

to the same causes which would bring the exports and imports

to a precise equality if these alone constituted international

dealings. In the same way, British Imlia has an excess of

exports
;

partly l)ecause there are interest charges on loans of

long standing made by Englishmen to the government of India

and to private persons there
;

partly because there are in Eng-
land many pensioners from the Indian service, to whom the

Indian government must make regular remittances.

A curious and important addition to the payments of this

kind has come in the United States, since about 1890, from the

remittances of immigrants to their kinsfolk in the old countries.

The immigrants newly arrived are frugal ; it is the second genera-

tion that accepts the Uiore liberal spending ways of the pros-

perous country. The newly arrived send a good part of their

] \:
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savings to rolativcs and friends at liome, very largely for the

purpose of cnal)linff these also to emigrate to the land of plenty.

Therel)y again a debit item u})pears in tiie fore"'- exchange

operations, which adds to tfie causes hringing an excess of mer-

chandise exports. This item reached suri)ri>ing si/e in the

first decade of the present century ; it \v as sujjposed to amount

in each year to at least -SloO.OUO.OOO.

Freight charges form another itt'm of tlie same sort. If the

merchandise between two countries is curried sol(>ly in the

ships of one of them, this one will have iii so far a balance^ due

to it. Thus the foreign trade nf the United States is now

carried on chiefly in the vessels of other countries, England

having the largest share. The citizens of th" Fnited States

make remittances on freight accouiit ; and they would have

to make thenj by the shipment of specie if the exports just

balanced the imports. England is iu tne contr iry case. Her

people are great owners of vessels, and are carriers the world

over. By itself, this factor would bring specie -+o England if

her imports just balanced her exports. .\s a i..,.iter of fact,

the remittances that must be inaile from the United States foi

freight and those that Endand receives from *'•(' United States

as well as from other countries, take their plu i- in the general

balance of international payments. They also add to the

causes which lead iu the United States to an excess of mer-

cliandise exports, and in England to an excess of merchandise

imports.

§ 3. A country which produces sjx-cie, and ("specially in

modern times one which T'foduces gold, is in a peculiar situa-

tion. If this be the only item (or the dominant item) over

and above ordinary merchandise transactions, the country

will have regularly an excess of merchandise imports, just as

it would have if travelers' expenses or freight charges had to

be remitted to it. But it will also have a regular outflow of

specie ; and therefore foreign ex.-hange will b(> regularly at a

p5.(»rf,;,jm. Tlie specie is in this case an ordinary article of

export, like wheat or cotton or any other conunodity. But it
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goes out only whon the state of the foreign exchanges is such

as to warrant its shipment. In the other cases where a coun-

try has an excess of merchandise imports, foreign exchange is

not ordinarily either high or low; it reaches the shipping

points only on the sporadic occasions of balances to be met.

But in a mining country the state of the exchanges is normally

such as to cause the exi)()rtation of specie. This was the case

in the gold-mining colonies of Australia, espe>-ially Victoria,

for many years after th(> gold discoveries of ISoO; and it is

still in the main the ca^e in that region. It was the case in

Mexico, long the greatest silver-mining country in the world,

during the period when silver was specie on the same terras

with go'.d. Since the universal adoption of the gold standard,

and its introduction even into Mexico, silver has there l)ecome

a commodity like any other, and the exch.anges are reckoned

on a gokl basis. For the first decatle after the Californian gold

discoveries of 1850, the United States was in the same position

as Australia.

The more recent experiences of the United States, with

regard to the domestic output of gold, illustrate some of the

irregularities of international trade, and show in what complex

ways the imderlying forces work out their results. During the

Civil War, the gold in circulation was driven out by the issue

of paper money ; and thereafter, until the resumption of specie

payments in 1879, the annual product of the mines was steadily

export(>d, gold and silver beijig alike regular articles of export.

Since 1879, the I'nited States has accumulated an immense

stock of gold. It has done so very largely by the simple reten-

tion within her own borders of the output of the domestic

mines. In some years, not only has this product been retained,

but much gold has flowed in from abroad in addition. Though

it has happened, in otlu r years, that not only the yield of the

mines has been exported, but even more
;
yet on the whole, the

domestic product, and something more, has accumulated in

the country. The course of prices has been affected by these

movements, through those processes whose slow, irregular, and
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half-conccalcd working lias been explained in the preceding

pa)j;es.

§ 4. A fi;lanev> at tlie (igures of tlie itniK>rts ami exports of the

United States during the hist iiiiU(h'ed years siiows that a

striking eliange in tiic rchition of the two it«ins took place in

1873. I'p to that dale, import^ hid n"j;iilarly exceeded tlie

exports; since that date, exjiorts have rcuularly exceeded the

imports. The excess of exi)orts in the early years of the

twentieth century was enonnoiis ; during the decade ending in

190S the annuid excess was S.-,0(),()()().()()(). The reversal in 1S73

is easily explii-ilih", from what has Ijcmmi stated in the preceding

pages. During the fir>t three (piarters of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the United Statics had been a borrowing country; and it

had t)een in the early stages of borrowing, — steafly recurrences

of new loans more than l)aianced the accruing interest on old

loans. Until 1S()() tli(> United States, in addition, had been a

shipping and freight-carrying country, and its shipowners had

been earning freights ])ayable by peixms in other countries.

After 1873, though Ixirrowing continued, sometimes on a great

scale, the annual interest payable to foreigners on the whole

offset the remittances into the country on capital account.

Freight charges l)ecame payable by Americans to foreigners,

no longer by foreigners to Americans ; for the reason, mainly,

that iron steamers displaced wooden sailing vessels and could

be built and ojjerated more cheai)ly by the Rritisli and by

others in Kurope. On the other hand, debit items appeared

newly, or rose to dimensions so much greater as to make them

substantially new. The traveling expenses of Americans be-

came v.astly larger; so did the remittances of immigrants. In

some years, repayments of old loans were made, in the form of

purchases by Americans of securities wnich in previous times

had been sold abroad. Hence the preponderance of exports

after 1873, at first comparatively slight, ev.-ntually reach-

ing the remarkable extent just stated. Irregular as the mer-

chandise balanci's were, inl'lueintd as tVu-y necessarily were by

the accidents of the season and the crops, by monetary legie-
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lution, by crises and depressions ami "booms," the general

trend was unmistakable ; the exports advanced more rapidly

than the imports, exceeded them in almost every single year,

and in most years exceeded them immensely. The flow of

specie meanwhile was at some times into the United States,

in other times out of the United States ; on the whole, as might

be expected, more jironouncedly into the United States during

the later years of very heavy exports. The redistribution of

gold, wliich was part of the general movement, took place, as

has been noted in a i^recinling paragraph, very largely by the

more or le.ss complete retention within the country of the

product of its own mines.'

§ 5. When the merchandise exports of a country exceed its

imports, the country is said to have a "favoral)le balance" of

trade. When its imports exceed its exports, the balance is

said to be "unfavorable." The same terms are used when the

state of international trade is such as to cause an inflow or

outflow of specie ; although, as we have seen, such inflow or out-

flow is by no means a necessary or even a usual consequence

of an excess or deficiency of exports. The general notion

underlying these terms is that a country gains by having

dealings with other countries which are expected to bring

specie in, and loses by those which are expected to take specie

out.

This notion goes back to the Mercantile writers of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, who believed that specie was

a peculiarly important part of a country's wealth, and that

legislation on international trade should be directed to its accu-

mulation. Any one who has grasped the elementary truths

about utility, wealth, exchange, mont-y, will see the absurdity

of supposing that the prosperity of a country is bound up

' Figures for tho incrfhandisc imports .Tiid oxports and for the flow of ^old are

fjivon in ovory rciition of the Statiitirnl Ahstract. Kstiniatcs liave licfn nndo

from tinii- to time of the amounts of tho various non-mrn'handisc items, sucli as

interest nn(t frcicht eharses, tourists' expenses, immiitrants' remittanees :
for ex

timple, by Mr. T. Baron, in the Yalv Heruu; I'.iUf). and lor 190y by Mr. O. Paish,

in a monoKraph on tlie Trmlr Hahiucc of the United Slates, a publication of the

United Stat<>.s Monetary Commisaiou.
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witli the inflow or outflow of specie. The astonishinK thing is

that, notwithstanding the simplicity of those trutlis and their

repeated and widespread exposition, ignorance reganhng tliem

should be so common. Many people who think themselves

entitled to attention stia speak as if an e::cess of expoi .s promised

a profit to a country, and an influx of specie were a realization

of that profit.

In part, this way of looking at international trade comes

from the habitual attitude of business men and bankers. Plenti-

ful bank reserves, low rates of discount, easy acconnnodation

to borrowers, — these are always welcome to the business com-

munity. Conversely, diminishing bank reserves and higher

discount are unwelcome. Hence the inflow of specie, which

proximately affects bank holdings and short-time interest,

is spoken of as a good thing, and the outflow of specie as a bad

thing. This outflow, with its consequent pressure on loans,

interest rates, and eventually on prices, is often the salutary

check on inflation and speculation. But few business men feel

it to be salutary. Nearly all would like to see an unending

round of rising prices.

There are times, of course, when the balance of international

payments — usually resting on the relation between exports

and imports — is of real consequence. This is notably the

case when a country is tryl.ig to extricate itself from a depre-

ciated paper currency. The return to specie payments is

possible for such a country only if its foreign trade is in a

state which will cause specie to flow in, or will prevent it from

flowing out when a fund for resumption purposes has been

collected by the government. Though in the long run this inflow

or outflow will depend on the state of prices, in any one season

the balance of international payments is affected by the seasonal

events. If, at the time wlien a country is preparing to return

to a specie basis, financLa disturbances or poor crops lead to

an "unfavorable" balance, the operation of resumption will be

difficult and perhaps unsuccessful. It was an imiiiense aid to

the resumption of specie payments by the United States that
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in the year fixed for it (1879) and in the years immediately

following there were untisually heavy exports, due to good en ps

within the country and ix)or crops elsewhere ; while at the

same period improvements in railway transportation greatly

facilitated an increase of exports. The consequent inflow of

gold, coupled with the retention of the domestic output of the

nietiil, gave an unexpectedly solid l)a.><is to the reestablished

specie regime.

In the main, however, the persistence of the Mercantilist

attitude is not due to any such considerations of real advantage,

but to simple ignorance. People measure their individual in-

comes in terms of money, profit by an excess of money receipts

over money expenses, and fall into the way of regarding money

as the important form of wealth. This was indeed the earliest

and crudest form of the Mercantihst notion. The same igno-

rance and fallacy underlie the advocacy of paper money in-

flation, and the various schemes for making nations prosperous

by adding to their stocks of cash.

One curious form of the Mercantilist view appears in the

interpretation often given to the state of trade between a

country and a single one of its neighbors. Thus the exports

from Canada to the United States may be greater than the

exports from the United States to Canada ; and it is often

inferred (for example, in discussion of reciprocity treaties be-

tween the two countries) that t' e trade is one unfavorable or

damaging to the United States. Such comparison is meaning-

less. So far as the relation between imports and exports is a

matter of moment at all, this is to be judged by the balance of

transactions, not between any one country and a single other,

but by its balance with all. That our exports to England

exceed our imports thence, or our imports from Brazil exceed

our exports thither, — all this signifies nothing. It must be

confessed that public men in high station, as well as newspaper

scribblers and rabid partisans, fall into loose talk on this sub-

ject, and compare the sales and purchases of one pair of coun-

tries as if these really gave an indication of their relative gaina
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from trado with each other. The real advantaRcs from inter-

national tra(h', and the rchitive gains of dilTcrent countries,

are to he RauKcd in a very different way, as will api)ear in the

chapters to follow.

i'1
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CHAPTER 34

The Thkory of Intern tionai. Tkaue. Why Particular
(JOODS AUK KxrOUlED OH IMPORTED

1. 'J"1k' j)r«'c(Mliiig clmpters have considored chiefly the

moclianisiu of iiitcniational trade. We may proceed now to

matters more fundamental : the variations in prices and money

incomes in ilifferent countries, the causes which determine

what commodities a country siiall import or export, the real

importance of specie movements between countries and of

a rise or fall in the value of money, the real gain from inter-

national trade. The first topics for consideration will be the

nil "I? in which a country's exports and imports are determined,

ar..l the cau.se and significance of variations in prices and

incomes.

We shall assume , for simplicity, that tratle is free . Duties

on imports have important modifying effects, but these can be

understood better if the working of unfettered trade is first

examined.

Let us begin by calling to mind some familiar but often

neglected facts, known to all observers, but rightly interpreted

by few. Among the most familiar is that there are differences_

jn the value of money in different countries ; that is, difference.s

in the range of prices and of money incomes. It will appear

later in our inquiry that the differences in money incomes are

the more important, and that prices do not always move with

money incomes ; but for tlie present we may assume that

prices and money incomes in general move together. Money
wages and other money incomes, and most prices also, are higher

in the United States than in England, higher in England than

in France and CJermany, higher in these latter countries than

in Italy and Spain; and lowest in countries like Japan, India.

China.

4S()

i^J^
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Whili- tlit'sc (lilTt'n-iui's an- obvious in iiioiu-y iiicoims, and

in the prices of many goods, it Is t'(iually obvious tiiut some

commoditirs difiVr l)ut little in price in tlie various countritM.

These are the commodities which are the objects of inter-

national trade, - which move from cuimtry to country as

imports and exports. These, if w.- set a>ide co-t of transpor-

tation, are the same in price in all the trading countries. Where

cost of transportation is considerable, their prices may vary

coasideralily ;
hence we can only say that the linn'sJendJi>2M^'

not far from the same. We nenhit, for th<' present, it will l)e

reineml)ered, differences due to duties on imports or exports.

Home further (iualificati<ms to the Kcneral proposition would

have to be made if it were attempted to fit it witli exactness

to all the facts. Sometimes an unfamiliar comintKlity }?o<'S

from one country to another, is bought very cheap by traders

in the one and sold very dear in the other ; there is a serious

difference in price. This is likely to happen where (hscoveries

or rapid improvements in communicaticm cause n(«w oppor-

tunities for trade to arise. But mercantile competition tenils

in time to wipe out these differences. Here, as in other direc-

tions, the pioneers make money; unusual profits are presently

cut away ; in the end, only such diff(>rences in price persist

as are accounted for by cost of transportation and the ordi-

nary business returns. Yvry few propositions in economics

are literally and unfailingly true; they stand for great general

tendencies ; and among such is the one here stated, — that

goods which are the subjects of a constant and considerable

foreign trade are sold at nearly the same prices in all the trad-

ing countries. Wheat sells at approximately the same price

in the United States and England, tea in the United States

and Ceylon, coffee in the United States and Brazil, wool in

Australia on the one hand, England, France, Germany, on the

other.

Nearly the same prices, be it noted. In order that a cotn-

modity shall move frQin, nnecountry to another, it must be

somewhat clieaper in the exporting country, — cheaper at
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( U'HMt l>y cost of traiisi)«)rtiitioii. Iiitcrmitioniil tradf, like all

\ truilt', tliouuli it i.s n'solvulilr at iKittoiii into iiii i-xcliuiin'' of

goods for goods, is proximately di'tcrtniiu-d l>y pricts; and

.' prices of the (liiiiKs iMnij^lit and sold must \h^ somtwiiat lower

\_in llif fxpoitiiiy; couiilry.

Moni'y wan's, however, an" nut nccoss.urib' lower in tlie.

exporting country. Tlin- they are hi.rher in the United States

than in lCn(i;land, vet the I'liited St.it.> e\!)orts wheat to ICuK-

land. They are hi^luT in Mn^laiid th;iu in China, yet Knj^land

sends all sorts of manufactured ^joods to China. They aro

higher in Australia than in (Itrmaiiy, yi't .\ustralia sends wool

to Ciermany. A common notion in ret?ard to international

trade is that a country where wages are low is a country that

is peculiarly likely to have lariije expi>rts, and that on:- with

higli wage> has difficulty in sendinj^ out its exports. Yet a

moment's consideration of familiar facts such as have just

been adduced shows tliat this cannot l)e the case. And the

preceding chapters have r .lown that the exports of a country

l)alance in money value its imi)orts (barring those dilTerences

one way or the other wliich are easily exp'.alncil hy paymentrt

other than for merchandise). The countries with high money

wages have no less exports than those with li.w money wages.

In the trade between the two sets of countries neither can

export more than the other; the payments between tiiem

balance.

§ 2. These preliminary matters point to the first imptirtant

projxrsition with regard to international trade. A c()untr%'

exports the tilings which are low in price in its borders: thi-e

are things in which its lal)or is api)lied elTectivciy. T>:
! .n

words more often used in tl>e literature of economics, a "-ntr

tends to export Jthose things in which it has a compar tiv^

advantage. And, conversely, a country tends to initiori tfos-

things which, if produced within its Ijordcrs, woulri be hi::!i i-

price, — tliose in which its labor would be ai.olied wit less

effect, those in which it has a comparative disadvantage

For example, wheat is exported steadily iu large quauntist

V
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from tlic liiili-'l Stiitos.' Tli'- iiumoy inconi.s of tluis." who

pr.Mlu<r it an- liiuli ; tti.- farm.T-< uiul thrir hir.'d Ial><»riTs ar.<

\v«'ll n-inmu'rati'il. If the \mrr of wlwat is low in tlic I'liitcl

StatcM, it riui«<l 1m' Ix'caux' tiic laLor of tiio-^c who pro.hicc if is

ptTcctiv'c. That i-. t!f lalior i* appliiil to a<lvjiitM!;c. Minh

waK''S and hinli pii.<-< .lo not iicc.--:inly v'o iMjj.^th.T
;

hiK»>

wa«os arr fouii'l with low ]ni<'i-* if Hi" i.rn.lu.tl ,-,ii.-.s ..f iahor

i- uriMt. \V<' spfaU now of nmn. y w.i-.- alone llc^inhiii^

real wag'-s. it will aj-prar nion- fulls a- wi' •;.> on that a lii'j,h

rate <,f wan<'< i-^ the n-^ult of K«n.T:i! .-ff. Hiv< ii.-< or product iv."-

n(--s. Hut lookinj; at inoucv wa-'- :''om.-, and .oii-^idcrinn

thoni m relation to international tra 1^, we ean -ee clearly that

a high rate i- no ol.Macl'' to low price- and lo exportation if

accouipani.d l>y P' :,t ellee) :vei,es>. li. on th' other hand,

ihere ]). hitih money wa-e- without any -peeial elfei'tivness,

then there will '»• hi-h prices. The eini)lo>er who nniM pav

hifjh money wa-e^, and who-<> laborers do not produce ai-un-

danily, mi-t sell hi> jiroduct at a hi-lipii<ein order to meet his

expenses. In a countiy of hiuh money wa'ie- t!ir prodmers

will c.ntinnc to exi)ort in tla.-e hrancln s „f i.i.lu^try in wliich

the eiTectiveness of la'.o-- i^ lar-e. The producer- in those

braaches where the ..ffectiveness is .,u .ller, will find -reater

and greater dillicnhy in meeting foni-n eompetition, and may

he dHven out of I'U-int-'S hy compeliu"; forei'in imports.

\o:ii.,- China exports tea and raw -ilk; Britisli India i-xports

niie : r.ra/.il. cotTee. Th.-e are <'ounlrie> in which money way;es

•:re low. ''.ut they are also countries in whic'i la'-or i., ;i:en'Tal

- in.'fiecTive. They i iiport, on the oHkt hand, lar-e (juantities

/ .

(

. I .„> whrat for illustnition. though thr rxports uro now (lan'n ,1, .•lini.iK, and

nvu- -:isc .n th,- -our... of a .l.-a.lr. Tlw t-..l.n.v to ,1...U.h. i„ th..<.- our. h.^vy

^,,,;„n- IS mn.monl V :is.Til-.! to thr fact that «v •
ii.c.a

• th.Mlon....t,.. pro.lu.t for

o,-^ n.,...l!v ih, r.-a.inu l-o; dafon. Tl,is i. tn..-. a. far a. it Korn. Hut th.>

r,.:..on ^vhv the pr.lu.t fa.l- to k,.,, it. fomPT rla.io,, ,o populatiou a.„l

'• .„..
i

••
,. th.. im.r. a-iui: ro.t , n.ariaaal . -t )

of wl. at ;
roiu,a n-k 1 1. < ha

-

„.r r.i M a.Kl Hook V, Thapt-r U. That incrra^e in .o.t m.ans, in oIIlt

_, , ..,:.... ..ft,,,..,;,..,...;"'-' a!!'! !''sv.nint' coMiparativc ailvaiitiiiK': hviifvUn-

"^:,;';,^|"^rt" Thr«'h-at of th- Cnu^'lr^n ?;orlh.^ ' wi.l probably supply lu

th.» fii-arc a; illustration which will continue to fit the t.xt.
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of manufactured jjoods which are produced more cheaply by
effective and highly paid labor in the manufacturing countries.

They export those things in which their labor is perhaps in-

effective, but is less ineffective than it would be in making
textiles, hardware, and other manufactures. They export those

things in the making of which they have a comparative ad-

vantage; that is, those for which, in their own borders, labor

is most effective.

Thus we reach, alike for countries with high money incomes

and with low money incomes, the same conclusion : those things

are comparatively cheap, and those things are likely to figure

in the exports, in which the country's la})or is the more effective.

It matters not, for the purpose in hand, what are the causes

of the effectiveness of labor which constitutes the country's

advantage. It may arise from climatic superiority or other

natural fitness, or from skill and aptitude due to comi)lex

human causes ; or it may arise from a combination of these.

The advantage of tli<> United States in wheat, and its exports

of wheat, rests (or rested) partly on the possession of vast

tracts of new and fertile land; but it was much promoted also

by the intelligence of its farmers and their large use of agricul-

tural machinery, and by eheai. rail transportation from the

Western wheat fields to the seaports. All sorts ^f causes here

concur; not only the obviously natural (<nes, but those con-

nected with land tenure and land ownershi)), with universal

education and universal ambition, with the influence on freight

rates of private ownership of railways and hence of un-

fettered enterprise. However complex these causes, their

single outcome is clear : the labor of producing and shipping

American wheat is effective. The same eomnlexity of causes

lies back of our exports of i)(>troleum and of copper, — great

natural resources, but also great entei prise and skill in develo'-

ing them. In some of our exporting industries, enterprise and
skill alone, without unusual resources, suffice to explain effective-

ness and cheapness; as in agricultural implements, sewing

machines, builders' hardware, electrical equipment. England's
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large exports of manufactures, which again illustrate the same

combination of high money wages, effectiveness of lal)or, com-

parative advantage, are due partly to her deposits of coal and

iron ore,— the natural foundations of numufuctures,— partly

perhaps to a favoring climate, very largely to the vigor, enter-

prise, and skill bred by free industry and free political institu-

tions. China's advantage (or less disadvantage) in tea and

raw silk is due partly to climate, partly to skill and experience

transmitted from generations to generations of pati(>nt workers.

That this latter cause of advantage may l)e precarious is shown

by the extent to which, in recent years, some rival countries

have deprived China of her former position as almost the sole

exporter of these articles. Ceylon has developed large exports

of tea, Japan of raw silk, by systematic attention to the best

ways of making labor effective in producing tlu-se things.

§ 3. Cheapness in price being the proximate element in

determining exports, any cause or set of causes which makes

a conmiodity cheaj) acts as aiv advantage and so |)romotes ex-

ports. If a particular kin<l of labor, though not of high effective-

ness, can be liad at very low wages, the commodities made l)y

it are pro tanlo likely to i)e exported.

Interesting ((uestions u]K)n this a-jiect of the prol)lem are pre-

senteil by the exports of cotton from the United States. Cli-

mate, in itseffects on thequality of the fiber, may go far to explain

the.se exports. Rut social conditions have been supposed al.so to

l)e an important factor. Before the Ci\il War, slavery was

thought by many to explain the cotton trade of the South; it

gave the advantage of very cheaj) labor. But the great growth

of the exports since the war (when once the first years of turbulent

transition had passed) sliows that slavery iu itself was not the con-

troUir*!; cause. It remains true, however, that cotton continues

to be grown mainly by negro labor, and that this is cheaper than

most American iaiior. The maintenance of the exports may thus

be ascribed to the per.sistence of .social conditions derived from

slaverj'. On the other hand, this very negro labor, cheap though

it seems according to American standards, gets higher money
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wages than are current in Egypt, India, and other countries from

which a competing supply of cotton conies to the world's markets.

The labor must be at least to some degree effective. Further,

much American cotton is grown (in Texas, for example) by white

labor which earns the normally high American rates. Here the

main explanation of the exports must be found in the effective-

ness of the labor, climatic causes being, no doubt, important in

contributing to that effectiveness.

Clearer illustration of the influence of specially low wages can

be found elsewhere. In Saxony and Bavaria, there are districts

where a congested population is willing to work long hours for

low wages. Toys, and some soi ts of textiles and knit goods, are

turned out at very low prices, and arc exported in considerable

qu-^ntities. In England, again, while most exports rest on effec-

tiveness with high wages, there arc so-called "parasitic" in-

dustries (lace making and chain making are examples) in which

wages are especially low, and iu which prices are low in conse-

quence. From the social point of view, these are not welcome

elements in a couatry's trade, whether domestic or foreign. But

so far as the currents of international trade are concerned, spe-

cially low wages and specially productive labor operate in the

same direction,— both promote the exports of the commodities

affected.

The effect on international trade, in these cases of low wages,

depends on their being limited cases. If all wages in a country

are equally low, no one conmiodity will be cheaper than any

other, and no effect on exports or imports wiil cn^ue. On this

subject there is a sort of terror among many persons in countries

p( high wages like the United States and England, — a fear of

universal underselling and wholesale colla])sc, because wages are

lower in some countries frf)in which exports (•(j:nc. The relation

betwe(>n internatiiMial trade and general low wages deserves a

moment's consideration.

Suppose two coimtries, — say the United States and Japan, —
suddenly to upeu commercial relations, t'lcrc having b-ee:i previ-

ously no trade between them. Suppose money wages to be
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lower in all occupations in Japan, and all goods to be cheaper

there. Money then has a higlier value in that country than in

the United States ; trade in merchandise moves one way only,

goods beino; sent to the United States; specie alone Hows to

Japan. Prices aiul wase; will tlien rise in Japan, and will fall

in the United States. As this transition goes on (doubtless a

trying one, especially in the I'liitcd States), the How of specie will

gradually tliminish, and will finally cease when equilibrium has

been established. But that e(iuilil.rium will not necessarily be

reacluHl at a stage of eciua! wnijics in both countries
;

still less at

a stage of efjual prices iu t)i-t!i, ami conseciuent cessation of all

trade between them. As i)rices in general move up in Japan,

in response to the indow of s])eci('. it will ajipear that the prices

of certain commodities do not move u'- to the American prices of

the same conniiodities. These are the commodities in which

Japan<'se labor is effective, or (iiossibly) in which some sets of

Japanese laborers get uiuisuaHy low wuj-c-s. Such conuuotlities

will continue to be exijorted from Japan even after wages and

prices in general have risen. Couveisely, in the United States

wages and prices will fall. But as they fall, some things will

prove to fall in price below the Japanese level. These are the

things in which American labor has an advantage or (possibly)

in which it must submit to specially low wages. Such things

will begin to be exported to Japan as prices there rise, a!\d they

will continue to be steadily exported. In other words, there can

hardly be such a thine as continued underselling in all goods.

There wiU almost certainly be an ('qualization, or an apf roach

toward eciualization, of the value of money in the two countries
;

and thereafter a development of hnports and exports, each

country exporting those thiajis in whicli it has an advantage and

importing those in which it has a dis;i lvauta;ie.

No such extraordinary ca.-e has ever ai)peared. Tlu; adjust-

ment of relative wages and p:i''es in different countri.s has taken

place by a gradual and ahno.-t insensible process. Possibly

some-]-'" ' V'ki' an abni'^t ehaiur'-? t'>ok place, in .Iiroan iu the last

decades of the nineteenth century, wlieii that country, previously
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sealed to foreigners, was opened to trade with them and entereil

on her amazing political and industrial transfonnation. In

virtually all cases, the main lines of adjustment were settled long

ago. And this general adjustment, it should be noted, has by no

means been such as to bring about an equalization of money in-

comes or of general prices ; it has not brought about a uniform

value of money the world over. In the supposed trade between

the United States and Japan, equilibrium and settled exchange

would be reached,— the industrial characteristics of the two

countries l^eing as they now are,— while money incomes and

most prices were still higher in the United States. What are the

causes of the variations in money incomes and in general prices

between country and country, we have yet to consider. But it

is certain that they do not lead to universal underselling or to a

continued trade in which goods move one way only.

§ 4. From th(; principle of comparative costs, it follows that a

country may fail to produce things which it can produce to ad-

vantage, — may imjwrt things in which its labor is more effec-

tive than is labor in the country whence they come. Not all

international trade rests on this precise relation ; but under it

the peculiarities of international trade appear most markedly.

If a country, though under no disadvantage in a conmiodity,

nay, though possessed of an advantage in producing it, has here a

less advantage than in other commodities, the first sort will be

imported. For example, labor in the United States is no less

productive in growing hemp than labor in Italy cr Russia ; it is

probably more so ; none the less, hemp is imported from those

countries. Labor in this country is no less productive in produc-

ing flax fiber than labor in Belgium, or in making linens than labor

in Germany or Ireland, but flax and linen are still imported, and

this in face of a considerable duty (hemp, as it happens, is duty-

free). Coarse wool, such as is used in making carpets, could be

grown here with as little lal)or as in China, Asia Minor, Russia,

and sundry other backward countries, from which, none the less,

it is steadily imported. The everyday explanation of all these

phenomena is that labor is too dear in the United States. The
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explanation is true enough, as far as it goes,— but why is the

labor dear? Our high rate of wages does not lead to the impor-

tation of all goods, or i)rcvent the exportation of those in which

the productivity of labor is large. High general wages are the re-

sults of high general productivity. ( )iue estal)lishcd and current,

they constitute a ilifficulty for other possilile industries in which

productivity is not high. The real explanation of the continued

importation of things in which !al)or is at iio disadvantage is

that they cannot meet the pac(? .set by those in which the labor

of the country is more pn)<luctiv(>ly •i})plied.

Obviously, it is to the interest of a ( ountry to turn its labor into

the most advantageous channels ; not nierely io tlio.se industries

in which it is at no disadvantsige or has only a slight advantage,

but to those in which it has the greatest advantage. Similarly,

an individual finds it to his advantage to devote himself, once for

all, to that occupation in which he is mo.st pioficient. The brick-

layer does not carry his own bricks, even though he could carry

as many as the hodcarrier, perhaps more. He can lay the bricks

immeasurably better than the hodcarrier, and gains by confin-

ing himself to that. An al)le business man delegates to clerks

and subordinates much routine work, even work involving some

responsibility and judgment, which he could do better himself;

he confines himself to the still more dilTicult tasks of manage-

ment, in which he has peculiar excellence.

By no means all trade between countries, or all division

of labor between individuals, is exi)licabl(' in just this way. Of-

ten there is an absolute advantage on both sides. The brick-

layer may be skillful without being physically strong; the hod-

carrier may be able to <'arry more brick--. Each can do his own

work better than the other. The capable business man may

not be able to do clerical work as well as his bookkeejier. A

certain unpationce ami abriiptnoss of temper, characteristic

of commanding personalities, iiu - unfit him for monotonous

ofiice work. Similaily, a country n y be at an absolute disad-

va:itagc in one indu>lry, and !;;!.iy liave an ab-solute advantage

in another. Such is the relative situation of temperate and of
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tropical countries as regards the articles they commonly ex-

chan^ ^th each other. Brazil produces coffee with absolutely

less labor than the United States could, India jute, and so on;

the United States produces wheat and makes it into wheat flour,

spins and weaves cotton cloth, with less labor than they can.

§ 5. There is a difference in the basis of the gain from interna-

tional trade, and in its probable extent, according as it rests on

differences merely in comparative advantage, or on al)solute

differences of the sort last described. In the second case, where

each country has a clear superiority, exchange between them

will be to mutual advantage under any circumstances. Though

they may not share equally in the gain (of this more will be said

in the next chapter), it will be to their interest to carry on the

trade. But where there is only a comparative advantage, the

existence of the trade, and the gain from it, rest on the fact that

labor does not move freely from country to country. Suppose,

for example, that labor in the United States is more productive all

around than labor in Italy ; it will be none the less to the advan-

tage of Americans to import from Italy th.^se things ni which,

though they have an advantage, it is a less atlvantage. But it

would also be to the interest of the people of Italy to move en

masse to the United States. Only because the Italians fail to

do so, and prefer to remain in their own country, will that trade

be carried on which rests simply on differences in comparative

cost.

The indefinite continuance of such trade thus rests on immo-

bility of labor between countries,— on the ties of language, na-

tionality, religion, on the ol)stacles from ignorance and poverty,

which hold people to the land of their birth. Great as is the emi-

gration of modern times, it has not sufficed to put an end to this

prevailing immobility. If, in the example just given, all the

Italians were to move to the United States, tliey would be better

off than before. So long as they remain at home, they provide

the America-is with goods more ch.caply tlian these could be made

in the United States. Once in the United States, they would

indeed produce the commodities with less labor than before;

itj: '':3ix:ts»i.t£%.jAii^:^eksr:itt .^resseiOEiiis
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but that labor would have to be paid for at the higher American

rate, and the commodities would 1)p less cheap. The Americana

(let us say, in courtesy, the other Americans) would be less well

off. It is conceiviilile, to be sure, that when the Italians got to

the United States, they would not receive the full American rate

of wages. They might continue to work for the Americans, as

they had done in Italy, at a low rate of wages. And it is true

that our newly arrived immigrants, in fact, are in a group by

themselves. But their pay shows at least some approach to the

American rate. Though they work for wages not up to tlie level

normal in the United States, they do not work for us as cheaply as

do their countrymen who remain at home. It happens, also,

that often they do not work at the identical things which are

imported (or under free trade would I)e imported) from the old

countries. These things it continues to l)e to our advantage to

procure by the way of foreign trade, though our lal)or may be

more efficient in making them than is the foreign labor. In an

ideal — and we might call it Utopian — distriljution of the

workl's productive forces, the division of labor and of trade which

rests solely on comparative differences in costs would not

e.xist. But as men and nations are, no small part is played by

the great historical gulfs between nations and races and by the

resulting immobility of labor.'

§ 6. From the preceding exposition, it might be inferred that

a country produces within its own borders no articles which it

imports, and that, conversely, whatever articles it exports are

supplieil in Mo to the other country or countries. But this does

not necessarily follow. More especially it does not follow with

regard to the consideralde range of commodities which are pro-

duced under the conditions of varying costs or diminishing

returns.

Take the case of wheat, which the United States exports to

England and Germany. Some wheat can be grown to advan-

tage in these countries,— a great deal in Germany, less in humid

' This topic ponripots itself with tho Efnoral subject of differences of wages and

non-competing groups ; see below, Book V, Chapter 47, especially ff 6, 8.
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England. They are at a comparative disadvantage only when

they force the margin of cultivation and raise wheat on the land

less adapted for it. On the better sources of supply, the domestic

producers can hold their own, even though imports come in.

Hence the national supply comes partly by importation, partly

by domestic production. The same is the case in the United

States with wool. Home parts of the country have cloa.- advan-

i s for wool growing, anil are adapted for little else, — such

as the semi-arid plains of Montana. Elsewhere the climate is not

so favorable, or (what is more important) the land can more

advantageously be put to other uses. Corn and wheat pay

better ; there is simply a comparative disadvantage in wool

growing. The total supply of wool which the country wants at

current prices cannot be produced in those regions which are

advantageous enough ; hence part is imported. This sort of im-

portation— wool into the United States, wheat into Germany —
takes place, notwithstanding duties of considerable weight on

these products in the two count -ics. As the better sources of

supply in each country have been fully utilized, it has.become

more costly to procure additional wheat and wool
;

hence, as

the poorer sources are resorted to, the price rises until imports

come in over the duty. Most of the supply in each country

comes from domestic production ; but there is a steady importa-

tion.

With manufactured goods the case is somewhat differeut,

since there are not commonly the same limitations set by nature

to the increase of supply at constant cost. It is true that some

division of the field is likely to take place here also. Not infre-

quently there are permanent causes of variation of cost between

different establishments, — in the iron manufacture, for ex-

ample, as to supplies of ore and coal. And even when there are

not such deeply rooted causes of variation, there are forces of a

similar sort in operation for considerable periods. The principle

of constant returns, though it works out it? resuUsfnr most manu-

factures in the long run, is subject to great modification in times

of rapid change, such as the modern world has seen in so many
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cases.' At any one time, some establishments in a given indus-

try, say the woolen manufacture, may have such advantages as

will enable them to hold their own against foreign competition,

and others may not. Part of the supply, l)ut not all of it, will

be got by importation.

Nevertheless, division of the field between foreign and domes-

tic manufacturers is less common, and less likely to i)ersist,

than such division between foreign and domestic i)rt)ducers in

extractive industries. True, it hai)pens occasionally that there

is a very even balance i)etween the two, and that minor factors,

such as established name and repute, skill in satisfying the tastes

and whims of consumers, will determine that .some among each

set of producers will hold their own in the market. More often,

when part of the supply of a manufactured article, and part only,

is reconled as coming from abroad, it will l)e found that the im-

ported article, though it has the same name as the domestic, is of

such a different quality as to be virtually a different thing.

French and German woolens are imported into England ;
but

they are very different goods from those which the English make

and export. The same exjilanation of an apparently anomalous

phenomenon (simultaneous import and export of the same article)

applies to some raw materials. Though the United States is a

great exporter of cotton, she imports cotton also ; but it is not

the same as is exported. What comes in is Egyptian cotton, of

longer fil)er than the ordinary domestic, usetl for certain knit

gootis antl other fabrics.

> See Book III, Chapter 12, § 3, and Book V, Chapter 50, { 2.



CHAFrER 35

The Theory of International Tkade, continued. Wherein

THE (Jain Consists

§ 1. In the precediiiR chapter, the general nature of the

gain from international traile, and the causes tliat determine

which among a country's commcxlities will be exported, have

been considered. It remains to examine more carefully the

nature of the gain, and the manner in which it is shared by the

trading countries.

For this phase of the question, it will be best to turn first

to the case where each country has an absolute advantage in

the commodities it exports. Such is the nature of most trade

between tropical and temperate countries. Such also is the

nature of most trade between different parts of the same country.

Within any one country this sort of geographical division of

labor does not commonly give rise to any peculiar problems.

Exchange takes place between the various sections, but on equal

terms. Within a country, there are no very great variations

in wages and incomes— for persons of the same capacity and

skill _ l,etwcon different districts. Yorkshire is a great woolen

manufacturing region, Lancashire is a great cotton goods dis-

trict; they exchange products; but wages are substantially

tlie same in the two, and they sliaro equally in the advantages

of the (>xchango. Pennsylvania produces iron and coal, the

Mississippi Valley wheat and corn, Oregon lumber, California

fruits, the South cotton. New England sundry manufactures.

Though tliore is no complete equalization of incomes lietwecn

different parts of the United States, we find in the country's

general industri.il conditions an unmistakable homogeneity.

Labor flows with much freedom from one part to the other

(unless, indeed, it be kept from parts of the South by the race

494
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complication), and there is a Rencrally high level of money

wages. Not only is the Kco^rapliiiul division oi labor deter-

mined in tiie main l)y obvious avlvanlunes in pro'hution, but

the peoi)lc of ail tiie parts shaif to al)out the same degree in

the general clieai)ness ami abundauce which it i)roinotes.

But between tropical and temperate countries, and between

countries civilized and those half civilized, there is no ap])roach

to equalization of incomes. India, ( 'hina, .lapan, South .\inerica,

have very ditTeient rates of wa^es from tlie United States and

Europe. And there are also dilTorences between the United

States and European countries, and between the various

European countries. Money iiicouK's Ix-iii'i different, the pain

from international trade is unequally divided. The commodi-

ties exchanged are at the same price (barling <'ost of transpor-

tation) in the several trading countries. The English, for

example, buy woolen goods and cottcm goods and coal, as well

as fruits and wines, as clieapiy as the Italians. Hut the Eng-

lish have higher money incomes with which to purchase both

sets of commodities, and hence benefit more from the trade

with Italy than the Italians do. How (>xi)lain these differences?

§ 2. Suppose an extreme and simi)le ca-e. typiiie 1 by Eng-

land with exports of coal, Italy with exports of lemons ;
these

exports resultin;:; from obvious advantages in i)roduction pos-

sessed by the two countries. The quant'ty of coal which Img-

land will send to Italy dejH'nds on the conditions of demand

in that country. In Italy t!ie coal will seil at the English price,

plus cost of transportation, and at this ])rice a certain amount

of coal can be disposed of there. In England, on the other

hand, lemons will sell at th.- Italian price plus cost of trans-

portation, and at this price a certain quantity of lemons can

be disposed of in England. It is possible that the two amounts

will just balance,— the coal exports from England may j'lst

equal in money value the lejnon imports into England, liut

if we suppose the two countries to be suddenly brought to trade

with each other, no previous p ocess of adjustment having

taken place, this would be highly improbable. One or tho
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other sum is likely to he the greater. Suppose the lemoiiH

exceed. Then Italy will exiK>rt to P^iiKluml more (in money

value) than she imports. S|K<cie will flow to Italy. TriceH

will rise there, and money incomes will rise with them. Prices

and money incomes, on vlic other hand, will fall in EuRland.

Ah this i)roces8 takes place, the export of lemons from Italy

will he cheeked; for lemons rise in prici" there with other

things, while the English consumers who buy them have

lessened money incomes. Hut exjwrts of coal from England

will he stimuliited. Prices are falling in that country, and

the price of coal falls with other things; hence coal can he

sent to Italy at a lower price. Its consumption in Italy is

8tinmlate<l, not only hy its lower price, hut hy the fact that

money incomes in Italy are rising. Eventually a stage is

reached at which th(> coal just i)ays for the lemons. Th(' im-

ports ecjual the exports in money value, specie no longer flows,

equilibrium is e.stal)lislied.

Just at what point this sta^e is reached evidently depends

on the nature of the demand for the two articles in the trading

countries. If the demand for !>ot!i is rkistic, equilibrium will

he quickly reached. If the higher jirice of lemons quickly

checks the l']nglish consumption, and if the lower price of coal

quickly stimulates the Italian con-^uniption, the money values

of the two articles will soon becoinc ciiual. But if the people

of England have a strong demand -that is, an inelastic de-

mand— for lemons, and contiiiu(> to use very nearly the same

quantity of them, c/en though tlieii' price rises somewhat ;
anrl if,

on tiie other hand, the people of Italy have an inelastic demand

for coal, and do not increase their use of it, even though its

price becomes lower, - - then a long process of changing prices

and changing incomes will ensue. The country whose demand

is -ircat for the products of the other country will have com-

paratively low i)rices and low money incomes; the country

wliost! exports are in insistent demand in the other country

will have comjiaratively high money wages and money incomes.

The case suppt)sed (imaginary in that it assumes these two
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articlcH to 1h- tlit- only nm-s .-.•liaiiRc<l hctw.-fii Krinhiiitl and

Italy) point.s to the uiulrrlymK pnii«'ii>lc. That coimtry naiin

most from iiitcrimti.uiiil tta.l.- vlio.sc exports an- most in dt-

mand, and which it^-lf has liltl." .I'maiid for th.> tliinRs wlii<-h

it imports, —that is, fur the exports o.' other countri.s. That

country KJii'i-' ''"•''^f whi.-li has thr mo t inMstciu demand for

the pnKluets of other romitri.',. In the - li-technieal terms

which we have used el-.wlieie, we may say that tlie extent to

which a country shares in tiie yiaiii fn.m international traile

depends on the marginal utility to it of i!nport(>d >;oods and the

marKinal utility t.. oth.r count' i.-^ of its exported k Is.

This cause o|>erates throU(;h that mechanism for the dis-

tribution of tiie worM's stocks of specie, and that eipialization

of international imnient , which secures the general eipiilil)-

rium of exports and imports. It need not again U- said how

slowly these forces move, how ditheult it is to follow their

oiM'ration in the confused eurr.'iits of international trade.

The imports and exports of the various nations have long

accommodate.1 themselves to a schem- (if that word can he

applitnl to scmiethinu; whidi has grown up without plan or

intent) of differences in the value of money in the various

countries. Though changes in the sclieme take place, they come

by slow and half-concealed movements. Many economists of

modern times, intent only on those phenomena which are un-

mistakable an.l susceptible of exact observation, ignore the

less conspicuous underlying forces, and are skeptical concern-

ing the validity of fine-spun theories about them. Yet the

broad phenomena are explicable only by reasoning of this

kind. As was pointed out at the v<>ry beginning of the dis-

cussion of international trade, it is obvious that great differ-

ences in money incomes exist between the variijus countries,

and that they persist through very long periods. It is obvious,

too, that these differences l)ring inequalities in tlie gains from

foreign trade. The P.ow of . -cie. again, is govcTmnl by the

urt'.ch-s laait eutc!
prices and the consumption of tii

foreign trade. Notwithstanding that flow, the value of money

2 k
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is not brouKht to the same level the world over ; and notwith-

standing the variations in the money incomes and prices, sub-

stantial equilibrium in naynient-s between the countries is still

reached. All these phenomena are brouRht into orderly con-

nection by the theory of reciprocal demand.

§ 3. Suppose now another case, nearer to reality. Suppo&e

that, between covintries whose trade has previously come to

equilibrium, a change in d<'mand sets in: that England, for

example, havinji imported from the I'nited States as much as

her exjiorts paid for, now ilemands more of American goods.

Stated more accurately, the supposition is that English con-

sumers buy, at ruling prices, more of the .\merican goods—
cotton, wheat, kerosene, or what not — than they bought

before. Specie then must flow from Englantl to the United

States; or, what amounts in effect to the same thing, new

specie from the mines, which would otherwise have gone to

England, must be diverted to the United States. If this move-

ment takes place on a considerable scale and for a considerable

time, it must affect jirices. The same train of consequences

will ensue as in the supposed trade between England and

Italy. Prices and m< ney incomes will rise in the United

States, and will fall in England. Eventually tliese shifts will

again bring equilibrium. The higher American prices will

check the increa.sc of exports from the Uniteil States, the lower

English prices will stimulate an increase of exports from Eng-

land. Money incomes will reach a somewhat higher level in

the United States, a somewhat lower level in England. As

consumers of English goofls, the Americans will gain; as con-

sumers of .\merican goods, the English will lose. Thus the

increase in English demand for American goods will cau.se the

Eng!i-h to gain less from the trade between the countries, the

Americans to gain more.

Again, the ajjpearance of a new article of export in a coun-

try's foreign trade operates in the same way. Kerosene oil has

become an import.'vnt .irtideof export from the United States

during the last forty years (since 1870), — a clear addition

Bl I
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to the things which foreign consumers have houglit. This had

to be paid for. If trade iiefore was at cquilil)rium, and if no

other disturbing factor entered, specie must liave been diverted

to the United States, as in the case previously supposed. The

same consequences must liave followed, until, by a gradual

stimulus to foreign imports into the United States, and by a

gradual check to exports (other than the new article) from the

United States, tHiuilibrium was reestablished, with a new scale

of prices in the two countries. The foreign countries indeed

gain by having the new article which they diil not have before.

But they lose by having to pay somewhat higher prices for

other American articles, and by having somewhat lower money

incomes with which to pay for them.

An obligation to Make other payments than those for raer-

ci '.dise has corresponding effects. If a country has remit-

ta..LOs to make to other countries, — whether for travelers'

expenses, al>si- li'cs, interest on accumulated debt, freight

charges, or the like debit items- it is likely to be in a worse posi-

tion as n^gards the gain from its trade with the other countries.

The remittances must l)e made in money, or in money's worth.

They must be ma<le in the first instance — intern \tional pay-

ments having previously balanced — by an outflow of specie.

That outflow of specie lowers prices ; it stinmlates exports and

checks imports. In the end the payments are effected by an

excess of merchandise exiwrts. liut the process which brings

these added exports brings also lower iirices and lower money

incomes in the remitting country, aii.l s.) lessened advantage

from internatioiud trade. The need of forcing more exports

on the foreign consumt rs causes the foreigners to get tlie ex-

ports on better terms, and causes domestic consumers to g"t

tlu! foreign imports on worse terms.

§ 4. It is extremely difTiciilt to follow these forces in any

concrete case ; for it is ran' that any one factor operates alone,

even rare that several fa.-tors combine to operate in the same

direct lou. Nowhere is this difficulty l)ett.>r illustrated than

in the exoerience ot the United States during the last thirty or

jJM 'i^aL'Urlttg--
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forty years. The play of international demand works out its

results over long periods,— it is only thus that the flow of specie

affects prices. But during the period mentioned, say since

1873, a multitude of conflicting forces have been at work.

We have seen that since that year the foreign trade of the

United States in one respt>ct has clearly taken a new turn:

the merchandise exports, which previously were less than the

imports, have come to exceed the imports.' The change is

explained by the various additional payments (for interest,

travelers' expenses, immigrants' remittances, freight charges,

and .so on) which Americans have to make to foreigners. This

circumstance per sc would tend to cause an outflow of specie,

to lower prices and incomes, to make the terms of international

exchange less favorable. But durinj? the same period (since

1873) a great increase in the demand for American exports has

set in, — for our cotton, wheat, meat products, and for some

manufactures ; while new articles of export, such as kerosene

and copper, have liecome imiwrtant. .All this has worked in

just the contrary direction. During the same period, more-

over, a policy of protective import duties has been applied with

great rigor; and such a policy also, as will appear presently,'

operates in the same favorable direction. ?>Ieanwhile gold has

been mined on a large scale within ilie country. Legislation

also has b<>en an important factor in the country's monetary

supply : consider the resumption of specie payments, the in-

jection of silver money from the acts of 1S78 and 1890, the

peculiar working of the national l)ank system. Throughout

the period there has U'en great growth of iK)])ulati()a and

wealth, and therefore a great increase in the de?n:ind for money,

— an increase which, taken l)y itself, would tend to lower prices.

What a jumble of interacting and conflicting elements ! How
say whether the forces triat made for (greater gain from for-

fign trade outweighecl tliose tliat made for less gain? How
follow in detail the concrete working of any one factor? The

difficulty would prol><ibly Im> the same in kind, th.nnsrh less in

' See above, Chapttr 3.3, J 4. « .See below, Chapter .17, | I

.
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degree, if an examination were attempted of the foreign trade

over a considerable period of any European country.

Tlie difFicultv is one common in economics. A number of

forces combine — acting sometimes in tlio same direction,

sometimes in conflict witli each otiier — to bring about a gross

result. Reing necessarily debarred from deliberate experiment,

we must resort to hypothetical reasoning, and must be content

with general conclusions confirmecl only in part by direct ex-

perience. Thus, we rcwon that an increase in the money supply

must raise prices. We find that in the long run, and making

due allowance for credit lluctuatioiis. for bank reserves and

bank expansion, this is true; rvnd the result :s further con-

firmed by the striking phenomiMia of paper money inflation.

We reason that a flow of specie from one country to another

tends automatically to bring its own check, and tliat payments

between countries tend to balance witliout the movement of

specie. We find, in fact, that payment-; are usually adjusted

with a very small use of specie ; wiiile those cases in which it

moves steadily one way— from specie-mining countries, for

example, or from western countries to the sluggish communities

of the East— are exceptions of the sort that confirm the rule;

they are explicable on grounds of their own. W^e reason that

the stage of equilibrium in payments is reached by a process

which involves in the several countries diflerent levels of money

incomes and prices; and we find that in fact some countries

have markedly higher wag(>s and pric(>s than others. All these

verifications of the general reasoning give us confidence in

phases of the reii.soning which we cannot verify directly. Among

the conclusions verified in this indirect way is that reached

in the precedina; discussion: a country's share in the gains

from international trade depends on the play of reciprocal

demand. The more insistent is tlie demand for a country's

products in other countries, and the less insistent is its own

demand for the products of other countries, the greater then is

it-s eain from international trade.

^ 5. The rise and fall of money incomes and of prices, in

»SKfi<«QB%l vestMiifiii:^ _•
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relation to international trade, call for some further discussion.

Strictly speaking, it is not the rise or the fall of prices, but

that of money incomes alone, which is of consequence.

Ditfcrenies in the value of money — in the general level of

prices and inc^ mes — which result from the play of inter-

national demand, are of real and permanent importance only

with reference to foreign goods. A general ri.sc of prices and

incomes is m the long run immaterial ; it means only the use

of more counters in exchange. It is true that the process of

transition disturbs the relations of debtors and creditors; per-

haps true, also, that rising prices bring a certain stinmlus to

production.' But these are transitory etTecls. It is oi)viou3

that in thi < ad people an> no better off from having higher

money incomes, if prices rise to the same exteiit. And domestic

prices will rise, under the influence of changed conditions of

international tradi and inflow of specie, as nuieh a.s wages and

other incomes. But prices of foreign (imported) goods are

differently affected l)y tlu^se same conditions. Tiiey do not

rise ; they fall. The higher incomes go further in the i)urchaso

of foreign goods, and in these purcha.ses only. Conversely, a

fall in incomes and iirices, due to changes in international

trade working in the ojiposite direction, affects consumers only

in their purcha.ses of imported things. As for domestic com-

modities, the fall in mn'icy incomes is offset by the fall in

their prices. But foreign goods tend to become dearer, and in

buving these there is a real loss.

Changes in the value of money, due to varying currents of

international trade, thus bring al)out not only transitional effects

(such as those on debtors and creditors*, but permanent effects

as well. But these permanent efTtcts are of a different sort from

what is implied by the phrases comiiionly used. They do not

arise from the fact that increased exports bring in more money.

They arise beca>ise foreign goods arcscrured on easitT terms. An

increase in the monetary supply, e'l'ialiy distri!)uted over all the

world, wonlit iuMu-tU no oac But an iacrfase which weal to one

> Compare what ha» b«'eri said in Book III, Chapter 22, H «, 7.
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country alone, or wliiili wnit in larger proportion to one coun-

try than toothers, wuuU iMiieht the peoi^le of tliat country in

their (ic.ililm;- wiih ()th(T pcophs. An<l siniihirly a redistril)Ution

of the e.vistiii^ si]i>))lit's, due U) changed conditions of demand in

tlie trade iiet.veeu the (Uffereut countries, would cause the peo))le

of some to secure Rreater ^iiins from tiieir (h'ali;i;is with utiiers.

One api)hcatiou of this reasouiui;; is oWvious. A country

Kets its gain from ititeruational trade only if it takes advantage of

the relative cheapness of foreif!;u jioods. So Kmik as these are

admitted free of duly, and only sv, Imii"--, does it secure in full the

real advautay;e fn.ni hi^li money incomes, tjr from a rise in money

incomes. Duties inijiosed on Unvifiu ^.hkIs simply cut olf that

advantage. And il the duties operate U) inin^ about the iiro-

ductiim wit'.iin the country oi f!;,„)ds whicii. without the (hities,

would he imported, the Rain from foieijin trade entirely disap-

pears. Such, in iiiief, is the main argument in favor of free trade ;

and, as far as it noes, it is unanswera!)le. This is hy no means all

that is to he saiil on the controversy hetween free traders and

protectionists, 1-ut it is a fundamental tiuth, nmch hefoj^yied by

current fallacies, \-et not to he mistaken hy any one who had

Rrasped the principles of division of lalior. e\chan'i(>, money, and

prices.

§ G. The I'Xtent of a country's pain from international tratle

depends on two causes : first, the terms of international exchanse

as just explained ; second, the efficiency of its labor in producing

exported conunoditics. Both causes contrilmte in brinpinK

about a high or a low range of money incomes, as the ca-^e may

be, and so a greater or a less gain from the purchase of foreign

commodities.

The action of the two causes is illustrate 1 »>y the different

positions of the United Stales and Russia as exporters of wheat.

The wheat growers in both countries >ell their product at the

same price in the world's markets. So far as the play o." interna-

tional deman.l goes. l>oth gain lo the same extent. But so far

as the CO 4 of »^ro(!'.!!'i!>!i whea^t cocs. - that is. the real cost,

jneasured byI bv the amount of labor needed for producing it,
—
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they are in very diffcreut positions. Wheat is grown with much

less labor in the United States, and money wages are higher here.

Money wages are lower in Russia, and the wheat growers of Rus-

sia, as indeed all Russians, are by so much in a less advantageous

position in buying foreign gocMls. As between any two or more

countries competing in the sale of the same article, the extent of

their several gains from international trade depends on the rela-

tive efficiency of their Ial)or in pro<lucing the things e.\i)orted.

The determining cause of the general rate of nioney incomes

and wages in a country is to bo found in the exjwrting in-

dustries. These set the pace ; not for rt>al wages, but for money

wages. Whatever is yielded by them tends to become,

under the influence of competition, the ruling rate in tiie

country at large, — in other industries, as well as in those

exporting. In the other industries, this money rate is, to be

sure, a matter of comparative indifference, since the prices

of commodities will rise and fall with the rise and fall of wages

and incomes. The same parallel movement appears in the ex-

porting indu.stries,— the prices of exported commodities go up

and down with the money wages of the lalK)rers engaged in pro-

ducing them. In fact, these money wages are derived from the

prices at which the exportetl commodities are disposed of in the

world's markets. The paralit'l movement does not appear in

the case of importetl go(xls ; the real gain from higher money

incomes, as has been sufficiently explained, is secured from the

lower prices of articles of import.

§ 7. A further question arises, in regard to which also there is

much misconception. Is a country of higher money incomes—
that is, one with advantageous terms of international trade —

•

also a country of higher i)rices ? Most i)ersons would answer the

question in the affirmative. But no unqualified answer can

be given. It depends.

Commotlities may be divided roughly into two cla.sses : those

which do enter into foreign trade, and those which do not. The

former we may call, for brevity, export commodities ; the latter

we may call domestic commotlities. Under conditions of free
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exchange, and with due allowance for the expense of trans-

portation, export coinmoditios tend to be at the same price the

world over. Domestic commodities, however, may be at vary-

ing prices in ditTerent countries. The range of domestic

commodities remains wide, notwithstanding tlic cheapening of

transportation and the conseciuont extension of international

trade and international competition. Many tliinKsare too bulky,

in proportion to their value, to be moved far from thf place of

production ;
sucharel)rick and stone. Some are so much affected

by rooted habit that only the near-by jjroducers can fashion

them in the way desired by consumers ; such are articles of house-

hold furniture. Some are of necessity made on the spot where

they are used ; house accommotlation is an olnious case. The

services of physicians, lawyers, actors, musicians, domestic

servants are also necessarily rendered on the spot. These utili-

ties are of no small importance, especially for the well-to-<lo

;

their price evidently is determined l)y domestic conditions alone.

Consider now such an item as household furniture, tables,

chairs, bedsteads, chests. \\'ill these be dearer in the United

States, a country of high money incomes, than in Germany,

a country of comparatively low money incomes? The answer

depends on the effectiveness of American labor in producing

them. If American labor is relatively as elTective in this

field as it is in export commodities, they will not be dearer.

We have seen that American labor is more effective than

German labor as regards wheat; otherwise, wheat could not

be cheaper in the United States, and could not be sent thence to

Germany. Hut American labor may also be more effective

than German as regards tables and chairs ; and then tables and

chairs, though the laborers who make them get higher wages, will

not be dearer in the United States. The i)rinciple is simple

:

those domestic commodities as to which a coiuitry's lalwr has

the same degree of effectiv.-nnss as it has in making exported

articles, will be relatively cheap, just as the exiv)rted commodi-

ties are relatively cheap, 'iiio.se dome tic cuimaadities in which

there is no such advantage will be dearer, and will be dearer to

I
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the de ,'ree in which the effectiveness of labor is less. The reader

can supply for himself the extension of the argument which

comes from the fact that some labor in a country, though not

effective, is paid at an unusually low rate. Domestic comniotl-

itiea made by such unfortunate laborers will also be cheap.

There is a common impression that the United States, a coun-

try of high money incomes, is also a country of high prices. Btit

this impression rests on no certain basis. It is probably due to

the fact that many things are really dearer for the woll-to-<l<).

Services are almost necessarily dearer in the country of high in-

comes. Domestic servants, for example, get higher wages than

in Europe. Physicians ami lawyers get higher fees, teachers

higher salaries. There are many things in which personal serv-

ice, while not the sole element, is yet by far the most important

;

such are cab service and hotel accommodation. A groat part of

the income of the prosperous cla.sses is spent on various forms of

personal service, and for these classes the "expense of living"

(which means the expense of a given conventional mode of life)

is high. Therefore, those among them who have fixed incomes

find that their incomes go farther if they live abroad; hence

their impression that all things are cheaper abroad. But many

domestic commodities of general consumption among all classes

are probal)ly not dearer. Most food is equally cheap, — not

only that which enters into foreign trade, but that which is

solely used at home. Fuel is us cheap in the greater part of the

country, though not on the Atlantic seaboard, where the expen-

sive anthracite is used. As to the important item of house ac-

commodation (indicated by house rent) it is not easy to make a

comparison, because of the difficulty of making allowance for

quality. I suspect that, taking into account size, convenience,

a/ 1 attractiveness, prices are not higher in most parts of the

United States for the housing accommodations of the masses

;

though they doubtless are so for the rich, whose houses are built

"by the day" and with little use of factory-made frames, doors,

and windows. Clothing, and especially woolen clothing, is

dearer,— a result due mainly to our policy of high import duties,
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which prevent us from iisinp; our h 'i money incomes to ailvan-

tage in the purchase of cheaiu-r fortiKU wool and woolens.'

' III this cliiipt. r ami in tii:it priMi.liiiu. it li:is liicii tfuitly tt-^suinttl tliiit

within a country (so far a.s donicstic I'oiiiiiioilitii!* iirr coriccriird) pxclianRC takes

place, and valiii- in dctrrinin.cl, on th baais of lalmr coHt, — that valii<> rests on

"eoHt of produi-lion." not on "ix|iin-<is of prodiiition. " lllMwliiTe, however,

it has been assunnd that supi'ly piiie, in its relation to value, means expenses

of production, not cost (so<- Hook 11, Chaptir 12, I I). The explanation of

the ineon>i,sten(y, and the ttrounds for ((insideriiiK it not repiiKnant to the Ron-

eral validity of the reasonini? upon intei lational trade, must hf left for later

discussion. See Hook \', riiaptero 17 and 4H. and especially S 5 of Chapter 48,

for the further consideration c-f this dilTnult .subject.

^-H
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CHAPTER 36

Protection and Free Trade. The Case for Fuee Trade

§ 1. The main argument in favor of free tra<le between na-

tions has been already indicatiil. It is a simple corollary from

the principles of the ilivision of labor. Exchange between indi-

viduals brings the same gain whether they live in the same

village or in widely separated ilistricts. Things are obtained by

the exchange more easily and abundantly than they could be

obtained by each person's protiucing for himself. The reasoning

which shows that it is advantageous for the farmer to deal with

the village blacksmith, for Maine to deal with Florida, for New

England with the Mississippi Valley, makes out a strong prima

facie case in favor of free exchange between the United States

and England, between France and Germany. The burden of

proof may be fairly said to rest on those who assert there is gain

from the contrary policy.

Most of the common arguments in favor of restrictions upon

trade, by protective duties or otherwise, are fallacious. Many

are crudely Mercautilistic, resting on an assumption that im-

ports are bad per se and exports good. The so-called unfavor-

able balance of trade is made much of. What is expended on

imports is deemed so much wasted or lost. It is supposed that

a decline in imports or an increase of exports necessarily brings

money into the country ; and the notion persists that herein

there is a gain, which comes directly from the balance of money

secured, not through tliose effects on money incomes and foreign

prices which were analyzed in the preceding chapter. Few

among those who speak of a gain in exports as profitable ever

heard of the last-named process or are able, unprepared, to un-

derstand it. They think of exports as bringing in money, and

imports as taking money out, and money is the be-all and

608
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end-all of their economic thinking. Even if it is pointed out

that a continuinK excess of exports is due simply to other than

merchandise transactions, und dovs nut l)rinK in specie, the

notion still {xjrsists that ex{x)rts somehow mean Rain and im-

ports loss. The elementary truth that exports are hut a means

of procuring tin iin|>orts on easier terms than the same Roods

could he got l>y Making theju at home, — this i> rarely graspcil,

or, if once gra.si)ed, is soon let slip.

Mercantilist notions, universally discarded though they are hy

the well-informed, affect the policy of nations, not oidy by

strength'^Ming the movement toward protection, but in othiT

ways also. The pul)lic railways of Prussia and of other ( itrinaii

states make special rates for exported goods, on tln' tlieory that

this sort of movement deserves especially to be fostered. Ship-

ping subsidies are granted by many ciuntries, and colonies

acquired and maintained at great expense, with the same ol)ject

in view. The United States government spends 'onsiderablc

sums in gathering infornuition about opportunitic- for export,

and in promoting otherwise the export niarki t ; while various

senii-pul)lic agencies and museums cooperate for this supposedly

praiseworthy object. Underlying almost all actu ity of this sort

is the persistent belief that there is something peculiarly profitable

in international trade, and that the profit appears in the sale of

the exports,— a l)elief which exaggerates the importance of the

trade, and misconceives the nature of the real gain from it.

Perhaps the ancient association of foreigner with enemy still

lingers. People do not worry w hen New England buys coal from

Pennsylvania; but when coal is bought from Nova Scotia, dire

consequences are supposed to ensue. Half a century ago (more

or less) the region wiiich is now British Columbia as claimed by

the United States to be part of its territory. Had the Oregon

question been settled at that time in accord -vith the .\merican

claims, no one would have questioned that the resources of

British Columi)ia in lumber, coal, and fisheries were of
.
dvantage

to Amcrican-i B'lt onee a bonier lin' is <)rawn. the situation is

supposed to change; and that which would have brought us
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Rftin in the wuy of nwrv ubutnlant and cheaper 8upplie« is

frauRlit with iwrii prcciM-ly Ixrauw thm- suppht-H came from a

forrinncr.

§ 2. St)iiu' of the |K)puhir urRumcnts in favor of priitcction call

for briff ctinrt' (cratioii ; for cxuiiii)!*', that it creates a liome mar-

ket ; tluit it makes employment ; ami tiiat it ruiscH wages or

k»'eps them hi^li.

When imports are cheeUe.l, and the thinj^s previously im-

ported are made at home, a home market is sui»i)ose(l to be cre-

ated. It is created ; l>ut there is not, as protectionists co nmonl.v

state or imply, an additional market. Another ami dilTerent

market is substituted. Here again most jwople's id a-s do not get

beyond the range of sales and of money dealings. When the linen

manufacture (say) is established, those engaged in it buy food

and other supphc; and here, it is suppo.sed, is an additional

market for food. The real "market "— that is, the real ex-

change—is of food for linens. Tlmt same market existed

when linens were imported, and food or other things were ex-

ported in payment. To cut ofT imports means to cut off exports

also ; it means .simply f .e substitution of exchange within the

country for exchange between countries. Tho real question is

whether for a given quantity of food (i.e. of labor exerted in pro-

ducing that quantity) more linen is got in one way than in the

other. The very fact that linen can be got cheaper by importa-

tion shows prima facie that the foreign market is better than the

domestic market. The home market argument is most fre-

quently used in the United States with reference to the farmers,

who are supposed to get \m\vf\t from a greater demand for their

products because of the estalilishment of manufactures. The

presumption is, however, that they do not gain, but lose; the

"market " which is created offers less in exchange for their prod-

ucts than does the foreign market.

A special form of the home market argument, also much used

in the United States, is suggested by the truck farm. Suppose

a manufacturing town is established in consequence of protec-

tion : the near-by farmers profit by the sale of milk, vegetables,

VWES •.tS-»r\ 'i J,tTJ

,
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., ,,• iiiianrntiy Ixttcr off. Only

ami the like. TIu'm- fanners do in fad pmtit, l)ut siniply

becaupe, whilt- tlu-y .sell all t!i«ir pnnlme in tin- town, they

purcluue u very small sluire, if uny, of the p.utitnliir things

whieh are made in it. if tlie\ had i)ie\ ion-ly t\pnrted all their

vegetaMes luui dairy prodiiets. uiid it the niannfaetinin« town,

after the dniy, supplied |)'-iei>.ly the ^otid- wliiih tiiey hud pre-

viously i)r>eiired l>y

The trutk farmers .•,

eirele of real l)en' n i

ever, not as farii.' n '
'

holder of urlui. i • -

muss of farm > ii

most of the I i

buy most of Us t 'M II

manufaeturiuK to.'.n >' '-.i,',

fully in the secjuel, \

conditions of free eonij ...

those Kuin in the imd whose sito, whether a;^ri( tiltural or urban,

are more advantaj^eously situated under the new distribution of

the population.

Closely eonnei-lti'. with the home market urKumeut is thai

in re!j;ard to t-mployment. That proteetive ilutie-^ .-Kid to the

demand for labor seems patent to the everyday man, ami

espceially to t'le worKii:ji,ii,.in. When imiMjrts are kept out, is

it not clear thi.. ni')re employment exists for tlie workmen

who make at home the thinM,> formerly imported .' Here, aijain,

people see only the first and most obvious -suits, a-id do not

stop to think what other results must follo\ If there are less

imports, there will Iw l"ss exports, a-d labor, if employed

more in the new way, is erpployed less in the old. One of the

most persistent of economic errors is the notion that employ-

ment is an end, not a n.eans ; and one of tlie hardest things

to fasten in the average person's tliinkin^ is tiiut the end to

which employment should l)e directed is th,- increase of the

national income, ~ the total fiow of con-emable ii,» .^U uvA

of services which constitutes the real revt;nue of tUc conuuuuity.
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Most workingmon, for reasons which are s; ited elsewhere,'

oppose labor-savinR appliances, and welcome arrangements

which smn to increase the demand for labor. Most of them

are instinctively protectionists, since the same fallacies are

current in arguments for protection as in arguments for in-

creasing the emplojinent of lalwr. The workmen of any one

group or set are concerned solely with their own share of the

national income. Anytliing which adds, or seems to add, to

the demand for their particular kind of labor is of course wel-

comed ; and then, by an easy transition from the particular

to the general, it is inferred that all labor is more in demand

because of the circumstances which increase the demand in

this particular direction.

One form of the creatinK-employment argument is that there

is always unemployed labor and always unemployed capital.

Put on a duty, bring this labor and capital together for making

an article previously imported, — and is there not a gain?

Obviously, the same question could be asked if the labor and

capital were brought together in making an article previously

exported, — is there not (on protectionist principles of the

mercantile kind) even a greater gain? The truth is, that this

problem is far removed from the protective contro\i rsy. Un-

employed labor is a grave social evil ; unemi)loyed capital is a

real waste. Some proportion of uii'-mployment, no doubt, is

inevitable Ijoth for lal)or and for capital ; it results from prog-

ress in industry, from shifts U'tween occupations, from the

processes of change and transition. To minimize it is among

the nio.st important of public tasks. It is also among the

most diflicult. There is no ground fur su[)|)osing that a system

of protection would affect it one way or the other.

If a new industry is stimulated in a country by a protective

duty, it by no incms follows that the labor which is unem-

ployed is adaptc.l to that i)arti(ular industry, or is in a place

' tJf<> Hook v. fMiHptn ."il. §.'{. Thcdisdi-si.jiiof ihistopif, as of othrrs in the

protrctiv.Moiitrovirsy, Iwis :i wi.lr raiiKc. aii'l rt- purtiiulurly touchis thi- ficlil

of th»' <li»tril)Ulioii of wraith. inviTi-d in Hook V.

yt
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where it can take advaiitaKc of tlio now opportunities. It

takes time for adaptation and n^nioval. (Vivon tiino, however,

all the forces of siH.ntaiieous activity tend to l)rin;? togetlier

unemployed labor and unemployed capital in any case. And

even supposing the wildly improhahle outcome tliat tlu> unem-

ployed forces were really brought together in an industry

created by protection, -the solution of the i)rol)lem would l)e

but temporary. Inventions and improvements, redistrilnition

of industries and of population, crises with all their dislocating

effects, would ere long cause the problem to present itself again.

A country quite without international trade, shut within its

own Iwrders, would be confronted with uni-mployinent, as with

other ills, .so long as its in-lustry rested on private property,

complex division of lal)or, free mov.'ment of labor and capital,

hopes, fears, and mistakes in th(> business world.

§ 3. In the I'nited States, b> 'ar the most common and

most effective argument in favor of protc'ction is tliat it mak«-s

wages high, or enables wages to be high. With many jx-rsons

it is an a -epted article of faith that American wages can be

kept high, ami the American standard «'f i-'ng can be m.iin-

tained, only if there is protection again>t tlie goods made by

the cheaper lalH)r of otl'.e-- countri.s. Y.-t I conceive that no

argument in favor of protection is im)re fallacious than thut

of pauper-labor competition.

Evidently the argument is not of universal a|)i)lic-ation.

How could there be any ev:H)rts at all. if lower wages always

gave the foreigm-r an advantage? As much is exiv)rted (vir-

tuallv as nnich) as i. imported. The exi)orte.l good^ are made

by laborers who get high wages in the United States; yet

these goods, so far from b.ing vmdersol.l in fon ign coimtrie>,

are themselves undersilling those of th.- " .reigners. The ex-

planati.m is simple: the emciency of labor in tl.. exporting

imlustries is great, an.l tlu-refore high wages an<l low i)nces

coexi.st. And that elTectiveness is the mnsr of the high money

wages: and these wages, again, may or may not be accom-

panied by high prices of the dom.stic eonnno<lities which are

2 1.
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outsicio the realm of international trade. This whole subject

cannot Im- iintl<'rst(M)d i-xropt in conneeiion with the principle

of coniparutivc costs. In those indiLstries in which the United

States has a c()in|)arutivc advantage in effectiveness, high

wages can Ix* paid, and yet low prices accepted, with profit to

the employing capitalists. In those in which there is no such

advantage, the ciirrei.t liiu;!i wages cannot be afforded. In this

latter class, thoiiii;!i lal)<)r he jis effective as in comiH'ting for-

eign countries, and tlioufiili the industries in that sense are well

adapted to the «'ountry, thev encounter the difficulty that

other industries are still l«'tter adapted, yield still larger

returns, and set up a prevalent high rate of wages which
these less advantageous industries caiuiot sustain.

Of course it is true that, when once industries which possess

no sufficient atlv.n'taj^c have heen estaMished under the shelter

of protective dntii<, hinii wages can he maintained, in those

/»f/(/.s7;/rv, ()r\!y !iy the contiiuiancc of the duties. This sort of

situation - th i-tcnce of industries depenilent on duties —
was historically the occasion of the protectionist argument
about wages. \V;iges have always been higher in t!u> United
States th:in in other countries. IJefore a protective system
was adopted, it would iiave been alisurd to say that they were
due to any such system. When new industries are called into

existence by protection, they mu-l. of <-()urse, in order to secure
their workmen, pay the >ame waues as are generally prevalent

;

and once thev ;ire e-fablis!ied, it can be maintained with reason

that lii^li w.ific- to their Aorkinen :\re depenilent on prote^'-

tion. .\s loll- a< tlie wurkiuen reniain in tliOM' industries, the

high wajies they receive are so ile[)en(!ent.

The fnc trailer aruues that if the dutie> were given up and
the protccteil iiidu 'lie- puslied <iut of the Held by foreign

competitors, the wnrkMien eiigauvd in them would find no less

well-paid empioyment ebewbere. !'resumat)ly they would
betake tliiiiM b.cs to the exportintr industries, in which lal)f»r

is advimtageously applied. I'he pr.)teeti.,!ii>t .answers that
thcTc would tlien lie "uvciproducliii.i "

in tho.-e industries,

—

,'r:!
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that more rcxkIs would 1)»> proiluciHl. priros would l)o lower,

and tlicii wa.uics Iowit. Xo, nijl'us the fn-c trader, — there

would be more ^oods, but not lower prices or lower w^^es.

For there i.s a new demand for these e.\i)ortal)le ^oods, pari

passu with the new supply, (lond.-s are imported which were

formerly n)ade l>y i)roti(ied imiustries. The now exports

mUHt be paid lor by imports; there is a new foreign "market,"

replaeinfi, the last doiiK v,!!!' "market." The eventual result,

ways the free tradei-, is tliat more workmen will be turned to

the advantageous iudt.-trie-, and more liooiU will be eX])orted

in exchange for mor.' imports; tliere will be !iii,dier wajies (in

terms of eouuno.liti(-) all around within the country, resultiuK

from the more i)ro(!u(iive directioa of its laiior.

In all this reasonini:. the free trader is riuiit. There are

some further cpiestions concernin!; the elTect of the supposed

ehant?e on money wai^e-. which will be i)re-ently considered;'

but tliese do not affect tiie es.-.-ntials of the argument. Of

course the rea.-oniim applies only to the lon!?-run course of

ev<>nts. It assume- that labor (and capital, t(»o) will slrft

from it less prolital>ie to a more proht'il>le indtistry :
that v.heii

u protectt 1 industry i- deprived of >u|)iiurt, and those ent^aKcd

in it are confronted wilii the alternative .>f either accepting

lower waires or quit tin;:, they will (|uit and (i:o to better-paid

occupations. Any sucli process of transition is dilhcult and

trying. When carried out on a very lar^;e scale, - say l>y

the sudd.n abandonment of a protective sy.stem under whose

shelter many industries luive pown up, it may cause for a

time something like <lisa^ter. The extent to which existing

industries are in fact d<'pendent on iiroteetion, is conwnonly

exaggerated by l)oth its advocates and its oi)|)onents: but.

none tlie less, the .|U.>stion of vested intiMvsts is a very trouble-

some one. It m;<.y be d.eine.l better, on the whole, to let tilings

stand, or change Ihiin very slowly and cautiotisly, rather than

incur the disturbance a<id dama-e of a radical ch.ange. But

all this does not atTcct the ipicstion of principle, which is not
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squarely presented unless wo ask what would have been the

best policy from the outset.

The question of wuRes - to anticipate for a moment — is at

bottom one of productivity.' The greater the productivity of

industry at large, the higher will be general wages. There are

very intricate probK-ms a.s to the precise nature of this con-

nection, and as to the deiluctions from the general product,

or the shares in the general product, on account of interest,

rent, 'inployer's gains. Under certain contingencies, it is

conceival)le that i)rotective duties will affect the various pro-

cesses of deiluction or sharing, and .so will influence wages
otherwise than through their effect on product. But these

are rare ctjntingencies, and are negligible for the discu.ssion of

the main problem. Prima facie. |)rotection restricts the geo-

graphical division of labor, causes industry to turn to less

advantageous channels, les.sens the productivity of labor, and
so t«'nds to lower the general rate of wages.

§ 4. One phase of the wages argument apjK'ars in the propo-
sition, much heard in the I'liited States of late years, that

dutio should be so adjusted as to "etiualize cost of production"
between this eoimtry and foreign countries. This has been
propounded as a "Mientifie" .solution of the tariff problem.

When the labor cost of a conunodity, it is .said, is higher in the

United .States, let a duty b(> iiniM)sed sufficient to enable the

domestic producer to meet his foreign competitor on terms of

equality, — and then let them fiirht it out. It needs little

refh-ction to show that such a poliry, consistently followed,

m«>ans the complete wiping out of all the advantages from
international trade, nay, the wiping out of international trade

altogether. The greater the <lisa(!vantag<' of a country in

ppiducing n given comtnodity. the more lal>or must be given
to pnxiueiiii; it, ;ui.i the higher will i)e the expenses of the

empioyer-^. In [JK.portion ;i^ the eiriciency or p,rodiicti\ ity of

lalH)r i>< less, more niu>l he pan! out i-i wanes to secure the

greater amoimt of labor reiiuircl per U!iit of out|)ut ; then

' .Soc Ijfluw, Hi...k \, ChaptiT .>!
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"labor cost" is so much hinhor; and iluti.^ must Ik- made

corrospondinKly liish if tlic lalnir cost i-^ lo !"• tMuulizt-d. Any

commodity, however unsuited to the imhistrial uiniuid.-. of a

country, can l>e produced in it if oiiIn its price ir mad" hij;h

onounh; and by keepinu; out forei-;ii eompi'titor- 'hrrv is no

limit (short of the jx.ssihie extinction of ilemand 'o tl^- rise

in price. If tlie principle of e(juali/.in'j; cost were .iiMstently

carried out, we should exert ourselves most strenun.i-iy t.i pro-

mote l)y liiflh duties the domestic pn.ductio,i oi ,.n .,rriele

acconhns as we gain most from it> importation. X' iouht,

the persons wlio propose the principi- would proh:ili!v n'Iram

from pusliiuK it to its lof^ical conclusion. They wo-ild -iirink

from dappiiiK on duties hi«h enoiiijli to cau-<e lemons to l)e

grown in Maine, or (touse Adam Smith's familiar illustration)

grapes in Scotland; though til this could he done if labor costs

were unHim-hiniily e(iuali/.ed. They think of th.- commodities

for which the (hmie-tic disi.lvantaiies are not RlarinK. But

file (litTerence is only one of denree. There is no rational

reason for sayiny; tiiat a disadvantage in lalior cost -that is,

a disadvantajic in iudii-trial eiTectivene<s -of tw.'iity per

cent should be ..liVet by a i)iotcctive duty, l)Ut that one of

fifty, oii«> hundred, tw.) hundred per cent should not l)e so

offset.

One thinn i- to lie said in favor of tlie notiim: duties should

certainly not cxcrol the rates necessary to "equalize lal>or cost."

If th.>y so exccM'd, there i> the pos>ibilitv that a dome-^tic mo-

nopoly may levy additional burdens on llie consumers. This

possibility arises if competition amon« the domestic proilucers

is not free. As will prcMiitly appear, no special b<-ne(its to

the protect. •(! jinxlm-ei-s accrue, and no monopoly f)ro(its are

derive.!, if .lom.-ti<- competition ke.'ps prices .lowii to the level

of cxpe-iM'^ of pr...hi.'tion. Hut wh.T.- titer.' is a possibility

of monopolv an.l of abnormal i)rolit to th.- i)r.)t',rt.><l capitalists,

it i> not uHnaMM.ali!.- to <ay that, if th.-y me,<t hav- protective

dutie-. tiie-'' -hou! 1 not be urr.vit.-r than suflice to enable the

iudustrv to b.' -arricl on. But it is absurd to urge that the
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proposal, even in this fonn, is a "scientific" solution of the

protective question. It sinjply amounts to saying tliat pro-

tection hliould not be carried to tlie ix)int wliere it may foster

monopoly

.

§ 5. The strenii?th of the general presumption against pro-

tection will he made clearer by a c«)nsideration of the working

of protective duties in greater detail.

When a duty is imposed on a commodity, its price usually

rises by the amount of the duty. I'sually it does so, but not

necessarily; and not always at once, but often only in the

end, even in those cases when! this normal result is to Ix* looked

for. Strictly, the result is to be expected only if the com-

modity is produced un<ler free comiM'tition and under the

conditions of constant return.' Onlinarily a tluty, like any tax

on a commodity, increases by so much the exiK'use of getting

the article to market. The amount of tht; tax or duty must

\ye added to the price charged the consumer if the producer is

to get his usual return. But a rise in price h:is its effect on

demand. Very likely the same (juantity cannot U- sold, at the

higher price. The producer, none the loss, may not l)e al>le to

lessen the supply with any promptness; he may have a large

' If a rommoility is produced iindi i the roiiditioiis of iliininishiiiK or of in-

rri'iisiiig nturn, the vntf is obviously difT<Tiiit. LikIct diiiiiiiisliiiiK return, n tux

per unit of quantity tends to elieek eonsuniption. lessen produetioii, lower mar-
ginal cost, and »n inrreiuie i,rice by leas thnii the iimount of the tux. ( 'onversely.

under iiureiisinK icturn. u lux, l>y Ics.senin^ e.iu-^iinpnon, temls to rai.se m.irKiiiul

cost and so to inereuse priee \,y more than the uinouiit of the tax. \ tax on a

monopolized artielo works out its nsults ihrouuli the priueiples of inonoixily

value; and it is (piite conceival>lr thai mhIi a lux. in Ihi- ea.se of ,iii artirle for

whieh till' demand is hiiihly elaslie, will eau-e litlli^ ii^i- in priee. ami will Ix- borne
chiofly by the monopoly produier. All these possibilities however, appear in

the rasu of infernal tuxes i|uiti' as niueh a.^ in that ol import duties. They
present no speeiul jiroblems in internatiojial trade; the.\ an> part c)f th,. thee.ry

of value. Moreover, they are not ofti'ti of much praetieal e.iiise<|uri .\-i in-

tiinatud in the text, the usual I'lise i^. in the \<>un run. that of eon-l.int nturn.
The most important (pialifieation of the ni'iieral rea-Miiin;; prirhaM. i- in bi'

made for articles subjert to a qmisi nionorioly of gfiod will r,r frad.TTiark. wlur..

the pr<](hirers, thou^di tiny have no permanent or unc|Ua!iliei| nemopols, itriki'

unusual profit.s for a considerable time, and can pos-ibl\ be di.pri\ed of a p.irt

of the-c ire, fit- tliroiijdi the opi-ration of a tax. Compare what is said below,

Hook Vlll, Chapter 7(1.
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plant ct)inmittpd to makinK the i»artioiil:ir thiiiR. For a while,

therefore, i)ricc may be raised by less than the amount of the

tax ; eoneeivubly it may not be raised at all. ih\\y as supply

is slowly atljusted to tlie new situation will normal conditions

be r(>Rained and the priee raised so as to recoup the producers

and dealers for their imnuscl cxpeiiMs of i)roduction. Hence

it is true that a duty ou uni)orts, and indeed any tax on a

commodity, may fall for a wlule on the products. foreiRii or

domestic; while yet in the end, it fall, with its full weight on

the consumer.

So lon« as the conuiiudity continu.'s lo be imported, this

rise in price briiiiis a tax. but no national loss. It is true that

the consvuiiers are in <iVeit deprived of so nuich of their in-

comes ; but what they lose, the public treasury Kiiin-*- Taxes

are presunial)ly levied f(.r useful public puriioses. They do

not stand for waste. If the needed revenue had not l)een g(.t

by customs duties, it would have been «ot in some other way,

and the same tax would liave he.ii levird on the public.

Suppose, however, that aftrr tlie duty has been imposed,

domestic producers sui)i)iant the for. iitii.rs. They charK<" higher

prices than the foreitrinTs did; they musl charire IurIut prices,

in order U^ Ret a pn.tit. If they oul.l briun thr commodity

to market at the same price as the forei«!i.-r, there never would

have lK>en any importation. The fact that the domestic pro-

ducers did not enter the tieh! before the duty was imposed,

shows that they are under a disa(tvaiitau,e.' When they are

stirmiiated by the duty to enter the field, and sell their article

at a higher price than the iuiportcl one had previously cost,

the censutn.T pays the lax in pre.'isely tlu- >am(- way as if the

artirU. contu.ued to be iinporte.l, - tiiat is, in the shape of

hiiiher prices. < )>iiy, there is in this ea>e no revenue to the

pui.lic treasury. The extra price st.ands for so much Iwnus

to the doMiotic i.ro<lucers, to enable them to maintain them-

selves in a (li-.L<lvaT\tai:eous indiHtry. And it represents so

much i.ational lo^-. In mo>t .liseu»ioii of proteetive duties,

. H,„ ».,.«l.at i9*u.l.,>(l,.-.l.t-r;i7. 5J ,.upr..t.,t..ml..y,m.U'i.vli.strir..

m
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at least in the Uriitod States, the common assumption is that

the creation of a domestic industrj-, supplying a commodity

which was previously imiwrted, represents so much gain.

Strictly, the reverse is the ease. The payment of duties on

continuetl imjKJrts brings no loss; the loss arises from the

domestic siipply.

Hence, where the principle of free trade is consistently fol-

lowed, a customs duty on an article is accompanied by an

internal tax of the same amount on the domestic protluct.

Then the combine*! taxes operate solely to i)rinK i'l revenue,

and have no effect on the direction of industry within the

country. Such is the present (1010) system in Great Britain.

Her customs duties are limited to a few articles of general

consumption, such as tea, coff(H>, cocoa, sugar, beer, spirits,

tobacco. On such articles as lH«er ivv\ spirits, an internal ta.x

is imposed at llu> same rate as the customs duty. Tea, coffee,

cocoa, sugar, and the like will not Im" produced within the coun-

try under any circumstances, or at least not under any such

moderate duties as are, in fact, levied ; tlie duties on them are of

a purely revenue sort.' Sometimes, in jjopular discussion, it

is said that the imposition of any duties whatever is incon-

sistent with the princii)le of free trade. Obviously, this is a

mistake; it is only the inijMJsiticm of duties that cau.se a .sub-

stitution of domestic products for imported that conflicts with

the principle.

When a customs duty operates to bring into existence a domes-

tic industry, the domestic producers do not inake unusual gains :

that is, not if the commodity 1h> brought to market under lom-

petitive conditions. Very likely those who t.ike the iiutiativi-

in producing the article make unusual profits on the fi-st im-

' Tobarco is in thi" saiin' clasM with tr:i ami colTi'i': all of if is iniportixl. Ita

pultiv.'itioii in tlio I'liiti'il Kitiirilnni is proliiliid"!, mi tli<- ai-Jiiriiiitiiiii (a rcason-

ahlo nnr) that only -porfulic o.isfs of it.-( iiiltiviitioti would appoar in an.\' rase, an(l

that the suprrvM."!' iii'l taxation of those woulii cost nioro than any iiitcmai

ri'vcnuo would jii,-i , . Tin' most convenient way to eollect the JUiti.ih tax ou
tohaceo is to levy a 'istomsduty on thpim[)orts. and pre%-ent onoo for all donieii-

tio produrtion.
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position of a duty. In time, howivrr. profits will fall to the

normal level, and at that normal Kvel prices will l)o hiRher than

foreign prices only if a reai ilisadv.intaKc handicaps the domestic

producers. In other words, n)lK>dy nains, and the coiimmnity

loses, — the loss con.MstiiiK in its F)ayinK more for the protected

article than it would have had to p:iy without the protection.

Where there are not competitive conditions, -where there is a

monopoly, comijlete or partial, jM-rmanent or temporary, — the

domestic producers may make unusual wains. To the extent

that they do so, another item enters into the account. There

may not only l)e some national loss, l.ut in luldition a shift of rev-

enue from one set of jhtsous to unoihvr .set. The conimo<lit>

may be produced at higher exiunse within the country, and may

have to .sell on that uround for a W\is)wr price than if imported.

It may sell for a price still higher, Lecause the domestic produc<>rs

are in'a position to keep out comiM'tition an.l make unusual gains.

It may even hai)pen that the imposition of a duty enal)les (h)-

mestic producers who are under no disadvantage at all, and who

covild bring the article to market as cheaply as the foreigners,

to form a comlnnation and exact a ifiiee higher than the com-

pe>titivc one. In such a ca.se there is lu. national loss at all.

Naturally enough, this last-mentioned case is precisely that in

which protection is most unpopular, though in a sen.se least harm-

ful. Wlu're the protected producc-rs make no unusual gains, the

system is supposed to work not unfairly. The vague and dis-

tant con.se(iueiurs on g.'n.Tul industrial eHiciency which strict

economic analysis brings out are within the ken of comparatively

few iKTsons. The direct con.sequence of nibbing P«;ter to pay

Paul, which appears in ciuse of monop<jly, strikes the jjopular

imagination at once and leads to in<lignation, even though, on

a.ol consi.leration, it appears that Paul gains wh.it IVter lo>es.

and that the community as a whole is no worse off.

The eaM- with wliich popular feeling can be roused again.4 a

luonopolv has led to the frequent statements that protection

breeds monopolv. The former head of the American Sugar R<-

fining (oaipanv-a "tru>t" or wouI.Mk> monopoly - once
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remarked to a conRrcssionnl committee of invcHtiRation that

"the tariff is the mother of all trusts," and the aphurinm became

the text of Miuny frcf trade sermons. Its truth is Umited. The

rausesof i-onihiautioii are deeply rooted in the industries of mod-

ern times. 'Ihi-y are found mainly in the development of pro-

duction on u jjn-at scale; and it in MU|)erfi('ial to ascribe a

tendency so fnr-reachiriK to a .-^iiiKle external cau.se.

It is true that protective dutits .Mmiet nics liring combination

more ea.sily and at an earlier dat(>, and sometimes increase

the Rains from it. ThiH is particularly the ca.sc where the

situation is ripe for con.solidation within the country, but not

ripe for international coasolidation, — a stage of development

not unconmion, especially in the United States during recent

years. It is nut to be supposed that the tendency to combina-

tion, .strong and fur-re,' hing though it is, works out its result.^

automatically, irn-siMHtive of favoring causes or legislative influ-

ences. Protective duties have be(>n in the United .States during

the hist generation a favoring cau.se. Though the trust prolilem

is in its es.s(nce very ditTerent from that of protection,— agraver

probleiii, anil of far larger social con.se(iu( ncc, — the two inter-

lace in some indu.strics.

Ju.st a.s [)rotective duties may bring unusual gains to some
capitalists, if these can keep out comi)etitors, so they may bring

exceptionally high wages to some workmen, on the .same condi-

tion of keeping out comiietition. This is commonly less easy

for the workmen, liiit it is not impos.sibie, at lea.st for considerable

stretches of time. It is mo.st feasible in occupations of the handi-

craft sort, calling for .speci.il actiuired skill, and Udt subjected to

the machine processos. Such is, or at least has been until very

recent times, gla.«s blowing. Certain kinds of glas,-',, especially

window glass, have called for the services of the blowers, whose

trade is not easily learned. They have had a tight union, have

nstricteil entrance tcTtTTeTfait'^, and-ii^'r^jju-imtained exception-

ally high .\ ages. The employers in this industry have~alsi5'cryfr-

bincd
;

o that ther(> has been a double monopoly of capitalists

and workmen, promoted by very high imi)ort duties. The two
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favored wtfl havo alternately .,uiirrelc.l and joine.l fc.n.s, with

the a.lvantage in the en.l, a.s umial in such eaHes, to the HUi-loyerH.

Hen' m elsewhere, n.-w inventions huv. .-..nie in. and tlie npr)hea-

tion of maehin.-ry has tend.-d to .leprivr th,' handi.-raft w,.rknu-n

„f tneir siK-eial advantage. But so lon^ as the old eond.tu.ns

renmined (and the transition to niaehincry is l.y no means com-

pleted in this industry) the tariff system may be said really to

have kei.t up wages,- not wages ..f workn.-n m Rencral, i.ut

those of a limit.-d Rnuip. And hero, as in the case of guvern-

ment industri.-s,' work.Mcn in general are likelv to regani w,th

approval this advantage to the s.Mall group, ev-n tlu.ugh it nmy

mean higher charge, to consumers an.l to the great ho<lyof the

workmen as ..onsumer.. An>thing that means high wages to

any set of nmnual lalv.rers finds fav<»r with the labor leaders

and doubtless with the dumb rank and file also; partly from

mere clan..ish sympathy, but mainly fr-m inability to dis-

tinguish hetwcn the causes that brii,g real advantage to all

and those that bring advantage to a fav.red few only.

I Compare what U said in Book VII. Chapter 62, 1 6.
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CHAPTER 37

Protection and Free Trade, continued.

FOR Protection

Some Arguments

§ 1. The simpler aspects of the protective controversy have

been considered in the preceding chapter, — those which bring

out most strongly the case for free traile. They tend to show

that the increase in price due to a protective duty represents a

net loss. But there are ways in which the loss may be offset.

The consideration of the various possible modes of offset brings

out those arguments for protection which have some degree of

validity.

First there is a possible effect on the terms of international ex-

change.i The first influence of a duty is almost necessarily to

lessen imports. Even if it be a purely revenue duty, it will lessen

them ; the rise in price will cause a decline in consumption, unless

demand happens to be quite inchistic. If the duty is protective,

and operates to stimulate doine^tic production, the decline in

imports will be more certain and greater. Hence, the movement
of specie will be into the country. Then will ensue the train of

consequences (always supposing the flow of specie to be consider-

able and continued) already familiar to the reader. Prices and

incomes rise within the country, and fall in foreign countries.

Exports in time begin to be checked, as the prices of exported

articles rise ; imports are .stimulated, as the prices of imported

articles fall. The length of this period of transition, and the

extent of the change before it comes to an end, depend on the

play of reciprocal demand. If the commodities exported fr )m

a country are of a sort insistently demanded in foreign countric s

;

and if, on the other hand, the commodities which it imports are

not such as to be consumed more largely as their prices fall, —
' In the sPDse in which that phra.se was used and explained in Chapter 36.

524
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then the change may he considerahle. Eventually e(iuilihrium

is reestahlirthed ; exports diminish and imports increase until

payments again balance. When this stage is finally reached,

the country that imposed the duty v.ill have higher money m-

comes and higher prices. The higher incomes will lie of no bene-

fit so far as domestic purcliases go, shice williin the country

prices have risen in the same proi)ortion. But they will lie of

advantage in the purchase of things imported.

In such a caso, there is a balance of loss against gain. The

oonsumers lose as purchasers of the protected articles, that is, of

those made at home under the influence of the duties ; but they

gain as purcha.sers of things that continue to be imported. Even

if the particular articles subjected to the duties are completely

shut out, there will remain imports of other articles. Thus,

in the United States, protective duties during the last generation

have served to prohil)it completely tiie importation of many
manufactures ; but tea, coffee, sugar, tropical articles of all sorts,

sundry raw materials, some finer manufactures, have continued

to come in. All these, if the reasoning of the [)receding para-

graph holds good, are got in reality more cheaply because of the

duties. It is true that some of the things imported, being still

subject to duty, are absolutely raised in [)rice ; but for this ad-

vance there is a full recompense in the revenue recei\'ed by the

public treasury, and in the relief (presumably) from other taxes.

But even these imports are not raised in price by the full amount

of the duties, — there is some offset ijecause foreign prices in

general have fallen, and domestic money incomes have risen.

How far is reasoning of this sort applicible to the concrete

facts ? Precisely to the same extent as the general leasoning on

the distribution of the gains from international trade. How
difficult it is to verify this in detail has already been shown.

Take the ca.se of the United States during the la^t thirty or forty

years, when a system of high protective duties has been steadily

maintained. Throughout the ])eriod a whole series of other

factors has been influencing international trade in oi)posing ways.

The protective sj'steni, in so far as it has restrictc! imports, has
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been among the factors making for gain in the terms of exchange.

The high tariff has contributed something toward a higher

range of money incomes. How far the gain from this source

has served to offset the loss from the domestic commodities

produced and sold at higher cost, is impossible of calculation.

It is a gain, at best, little reckoned with in the popular contro-

versy. Most people who try to p'^rsuade the public to their

opinions on one or another si.le of the tariff question reason

only about what is
" good for business," about employing labor,

higher prices to consumers, extortionate monopolies. Even the

simpler questions really involved, as to the general effects of the

geographical division of labor, they perceive but vaguely
;
the

more intricate ones here considered are quite beyond the under-

standing not only of the average man, but of the average writer

on protection.

It is obvious that all countries could not play this game.

No one of them has a monopoly of imposing import duties.

A condition of mutual grasping and recrimination may be im-

agined, in which each country tries to get from the other all it

can, with the eventual result of some advantage to one ainong

them in tho form of higher money incomes, and of considerable

loss to that country and to the rest from the curtailment of the

advantageous division of labor. Commercial strife has come

perilously near this state in modern times ; but the immediate

object held in view by the combatants has never been that of

getting some of the imports cheaper. The motives and objects

have invariably been of a semi-mercantiHst sort : to check im-

ports generally, to market more and more exports. Reciprocity

movements are a compromise resuhing from this familiar sort

of contest.

§ 2. The argument for protection to young industries points

to another way in which the prima facie case in favor of free trade

may be fairly met, and tiie initial loss from protection offset.

,
The gist of it is that an industry really advantageous for a

country m.-iy be prevented from arising because of ignorance,

lack of experience, anu all the obstacles that impede success in
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unfamiliar iindertiikirips. Stated in another way, the argument is

that while the price of the i)roteete(l article is teiiiporurily raised

by the duty, eventually it is lowered. Comi)etition sets in, it is

said, and brings a lower price in the end. The free trader

asks, why any need of a duty, if the domestic producer is really

able to sell at n lower price than the foreigner? The answer is

that this reduction in domestic price comes only with the lapse

of time. At the outset the donn stic producer has difficulties,

and cannot meet foreign competition. In the end he learns

how to produce to best advantage, and then can l)ring the article

to market as cheai)ly as the foreigner, even more cheai)ly. IMost

persons who use this second form of the argument (as to the

eventual lowering of dome>tic prices) are but dimly aware of its

identity with that for jirotection to young industries. But the

two arguments are one and the same, resting on the premises

of temporary ol)stacles and eventual success.

The theoretical vali<lity of this argument has been admitted

by almost all economists. The question is how far and under

what c;rcu:.i»iaiices there is ground for ap))lyiiig protection with

prospect of this good result. The argument was first used (in

such a way as really to make an impression) in the United States

during the earlier i)art of the nineteenth century, v. hen this ctun-

try was in the transition from dominantly agricuUural and com-

mercial conditions to the stage of modern manuf/icturing. It

was carried fromthe United States to (Jernumy by its best-known

advocate, Friedrich List, who applied it to ( lermany in her transi-

tion during the middle of that century from semi-medieval to

modern conditions. The I'nited States was then a "young"

country, and (lermany. though an old country, had manufactur-

ing industries youn;; so fai- as modern ways were concerned.

There was force, as to botli countries, in the contention that

manufactures with machinery, pinver, large-scale operation, were

certain to arise in any case, or at least had an advantageous oi>

portunity; and th.at the process of transition and growth could

be made easier, and a lienc^ficial result coidd be reached at an

earlier date, by a temporary handicap on the developed compet-
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itors of oMcr countries. England, of course, was the country

then in the van, against which such shelter was sought.

List ami the other more moderate advocates of nurturing pro-

tection saitl that duties for this jnirpose shoul.l be moderate and

should he temporary. They should be moderate — not to ex-

ceed say tv <nty-five per cent —because, if the domestic industry

was at a great disadvantage in the beginning, there was little

lirospect that it would ever reach independence. Theyshould be

temi)orary — not to endure more than twenty or thirty years —
because in the end, by supposition, the domestic industry would

not need them, and ought to be able and willing to face foreign

competition. It was further added that agricultural commodi-

ties and raw materials give no field for this sort of protection.

Their geographical tlistribution is determined chiefly by unalter-

able physical conditions. Only in manufacturing industries

can the legislator have a prospect of encouraging young indus-

tries with good results.

These limitations on the argument are reasonable; more

particularly the exclusion of agricultural articles. The gov-

ernment can do much to promote efficiency in agriculture ; but

chieOy by diffusing education, improving the conditions of ten-

ure, promoting science. There are respectable arguments, as

will presently appear, for duties on such articles ; but they are

of a very difYerent kirn! from this one, which looks to promoting

eventual cheapness. The I'nited States has long levied protec-

tive duties on wool, liut never with any prospect of getting wool

cheaper thereby, and witli less prospect now (1910) than ever.

Germany and France levy duties on grain, as England diil until

184G; but there was not for England in the earlier time, nor is

there for the Continental countries to-d;iy, any outlook for se-

curing domestic supjilies at once more abundantly and cheaply.

The other limitations seem also reasona})le ; but in actual

experience it is not so clear that they must be observed in

order to secure the desired result. Not only moderate duties,

but very heavy one-, may set tbi?-\j!:-- gninrr, nnd eventually

lead to an independent domestic intlustry. Of this possibility
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the recent historj' of the silk manufucture in tlic United Statis

supplies an illustriition. A duty of sixty per oi'iit on silks was

imposed durinK the Civil \', ar (18(51). Tlie object ui first was

revenue. Then a do-ticstic industry urew uj) : and the duty was

maintained, even increased (('si)eeially in 1S!)7). Competition

became active, and j^rcat iiai)r(>vt'inents were intioduced. The

silk manufacture has iiuleed iieen the last of the textile indus-

tries to be adjusted to the machine processes : Init this develop-

ment seems to h:ive l)een ju'omoted in the United States by the

establishment of the industry under the shelter of protection.

It is certain that advances in manufacturing methods have taken

place ; it is probable that some branches of the industry, though

not all, have reached the stage where the fabrics can be put on

the market as chea]ily as they can be imi)orted. Xor is it in-

consistent with this outcome that the domestic ijroducers still

clamor for protection. They are simjily in the habit of doir.g

so. Most business men know very little outside the immediate

range of their business. If foreign comix'tition has been Ion;;

shut off by a high duty, they are ignorant of its pv)ssible effects
;

and if there is a proposal to jiermit it again, they object on gen-

eral principles, even though they are quite able to hold their

own. The protective system, especially when exaggerated stress

is laid on it through party i)oIitics, begets an abject fear of all

foreign competition. Notwithstanding this common attitude

of the domestic producers, it is tiuite jiossible that the object

of protection to young industries has been, in fact, attained;

though, no doubt, the only certain way to ascertain this is to re-

move the duties and let the domestic producers meet the for-

eigners on even terms.

While it is possil)le that protection to young industries may be

successfully applied where advantages in production rest not on

natural grounds, but on accjuired skill, it is extremely difficult to

spy how far there is a probability of such success. The question

is part of one much witler, — the general causes of the advance

of the arts. EconoTiiic history shows tliat the spread of the va-

rious trades and manuiacturcs in different countries has taken

2 M

. m
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place by no "natural" process, and that "artificial" factors,

such as governmental encouragement, the emigration of skilled

artisans, the social and political organization of a country, have

been of large, often dominant, elTect. It would he aljsurd to

ai)ply to the conditions of medieval and early modern times a

theory of natural atlvantages and of settled tlifferences in com-

l)arativo costs. ( )n the ot her hand, the lesson of history seems to

lie that other modes (,f encouragement have been more effective

than protective duties ; such as rational education, free industry,

abatement of social barriers, promotion of invention l)y patents

and trademarks. In very modern times, with the wide diffusion

of industrial education, the ease of communication, the technical

press, the eager seaich for all ways of investing capital at a profit,

— the argument for protection to young industries would seem

to have lost nmch of its force. None the less, i)ossiI)ilities still

exist, as in the case of the silk manufacture just cited. Unfortu-

nately the decisive test — eventual removal of duties— is one

which domestic producers are likely always to oppose ; and hence

it is difficult to ascertain in anj concrete case whether the com-

munity ultimately gets a real gain sufficient to offset the initial

loss.

§ 3. Political considerations are often urged in favor of protec-

tive duties.

The most conspicuous illustration is afforded by shipping. In

the days of wooden vessels, a merchantman was not so very differ-

ent from a man-of-war, and at all events training in handling the

two was the same. ^Moreover, a merchant marine was an effec-

tive auxiliary in times of war. The first of these reasons is less

important in our day, when steel battleships have intricate and

highly specialized machinery of their own. The second is per-

haps as important as in former days. A modern navy needs an

elaljorate complement of scout ships, supply ships, colliers, not

to mention transports. A large mercantile marine supplies

these, or at least aids mightily in supplying the suddenly in-

creased need of them wliich arises in time of war. If, to use

Adam Smith's phrase, defense [or aggression ?] is more important
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than opulence, it will he worth while to i)roinote a meroantilo

marine, even though it cannot do its work so cheaply as foreign

shipping. It might even he economical to subsidize a njerchaut

marine, under conditions which assure the availability of the

merchant ships in time of war; this course being very possibly

cheaper than that of hurriedly creating an auxiliary fleet when

war breaks out.

Viewed simply as a matter of the adjustme !it of a country's

productive forces, the protection of sliipping presents no new

question of principle. If foreifin ships can carry goods more

cheai)ly than domestic ships, let them do it, says the free trader.

There is no wonder-working magic in having your own ships.

They exist simply to carry goods ; and the same grounds which

hold for letting the forcMgner produce and sell goods to you, if

he can do it more cheaply, hold for letting him transport goods

for you, if he can do it more cheaply.

The only economic peculiarity in the shipjiing situation is that

the same method of protection, l)y duties, is not here available"

;

at least not for shipping engaged in foreign trade. Though a sys-

tem of preferential taxes can lie elaborated, it is i)eculiarly open

to retaliation. Tonnage duties may be made higher on foreign

ships than on domestic ; or duties on goods imported in foreign

bottoms may l)e made higher. But this sort of discrimination in-

vites easy retaliation. The domestic ships so favored must in due

time go to foreign jiorts, and in those ports they in turn may meet

the same sort of hostile treatment. Not only may they do so,

but they certainly will. Retaliation of this sort has l)een uni-

versally applied. Hence all countries have found themscjlves

compelled to enter on reciprocity arrangements for vessels en-

gaged in the direct trade between them, and have agreed to treat

domestic and foreign vessels on the .same terms. Coastwise

shipping— from one port to another in the same country (in-

cluding colonies) — is of course not subject to this limitation,

and here protection can be apjilied without hindrance. Most

countries which m.iintain protection in nny form apply it to the

coasting trade, usually by excluding foreigners once for all.
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For shipping in the foroiKn trade, tlic only available protective

policy is that of direct subsidy. The diffcrcnco l)<'tw«>on this and

protection throut!;h duties is one of method only. In the case of

subsidy the coniinunity is called on to pay money directly in

order to promote a particular industry. In the case of protective

duties it is called on to pay indirectly, in the form of higher

prices to thosp eiif^aRcd in a particular industry. The subsidy

or ))ounty method has been applied in other cases than ship-

pinp; ; frefjueiitlj' in older times, more sparingly in our own day.

For example, it was applied in 181X) in this country, when the

duty on sugar was abolished, and the domestic producers, who

liad previously hail the benefit of higher prices because of an

Mi'.port tax, \vere given a direct bounty of the same amount (two

cents a pound) on the domestic product.' A bounty, or sul)sidy,

liOwevtT, is a much less insinuating method, and much more

likely to become unpopular. Import duti(>s, though they come

in essentials to the same thing as bounties, can be defended by

a host of persuasive though fallacious arguments ; but the direct

payment of money to a favored industry presents in unmistak-

able form the question whether it is really worth while thus to

tax the community. From the free traders' point of view, this

very simplicity is an argument in favor of using in all cases

bounties and subsidies rather th.in imjiort duties.

National i)ride and prejudice have been important factors in

jiromoting the growth of i)roteetive feeling, and have been par-

ticularly so in regard to shipping. The Stars and Stripes have

disappeared from the seas : here is the most effective popular

argument i:i favor of shipping sul)sidies. Vagu«'ly as.sociated

with this are the arguments in favor of a merchant marine as a

means of suj plemeuting a fighting navy. This combination of

sv>ntiment, military glory, and serious political considiTations

belongs outside the strict scojie of economics. But the drift of

all rational economic thinking is against subsidies to shipping,

' That bounty '.vu^ iihcili^hcil in 1S04, whrii the susrar iliity was r.-imposcd.

Til." only industry for wliicli :i bounty lias bmi aiivocatrd of late in tiiis country

i^ shipping.
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as Indeoil it is uRainst ull jinRoisin. Soberly consiiiprcd, merchant

sliipH are luit implements for promoting tiie division of labor,

and the Stars and Strip<'s on them are cause for pride only if

the ships are made and handled to the real advantage of tho

community. Soberly considered, battleships are prima facie

a waste; if a necessity, a sad one; and not to be built one

iota beyond the limits of dear necessity.

§ 4. Considerations as to general social soundness are supposed

by some to strengthen the case for free trade, by others that for

protection. I5ut it is doubtful whether a strong ca.sc can be

made out on such grounds either way. It is said by the pro-

tectionists that diversified industry has social and educational

advantages, and that a community whose occupations have a very

narrow range will be deficient in intelligence and adaptability.

In view of the degree of industrial diversity which is certain to

appear under any circumstances in a modern country of advanced

civilization, this sort of vague allegation has no probative force.

Possibly more cmi be found in the free traders' argument that a

diversity of industries secured by the promotion of manufactures

at the expense of agriculture brings social and political draw-

backs. Manufactures mean large-scale production, concentra-

tion in comparatively few hands of management and probably

of ownership, dependence of workmen on wages by hire, increasing

inequality. They mean, too, crowding in cities, and the tempta-

tion to employ women and children. In the earlier part of the

nineteenth century arguments of this sort were much used in

the United States against protection. They were not without

weight ; they are not without weight e\-en now. The soundest

I>arts of our American nation are in those regions of the North

where agric\ilture is .still the dominant industry. But, after all,

t!ie mode in which an industry is conducted, and tlu> character

(if the people engaged in it, are more important than the nature

of the industry itself. The workingin(>n of the English manu-

fucturing districts in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Scotland are

1 ttor social stuff than the agricultural laborers of ea.stern Ger-

many and probably even than most of tlie peasant proprietor;-- of
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France. Protection and free t radc are minor factorH as compared

witli thcdiffusiouof cducution, the Kciicral ran«e of int»'lligencc,

tlic distril)Ution of wciilth and inconu-, tlic demarcations of

Hociul classes, |H)litical and industrial freedom.

A special application of social and jxjlitical arRuments has

recently lieen maile in (iermany, coinliined, however, with

reasonir»K of a strictly economic sort. There the controversy

has Ix'cn between the advocates oi tiie Aumr.'itaal and of the In-

dustricstaat,^ the fo.nier beitiK in favor of duties on grain and

other aRricultiiral i)roducts. the latter opposed to them. To the

former— the protectionists — tle|M'ndence on foreign countries

for indispensable foodstuffs seems to liring evils and dangers.

An agricultural population, or at least one with a due projwr-

tion settled on tl.e land, is thought to be In-tter social material

than one mainly engaged in manufactures, A great develop-

ment o<' manufactures, moreover, and a dependence on foreign

markets for disposing of the products, britig uncertainty.

Hostile tariffs, or the loss of the advantage in production

on which the exportation rests, may put an end to the trade

and endanger the established industries. Finally — and hero

the crux of the arguments is reached — the present relations be-

tween the European manufacturing countries and the over8(>a

countries from which they get food are essentially temporary, —
temporary, that is, compared with a nation's life history. The

supply ot i(»od, and especially of wheat, from the United States,

Argentina, Canada, rests on predatory cultivation.'' The contin-

uous cropping of the soil can be maintained only so long as new

land is St 11 available. Sooner or later— and it will be soon, say

these prott ctionists — the virgin lanils will all be occupied ; and

then a conserving cultivation, with varied crops, must come.

Meanwhile, population in these new countries increases rapidly,

their own consumption of foodstuffs becomes greater, their

e-.onomic situation becomes steadily less favorable to the expor-

iThp Gorman word "Industrie" moans "mamifaoturcs." It is often mis-

undorstood and niistr;in<l;itcd to moan "industrv."

» See what is said in Book V, Chapter 42, § 5, on i)rcdaU)ry cultivation.
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tation of Rrain luul the lik.'. This transition li:is ultvudy Ix-'Kun

in th(! I'nitcd States, hitherto the greatest exporter of aKri-

cultural pnxhiee. It must set in, with time, in other «uch

countries also.

Honce those old eountries In which jjreat manufueturesdevelop,

based on an oxehaiine of the maimfaeture<l pnuhicts with im-

ported food, must face the possihihty, uuv Hie probaWility, of an

eventual revulsion. Koo<l will no lonRer l)e ol.tainalile by im-

portation. The manufaeturinn population must then ro l)aek.

in part, to the land, but this poimlation. under the stiumlus of

plentiful employment and eheai) focjd, will have become! larRc,

and an endeavor to support it at home will meet all the obstacles

of diminishin^t returns from land. The example of Ennland is

held up as a warnins. H<'r K"'ut poi)ulation, which the coun-

try's own resources cannot possibly supply with food and ma-

terials, is necessarily di>peudent on foreign trade, and must be

constantly uneasy lest the process of exchange with other coun-

tries may fail.

There is much validity in this train of reasoniuR. As put forth

by careful thinkers, it admits the prima Javlc loss from protection.

It would s(>em plain that in the present peneratijn food is got

cheaper by foreign trade, and that the exchange of manufactures

for footl is for the time being advantageous. True, some of the

ardent protectionists hesitate in this sort of admission, as people

commonly hesitat(> and minimize in concessions to their oppo-

nents ; but the admission nmst be made. It must I)e admitted,

also, that the process of checking the growth of manufactures by

making foodstuffs dear is a trying one. It is a sacrifice to the

apparently distant future, which in the pres««nt g(>noration must

be unpopular. But where the sentiment of nationality is strong,

and the welfare of coming generations is prized, such sacrifice

mas' be called for.

To go into all the details of the controversy on Agrarslaat and

Industriestaat would pass tl.e limits of this book. The free

traders aver that in a country of great extent and diversified

climate like Germany, no such extreme development of manu-
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factures as in England is to be looked for ; that the probability

of failure of supplies from food-exporting countries is exagger-

ated ; that if there conies eventually a check to the exchange of

manufactures for food, it will be l>y no sudden disastrous halt,

but by a gradual process to which industry and population can

adjust themselves ; and finally that, in the present, the burden

of import duties is heavy, and that the chief beneficiaries are

a small knot of large landed proprietors. The main economic

argument of the protectionists, as to the future failure of fooa

supplies, raises a question difficult in many directions,— namely,

how far it is wise to go in the restriction of immediate satisfac-

tions for the sfke of a distant and more or less uncertain future.

Shall we now hasband our coal supplies, which we know to be

limited ? Or shall we use them freely ai'cording to present needs,

partly indifferent to the future, partly trusting to possible dis-

coveries and improvements for other sources of heat and power?

Shalt, the Germans (and English, too) persist in a policy of free

trade and of dependence on foreign countries for food and ma-

terials needed now, without speculating too anxiously upon the

continuance of these supplies in the uncertain future? It is

easy to err in endeavoring to provide too carefully for coming

generations. Such are some of the large problems which the pro-

tective controversy now presents in a country like Germany,—
problems which give fair ground for differences of opinion, and

involve considerations much weightier than those usually put

forward by protectionists in the United States.

§ 5. A somewhat different phase of the tariff controversy

has; appeared in England. There the steps towards a manufac-

turing nation (Industriestcai) have been irrevocably taken, and

the question is as to the best means of remaining with safety

and prosperity in this far-developed stage. It would seem at

first sight that here a policy of free trade alone is tenable. Yet

the reaction against it haa ajip'^ared in England also, and not

without the support of effective arguments. These arguments,

so far as they are really of weight, all turn on the expediency of

reciprocity arrangemciits.
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In the preceding pages it has been said more than once that

exaggerated importance is commonly attached to a coimtry's

exports. For a country in England's situation, however, there

is substantial ground for watching the exports with -pecial care,

and perhaps with some aiixiety. They are the means for ob-

taining indispensable imports. The alternative of producing the

imports at home — of turning the labor and capital from mak-

ing the things exported to making those now imported— hardly

exists. England must import ; and in order to import, she must

export. Hence every event which lessens the market for ex-

ports must cause concern. Among those events is the imposi-

tion of protective duties elsewhere. It is a matter of large con-

sequence for England to maintain in other countries an open

market for herself. Hence the advocacy of imperial federa-

tion, or imperial preference duties, as a means of inducing the

colonies to relax, if not to give up, their duties on English

goods; and hence the advocacy of duties on foreign goods in

England, as a means of chaffering with other countries in nego-

tiations for the reciprocal retluction of tariff barriers. In Eng-

land, as in Germany, and indeed in all countries, the vulgar

fallacious arguments in favor of protection play a large part in

the popular controversy : increased employment for home

labor, support of domestic industry, tribute to foreigners in

payments for imports, and so on. But these arguments are

more insidiously dangerous in England than anywhere else.

That country depends for its very existence on manufacturing

industries which are able to face the competition of the world.

If once her own industries really lean on protection against

foreigners, her knell is sounded. The only solid ground for

advocating duties is to enable the diplomatists to higgle for

lowered duties elsewhere. And the only ground for preferential

arrangements with the colonies is to induce them to admit

Eaplish goods with no duties or with lowered duties.

In its direct economic effects, the levy of duties on imports

in retaliation for duties elsewhere on a country's exports, makes

the situation not better, but worse. If CUTtiumy lc\i;s dxitivs
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on English goods, the advantaj^es from the division of labor

between the two countries are Icssenetl by so much. If Eng-

land then levies duties on German goods, those advantages are

lessened by so much more. If, indeed, one takes a Mercantilist

view of foreign trade, and assumes that its chief object is to

procure a market for the exports, then retaliation and reci-

procity assume a different aspect. Then a country becomes

always intent on increasing its exports, ami always uneasy at

increasing its imports; and then it will perhaps consent to

admit the imports more freely only if tempted by a bait of

selling exports more freely. So long as this state of mind

exists, there is at least a irossibility of securing an eventual relax-

ation of restrictions by first imposing restrictions.

What may be the substantial grounds for expecting, in the

case of England, a real extension of international trade by this

process, it is diflicult to say. Adam Smith remarked that this

matter was not for the economist, but for that crafty and

insidious animal called the statesman or politician. The

stanch free trailers aver that other countries, and the English

colonies also, will go their way undisturbed by retaliatory

duties or preferential offers, or will make concessions that are

only nominal ; and that England herself will suffer, and in no

way gain, from her own restrictions. On the other hand, it

must be admitted that tiie Mercantilist notions persist with

extraordinary tenacity. The immense majority of persons

think of a reduction of duties, not as a gain to their own country,

but as a favor shown to the for(>igner; and conversely they

think of tariff reductions by foreigners as the opportunity to

sell more goods abroad and profit thereby.

§ G. The growth of protection during the last generation has

been a remarkalile ijhenomenon, in view of tlie weight of rational

opinion iigaiiist i st of the arguments connnonly advanced

for it. Half a ci^ntury ago,— that is, during the generation

following the repeal of the English corn lav/s in lS4o, — the

indications seemed to be that free trade, or at least a great

relaxation of customs Ijarriers, would extend over the civilized
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world. But in the decade 1870-1880 the current began to

turn the other way. Country after country has set toward

protection, and England is the only one that has held con-

sistently to unrestricted trade. The protectionist reaction ia

explicable on various grounds. The growth of nationalist feel-

ing is one important cause. Protection seems, to most people,

a "national" policy, and in fact is so, in the sense of causing

exchanges to be made within a country rather than between

countries. The principle of free trade has a certain cosmo-

politan flavor, and assumes (as well as promotes) a spirit of peace

and good will among the nations. Another causi! has been the

breakdown of the British school of political economy, and the

lulmitted need of a thorough reconstruction of economic theory.

1 )iis has promoted skepticism as to free trade, which was one

of the cardinal <loctrinos of that school ; although no part of the

system of the older economists has stood the test of time and

criticism l^ettcr than their reasoning about international trade.

Still another cause has been the compctitit)n of oversea countries

with the agricultural producers of the Continent. The landed

interest there, formerly indifferent or hostile to duties, has

joined in the demand for protection against underselling for-

eigners. At all events, during the last generation a wave of

protection has succeeded the previous one of free trade.

There are some indications of a movement the other way, —
a reaction toward lower duties again. The game of obstruct-

ing imports has been played by the various countries, each

against the other, to such an extent that they seem to be get-

ting weary of it. They have resorted to reciprocity arrange-

ments as a method of reaching a more liberal policy
;
and this

is likely to l-e the method of the immediate future. Whatever

the groimds on which this new movement rests, and whatever

the methods used, almost all economists regard it with favor.

The raripant prntociinni;;in v;!v.ch ha..; takcii .^ucli liuld m

France, Germany, Russia, above all in the United States, has

the support of few sober thinkers; though there are many

economists to whom unquaiihed free trade seems to bring diffi-
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culties of its own. Whether England, in a genen movement

toward reciprocity, would profit more by holding aloof, and

accepting only the results of lower duties as arranged by the

other countries ; or whether she would gain by threatening to

impose duties of her own and thus entering actively into the

bargaining process, — these are questions to which, to . peat,

no certain answers can be given, and which must be left for

the English people and statesmen to decide as best they can.

§ 7. In the United States, a severely protective tariff has

been maintained since the Civil War. The financial exigencies

of the war caused high duties to be levied, especially in 1864

;

and in the successive tariff acts passed since that time, these

duties have been retained, and in many directions raised further.

No country now (1910) has a more rigid or all-inclusive tariff

system than the United States.

'he economic effects of this system it is impossible to follow

ti..pirically. We have seen that its effects on the terms of inter-

national exchange are so interwoven with those of other factors

that no unraveling is possible. Even more baffling is the task

of following or measuring its effects on general prosperity. The

protectionists, on this subject, as on the rate of wages, have

preached and protested that all good things come from their

tariff. Such talk results naturally from the exigencies of parti-

san conflicts and the need of simple arguments for the mass of

voters. So loud and persistent has been the talk that for many

persons not unintelligent it has become an article of faith that

the prosperity of this country rests on the protective tariff.

Yet there is no p -
: delusion. A multitude of factors explain

our general welfai., -vast resources, a far-spread division of

labor wirulii iiie country, a free, active, and intelligent popu-

latioi Has not this North American region been ir centuries,

under all sorts of economic and political condition the envy

of the world? But to trace in detail the part played by any

one factor in promoting or retarding the enviable outcome, is

well-nigh impossible. Certain it is that, so far as the tariff is

concerned, we must rely chiefly on general reasoning. The first
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and obvious effect of protection is to turn industry into less

advantageous channels; and there is, in my judgment, no good

case to rebut this prima facie conclusion, and to establish a

balance of gain, from such a tariff system as the United States

has had since the Civil vVar.

The protective duties have caused a real burden of taxation

for the community, — a burden alike as to the things imported

and as to those whoso domestic production has been brought

about. True, the duties on imports have yielded revenue. But

they have led to pul)lic extravagance. The persistence in main-

taining high duties, and the inflow of many imports over the

barrier of the tarilT, have resulted in greater revenues than was

expected or desired, and have promoted wasteful expenditure.

The main burden, none the less, certainly the burden specially

due to protection, has appeared in the higher prices of the

things made at home. That burden has in many cases been

increased for the consumer, or at least kept heavy for hmi, by

monopoly, temporary or permanent, among the domestic pro-

ducers. It is small comfort that, in case of monopoly, the con-

sumer's burden may represent, not national loss, but diversion

of gain to favored persons.

Yet it should be said that on many articles the duties have

been but nominal. These articles have been made as cheaply

within the country, and (competition being active) sold as

cheaply. The mere imposition of a duty does not raise prices.

It does so only if a foreign supply is cut off, and a more expen-

sive domestic simply i^ thereby induced, or a domestic monopoly

fostered. The extent to which manufacturing industry in the

United Stato^ i- dependent on the tariff system is vastly ex-

as?gerated by the protectionists. One would suppose, from

their doleful pre lictions, that not a chimney would smoke but

for the tarilT. In fact, the United States is certain to l^e a

great manufacturing country under any conditions. So much

is assureil bv its wonderful resources of coal and minerals and

by the ingenuity and enterprise of its people. Its comparative

advantage is by no means confaied to agricullure. But this
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same consideration indicates tiiat the free traders have gone

too far in ascribing ill effects to all the parts of the protective

system It has not changed the course of industry as far as

their charges imply. The country would be prosperous, and

would have greatly diversified industries, without a high tariff

as certainly as with it.

§ 8 The conditions on which depemls the maintenance of

manufactures in a country like the United States deserve a

moment's consideration. Agriculture still remains the dominant

industry, though not as pronouncedly so aa in former times.

Some manufactures always have existed, side by side with

agriculture, from the very necessities of the case. These pro-

duce what we have called domestic commodities, — those not

subject to foreign competition in any event. The manufac-

tures whose products could conceivably be supplied by impor-

tation are those which alone present the tariff problems. With

the cheapening of transportation and the crumbling away of

special national ways and prejudices, the range of these poten-

tially competitive manufactures is probably widening. They

can maintain themselves, in a state of freedom, only if they

have as great a comparative advantage as agriculture. They

can hold their own against foreigners it their labor is more

effective in the same degree as labor in agriculture is, or if

they can get labor on unusually cheap terms. Labor may

be more effective (and these are obviously the kinds of ad-

vantage which are really to be desired), either if the natural

conditions are ad 'intageous, or it the labor is intelligently

directed and applied. Both these causes of advantage—
t>atural resources ami intelligence in applying labor — tell in

giving the United States an advantage in agriculture. Both

tell, also, in manufactures.

The exportation of wheat, cotton, corn products, from the

United States, though in large part the result of favoring condi-

tions of climate and soil, depends also on agricultural machinery,

well-selected seeds, cheap transportation to the railway and by

the railway. The exportation of some manufactures (or things
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classed in our statistics as manufactures), such as copper and

kerosene oil, depends on the same combination,— natural re-

sources and skill. But in many manufactures which are exported

the advantage seems to be in skill only. Such are sewing ma-

chines, agricultural implements*, electrical apparatus, loco-

motives. Those are simply made better, or are made more

cheaply through better machinery, because of Yankee in-

genuity. And there are many manufactures which, while they

do not export heavily, have complete possession of the domestic

field, and ave not in danger of competition from imports, for

the same reason; suc!i ;is boots and shoes, pressed glassware,

the commoner grades of cotton goods. These various numufac-

tures, quite able to face foreign competition, are the ones which

it is really profitable for the people of the United States to

have; and their range, as already stated, is wider than would

be supposed from the common assertions of both protectionists

and free traders.

The ustial cause of advantage in manufactures is better

machinery and methods. Take the case of the shoe manu-

facture, which has been cited as one of our efficient and

independent industries. Shoes are not imported ; the> are

beginning to be exported in considerable quantities. The

Americans have taken the lead in the invention and perfection

of machinery for making them. But machinery can be bought

or copied. The Germans, perhaps, can copy it, and then,

working it vnth obpan<^r labor, can undcn-cll the Americans.

This is, or at least was, often true of the Germans ; they have

been good imitators, though slow originators. It is said that

American steel skates, devised and perfected in the United

States, were copied to the smallest detail in Germany, and

then, being made there with cheaper labor, were imported into

this country again. This sort of imitation is not always pos-

sible; since, for working machinery, a force of intelligent and

skillful mechanics is often as necessarj' as the machinery itself,

and is much more difficult to copy. But the thing is posKilili-,

if not always, at least in many cases ; and the more so if ma-
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chinery becomes automatic. The salvation of the iadustry

hen is in a country like the United States, mcessantly to .m-

prove machinery. Constant progress is the con.ht.on of mam-

taining the con^parative advantage. Once the same method

-tLt is the same efficiency of labor - prevail the world

ov^ld the country where wages are lower can sell c eapcr.

It is comn.<ndv said that the United States .s hkely to have

an advantage in" those manufactures where -^^^'y^^^^
used This is true ; but the real explanation .s not often g.v(n.

The\nere use of labor-saving machinery does not, give an

Il^antage. Machinery represents only one way of applying

labor. It is the use of labor-saving ma<-h,nc>ry to a greater

t^, or in a more ingeni. s way that enables the output o

e omparatively cheap, even though the wages of ^borers b

high. n those industries which are adapted to the mach ne

p' .esses, American labor is UMy to be inore efficient. Which

hose industries are, cannot be settled by any rul Th

anarch of invention is irregular. Sometimes Anu-ricai. taU

the lead, sometimes Englishmen, sometimes Germans or trcndi-

rnen It is proverbial that Americans have a more than

Treditable record in this sort of competition ;
and the economic

or I ary is that they do well to confine their -nufacturmg

activity to those industries in which they seem able to keep in

'lu'some cases in the recent history of manufacturing industry

i„ the United States, it is to be admitted that this process of

getting th.. lead .seems to have been pron^oted by protec on

That is protection to young imlustries has been successfully

!,'!.' The obiect has been attained by a rude, blundcnng

J usive method ;
but in fairness we must grant that at ained

t has lH>en. The silk manufacture has already been citcxl as

L example. Possibly the iron and steel manufacture presents

34, ^ :5.
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another. But this latter case is more doubtful, hecauso the

question always arises whether such an industry, not n-ally

new to the country (as was the silk manufacture), would not

probably have grown to independence under any circumstances.

The steady increase and thickening of population, and ti)e grow-

ing scarcity of free land, tend in any ev« nt to l)ring about a

development of other than agricultural industry. The great

stream of m;migration, and the altered conditions of labor

supply thereby brought about, strengthen still more this

tendency. The tariff system, even where it may sc>eiii to have

acted in the way of protcciion to young industries, has often

but quickened slightly development which would have come

soon enough without it.

§ 9. Making all possil^le allowances for the -arious ways in

which the initial burden has been offset in the United States,

there probably remains a heavy debit balance agaiu.st protec-

tion, through the creation of industries dependent upon it.

These present the problem, always difficult, of the claims of

vested interests. No one would propose that persons who

had in good faith made great investments in plant, on the

reasonable supposition of the continuance of the protective

policy, should be deprived of the protection suddenly and

without notice. It is true that their own statements regarding

the rates of duty which they "need" are always exaggerated,

and that a much greater reduction is usually feasil)le, without

real breakage, than they are willing to admit. None the less

breakage is to be avoided. The reaction against protection, if

it should come, ought to proceed by gradual and tentative

steps. This sort of consideration, however, need not be shown

with regard to many raw materials, in producing which no

consideraI)le plant is needed. Such, for instance, is wool, on

which the United States long maintained a heavy duty, not

defensible on any solid economic groimd. The tariff act of

1894 was Avisely framed so far as it abolished once for all the

wool duty; this was the one bold step taken in that unfor-

tunate and short-lived measure. The duties on timber, hemp,

2n
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coal, are similarly indefensible, and could \ye done away with

at short notice.

Nothing ha8 been said, in this review of the tariff problem

in our own country, of some of its more obvious bad aspects,

-the pressure of interested producers to obtain measures

favorable to themselves, the contributions of a semi-corrupt

character to party chests, the log rolling by which each legis-

lutor strives to secure in the general scramble duties that will

be of l)cnefit, or at least will be thought of benefit, to his own

constituents. The tendency, in popular government, for each

representative to press the real or supposed interests of his

special constituents is the greatest evil of democracy. It has

been experienced to the full in our tariff legislation. But it

appears in many directions, in things good as well as in things

doubtful, — in education, harbor improvements, the postal

service, public control of railways and other industries. Some-

thing of the sort must be faced whenever the state undertakes

to direct and regulate matters of economic consequence. We

must keep in mind chiefly the general outcome, under such

working conditions as the existing state of political machinery

makes possible ; and from this point of view the question of pro-

tectior also must be judged.
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